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Abstract
The present study establishes meaning and linkage among a cluster of specific structural features —
the snap, twang, and blue note— and between this cluster and the temporal deviations they can be found
accompanying. These features are explored through their perceived sonic, textual, and motional properties,
as they have emerged across cultures and historical periods, with distinct ethos. Consideration is taken for
the ethnic, social, and spiritual meanings invoked by each feature, their interrelationships as a cluster, and
with temporal deviation.
Interrelationships include: snap and temporal deviations both emerging from polytempic
interactions, yet contrasting in their respective grounded and floating qualities; snap and twang each
articulating (i.e.: worrying ) flexible blue note pitch regions; and twang and blue note s respective
articulations of vocal harmonics. I propose an isomorphic continuum may explain the ratios of temporal
deviations identified in a number of African-American musics, suggesting deep interrelationships among
snap, twang, blue note, and temporal deviations. If the blue note and certain temporal deviations are
isomorphic, we can also learn about temporal deviation by studying the ethos of the blue note: I compare the
blue third with the diatonic minor third.
The relationships between these features and temporal deviations suggest they function as coexpressions of, or redundant cues for, the performer s awareness and commitment. I interpret the
consistency of heightened arousal invoked by these features, as embodied understanding across cultural
contexts. When embodied, the cue is perceived directly: for example, commitment and intensity is
experienced, not merely represented, in the snap. Such cross-cultural consistency of meaning does not
preclude the possibility that the features function as code-switching cues to mark transformative moments in
music, since consistency of meaning doesn t indicate consistency of ideology. Connecting the features to their
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subdivided variations opens the door to understanding the relevance and applicability of this study s findings
across an even wider breadth of musical practices. The spontaneous participant —artist, witness,
researcher— kinesthetically channelling the creative spirit, stands to gain appreciation for the compatibility
and complexity of different gestures, their consonances and dissonances, across disciplines and traditions.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Increasingly minute patterns in music have been, and continue to be, uncovered by microrhythm
research since the late 1950s, particularly in the music of the African diaspora (Seeger 1958; Stewart 1973;
Owens 1974a; Pressing 1987; Collier and Collier 1996). As this progressively finer understanding is gained,
scholars propose and describe connections between micro and macro structures in sound (Pressing 1987;
Hennig et al. 2011), and their associated gestures, motions, and feelings (Iyer 1998). The initial impetus of
this dissertation was to further contribute to the linkage of these structures by exploring the possible
connections between temporal deviations, whose often complex and asynchronous relationships can fall on
the microrhythmic scale of time, and a cluster of specific structural features that can be found accompanying
them: the snap, twang, and blue note. This exploration, in turn, prompted the consideration of: aspects of the
relationships between these temporal deviations and this cluster of features; the interrelationships among
these features; the different meanings induced, constructed, or signified by these features as they occur in a
range of musical contexts; and the consistency or distinctions across these emergent meanings.
Some microrhythm studies offer increasingly granular descriptions of how a temporal deviation
unfolds and what structural or self-referential function this serves (Kurkela 1995; Benadon 2006, 2009;
Butterfield 2011; Räsänen et al. 2015). Some studies offer additional clues about what a temporal deviation
might induce or signify affectively (Kurkela 1995), such as through the wider lens of its associated physical
motion (action understanding) and the related cultural sound ideals (Marks 1974; Folio 1995; Butterfield
2002; Iyer 2002, 2014). While surveying this broader context supports insights into the structural and
affective meaning of the temporal deviations, there has been a lack of understanding into how certain macro
and micro structures interact, and how these macro structures might interact as a cluster among themselves.
This study helps to fill this gap.
This dissertation establishes a deeper comprehension of temporal deviations by uncovering the
nature of the contextual features that accompany them. Specifically, I examine a cluster of features that I have
observed accompanying temporal deviations within African-American musics, either participating directly in
the temporal deviations, or occurring within the larger temporal window of the improvisation or musical
arrangement which frames the deviation. My examination of these accompanying features —the snap, twang,
and blue note— individually and as a cluster, entails a broad and detailed synthesis of perspectives, and is a
necessary contribution to appreciating their wide-ranging significance. In doing so, we reveal
interrelationships between the temporal deviations and the accompanying cluster and context.
While the redundancy and ambiguity of features may convey meaning, they can also serve to
disambiguate the temporal deviations. The redundant copresence of interrelated features is an established
aspect of information transmission (Shannon 1948), in formulaic language (Ong 1977; Gleick 2011), and
aesthetics (Berlyne 1971). In musical contexts, such redundancies may form a cluster of sonic, kinesthetic, or
linguistic features which stimulate or cue a shift toward heightened or ecstatic transformation. While
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transformative shifts in Afro-Caribbean and Afro-South American practices are marked overtly (e.g. switching
to African rhythms, languages, or summoning African deities) (Marks 1974), in Afro-American rituals, these
shifts are more covert, including code switching (e.g. doubleness or signifyn (g)) from European to African
stylistic markers (Du Bois 1903; Marks 1974; Monson 1994). Temporal deviations that are subtle or
ambiguous may be contextualized with multiple cues that signify gestural awareness and commitment. If a
temporal deviation reflects an ecstatic or transformative event, we might, for example, expect this gesture to
be accompanied by cues that confirm this spirit. Examining the clustered features with respect to their
similar and different meanings across cultural practices sheds light on whether, or how, these features
operate as cues, for example, where cross-cultural similarities could suggest embodied understanding, and
differences could suggest code-switching. As will become evident, these two modes are not mutually
exclusive, where a gesture may function as an embodied cue.
A table of examples that itemizes the copresence of scholar-identified temporal deviations and the
cluster of features which I identify, is included. 1 Only some discussions of these examples are given in this
study, however, which may help to establish relevant questions and directions for future comparative and
statistical studies (Cf. (Berlyne 1971, 249, 266)).
The present study examines the impetus or meaning of the identified features from multiple
perspectives, across different cultures, practices, historically and contemporarily:
Embodied meanings: a sonic gesture is cognitively wedded to a particular kinesthetic motion,
and may also have psychobiological implications;
Semantic networks: a sonic gesture may be perceived as belonging to a semantic category whose
associations with other categories influence the gesture s perceived meaning; and
Ethos or affect: a sonic gesture may invoke a psycho-emotional state, whether by culturally
specific or general means, including inherent embodied meaning or semantic networks.
These perspectives are an integral part of understanding processes in music cognition and sensorimotor
activity (Steinbeis and Koelsch 2008; Juslin and Västfjäll 2008; Bashwiner 2010, 318, 326), mechanisms with
which temporal deviation and microrhythm research have become increasingly concerned (Iyer 2002).
The broad examination here spans contemporary historical periods, and African-American, African,
European, as well as other Western and Near Eastern cultural contexts, in order to consider whether and
where continuities, commonalities, or distinctions among meanings exist.
The cluster of three basic features I focus on in this text, which often occur simultaneously, and
sometimes somewhat indistinguishably, are defined as follows:
Snap is the perception of an asymmetric relationship between two successive event durations
where the first is perceived to be shorter and typically more accented than the second. The
succession is detected by a sense perception —hearing, vision, touch, etc.— that may produce a
cross-modal experience. For example, the auditory perception of a snap triggers an action
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Cf. Appendix B.
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understanding of the jerking motion that caused it. This experience may also trigger cognitive
states, such as surprise, arousal, or defiance, whose intensity is related to the degree of perceived
asymmetry, for instance, the duration and accent relative to the perceiver s baseline entrainment
tempo or cognitive load. From the perspective of ecological perception, which analyzes
meaningful environmental information (affordances), the short-long succession can also be
interpreted as a causal relationship, where the initial short is interpreted as causing the
succeeding long. The snap rhythm may also be understood in relation to its inversion (e.g. swing
rhythm). Through semantic associations, the experiences described may also evoke other
categories of snap, such as finger snaps, or related terms.
Twang can be: a minimally–discrete motion of pitch (e.g. a smear, glissando, or chromatic
inflection from one fundamental tone to another); a glide of resonant formants (e.g. through
aryepiglotic narrowing, nasalization, or diphthongization); or a glide of partials (e.g. acoustic or
electronic spectral shifts, as in the typical sound of a plunger mute or wah wah pedal). Although
gliding motions may be associated with sensual qualities, a twang may have different meanings,
depending on its particular properties, and on the ecological, biological, or social context in
which it occurs. A snap whose two events are made less discrete by gliding the pitch, for
example, can begin to evoke a twang.
Blue note (aka worried note) is a flexible pitch region around a scale degree, particularly ^b3^,
^b5^, ^b7^, theorized to be a down-transposed projection of a vocal formant, articulated
dynamically (e.g. worried as a twang or snap motion) or as a stable fixed pitch. The ^b3^ blue
note may evoke a minor third tonality, which is associated with complex emotions, like shades of
melancholy or sadness, and may ultimately be used in expressions of resilience. I observe that
the intervallic ratios that produce blue note tonalities (^b3^, ^b5^, and ^b7^) seem to have close
correlates in the ratios identified in temporal deviations in African-American music, thus
suggesting the possibility that blue notes are sometimes isomorphic across a pitch-to-rhythm
continuum (cf. musica universalis).
These features have multiple variations, whose distinct properties are discussed in the text. These features
are also identified as frequent components of larger gestures, such as:
the yodel, e.g.: when its registeral break hiccups in a snap rhythm;
the cry, e.g.: when it climaxes on a snapped or twanged blue note, or is preceded with a snapping
stammer. 2
My identification of the relationship between such vocal gestures and their analogous instrumental
forms, suggests new ways of understanding common patterns heard in different musical practices, and where
their occurrence may also reveal historical continuities. The categorization of the snap, twang, or blue note
features as subunits, contributes to generating future opportunities for the taxonomization of their composite
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Cf. Appendix A-1, Cf. Appendix D.
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gestures (e.g. yodel, cry, or whistles). A separate section is dedicated to the subdivided snap (or subdivided
twang), a variation of the snap (or twang) that: frequently uses blue notes; shows connection to ululation and
yodeling; and is found in practices around the world (e.g. European, Western, African American, African, as
well as South American, Middle and Near Eastern). 3 The relationships between all the above features as
signals used to project across acoustic environments, such as in cries, yodels, etc., is discussed and the
contextual meanings of these physical or musically imagined acoustic spaces raises questions for future
investigations (including the corollary interrelationships between temporal and spatial deviations that also
find kinesthetic analogues in concepts of floating, flying). 4

3
4

Cf. Appendix C-1 and Appendix C-2.
Cf. Appendix D, Cf. Appendix E.
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As Christopher Small reminds us, the strength of verbal language —to explicitly articulate entities that
are absent, one at a time— does no justice to the strength of music, ritual, or any language of gesture —to
implicitly enact a myriad of interrelationships simultaneously, here and now (Small 1999). And so . . .

How to Read this Work
The work is designed with hyperlinked cross-references to encourage readers to jump around as
their interest and intuition compels them: to interact with the text spontaneously.
The reader who wishes to read the text straight through from introduction (chapter 1) to
conclusion (chapter 7) is welcome to do so, consulting footnotes for more information. Cross-references are
mostly kept in the footnotes to facilitate this as-needed approach.
The appendices serve a supportive role, so readers may be inclined to consult them as desired.
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CHAPTER 2
Snap
Snap
2.1 Polyrhythmic Interaction
2.2 Asymmetry
2.3 Semantics Networks
2.4 Perceptual Thresholds
2.5 Social Signifiers
Figure 2.1. Topics pertaining to Snap
2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping
Keywords: temporal asynchronies, polytempic interactions, palindromic short-long and long-short patterns
Miles Davis admired, on two separate occasions, the rhythmic superimpositions executed with 6/8
feels to create funky, changing and popping rhythms. One description is of African dancers and musicians
(Goldstein and Habans 1986), and one is of Baptist preachers (Davis and Troupe 1989, 226). On the latter
occasion, around 1985, to demonstrate how he integrates these ideas into his own music, Davis sings
fragments of a live arrangement of a song named for the South African Bishop Desmond Tutu: d ba ba ba, baba! before shifting to the snapping accents of preacher s cadence, and then the congregational shouts That s
right, A-men (Goldstein and Habans 1986). Davis final syncopating snap on ba-ba! sounds similar to some
of those many snaps John Coltrane plays in his own 1960 My Favorite Things improvisation, a work with
simultaneous duple and triple feels, filled with ecstatic sounding temporal deviations, and whose slow waltz
Coltrane too, characterized as having an element of gospel (quoted in (Porter 1998, 184)). 5 In 1958, a year
before Davis and Coltrane collaborated on another synthesis of African and gospel preacher-inspired ternary
blues compositions on Kind of Blue, 6 Jimmy Smith recorded The Sermon, culminating his organ solo with a
chain of approximately 22 preaching snaps (from 3:24-3:34), a chain whose African connection I later offer. 7
The ternary element —and its communion with the duple element— that each of these recordings features,

5 Coltrane s improvisation on the eponymous
studio recording of My Favorite Things exhibits a number temporal deviations, for
example where pitch information is squeezed or stretched in complex manner relative to the underlying regular pulse (e.g. at 1:55,
7:29, 8:00, 8:09, 9:00). Among transcriptions of the improvisation, notated in either 6/8 or 3/4 (White 1973; Monson 1994; Coltrane and
Coan 1995), one finds a variety of notational interpretations of these ambiguous and complex gestures, in odd or shifting rhythmic
groupings. In the same improvisation, one hears a range of snaps of varying intensities (e.g. asymmetry). Examples of hard, strong snaps
include, particularly consecutive successions at 0:51, and 1:19- : ; and then softer ternary snaps at : , : , : , : , : , : ,
: , : , : , : , : . Davis sung ba-ba! is a soft snap because it has no dynamic volume accent, and because the asymmetry is
implied using equal duration sounds (ba-ba , with asymmetrical silences. It resemble those slower snaps in Coltrane s recording at : ,
2:01, 7:26, and 10:00, with the latter leading into a dramatically accelerating temporal deviation. The latter snaps are relatively soft or
weak because the entire Coltrane quartet accents the second note of the pair, rather than the first. This group accent makes the second
note sound like a syncopated anticipation into the next beat, even slightly swung as long-short (the opposite of the short-long pattern of
the snap). The anticipation draws attention to the duple subdivision of a 3/4 feel. Nonetheless, at the larger pulse level of the 6/8 dotted
quarter pulse, this rhythm still evokes some snap quality, because it has a short-long ratio, and because the short receives a metric
accent.
6 Cf. Miles description of the African American gospel and African finger [thumb] piano influences in Kind of Blue, and particularly in the
two ternary blues compositions on this record, All Blues and So What, in (Davis and Troupe 1989, 234–35).
7 Two recorded versions of The Sermon are discussed in more detail in Appendix C-1 and give the scale degree notations of these snaps in
section 6.1 Introduction The comparison to chains of snaps in Northern Ewe music, is in section 3.9 James Brown to Ewe: Afro-American
and African Short-Long Ethos.
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carries spiritual significance, both in African diasporatic and Western European practices (Boyer 1979, 25;
Thurmond 1982, 30; Gigler-Dongas 1985; Benadon and Gioia 2009, 21; S. Coleman 2009). 8
Davis popping ba-ba!, Smith s chain of snaps, and the variety of snapping figures in Coltrane s
improvisation could be understood as a distinctive element in the composite rhythm produced through the
interaction of different cycles of motion. The snap may be a distinctive emergent property of polyrhythms,
from the most common duple-ternary interactions to more complex ones prevalent in gospel or African
practices. The temporal asynchronies in polytempic interactions emerge as palindromically opposing shortlong and long-short patterns. 9 Polyrhythmic interactions are often described as having a multistable
property, 10 which is refined in much West African and diasporatic music (Lewin 1986, 370–71; London 2004,
85; Stover 2009; Friedson 2010, 138–39). 11 Note that Davis d ba ba ba, Ba-ba! begins with a flam ( d ba )
and ends with a snap Ba-ba! As a frequently exploited feature of polyrhythmic interaction, emergent flams
and snaps may imply asynchronies of rhythmic superimpositions common to African diasporatic musics. 12
In researching scholarship of temporal deviations in African-American musics, I remarked on how
some of these examples were accompanied by snap rhythms. 13 If a relationship between the snaps and
temporal deviations exists, is it syntactic or statistic? 14 While this study does not attempt to characterize or
quantify this relationship in these terms, it may point to fruitful directions for future research and also offer
various explanations of why or how such interactions may take place, when they do. Rhythmically, for
example, duple-ternary or, indeed more complex polyrhythmic interactions (implied by the short-long) can
lead to more ambiguous (deviating) temporal features, including where the polyrhythm is stretched or

Steve Coleman summarizes this in his writing on Charlie Parker:
. . . I think of these slow versions of the blues as examples of secular rituals. In much West African music there is this constant interplay
of 3 communing with 2, an intimate marriage of the ternary feel (called perfect meter in medieval times because it was related to the
Trinity) and the duple feel (imperfect meter). The intervals of the Perfect Fifth and Perfect Fourth were called perfect for this same
reason, as they were associated with the number 3, considered perfect since ancient times. This was also true in early European music.
For example, the metered sections of some Notre Dame organum as well as some of the secular music of medieval times was typically
governed by rhythmic modes which were all expressed in triple meter to symbolize the Trinity. So in some ways, this connects to what
Dizzy called Parker s Sanctified Rhythms (S. Coleman 2009).
9 When the sequential attacks in a composite rhythm are perceptually grouped in twos or threes, and where any one of these groupings is
asymmetrical (in duration) within itself, this asymmetry will necessarily manifest as a long-short or short-long pattern. If the polytempo
is non-infinite it will cycle periodically and this cycle manifests as a palindrome, where its local asymmetries will have a mirror image
across the global axis of symmetry, so that a short-long in one half will be mirrored by a long-short in the other. Composite rhythms
produced by superparticular ratios i.e. x:y, where x=y+ , when grouped in twos, produce a series of long-shorts on one side of the
global axis, progressing from most strongly asymmetric toward even symmetry in the middle (an evenness which is only articulated
when each half of the global symmetry has an even number of attack points) and mirror progression of short-longs on the other side of
the axis. Cf. Expression of snaps and blue notes (or blue note continuums) in complex composite rhythms, in section 6.7 Blue Note
Continuums. Cf. Cynthia Folio s charts of composite rhythms (Folio 1995, 107–9).
10 E.g. A gestalt with a multistable (sometimes also termed bistable) property is one where the dominant or correct perspective is
ambiguous, as is often exemplified with the Necker cube, duck-rabbit, or Rubin s vase or figure-ground vase).
11 E.g. The accentual interactions may be perceived from different metric perspective. Cf. Discussion of perception of downbeat, in
section . Walkin .
12 In section .
Max Roach s Freedom Now: Snap and Twang, I discuss an example of snaps emerging from duple ternary interactions in
a collaboration between African-American, African, and Cuban percussionists, in All Africa on Max Roach s
, We Insist! Max Roach s
Freedom Now Suite. A comparable pattern seems to be observed by Kofi Agawu in Northern Ewe Music (cited in a footnote in section 3.9
James Brown to Ewe: Afro-American and African Short-Long Ethos).
13 Cf. Examples of snaps occurring in scholarship examining temporal deviation, are given in a table, in Appendix B.
14 Cf. Leonard Meyer s distinction of musical features that are organized in syntactic hierarchies, and those features that occur
statistically to support syntactic events (but are not in themselves organized in hierarchies). Examples that suit much Western music,
would be the syntactic organization of pitch into tonal hierarchies, and the statistical occurrence of volume changes (to support this tonal
organization) (L. B. Meyer 1989).
8
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morphed. 15

2.2 A-symmetric BE-bop
Keywords: snap asymmetry; snap thresholds; equal duration snap; metric malleability; Roy Haynes, Lullaby
of Birdland
The snap, or scotch snap, is fairly straightforward to identify in its common notational orthography,
and by which it is also known as an inverted dotted rhythm: where an accented duration is followed by a less
accented one, typically two or three times the duration of the first. 16 But the snap rhythm is experienced as a
relationship of durations (whether sonic, proprioceptive, visual, or tactile, etc.), not as orthographic symbols
on a page. My description here will not delineate the perceptual thresholds within which a snap may be
evoked: in the future these thresholds may be quantified using findings from research on subjective
rhythmization (Bolton 1894), categorical perception of short-longs (Sakai et al. 1999, 10079–80), accents in
equitone sequences (Povel and Okkerman 1981), and the perception of trochaic and iambic patterns (G. W.
Cooper and Meyer 1960) in swing rhythm (Butterfield 2011), the latter which may be considered a
retrograde to the snap. 17
Such quantification will not necessarily eliminate the phenomenological fuzziness, however, that one
experiences in the perception of a category like snap (or twang, blue note, etc.): in the present study, I
propose how categories of snaps may, in fact, be triggered by a wide and variable range of temporal
relationships. 18 This mutable range of temporal variations may make the snap especially amenable to
temporal deviation, a property Justin London terms metric malleability (London 2004), the snap s distinct
profile makes it more likely to retain its categorical identity even when subjected to temporal variations or
deviations. 19
The snap s characteristic asymmetry of duration (and accent) can be evoked, for example, by two
consecutive sounds of equal duration, 20 followed by a silence whose duration is equal in length to the
Cf. Rhythmic morphing in (Gerstin and Dalluge 2014).
James Hunter writing about the Scottish fiddle tradition explains: The Scots Snap consists of a semiquaver on the beat followed by a
dotted quaver (occupying the rest of the beat. It is played with separate bow-strokes the dotted quaver being taken staccato and the bow
lifted smartly off the strings, thus giving the snap effect (J. Hunter 1979, xx–xxi). This explanation is idiomatically-specific, yet the
jerking (wrist) motion is embodied in a manner that may be intuitively understandable to a broader population. That said, the Cape
Breton and Scottish snaps are, for example, distinct (Dunlay and Greenberg 1996, 13). In section 4.5 Oral Dance I suggest a connection
between this jerkiness in body and lingual motion, as well as in witty (snapping) thought itself.
17 Cf. Categorical perception of snaps in section Appendix F.
18 Justin London qualifies the determination of upper and lower bounds of rhythm and meter perception: It is probably impossible to
come up with hard and fast values for these boundaries, as well as for other significant thresholds within those boundaries (London
2004, 27).
Butterfield concludes his quantification of swing rhythm impulse: Swing is not a specifiable quantity, of course, nor is it a quality that is
precisely quantifiable; it is rather a feeling that emerges from quantifiable processes, both rhythmic and microrhythmic, syntactical and
subsyntactical, as I have sought to demonstrate. We come closer to understanding this feeling when we recognize the plurality of sources
and the variety of means for its production (Butterfield 2011, 24).
19 This may be observed, for example in Albert Nicholas clarinet solo in Blue Blood Blues, Bubber Miley s solo in Creole Love Call, as well
as Max Roach s drum solo on It s Time which is discussed in section . Max Roach s It s Time: Snaps and Temporal Deviation. Charlie
Parker s
solo in Lady Be Good, uses a subdivided snap in this same manner. All these solos are cited in the table provided in
Appendix B.
20 Justin London explains that perceptions of rhythmic patterns of duration are not based on the actual duration of each musical
15
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combined duration of the previous two sounds. Miles Davis concluding ba-ba! is an example of two equal
durations implying asymmetric durations. Similarly, Charlie Parker frequently finishes his melodic lines with
this type of BE-bop snap, 21 and we also experience this equal duration snap when the long of a short-long
snap receives a staccato articulation.
Such equal articulation is also the profile of a snap produced on an instrument (or using an
instrumental technique) with intrinsically short decay time, such as a drum (Lems-Dworkin 1991, 12). An
example of this is heard on Sarah Vaughan s 1954 recording of Lullaby of Birdland, when drummer Roy
Haynes marks the beginning of his solo with three successive snaps: two snaps with brushes on the snare,
and a third snap on the kick drum. The third snap on the kick drum is slightly softer, where the second note
in the pair is a bit slower, blurring the categories between asymmetrical (equal duration) snap and more
symmetrical eighths. In the preponderance of asymmetric swing rhythms, do more even eighths sound
snappy? Perhaps the slowing (and resulting evening-out) in this particular figure by Haynes is due to the
slower motion of feet compared to hands, as well as the weight and mechanics of the kick pedal compared to
the sticks on the snare. Such a slowing would relate to theories of inherent delays in human motor cognition
architecture, as described by Paul Fraisse and Iyer (e.g. spreading of onset times of consecutive articulations),
where the listener subconsciously expects microdeviations in human execution of such rhythms (Fraisse
1982; Iyer 1998, 120–21, 2002, 410). 22 Haynes follows these three snaps with a resolving downbeat 23 and
then adds a fourth snap (on the snare), which is proceeded by progressively more equidistant durations (i.e.
approaching symmetric pairs of even eighths). In this gradual evening-out of the snap we witness that the
range of the possible asymmetries of a snap is as wide as the range of asymmetrical proportions of its reverse,
the swing rhythm, whose asymmetries, taken together may form a palindrome. 24 Does the anticipatory onset
of the short-long snap not directly counteract the delayed onset of the long-short rhythm? Is there, in these
two asymmetries an embodied kinesthetic understanding of vigor and fatigue, respectively?
event—as a rhythmic pattern can be played legato or staccato, for example—but on the interonset interval ( IOI ) between the
attackpoints of successive events (London 2004, 4). Cf. Equitone sequence research in (Povel and Okkerman 1981).
21 E.g. See Cheryl at 0:37, cited in Appendix B. Cf. Examination of Dizzy Gillespie s Salt PEA-nuts, in Appendix D. Cf. Charles McPherson on
rhythmic asymmetry and unpredictability in Charlie Parker s entrances, in (Iverson 2016b).
22 Cf. These motor delays are also discussed in Appendix F
23 Mark Abel describes the resolving downbeat following a syncopation as a stabilisation (M. Abel 2014, 33). This may also be
compared to the concept in Greek poetic meter theory termed catalexis suppression of the final element at the end of a period
(Halporn, Ostwald, and Rosenmeyer 1963, 3, 7–8). Cf. Cursus patterns in footnote in 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos, and the frequency
of cadential snaps in Scottish practices, noted in footnote in .
24 Cf. Polyrhythmic short-long long-short palindromes in 2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping and 6.7 Blue Note Continuums. The variety of
proportions of the swing rhythm has been measured and analysed in: (Benadon 2006; Butterfield 2011). Future research may
investigate if and how there is a relationship between an individual improvisor s characteristic swing rhythm ratio and snap rhythm
ratio. Dunlay and Greenberg discuss the renderings of short-long and long-short figures and their distinctions in Cape Breton and
Scottish practices (Dunlay and Greenberg 1996, 13–14). One possible place to start would be Coleman Hawkins work, where the
asymmetry of his swing rhythm sometimes seems matched by the asymmetry of his snaps. This may be heard, for example, on his
recording of Body and Soul. Similar evidence of a relationship could be examined in Henry Mancini s
The Pink Panther Theme,
which employs strong swung and snapped rhythms, and relevantly, features the R & B (i.e. gospel-influenced) style of tenor saxophonist
Plas Johnson, discussed in 3.5 Don t Mean A Thing If It Ain t Got That… Snap, Twang, and Blue Note. In Scottish country dance sets,
strathespeys (which are characteristically filled with snaps) are typically followed by reels (typically in somewhat swung rhythm).
In his study of African (and specifically Northern Ewe rhythm, Kofi Agawu observes that [t]he short–long pattern works in conjunction
with two other characteristic rhythms. First is the retrograde of the short–long pattern, a long–short or crotchet–quaver pattern, which
also occurs with very high frequency in this repertoire. Second and more important is a linear cross-rhythm, a successive occurrence of
: or : proportions in the melodic domain (V. K. Agawu 1995). Agawu s description of linear cross-rhythm suggests a parallel to my
own description of how the snap may emerging out of a 2:3 cross-rhythm, and also how the snap occurs in various examples of temporal
divergence.
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After a series of polyrhythmic subdivided snaps (grouped in threes), 25 Haynes heralds the end of his
solo with a return of one final snap on the penultimate bar (at 2:10). The final snap jumps from the snare to
the kick drum, demonstrating how markedly distinct timbres may be perceptually integrated as a single
stream to produce a unified snap gestalt. 26 Further evidence, perhaps, of how the snap rhythm sometimes
emerges from the polyrhythmic interaction of independent ternary and duple processes. 27 Another example
of Haynes using this snap figure is heard throughout his solo on Reflection from his album We Three: he opens
the solo at 2:32 with a rapid snap, practically a flam, which reappears in another figure beginning at 2:45.
2.3 What’s in a Name? An Embodied Idea
Keywords: etymology; subjective, objective, and semantic domains; embodied and interactive construction of
meaning; embodied semantic networks; ideasthesia; indexicals; Roy Snap Crackle Haynes; Dirty Dozens
Roy Snap Crackle Haynes…
Like a well-tailored suit, the nickname Haynes has worn since the 50s continues to fit him well. With
a two-stick snare shot, Haynes can still bring a packed nightclub to immediate attention. It s a trick
he s been using a lot this year while on the road with his Fountain of Youth band . . . (Kahn 2005). 28
Do the snaps I hear in Haynes solos correspond to his nickname, Snap Crackle ? Are my criteria for snap —
the perception of asymmetric accentuation on the first of a pair of durations, occurring within a certain
temporal window— more specific than the schema of snaps or snap crackles that earned Haynes his name?
Since this study relies on verbal language to explore phenomena that are not exclusively, if at all, linguistic in
nature (e.g. music, motion), it is important to consider what the one language of this study reveals —or
obscures— about the phenomena being studied.
Acoustician Douglas Jones considers how we describe perceptual events, using a system of three
domains and the three interrelationships among them. The subjective domain is our psychobiological
perception of an event, the objective domain is our scientific measurement of an event (or its properties), and
the semantic domain is the language we use to describe the event (from either subjective or objective

25 At 2:06-2:09 Haynes plays a repeating three-beat (sixteenth note) figure for two measures (eight quarter notes): kick drum on the
superimposed downbeats (i.e. of every dotted eighth) followed by two sixteenths on the snare with brushes. There is implied in this
figure, a ternary snap where each kick drum hit sounds as a downbeat with a dynamic accent followed by two sixteenths on the snare
which are perceptually grouped together as part of a single unit. A ternary snap that is slower will be softer or weaker than a sixteentheighth snap. According to the prevailing meter this figure is a sixteenth-eighth, but Haynes plays it as a three-beat figure that produces a
ternary feeling. The snap is soft by not only this ternary quality, but also by there being two consecutive sixteenths on the snare, rather
than simply one eighth note duration on the snare after each sixteenth kick beat. This is what I term a subdivided snap (grouped in
threes , a figure which occurs in Max Roach s It s Time solo, and which is examined in detail in Appendix C-1 and Appendix C-2.
26 Cf. Composite rhythms produced by multiple limbs, in section 4.9 Ecological Snap, Doppler and Simultaneity: Auditory Streams. Cf.
Streaming and integration, in (Bregman 1990), discussed in Appendix B.
27 Just as a gestalt of a snap rhythm can emerge out of the interaction of different timbres produced by different limbs, the same process
can occur for the rhythmic reverse of the snap: a swing rhythm. Jon Tennison describes the swing rhythm which may emerge out of the
interaction of the Boogie Woogie pianist s left and right hands:
An overall swing pulse can also result from an interaction between a right hand part and a left hand part that, when isolated, might have
no intrinsic swing of their own (what I call an Interactional Swing Pulse ). This way of creating a swing feel is one of the most basic forms
of polyrhythmic interplay. Since skillful players can swing the right and left hand parts independently of each other, a dimension of
infinite variability is created by the interaction between the two hands. That is, the greatest polyrhythmic heights are reached when a
performer can independently vary the amount intrinsic swing in the left right hand parts, which are then freed to interact with each
other, yielding extreme polyrhythmic complexity, as heard in Boogie Woogie (Tennison 2015).
28 Cf. Appendix D
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perspective). There are three interrelationships between these three domains, and each relationship has its
own quality. A tonal event may be subjectively perceived as a pitch, but the interrelationships between the
objectively measurable properties of this tone, which evoke the perception of pitch (e.g. frequency, duration,
spectrum, amplitude), are complex (e.g. doubling the amplitude of a frequency or partial does not double its
perceived volume). Semantically, the measurable properties each have distinct terms or quantitative units
(e.g. Herz, seconds, pure sine wave, dB sound pressure level, respectively). The interrelationship between
objective and semantic is, therefore, well-defined.

29

Finally, the interrelationship between a subjective

perception and the semantic description is often fuzzy (e.g. even perfect pitch communicates something
vague relative to someone who does not have that skill, nor an available measuring instrument).
A future study s quantification of the perceptual criteria for the snap category will add valuable
perspective, 30 yet, is it possible that the whole of the phenomenological experience may elude reductive
explanation? That different individuals will have different perceptions of measurable properties creates
complexity in the interrelationship of subjective and objective domains. The fact that English —and in spite
of its incomparable vocabulary— is scant in terms that are specific to aural perception, results in imprecision
and fuzziness. While terms with well-defined definitions are useful, they may not capture much of our day-today phenomenological experience of existence, and which is at the root of so much of aesthetic experience.
The fact that we English speakers are very dependent on onomatopoeia, metaphor, and borrowing from
other senses to describe (non-linguistic) aural events, is therefore, not inherently negative or even limiting
(D. R. Jones 2011, 201–8). The power of metaphoric and multi-modal interdependence is that its implicitness
can work in subconscious ways that bypass the rational mind. 31
When Roy Haynes acquires the descriptor Snap or Snap-Crackle there may be numerous subjective
perceptions involved, and which are informed by different degrees of the listener s knowledge.
Understanding is constructed interactively. A drummer may tell you (as I discussed with Jerry Granelli) that
Haynes snapping, cutting, acoustic projection is related to how tightly he tunes his drumheads. 32 The faster
vibrations of a tight drumhead could, for example, produce more intense higher frequencies which cut
through acoustically (are less likely to be masked by room noise) and, to use Miles Davis term, pop -out
perceptually (perhaps, for example, by breaking gestalt formations of similarity, good metric continuation,
or common fate). A drummer may intuit that such tight drumheads also demand a faster, snappier, technique
Douglas claims that it is pointless to debate the meaning of a kilogram, of mass, or the length of a mile, or the definition of a volt (D. R.
Jones 2011, 201–8). His assertion that [t]hese things are pretty well cast in stone (D. R. Jones 2011, 201–8), overlooks an area of
philosophical and scientific inquiry that questions the process and tools of measurement (Chang 2004). Such research may point to the
subjectivism bandied, however usefully, as objective truth in science. Utility is the operational concept, and even its boundaries are
admittedly grey, but perhaps that is the best that can be done in a document such as the present study that focuses on the description
and explanation of experience through the abstract symbols of language.
As another example, consider the statement, albeit from
publication: Pitch is generally treated as a sensation representing
frequency, as assumed by Ohm's Law of Acoustics. The official definition chosen by the Acoustical Society of America wisely leaves pitch
as an unsolved problem, defining it only as "that characteristic by which we classify tones as high (Boomsliter and Creel 1961, 12).
30 Cf. Quantification of snap thresholds, in sections2.2 A-symmetric BE-bop and 2.4 Before You Snap: Thresholds.
31 I am not trying to determine whether or not the dependence on terminology from other perceptual modes affects or only reflects the
phenomenological experience —though such possibilities merit further examination— just to recognize that the dependence creates
opportunities for cross-modal and metaphor-rich experiences.
32 Michael J. West also writes: The crisp, steady snare sound that earned Haynes the nickname Snap Crackle . . .
(M. J. West 2015). Ron
Carter cites Haynes bright tuning as a graceful quality that creates effective frequency space for the bass to be heard (Pace 2016).
29
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because the tighter tuning responds faster, and amplifies sticking inconsistencies and sloppiness. One source
attributes the Snap Crackle epithet to bassist Al McKibbon s description of Haynes multi-accented sound
(D. Johnson 2016), which seems consistent with the snap popping out in polyrhythmic interactions. Is it
because of his tight drumhead tuning that Haynes sometimes snaps at the temporal scale of a flam? 33 Or is it
the combination of such tight tuning and crisp technique, that the usually quasi-synchronous articulation of
the flam now sounds like a more distinct snap rhythm? 34 It is intriguing to hear Haynes claim that his
snapping style evolved out of an inability to play even (symmetrical) rudimental patterns, which too, is
consistent with the asymmetry of the snap:
I could never play things even[ly] . . . I was mostly this [gesturing right handed ride cymbal swing
rhythm and singing:] ding ding da-ding ding da-ding . . . I wish I could play like [gesturing a twohanded press roll, singing evenly:] diddla-diddla-diddla . . . I could never do that, so mine is always
broken up or goin different directions, which has become part of me now (Jazz Video Guy 2012).
That some of Haynes snaps may have evolved out of such limitation bespeaks the physical situatedness of his
technique, and its rough-hewnness. The fact that Haynes transforms motor inconsistency into mercurial
suavity and snapping elegance, is a testament to the transcendence of his technique (i.e. to signify through his
situated limitations). This transcendent and physiologically-grounded process reveals a critical aspect of the
construction of meaning: meaning is not conceived, transmitted, and replicated, but experienced and actively
perceived, through embodied interaction, where the sensitive musician is as vulnerable and susceptible to the
spirit of the motion and sound of creation, as is any other listener or watcher who is present. 35 Haynes
experiences the unpredictability of his snaps, asymmetrical broken up or goin different directions, as much
as the listener; and we, in turn, experience his surprise, and with him, experience the authentic dignity of the
moment. For the spontaneous participant, kinesthetically channeling the creative spirit, whether composing
at a desk or on a stage, meaning emerges through the embodied and intersubjective relationship of all
creative elements; tool and user, body and mind, subject and object, self and environment, memory and
perception, to name but a few commonly constructed oppositions; 36 all are one relational complex, in a
timeless and unfolding now. In such a creative experience, there may be no divide between performerlistener; the snap happens and its meanings resonate and reverberate both collectively and uniquely for each
and all present.
How else then, may we touch on the meanings implicit in the term snap, and which may impact the
qualities inferred from the subjective perception of this asymmetrical rhythm? How narrowly do I define the
term? As I define the limits of an entity, I parse the genuine and whole experience of that entity and
increasingly neglect the complex of properties that make it a living entity. Aristotle explains how successful

Cf. Temporal scale of flam, in section 6.7 Blue Note Continuums.
Cf. Snaps and flams, in section 6.5 Elastic (Blue Note) Snap.
35 Cf. Creativity as self-discovery.
36 Cf. Negotiating, equilibrating, juggling, coordinating, balancing, and prioritizing of —sometimes oppositional— values (Monson 1996;
Iyer 1998, 2002; Al-Zand 2005; Burrows 2007; Rinzler 2008; Juslin 2013; Burrows and Reed 2014), expressive of a continuum of
universal, cultural, and personal meanings (Juslin 2013).
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epic poetry will thus resemble a living organism in all its unity (Aristotle 1951, vol. 42, sec. XXIII). 37 To
understand the connections between the asymmetrical rhythm and the term snap (among other culturallyspecific appellations), is to begin to understand the rich semantic network of qualities that the particular
asymmetry may index or arouse. 38 The overlap of semantic networks of the word snap (its conceptual
meanings) and the sonic asymmetry (its perception), is an example of conceptual metaphor, or ideasthesia
Nikolić

; Jürgens and Nikolić

; Gómez et al.

; Weaver and Hawco

. In other sections I

examine the use and naming of the accented short-long figure in a variety of cultural practices. 39 What I
consider here is whether the variety of definitions of the English word snap —which, as we shall soon see is
derived from embodied experience— establish patterns of meanings that may be semantically associated
with, and therefore induced or indexed by the rhythmic figure. 40 That is, where the accented short-long
rhythmic figure came to be termed snap, what network of embodied associations relate to that perception of
snap quality, and what might that network reveal about how I construct my experience of the snap?
The word snap is etymologically traced through Germanic forms back to Middle Low German snavel
for beak or bill (Proffitt 2016d), a cognate with snute for snout, traced to a hypothetical Germanic root snuforming words having to do with the nose, imitative of a sudden drawing of breath (Harper 2016c).
Regardless of the veracity of the connection to breath, there is, already in snout, and beak, a seed of the primal
and animalistic body, and its invasive connotations, that snap evokes. 41
The primary contemporary definition for snap is an animal s quick or sudden bite; a closing of the
jaws or teeth in biting (Proffitt 2016d). Virtually all other definitions, including compounds, idioms, and
slang, can be understood as retaining some quality of:
Quickness: of a strike, (gun) shot or seizing, whip crack or crackle, of an event or engagement, of
mental and verbal acuity including in the sense of ease, of a change (or recovery) of physical
[A]rt – music, poems, paintings, great buildings – can be understood only if we appreciate that they are more like people than texts,
concepts or things (McGilchrist 2010, 96). Aristotle repeats the living metaphor in describing tragedy as a unified organism, and then
follows with a comparison of the poet and the historian (Aristotle 1951, vol. 42, sec. IX), a passage which is echoed in Leonard Meyer s
comparison between history and historical fiction, a digression in the latter s analysis of the development of musical style (L. B. Meyer
1989, 94–96). Cf. Living and organic qualities in twang, in section 3.6 Snap and Twang: Class, Race, and Body.
38 And to understand one appellation establishes a framework for comparison with other terms, within or across cultural practices.
39 Cf. 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos and 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things. Between the different approaches I
believe I address both the onomasiological (the process of naming a feature) and the semasiological (the interpretation of a named
feature).
how (or why) the feature is termed, and how (or why) the term manifests, respectively.
40 Scientific evidence for musical semantic conceptualization, including the influences of musical stimuli on measure of N-400, the eventrelated potential (brain wave response) associated with semantic comprehension is examined in (Steinbeis and Koelsch 2008; Jérome
Daltrozzo and Schön 2009; Jérôme Daltrozzo and Schön 2009; Jérôme Daltrozzo et al. 2010; Schön et al. 2010; Aramaki et al. 2010; Zhou
et al. 2014). I use the terms induce, and indexed, with loose reference to the research surveyed and developed in (Bashwiner 2010;
Juslin 2013). Juslin, for example, suggests that the simplicity (basic) or complexity of interpreted emotional meaning depends on the
degree of cultural specificity that exists on a continuum of universal to personal experience. He codes: universal physiologicallygrounded icons; intrinsic enculturated symbolic syntax; and personal experientially-indexed associations (Juslin 2013). Interactions
and commentary between Steinbeis semantic research and Juslin s emotion research is found, for example, in (Juslin and Västfjäll 2008,
579–80, 604–5).
41 Ignorance to etymology, I would argue, does not preclude one falling influence to etymological semantic networks. On the contrary, a
less conscious association among words etymologically related, for example to snout and snap (e.g. snivel, snatch, snitch, sniff, snuff, snot,
snore, schnozz, schnook, snack), is likely to exert a less detected, and therefore greater influence by virtue not of theoretical knowledge,
but of the knowledge of the sound of the words: the sound of the sn root in the prefix, the typically mono or limited syllabic profile, and
some regular ending sounds e.g. el, itch, iff, ; or the nasalized oh sound in ot, ore, ozz, ook . Association with snub, snip, snicker,
snigger, shnitzel, snickersnee, even if the etymological connection is unverified, is also possible where there may be sufficient overlap of
combined sound and ethos. Cf. Schnozz and twang, in footnote in section 5.4 Twang and Cry: Ethnicity and Class.
37
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position or mental state, in energy (including in drug use, cf. change of mental state)
Jaws/Bite: sharp striking impact experienced through touch or other sense perception (e.g.
flavour) or cognitively (e.g. witty retort), a claim of ownership (cf. seizing, thievery, including of a
lover or through a crooked scheme), the strain or tension leading to breakage (cf. crackling),
neatness or elegance of the resulting break, or well-fitting union of two things (cf. contraction of
jaws) whether physical or social-cognitive, and thus the understanding or identification between
two things (including fishing; cf. suddenness) also including various slang idioms for
masturbation (cf. seizing), to speak or eat
Suddenness: spontaneity, attention-grabbing, off-guarded surprise (including expression of such
in joy, disappointment or apology, sometimes with finger snap), clever trickery, deception or
thievery (cf. seizing, above) including unexpected change (or recovery) of position or behavior or
unexpected absence 42
It is important to note the application of meaning across sensory and cognitive modes (e.g. visual,
somatosensory, kinesics, auditory, gustatory, behavioral). Marcel Kinsbourne reflects on the cross-modal
connections where he understands language to be an elaboration, extension and abstraction of sensorimotor
function which developed out of the utterances that were coincident with and driven by the same rhythm as
the movement in question (Kinsbourne 1978, 553, 558). Auditory-sonic connotations are all implicit where
they reflect a pattern or quality of physical motion already denoted in a term. 43 Furthermore, connotations
may be interpreted as combining oppositions (e.g. crudeness and elegance) or emphasizing one over the
other. 44 In most connotations, because of the etymology or early definition, the sense relates easily, even
where more subconsciously, back to familiar corporal experience (cf. animalistic or primal sense of the word),
and has what could be described as groundedness. 45 We will have further opportunity to consider the
groundedness of the snap in our examination of snaps embedded in everyday gravity-bound activities of
walking and dancing. 46
Depending on the listener, Haynes snaps may index any number of these qualities, with varying
degrees of direct or indirect association. A listener s knowledge will determine whether the tension in

All meanings were extrapolated from and compared across all constructions of the term snap, in the following dictionaries:
(Dalzell and Victor 2008; J. Green 2011a; Kipfer and Chapman 2008; Partridge and Simpson 1973; Peckham 2009; Proffitt 2016a; Spears
1999; Thorne 2007). Music dictionaries and encyclopedias are not included here, but in the survey in section 3.10 European Short-Long
Ethos. Specific entries in Oxford and Green s: (Proffitt 2016c, 2016d, 2016b, 2016f; Harper 2016b; J. Green 2011d, 2011e, 2011f, 2011g,
2011c, 2011b).
43 Examining the historical usage, it is interesting that the sense of snap as a sound emerges only years after the word is first used to
describe a quick, sudden, or biting, motion (e.g. 1495 versus 1714). Perhaps this is due to a pattern of labeling sounds according to the
motion that caused them; first the motion is identified, then the name of the sound follows. Cf. Affordance and action understanding in
ecological perception. Could it be that such a dependent sequence of identification has contributed to the relative paucity of auralspecific words, at least in the English language? E.g. Excepting mimetic onomatopoeic words, many of the aural-specific words in English,
relate not to a specific sound quality, but to excess or dearth of sonic information: clamour, din, hush, silence. Cf. (D. R. Jones 2011).
44 Cf. Inversion of meanings, in (K. Abel 1882, 236–39; Freud 1910), and oppositional property of signs, in (Saussure 1959, 116). Cf. Roy
Brooks metathesis on negro and origin, in section 5.3 Ethno-Socio-Religio Twang.
45 I.e. In distinction to abstract concepts. Proponents of embodied cognition will argue, however, even the most abstract concepts, can
only be understood or conceived through our sensorimotor experience. Cf. (Lakoff and Johnson 1980, 1999; M. Johnson 1987;
McGilchrist 2010).
46 In sections . Walkin and 4.3 Snapback. The snap and temporal deviation may sometimes be described as having grounded and
floating qualities, respectively.
42
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Haynes drumhead will be perceived directly and consciously or indirectly, by metaphor. 47 In every case, the
snap is experienced as an embodied metaphor of motion, understood through any available sense
perceptions, perceptual skills and interpretive knowledge, whose properties may index complexes of
interrelated meaning through semantic networks.
Haynes sartorial style indexes similar qualities, or, understood another way, his snappy rhythms and
his snappy dress express a singular unified spirit, with apparently virile impetus:
Youthful swagger and confidence still comes easily to the man who hit 80 this past March. Haynes
talks it, walks it and wears it. His fashion sense, like his crisp and energetic drum work, has been part
of his signature for decades-bassist Al McKibbon didn't dub him Snap Crackle for nothing. He's the
most stylish person in the room, at all times, says Jeff Tain Watts. He's been that way for a long
time. I read this stuff about him being in Esquire magazine back in the '60s. Yeah- Snap Crackle, that
says a lot (Kahn 2005).
The only other African-American besides Haynes included in Esquire s 1960 list of America s Forty BestDressed Men (Frazier 1960), is Miles Davis, who used to say, I can tell whether somebody can play or not by
what they wear and how they move in it (Marino 2016). Clothing frames and stylizes the motion of the
body, motion which produces music. 48 Writing on Style of Delivery, Portia Maultsby observes that In
African-American culture, the element of dress in musical performance is as important as the musical sound
itself. . . . Performers establish an image, communicate a philosophy (Maultsby 2000, 158–59). 49 Cornel
West s words evince the spirit of the resilient, transcendent philosophy:
. . . what do you see? In the face of catastrophe, vision, compassion, courage, not hatred, not revenge,
compassion, courage . . . with style, smile . . . the love is still flowin , in the face of the hatred comin his
way. . . . To be an Aboriginal in Australia, to be Black in America. I m talkin about the best of
Aboriginals, the best of Black people. Not every Aboriginal, not every Black person. But the
dominant orientation (C. West and Jones 2015).
The resilience that begets such transcendent styles is learned and cultivated, sometimes with tough love. The
term snap, consistent with the semantic connotations given earlier in this section, has also become
synonymous with the African-American game known as the Dirty Dozens (or Dozens), a dialect of insult
where participants (across gender and socioeconomic class, but nonetheless, strongly associated with lower
class younger males) slander one another s relatives (especially yo mama ) in versified rhythmic schemes
(often rhyming couplets) (L. J. Green 2002, 135–36, 139; Burns 2011, 420; Alim and Smitherman 2012, 107–
8), exorcising feminine fragility while exercising masculine resilience (Dollard 1940; Burns 2011, 422).
Dirty Dozen snaps require verbal acuity, spontaneous freestyling creativity, and speakers who can maintain
their psychic composure and linguistically retaliate in the face of rhetorical bombardment . . . learn[ing]
lessons about discipline, self-control . . . and cunning rhetoric (Smitherman 2006, 76–78). 50 Richard Burns

…Whether direct or indirect perception is inherently stronger than the other.
Cf. Snap and body motion, in section CHAPTER 4.
49 See also: (Murray 1976, 193; Monson 1995; M. Smith 2003, 36), and the spirituality of body aesthetics with rappers (Pinn 2007, 156).
Also relevant is the African dandy tradition which in post-colonial times has become known as La Sape—acronym for Société des
Ambianceurs et des Personnes Élégantes—and which has found popular exposure through Solange Knowles
music video Losing
You (Gondola 1999; D. R. D. Thomas 2003; Warm 2012; Delarue 2014; Nkwanyana 2014; Lockwood 2015; Yardy and Chatterjee 2014).
50 The less obscene version being the clean Dozens (Dollard 1940, 492).
47
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deduces several major themes in the dozens: poverty, ugliness, stupidity, and sexual promiscuity (Burns
2011, 421). It seems to me that taken together, these attributes develop a resilience in the face of the racist
ideologies of primitivity held against African-Americans. 51 In parallel to the Dirty Dozen snaps, could the
snap rhythm s centuries-old associations with a rustic naiveté —including fetishized Africanisms — have
contributed to the figure being retained, repressed, or reclaimed according to different pressures across
African-American socioeconomic and cultural levels?
Various slave-era etymologies for the Dozens have been proposed, and various regional synonyms
exist (including snapping) (Burns 2011, 419–20) all of which are generally considered to be a more
aggressive blunt, raw, in-yo-face, and playful species of signifying (Smitherman 2006, 76) which is more
humane (L. J. Green 2002, 135). Significantly, Smitherman distinguishes snapping as a particular conflation
of the vulgarity of Dozens and the subtle multilayeredness of Signification (Smitherman 2006, 70, 76). 52 The
term snapping is common (Percelay 1994; Smitherman 2006), and its general connotations capture many of
the Dozens qualities: spontaneity, off-guard surprise, aggression, witty retorts in well-formed units (e.g.
rhyming couplets), particularly grainy physicality (where the trace of the body is strikingly apparent, e.g.
pornographic content, and jerking delivery). 53
African antecedents for snapping are theorized: Efik (southern Nigeria) tone riddles, curses,
stereotyped sarcasm, and retorts to curses (Simmons 1963, 340; L. J. Green 2002, 137); while insults among
Igbo (southeastern Nigeria) and and ritualistic pornographic word-dueling among Ashanti (central Ghana)
boys respectively, and in both cases directed at participants mothers, promote masculine detachment and
independence (Burns 2011, 420, 422).
Such games cultivate a trickster aesthetic in distinction to the vulnerability displayed in temporal
deviations. The use of the word snap in this context —to convey the quick and biting wit of an insult— is
another example of how the embodied understanding of the jerking bodily motion behind a musical snap,
may overlap with the perception of such motion in metaphorical (ideasthetic) modes, whether in the motion
of the tongue, or in the conceptual motion of thought itself.
In section 4.6 Dirty Dozen Oculesics, I discuss some of the snapping patterns in kinesthetic gestures
associated with delivery of dirty Dozens, and in section Boogie Origins: Afro and Euro Connotations (Dust My
Broom & Subdivided Snap) give examples of dirty dozen songs, where I locate pervasive subdivided snap
rhythms used to amplify such affects as invective and resilience. In CHAPTER 3:, I discuss how the ethos of
the snap figure manifests physically and in a variety of cultural contexts, sometimes using distinct linguistic
terms. Among these are variations of the Greek term iamb, which Ancient Greek poetic theory associates with
lampooning, satire, and invective. The snap, as we continue to discover, seems especially well suited to serve
evocations of resilience, packing combinations of vulgarity and grace, crudeness and elegance, whether
explicitly or implicitly. Do the semantic networks formed by the term snap (or twang , and blue note , for

Attributes as William Labov s Dozen s formula defines them (Labov 1972).
Cf. Explicitness and implicitness.
53 Cf. Roland Barthes grain of the body, in section 3.6 Snap and Twang: Class, Race, and Body.
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that matter) also shape the categories of meaning that I am likely to find?
2.4 Before You Snap: Thresholds
Keywords: perceptual thresholds, soft ternary snaps, entrained hidden snaps
The variability of the snap s short-to-long proportion, after Haynes 1:3 snaps, is further exemplified
by the ternary snaps sung by Davis, and played by Coltrane, reflecting a 1:2 ratio, which produce a softer or
slower effect. 54 This variability is alluded to in Kofi Agawu s study of African rhythm, where short-long
rhythms are mostly notated as downbeat triplet eighth to triplet quarter (like those ternary snaps in the
Davis and Coltrane examples): Although freedom in execution may encourage doubts about the precise 1:2
proportion, there is no question about the short-long sequence (V. K. Agawu 1995, 127). 55
The perception of the degree of durational asymmetry is influenced by the pulse level to which the
listener is entrained. For example, if, by the time Haynes solo begins, I have entrained my body to the
sixteenth note subdivision (I achieved this by dancing, and rapidly stomping my feet to the sixteenth note
division), the asymmetry of durations is much less apparent—presumably because each of the notes in the
snapped pair is experienced as an equal duration and there is no syncopated displacement of a larger pulse
value. 56 A similarly diminished snap occurs if my body is entrained to a pulse level much slower than the
sixteenth note snap: when I entrain to the whole note (which I achieved again by stomping), the sixteenths of
Haynes snap pass by so quickly (relative to my entrained whole note pulse) that the resolution of the snap is

With more precise, or jerking motion and greater dynamic contrast, a triplet snap may be acute, as well.
Cf. Variability in European short-longs, in section 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos. Elsewhere, Agawu notes how a particular
performer never misses an opportunity to dwell on a long vowel, so that normative patterns of short–long often become short–very
long. In musical metaphor we have not quaver followed by crotchet, but quaver followed by minim (V. K. Agawu 1995, 170). Do the
duple or ternary snap evoke different meanings?
56 Another form of a softened snap occurs when it is hidden in a stream of rhythmic motion: if a snap rhythm (downbeat sixteenth
followed by a dotted-eighth) is preceded by similar motion (sixteenth notes), then the listener will possibly have become entrained to the
snaps sixteenth subdivision, and not really notice it when it occurs. An example of this hidden snap is heard in a Clifford Brown solo,
from Sonny Rollins
recording of Pet-up House. At 1:53 Brown plays a descending passage of eight sixteenth notes followed by a
snap (sixteenth and dotted eighth) on the downbeat of the next bar. Because of the preceding sixteenths, however, the snap is more
hidden. A master of nuanced articulation, Brown adds a subtle dynamic accent to the downbeat sixteenth of this snap that pops it out
from the preceding sixteenth note texture. In a hidden snap, the sixteenths preceding the snap will have a moving pitch contour. If the
sixteenths simply repeat a fixed pitch then it may result in what I term a subdivided snap, and which I examine in section Appendix C-1.
Another example of a not entirely hidden snap may be heard in Lee Morgan s solo from the title track of the
Jazz Messengers album,
Moanin . At : , Morgan s improvised melodic line shifts to more rapid sixteenth note divisions and concludes on a snap (on 1-4, at
2:39). Morgan exemplifies various forms of snaps in this solo, some of which I discuss in the section Appendix C-1, as above.
Another example of a hidden snap is found throughout the melody in Miles Davis Spanish Key on the 1969 Bitches Brew album. Each of
Davis first six phrases starting at :
may be notated as a group of four sixteenths followed by a downbeat snap sixteenth to dottedeighth tied over . Unlike the Clifford Brown example above, however, Davis does not accent the downbeat short of the snap but accents
the long (the dotted-eighth). Only the long dotted-eighth stands out from the preceding sixteenths. Davis unpredictably changing
phrasing (inter-phrase time together with the stretto like imitations in Bennie Maupin s bass clarinet, further obscure any sense of
strongbeat-weakbeat organization against which the snap often stands out in relief.
One variation of this soft snap heard in Charlie Parker s improvisations may be termed a ralantando snap because the snap is preceded
by note values which are shorter than the initial short of the snap. This causes the first and second notes of the snap to sound like a
sudden slowing down, rather than a distinctively accented short-long (that is, unless one is consciously entrained to the pulse and meter
which accentuates this hidden snap). This is heard in Charlie Parker s Don t Blame Me, cited Appendix B at 0:33 and 0:58. Charlie Parker
frequently ends his melodic lines without lengthening the durations of notes: the last two notes of the phrase are followed by a rest
implying a snap (cf. 2.2 A-symmetric BE-bop), but the preceding notes are of the same duration which would weaken the snap. Yet when
the penultimate note leaps upward, Parker marks it with a high-note accent. This is heard in a 1949 recording of Cheryl; at 0:36, included
in section Appendix B. Another interesting aspect of this snap is that it occurs on the fourth and unaccented beat of the measure, at a
tempo of
B.P.M., which weakens the snap s incisiveness. Later in this same improvisation Parker seems to signify on this very accent
placement tendency, in an interaction with the drummer, Roy Haynes, where they move the accent to the final note.
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weakened (this might be countered if the dynamic accentuation was more asymmetrically differentiated
between the two notes). The trombone s melody in Duke Ellington s 1928 Blues With A Feeling, performed by
Tricky Sam Nanton, 57 features a metrically displaced snap, which pops-out more strongly when the listener
entrains to the dotted-eighth grid (which is implied at times by the highly uneven swing ratio). Perhaps a
snap is most strongly felt when it occurs approximately two subdivisions smaller than the tactus pulse to
which I am entrained. But is subdivision is also enculturated and need not be binary or ternary, so this too, is
vague. Alternatively, the snap is strongly felt when I am entrained to the pulse that is being displaced (by the
snap s apparent syncopation)—when I entrain to the quarter note or half note in Haynes solo. 58 The
polyrhythmic music of the African diaspora often demands attending to multiple pulses at once, or at least
being able to shift attention among them (Lewin 1986; London 2004; Stover 2009). 59 It is possible then, for a
snap to exist simultaneously in different pulse levels. Future research could determine to what degree the
perception of a basic snap is based on the interrelationship of three proportions: asymmetry of duration,
asymmetry of accent, and the tempo at which these are rendered relative to that (tempo entrained to or)
perceived by the listener. 60
Cf. Trombone twang, in section 5.1 Glosso-Wah Wah: Instrumental Twang (Palmquist 2016).
Mark Abel distinguishes the strength of the basic snap in terms of its degree of syncopation: [The snap] is a syncopation because the
longer note of the pair falls between beats. But it is a relatively weak one because it syncopates against the second beat of the bar, itself a
weak beat (M. Abel 2014, 33). His statement seems to presume the snap occurs on a strong-beat (I perceive and allow snaps in any
position, metric or ametric . In addition to the metric placement, Abel s statement also seems to focus on the durational asymmetry of a
basic snap (as rendered orthographically), rather than the asymmetry of accentuation (e.g. volume, tonic, metric, etc.), or in different
groupings (e.g. ternary snaps), which I find can also contribute to a snap quality.
59 Cf. Multistability (Berlyne 1971).
60 As discussed in section 2.2 A-symmetric BE-bop, the notational values are for explanation only, it is the perceived temporal
relationship that matters: there are numerous proportional variations, as the possibility for duple or ternary snaps illustrates. The
purpose of this discussion is not to outline the perceptual thresholds by which a snap is detected, but rather, to show that the
distinguishing features of a snap may be perceptually fuzzy and contingent on a given individual s listening strategies and knowledge.
In duple time, the three-note figure composed of a sixteenth, eighth, sixteenth, may be perceptually categorized as a snap or as a
syncopation. In either case (snap and syncopation), the second duration arrives earlier than an even subdivision would imply, but a
snapping quality may additionally require accentuation on the initial short value. Carol Lems-Dworkin s argues that a snap retains its
snap even when it forms part of larger syncopated figures. This is based on her listening strategies and which are informed by the
research of John Storm Roberts) that identify snaps in African time line rhythms, Caribbean and South American (e.g. habanera) rhythms,
and Joplin rags (Lems-Dworkin 1991, 19–23). Mark Abel maintains a similar position, though he calls the snap a relatively weak
syncopation made stronger when it occurs in the sixteenth-eighth-sixteenth form (M. Abel 2014, 33–34). This latter rhythm, which
Lems-Dworkin identifies as habanera-derived rhythm, is an essential ingredient in the cakewalk and became one of the important
rhythmic elements of ragtime as groove music emerged at the turn of the twentieth century (M. Abel 2014, 33–34). Abel finds the snap
to be a weaker form of syncopation because it syncopates against the second beat of the bar, itself a weak beat (M. Abel 2014, 33–34). I
wonder if this perception is reinforced where Abel does not mention the importance of asymmetric accent (volume). In the Scottish
fiddle tradition, this figure is noted for its great rhythmic vitality (J. Hunter 1979, xxii), and is sometimes known as a syncopated triplet,
which points to its conception as a subtle morphing between duple and triple subdivisions. Simha Arom notates the same
transmutation between binary and ternary in the short-long-short and triplet figures (Arom 1991, 475). This figure might also be
compared to the amphibrach in prosodic theory (G. W. Cooper and Meyer 1960). In this study, I use the term short-long-short snap.
Lems-Dworkin also points to Schuller s work which explains that syncopation is a Western construct based on meter, and that neither
syncopation nor meter are part of the traditional performance of West African rhythmic time lines. Schuller argues that the syncopation
prevalent in African-American music developed as a means for African slaves to express polyrhythms within the European concept of
meter (Schuller 1968, chap. 2). In fact, the Miles Davis reference to preaching (in 2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping) speaks of the resulting
rhythmic changing and popping that occurs when superimposing / , / and other time signatures or rhythmic groupings over 4/4.
What Davis seems to refer to here is the syncopation that emerges from superimpositions of metric or rhythmic groupings (because a
meter, such as / , is not considered inherently syncopated . Davis himself qualifies when he confesses: That s the thing, that secret,
inner thing that they had. It s African. I knew I couldn t do it from just watching them dance because I m not African, but I loved what
they were doing (Davis and Troupe 1989, 226). An eighth note to a doted eighth could be heard as a snap in one context, but if the
music is itself conceived in an asymmetrical time line or meter such as 5/8, then the snap may not disrupt the underlying pulse. Would
such a figure still have a snap quality?
In terms of a strict definition based on perceptual thresholds of snaps, one may for now be limited to the research on the perception of
syncopation, including such studies as: (Huron and Ommen 2006) and (Fitch and Rosenfeld 2007) the latter which uses the syncopated
rhythm metric designed in (Longuet-Higgins and Lee 1984), and which does include snap type rhythms, although it does not name them
57
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2.5 Black or White Ambiguity: Social Signifiers
Keywords: Scottish, Celtic, African-American, racism, positive racism, false history, snap, flat seventh
As the discussion of semantic networks indicates, the eclectic definition of snap, not limited to its
association with Scotch Snap , allows us to examine the rich networks of interrelated concepts and
metaphors. Observations about the similarities between the snaps heard in African-American music and
Scottish and Irish (as well as other Celtic and English musics) have been recorded in publications in the
United States beginning at least as early as 1890s (Hussey 1894; Erich Nunn 2010, 648 nn. 87–88; G. B.
Johnson 1931).

61

Carol Lems-Dworkin s examines what she distinguishes as the black snap and whose

occurrence she traces from West African rhythmic timelines through to its appearance in the rags of Scott
Joplin (Lems-Dworkin 1991). Philip Tagg too, remarks on the similarity in short-long patterns across
Scottish-English and West African musics (Tagg 2011, 2015).
Lems-Dworkin examines the racist notions prevalent in many earlier musicologists research on
these similarities, an observation that is corroborated by Erich Nunn s research:
Considerations of the relationships between black and white musical forms generally operated
according to a transparent white-supremacist logic: if a song, tune, text, scale, or technique appears
in both collections of white and black performances, its direction of cultural transmission must be
from white to black and not the other way around. Irish (or Scottish or Scotch-Irish) music, then,
serves as an ethnic wellspring within whiteness, and helps account for the exotic modal and rhythmic
elements not only of the folk music of whites but of blacks, as well, at the same time as it denies the
possibility that whites could have adopted musical practices originated by African-Americans (Erich
Nunn 2010, 643).
While the 1969 edition of the Harvard Dictionary of Music entry on inverted dotting, writes that it
has been maintained that the syncopated effects of jazz have their origin in the Scotch snap (Apel 1969,
243)a, we may turn to Olly Wilson s suggestion that the slave dancer-musicians were sought out for their
as such. The Huron and Ommen study relies on admittedly limited operational definitions of syncopations in order to proceed with
empirical study. Building on the work of Fitch and Rosenfeld, which includes analyses of the affects of tempo on the perception (and
production) of syncopation, I believe it may be useful to examine the effect that tempo has on the perceptual distinction between a snap
or a syncopation: in a short-long-short snap (e.g. sixteenth-eighth-sixteenth) the tempo determines the amount of elapsed time before
the onset of the final sixteenth which counters the arresting effect of the initial snap, with anacrustic forward impetus.
While it may be easy to imagine an ideal or prototypical and culturally-specific Scotch snap which can define the broad category (e.g.
occurring two subdivisions smaller than my entrained tactus pulse), it is in the wide range of temporal shadings and embellished
variations, which much intriguing music is made. Dunlay and Greenberg make the following point in their examination of the lilt in the
Cape Breton fiddle tradition. The drama embedded in the word lilt, may be compared to that found in the term snap, where it is often
traced to lulten to sound alarm :
Lilt, or the subtle inequality of note-lengths, is one of the most important aspects contributing to the distinctiveness of the Cape Breton
sound. Even if the lilt of a fiddler s playing could be rhythmically notated, the notation would be cumbersome to read because the
rhythms would be complex rather than packaged into convenient note lengths . . . one of the complexities of the old-style Cape Breton
bowing technique is the constant shifting of these strathspey rhythms . . . These pairs of notes come in two basic rhythmic patterns:
short-long Scots Snap and long-short. However, the ratio of the note lengths should not be interpreted strictly as written. The
musician must depend upon aural tradition to know the proper lilt. It is a divergence in aural tradition which causes the markedly
different interpretation of the same written music in Cape Breton and Scotland, most noticeable in the playing of the strathspey. In Cape
Breton the rhythm of the Scots Snap (the short-long pattern) in the strathspey is quite variable; the rhythmic lengths of the two notes
range from sharply different to almost equal. The long-short pattern is usually executed with the long note played only a little longer
than the short note (Dunlay and Greenberg 1996, 13). This is corroborated in (Lamb 2014a, 83).
61 While Antonin Dvorak was an early commentator on different features he heard among musics of African-American and indigenous
populations, rarer if any comparison is made by Dvorak or others since, between the snaps found in American and Czech or Hungarian
music or speech. Perhaps it is because the English and Celt (and not Czech or Hungarian) peoples indentured in the United States are
understood to have directly influenced American music. Cf. European influences in Appendix C-2.
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percussive polyrhythmic [e.g. snapping] manner of playing which was part of their West African tradition,
that they adapted the European instruments and the English jigs that they probably played to an essentially
African way of doing things (Wilson 1974, 15).

62

Tagg, on the other hand, considers the attribution of

features like snaps, polyrhythms, and blue notes to African rather than European origin, as positive racist
stereotypes used to construct a false history of ethnicity (Tagg 2015). In their investigation of snap rhythm
correlations between language and song, Temperley and Temperley acknowledge that the syncopating
(short-long or short-long-short) figures in African-American idioms make it complex to unravel the direction
of cultural influences, all the more so where African-American syncopations have permeated popular music
across the globe, including English music (e.g. the Beatles Let it Be) (Temperley and Temperley 2011, 61).
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Cf. Juba dance adaptation of jig, in section 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos.
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CHAPTER 3:
Snap and Twang
Snap and Twang
3.1 Snapping Speech
3.2 Floating Speech
3.3 Twang Semantic Networks
3.4 Twang: Vocal Science and Fuzziness
3.5 Swapping Snaps and Twang
3.6 Snap and Twang: Class, Race and Body
3.7 Beyoncé s Formation
3.8 Kendrick Lamar's Alright
3.9 African-American and Ewe Short-Long
Ethos
3.10 European Short-Long Ethos
3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Long Ethos
3.12 Jesse Jackson s Preacher Snaps
3.13 Max Roach s Freedom Now: We Insist!
3.14 Max Roach s It s Time: Snaps and Temporal
Deviation
Figure 3.1. Topics pertaining to Snap and Twang
3.1 Snapping Speech
Keywords: short-long syllables, consonant and vowel combinations
One long-held observation of the Scotch snap rhythm in music is that it originates in, or at least
correlates to, speech rhythms (e.g. hence, Sco ish snap). Temperley and Temperley build on research from
Abraham to Patel et al, finding a correlation between speech rhythms in languages and musical rhythms in
the songs of those languages which favour short stressed syllables (Temperley and Temperley 2011, 51;
Abraham 1974, 62). Other research conjectures the snap in English usage may be derived specifically from
Gaelic vowel combinations, which are either long or short, and which are heard rendered in mouth music
(or puirt-à-beul) (Shaw 1992, 44–46), and corroborated in-part, in (Lamb 2014a, 88). 63
The chapter entitled Speech and Melody in J.H. Kwabena Nketia s 1974 book on music in Africa,
contains notations of different short-long consonant-vowel combinations in the Akan language, which are
notated in snap rhythms, for example: consonant-vowel-vowel ( CVV ), consonant-vowel plus consonant-

63 Where Temperley and Temperley s research does not include data from Gaelic collections, Lamb applies the criteria of their study to
distinguish the occurrence of snap rhythm across English, Scots and Gaelic collections, and corroborates Shaw s findings that the snap
occurs twice as often in Gaelic songs as in Scots songs, and nearly four times more often than in English songs (Lamb 2014a, 84). He
also notes however, that the relative absence of the snap in Irish instrumental music suggests a different source (with the exception of
Northern Ireland, which is traced to Scottish influence) (Lamb 2014a, 90).
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vowel-syllabic nasal ( CV+CVN ), and consonant-vowel consonant-vowel ( CV+CV ) (Nketia 1974, 181–83). 64
Short-long rhythms are noted throughout Kofi Agawu s study of rhythm in Northern Ewe speech, music, and
dance, (V. K. Agawu 1995) 65 while the inherent musicality and corresponding importance on vowels in Bantu
languages, 66 are described by Bert Hamminga (Hamminga 2005, 104). 67 Agawu s and Hamminga s respective
studies corroborate Nketia s observations:
African societies are so conscious of the relationship between music and language that they extend its
use to instrumental forms. Meaningful language texts or nonsense syllables are used as verbal
scores of musical rhythms, or as mnemonics for teaching and memorizing drum rhythms (Nketia
1974, 188). 68
The connection between speech, song, and motion, whether dance or instrumental performance, is
significant. 69

The twang quality in these phonetic combinations is discussed in sections 3.4 Fuzzy Buzzy Science and 3.5 Don t Mean A Thing If It Ain t
Got That… Snap, Twang, and Blue Note. Akan-speaking slaves, such as the Coromantees in the British West Indies are widely studied, for
example, as the instigators of slave revolts (Craton 2009).
65 The large Ewe-speaking demographic of slaves brought to America, and resulting continuity of Ewe language in African-American
dialects is referenced in (Holloway 2005; Turner 1949; Smalls 1996).
66 The large Bantu-speaking demographic of slaves brought to America, and resulting continuity of Bantu languages in African-American
dialects, is well known and studied, including the first such study carried out by an African-American linguist, Lorenzo Dow Turner
(Holloway 2005; Conyers 2000, 243; Turner 1949).
67 If we pass over the border of verbal and non-verbal expressions as whites conceive it, one can think of going from speech to music. In
Africa, however, there is no distinction between speech and music. . . . And when he [the African] uses his mouth and vocal cords, he
always makes music. Bantu languages are rhythmical and tonal. White frames of speech are made of consonants: you usually still
understand the sentence if you only have the consonants: Wht frms f spch r md f cnsnnts . You will not get away with the vowels only: ie ae
o ee ae ae o ooa. In Bantu languages, this is the other way around: the vowels make up the frame. Obviously, bantu distinguish many
more vowels than are distinguished in western languages. Learning to speak a bantu language is a musical education (Hamminga 2005,
104). Cf. Fela Kuti s use of pidgin English, including the Bantu word and song title Zombie, in footnote in Appendix C-1. Cf. Gaelic mouth
music or puirt-à-beul, above.
Agawu observes that while there is a continuum of rhythmic expression (in Northern Ewe culture), there are nevertheless stylized
distinctions: From spoken word (2) to song (3): Ewe words, as we have seen, have a latent musicality stemming from the twin attributes
of tone and rhythm. In speech or performed language, that which is latent approaches, without necessarily attaining, the condition of the
patent. This interstice between language and music, although it can conceptually be smoothed over in certain contexts, is not ultimately
eliminable (V. K. Agawu 1995, 180–81).
68 In parallel to Nketia s observations, linguistic studies of African-American English (AAE) have, since at least 1974, repeatedly
documented a limited collection of disyllabic words in which the stress pattern is front shifted to emphasize the initial nominal)
syllable rather than the General American English pattern on the second (verbal) syllable (e.g. pólice instead of políce, défine, próduce,
révise, Détriot, hótel) (Wolfram and Fasold 1974, 147; Smitherman 1977, 18; Baugh 1983, 63; L. J. Green 2002). Baugh gives a similar
syllabic analysis for this stress pattern in AAE as Nketia does for Akan:
AAE
General American English
CV
CVC
CV
CVC
PO
lice
po
LICE
syllable 1 (stress)
syllable 2
syllable 1
syllable 2 (stress)
Reproduced from (L. J. Green 2002, 132).
Lisa Green observes this stress pattern in words with more than two syllables, such as the word PROtector in a minister s sermon (L. J.
Green 2002, 132). A strong version of this stress pattern does not necessarily create a snap, however. For example, in a gambling scene
in Melvin Van Peebles
Sweet Sweetback s Badasssss Song, the word po-lice is uttered with stress on the first syllable, creating little
or no snapping quality if any, an equal duration snap . In NWA s Fuck The Police the first syllable po- is elongated to be equal to
second syllable -lice , but the latter -lice still receives metric thetic stress, while the former po- is positioned anacrustically.
Stress patterns in English can be created by various means, including volume (dynamic), duration (agogic), and pitch (tonic), accent. In
sections 3.12 Walk Tall Country PreacherI discuss examples of snapping stress-patterns I have located in a variety of contexts spanning
lyrical-musical-preacher-religious-social domains, and which demonstrate a wider collection of words and stress-patterns, than what I
have located in earlier AAE research (e.g. pólice, défine, próduce, etc.).
69 And is further attested in CHAPTER 4.
64
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3.2 Temporally Floating Speech
Keywords: ametric floating speech; floating music; blues guitar; Miles Davis, George Duke, Joseph Foley
McCreary, Tutu
The evidence connecting snap and speech also relates to Gerhard Kubik s research tracing the
African origins of blues. Kubik describes declamatory features—which the snap seems to reflect—as the
probable origins of the floating quality in soloists relationship to the underlying steady pulse in the
supporting parts. This is similar to Kofi Agawu s earlier research describing free rhythm in Northern Ewe
music as originating in speech rhythm (V. K. Agawu 1995, 73). Kubik associates these features with the
work of Miles Davis, and other soloists playing in the slow and ternary blues idiom, emphasizing the impact
that slower tempo has on generating a distinct feeling: 70
The region of the western Sudan is one of those areas in Africa where in some musical traditions we
find nonlinear off-beat phrasing, i.e., a type of off-beat phrasing of melodic accents (cf. Waterman
1952 on the general term) where the accents are developed independently of the elementary
pulsation (or regular division of the beat). They are not in a ratio with the pulse-line; on the
contrary, they seem to fall irregularly in between, or their impact points are regularly retarded or
anticipated. In jazz, a master of these techniques was trumpeter Miles Davis. In Africa, nonlinear offbeat phrasing probably has its origins in declamatory speech. It is common in several musical styles
of the western Sudan (Senegal, Mali, Burkina Faso, etc.). Modern electric-guitar based groups have
revived this concept. The beat is temporarily suspended (though not lost) in the lead guitarist's
perception, and for a short while the lead guitarist's melodic-rhythmic lines seem to be floating.
This floating quality is like that of a lead electric guitarist or harmonica player in contemporary U.S.
blues, or a jazz soloist, especially in slow blues with a swing or triplet rhythm (Kubik 1999, 186).
In the Miles Davis recordings with which I am familiar, Davis own playing almost invariably has a
very strong and clear relationship to the steady underlying pulse (or else, his own pulse is so strongly implied
that it becomes the reference point). An exception, which may serve as an example of the floating quality
Kubik refers to in Miles Davis playing, may be heard in his 1969 Ghetto Walk beginning at 13:55 (and
relevantly here, over a slow-snapping bass line). Following this floating phrase, Davis reasserts a
synchronized relationship to the rhythm section s pulse, with a metrically aligned snap at 14:40 which
twangs from ^b3-3^. Here, the snap s metric groundedness seems to fulfill Fernando Benadon concept of
anchor (Benadon 2009). I find such floating phrases uncommon in Davis playing, however. 71 Instead, I have
Cf. Coltrane on gospel element in My Favorite Things. Cf. Speech-song continuum as expression of preacher-singer in gospel tradition,
noted in (Legg 2010; Legg and Philpott 2015), and which itself is an expression of a sound ideals and conceptual tendencies identified by
Olly Wilson (Wilson 1974; Iyer 2002, 397).
71 While I also appreciate that some floating quality can be heard, particularly—as Kubik implies—in Davis slower tempo recordings, I
hear this as distinct from the temporal diverging feature that I hear in the solos of some of Davis collaborators. I attribute the floating in
Davis playing on these slower tempo recordings, to elements such as his back phrasing playing slightly behind the pulse , starting
phrases at unpredictable moments (subdivisions or off-beats), as well as some unpredictable rhythmic motions which join his strong and
clear articulation of downbeats. Examples of such obscuring temporal features may be heard in Davis solo on Blue in Green from the
album Kind of Blue. In a musician s manual on rhythm, Gerstin and Dalluge describe the challenge of shifting effectively between
disperate rhythmic subdivisions, and cite Miles Davis particular creative use of slowness (Gerstin and Dalluge 2014, 255).
Davis himself describes a floating conception of his trumpet part in the sextet which recorded this album (with two personnel changes),
and, importantly, indicates the influence of Ahmad Jamal (whose own temporal divergence and concomitant features are given in
Appendix B:
The idea I had for this working sextet was to keep what we already had going with Trane, Red, Joe, Paul, and myself and add the blues
voice of Cannonball Adderley into this mixture and then to stretch everything out. . . . And then I wanted to give that musical mixture
more space, using the concepts I had picked up from what Ahmad Jamal did. I heard my trumpet voice kind of floating over and cutting
70
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identified that the best known soloists whom Davis hired, demonstrate just such a floating temporal quality—
perhaps even to offset Davis own metric clarity: Sonny Rollins, John Coltrane, and Wayne Shorter. Indeed, in
two different live versions of Tutu, to which Davis refers as employing the integral ternary (6/8) feel, each of
the featured soloists—George Duke on keytar, and Joseph Foley McCreary on custom lead bass (each
embodying the role of Kubik s lead electric guitarist )—exemplify moments of temporal divergence in their
respective solos, often following a series of snapping and twanging gestures (the latter which I discuss just
below). 72 The snap emerges naturally in slow blues with a swing or triplet rhythm, because the snap is the
reverse of the swing rhythm; each rhythm may articulate a ternary feeling from the other end of the beat (the
snap rhythm articulates the subdivision at the beginning of the beat, the swing rhythm, at the end of the beat).
Nketia s demonstration of how double vowel or vowel-nasal patterns may produce snap rhythms is
interesting to compare with Philip Tagg s study of Scotch snaps. Tagg identifies a correlation between spoken
snap rhythms and twang (as in the quick successive vowels in diphthongs or triphthongs) heard in rural
English dialects (Tagg 2011). Tagg argues that there is a strong connection between the snap and twang
where the successive vowels in a twang actually create a snap rhythm. 73 I believe a study of prosodic features
such as dieresis or vowel breaking found in Southern American (Southern drawl) dialects (now in decline) (E.
Thomas 2004), may reveal further evidence to this theory. 74
3.3 Idea of Twang
Keywords: embodied semantic networks; etymology; ideasthesia; onomatopoeia; phonomime, phenomime,
psychomime; Shostakovich, Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk District; sensual twang; ringing, elasticity, function
In section 2.3 What s in a Name? An Embodied Idea, I discuss how the word snap is both derived
from, and was itself, first used in reference to body parts and motions, before being applied to their
associated sounds. In contradistinction, the word twang is of onomatopoeic ( echoic ) origin, and was
subsequently applied to and associated with the objects and motions that produced the twang sound. A
primary definition of the verb twang is To give forth a ringing note, as a tense string or a stringed instrument
when plucked; to clang (Proffitt 2016g). As Tagg observes a relationship between snap and twang, I note
through all of this mixture, and I felt that if we could do it right, the music would have all the tension up in it. . . . Trane would play some
weird, great shit, and Cannonball would take it in the other direction, and I would put my sound right down the middle or float over it, or
whatever (Davis and Troupe 1989, 220–22).
Miles also reveals a floating conception in his earlier work:
With Max [Roach] pushing Bird [Charlie Parker] and Bird pushing Bud [Powell], and me floating over all that bad music -- man, it's too
painful to think about (Davis and Troupe 1989, 112).
Whether these examples demonstrate floating of different types or only different degrees is something to explore further. Perhaps
Kubik s use of the word in relation to Davis, comes from Davis own writing.
72 Cf. Embodied aspects of snap and floating, in 4.8 Limping, Floating, Flying Snaps
73 Cf. The grouping of a vowel and a nasalized consonant, in section 3.6 Snap and Twang: Class, Race, and Body.
74 This appears consistent with the snapping diphthongs or triphthongs heard in Cockney dialects, as for example: alright pronounced
as a-eye-it in Cockney—which might be compared to transformations of the word heard in certain Southern American or AfricanAmerican English accents, including President Barak Obama s off-the-cuff …iz gon be aite to the predominantly black audience s
amusement at 2:04 of the BET Presents: Love & Happiness, an Obama Celebration (Obama 2016), or Sauce Twinz s
Aite Lil Bro
(HotMixtape 2015), or Doug E Fresh s
Iight, or the line from N.W.A. s
Fuck the Police: A ight, smartass, I'm taking your black
ass to jail! . Compare this, however, with Kendrik Lamar s Alright or Fabulous Awwright which contains the same hook by Pharrell
Williams in which the snap is displaced and made into a twanging diphthong with the previous word: BE-al-Right (Lamar 2015).
Lamar s piece is discussed in sections . Kendrick Lamar s Alright: Snap and Twang and 4.8 Limping, Floating, Flying Snaps.
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that the sense of snap is embedded in the definition of twang (in the sense of pluck, and its elastic snap-back)
as well as the etymological analysis of its phonology: the tw- element expresses the sound or noise of the
twitching or plucking, the –ang element the ringing or resonance (Proffitt 2016h). The secondary sentence
example in one Oxford dictionary gives: the twang of snapping metal (Proffitt 2016g). The relationship that
Tagg proposes between snap and twang manifests in a number of twang s connotations. I deduce here, just as
is done for the word snap in section 2.3, that virtually all connotations for the word twang, including
compounds, slang, cant formations, and idioms, retain at least one of three qualities inherent to its primary
definition (I offer comparisons to snap connotations throughout):
Ringing (inherent in resonating tension): of vowel (formant) resonance, of nasalization, of tonal
resonance (or tone production on an instrument), of a cry, of surprising sensory
conspicuousness (including by certain dialectic accent, a ringing blow, a sharp pang, of
spontaneous sexual intercourse, cf. sharp, striking, spontaneous snap), of tension (cf. snapping
jaw/bite tension), to speak (cf. snap as speech)
Elasticity (inherent in plucking): (cf. snap-back recovery of position) of string motion (bow or
musical instrument), of pitch change (to play an instrument), of vowel-formant change (e.g.
diphthongization, triphthongization, and possibly also of vowel smoothing and glide-deletion in
monophthongization), tension and bend (of metal, or rocket ship prior to lift-off), suddenness of
discharged arrow (cf. suddenness or sharpness of snap), deception of (elasticity in) plucking or
pulling motion combined with sexual connotations (cf. function, below; thieving prostitute or her
male accomplice), plucking or pulling (a pimp s dividends, miserly, or fishing; cf. seizing snap),
deception or persuasion (twisting, sweet-talk)
Function (to give forth): prime function of a thing or event (expression as good as ever twanged ,
or in motion of sexual intercourse, sexual stimulation, or sexual organs; cf. snap as masturbation;
or of bow and discharged arrow), or morality (perhaps via the nasalization of Puritanical
twang?); disrepair of a thing, event (irritating sound e.g. nose blowing, or sound attributed to
undesirable motion, e.g. loss of tension in breaking string or spring), or moral corruption
(including expression the worst that ever twanged, or thieving pimp, prostitute, or fool); (while
the origin as a slang for opium is unknown, I speculate whether it is related to its effect on
function; cf. snap as drug use) 75
The semantic networks suggested by snap and twang connotations appear to interrelate or overlap
in numerous ways, some explicitly and some implicitly. Both terms also involve connotations across multiple
sensory and cognitive modalities (e.g. auditory, visual, kinesics, somatosensory, speech, behavioral), which
may also impact their ideasthetic (or synesthetic) tendencies.

All meanings were extrapolated from and compared across all constructions of the term twang, in the following dictionaries:
(Partridge and Simpson 1973; Spears 1999; Thorne 2007; Dalzell and Victor 2008; Kipfer and Chapman 2008; Peckham 2009; J. Green
2011a; Proffitt 2016a).
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If twang and snap exhibit ideasthetic properties, do they also interrelate in a specifically bouba-kiki
or fat-thin relationship (Gómez et al. 2013)? Some such comparisons may exist: overall, twang might evoke
concepts of curving, roundedness, and slow continuous motion. And overall, snap might evoke angularity,
jaggedness, and quick jerking motion. But the two concepts also share many overlapping qualities, perhaps
too many to determine such a fat-thin distinction with certainty. Indeed, if concepts of snap and twang drive
any aesthetic production, it may be that their interrelationship thrives in the area of fuzzy, grey overlap. Of
related significance are neuroscientific findings showing that onomatopoeic words are processed as both
linguistic symbols and non-linguistic [environmental] iconic symbols, in a brain region (the posterior
superior temporal sulcus) responsible for multisensory integration (Kanero et al. 2014, 7). Since the word
twang acoustically mimics a sound (phonomime), but also has deep association with motions (phenomime),
as well as distinct behaviors (psychomime), further research may distinguish the brain s processing of these
symbolic functions. 76 Does the rootedness of the sonic symbolism help to ensure that the word s
downstream connotations consistently fall near the original ecological interpretation of the sound? If so, one
must also ask whether snap —although it stems from the root snu — does in fact have some mimetic
properties after all, when we consider that it ends abruptly with a p similarly to other sound symbols like
bump, thump. 77
Another consequence of this multisensory connotation is that both snap and twang connotations
have strong sensual themes, including yet not limited to, sexual stimulation or intercourse. These themes
may take on negative valence when interpreted through particular cultural and religious frameworks
(including, those of the American Puritans who are in fact often associated with a type of nasalized twang), as
well as in activities that may be more broadly perceived as corrupt (e.g. thieving prostitutes and pimps,
where sensuality is used as a bait). A number of these connotations are implicit, for example, in the Stalinist
reception of Shostakovich s scoring of snaps and twangs in the infamous rape scene of his 1934 opera, Lady
Macbeth of the Mtsensk District. A series of orchestral snaps and ascending trombone-section glissandi
(twangs) mark the build to climax, while a solo descending trombone twangs and ends in a single group snap
painting the attempting rapist s detumescence and foundering. The work was suppressed, to all intents and
purposes banned, in the Soviet Union (Genero 2014; Vulliamy 2015; Apthorp 2016), while a New York Sun
review tagged it Pornophony (Moynahan 2014). In this scene, the ironic distance that characterizes the
opera (Sheinberg 2000; Vulliamy 2015), finds Shostakovich lampooning the ridiculousness of the physical
act of love (Nate 2010), a mode that is consistent with the connection between snaps and lampooning in
African-American and ancient Greek practices, for example. 78
The twang s sensual connotations may also emerge, however, through cultural frames that involve a

The classification of onomatopoeia are from (Kanero et al. 2014, 2). Comparable classification may be found in Luigi Russolo s
Futurist manifesto The Art of Noises distinguishing four classes of onomatopoeia: direct (acoustic imitation), indirect (cross-modal
synesthetic analogy), abstract (unconscious, state of mind), psychic onomatopoetic chord (fusion of two or three abstract
onomatopoeias) (Russolo 1986, 58). Cf. Flam as onomatopoeia, in section 6.7 Blue Note Continuums.
77 The latter two abrupt ending words are given in (Kanero et al. 2014, 1).
78 Cf. Discussions of lampooning and invective, in sections: . What s in a Name? An Embodied Idea, 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and
My Favorite Things, 4.6 Dirty Dozen Oculesics, and 4.7 Lampooned or Lampooning?
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close relationship with certain types of motion and the body, and which may be associated with cultural
distinction (e.g. the twang in certain dialects or instrumental techniques). Such connotations may be
associated with the sensuality of rural cultures, whether evoked romantically (e.g. extra-culturally among
urban culture) or in an appraisal of physical labour across rural versus urban cultures. The word twang (or
snap) may be used etically, where the semantic networks do not necessarily reflect those associations
perceived by the individuals whose practices exhibit the feature. The mimetic origin of the term may also
allow its association to cross certain culturally learned distinctions. In this study, I hope that any etic
application of these terms may still shed valuable insight on the reception and usage of these features within
Western cultural contexts. 79
3.4 Fuzzy Buzzy Science
Keywords: formants; formants 1 and 2; pharyngeal narrowing; nasalization; sympathetic nasal resonance;
growling, buzzing; vocal science; speech pathology; sociolinguistics; Ella Fitzgerald; Ben Webster; Charlie
Parker, Buzzy
Since the 1980s, vocal science research has been identifying quantifiable variables that contribute to the
perception of twang (or certain types of twang). In vocal production, the perception of twang is directly
correlated, for example, to vowel production. In oral twang the narrowing and shortening of the pharynx
(more specifically, the narrowing of the lanryngopharynx or epilaryngeal tube via the contraction of the
aryepiglotic fold) creates a smaller vocal resonance cavity which increases the subglottal pressure (like
pressing your thumb on a garden hose) and intensifies the (sound pressure level of the) first two formants
(higher frequencies responsible for vowel production), and deintensifies the third and fifth formants (which
shape overall timbre and projection power) (McCoy 2004, 2013, 2016). 80 The narrowing and shortening of
the vocal tract and resultant intensification of the first formant may also be produced or enhanced by either
the retraction of the corners of the lips (Sundberg and Thalén 2010, 695), 81 or the open position of the jaw
(Lindblom and Sundberg 1971; Frick 1985).
Ingo Titze qualifies, however, that Much confusion exists about vocal twang. It is not inherently a
nasal quality, although it can be (and in some dialects is) nasalized (Titze 2001, 528). Tizte s distinction
between oral and nasal twangs is found in earlier publications by voice research pioneer Jo Estill (Estill et al.
1983; Ananthapadmanabha and Estill 1989; Heidemann 2016), and continues in contemporary popular voice
pedagogy (Stoney 2012, 2015, O Connor 2016a, 2016b, Kay Robinson 2014, 2016). Part of this confusion
Etic or emic concepts are considered in relation to the identification of twanging properties in blue notes, in section 6.2 Blue or
Worried? Twang is also understood as an important element in cry and yodel features (Jungr 2002), in sections Appendix A-1 and
Appendix D.
80 In vocal production, the airstream from the lungs vibrates the vocal folds and the shaping of the oral-nasal tract acts as a frequency
filter that determines the spectral profile of the tone produced. The frequency peaks in a given vocal tone s spectral profile are called
formants. A formant is produced by the resonance filtering of the vocal tract. The shape of the vocal tract forms the formants of the vocal
tone (Risset and Wessel 1999, 115; McCoy 2016; Purves 2017, 29).
81 Regarding the effects of the oral vestibule (area outside the teeth, including inside of lips): the effect of a shortening of the vocal tract
would be further enhanced by a retraction of the corners of the lips, a trait typically seen in many singers using twang. Moreover, the
observed lowering of F3 [formant ] suggests that twang is produced with a front cavity between the tongue tip and the lower incisors.
This is likely to be accompanying a retraction of the tongue, needed for a narrowing of the pharynx and smaller space between the back
of tongue and the lowered soft palate (Sundberg and Thalén 2010, 695).
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arises because oral and nasal twang are both characterized by an increased resonance of brightening
formants (e.g. due to the relatively smaller size of both the narrowed pharynx and the nasal cavity), and the
twangs produced by each are often also be combined, through shared air flow motion or through sympathetic
resonance (Thomas 2010, 244; Heidemann 2016). 82 While the oral-nasal distinction has important practical
value in vocal pedagogy and speech pathology, 83 the insistence that they are distinct highlights the fact that
commonly, among non-specialists, oral and nasal twang continue, to be lumped together perceptually
and/or semantically.
I am intrigued by the charge of confusion: is it confusion only if you believe that experience is
limited to rational quantified measurement? Is a child confused when the taste of a lemon reminds her of the
time she tasted a lime? This is not to favour naïve or folk conceptions, but rather, to question the limits of all
systems of understanding, including quantified measurement. 84 Phenomenological experience is not limited
to unit-quantities, nor to the effects of quantities that are not directly perceived; the objective scientific
domain has well-defined semantic expressions that may or may not overlap with subjective experiences and
their semantic connotations, including the semantic expressions codified by another specialist group.
The specialized definition of twang used by voice and speech scientists is, for example, distinct from
that used by sociolinguists who, in fact, do recognize some degree of nasalization in their concept of twang
(Montgomery 2008, 101; Jacewicz, Fox, and Lyle 2009, 330). It seems this recognition occurs when
sociolinguists confront what they classify as the folk linguistics of the speech communities they study.
Elena Rodgers sociolinguistic study of the discursive folk constructions of twang, examines the complexity of
and apparent emergence of contradictions in the informal reasoning of these popular or non-specialist
conceptions (Rodgers 2016); are the speakers not the true specialists? Rodgers draws on Tyler s suggestion
that Indexical fields may . . . have multiple cores that result in clusters of meaning (Tyler 2015, 304). I
suspect that the apparent contradictions within and across voice specialist and non-specialist communities,
may be resolved by the three clusters of meanings I extrapolated in section 3.3 Idea of Twang. Twang as
ringing accounts for connotations of oral and/or nasal resonances, and sharpness ; twang as elasticity
accounts for connotations of diphthongization and elongation (either of which is variously associated with
concepts of drawl); and twang as (prime or degraded) function accounts for the socioindexed connotations
that may valorize or stigmatize the conception on physical, intellectual or moral, grounds (e.g. authentic ingroup association versus redneck and poor white trash ). 85
Although nasal and oral variables may have distinctly audible extremes, the network of connotations
Heidemann explains that . . . listeners may often interpret [oral twang] . . . as nasal due to the location of sympathetic vibrations . . .
There is not necessarily any connection between nasal sounds and the position of the velum [soft palate], which is somewhat surprising
because the term nasal is sometimes used to describe a speaking voice produced with a completely raised, closed velum (preventing any
air from escaping through the nasal passages, causing speakers to sound like they are suffering from nasal congestion) (Heidemann
2016, para. 3.16, 3.21-3.22).
83 E.g. Opening upt the nasal cavity during singing produces antiresonances, which rob the voice of its overtones and decrease natural
volume (O’Connor 2017). Cf. Twang and acoustic projection, including as speech pathology remedy for hypophonia, in section Appendix
D.
84 Cf. Discussion of Douglas Jones conception of the different interrelationships between objective, subjective, and semantic domains, in
section . What s in a Name? An Embodied Idea.
85 These connotations are found in (Cukor-Avila et al. 2012; Rodgers 2016).
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that comprise vocal twang are perceived ecologically as an action understanding of physiological motions or
relative positions within the head and neck. 86 An exception, perhaps, is when this twanging voice is
specifically indexing a twanging musical instrument. An instrument outside of the body often functions as an
extension of the voice, or body, however. 87 Such indexing may sometimes be heard in Ella Fitzgerald s
virtuosic scatting: her vocalizations reference the twangs and snaps produced by her colleagues, whether in
homage to Louis Armstrong s voice (in the 1960 Live in Berlin recording of Mack the Knife) or to Ben
Webster s growling tenor saxophone (on How High The Moon from the same 1960 recording at 5:40, a few
minutes after she extensively quotes Charlie Parker s Ornithology). 88 Fitzgerald s and Webster s growls are
characterized by their shifting upper partials, 89 a twanging buzzing celebrated in Charlie Parker s Buzzy, and
which are aligned with the complex timbres that Olly Wilson identifies in his study of continuities between
West African and Afro-American musics. 90 It seems to be what Morton Marks identifies as the code-switching
in African-American sound-making where the European frame is characterized by order and the African by
making noise (Marks 1974, 101, 110), or, as the Bestie Boys encapsulate in their 2009-2011 hit Make Some
Noise; adding Don t quote me now because I m doing the lambada.

91

Ella Fitzgerald s and especially

Webster s buzzing twang is prominent in their solos on Duke Ellington s It Don t Mean A Thing (If It Ain t Got
That Swing).
3.5 Don’t Mean A Thing If It Ain’t Got That… Snap, Twang, and Blue Note
Keywords: interchangeability of voice and instrument; vowel migration rhythm; pitch glide; formant glide;
blue note-twang similarities; slip note twang; Duke Ellington, Ella Fitzgerald, It Don t Mean A Thing If It Ain t
Got That Swing; Sarah Vaughan, All of Me; Henry Mancini, The Pink Panther Theme; Bennie Moten, Crawdad
Blues; Richard Bona, African Cowboy; Lenny Kravitz, Strut; Rachell Ferrell, blues; Miles Davis, Tutu
Ellington attributed the phrase It Don t Mean A Thing If It Ain t Got That Swing, as the credo of his
then dying trumpeter and compositional collaborator, Bubber Miley (Ellington 1976, 106). 92 Nearly forty
percent of Ellington s melody consists of a series of snaps on the diatonic ^b3^: the consequent phrase of the
A section features eight consecutive three-beat snaps beginning (displaced) on beat two of the fifth measure
and resolving on the first beat of the eighth measure. Irving Mills set this shifting snap with the eight
repetitions of the scat lyric doo-ah, an opening diphthong that exactly matches the twanging sound

Formantologist, Steve McCoy: Formant frequencies are altered through changes in the shape of the vocal tract, which can be caused by
moving the tongue, opening or closing the mouth (jaw movement), rounding or spreading the lips, and raising or lowering the larynx
(McCoy 2004, 41).
87 Cf. Michael Polanyi s description of attention and tool use, discussed in section 4.11 Continuities, Transmissions, SurvivalTranscendence.
88 Cf. Louis Armstrong s aryepiglotic growling, also referenced in section 3.6 Snap and Twang: Class, Race, and Body, in relation to Xhosa
vocal tradition, in (Sakakibara et al. 2004).
89 Cf. Non-periodic vibrations between vocal chords and aryepiglotic folds in growling, cited also in footnote above, (Sakakibara et al.
2004).
90 [T]he propensity for certain buzzy-like musical timbres—all these are African features which have been consistently maintained in
Afro-American music (Wilson 1974, 16).
91 The lambada is a sensual Afro-Brazilian dance whose name connotes slapping, hitting, or wave like motion of whipping (Dias 2017),
gestures that are noisy and sometimes snapping.
92 Cf. Miley s mastery of the twanging wah-wah mute is mentioned in section 5.1 Glosso-Wah Wah: Instrumental Twang.
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associated with Miley s wah-wah (oo-ah-oo-ah) mute specialty, 93 to which soloists pay tribute with their own
mutes, or buzzing growls. The harmony recontextualizes the repeated diatonic ^b3^: first it is the ^b7^ of a
blues-positioned dominant IV7 harmony, before becoming the ^4^ of a bVII7 harmony, a tonic ^1^, and then
^#5^ of the V7 harmony. Not only are the snap, twang, and blue note fused as one idea, it is curious that one
of the earliest recorded songs to use the word swing in the title, features such a long chain of snaps
immediately following the end of each lyric: It don t mean a thing if it ain t got that swing / doo-ah, doo-ah,
doo-ah, doo-ah, doo-ah, doo-ah, doo-ah, doo-ah, highlighting the multistable ambiguity of the swing and snap,
and suggesting a fundamental equivalence in their spirit or meaning.
Considering Philip Tagg s speculation that twang and snap are interrelated, we may attempt to
further distinguish the variables. Is it the rhythmic pattern of the pitch or formant glide that evokes a snap
rhythm, and does the rhythmic pattern of these vocalic modulations or migrations correspond to the
rhythmic pattern of the internal physiological motions? 94 Is the physiological motion that produces such a
twang comparable to the motion that produces a snap rhythm? Or are twang and snap independent variables
(in spite of their overlapping semantic networks) that interact in other ways?
In addition to the Ellington example above, I have located several more musical examples suggesting
some of the interchangeability of snap and twang. One example is heard across versions of Miles Davis Tutu
performances. 95 Where Davis sings the Tutu melody with an equal-duration snap on Ba-ba! , 96 in live
performances, he plays a glissando which rapidly ascends through the trumpet s overtone partials
(sometimes referred to as a rip glissando, and evocative of a twang gliding through resonant formants peaks)
at this same point in the melody. 97
Henry Mancini s The Pink Panther Theme features strongly asymmetric pairs: hard snaps
counterbalance hard (or stiffly) swung dotted eighth-sixteenth pairs. In his melody interpretations,
Mancini s tenor saxophonist, the R&B-influenced Plas Johnson, smears these snaps as descending twangs (on
^b5-4^). 98 If Mancini s hard snaps capture the deceptive or violent jerking motions in the film s action,
perhaps their twanging captures the Inspector Jacques Clouseau s hapless slyness and sneaking.
Comparable sounding snap-twang interchanges are heard in Bennie Moten s 1923 Crawdad Blues, 99
93 In my transcription of the onomatopoeic wah-wah, I use a vowel to reflect both semivowel labiovelar bilablial glides on w , even
though the second one is post-vocallic (follows a vowel).
94 Falling diphthongs (e.g. ei, ou, ai, au, oi, in the words face , mouth , price , goat , choice respectively are often described as having a
stress on the first of the two vocalic elements (making up the diphthong), while rising diphthongs (e.g. ua in guava or wah wah are
described as having a stress on the second of the two vocalic elements (Wells 2012). Although some sources claim that the stress is
agogic (i.e. resulting in a long-short pattern when the stress is on the first mora, as in mouth (P. Roach 1998, 20; Wells 2012), I am
generally inclined to agree with Tagg s assertion that a short-long pattern is still implied in many English diphthongs. In English
pronunciation, this is also how I pronounce the centering diphthong that begins my own surname rhymed with poor : Oore. In Hebrew
or French, I pronounce my surname as a monophthong (though, I suppose in Quebec French it might be stretch more widely into a
diphthong). Many English triphthongs seem to imply similar short-long pattern e.g. liar , loyal , power , player , or, indeed, playuh .
While the falling or rising property describes the prominence (e.g. pitch, volume, or duration) of one of the two (or rarely more) morae,
the opening, closing, or centering property describes which direction the diphthong migrates on a vowel space chart (that approximately
reflects the oral cavity space).
95 Incidentally, Titze remarks several times how in a vocal twang production, [t]he vocal tract shape resembles a trumpet (Titze 2001,
526).
96 Cf. This ba-ba! snap is discussed in section 2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping.
97 E.g. At 6:44 in the 1986 performance, and 6:35 in the 1987 performance (T. U. M. 2014; Sahakian 2011).
98 Cf. Pink Panther in footnote in Appendix C-2.
99 Included in table of concomitance, in Appendix B
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where Lamar Wright snaps then smears the opening melodic figures (around ^3-b3-2^). Richard Bona s
African Cowboy (on his 2009 album The Ten Shades of The Blues) reaches a brief vamp in the middle of the
piece (on the relative minor, between 2:55-3:13), where violinist Christian Howes is heard alternating
harmonized snaps (on ^b7-6^ in the minor tonality, or ^5-b5^ in the relative major) and twangs (moving
approximately from ^#5-6^ in the minor 100). On top of this vamp, Howes multitracks a melodic solo that
contains several snaps, the second of which synchronizes with his accompaniment (^8-b7^ at 3:06 followed
immediately by ^b7-6^). 101
On the title track of Lenny Kravitz s 2014 album, Strut, Craig Ross electric guitar solo and
interjections feature prominent twangs and snaps. 102 Ross opens his solo (at 1:24) with an inflected ^#4-5^
twang followed by snaps on ^b3-1^, and later (at 2:34) interjects with a more extended twang on ^4-5^
followed by a sharper twang (in a snap rhythm) on ^b7-1^ (at 2:34). Ross repeats these attention-grabbing
gestures in a live performance of Strut on The Graham Norton Show (at 1:41 and 2:49), and he is also heard
playing the repeating bass figure, where it is in fact difficult to tell whether it is snapped or twanged (e.g. on
^2-b3^ at 0:24, 1:09, 1:13, etc.). 103
While scientists distinguish and quantify different vocal techniques and variables that may elicit the
perception of twang, as the earlier Fitzgerald and the above Kravitz and Ross examples highlight, humans
also continue to perceive the twang qualities from sound sources other than the voice. 104 I suspect that the
scientifically well-defined criteria for twang —the brightening of vocal formants, for example— can be
evoked by various instrument designs and performance techniques. How do rapid glissandi through
overtone partials or pitch bending elicit twang? Where vocal science describes twang as the intensification
of particular formant regions, this intensification is relative and is thus achieved through active shifting,
which may be evoked by pitch glides.
Another way in which glides may elicit twang is related to the fact that a formant is itself a fuzzy
range or band (formant cloud ) of potential resonances (Hamel 1978, 102; Godwin 1991, 14–15; McCoy
2004, 44; Botha and Knight 2009, 260). A twang may express these formant ranges through its characteristic
dynamic motions of pitch or spectral glides. 105 A vowel formant may modulate in pitch by no more than a
minor third up or down before the vowel quality is changed (McCoy 2016, 51). 106 I wonder whether this
flexible property reflects a facet of the interrelationship between twang and blue note properties, where both
express not only flexible regions, but especially one with minor third qualities (i.e. ^b3^ blue note). 107 In my
Cf. Worried notes in 6.2 Blue or Worried?
Cf. Descending chains of snaps in François Couperin, referenced in section 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos
102 Ross cites the influence of guitarists that I mention in section Appendix C-1, in connection to variations of the subdivided snap: Chuck
Berry, Jimi Hendrix (Grimes 2004).
103 (Kravitz 2014) Cf. This performance of Kravitz Strut is discussed in section 4.4 Resilient Walks.
104 Cf. Scientific literature continues, in fact, to use examples of non-vocal and non-human twangs to describe human vocal twang, as
discussed in section 3.6 Snap and Twang: Class, Race, and Body.
105 Cf. Spectral glides in (Erickson 1975), and in section 5.1 Glosso-Wah-Wah: Instrumental Twang.
106 In earlier publications McCoy gives this extendable range to be a major third above or below the central value (McCoy 2004, 44, 2013,
46). I suspect that when the formant is extended to a minor third, the vowel is still distinguishable in sung contexts and out of verballinguistic context, but that when extended to a major third, the vowel distinction e.g. between hate and heat becomes ambiguous in
sung, or out of verbal-linguistic contexts.
107 Cf. Flexible blue note regions, in section 6.5 Elastic (Blue Note) Snap.
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experience, a pitch slide between upper harmonic frequencies may be mistaken for a pitch slide of a
fundamental tone. Sarah Vaughan uses different vowels as she repeats tones in the region of the ^b3^,
shifting from darker to brighter vowels (on All of Me from Swingin Easy suh yuh duh yuh duh at 2:00, to a
sharper sounding bee . . . swee dee around 2:03), yet I experience ambiguity as to whether the shift is
strictly a timbral shift (through shifting intensities of upper harmonics), or also a microtonal pitch shift.
Another example is heard in the lyric delivery of the snaps in It Don t Mean A Thing If It Ain t Got That Swing,
where the lyric doo-ah is repeated on ^1^, but the opening diphthong sounds like a lowering of pitch,
however subtle or microtonal. This interrelationship between the slides of blue note regions and formanttwang regions also seems consistent with the theories that blue notes are derived from speech formants,
discussed in (Kubik 1999, 2005). 108
In a blues improvisation by Rachelle Ferrell at a 1980s festival performance joined by guest Wynton
Marsalis, we hear her fundamental and formants shifting as she twangs the ^#4-5^ blue note region. After a
series of about five twangs with jaw motion, retracted lips, and I suspect laryngeal narrowing, she then
stabilizes her jaw and shifts the twanging from jaw to tongue motion, repeating the same rising-closing
diphthong aaaeee more rapidly approximately twenty-four times before shifting to an even faster rate for
another ten or so repetitions. 109 Relevantly, Ferrell immediately follows this with deeply embodied sound
making: with her right hand raised, her eyes closed, and swaying at her waist at increasingly extreme range
of flexion in synchrony with the regular pulse of the rhythm-section while her head and neck fling
unpredictably, invoking the testifying gestures of the Holiness Church. Her hand lowers and then raises
again, this time her whole body stills except as her wrist swivels back and forth at a linearly decelerating rate
relative to the pulse of the music, 110 each swivel accompanied by a vocalized Tat ; the kinesthetic impulse of
her hand gesture drives this temporal deviation. When she re-anchors to the rhythm-section s tempo the
crowd cheers ecstatically, they are saved. Ferrell then closes her improvisation with a series of snapping
blue notes yodeled between ^4-b7^. Marsalis face suggests a mixture of child-like awe and perhaps some
trepidation of having to follow this. 111
It seems that the correspondence between twang that involves brightening or darkening of
harmonic resonance, and twang that is evoked in fundamental pitch motion (such as in blue note worrying )
has, in fact, already been established in the use of slip note (aka slip tone ) approaches. Slip notes, which
are emblematic of the Nashville sound, essentially translate the twang of country-western vocal production
(speech and singing), as well as instrument timbres and performance techniques (such as of banjo, steel
guitar, or harmonica) to the fixed and quantized tuning of a piano. 112 As such, the blue note worrying might
Cf. Blue notes discussed in section 6.5 Elastic (Blue Note) Snap.
Cf. The opposite motion diphthong is heard in Kendrick Lamar s BE-al-right, discussed in section . Kendrick Lamar s Alright: Snap
and Twang.
110 I measured the rate of her deceleration relative to the rhythm section s steady pulse, using Sonic Visualizer software.
111 Cf. Rachelle Ferrell improvisations discussed in section 6.7 Blue Note Continuums and Appendix C-1.
112 Did the country-western vocal twang develop to project across rural environments, or to blend with other twanging instruments,
without being masked by them? Cf. Appendix D. The development of the slip note is usually attributed to Floyd Cramer who (at the
suggestion of his associate Chet Atkins) soon crystallized the technique in his 1960 hit song Last Date. Cramer himself acknowledges that
it is a practice that predates him, but specifies his particular variation is in stretching the twang by a semitone: The style I use mainly is a
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be understood as an older technique addressing the same issue of transferring vocal twang to instrumental
techniques. The widening of the twang interval from micro through to whole tones, 113 also reflects the fuzzy
flexibility of evoking a twang quality by different means. 114 A twang, like a blue note, is productively
understood not as a static ring, but as an active ringing, a dynamic motion, and often a trace of human body
motion.
In the video of Miles Davis 1986 performance of Tutu, 115 keyboardist George Duke demonstrates
gradual accelerations that deviate from the underlying steady pulse (using arpeggiation patterns
incorporating many blue notes at: 2:20, 3:02, 3:30, 5:33). Throughout this solo, Duke frequently inflects his
note choices (especially blue notes: ^b3^, ^b5^, ^b7^) using his keytar s pitch bender, sliding up into pitches
with pronounced twangs. In the same performance, guitarist Robben Ford is heard snapping (on ^b3-1^ at
5:26), at which point Duke interjects with a declamatory-like anticipation, soon subtly accelerated against the
steady rhythm section pulse. In the video of the 1987 Tutu performance, 116 Miles Davis invokes a bluesgospel quality which includes conspicuous twangs as part of a yodel gesture (with the ^#4^ blue note
approaching the more stable ^5^ as a quick grace note, and then jumping up to ^b7^, at 0:55, 2:23, 2:38, 4:02,
4:21). 117 In the same performance, Joseph McCreary then develops his solo directly out of Davis twanging
yodel gestures and builds intensity with his own, yodeling leap from ^b5^ to ^b7^ which he bends achingly
up to ^1 ^ wobbling widely up to ^#1 ^ (at 5:14). McCreary follows this with a snap on ^5-b7^ (at 5:18), and
finally up to a climactic accelerating temporal deviation using repeating arpeggio patterns (at 5:40). 118
3.6 Snap and Twang: Class, Race, and Body
Keyword: embodied signifiers, grain, W. C. Handy, gospel moan, vocalic elongation, elongated nasalized
consonant, twang, resonance, preacher, acoustic projection, submission, dominance, sociolinguistics,
sociophonetics
The perception of snap and twang may, as discussed in relation to semantic networks, 119 also index
sociocultural value-judgments. Following his description of the relationship between snap and twang, Philip
Tagg asserts a second point: because these features are found in disparate European and African practices,
they do not signify any fixed ethnicity (as advanced by (Lems-Dworkin 1991)), but, rather, class; where
uncouth twang and rustic snapped speech index dialects spoken by rural, farmer, or poor classes (Tagg

whole-tone slur which gives more of a lonesome cowboy sound. You hit a note and slide almost simultaneously to another . . . It s been
done for a long time on the guitar by people like Maybelle Carter and by lots of people on the steel guitar . . . Half-tones are very common
(quoted in (J. Doyle 2014). Cf. (Wadey 1998)). Cf. Chet Atkins 5.4 Twang and Cry: Ethnicity and Class.
113 Whether this widening is attributed to Cramer, or earlier sources.
114 Further potentially relevant concepts to compare with twang include crushed notes or acciaccaturas. I discuss other types of
environmental motions harnessed in twang, as proposed by Mark Changizi s theories, in section . Walkin . Davis Tutu performances
offer many more examples of such blue note twangs, and demonstrate how these twangs are used alongside snaps and temporal
deviations.
115 Video timings refer to: (Sahakian 2011)
116 Video timings refer to: (T. U. M. 2014)
117 Cf. The Baptist preacher Davis draws inspiration from in Tutu, in the interview cited in section 2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping.
118 Cf. Willis James description of the equivalence of vocal and instrumental gestures, and a call and response between Charlie Parker and
Dizzy Gillespie on Salt Peanuts, in section Appendix D.
119 Cf. In sections . What s in a Name? An Embodied Idea, and 3.3 Idea of Twang, and 3.4 Fuzzy Buzzy Science.
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2011, 2015). 120 In more idyllic terms, Tagg describes familiar uses of snaps in classical music to evoke bucolic
pastoral life. 121
In the United States, however, class and ethnicity are deeply entangled. Grant Olwage describes the
ethnic and class associations invoked by twang. In anatomizing the voice, the twang becomes a synecdoche
for the body of the Other which produced it (or a metonym for the person stereotyped as having produced it):
When Ellis warned that nasal twangs are serious faults in singing . . . to be understood and avoided
by sedulous practices with the mirror , it was ah that he cited as the offender . . . Hallmarks also of
the Cockney accent, twangs and throaty enunciation [sic] were the bodily symbols of a vocal sound
that transgressed the idea of a grainless bourgeois voice (Bates 1907, 5, 15).
The nasality and throatiness of ah are unmistakably present in the Xhosa voice. But the
black voice as shout is as much a consequence of these materialities of ah as they are of it (Olwage
2004, 215). 122
Conceptualized by Roland Barthes, The grain is the body in the voice as it sings, the hand as it writes, the
limb as it performs (Barthes 1977, 188). Barthes notion is cited in embodied cognition and voice research
(Iyer 1998, 55; Heidemann 2016), and seems to describe a quality which is so valued in gospel (Legg and
Philpott 2015), and ecstatic Holiness practices. 123
W. C. Handy, Father of the Blues, describes the challenges he faced in writing the lyrics to his 1914
While uncouth or rustic evoke hardiness, one might pause to consider the associations between twang and the Cockney dialect,
where the term Cockney is said to have become a popular term among the rural Englanders to deride the weakling townsman s
effeminate ways; cockney denoting a mother s darling; a cockered child, etc. (J. Green 2013). Nevertheless, Cockney has specifically
referred to the lower of these urban classes and where their notable vocalic twang is heard as a prime offending signifier. The 1909
Report of the Conference on the Teaching of English in London Elementary Schools, issued by the Education Department of the London
County Council states: . . . the Cockney mode of speech, with its unpleasant twang, is a modern corruption without legitimate credentials,
and is unworthy of being the speech of any person in the capital city of the Empire (MacBride 1910, 6). It is the same tale told in George
Bernard Shaw s Pygmalion, and to an extent through Charles Dickens earlier transplantation of the Cockney dialect into his writings.
Though, if snaps are by no means limited to Eliza Doolittle s Cockney e.g. Henry HIG-gins , are they considered offending, or only when
emphasized with more asymmetry? Cf. Yiddish twang, in section 5.4 Twang and Cry: Ethnicity and Class. While rural Englanders may
have used Cockney as an epithet toward their urban brethren, I wonder whether elements of Cockney phonology including twang),
were harnessed by these townspeople as effective means of projecting vocally through the increasingly industrialized acoustic
environment, to cut through the new city sounds. Such a case might reveal interconnection among twang, Cockney, and the Lombard
effect, the latter which includes vowel elongations, shifting spectral or formant energies (Summers et al. 1988; Junqua 1993), larger facial
movements (Vatikiotis‐Bateson et al. 2006), as well as greater lung volumes (Winkworth AL and Davis PJ 1997) to compensate when
speaking or sounding in an acoustically louder environment. Cf. Acoustic projection of snap, cry, yodel, in section Appendix D, and of
subdivided variations in section Appendix C-2.
Tagg suggests that the posh English accents which developed among rising bourgeoisie classes after the English civil war, were
deliberate sanitizations of both twang and snap, to aurally distance and dissociate themselves from the poor and rural classes, with
whom they no longer felt the need to ally (Tagg 2011). That said, Cockney is also sometimes described as being intentionally
exclusionist, whether to cultivate group bonding or to code language about illicit activities (A-bit Dotty 2015; Skougstad 2012). Perhaps
this isolationism was, to some extent, a response to the social stigmatization.
Similar ambiguity is seen in the way Miles Davis alternately describes / as funky Cf. Davis quotation, in sections 2.1 Polyrhythmic
Popping) and, in another instance, writes: But Jimi [Hendrix] was also close to hillbilly, country music played by them mountain white
people. That s why he had those two English guys in his band, because a lot of white English musicians liked that American hillbilly
music. . . . He used to play / all the time when he was with them white English guys and that s what made him sound like a hillbilly to
me. Just that concept that he was doing with that (Davis and Troupe 1989, 293). The funky / has polyrhythmic superpositions,
which was perhaps not perceived in the hillbilly / .
121 Or, more neutrally, folk , as Mark Abel writes: Syncopated rhythms do appear in classical music, often inserted as deliberate
references to folk music, one of the earliest used being the Scotch snap . . . (M. Abel 2014, 33). Writing about Scottish fiddle traditions,
James Hunter describes that the snap has been unjustly maligned mainly because of its over-use in English music halls when, combined
with the flattened seventh, it provided instant Scotch ! It is a crucial element in the rhythmic structure of the strathspey, and an essential
part of the folk musician s armoury (J. Hunter 1979, xx).
122 Cf. The growl in Xhosa (umngqokolo) and other vocal traditions, in (Sakakibara et al. 2004). This same source is also cited in relation
to Louis Armstrong, in a footnote in section 3.4 Fuzzy Buzzy Science. Cf. Connection between shout, cry, belt, and twang, described by
Barbara Jungr drawing on Jo Estill s research , in section Appendix D. Cf. The descriptor of Black twang in post-apartheid South Africa
by white parents to describe their daughter s black-sounding speech accent (Buschfeld et al. 2014, 61).
123 Cf. Discussion of the grain in Dizzy Gillespie s screaming voice in an ecstatic musical exchange with Charlie Parker in their Massey Hall
recording of Salt Peanuts, in section Appendix D.
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Saint Louis Blues, and the expressiveness as well as racial signifiers embedded in nasalized resonances
essential for conveying spiritual magic:
The question of language was a very real problem at the time I wrote St. Louis Blues. Negro
intellectuals were turning from dialect in poetry . . . I couldn t follow them, for I felt then, as I feel now,
that certain words of Negro dialect are more musical and more expressive than pure English. Take the
expression Gonna walk all over God s Heaven. When Negro singers say Heab m with their large nasal
cavities serving as resonators and top it off by prolonging the m, they produce an effect that it is
impossible for any other singers to match. Imagine sacrificing this pure magic for the sake of a
properly enunciated Heaven ! (Handy 1941, 143–44). 124
Handy s description corresponds to the gospel technique where a vowel is truncated and the proceeding
nasalized consonant is elongated. In their analysis of performance practices in African-American gospel
music, Legg and Philpott describe this technique with syllables n or m , citing the treatment of the word
send, as an example, where the vowel eh is truncated and the proceeding n, resonating through the nasal
cavity, is elongated (Legg and Philpott 2015, 211). This creates a short-long snap pattern between the eh
and the n, whose widely expressive usage the authors describe: the word acquires an attack as a result . . .
adding a gentle rhythmic emphasis to the melody that conventional notation does not adequately describe,
or, in other examples, where her tone is warm and softer and moan-like in dynamic as a result of the sound
resonating in the nose with the mouth closed, or [t]hey masterfully use this technique to create a sense that
they are whispering to their audience, as the subject is sensitive and not to be spoken out loud, and
elongates the n on the word pain, changing and personalizing the character of that word (Legg and
Philpott 2015, 204, 211, 213). 125 Morton Marks describes a cluster of features associated with prophetic or
glossolalic speech among the Ga people (of Southern Ghana), including changes in pitch, vowel length,
glottalization, as well as overbreathing or hyperventilation, repetition of words, and various rhythmic effects
(the latter three which might be understood as correlated with temporal deviations) (Marks 1974, 90).
Glottalizations (cf. throaty above) and nasalizations (both associated with twang in their modulation of
formants) can also be compared with Legg and Philpott s identification of timbral modulation techniques
where phrases are punctuated with a grunted hm! on a non-specific pitch (i.e. where hm! accentuates a
nasalized sound) (Legg and Philpott 2015, 201). The same study also identifies several other practices in
African-American gospel music which have snapping or twanging qualities: twanging vowel changes where
the vowel sound changes over a longer, sustained tone, similar to a complex diphthong, and twanging snaps
in rapid, short upward [or downward] pitch bend[s] (Legg and Philpott 2015, 202–3, 204). 126
It seems that in twang, a listener may perceive the modulation of inner spaces of the body
(interoception). Are certain conservative, elitist, or classist ideologies threatened by the particular motions

Cf. Heaven in Lisa Fischer s singing, in section 4.8 Limping, Floating, Flying Snaps.
Cf. Groans of Pain and the paralinguistic aspect of speech and emotion in music, in (Bashwiner 2010, 129).
126 The presence of prosodic features in deep African-American Vernacular English which are associated with twang, vary
geographically and diachronically. There is evidence that older Southern regional dialects have such prosodic features (where they are
comparable to Southern American dialects). The interrelationship between the speech and musical twangs in African-American culture
demands further research, including studies of: vowel shifts, monophthongization, diphthongization, triphthongization, upglides, glide
deletions, prosodic and stress patterns. Cf. (Labov 1972; Wolfram and Fasold 1974; L. J. Green 2002, 123–24; E. Thomas 2004).
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or sensuality of these inner spaces? 127 The stigmatized twang of rednecks indexes associated conservative
stances (Cukor-Avila et al. 2012; Rodgers 2016). 128 Sociolinguistic and sociophonetic research suggests that
psychobiologically, raised pitch generally, and higher intensity resonance associated twang, in particular, is
perceived as the voice of a submissive, less-dominant, or infantile individual (Ohala 1980; Puts, Gaulin, and
Verdolini 2006; Puts et al. 2007). One explanation is that ecologically these properties typically reflect a
smaller body. A further development of this explanation reasons that the retraction of the lips (which, as
noted in section 3.4, is shown to narrow the laryngopharynx) that intensifies the twanging first formant, has
been ritualized among humans and higher apes as a signal of submission in soundless smiling expression
(Ohala 1980). These theories of submissiveness might be compared to research that suggests that nasality
(which is frequently confused or lumped with twang) indexes non-aggressiveness, and specifically whiteness,
as in the stock nerd character (Podesva et al. 2013; Hilton 2014). 129 But non-aggressiveness does not mean
subdued, since submission can be a result of fear, or awe. The question of submission is fascinating to me in
the context of gospel vocal practice, considering the sometimes raised tessitura heard among AfricanAmerican preachers, for instance that of Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. during his I Have A Dream speech (and
unlike a measured studio interview), where his median pitch is even higher than the top of the female
range, a strategy of acoustic projection used in days of preamplification (Liberman 2013). 130 Could it be that
this raised voice also reflects an awe-filled submission to the will of God? Perhaps in conjunction with a
vulnerable or warbling tremolo or stammers. [S]trongly-marked constriction of the vocal chords, which
would raise the vocal pitch, is heard to accompany the prophetic and trance quality in preachers sermons
(Marks 1974, 94); studies show that the widened range of the first formant (cf. twang) is associated with fear
(Williams and Stevens 1972; Laver and Hanson 1981; Frick 1985). The intensification of this same formant is
associated with anger (Williams and Stevens 1972). Could lip retraction be the consequence of aggressive
teeth barring? Another perspective suggests how twanging first formant resonance might be caused by jaw
motion (Lindblom and Sundberg 1971; Frick 1985), where this visual and its corollary formant profile may be
psychobiologically perceived as an aggressive and threatening stance. It is interesting that jaw motion is thus
associated with snap as well as twang. 131 Both smiling and jaw opening may be understood to reflect an
individual in an emotionally-charged, however submissive, subservient marginalized, or aggressive position,
while a dominant individual would, presumably, remain relatively calm and undisturbed.
A modern scientific study investigating the possibility of using twang in vocal therapy introduces
readers to twang by its constellation of rural, diabolical, aggressive, infantile, and animalistic associations (in
a word, hedonistic, or sensual-erotic): Twang is the bright, brassy, ringing voice quality commonly heard in
country-western singing, witch cackling, a child s nya, nya taunt, and is equated often with duck quacking

Such motions would need to show distinction from those found among positively received vocal practices. Cf. Interoception among
opera singers in (Kleber et al. 2010).
128 Cf. Differing definitions and schemas of indexical order (e.g. pre and post-ideological), examined in (Hall-Lew, n.d.).
129 Cf. Discussion of twang and nasalization in Yiddish, in section 5.4 Twang and Cry: Ethnicity and Class.
130 Cf. Twang and acoustic projection, in section Appendix D.
131 Cf. Snap connotations of jaw motion, in section . What s in a Name? An Embodied Idea.
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(Lombard and Steinhauer 2007, 295). 132 The title of a historical account of the banjo in American popular
culture, encapsulates That Half-barbaric Twang (Linn 1994), while that grinning barbarism seems implicit in
comedian-banjoist Steve Martin s often quoted maxim (including as the title of an article describing an
empirical study of the emotional meaning inherent in the sound of different musical instruments): You can t
play a sad song on the banjo (Huron, Anderson, and Shanahan 2014).
3.7 Beyoncé’s Formation: Snap and Twang
Keywords: Beyoncé, Formation; twang; snap; social, ethnic, class values; urgency, resilient agency, critical
intensity
It is February 2016, and as I write this, a new song and music video entitled Formation has been
uploaded to Beyoncé Knowles YouTube channel. 133 With over twelve million views in two days (even with
the link unlisted), the video is receiving praise for what is described as a proud expression of cultures (both
ethnic and class) which are normally ignored, disdained, or shamed by more mainstream media. Artists and
writers tweeted in celebration: #Formation is one of the blackest, countriest, southernest, dopest, bravest,
ratchetest music videos I ve seen in a while, and Beyonce was unapologetically Black in this video & she
showed Black American cultures that rarely get mainstream attention (P. Lewis 2016). 134 The prominence of
snaps and twangs in Formation suggests how strongly they embody and signify the defiant class and ethnic
struggles, in our present day. The video begins (after an explicit lyrics warning 135) with an unseen speaker
(a sample from a video of Messy Mya, the persona of New Orleans performer , Anthony Barre, murdered in
2010) referencing the nation s non-responsiveness during Hurricane Katrina: What happened at the New
Orlans?! —where Orlans is emphasized with a twanging snap. 136 This question posed to the listener is
immediately followed by the song s introductory theme— a bare bones twanging sound that evokes broken
or bouncing metal springs (cf. twang as function), and which practically carries the song s entire rhythmic
impetus for its first forty seconds. 137 The individual twangs have a snapping timbral modulation and are
Note the opening diphthong formed in nya, nya. Vocalist Paul Fowler describes that it is the twang quality that, at least in part,
allows the infant to cry so piercingly and continuously, with relative efficiency in avoiding vocal injury (Fowler 2016). The sound
pressure level resulting from the narrowing of the larynx alleviates the potential stress placed on the vocal folds to achieve similar
volume with a wider larynx and larynx opening. Cf. Appendix D. Cf. Some of these descriptors are drawn from Jo Estill s research, e.g.
(Yanagisawa et al. 1989, 343; Heidemann 2016, para. 3.17).
133 The song was written by Khalif Swae Lee Brown, Jordan Frost, Asheton Hogan, Mike Will Made It, and Beyoncé. The video is
directed by Melina Matsoukas.
134 To be sure, in the days following its release, critics voiced their accusations that as a person in a position of popular attention and
power, Beyoncé has, in fact, appropriated cultural stories of the those marginalized groups who were the victims of Hurricane Katrina,
and that Beyoncé used their voices (literally, in samples, including one I will momentarily note), as her own, to serve her own capital
brand (S. Lewis 2016; M. Jones 2016). As I currently see it, this charge does not interfere with the point I am making, however, because
the pertinent features which I observe in the song are, I believe, still used as powerful signifiers of the ethnic and social classes which her
song and video evoke, whether these signifiers are interpreted as authentic, manipulative, or perhaps some combination thereof. Other
writers continue to laude Beyoncé s work as a defiant reclamation and reappropriation . . . of blackness (Brinkhurst-Cuff 2016).
135 Cf. Snap as uncouth, in section . What s in a Name? An Embodied Idea.
136 Cf. Footnote below for a discussion on the possible ambiguity of these opening sampled words.
137 Cf. Semantic networks where the Oxford Dictionary gives, for e.g.: [a] spring twanged beneath him, and [t]he bed springs twanged
. . . (Proffitt 2016g) The twanginess of this sound in Formation has been referenced by other listeners, as well, cf. (Bhandira 2016; Sam
2016, sec. comments). The brokenness (of a dangling spring attached only at one end, such as in a broken mattress or auto part)
contributes to the music s trap music aesthetic, a Southern hip hop style characterized by its bleak expression of slum hence trap life.
Formation has been described as trap music influenced, cf. (Breezy 2016). Cf. Ecological snap in section 4.9 Ecological Snap, Doppler and
Simultaneity: Auditory Streams.
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themselves also set in a snap rhythm pattern. 138 When the anthemic chorus begins, at 2:03, we hear a number
of decisive snaps, which become even snappier (more asymmetric) when the chorus returns a second time (at
3:29):
I see it, I WANT-it, [group response:] WANT-it
I stunt, yellow-BONE-it, 139 [group response:] BONE-it
I dream it, I work hard
I grind til I OWN-it, [group response:] OWN-it
I twirl all my HAT-ers, [group response:] HAT-ers
Albino alli-GA-tors, [group response:] GA-tors
El Camino with the ceiling low
Sippin Cuervo with no CHAS-er, [group response:] CHAS-er
(Knowles 2016)
Across this series of approximately twelve snaps and their snappier repetition in the second chorus,
140

we also hear each one receiving an increasingly speech-like treatment (i.e. starting with a more intoned

vocal leap descending from roughly ^5-1^, and becoming progressively more rap-like): as the research of
Temperley, Nketia, Agawu, and Tagg indicates, the snap is naturally declamatory. This may also be compared
to Legg and Philpott s identification of a song-speech continuum in African-American gospel music (Legg and
Philpott 2015), allowing the gospel singer to become gospel preacher, blurring the distinction between the
two (Legg 2010, 114; I. L. Johnson 2009). Morton Marks emphasizes the distinctiveness of this mode of
speech In gospel, it is not natural speech that is combined with music; it is prophetic speech, or preaching
(Marks 1974, 96). Does Beyoncé channel the prophetic spirit here? The flattening out of melody may be
Cf. Twanging rebounding with echo like snap, in section Snapping Echo and Prison Acoustics.
To some, the delivery of this line may sound like I stunt, yeah little hornets. While a hornet metaphor fits the lyric s expression of
urgency and resilient agency, as well as Beyoncé s own popular bee[yoncé] and hive monikers, some listeners have slowed down the
audio to reveal the likely lyric given above (Genius 2016). (And whose meaning is discussed below.) This ambiguity of meanings itself
creates new and likely desirable layers of complexity; another example of this is in multiple interpretations of the titular lyric Get in
formation, understood as commanding her listeners to either get into formation or get information.
This ambiguity is mirrored in the music itself. In terms of the actual snap quality, it is interesting to note the difference in the snap of
bone it at : and : . At the second of these occurrences the lyric is delivered with an unmistakable snap. The first time, however,
the two syllables are delivered with more evenly distributed division of the beat (more even eighth), but the kick drum at that precise
moment issues a clear snap (which is followed by an anticipatory beat, turning the snap into part of a short-long-short syncopation). The
combination of simultaneous even division in the vocal delivery and an uneven snap in the percussion, creates some rhythmic ambiguity.
Another example of lyric-temporal ambiguity has been examined in relation to the opening twanging-snapping words spoken by Messy
Mya, and how this too, is further entangled with resilience. Kevin Ball examines the ambiguity through a Deleuzian lens:
The misrecognitions stimulated by Mya s voice—its ghosts, one might say—are, as Zandria Robinson points out, generative for thinking
about what the song and video make visible. Mya s voice has a deterritorializing effect, invoking the nebulous aura of the comedian s
murder to [propel us] into the life and death, future-present-past the video conjures in its multidirectional assemblage of New Orleans.
. . . To that end, the sample has been construed to have said a number of things, from What happened at the New Wilin s? to What
happened after New Orleans? These ambivalences forge interpretative tributaries into the song and its video at the confluence of space,
place, and time. On the one hand, Formation is an anthemic declaration of black southern pride, investing the heterogeneous cultural
identity of the black American South in the scene of New Orleans: still submerged, still haunted, yet thriving resiliently.
On the other hand, the speculative-time that unfolds after New Orleans suggests that there are multiple futures and pasts that spring
forth from the devastation of Katrina. If Katrina continues in the physical space of Beyoncé s New-New Orleans, what we are left with is
not a melancholic sense of the cyclical, but the defiant character of a place that exists in the future because it has outlived an event which
was made to signify the end-times. Here, survival is less concerned with living today than what becomes thinkable on the horizons of
the next life—what Sun Ra once named the other side of time which comes into view when time has officially, if not actually, ended
(Ball 2016).
140 Approximately twelve, because during the first chorus, the intitial snaps on WANT-it are minimally snapped, and during the second
chorus the responsorial echoes become gradually less audible, until the last one on CHAS-er is inaudible .
138
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taken as another channel cue that marks the trance state (Marks 1974, 109). The Formation video shows
several sequences of a preacher rousing his congregation, all together in testifying positions with eyes closed
and arms raised or clapping, many appear to be in the ecstatic midst of receiving a prophetic message. 141
Do the auditory-visual elements corroborate both the ethnic and class associations of the snap and
twang? Significantly, the song also demonstrates how the snap rhythm may arise from impulses of urgency
(e.g. New OR-lans, I WANT-it, HAT-ers, alli-GA-tors ), resilient agency (e.g. dream and work til I OWN-it,
twirl all my HAT-ers , stunt yellow-BONE-it,
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flouting laws—of a racist system— in El Camino with the

ceiling low / Sippin Cuervo with no CHAS-er ), and critical intensity (e.g. haters identified as albino alli-GAtors

).
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3.8 Kendrick Lamar’s Alright: Snap and Twang
Keywords: Kendrick Lamar, Alright; diphthongal twanging snap; multistable polyrhythm; three-beat snap;
displaced snap; floating, ground and underworld; community strength; social justice; police brutality
In July 2015, almost a year before Beyoncé s Formation appeared on Youtube, Kendrick Lamar
released his album To Pimp A Butterfly, featuring the track Alright, with an extended video version of this
track coming out three months later. The song s eight-bar hook (chorus) written and performed by Pharrell
Williams, features a prominent snap between the syllables be and al in: [We gon ] BE-al-[RIGHT],
recurring on the fourth beat of each of the hook s eight measures; the hook repeats three times (resulting in a
total of twenty-four snaps on BE-al ). BE-al is a snapping twang on a diphthong that may be described as
opening or centering (in vowel or relative tongue to palate position), falling (from higher pitch and volume
accent), or high to low (in tongue height). 144 The bass line accents in the hook occur on the first and fourth
beat of the odd measures (mm. 1, 3, 5, 7), and on the second and fourth beats of the even numbered measures

Cf. Testifyin g position embodied in Rachelle Ferrell s vocal-performance practice, in Appendix C-1.
Stunt is slang term meaning to show off, and yellow bone is an African-American term describing an African-American with a very
light toned skin complexion. In this line, then, Beyoncé seems to express how she proudly flaunts her complexion with and in spite of its
class and ethnic associations particularly complex in the South , and in the face of the barrage of skin bleaching allegations against her
(Genius 2016).
143 Is the alligator s snap inherently jarring or does it only seem that way to certain listeners or cultures? The snap on Chas-er with
Beyoncé hanging out of an El Camino—evoking defiance of the law—is followed by a visual of a lone young black boy in a black hoodie
dancing in front of an ominous row of police in riot gear. Ultimately, it is the police who are shown yielding to the boy s urgent, defiant,
vulnerable, creative resilience.
The term alligator has several pertinent and racially-charged connotations: alligator . . . . [
s-50s] a person, usu. Non-Black, who
listens to and appreciates jazz, but does not play 3. [1950s] (US Black a White jazz musician. [the jazz musicians ref. to someone who
swallowed up everything on offer, ? coined by Louis Armstrong
-71) to describe White musicians who pirated the original ideas
created by their Black peers; We d call them alligators…because they were the guys who came to swallow everything we had to learn ]
and alligator bait . . . [
s-60s] a Black person, usu. A child . . . 2. [1940s] (US) a derog. Term for a Black native of Florida. [image of
racist Whites lynching Blacks and tossing them to the alligators and f. the practice of Southern Whites, who found it amusing to threaten
such children with throwing them to the alligators ] (J. Green 2005, 17–18). Some entirely different connotations are given in lyric
analyses of Formation in (Genius 2016).
What might we learn by comparing the snaps heard and seen in the other tracks and music videos in Formation?
144 Cf. The opposite tongue motion of Lamar s diphthong found in Rachelle Ferrell s rising, closing diphthong, discussed, along with other
diphthongs in text and footnotes, in section 3.5 Don t Mean A Thing If It Ain t Got That… Snap, Twang, and Blue Note. The falling opening
bee-aa diphthong is heard frequently in hip hop vernaculars, in the progressive vocalic elongation and diphthongization in the word
bitch to beeetch beeatch or biotch . These twangs are often attributed to rapper Too $hort (such as in his 1989 Cusswords, which also
refers to pimp slaps making snaps and later popularized by Snoop Dogg where the twang is delivered as a rapid snap to punctuate a line
or verse, e.g. Cause Snoop Dogg is the shit, beeeitch! in Snoop Dogg s
Tha Shiznit, or with greater diphthongal elongation in his
1994 Who Got Some Gangsta Shit?
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(mm. 2, 4, 6, 8). The bass accents support the lyric accents on the first beat ( RIGHT ) and fourth beat ( BE )
of the odd measures (mm. 1, 3, 5, 7), but only the fourth beat of the even measures ( BE-al ). The entire latter
beat ( BE-al ) has an anacrustic quality into the odd measure downbeats. The combination of the bass and
lyric accents produces a multistable polyrhythm where one or more groupings (3-2-3 or 3-3-2 or 3-2-2-1) are
experienced against the eight beat (4/4) metric organization that listeners are likely to feel or impose. The
snap is thus heard in various displaced positions, accentuating different parts of the polyrhythmic structure.
Yet another layer of snapping polyrhythm occurs in repetitions of the word NIG-ga (in we gon BEal-right, NIG-ga ) as two sixteenths on the second half of the second beat of the measures in the hook, where
Lamar accents the first of the sixteenth-note pair, and in even more acutely snapped delivery throughout the
song s verses occurring on the second half of the third beat of the measure). In the hook, this snapping accent
on the second half of the second beats divides the three-beat groupings (of the 3-3-2) in half, where each
group of three quarters is divided into two dotted quarters. The resulting array of polyrhythmic snaps in
Alright may be compared to those experienced in some traditional Scottish strathspeys where it is
impossible to tell [the] position of the downbeat until [the] end of [the] first 8-bar period (Tagg 2015). Do
Lamar s polyrhythmically shifting snap-twang figures acquire a temporally deviating, floating property?
In the Alright video, Lamar is shown floating up to a high hanging traffic lamp to deliver the song s
second and final verse. Beginning at this verse s second stanza, Lamar deploys words in a rapid-fire
articulation where every syllable marks a sixteenth-note subdivision of the measure. This creates a dramatic
shifting between sixteenth notes grouped in sixes and fours according to the word accents, and which
disguise the underlying eight-beat subdivision of the 4/4 meter. 145 Lamar begins the fifth cycle with two
beats of silence followed by a series of three-beat snaps, emphasized by sheer repetition, dynamic
accentuation, and plosive consonantal articulation: PET-dog PET-dog PET-dog MY-dog THAT s-all. The
intensely delivered lyrics suggest Lamar s (or the character s) attempted control of the temptations of his
success symbolized by the devil s (notably three-headed) dog, Cerberus (Genius 2016). Lamar is the
vulnerable hero here, like Hercules who encountered Cerberus before him. The result is an ambiguous and
floating metric quality (however quantizable it may seem to the sixteenth note grid) creating climactic
The groupings can be seen below, where the number of beats is indicated at the beginning of each line. The first two groups suggest
twenty-four beat cycles, the third group suggests thirty-two beat cycle, the fourth group suggests twenty-four beat cycle but begins with
two silent beats and continues with superimposed three-beat cycles, the fifth group suggests forty-beat cycle. (Might Lamar s shifting
groupings be usefully compared to Charlie Parker s shifting high-note accents?)
[1st cycle grouping]
[3rd cycle grouping]
[5th cycle grouping]
6-I can see the evil,
6-Everyday my logic,
2-[silence]
4-I can tell it,
4-get another
16-Pet dog, pet dog, pet dog, my dog, that's all
6-I know it's illegal
6-dollar just to keep you
6-Pick back and chat,
6-I don't think about it,
2-In the
10-I trap the back for y'all
10-I deposit every little zero
6-presence of your chico...
8-ah!
[2nd cycle grouping]
[6th cycle grouping]
6-Thinkin' of my partner,
[4th cycle grouping]
6-I rap, I black
4-put the candy,
6-I don't talk about it,
10-on track so rest assured My
6-paint it on the Regal
10- be about it, everyday I sequel
6-rights, my wrongs; I
6-Diggin' in my pocket,
10-If I got it then you know you got it,
8-write 'til I'm right with God
10- ain't a profit big enough to feed you
6-heaven, I can reach you
145
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tension before the song s end. Imagery of floating, flying, and sky, permeate the entire video as a metaphor
for heaven and transcendence, serving a dynamic tension to the snapping jaws of the underworld. The
manifestations of floating qualities in the sonic and visual modes (cf. ideasthesia or synesthesia), parallels the
descriptions of floating speech, music, kinesthetics, and mythology in African and African-American cultures.
146

Lamar s verses were inspired by his time in South Africa where he learned more about Black South
Africans struggles for justice (Swift 500). These verses contextualize the BE-al hook, written by
collaborator Pharrell, with imagery of African-Americans resilient transcendence of police brutality, invoking
religious symbols (e.g. of God and Lucy , short for Lucifer) to examine the power of Lamar s own faith. Lamar
describes the piece as a chant of hope (Coscarelli 2015), and it has been repeatedly named by media as the
nation s rallying cry, and the anthem or unifying soundtrack for the Black Lives Matter movement or the
movement s nationwide protests in 2015 (Coscarelli 2015; Gelt 2016; Tate 2015; Sherburne 2015; Billboard
Staff 2015; Schnipper 2015; EBONY - 2015 Power 100 2015). In part, these proclamations reflect the
power that the hook embodied when it was chanted at multiple Black Lives Matter protests:
It has soundtracked a movement. That's largely due to its holistic sentiment as a siren against
innumerable injustices, but it has just as much to do with the fact that it's a great hook on a
ferociously catchy song, produced by Sounwave and Pharrell Williams . . . the same guy who made
Happy (Schnipper 2015). 147
The siren metaphor parallels the (pitch or spectral) glides inherent to the hook s twanging diphthong, and
also underscores how this twang is associated with a defensive mode and projects acoustically across
acoustic space, intensified by its snapping property. 148
Pharrell, in fact, used the same hook three months before his collaboration with Lamar, when
producing a track for the rapper Fabolous, which was released after Lamar s Alright, with the title Awwright.
While Fabolous lyrics on Awwright deal with social economics, they are not overtly political (in the way that
Lamar s lyrics compare economics of dismantled slavery to his own present day struggles with the
temptations of success) and do not address issues of social justice. 149 Fabolous version creates an
opportunity to compare the use of the same snap as it appears in two different contexts, and the stronger
impact that is achieved when the snaps achieve a higher resonance with the entire message of the song. 150
Lamar addresses this critical distinction: on a web forum dedicated to analyzing popular music lyrics, on the
web page for Alright, Lamar himself posted a link with the subject line What does Alright represent?
(Lamar 2016). The link is to a Youtube video of Lamar being interviewed by producer Rick Rubin. In a
somewhat understated gesture, rather than cue the explanatory link to where he describes how it took him
146 Cf. Floating speech and music, in section 3.2 Temporally Floating Speech, floating kinesthetics and mythology are addressed, in section
4.8 Limping, Floating, Flying Snaps.
147 Pharrell s joyously resilient
single, Happy, has softer slow snaps on Hap-py .
148 Cf. Acoustic projection, in section Appendix D.
149 Including flouting of the racist system s laws, where like Beyoncé in her El Camino with the seat low. / Sippin Cuervo with no chaser ,
Lamar and his friends are shown in a sedan brown-bagging.
150 This is not to say that all snaps must be set in a particular way—the snaps in Fabolous song may be judged to have a resilient and
transcendent social quality. Lamar s context seems to resonate in many more —and more sophisticated— ways, however. A more
technical analysis of Fabulous recording s musical features would be necessary.
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six months to figure out how he would approach the beat and hook with the right meaning, Lamar instead
cues his link to the very end of the discussion where he summarizes the take-away point. Here Lamar
implicitly recognizes the distinction between a gesture which has profound resonance and one which does
not (as in Fabolous version): I m glad that [song] sparked the idea [of community strength, social justice, and
police brutality] because that song coulda went a thousand other ways. Yup, a thousand other ways (Rubin
and Lamar 2016). Earlier in the same interview, Lamar describes the meaning with which the song (and the
snapping hook) is embedded:
Eventually I came across it and found the right words for what I wanted to talk about. You know
there was a lot going on, still to this day a lot going on. And I wanted to approach it as a more
uplifting but aggressive, you know? Not playing the victim, but, still having that yo, yeah, we strong
[quality], you know? (Rubin and Lamar 2016).
3.9 James Brown to Ewe: Afro-American and African Short-Long Ethos
Keywords: urgency; high-arousal states; transcendence; James Brown, Say it Loud; Stevie Wonder,
Superstition; Northern Ewe song; Jimmy Smith, Sermon
Although he does not mention it, all the examples of snaps which Philip Tagg draws from AfricanAmerican traditions, convey a particular quality of urgency, resembling that found in Formation and Alright:
James Brown s SAY-it in Say it Loud—I m Black and I m Proud (snapping from ^1-b7^); 151 The Moula Banda
Rhythm Aces and Ry Cooder (accompanying with a twanging slide guitar) TELL-him in Jesus on the Mainline
(snapping ^1-b7^); Stevie Wonder s SU-per-STI-tion (^b3-b3^ ^1-5^ and ^b7-5^ ^4-4^), DEV-il (^b7-5^),
THIR-teenth (^b7-b7^), and LOOK-in (^4-b3^), and the horn arrangement and also the interaction of
multitracked clavinets (both horns and clavinets on ^b7-1^, the latter on beat two) in Superstition; 152 and in
Tom Jones cover of Robert Johnson s Burning Hell DEV-il (^b7-1^), ain t no HEAV-en (^3-5,^) or HE-ll
(^b7-3^). In each case, the snap is used to rouse its listener to courageous, and often declamatory, action:
whether social or spiritual, it demands that its listener reevaluate status quo assumptions—that its listener
not be afraid to stand up and stand out —or pop-out— from the (hegemonic) group, or form a more authentic
or socially aware group.
In his study of African rhythm, Kofi Agawu deduces a recurring short-long (ternary snap) to be
derived from speech, and identifies this to be a principal generative rhythm of Northern Ewe song (V. K.
Agawu 1995, 127). Surveying the occurrence of this figure, it seems to me that its ad infinitum repetition
consistently drives song, music, and dance that recounts or celebrates very high arousal states, including: lifeor-death survival ( killing a person in battle ), physically-mediated spiritual divination ( fetish priestesses ),
virility ( fathering twins ), and overcoming isolation, humiliation and loss ( lacking helpers at a crucial time
of need ) (V. K. Agawu 1995, 73, 92, 127–28). While Agawu notes that when [u]sed in succession, the
The revolutionary refrain in James Brown s
best-selling song was once the rallying cry of the movement to rescue Black minds
from the cultural enslavement of White America: Say it Loud I m Black and I m Proud . Today the title of that song, which Soul Brother
Number One unabashedly sang in venues all across America, including on national television, has morphed into an uplift marketing
slogan. In one newspaper, trendy trucker hats were pictured beneath this bold advertising option: Say it loud, wear it proud
(Smitherman 2006, 115).
152 Cf. Superstition interlocking clavinet snaps, in section . Walkin .
151
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pattern can generate a great deal of energy: it trips and skips in potentially unending flight, he also
explains that the converse relatively longer note values and fewer short-long patterns give the Response a
more relaxed and resolutory feel (V. K. Agawu 1995, 127). All of Agawu s examples seem to exhibit a strong
correspondence to those snap connotations I have identified. 153 Are those qualities that Agawu identifies in
Northern Ewe Song also found in Jimmy Smith s impassioned chain of more than twenty snaps, closing his
homily on The Sermon? 154 The snap often seems to be a rhythmic embodiment of commitment or devotion.
Agawu s work offers important information on the short-long, in an African context. 155 To what
degree is my own perspective of the snap s ethos a result of enculturated concepts such as downbeats, metric
dissonance, and syncopation? Carol Lems-Dworkin considers these enculturated aspects of the perception:
Despite the abundance of the Black Snap in African music, for example, it is not considered
syncopated. On the other hand, the Snap becomes syncopated when transferred to a Western
rhythmic system that is monometric, i.e. where there is a downbeat, measures, barlines, and
regularly occurring accents. This is because the usual or established pulse, meter, accent, or rhythm
has been disturbed in some way (Lems-Dworkin 1991, 14).
Which, if any, of the snap connotations or invoked states are dependent on the perception of syncopation and
meter? Could any such enculturated elements reinforce qualities that are latent in the figure (e.g. in the
jerking-quality of the motion which may be needed to produce the pattern)? Do words with inherently
snapping speech rhythms indiscriminately colour the temperament or mood evoked whenever such words
are used? 156 Or do speakers need to further intensify the snap s asymmetry relative to their community s
typical pronunciation, in order to trigger more aroused temperaments? 157 Would a similar intensification of
asymmetry to convey arousal be found in musical practices that already exhibit a preponderance of shortlong rhythms (for example, where they are derived from speech in Northern Ewe culture)? 158 While I
consider these questions with respect to several specific cultural practices, what might future research
uncover about the occurrence of equivalent patterns found across other cultures? 159 Understanding the
psycho-emotional state (e.g. ethos) is an important part of understanding processes of music cognition and
sensorimotor activity (Bashwiner 2010, 318, 326), and with which temporal deviation and microrhythm
research has become increasingly concerned (Iyer 2002).

In section . What s in a Name? An Embodied Idea.
Cf. The Sermon in sections 2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping and 6.1 Introduction.
155 Future research can include the short-long snaps and subdivided snaps found throughout Simha Arom s transcriptions (Arom 1991).
156 That is to say, where short-long patterns have become inherent in a speech community s pronounciation.
157 Cf. The variable perception of symmetric divisions and asymmetric snap and swing rhythm, discussed in 2.2 A-symmetric BE-bop,
where symmetric rhythms can sound snapped relative to swung rhythms.
158 Linguist Arthur Spears probes how speech systems among African-American and other communities might develop to serve certain
social functions: Once you have that language / communication system, what do you do with it? . . . What types of things do you want to
say? . . . What s your leisure talk like? (Hutcheson 2017). This is discussed, for example using Purcell s lyric setting, in section 3.10
European Short-Long Ethos, and in the Yoruba lyrics sung by Abbey Lincoln and Babatunde Olatunji, in . Max Roach s Freedom Now:
Snap and Twang.
159 Manfred Clynes sentics research, mentioned in 4.8 Limping, Floating, Flying Snaps, may offer some clues.
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3.10 European Short-Long Ethos
Keywords: Spanish; elegance; Arabic; Italian; passion; struggle; Lombardic; stile Lombardo; stile
rappresentativo; French; ars antiqua; notes inégales; pointedness; bon goût; Baroque affect; Bach, Goldberg
Variations, Aria; appoggiaturas; ornamentation; directness; English; Scottish; rusticity; Calledonian;
strathspey; reel; work songs; waulking song; luinneag; vehemence; ecstatic ferocity; jig; jigg; Hungarian;
Czech; Romanian; fetishized and exoticized indigenous cultures
Although the short-long figure is addressed in European musical writings with relative infrequency
(Pyle 1991, 166; Fuller 2016), certain treatises indicate the figure was afforded the expected attention with
respect to melodic consonance and dissonance (Ponsford 2011, 40). In a metric context, the placement of
consonance and dissonance may imply strong-weak beat organization. In placing most of his consonances on
the beat, Father Thomas Santa María instructs 16th century musicians to hurry on the first quaver and linger
on the second, concluding that this [short-long] style is much more elegant than the first [long-short] style
(quoted in (Ponsford 2011, 39)). Contemporary scholar Manuel Pedro Ferreira investigates the circa mid13th century Cantigas de Santa Maria, arguing that the rhythmic patterns (including short-long figures) for
these Medieval Galician compositions are best explained by Arabic paradigms, rather than the oft-attributed,
but allegedly less satisfactory French ones (Ferreira 2015). Could such research shed further light on the
origins of short-long patterns found, for example, in rhythmic modes developed by exponents of the ars
antiqua Notre Dame or Parisian schools? 160 Consider the reference to Jacobus of Liège (later aka Iacobus de
Ispania) in Willi Apel s entry on inverted dotting :
Jacobus of Liège ( Speculum musicae, c. 1330), in defending the ars antiqua against the refinements
of the ars nova, maintains that iambic rhythm [quaver followed by crotchet] is preferable to trochaic
rhythm [crotchet followed by quaver] because it is a rhythm full of strength and harmonizing with
nature which is always stronger at the end than at the beginning (Apel 1969, 243).
Does Liège imply that the long duration of the second note emphasizes the end? If so, does the initial short
dynamic stress not emphasize the beginning? 161
In early Italian Opera, the figure s declamatory properties are harnessed as a component of the stile
rappresentativo (Ponsford 2011, 41). Monteverdi uses the rhythm with dissonances on or off the beat to
dramatize his Troppo ben puo (from Book Five of his madrigals, 1605). Consistent with the snap s usage to
evoke passionate struggle and resilience, the lyric describes a desperate fight and flight from Love personified
as a tyrant. In the Italian practice the figure was known as the stile lombardo (Ponsford 2011, 41), or as a
characteristic of this style. Curiously, while Monteverdi was a 17th century composer born in a Cremona (part
of Lombardy), an Oxford Dictionary entry (Latham 2016), implies a connection between the Lombard
designation and two influential but later 18 th century composers (Sammartini and J. C. Bach) who worked in
Milan (also part of Lombardy) and used the figure. 162 Is stile lombardo strictly named for the Lombard region

E.g. Léonin, Johannes de Garlandia, cf. (Roesner 2017a, 2017b, 2017c; G. A. Anderson and Roesner 2017).
Cf. If our universe began with a Big Bang, was it the beginning of a short-long snap? Cf. section, 4.9 Ecological Snap, Doppler and
Simultaneity: Auditory Streams.
162 J. C. Bach worked in Milan for only two years in 1760, but moved there after living in the once Lombardian city, Bologna, for some four
years. Cf. J. C. Bach s use of um-pah-pah pattern in a minuet composed circa
, in footnote in section Appendix C-2.
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where it had become fashionable, or could there also be a connection between the figure s affect and certain
cultural associations with the Lombard invaders who left a profound mark on the region: for their alleged
barbarism (cf. rustic) but also their sophisticated innovations? 163 The Harvard Dictionary s entry for
Lombardic style cites the term Howling of the Lombards, derived from a statement made in 1274 which
draws a simile that the singing of the Lombards is like the howling of wolves (Apel 1969, 488). 164 David
Fuller notes the rhythmic figure had been used by German composers more than 20 years before its vogue in
Italy (Fuller 2003a), suggesting it was imported well after the Lombard s influence and assimilation had
been established (though, this does not preclude that the rhythm may have been emphasized in music as a
result of it being latent in Lombardian-influenced speech). The connection is not contingent on Lombardic
culture actually having had any direct influence on the figure s musical profile, however. 165 It would be
relevant even if the mere association between the figure and the ancient tribe initially attested to lurking
cultural associations evoking the figure s combination of rustic passion and elegant directness. 166 Fuller
asserts that the broader Lombard style was mentioned with disfavor citing critics deploring the corruption
of Italian string style by two Lombardic violinists, and he also details the galant fussy rhythmic detail such
as triplets, syncopations, gruppetti, ornamentations of all kinds, and the Lombard rhythm in the written
scores, overlaid by extravagant display in the execution, all set against a simple and regular harmonic
context (Fuller 2003b). Does the characterization of the Lombard style correlate to the snap figure s rustic
passion and elegant directness? 167 Answering this question demands further research. 168 Temperley and
Temperley distinguish the snap from the Lombardic rhythm (or Quantz s lombardischen Geschmact [sic] for

The Lombards contributed to the stabilization of legal, trade, and economic systems, and established the communes of northern Italy
fundamental to establishing the city organizations which sponsored the Italian Renaissance, and fundamental to the recovery and
formation of modern Europe. But while innovations such as legalized blood feuds brought order, they were still barbaric (Youngdahl
2006; Mark 2014).
164 If this description is based on the perception that Lomard music used dissonant intervals (Apel 1969, 488), it too, affirms the
association with a ruthless barbaric culture, and one that bites sharply. Cf. Comparisons between human and animal sounds, by Willis
James in section 5.2 Ecological Twang and, regarding the speech of Jews, in section 5.4 Twang and Cry: Ethnicity and Class.
165 Could useful links be discovered in Beneventan or Ambrosian chant (Bailey 2008), or in studying possible Lombardian linguistic
descendants? In an analysis of different forms of the Exultet in Southern Italy (Kelly 1996, 48–49), I located a short-long formation in a
cursus planus of the Beneventan Exultet (e.g. on uiros), and no such formation in the Franco-Roman Exultet cursus patterns. Cf. Cursus in
(Apel 1958, 300, 1969, 217; Eklund 1984; Holmes 2002). Kelly also discusses other Lombardian influences on chant. Temperley and
Temperley discuss the relative absence of short-long patterns in Italian and German, however (Temperley and Temperley 2011). Even if
these avenues prove fruitless in terms of specifying any Lombardian influence, it could be interesting to consider the Lombards invasion
into Italy: led by Elbowen (c. 570 CE), their meager numbers were strengthened by between fifty to two hundred thousand men (and up
to five hundred thousand including families in tow) from many other barbarian clans, including Saxons, Bulgars, and Suaves (Youngdahl
2006).
166 Harper gives the Middle English meaning of Lombard as banker, money-changer, pawnbroker in late
th century, before its late 15th
century reference to the nationality (Harper 2016a). I do not know whether any of said pawnbrokers had a combined passionate, rustic,
and elegant reputation as loan sharks and extortionist on the level of a Mafiosi, but a synonym of Old English Langbeardas (cf. ProtoGermanic Langgobardoz allegedly meaning long-beard was Heaðobeardan, from heaðo war (Harper 2016a).
167 Cf. Elegant directness and galant. E.g. . . . the galant style in general shared many of the stylistic markers associated with pastoral, as
well as a similar attitude toward nature as simple, universal moral balance. (Indeed, the pastoral and galant style sometimes appear
almost coextensive in the eighteenth century (Gelbart 2007, 43). The directness of the Lombard style s harmonic accompaniment is in
relative comparison following the complexity of Baroque polyphony, where, incidentally, we find the figure as a dominant rhythm in
some of his [J.S. Bach s] most profound utterances e.g. Vater unser im Himmelreich BVW 682 (Fuller 2003a). Cf. Discussion of Aria in
Bach s Goldberg Variations, in this section.
168 And perhaps the question itself deserves further scrutiny, where I wonder whether its asking encourages the stereotyped ethnic
association which I discuss with respect to snap and twang as signifiers of ethnicity or class, in sections 2.5 Black or White Ambiguity:
Social Signifiers or 5.4 Twang and Cry: Ethnicity and Class.
Cf. Gruppetto in gospel as a type of worrying of the line (Legg and Philpott 2015), or in Appalachian hymnody as snaking (Wicks 1989).
Cf. Alla zoppa, and limping in sections 4.4 Resilient Walks and 4.8 Limping, Floating, Flying Snaps.
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Lombardic taste), however, where the latter occurs as a melisma on a single syllable, or in instrumental
music, where it is typically slurred . . . as a grace or ornament (Temperley and Temperley 2011, 53–55). The
authors note that in spite of such possible distinction, the snap and Lombardic rhythm merged (e.g. in
Purcell s work), and that modern sources (including Johnson and Latham) frequently overlook these
distinctions.
The Lombardic terminology carried over to French practice as manière lombarde (David Johnson
2016) (though cultural associations may be distinct 169), where it was treated, albeit with shadowy
existence, as a less common reversal of notes inégales theory (Pyle 1991, 168; Fuller 2016), and perhaps a
continuation of ars antiqua practices (Apel 1969, 243). In French, where syllables are usually even, the figure
apparently finds no direct connection to speech rhythm, and finds itself used melismatically (rather than
syllabically) and instrumentally (Fuller 2016). 170 The figure does appear, however, in French songs of the
late 16th century to indicate correct pronunciation (Apel 1969, 243). In French usage, a diversity of
asymmetric ratios were allegedly exploited —evoking a wide range of pointedness (e.g. pointé, piqué, or un
tant-soit-peu pointées ) (Fuller 2016; W. Thompson 2016), 171 occasionally (as with Gigault or Couperin) with
unusual notations and in a variety of metric positions (Ponsford 2011, 46–49; Fuller 2003a, 2016). In his
study of inequalities in the music of Gigault, Pyle describes how performance practice (bon goût) determined
the degree of asymmetry in interpretation, and the mistaken assumption that the resulting scarcity of shortlongs in notation or documentation, reflects performance practices across history, when really the figure only
fell from favour between 1695 and 1735:
Taste has never been a static property of any style or period, but has always been subject to
evolutionary processes. The taste for S-L [short-long] inequality, having been quite strong in the 16 th
and early 17th centuries, especially in Italy and Spain, waned as the 17th century progressed — as the
extreme emotionalism of the first decades of the Baroque period was tamed and disciplined, most of
all in France during the reign of Louis XIV — and by the middle of the 18th century it was waxing
again (Pyle 1991, 172). 172
The snap s rustic overtones in Henry Purcell s 1694 setting of Thomas D Urfay s Twas within a
furlong of Edinborough town, 173 are supposed to derive as much from French notes inégales as Scottish
folksong and piping, as both were in vogue in London in the 1680s (David Johnson 2016). Perhaps the
rhythm was readily accepted in the way it suits the accentuation of the English language (Latham 2016). It
could be revealing to examine cases where the snap figure is used as a deliberate affective choice (and sharply

Harper gives similar etymology for the Old French connotations of the name (Lombart, Lombert) as the Middle English (money
lender , but adds coward (Harper 2016a). A connotation that is hardly passionate or elegant (but may say little about possible rustic or
pastoral affectations). Could earlier historical associations, including the Frankish conquest of Lombards (by Charlemagne over
Desiderius), shed insight into this relationship?
170 [T]he Spaniards, whose language was spoken very differently from French dictated similar practice (Fuller 2016). The lombardic
rhythms in the Montiverdi example given above are also melismatic.
171 The metaphor of pointedness for degree of dottedness (which also has literal meaning in the synonymity of point and dot , an
example of ideasthesia discussed in section . What s in a Name? An Embodied Idea, is also used in Scottish music, such as where
undotted smooth-flowing rhythm is referred to as a round style (Lamb 2014a, 67).
172 Cf. Johann Matheson s distinction: If one finds in this or that person the thing which the French call le bon air, that is extraordinary
good fortune; the other however, which is called le bon gout, one usually seeks in vain. They seem to me like people who care only about
filling their stomach and not about elegant taste (Mattheson and Harriss 1981, chap. 6, par. 15).
173 Other sources attribute the text s musical setting to Jeremiah Clarke (Nelson-Burns 2016).
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at that), when the note durations could just as well have been rendered symmetrically. 174 What ethos drives
the asymmetric rhythm in these cases? What strikes me in Purcell s song is the quality of the lyric that
receives particular snapping attention; Purcell sets the maiden s defiance of marriage in a refrain using a
series of six consecutive snaps: And cry out it will not do, I CAN-not, CAN-not, CAN-not, WON-not, WON-not
BUC-kle too.

175

Does the song s continued reception in varied idiomatic interpretations today, suggest the

music and lyric achieve an enduring and durable resonance of affect, of spirit?
David Johnson points to Purcell s My Hand, Belinda, the recitative leading into When I am laid in earth
(Dido s Lament), from Dido and Aeneas, as an example of a snap associated with elegance and passion (David
Johnson 2016). To this poignant snap I would add the many snaps in the aria Ah Belinda from the same
opera, and qualify that they are neither the first nor the last times that a desperate life-and-death cry is
marked with a snap, and with such unified affect. 176 In Come away, fellow sailors (still from the same opera), I
hear the same rustically snapping defiance of love as that heard in Twas within a furlong: no NEV-er, in-TENding . . . no NEV-er, no NEV-er, intending to visit [the nymph s of the shore ] more. Johnson finds that the
appearance of the snap in the music of Handel and his British contemporaries, as well as Mozart and
Beethoven has exclusively rustic or naïve associations (David Johnson 2016), while Quantz, writing circa
1750, describes that Boldness is represented with notes the second or third of which is dotted, and, in
consequence, in which the first is precipitated or by brief articulated notes (Quantz 1985, 125, 133–34). 177
An earlier treatise, published in 1739 by Johann Mattheson, classifies the metrically accented short-long
figure an iamb, and consistent with Greek prosodic term, 178 likens its affect to sarcastic, cutting poems
used in satires just as one often compares sharp words with spears and swords (Mattheson and Harriss
1981, chap. 6). However, Mattheson also describes the usage of this figure in moderately gay Polish and
German dance music, including the Aufsprung (Mattheson and Harriss 1981, chap. 6). 179
A variety of snapping short-long asymmetries and resulting affectations are found in the opening
(and concluding) Aria of Bach s 1741 Clavierbüng Part IV, BWV 988, commonly known as The Goldberg
Variations. The Aria is a binary form sarabande in a three-voice texture built on an extension of an adapted
figured bass from Handel s (circa 1705-1717) Chaconne in G major, HWV 442. 180 A sarabande is a triple meter
dance and song form traced to Mexican or Panamanian origins, whose appearance in Spain in the mid 16th
century (with castanet and guitar accompaniment often accenting the second beat with a down strum) was
quickly prohibited due to its wildly erotic ways: so lascivious in its words, so ugly in its movements, that it is
Rhythm in vocal music is in no way determined by the rhythm of the text being set; this is shown by the fact that different settings of
the same text can have very different rhythms (Temperley and Temperley 2011, 52). This is also discussed in section 3.9 James Brown
to Ewe: Afro-American and African Short-Long Ethos.
175 Cf. The setting of the struggle against the tyranny of love, in Monteverdi s Troppo ben puo, above.
176 Cf. Agawu, Lamar, et al. as well as sections 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things, 3.12 Walk Tall Country Preacher, or
. Max Roach s Freedom Now: Snap and Twang.
177 Quantz s dotting of the third note refers to what I term as an embellished snap, where the initial short duration is subdivided; while
brief articulated notes corresponds to what I term here as equal duration snaps. See notation in (Quantz 1985, 134). Cooper and Meyer
term the embellished snap a closed trochee (G. W. Cooper and Meyer 1960, 30).
178 Cf. 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things
179 Cf. Aufsprung and the bounce identified in snapping struts, in section 4.3 Snapback. Cf. Iambic patterns in Polish music in (M. Little
and Jenne 2001, 195; Paczkowski 2017, 30–32).
180 Cf. Footnote below; Handel s and Bach s chaconnes are discussed in Appendix C-2.
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enough to inflame even very honest people (Apel 1969, 750; Piper 2015, 49) 181 Although the sarabande was
eventually gentrified into court use (Apel 1969, 750–51), Bach s awareness of and sensitivity to the dance
movement origins of his chosen forms is well documented (Wyck 1999; M. Little and Jenne 2001; Burdick
2007; Hsu 2012; Piper 2015). The extensive ornamentation in Bach s Aria, is one indication of its likely
slower tempo, and a slow sarabande hearkens to its licentious roots (rather than the brisker, toyish
adaptations for court use (Apel 1969, 750)), deriving much of the expression of their serious Affekte from
slow, rich movements. . . (Burdick 2007, 48). This tempo also allows the spontaneous quality of the original
dance to come through the ornamentation where we find the snaps.
Even in heavily embellished adagios and sarabandes it is crucial that one still count halves or
quarters, not eighths or sixteenths; subdividing causes the written-out embellishment to lose the
character of passionate improvisation that it was meant to imitate (Schulenberg 2006, 28).
And this passion is expressed in the ecstatic elasticity of time:
Bach seems to call upon an instrumentalist to imitate the solo dancers [sic] flexibility in tempo and
emotion. Using a more elastic sense of time within the larger beats, one can provide a more intense
anticipation and release at important areas in the music, emulating the rubato that was also used in
the dance (Piper 2015, 55). 182
Bach s notation of the Aria s ornamentation is the subject of on-going debates (C. Booth 2014).
Perhaps this open-endedness is appropriate to the very spirit of the original dance, where the
ornamentations and their precise temporal execution were meant to be spontaneous and varied (on repeats
or across performances). The resulting ambiguity, however, also means that we do not know when —
according to the Baroque doctrine of affections, for example— Bach intends a lighter or darker affect, and
whether one affect stays throughout the movement, as in the Baroque style, or if the affect morphs, in the
neo-galant or Emfindsamer Stil with which the Aria is often associated (P. Williams 2001, 56; Booth 2014).
183

It is this light or dark quality that comes to bear on the appearance or absence of the Aria s passionate

snaps. In the lighter, ostensibly French, style recommended by Quantz, 184 appoggiaturas were realized before
the beat of the note they ornament (Quantz 1985, 93–94). In the darker, somber and perhaps German, style
favoured by Bach s son Carl Philipp Emanuel, the appoggiatura lands boldly on the beat (Bach 2008, fig. 9). 185
In the latter position, if the downbeat appoggiatura is made shorter than the primary note being ornamented,
a snap will be produced. Bach s Aria exhibits elements of both French and German styles, and a number of its
snaps are written out (e.g. mm. 4 and 25 in embellished form, mm. 7-8 and 21 in regular form, and m. 14 and
This matches the history, ethos, meter, rhythmic emphasis, and instrumentation of the chaconne —the form of Handel s work from
which Bach ostensibly derived the first part of his own harmonic progression. The use of subdivided snaps in Handel s and Bach s
respective chaconnes are discussed in Appendix C-2.
182 Cf. The elasticity of twang, in section 3.3 Idea of Twang; and floating qualities, in sections 3.2 Temporally Floating Speech and 4.8
Limping, Floating, Flying Snaps. And Coltrane s description of the gospel element latent in the slow waltz feel, in My Favorite Things,
which features intense temporally elastic gestures, discussed in 2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping and 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My
Favorite Things.
183 Regarding Bach s expression of multiple affects within a single movement, see (Mattheson and Harriss 1981, 7; Bötticher 2010).
184 A contention that the French style avoids snaps would seem to contradict the notes inègales or manière lombarde practices, let alone
those found among the works of the Notre Dame school of the ars antiqua. One resolution to such a contradiction would be that Quantz s
description is based on flute players that he heard in Paris, as the book in which he makes this contention is specifically about flute
practice (Quantz 1985, 94).
185 Cf. C.P.E. Bach in a footnote in section Appendix C-2.
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in displaced form starting on the ambiguous upbeat of the third beat). Between the written snaps and those
suggested by different practices, can we infer that Bach intended snaps with a range of proportional
asymmetries, evoking a range of spontaneously authentic affects? This is what I sense in the appoggiatura
rendering on the second half of the first beat of m. 2: live video recorded performances by Glenn Gould (1964)
and Andás Schiff (2015) contain prominent snaps, where neither performer does in his studio recordings, and
where other performers recordings (e.g. Landowska, Perahia) make us wait until the second measure of the
second half of the binary form (m. 18), a point where Gould never snaps. 186
In 1753, no more than twelve years after Bach composed the Goldberg Variations, Quantz compared
the Lombardic figure in Italian practice to that heard in Caledonian folk music, 187 thus indicating the figure
existed in the folk tradition prior to the earliest known published strathspeys appearing in the 1760s (David
Johnson 2016; Collinson 2017b), 188 though elsewhere given as circa 1745 (Lamb 2014b, 8). 189 The strathspey
is associated with the Strath Valley of Spey (Apel 1969, 808), but William Lamb questions the claim of
Speyside origin, offering older and broader Highland or Athole roots (Lamb 2014a, 69–72). 190 Another source
claims that no Scottish song earlier than the 18th century seems to display the feature (Latham 2016), but
again, snaps were not always notated (Lamb 2014a, 67), and more generally, the absence of performance
elements from common (prescriptive) notation does not indicate common practice (Dunlay and Greenberg
1996, 13–14). 191 If the scotch snap emerged from spoken rhythms, might it have been an integral element in
the sung folk tradition before it was adopted by a literate art tradition that sought to evoke the folk (or
pastoral) spirit? Are snaps used by composers of art music to convey an urgency or spontaneity associated
with an Other oral culture? If so, is it ironic that the structural subtleties of the oral folk practice in which
these snaps are rendered, are simplified or neglected in the hands of literate (and therefore structurally
superior) art composers? Indeed, the Scotch snap is a rhythmic cliché of Scottish music that has been
misunderstood by composers elsewhere in Europe . . . Correct speed and emphasis in the Scotch snap is a
marker of traditional performance style, as is the placement of snaps within heavily dotted-rhythm genres
(Elliott, Collinson, and Duesenberry 2017). 192
The snap is also associated with dance forms that predate or anticipate the strathspey (Lamb 2014a,
80; Elliott, Collinson, and Duesenberry 2017; Gammond 2017). The earliest references to the ancient reel
dance (related to Scandinavian dances (Gammond 2017; Collinson 2017a), and the Suio-Gothic cognate rulla,
to whirl ) comes from the proceedings of the North Berwick witch trials in 1590 where a servant girl was
Keeping in mind that snaps on the harpsichord have no dynamic asymmetry, as dynamic accentuation is not possible on this
instrument.
187 E.g. as Scots catch or cutting of the melody s notes. Cf. snap as seize or cut. Cf. cuts and trebles (triplets) in Cape Breton fiddling in
(Dunlay and Greenberg 1996, 18–19, 20).
188 Curiously, this date corresponds to the claim that . . . the idea of folk music came from discussions of Scottish music after the
s...
in Gelbart s examination of The Invention of Folk Music and Art Music (Gelbart 2007, 231).
189 Cf. The appearance of a snap variant —the subdivided snap— in strathspeys, in footnote in Appendix C-2, including Tulach Gorm,
published in 1757 (Dunlay and Greenberg 1996, 90).
190 Cf. The strathspey entitled Tulach Gorm (see footnote in Appendix C-2) is Gaelic for bluegreen hill (Dunlay and Greenberg 1996, 90).
191 Cf. Dunlay and Greenberg quotation in footnote in 2.4 Before You Snap: Thresholds Cf. Pyle quotation on Gigault, above. Just as
subtleties of swing rhythm interpretation are understood tacitly.
192 Cf. Resonance between the symbol or affect and the spirit of the performer, see sections . Kendrick Lamar s Alright: Snap and
Twang, discussion of Purcell in 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos, 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things. See also use of
grace-notes and finger slide (cf. twang) in fiddling practices in (Dunlay and Greenberg 1996, 20–21).
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stated to have played the reel Commer goe ye before, upon a Jewes trumpe (Jew s harp), for the witches dance.
193

The use of jaw harp here reflects further connection between the snap and twang, 194 as well as between

witches and twang. 195 The title and opening lyric, allegedly drawn from the trial transcripts, snaps regularly
(e.g. COM-mer, meaning witch or woman friend) (McVicar 2012; Collinson 2017a).
William Lamb proposes a timeline where, in reverse chronology, strathspeys evolved from reelsongs, which evolved from a variety of dance and work songs —particularly waulking songs, 196 which evolved
out of a more ancient common origin, known as the luinneag (Lamb 2014a, 87). Lamb argues that the
strathspey s evolution out of reel-songs marks the disassociation of song and dance, and that the earlier
evolution of multiple dance and work songs out of the luinneag, marks a structural diversification of the
ancient movement co-ordinated with song (Lamb 2014a, 87). The luinneag is historically associated with
group singing accompanying work often very happy in their construction and cheering in their effect . . . at all
kinds of work, -rowing, reaping, fulling, milling, grinding, haymaking, &c, keeping in time with great
exactness (quoted in (Lamb 2014a, 85)). 197 Etymologically, MacInnes suggests that luinneag stems from
luinne —vehemence and ferocity— associated with ecstatic dances, eroticism, and victorious warriors
(MacAonghuis 2006, 243, 306), while Dwelly adds connotations of impetuosity, mirth, and melody (Lamb
2014a, 85). Lamb supposes that the more recent connotation of luinneag as a ditty or insignificant song,
might be due to its being decontextualized from its holistic function in movement activities (Lamb 2014a, 95),
which parallels the cohesion of song, dance, and other cultural activities —and the intensity of the snaps
found therein— in African traditions.
The jig is another dance and song genre, traced to at least as early as 1550, containing snaps and
subdivided snaps, 198 and whose name or musical-dance elements were once often freely interchanged with
the strathspey and reel (Dart and Tilmouth 2017; Dean-Smith 2017; M. E. Little 2017). 199 The term jig may
derive from Old French giguer ( to leap, frolic to gambol ) (Dean-Smith 2017; M. E. Little 2017), whose
sense as a lively, irregular dance is preserved in modern Romance language cognates; or from 15th century
terms for fiddle, preserved in modern German (Harper 2017c). 200 The irregularity and unpredictability of
motion relates to the extended sense of a piece of sport, trick (Harper 2017c), where it evokes the lively
rhythms created by virtuoso footwork (M. E. Little 2017), and the vigour of the dancer s up-down leaping
motion. This also evokes the spirit of the bawdy and burlesque comedy stage entertainment combining
Modern Scottish reels are seldom performed with snaps, where their dotted rhythms have been rounded out for a smoother
consistent rhythmic motion, but the elements of the older dotted style are retained in Cape Breton reels (Lamb 2014a, 67, 89). Lamb
rejects the possibility of French origins of the reel in (Lamb 2014b).
194 Cf. Jaw harp and ritualistic context, in section 5.1 Glosso-Wah Wah: Instrumental Twang.
195 Cf. Twang and sound of witch s laugh, in section 3.6 Snap and Twang: Class, Race, and Body, as well as use of jaw harp instruments by
shamans, in footnote in section 5.1 Glosso-Wah Wah: Instrumental Twang.
196 The appearance of nobility in waulking songs . . . tends to involve the upward aspirations of women, who love particular noble lads,
or have been impregnated and abandoned by them . . . There is nothing highbrow about Gaelic dance song; it is an earthy genre. Most
puirt are satirical, bawdy or observant of the natural world (Lamb 2012: 18; cf. Brennan 2001: 78) . . . Phallic male fantasy is just what we
would expect of puirt-à-beul; lamenting the loss of a noble romance is not (Lamb 2014b, 10).
197 Cf. Rustic elegance. The connection between the snap and kinesthetic motion is explored in section CHAPTER 4.
198 Cf. Subdivided snap in Appendix C-1.
199 A Winston Tune is a traditional jig whose B section is sometimes interpreted with a triplet swing, and sometimes interpreted with a
ternary snap (e.g. by Troy MacGillvray on his recording Eleven).
200 Cf. Gigue dance steps, in section 4.3 Snapback.
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drama, music, and dance (often spelled jigg, or jygge, or termed farce-jigs ), and whose notorious rowdiness
led to a national ban by the Justices of the Peace (Dart and Tilmouth 2017; Apel 1969, 448). 201 The comedic
form was accompanied by satiric and insulting verse (M. E. Little 2017). 202 The spontaneous quality of jigs
was combined with even older ritual dances associated with important [harvest and other] festivals of the
year (Dart and Tilmouth 2017). Meredith Little compares the terms jig and jazz in their respectively
changing connotations from vulgarity to high art (M. E. Little 2017). 203 European reels and jigs were
synthesized with Black elements into minstrelsy forms such as the juba, whose most celebrated exponent,
William Henry Lane (aka Master Juba), was a free born Black man dominating a largely White profession
(Stearns and Stearns 1968; Apel 1969, 488; Malone 1996). 204
Future research may examine the short-long patterns found in Czech and Hungarian speech and
music (cited for example in the study by (Temperley and Temperley 2011), and research by (Abraham 1974,
62, 67; M. L. West 1992, 139–40; Howes 2015) or those found in Romanian folk song (such as in (Bartók
1967a, 1967b, 1975)). Abraham, for example, observes the prevalence of Czech song from the Hussite period,
primarily syllabic religious and warlike songs (Abraham 1974, 67). Perhaps something may be gleaned
from composer Leos Janacek s observations on the resemblances between speech and music in his native
Czech, and his conviction that these sound patterns also conveyed an individual s emotional state (Sacks
2008, 265). Research into Hungarian short-long figures could also examine art music such as those found in
themes from Kodaly s 1926 comic folk opera Háry János, about a naïve peasant-soldier who imagines himself
a hero hoping to win the object of his affection. Snapping themes include: Dal, Kózjáték (1st and 2nd themes),
Hogyan Tudtal Rozsám, Toborzó (1st theme), Szegény Vagyok, and Felszantóm A Császar Udvarát. Snaps in
Bartok s Hungarian-oriented works include: Hungarian Folk Songs, movement I (1st and 2nd themes),
movement II (1st theme), movement III (1st theme); Hungarian Sketches, No. 1, movement I (2nd theme);
Rhapsody No. 1 (Folk Dances), movement I (2nd theme). Whether the snap s pervasive appearance in Ernest
Bloch s work (e.g. 1916 Schelomo: Rhapsodie Hébraïque for Violoncello and Orchestra, 1st and 3rd themes) is
drawn from European folk sources or, less likely, Hebrew speech rhythms, is another topic for further
investigation. 205
Is the Bloch rhythm (as his snaps are named) an exoticized evocation of an ancient Other (even if
Bloch s perspective, being a Swiss-American Jew, is that of a Westernized Other)? I will consider now, how
European musical practice used short-long snap rhythms to index North American Indianness. While I have
experienced a whole variety of short-long figures when learning Mi kmaq songs from musician-dancers from
Cf. The prohibition of certain graceless or evil rhythms, modes, and the instruments capable of producing them, described in Plato s
Republic (Plato 1953, bk. III, secs. 398–403; Bryant 1996, 274), in footnote 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things. Cf.
McClary quotation on Western values and conception of the body, in footnote in section 5.2 Ecological Twang
202 Cf. satiric nature of iambic meter, in section 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things.
203 Cf. Insult jig, possibly from jigaboo, in section 4.4 Resilient Walks.
204 Cf. Slave dancer-musicians sought for polyrhythmic adaptation of English jigs, in section 2.5 Black or White Ambiguity: Social
Signifiers (Wilson 1974, 15).
205 Although Semitic word stress typically falls on the final or penultimate syllable (Dovid Katz 1987, 36), disyllabic letter names in
Modern Hebrew are pronounced in a snapping short-long pattern (with a stress on the first short syllable, e.g. aleph gimel dalet
lamed sameh tzadi . Penultimate or final beat accents are indeed found in Bloch s music (Kushner 2016). Cf. Yiddish twangs, in
section 5.4 Twang and Cry: Ethnicity and Class. Cf. Snapping short-long patterns in shofar calls, in Appendix C-2 and Appendix D.
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Abegweit, Lennox Island, and Wagmatcook First Nations, uncovering the nature and usage of such patterns
among musical practices of indigenous cultures across North America, is an area for future research. 206
Michael Pisani s study focuses not on indigenous practices per se, but on how different musical elements have
been used by European composers as semantic units reinforcing established nineteenth century tropes or
categories of signifiers of indigenous populations in North America (Pisani 2008, 118). Using Tara
Browner s semiotic model (based on Pierce s triadic theory of sign-object-interpretant), Pisani distinguishes
between symbols (native-inspired), indexicals (attempted approximation of native sounds), and icons (native
music materials) (Pisani 2008, 12). Consistent with aesthetic tendencies of syntactic redundancy (Berlyne
1971, 44–45), we may find how a variety of exoticized snaps are used in conjunction with other indexicals to
invoke common tropes: the pastoral, nature-loving Indian-hunter, in the snapping naïve or gapped melodies
(such as in John Philip Sousa s The Red Man); the virtuous and wronged Indian with major mode chromatic
inflections in flams or twangs (also in Sousa s The Red Man); 207 the warmonger, in open fifths or fourths and
pulsating chordal subdivided snaps (such as in Charles Sanford Skilton s Cheyenne War-Dance); and the pagan
savage in more angular devices, which sharply asymmetrical snaps would reinforce (Pisani 2008, 118–21).
208

Pisani also claims, however, that syntactical devices —such as the so-called Scottish snap (in The
Death Song of the Cherokee Indians ) . . . were rarely used connotatively before the nineteenth century.
When, where, and why this shift occurred is difficult to pinpoint, he concedes, it certainly originated in
continental Europe, though it was soon applied to American subjects (in addition to, for example, Scottish
ones) (Pisani 2008, 11–12, 57). Could any of Pisani s questions about the snap s entrenched symbolism —
the sense that it creates a timeless window into the past— be addressed in the broad examination in this
study? He describes European and American composers signifying the American Indian: Charles Cadman s
persistent use of the Scottish snap . . . lends this melody a strangely affecting allure and sense of
timelessness, or the music here is redolent with tropes of lost grandeur . . . Scottish-snap rhythms (Pisani
2008, 268, 280). 209 The snapping tetratonic Indian motive in David Buttolph s score for Fritz Lang s 1941
Western Union is typical of the faceless Indians who attacked in Hollywood films . . . that effectively conveys
the presence of exotic others. Here, Pisani wonders whether the heroic defiance often associated with the
snap, is emasculated with distinct sociopolitical motivations:
Like the examples we have examined earlier in concert music (notably the opening of Macdowell s
Indian Suite) the motive suggests a hunting call: its rhythms, particularly as they are played, are
sharp, rigid, and unyielding. The crisp iambic rhythms — the old Scottish-snap effect — are crucial
Cf. Yodel and ululation, in sections Appendix C-2 and Appendix D.
[A]nother semantic marker , Pisani explains [g]race notes, of course, were standard inflections in some polkas. But this feature was
also a common flourish in the alla turca style and had been used with pointed reference by both Mozart and Beethoven in their Turkish
marches. Verdi also used grace notes as a marker of the Orient to ornament the most exotic oboe/piccolo melody in his Aida ballet
music (Pisani 2008, 123). Cf. Ennio Morricone s combination of twanging guitar and indigenous drum in Navajo Joe (Pisani 2008, 321).
208 Pisani s observation of sharp (32nd note) snaps might be usefully compared to quasi-synchronous or heterophonic unisons, in section
4.11 Continuities, Transmissions, Survival-Transcendence (Pisani 2008, 139–40). Cf. Snaps and floating, where Pisani observes: Henry
Gilbert s
By the Arrow, from Indian Scenes, floating through a series of uncertain moods, marked only by the occasional iambic
[snap] rhythm (Pisani 2008, 238). Cf. Floating and snaps in 3.2 Temporally Floating Speech and 4.8 Limping, Floating, Flying Snaps.
209 In Charles Cadman s
From the Land of the Sky-Blue Water in Four American Indian Songs, and Rudolf Friml-Herbert Stothart s
collaboration Rose-Marie (featuring Indian Love Call), respectively.
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markers of Indianness . . . In one context, this music might convey a certain heroic defiance. But given
the onscreen treatment of these painfully absurd movie Indians, it is difficult to hear Buttolph s music
as adding much authenticity, as was no doubt intended. Perhaps in 1941, when many audiences in
the growing American suburbs were used to seeing Indians portrayed as wild animals with no
substantive culture of their own, it was dramatically useful for the music to underscore their
apparent harmlessness with at least the threat of danger. Buttolph repeated this formula for John
Ford s My Darling Clementine (1946) and for other films with genuinely bloodthirsty Indians (Pisani
2008, 302).
In subduing, taming, or domesticating the defiant, wild, exotic Other, the appropriation of the snap becomes a
mechanism of social and ethnic control, and an expression or reinforcing of cultural hierarchy. 210
In the preceding examination of some European (and European-American) examples of short-long
snap figures, there seems to be a pattern where the figure evokes combinations of passion, defiance,
abruptness, or swiftness used within one s own vernacular or appropriated into hegemonic musical
expressions of a rustic or exotic Other. The affective qualities (of passion, defiance, etc.) are consistent with
the connotations of the word snap,

211

and relate to aspects of the motion that may cause the sound. We have,

then, a combination of ecologically general and culturally more specific, interpretations of the figure.
Perhaps future Indo-European research will reveal relevant commonalities in the ethos of
comparable short-long patterns among its language-culture groups. Fox-Strangways suggests
correspondences between different Greek poetic meters and Sanskrit ones, matching the Greek iambus and
trochee to the Sanskrit Laga and Gala , respectively (Fox-Strangways 1914, 196). It does not spoil the grace
of the valentine if we fancy that its metre was one of many Aryan memories that lingered on in the Hellenic
consciousness (Fox-Strangways 1914, 195). According to tala theory, he charts iambs (short-long) to
trochees (long-short) on a graduated continuum of ten possibilities (Fox-Strangways 1914, 211), which offers
a way of addressing questions I raise about the relationship between snap and swing rhythms, for example. 212
In the section that follows, I examine possible forms of the figure as they are identified in Greek
prosodic or poetic meter theory, to reveal further possible similarities or connections to African-American
and African usages.

210 Cf. Henry Higgins taming Eliza Doolittle s snapping Cockney, in Bernard Shaw s Pygmalion, in footnote in section 3.6 Snap and Twang:
Class, Race, and Body
211 Cf. . What s in a Name? An Embodied Idea.
212 Cf. Swing and snap relationships, in footnote in section 2.2 A-symmetric BE-bop.
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3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things
Keywords: arsis-thesis, reverse iambs, inverted iambs, trochees; unity of opposites, satire, lampoon, ecstasy,
prophecy; Apollonian, Dionysian; material, corporal, grounded gravity-bound, other-worldly floating, flying,
gravity-defying; John Coltrane, My Favorite Things; African-American spirituals, Nobody Knows The Trouble
I ve Seen, Swing Low, Sweet Chariot; MonoNeon: Bill O Reilly Freaking Out! DO IT LIVE, F*CK IT!, The Angriest
Guitar Player in the World
Ancient Greek poetic and musical theories sought to understand the ethos or affective properties of
different rhythms and meters (Bashwiner 2010). It is intriguing to compare the observations of qualities
evoked by short-long rhythms found in such ancient Greek theories, with those observed in AfricanAmerican, African, and European practices. However, regarding to what patterns the Greek terms refer, there
is no shortage of ambiguity. Below, I review some of the expert opinions, and consider their possible
connections to the short-long snap and ecstatic temporal deviations, including those observed in AfricanAmerican and European practices.
In the Greek iambus or iambic meter, we see different combinations of triplet-oriented rhythms. In
section 3.10, Johann Mattheson is cited for classifying the snapping accented (or thesis-arsis) short-long as an
iamb (Mattheson and Harriss 1981, chap. 6). More often, however, the iambus is demarcated as an arsisthesis short-long (i.e. where the short is an anacrusis), which would not qualify for a snapping short-long
because the thesis is on the long strong or stressed beat (e.g. as in the word a-gain, bearing in mind that
English word stresses, unlike ancient Greek, do not use pitch inflection). Sometimes the reverse of the
iambus is deduced to be a trochee (from trokhós for wheel , trokhaios pous for a running foot , or trekhein for
to run

), also known as a choree or choräus (from khorós for dance and song ) (Mattheson and Harriss

213

1981, chap. 6, par. 19; Harper 2017d). But this may be an oversight of the metric or foot demarcation, where
a trochee is often understood as a thesis-arsis long-short. M. L. West writes: from one point of view trochaic
rhythm is identical with iambic, only with the bar-lines shifted one place to the right, or, to put it in ancient
terms, with the feet or metra differently demarcated (M. L. West 1992, 139–40). Modern Western musical
notation does not differentiate meters based on the presence or absence of an anacrusis, or other notegroupings not aligned with the basic meter. Instead, a single musical meter is used for anacrustic (e.g. iambic)
and non-anacrustic (e.g. trochaic) meter that use the same rhythm; a subtle but significant quality. 214
Williams maintains that the true reversed iambus is a thesis-arsis short-long (C. F. A. Williams 1911,
41–42), approximated in English, with a snap like in bit-ter or bat-ter. François Gevaert notes that the
reverse iambus ( iambe retourné ) is particularly common at the beginning of logaoedic (mixed) meters
(Gevaert 1881, 2:65–66) whose composite property creates unpredictability deemed to induce much
agitation or fearfulness or deadliness (Bashwiner 2010, 13–14). Williams gives this short-long iambus in
Cf. Trochee wheel and reel whirl in section 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos.
In his study of effective note grouping, and drawing on the anacrusis research of Mathis Lussy, James Thurmond laments this fact, and
offers correctives: Another factor besides the placement of the barline that has contributed to this worship of the downbeat is the
method that has evolved of writing and printing the notes themselves in a thesis-arsis pattern. This puts a thesis not only at the beginning
of every measure, but at the beginning of every beat, signifying to the uninitiated that this thetic note is important, only because it strikes
the eye first! To overcome this visual stumbling block Thurmond notates passages not according to standard measure beaming, but
according to musical note-grouping which emphasizes anacrustic relationships (Thurmond 1982, 41).
213
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two dochmiac rhythms from Aristides (C. F. A. Williams 1911, 51), associated with tragedy, distress, and
agitation (M. L. West 1982, 108–9). West gives multiple examples of such variations, including the choriamb
(long-short-short-long), acknowledging its palindromic relation: This kind of equivalence, based on the
convertibility of short-long and long-short, is familiar to us particularly from Scottish airs . . . Musicians know
the accented short note followed by a longer one as the Scotch snap (M. L. West 1992, 139–40). 215 James
Thurmond, likewise, alleges that the short syllable of the iambus typically fell on what we would call the
strong beat of the rhythm rather than as an anacrusis as we would write it today (Thurmond 1982, 28).
Mathiesen cautions, however, against the misapplication of modern metric theory to ancient Greek rhythm,
resulting in conflicting claims of rhythm and meter that were already recognized in Augustine s day
(Mathiesen 1985, 180). Indeed, popular academic transcriptions of ancient Greek notations, such as of the
epitaph of Seikilos, notate the melody in compound meter (e.g. 6/8) with metrically accented short-long
patterns occurring on seven out of sixteen strong beats (Gauldin 1997, 351). Mathiesen s earlier published
transcriptions, however, indicate the possible position of the thesis in a number of such ancient melodies,
including the aforementioned Seiklos (Mathiesen 1985, 172). Never do Mathiesen s suggested thesis
positions in Seikilos fall on any short that precedes a long. Instead, it seems that the complex rhythmic
patterns . . . produced interesting contrasts in arsis and thesis (Mathiesen 1985, 178), and suggest changing
metric accents (which may also correspond to the logaoedic meters). 216 Grosvenor Cooper and Leonard
Meyer make few explicit claims about ancient Greek usage in their application of prosodic terminology to
rhythmic groupings in modern Western music analysis (G. W. Cooper and Meyer 1960, 6). Unlike Williams,
West, and Gevaert s reverse iambus, Cooper and Meyer distinguish an inverted iamb as retaining its crucial
anacrustic quality, where the anacrusis is now shifted to the long of the accented short-long pair, such that
the anacrusis is longer than the accented short into which it leads (G. W. Cooper and Meyer 1960, 49–51). 217
Cooper and Meyer distinguish an inverted trochee (in triple meter), meanwhile, as retaining its downbeat
emphasis (without anacrustic quality), producing what they equate with the incisive Scotch snaps grouping
(G. W. Cooper and Meyer 1960, 29–30). 218
The purpose of disambiguating these specifics is to discern whether ancient Greek theories offer
commentary on the particular ethos of the snap rhythm. Aristotle gives the iambic meter as the lampooning
measure, the most colloquial, and, together with the trochaic tetrameter are stirring measures, the latter
being akin to dancing, the former expressive of action (Aristotle 1951, vol. 42, secs. IV, XXIV). Parallel,
perhaps, to the satirical nature of the snapping jigg? One source traces iamb from iaptein

to assail, attack

West also footnotes modern Greek and Hungarian examples.
Although Curt Sachs notates Seikilos in 12/8 (Sachs 1943, 245), he elsewhere explains Seikilos Skolion . . . is antimetric . . . It has four
verses, but of a very irregular form. The first has five, the second seven, the third eight, and the fourth nine syllables. But the composer,
preferring a regular musical pattern, subordinated the metrical feet to the melody he had in mind. Each verse was given twelve beats,
which allowed even the longest verse to stretch out the last two syllables, and while this latter was syllabic, the other, shorter, verses
needed ligatures to house all twelve beats. Meter itself was destroyed. . . (Sachs 1943, 264). Cf. Relationship of snap and floating.
217 One of Cooper and Meyer s examples of inverted iamb, is the theme of the Chaconne of Bach s Partita in D minor for unaccompanied
violin. This metric property and its interaction with the subdivided snaps found in this chaconne, is discussed in section Appendix C-2.
218 Simha Arom critiques Cooper and Meyer s use of Greek prosodic terminology on the basis that Greek versification . . . while it does
involve grouping elements into figures, is nevertheless characterised by not relying in any way on accentuation. It is surprising that
Cooper and Meyer should give figures based on long/short contrast as examples of basic rhythmic groupings , when in the same
paragraph they define rhythm as being based on accented and unaccented beats (Arom 1991, 193).
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(in words), literally to put forth, send forth . . . missiles, etc. (Harper 2017b). But other etymologies suggest
more ancient origins in Asia Minor, at the beginnings of the cult of Dionysus (Versnel 1970, 16; M. L. West
1974, 22). Beginning as a ritual exclamation, the sacral cry ia! underwent expressive lengthening to iamb
(through the addition of a nasalized consonant m), which became an onomatopoeic verb, and then, possibly in
Athens, the vocative name of a god, Iacchus (Versnel 1970, 16–38). A similar transformation is theorized for
the Phrygian Bacchus, from a call ba! into a verb connoting frenzied shouting and possession, and —like
Iacchus— becoming an epithet for the god Dionysus (Versnel 1970, 16–38). We may compare the elongated
ecstatic cry on iambus to the twanging diphthong receiving further vowel elongation and nasalization (e.g. on
m ) in African-American gospel practices (Legg and Philpott 2015), as well as the acoustically projecting
qualities of the snap and twang. 219 The word iamb then, is traced to the cries and noise-filled songs used to
awaken or resurrect a dormant or dead Dionysus, to invoke his sensual and material presence (e.g. in orgies),
and to mark his epiphany as a man or bull, in climactic satirical song (Versnel 1970, 16–38). The poetic
iambic meter developed only later out of some of these qualities, an essential spirit to which we may find
intriguing parallels with the accented short-long patterns in Northern Ewe songs (e.g. of death, fetish
priestesses, virility), 220 and in African-American songs (e.g. of social and spiritual awakening in the face of
death and oppression, and in sensual celebration of material success). 221 The Dionysian account also seems
to parallel my theory that short-long snaps (along with twangs, blue notes, and other features) are used in
African-American musical contexts to cue and invoke climaxes, manifesting in temporal deviations. And,
more conceptually, that the material, corporal, gravity-bound or grounded, qualities of the snap offer
complementary balance to the ethereal, unstable, gravity-defying or other-wordly qualities of the floating or
flying temporal deviations which the snaps accompany, or even help to bring about. 222
Are any of these qualities experienced through John Coltrane s soprano saxophone improvisations in
his 1961 My Favorite Things recording? 223 How might the ecstatic quality in Coltrane s snaps, twangs, and
temporal deviations compare to the following account, given by musicologist-composer Alfred Sendrey, of
prophetic rituals in ancient musical cultures?
Prophecy and music were closely related according to the ideas of Antiquity, not only among the
Hellenes and the Hebrews, but also among other peoples. In the cult of Dionysos [sic], music was
used to arouse a bacchic frenzy, and the thyoskooi mainades, the raving Maenades, swooned into
ecstasy through divine inspiration. They predicted the future in a prophetic enrapture, as shown by
the example of Cassandra and Pythia. The main instruments helping to bring about these ecstatic
prophecies were the Phrygian auloi (oboes). The sharp, penetrating sound of these instruments,
together with melismatic melodic formulae characteristic of Oriental music, applying the variation
technique to a small thematic kernel (called makam by the Arabs, raga by the Hindus, neginot by the

Cf. Acoustic projection, in section Appendix D.
Cf. Discussed in section 3.9 James Brown to Ewe: Afro-American and African Short-Long Ethos.
221 Cf. Qualities examined, for example, in discussions of Beyoncé, Kendrick Lamar, Jesse Jackson, Max Roach in sections . Beyoncé s
Formation: Snap and Twang, . Kendrick Lamar s Alright: Snap and Twang, 3.12 Walk Tall Country Preacher and further revealed in
discussions of the subdivided snap, in section Appendix C-1.
222 That is not to say one cannot feel floating qualities in gravity-bound activities such as falling, but, that phenomenologically, when we
fall, we might experience the fall as gravity-directed falling, gravity-defying flying, or more ambiguous floating.
223 Cf. Footnote in 2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping.
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Hebrews), were the musical stimuli that created the state of ecstasy (Sendrey 1969, 512–13). 224
Calling on Nietzsche s distinction between the two artistic deities of the Greeks, Apollo and Dionysus,
as representing two fundamentally opposed artistic drives, Iain McGilchrist draws a parallel to the left and
right hemispheric modes of attention, respectively (McGilchrist 2010, 199). 225 In an interview, Coltrane
acknowledges the subconscious drives in My Favorite Things. He had been studying how to manifest
particular psycho-physio-psychic or environmental effects (e.g. ethos or weather), through his music: I ve
been listening more and more to Indian music, and I ve been trying to use some of their methods in some of
the things we re doing, but, [on My Favorite Things] it was more or less subconscious (quoted in (Porter
1998, 209)). This is not to underestimate the rigorous logic, intellect, and, as Iyer dubs it, labor, involved in
Coltrane s craft (Iyer 2004); to do so is not only inaccurate, it fetishizes positive racist notions of the AfricanAmerican as a naïve genius with inherently Dionysian capability. 226 Indeed, Coltrane s My Favorite Things is
packed with social and political significations of powerfully ironic character. 227 Highlighting the Dionysian is
simply to acknowledge that it is the subconscious (or subcortical) approach that imparts an uncontrived
quality to the ecstatic gestures. 228 The authentic blues socialization in Coltrane s music is stressed: David
Liebman summarizes The blues, black clubs, R & B —that is where Coltrane comes from, and Branford
Marsalis elaborates:
. . . the thing about Coltrane s later Impulse work is, if you do not have a very good understanding of
the blues, you cannot play those pieces. And I don t mean the twelve bar blues, I mean the
representation of what the blues is, all of this stuff that goes into growing up and living in a black
neighbourhood (Kahn 2003, 12–13).
Although Sendrey s language may be politically incorrect today, or point to an essentialist orientation toward his research subject
Music of Ancient Israel versus Orientalism), his work is comprehensive. To be sure, in a generally strong and favourable review of
Sendrey s book, Borsky also adds that [t]he least convincing parts of the book are sections -12, which team with positive statements
that cannot be substantiated (Borsky 1971, 119). If Borsky s questions are meant to apply to the extended quotation that I give above
(which is from section ten), I believe that Sendrey qualifies his statement by specifying that his description is of ideas he has located in
historical accounts, including those of the cult of Dionysus, and the mythology of Cassandra and Pythia, described by Versnel, in the text
above. Furthermore, this historical account is corroborated by more recent research in (Orton 2000). If, on the other hand, one
determines that an essentialism is located not in Sendrey, but in my comparison of Sendrey s description to Coltrane, then I qualify that I
do not believe that this quotation captures the essence of Coltrane s climax, but rather, that it offers possible cross-cultural connections
between Coltrane s use of instrument, timbre, and the extensive use of small melismatic formulae cf. snap as prosodic formulae, and
twang as melisma) as well as snap figures (see footnote in section 2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping), in passages with ecstatic and transcendent
qualities. And connecting these properties with prophecy and cognition (as in the archetypes of Dionysus versus Apollo in the text
above).
225 McGilchrist qualifies that the parallel of the opposed artistic drives is better understood by way of the left and right hemispheric
connections to the frontal lobes and the more ancient, subcortical regions of the limbic system, respectively (McGilchrist 2010, 199).
226 Cf. Andrew White s critique of the popularity of My Favorite Things as a symbol of the naive genius negro, in section 6.8.3 Sadness and
Resilience Cf. Kubik s identification of biological-reductionism, among other notions of transmission and essentializations, in section
4.11 Continuities, Transmissions, Survival-Transcendence.
227 Cf. Ingrid Monson s unpacking of the ironic significations in Coltrane s My Favorite Things, in (Monson 1994). Cf. Subdivided snaps in
My Favorite Things melody, in section 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos.
228 McGilchrist distinguishes the natures of implicit from the explicit attention: . . . because of its power to change, attention can also
destroy. Many things that are important to us simply cannot withstand being too closely attended to, since their nature is to be indirect
or implicit. Forcing them into explicitness changes their nature completely, so that in such cases what we come to think we know
certainly is in fact not truly known at all. Too much self-awareness destroys not just spontaneity, but the quality that makes things live;
the performance of music or dance, of courtship, love and sexual behavior, humour, artistic creation and religious devotion become
mechanical, lifeless, and may grind to a halt if we are too self-aware. Those things that cannot sustain the focus of conscious attention are
often the same things which cannot be willed, that come only as a by-product of something else; they shrink from the glare of the left
hemisphere s world (McGilchrist 2010, 180).
Montaigne poetically highlights a temporospatial consequence of such self-consciousness: Even things I do easily and naturally I cannot
do once I order myself to do them with an express and prescribed command. The very parts of my body which have a degree of freedom
and autonomy sometimes refuse to obey me if I plan to bind them to obligatory service at a certain time and place (Montaigne 1993, bk.
2, sec. 17). Cf. Unconscious, low-level processes in performance, in (Brownell 1994b, 161; Perkins 1981).
224
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Robert Palmer s similar description echoes Sendrey s description of ancient prophetic musics:
A lot that was perceived as new when . . . Coltrane did it in a new context—overblowing the horn to
get a distorted tone, biting down on the reed in order to produce shrill squeals, playing lengthy solos
that grew hotter and hotter until they verged on hysteria—came directly from the R&B saxophone
tradition (Kahn 2003, 12–13).
Pianist-educator, Billy Taylor s explanation of Coltrane s roots rings similarly of the iambic cry:
The difference between John Coltrane screaming and doing some of the kinds of things he was doing
in that period—it took me years to realize that he had learned how to do that in rhythm-and-blues
bands, and he was using that kind of a cry, that kind of utterance on the saxophone, in a totally
different way, than many guys who came along after and said, Oh, physically he s doing this to make
that sound (Porter 1998, 288).
Taylor s description here seems also to distinguish between the rigorous Apollonian formulae and the
prophetic Dionysian spirit that may inhabit them. 229 To im-pro-vise (to materialize the un-fore-seen), after all,
is to pro-phesy (to forespeak the unknown). Today, prophets (profits) of stocks and the green gods of
commerce come round the well of African-American wisdom, preaching gospels of organizational
improvisation, jazz leadership, and the jazz mindset.

230

Returning to Apollonian formulae in ancient Greece, Archilochus (ca. 650 BCE), author of satirical
verses and fables, and a pioneer (or inventor) of iambic meter ( Archilochus 2016), is also cited for his use of
twang: The first word (tēnella) of his victory hymn . . . supposedly imitates the twang of a lyre string
(Scholiast on Pindar, Olympian, ix.1–4) (W. Anderson and Mathiesen 2016). Apollodorus of Athens
Chronicles is noted for using iambic trimeter, a verse meter borrowed from comedy [comic trimeter] that
may have helped in memorizing the stories (Stenclik 2009). 231 M.L. West, however, considers if and how the
iambus used in Aristotle s time may have differed from later conceptions of the rhythm (M. L. West 1974, 22).
The point, of course, is whether any of these affective qualities given by Aristotle may be verifiably
connected to the short-long or long-short, respectively (rather than both). The possible similarity of affect
between the two rhythms may be attributed to their oppositeness (in retrograde form), to their being two
sides of the same coin, or, at least, to their interdependence through dialectic contrast. 232 Would this
dialectic not express Heraclitus doctrine of the unity opposites (cf. tauton, the invisible harmony that
becomes visible through contradiction), which he articulated, too, in aphorisms about music and time
(Heraclitus and Kahn 1995, 152)? Aristotle himself pondered Heraclitus insights (Heraclitus and Kahn 1995,
It must be qualified, perhaps in spite of the sense referred to by McGilchrist (or Jung), that it is Apollo who, especially through his later
role as the primary Delphic deity, is associated with oracular prophecy, and through which prophecy began to acquire the predictive
sense in Greek (Ashe 2001, 177–78). Was Apollo s appropriateness for his role at Delphi a result, and continuity, of his more ancient
mythos in Asia minor (Ashe 2001, 177–78)? This Pythian Apollo was associated, perhaps above all, with ambiguity, equivocation, and
obscurity (Warburton 1811, 54). When and by whom was he elevated to the sphere of the intellect Apollo
; Nilsson
? Was
Apollo s connection to music established only after his connection with prophetic ritual, and after or perhaps during his connection to
intellectual reason? Cf. Prophecy and spirit, in section 4.11 Continuities, Transmissions, Survival-Transcendence.
230 Cf. Organizational improvisation: (Kamoche, Cunha, and Cunha 2002; Bernstein and Barrett 2011; Cunha, Clegg, and Kamoche 2012;
Humphreys, Ucbasaran, and Lockett 2012). Cf. Max Roach s The Profit, in section . Max Roach s It s Time: Snaps and Temporal
Deviation. Cf. Prophecy of African-American deliverance, in section 5.3 Ethno-Socio-Religio Twang.
231 Cf. This aspect is considered in the examples 3.12 Walk Tall Country Preacher and .
Max Roach s Freedom Now: Snap and Twang
232 Cf. Agawu suggests this in the relatively . . . more relaxed and resolutory feel of the long-short, above (V. K. Agawu 1995, 127). Cf.
Saussure, Abel, and Freud on inversions of meaning, in footnote in section . What s in a Name? An Embodied Idea.
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193). 233 Perhaps the essential nature of the affective quality lies in its motional asymmetry: regardless of
whether the deceptive, explosive, or jerking motion happens at the beginning or end of a gesture. 234 This is
suggested by the following description by Aristides:
Nor does even the order of feet remain the same, but sometimes the rhythm begins with a long and
ends with a short, or vice versa, sometimes it begins with thesis, sometimes with arsis, and the
periods are variously constructed. The greater the inequality, the more impressive are the
compound rhythms. And if such rhythms excite dissimilar movements of the body (i.e. in dancing),
they will bring about no small perturbation of the mind . . . (quoted in (C. F. A. Williams 1911, 98))
It recalls the many available transcriptions of African-American spirituals such as Nobody Knows The Trouble
I ve Seen, or Swing Low, Sweet Chariot, where the melody s initial syncopated short-long pattern is instead
placed over the barline as an anacrustic short into the downbeat long. How does such a metric shift change
the ethos of the song performance? 235
One unsettling, if entertaining, video seems to exemplify the interconnected ethos of the AfricanAmerican, African, English-Celtic, European, and Greek short-long patterns. Released by the self-described
southern soul/blues & funk bassist, Dywane MonoNeon Thomas Jr, MonoNeon features himself playing
along with an excerpt of a 2011 viral video of a man from Liverpool, England known as The Treeman or The
Angriest Guitar Player In The World (Thomas, Jr. 2016). The Treeman is shown desperately trying to
compose a song on his guitar, repeatedly resigning from his musical pursuits in a raging fit, disparaging
himself with sharply snapping insults, and even striking at his own PIS-sin wrist in frustration. All of the
Treeman s cursing occurs in snap rhythms, and MonoNeon incorporates these desperate, furious speech
rhythms into his gospel-inflected electric bass part (Thomas, Jr. 2016). A similarly furious expletive speech
snap is exploited musically in MonoNeon s accompaniment in a video descriptively entitled: MonoNeon: Bill
O Reilly Freaking Out! DO IT LIVE, F*CK IT! (Thomas, Jr. 2017).
Which, if any of the ancient Greek philosophers who advised the rejection or selective usage of
particular rhythms, themselves enjoyed certain social positions that might have been threatened by the

Cf. In Africa, mental categories are never as radical as they are in Western culture. One category is not necessarily opposed to
another, does not exclude it on the binary principle; on the contrary, two categories may converge to the point where they overlap to
some extent, cross each other, reinforce each other, rather than exclude each other (Arom 1991, 29).
234 Cf. Dunlay and Greenberg s discussion of short-long and long-short patterns in lilt in fiddling music (Dunlay and Greenberg 1996, 13–
14). Krehbiel writes: The rhythmical snap of the American negroes is in all likelihood an aboriginal relic, an idiom which had taken so
powerful a hold on them that they carried it over into their new environment . . . It was so powerful an impulse, indeed, that it broke
down the barriers interposed by the new language which they were compelled to adopt in their new home. For the sake of the snap the
creators of the folk songs of the American negroes did not hesitate to distort the metrical structure of their lines. In scores upon scores of
instances trochees like Moses, Satan, mother, brother, sister, and so forth, became iambs, while dactyls became amphibrachys. . . the
rhythmical snap which is as well entitled to be called African as Scottish quoted in (Lems-Dworkin 1991, 10)). Cf. The intensification of
inherent short-long patterns, in sections: 3.9 James Brown to Ewe: Afro-American and African Short-Long Ethos, and 3.10 European
Short-Long Ethos. Cf. 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things. The amphibrachic meter that Krehbiel mentions (i.e.
short-long-short snap in footnote in 2.4 Before You Snap: Thresholds) is associated with humorous poetry in English and romantic
soothing poems in Polish Amphibrach
.
It is also worth noting the connections described between these fixed metric rhythms and the irrational proportions (known as chronos
alogos, and its aesthetic rendering as Arrhythm (incomprehensible and incompetent), and Eurhythm (skillful, masterful) (C. F. A.
Williams 1911, 34–35) Cf. Intention and temporal deviation in Appendix F and to compare this to the connection I draw between snaps
and temporal divergences or Kubik s floating rhythms. Cf. Irrationality, Middle Time in poetic meters, in (Munk 1844, 17–20).
235 Cf. Albert Ayler s performances of both of aforementioned spirituals in his
album, Goin Home discussed in section Appendix C-1,
or Dizzy Gillespie s satirical Swing Low, Sweet Cadillac. Cf. Bob Marley and The Wailers arrangement of Swing Low, Sweet Chariot, in
section 5.4 Twang and Cry: Ethnicity and Class. Cf. Concept of home in African-American song, in section 4.8 Limping, Floating, Flying
Snaps.
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anarchic and uncivilized behaviors incited by certain deplorable rhythms? 236 In discouraging such rhythms,
were the philosophers driven by ethical ideals (e.g. to promote civil welfare and mitigate situations like The
Angriest Guitar Player in the World ) or, might they have been acting selfishly to mitigate threats to the social
order from which they benefitted (as was discussed in the Western European use of snaps to index Native
American savagery)? To use, misuse, or not use the snap, has, for ages, been to tap into a greater power, a
power that, across cultures, has been harnessed to raise or lower social consciousness.
3.12 Walk Tall Country Preacher
Keywords: Rev. Jesse Jackson, Cannonball Adderley, Country Preacher; snaps, iambic formulae; ethos
A powerful example of the resilient affective qualities in the snap comes from Cannonball Adderley s
1969 album Country Preacher, recorded live at one of the SCLC s Operation Breadbasket meetings. 237 The
Reverend Jesse Jackson, whom Martin Luther King had appointed director of Operation Breadbasket
(Sheridan 2000, 191), opens the album s first track, Walk Tall, with a passionate homily urging the
community members to Walk tall! Walk tall! : to adopt a resilient attitude no matter how dreary the [social
and economic] situation is, and how difficult it may be. That the storm doesn t really matter until the storm
begins to get you down.

238

As Jackson preaches, he takes every opportunity to emphatically stress the snaps

inherent in the words he uses (e.g. SESS-ion . . . LES-son . . . PREACH-er . . . SER-mon . . . CAP-ture . . . ME-lo-dy
. . . RHY-thm . . . DREAR-y . . . MAT-ter . . . MES-sage . . . GHET-to . . . LOT-ta ), 239 he creates unexpected, yet
semantically appropriate, snaps (e.g. snapping the first two syllables of ME-lo-dy ) and, like the Beyoncé,
Kendrick Lamar, and James Brown examples, 240 creates stirring snaps across multiple words (e.g. New-thing .
. . We-used to ) (Adderley 1969b); all further evidence of the interconnection between the snap rhythm and
speech, and especially speech bearing an urgent message of resilience. 241 When the band starts, drummer
Roy McCurdy gives motional impetus to the groove embedding various snaps between his foot and hand (kick
to snare) on the third beat of the measure. 242
On the Country Preacher s titular track, which immediately follows Walk Tall, Adderley introduces
Cf. (Plato 1953, bk. III, secs. 398–403; Bryant 1996, 274) and also (Aristotle 1998, bk. VIII, chap. 7; Bashwiner 2010, 48), and in
footnote in 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos and McClary quotation in footnote in 6.2 Blue or Worried?.
237 The Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC): an African-American civil rights organization.
238 Cf. Flying and floating in Kendrick Lamar s Alright, in section 4.8 Limping, Floating, Flying Snaps.
239 Cf. Emphasizing inherent speech community snaps, in sections: 3.9 James Brown to Ewe: Afro-American and African Short-Long Ethos
and 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos.
240 Cf. . Beyoncé s Formation: Snap and Twang, . Kendrick Lamar s Alright: Snap and Twang, 3.9 James Brown to Ewe: Afro-American
and African Short-Long Ethos
241 One can hear these rhythmic patterns in Jackson s I Am Somebody speech —a call to black pride in the face of adversity— which he
delivered to open the Wattstax Music Festival in 1972.
242 Cf. The multi-limb kick-snare snaps in Roy Haynes Lullaby of Birdland solo, in section 2.2 A-symmetric BE-bop. John Brownell
transcribes and analyzes the Walk Tall groove and its implied binary versus ternary (and straight gospel-rock ) feel (Brownell 2003,
245–46). Herbie Hancock s Watermelon Man snaps in the same metric position, see sections Appendix C-1 and Appendix D. Another
example of a drummer s hand-foot snaps is in Bill Withers live performance of Kissin My Love. Twanging snaps are heard throughout,
performed by different members of the group (e.g. snapping rising half-step ^b3-3^ in the guitar and electric bass). Between the snaps
and the swings, the groove is filled with layers of rhythmic tension and release, as Withers sings about his heart beat skippin , and
commands . . . put your foot on the rock, and pat your foot don t stop, put your foot on the rock (Giampaolo Romeo 2012). The
significance of such multi-limb motion is encapsulated in the title of Steve Coleman s recent recording, Synovial Joints, as well as a
previous one entitled Functional Arrhythmias, which explores the multiplicity of rhythms unfolding simultaneously within the human
organism. Cf. Walk Tall versus walking while black , in section 4.7 Lampooned or Lampooning?.
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the social message of the song with similar snapping emphases (e.g. PREACH-er . . . BRO-ther . . . MU-sic . . .
bread BAS-ket . . . [audience:] halle-LU-ja ) (Adderley 1969a). 243 The title Country Preacher evokes both the
rural and spiritual associations of the snap. 244 This song consists of two alternating ideas: an equanimous,
gently swung texture (and ambiguously mixing ternary and duple feels) that is finally interrupted by a climax
comprised of nothing more than a series of snap rhythms, which rouses the church audience to loud cheering.
245

When the equanimous texture resumes, Adderley improvises on top of it with continuously snapping,

rhythm-and-blues riffs. The snap is the reverse of the swing rhythm; the snap arrests the forward
(anacrustic) propulsion of the swung upbeat (the motion of continuous flow), it emphasizes the here and now
of the downbeat—the here and now of action and change; it disrupts the expected flow with a syncopation
into a new temporal plane or grid, a new future. 246
This is heard in Rev. Jackson s sermon where he places the snaps at positions that reinforce a
metrical pattern and other times disrupt this pattern. Jackson establishes a pattern where he places the snap
at the end of lines, albeit with different degrees of asymmetric loudness, resulting in emphasis and closure; a
sort of accentual-rhythmic epistrophe —or Epistrophy— of a consonant-vowel pair. 247 Jackson then disrupts
this established metrical pattern by placing the snap at unexpected metrical positions, at the beginning or
middle of a line. To be sure, this pattern is not explicit and it is varied (with snaps of varying intensity and
metric position), but it becomes more prominent—and notably more ternary—when he emphasizes the
snaps at the end (e.g. at Teacher begins… ).
We get-tin ready to have a live [pause] SES-sion
Now [pause] what we was try-in a say
Just before we got started a while ago
And we gettin ready to do a lil walk-in
And when you have real change
And everybody s thing begins to change
Teach-er begins to teach a new LES-son
Prea-cher begins to preach [pause] a new ser-mon
And the mu-musician also tries to CAP-ture [sic. cf. stammer]

Cf. Gospel practice of moving the house , and by engaging the community audience in the performance itself (Legg 2010, 110,
112), and zooning in Appendix D. Cf. Hallelu-jah and subdivided snap, in section Appendix C-2.
244 Thomas and Nielsen write: In a sense, Adderley s hit records matched the ideas about the black aesthetic . . . commended his music s
rural frame of reference as a breath of fresh air for urbane jazz fans . . . Adderley s hits evoked a nostalgia for the South in people not
even born there—a racial memory. The music re-enforced images and memories of the country . . . The Adderley Quintet s crowdpleasing down-home sound featured easily recognizable soul elements such as call-and-response and melodies borrowed from the
blues and the black church (L. Thomas and Nielsen 2008, 170). Did Joe Zawinul, the white, Vienna-born keyboardist in Adderley s
quintet who composed Country Preacher and Walk Tall, inherit more or less of the ancestral memories of the American South, than any of
his African-American bandmates? Cf. Ancestral memory, in section 4.11 Continuities, Transmissions, Survival-Transcendence.
245 Cf. Gospel practice of moving the house , and zooning in footnote, above.
246 Cf. Syncopation as shifting (and then morphing) between rhythmic grids (Gerstin and Dalluge 2014). Do any of the snaps we hear in
Sonny Rollins work of the same period have comparable impetus to those heard in Adderley here? For instance, Rollins improvisation
on the 1959 film recording in Sweden with Henry Grimes and Joe Harris, of Weaver of Dreams. Perhaps not? Cf. Subdivided snaps in
Rollins, in Appendix C-2. Cf. Miles Davis on peckin style, with Rollins, in section . Walkin .
247 Cf. Epistrophe and other rhetorical devices in African-American preaching (Lischer 1997, 128; Lassiter 2001, 72), end-of-line snaps
and catalexis, cursis figures in Benevantan chant, or in fiddle music, in footnotes in 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos and Appendix C-2.
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The NEW-thing so that we might have MEL-o-dy
and have RHY-thm as we do-our thing
WE-used to have a sayin
that the most important thing of all is that
No matter how drear-y the situation is
and how dif-fi-cult it may be
That the storm really doesn t MAT-ter
until the storm begins to get you down
So my advice to you
The MES-sage that the Cannonball Adderley Quintet brings to us
Is that it s rough and tough in this GHET-to
and a LOT-ta funny stuff GO-in down
But you got to walk tall! walk tall! walk tall!
(Jesse Jackson in (Adderley 1969b))
The regular repetition of snaps in Jackson s preaching demonstrates how the snap may function as a sermonic
metrical formula, or as an integral part of such a formula. Might the snaps in Adderley s improvisations
demonstrate similar formulaic function? The use of poetic meters such as the iambic trimeter to aid oral
narrative poetry, is discussed in section 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things. How might
this compare with Jackson s sermon, where the snaps may qualify as reverse iambs (or inverted trochees),
and the ternary element as a trimeter? 248 Milman Parry and Albert Lord s theories of formulaic structures
(Lord 1991) in oral (and improvised) poetic traditions have been considered in relation to African-American
improvised traditions (Rosenberg 1970; G. E. Smith 1983; Rosenberg 1988; L. O. Gillespie 1991). John
Brownell builds on Charles Seeger s distinction between speech-logics and music-logic (Seeger 1960, 232),
and cautions about the difficulties of using linguistic, syntactical, and formulaic models to analyze musical
structures, and to determine specific semantic meaning from any of these (or other) identified musical
structures (Brownell 1994b, 52–67, 1994a). Rosenberg examines the presence of such structures in the The
Art of the American Folk Preacher.

249

The snaps heard by the Country Preacher, Rev. Jackson, suggest how

snaps may function as, or as part of, a rhetorical formula, and how they may evoke a particular ethos. This
ethos relates to the embodied, ecological interpretation of the motion that caused the short-long or snapping
pattern. The ecological ethos can be ignored or diminished, or it can be harnessed, and amplified. These
qualities need not be conscious and explicit, and, in fact, may be more powerful when subconscious and

In written form, the line Teacher begins to teach a new lesson —an example of ploce (emphatic repetition of a word), paregmenon
(general repetition within a sentence), and polyptoton (repetition in different form)— might, to some readers, suggest iambic
pentameter. Jackson s oral poetry turns it into something different, however. Something perhaps suggesting a mixed iambic trimeter or
hexameter, where the first and last feet Teacher begins and lesson are snapped e.g. reversed iambs , and the middle foot teach a
new is a regular iamb (e.g. embellished as a dotted eighth-sixteenth-eighth). This might also conform to the theory proposed by
Gavaert and others in 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things, that the reverse iamb is used in mixed meters.
249 Cf. Rhetorical devices, in Martin Luther King s sermons, under stammer in Appendix A-1.
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implicit.
Where the patterns of Jackson s preaching are implicit and also unpredictable, the snap finds
regularity in the metrical formula of an earlier recorded lyric-song by Max Roach, addressing the same social
issues. In the example that follows we also find convergence between linguistic and musical structures that
suggest how the music signifies on those same embodied codes of motion, of speech and across the body.
3.13 Max Roach’s Freedom Now: Snap and Twang
Keywords: sociocultural resistance; civil rights movement; sit-ins; defying oppression; Abbey Lincoln,
Freedom Day, All Africa, Maasai
Max Roach s 1960 record: We Insist! Max Roach s Freedom Now Suite, highlights the relationship
between the snap and African-American sociocultural resistance. In collaboration with lyricist Oscar Brown
Jr., Roach took inspiration in the growing civil rights movement, whose urgency had gained further
momentum by the Greensboro college sit-ins in his home state of North Carolina just earlier that same year,
and won the support of the SCLC (which Adderley s later 1969 recording supported). Roach s album cover
depicts three African-Americans seated at a lunch counter, defying segregation policies.
The melody for Freedom Day features numerous snaps, frequently grouped in a reverse iambic
tetrameter (i.e. four snapping iambs or iambic feet per line ) in the arranged horn section melody and in
vocalist Abbey Lincoln s sung text:
WHIS-per LIS-ten, WHIS-per LIS-ten,
WHIS-per, SAY-we re free
RU-mors FLY-in , MUST-be LY-in ,
CAN-it REAL-ly be?
Can t con-CEIVE-it, Can t be-LIEVE-it,
BUT-that s WHAT-they say,
SLAVE-no LONG-er, SLAVE-no LONG-er,
THIS-is FREE-dom day.
In the following stanza, the short-long pattern gets reversed into an asymmetric long-short (swing) rhythm:
FREEE-dom day, it s FREEE-dom daayy
THROWWW-those SHAAACK-lin CHAAIINS-a-WAAYY. . .
This inversion demonstrates how both short-long and long-short might, at least in certain cases, be used to
evoke similar ethos, perhaps through relational contrast. 250
The composition All Africa begins with Lincoln in a free-flowing interaction with Nigerian drummer
Babatunde Olatunji, and Afro-Cuban percussionists Raymond Mantillo and Tomas du Vall. When Lincoln
reaches the lyric They say it began with a chant and a hum, and a black hand laid on a native drum, Olatunji
initiates a polyrhythmic (6/8 type) groove that features snaps emerging out of the ternary and duple cross…As is discussed, for example, in sections 2.2 A-symmetric BE-bop and 3.9 James Brown to Ewe: Afro-American and African ShortLong Ethos, and with respect to ancient Greek theories of metric ethos, in section 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things.
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rhythms. 251 Lincoln then calls out the names of dozens of African tribes to which Olatunji responds in Yoruba,
interjecting each tribe s proverbs about freedom (Monson 2001). In her calls, Lincoln uses every possible
opportunity to emphasize the snap rhythm at the end of tribe names, and Olatunji s does the same at the
endings of his interjected Yoruba proverbs about freedom. In her final call, Lincoln repeats MasA-i, MasA-i,
MasA-i each time, emphasizing the snap inherent in the twanging (rising, frontward-migrating) diphthong. It
is not the last time the tribe known for its fearsome warriors would be invoked in an act of snapping
resistance. In Kendrick Lamar s 2016 Grammy performance of Alright, dancers and musicians are decorated
in patterns inspired directly from Maasai warrior paint designs (Karsen 2016). The beginning of this same
Grammy-televised performance sees Lamar enter a stage lined with prison cells. In a 1964 televised
performance of Roach s Freedom Day, Lincoln makes her way to the studio stage through dozens of violently
angled prison cell gates (some falling inward, others exploded outward), accompanied in the band by snaps
whose metric malleability is tested and stretched. 252 Roach s solo climaxes with a series of four three-beat
snaps executed simultaneously with both hands and kick drum (at 2:25) followed by approximately four
short-long-short snaps executed across multiple limbs (each on the downbeat of a successive 4/4 bar),
followed by four beats of a rousing, rapid fire closing.
In All Africa, Lincoln s final snapping twang on Maasai is followed by a percussion feature, based on
a well-known seven-stroke bell pattern that is found not only in West Africa but also in the sacred music of
the Caribbean and Brazil (Monson 2001). The religious underpinning of this music is a significant point.
Reflecting on a baptism he attended, Roach describes the source of his passionate resilience:
[The ceremony today] also exemplified, and I was very proud of this, the music that I grew up with
[in Avery County, North Carolina, some 200 miles from Gillespie and Coltrane s respective home
towns], it was great music in that church today. And they also had drums which was something very
special to me and . . . electric bass . . . and the choir, and the wonderful singing . . . the church has, as
we all know in the world, has [and] is . . . been the fountainhead, and actually, the school, the music
school if you will of some of the greatest artists that America has produced: Mahalia Jackson on up
and through to Aretha Franklin and . . . Michael Jackson and people like that. They all, all these roots
come from our religious background and today . . . we heard, and I especially just I was overwhelmed
with thankfulness and joy, today, because this is a, this is where I come from . . . if there s anything
musical about me its roots started in . . . this kind of environment and in the church (quoted in (Fox
1985)).
3.14 Max Roach’s It’s Time: Snaps and Temporal Deviation
Keywords: black consciousness, church roots, temporal deviation, ecstatic snaps, metric malleability
In the years following We Insist!, Roach continued to release albums which reflected his social and
black consciousness. In 1962 he recorded and released It s Time, a project in which he dug into his church
roots, composing and arranging for full choir together with his sextet (and joined on one composition by
Lincoln). 253 In the opening eponymous piece, the choir s lyric is faintly discernable: It s time, it s time, to see
…As is discussed in section 2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping.
Cf. These snaps as prison acoustic echoes, in section Appendix D.
253 W.S. Kwame s description of this album as a far more secular sensibility than Donald Byrd s Perspective (Kwame 2007, 100), echoes
Scott Yanow s comment that the choir was not overly gospel-oriented (Yanow 2016). Roach s use of choir, however, points directly to
251
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the li . . . where the final word is appropriately ambiguous as either light or lie.
The title seems to nod to Charlie Parker s own call for justice, Now s The Time (reflected too, in
Roach s Freedom Now), as well as Roach s 1956 recording of Time, described by its composer Richie Powell as
the time a man spends just sitting in jail, wondering when he s going to get out (Catalano 2001, 170). 254 The
Max Roach Quartet begins a performance at the Jazz Alley Bandstand in Washington, D.C., with It s Time.
Roach introduces the evening with an anecdote that implies how the virtuous challenges posed by the music
become a school for resilience through life.
When I worked on 52nd street with folks like Dizzy Gillespie and Charlie Parker, especially Charlie
Parker, the first piece of the first set of the evening was always the most difficult, the hardest, and the
fastest of all the pieces. And I remember Miles [Davis] would be struggling, I would be struggling, Al
Haig would be struggling, [laughter] Any case, we goin try something like that here, with the first
show, first set this evening, playing an original composition entitled It s Time (quoted in (All That Jazz
Don Kaart 2016)).
This is not virtuosity for its own sake, but rather, for transcendence, . . . in the way a Mahalia
Jackson or an Aretha Franklin has developed and demonstrates ability.

255

It is a much stronger form because they have to sing before a group of people and either make
somebody cry or jump up and shout for joy. No that, to me, is what an artist is all about. No matter
how much technique you have got, if you don t create some kind of emotion or some kind of
electricity between yourself and somebody else, it doesn t mean a damned thing . . . We have come
from that school as black people . . . (M. Roach 1972, 39) 256
It s Time appears on Roach s 1979 duo record with Archie Shepp, The Long March, alongside other
compositions evoking the transcendent resilience through this struggle (e.g. Triptych originally on We Insist,
Giant Steps, and South Africa Goddamn ). The Profit, another composition on It s Time, indicates Roach s
awareness of the economics entangled in this virtuous struggle:
Music is a 20 billion dollar a year industry and it has been built and sustained by the talents of black
people. We must see this fact as a prime example of the power and capability black people possess.
And we must learn to translate this new vision into effective management and practice, to control our
lives, to liberate the basic black creativity and ingenuity that have allowed us to survive, and move
beyond survival to power and dominion (M. Roach 1972, 40).
John Brownell has analyzed one of Roach s solos (Brownell 1994b) on It s Time from a live
instrumental quartet performance. 257 Leading into the climax of this solo (mm. 33-36 of Brownell s
transcription), Roach implies subdivided variations of snap rhythms, first in sixteenths grouped in fours (m.

his church roots (another composition is entitled Sunday Afternoon), even if the vocabulary and language he uses, is —like his mentor
Charlie Parker, decidedly modernist. Kwame does note that the militant overtones of the title tune at least provide an oppositional edge
. . . (Kwame 2007, 100). This said, it is worth referring to Roach s own criticism of the word militant being applied to black civil rights
(M. Roach 1972, 40).
254 Max Roach: Aside from the harmonies and the melodies being revolutionary, let s look at some of the titles . . . Look at Charlie
Parker s, Now Is the Time. You can read a lot of things into just the titles (D. Gillespie 1979, 208). Cf. Discussions of titles: Time, Pent
Up, House, and A Night in Tunisia in footnotes in Appendix C-1.
255 Cf. Coltrane s virtuosic etude, Giant Steps, as an expression of black stories , in section 6.8.3 Sadness and Resilience.
256 Cf. It Don t Mean A Damned Thing If It Ain t Got That . . . electro-emotional snap or swing, in section 3.5 Don t Mean A Thing If It Ain t Got
That… Snap, Twang, and Blue Note.
257 The solo Brownell analyzes is from a circa 1984 performance at the Jazztime Hildesheim Festival, and included in the documentary:
Sit Down and Listen: The Story of Max Roach.
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32 and again in m. 39), and then grouped in sixes (m. 33-36), 258 before he reaches a short-long-short snap (m.
43) followed by a displaced snap (m. 43). Here Roach condenses the measure by approximately one quarter
pulse as he jumps into the climax of the solo: a series of four displaced snaps, through a quarter note triplet
figure grouped in twos, spanning two measures (mm. 45-46). The audience cheers. Knowing the spirit of the
composition, and Roach s passion and concern, suggests how the snap manifests as a trigger and cue to the
significance and meaning of the temporal deviation (i.e. the condensing of the measure by approximately one
quarter pulse). The snap is a distinct gestalt, an embodied unit of kinesthetic information, whose repetition
can be pushed or pulled as the spirit dictates. The snap is a discrete musical object whose deformation, or
metric malleability (London 2004), allows us to appreciate the otherwise invisible temporal deviation: the
snap is a sail that catches the ecstatic spirit; looking through my window, I can observe that spirit lift an old
newspaper off the ground, toss and whip it about, before crumpling it back down. It is, to use Miles Davis
metaphor, the clothing on the moving body. 259

Cf. Subdivided snaps, in section Appendix C-1.
Cf. Justin London s concept of metrically malleability is also cited in a discussion of a subdivided variation of the snap-twang, termed
the isoriff (aka the Elmore James or Dust My Broom Riff) (Benadon and Gioia 2009, 24), in section Appendix C-1. Cf. Mention of another
series of three snaps in We Insist, at 16:10, yodeled by Abbey Lincoln at the conclusion of the Triptych s climactic middle movement:
Protest, in section Appendix D.
258
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CHAPTER 4
Proprioceptive and Environmental Short-Longs, Floating, and Transmission
Proprioceptive and Environmental Short-Longs,
Floating, and Transmission
4.1 Introduction, Beyoncé, Kinesthetic Snap
4.2 Short-Longs Embedded in Walking
4.3 Snapback in Oppositional Motion
4.4 Resilient Snapping Walks
4.5 Oral Snaps: Tongue, Lips, and Jaw
4.6 Dirty Dozen: Finger, Eyes, Nose, and Head
4.7 Snap: Resilient Yet Lampooned
4.8 Limping, Floating, Flying, Home
4.9 Snap, Ecological Perception, Doppler,
Simultaneity
4.10 Continuities, Transmissions, Survival
Figure 4.1. Topics pertaining to Proprioceptive and Environmental Short-Longs, Floating, and Transmission
4.1 Introduction
Keywords: Beyoncé, Formation; kinaesthetic and choreographed snaps
In this chapter, I explore relationships between the snap rhythm and some of its associated
kinesthetic or environmental motions. By experiencing music as a motion with audible, visible,
proprioceptive, and tactile dimensions, we may better grasp the collection of meanings that snap rhythms
may evoke in various cultural, and particularly African-American, contexts. Such connections between
physical movement and music, and between music and everyday motion, have been identified and compared
across the diversity of West African and African-American cultures (Wilson 1974; Iyer 2002, 397; Brownell
2003, 61). 260 In section 4.9, I extend these ideas, suggesting how such multi-sensory experiences of
environmental snap (or flam) motions, can at once be a part of everyday experience and also experiences of
profound or transcendent unity. I follow this, in section 4.10, with a discussion regarding the transmission of
continuities, both physical and metaphysical.
The sensuality and physicality of the snap rhythm is heard and seen when Beyoncé s Formation
chorus returns for a second time: its snaps are snappier (more asymmetry of duration and dynamic accent in
the short-long pair) and even more declamatory (more rap-like, with less intoned pitch), approaching a more
prophetic mode speech. 261 Her lyric-oral snap on alli-GA-tors (at 3:39) is accompanied visually by a
synchronized group-choreography of a simultaneous arm and head wave-motion that ends with a rebounding

The deeply embodied and physicalized quality of sanctified rhythms is described, for example, in quotations from Gillespie, Baraka,
and Mahalia Jackson, in section Appendix D.
261 Cf. Melodic flattening-out of prophetic speech in section, . Beyoncé s Formation: Snap and Twang.
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snap. 262 This motion resembles a description in a passage by kinesics-trained phenomenologist William S.
Condon on the synchrony of body motion and speech among different cultural demographics. Note Condon s
reference to limb motion associated with consonants and vowels, which as discussed, 263 correspond to snaps
and twangs.
Black behavior is beautifully syncopated at the microlevel. For example, the black I have studied
intensively will often move his right hand and arm synchronously with the initial consonant, then
join in and move his left arm more rapidly with the vowel, and then both together and with reduced
speed with the terminating consonant. His whole body does this . . . The white, for example, tends to
keep the rhythm contained in a serial flow. There is a relative absence of a syncopated counterpoint
of one side of the body in relation to the other (Condon 1979).
Does Beyoncé s movement or Condon s description fit observations made in Alan Lomax s
choreometric theory? Lomax describes the wavelike, erotic, and sinuous factor in the stylized
movements among cultures where women are prime producers and where a feminine esthetic is dominant,
including African Gatherers and Black Africans (Lomax and Berkowitz 1972). This motion is characterized by
frequent multipart trunk movement, trunk synchrony, successiveness, a flowing quality, trunk presentation,
high synchrony, and curving movement . . . the members of such cultures fall easily into synchrony with each
other, whether attributed to a general culture of coordinated movement, sensual interpersonal awareness,
or increasing group productivity (Lomax and Berkowitz 1972). Lomax contrasts these curvaceous motions
with the stylized motions found among cultures emphasizing greater socio-economic differentiation and
environmental manipulation. Lomax s description of an increase in varied, light, three-dimensional
movement of the extremities of the body (Lomax and Berkowitz 1972), for example, contrasts the rebounding
wave motion in Beyoncé s choreography, occurring on a more two-dimensional plane. Further research
might compare Condon s and Lomax s descriptions with Welsh Asante s seven African-derived dance
aesthetics: polyrhythm, polycentricsm, holism (of motional gestures rather than posture-oriented, and of
unity of audible and inaudible motion), curvilinearity, dimensionality (of texture), repetition, and epic
(ancestral) memory (Asante and Welsh-Asante 1985, 71–80; Bratcher 2007).

4.2 Walkin’
Keywords: ecological perception; enculturation; gait cycle phase; heel first strike (plantigrade), toe strike,
Mark Changizi; Melvin Van Peebles, Sweet Sweetback s Badasssss Song; Branford Marsalis, Charles Mingus,
Scenes in the City; Debussy, Des pas sur la neige; Thelonious Monk; reductionism; plurality of black walks
In his book Harnessed, Mark Changizi theorizes that human sound-making has evolved through the
harnessing of our monkey brain s capacity to mimic, in particular, the sounds of the environment. Verbal
language, he argues, developed through mimicking the sounds of solid objects in different states of motion
(e.g. hits, slides, rings), while music developed as humans (or hominids) mimicked the sounds of their own
The snap on I WANT-it at : is also accompanied by a simultaneous arm flick and head tilt, but it is less obvious because of the
change of camera angle.
263 Cf. 3.1 Snapping Speech and 3.5 Don t Mean A Thing If It Ain t Got That… Snap, Twang, and Blue Note
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bodies in motion. Changizi describes the difference between the short-long (snap rhythm) and long-short
(swing rhythm) in terms of ecological perception and human walking. He explains that while a regular gait
commonly has an even (and two-footed) pulse, it also features a fundamental temporal asymmetry :
between-the-steps [foot] hits by our forward-swinging leg are most probable at the middle of the step cycle,
but there is a bias toward times nearer to the later stages of the cycle (Changizi 2011). Changizi s betweenthe-step hits refers to those typically lighter hits that are produced as the swinging foot comes down, grazing
the ground, before sliding into position to replace the previous foot, known as the loading response. The
rhythmic implications of this motion are as follows: each foot step produces the walking pulse s primary
accent, and the between-the-step foot hits commonly come midway between steps dividing the step pulse
evenly. Less common, Changizi finds, are the between-the-step hits which come either just after the step (and
before the midpoint) or just before a step (and after the midpoint), producing a short-long or long-short,
respectively. Changizi then argues that the different frequencies of these even or asymmetric midstep
patterns have a high correlation with the division of the pulse he finds in music: even division is most
common, long-short is rarer, and far less common —unless the individual is limping or walking with a cane
— is the short-long division (specifically, four times less frequent than long-short).
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Changizi derives his musical observations from an analysis of themes in Barlow and Morgenstern s
Dictionary of Themes. 265 This is a fairly narrow cultural scope from which to ascertain universal
correlations between human motion and music, but Changizi reasons that this makes it an ideal starting point
for such a quest because classical themes represent songs that have fared well over time. Are his
measurements presumptuous or arrogant? Does his (or his students ) analysis of themes in Barlow and
Morgenstern s dictionary oversimplify the variety of ways in which a short-long pattern may be perceived, 266
or would the inclusion of such variations be offset by their corollary long-short variations (e.g. equal duration
swing, or subdivided swing)? Is his assumption that notated music reflects actual performance practice, 267
offset by corollary unnotated long-short patterns? 268
Even if Changizi s data is limited or his conclusions too general, is there perhaps still a reasonable
truth to his underlying premise that pulse subdivision in music reflects physiological subdivisions in human
gait patterns? While Changizi s description of the short-long s affective qualities — jarring and inelegant . . .
like the mysterious monster (Changizi 2011), are comparable with those elsewhere, 269 in this section, I
consider how and when short-long patterns are not only detectable in walking, and other everyday
movement, including dance, but that it is stylistically emphasized in such kinesthetic experiences. 270
Cf. Alla zoppa, in footnote in Appendix C-2.
Supplemented by a database of approximately ,
Finnish folk songs (Changizi 2011).
266 E.g. Equal duration snaps in 2.2 A-symmetric BE-bop or subdivided snaps discussed in Appendix C.
267 E.g. Unnotated snaps in fiddle music, discussed in section 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos.
268 E.g. Unnotated notes inégales, discussed in section 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos.. And did any midi-conversions of musical themes
account for ornamental appogiaturas and grace notes performed as snaps rather than flams?
269 Cf. 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos.
270 The emphasis is important: whether the mover s subjective rhythmization manifests only in perceptual awareness or explicitly in
motion the initial short of the short-long needs to be marked for accent in some way. Changizi recognizes that the difference between
short-long and long-short is a matter of accent. Further research is needed to compare data on variability in regular walking (e.g.
(Hausdorff et al. 1996; Liebovitch and Todorov 1996; Jordan, Challis, and Newell 2007; Delignieres and Torre 2009)), with Changizi s
264
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Although I am cautious of Changizi s possible assumptions and his general conclusions, my discussion here
does not necessarily contradict Changizi s basic correlation, and may in fact, offer important additional
perspective on aspects of motion not directly considered in his study. I will begin by considering another part
of the human gait, where we find a pattern that might be perceived equally as short-long or long-short.
In my own typical walking gait, I can easily detect how each footstep often produces an accented
short-long rhythm, where my heel strike ( short ) is immediately followed by the strike of my toe or ball of my
foot ( long ). 271 The same pattern could also be experienced as long-short; it depends whether I conceive my
heel or toe strike as the strong-beat. Experienced as a long-short (anacrustic swing) rhythm, could this be a
more robust explanation for Changizi s observation of the preponderance of long-short rhythms in music
(which he explains through between-the-step foot hits)? The timing of this heel-toe snap is also dependent
on how far I extend my stride relative to the length of my leg. If I take very short steps relative to my leg
length, then each foot s heel and ball may land together as a midfoot strike (a flat-footed stomp). Changizi
describes a study (that he appears to have supervised) which concludes that happy walkers have long heeltoe gaps and loud between-the-gait sounds; angry walkers have short heel-toe temporal gaps and loud
between-the-steps gait sounds; and sad walkers have short heel-toe gaps and soft between-the steps gait
sounds (Changizi 2011). Changizi reveals that the study simulated the heel-toe sounds by placing a toestrike on the beat, [and] a heel strike just before the beat (Changizi 2011). While I do not know whether or
how the said beat was sonified (or otherwise articulated) for the walker or gait-analyzer, the description
does suggest that Changizi does not consider the heel-strike as the actual downbeat. If the heel strike was on
the downbeat, it seems this would result in a short-long pattern (i.e. heel-toe, short-long).
In Melvin Van Peebles 1971 film, Sweet Sweetback s Badasssss Song we hear the protagonist walking
up several flights of wooden fire-escape stairs (Van Peebles 1971). 272 To me, the heel-ball strikes of
Sweetback s ascent can be heard equally as a short-long snap or long-short flam pattern. In Branford
Marsalis debut 1984 album Scenes In The City, Marsalis re-imagines Charles Mingus composition of the same
name, exploring the humanized intersection of environmental sound and music. 273 Marsalis version begins
and ends with footsteps on a hard surface in an outdoor environment (suggestive of concrete), which I
perceive to have a similar multistable quality between the heel-ball strikes. 274
While surfaces and footwear may influence the gait and resulting rhythm, my informal surveys and
personal experience suggest that the accented heel-toe short-long may be experienced with little or no

assertions, e.g. that there is a fundamental temporal asymmetry to the human step cycle. Between-the-steps hits by our forwardswinging leg are most probable at the middle of the step cycle, but there is a bias toward times nearer to the later stages of the cycle,
causing the alleged long-short pattern (Changizi 2011).
271 …Without scuffling, dragging, sliding, skipping, jumping, all of which I often do, and which I imagine my prehistoric musical ancestors
did far more than me.
272 …Just after Sweetback has met with a pastor in a corridor.
273 …Or disorganized and organized sound, to use Joe Henderson s terminology, in footnote in Appendix C-2.
274 The beginning footsteps soon become overlapped with the footsteps of another walker, and which creates a polyrhythm with a
stronger long-short swing feel. While hard-soled shoes walking on wooden stairs or concrete are not representative of the timbres our
ancestral musical hominids heard and which may be of relevance to Changizi s theory , could it be that these hard surfaces sonify the
rhythms that they experienced when they walked on various surfaces, including those I experience when here at home, I walk on
carpeted surfaces with my bare feet?
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footwear on soft or hard surfaces. 275 Novelist Robert Hughes observed that [t]he so-called snap may be
traced to the quick slap of the heel and toe of the foot in sharp succession (quoted in (Lems-Dworkin 1991,
13)). Is this what the snapping left-hand ostinato evokes in Debussy s 1909 Des pas sur la neige? 276 In Willis
James notation of rhythm patterns used by different African-American congregations on the folk level
demographic, we see that in four out of the total six foot patterns, heels and toes articulate separate rhythms,
where heels always receive downbeats and toes offbeats. Do James remarks essentialize a more
heterogeneous reality?:
As may be found today in certain rural sections of the South and even in a place like New York City s
Harlem—indeed, wherever Negroes from various places of the world have assembled . . . the Negro
. . . always achieves polyrhythmic effects by singing in syncopes, patting the hands in various
patterns, and using his feet as further accents to the rhythm. Whether or not Negroes do all these
things at all times, the fact remains that they feel them (W. James 1995, 8). 277
The question of which part of my footstep I perceive as the actual accent, when, for example,
entraining my footsteps to a steady pulse in music, may be related to several factors, including, evidently,
personal choice. 278 It seems problematic, however, to assume that others subjective rhythmization will
necessarily match mine. If I perceive my heel strike as accented (or downbeat) then this accent is
immediately followed by the snap of my toe (or ball) strike (and whose relative silence which follows
functions as a long in this equal duration thesis-arsis short-long), whereas if I perceive the toe strike as the
accent (as perhaps Changizi does) then the preceding heel strike is more of an anacrustic flam into the
accented toe strike (i.e. creating an arsis-thesis, if essentially still equal duration, short-long).
The perception of accent or downbeat may be influenced by how I distribute the weight of each gait:
the greatest shift of body mass within the shortest span of time, may, for example, produce some downbeat
sensation. 279 In common, heel-first (plantigrade) motion, the initial contact (or heel strike transient) is
normally the most intense impact (J. J. Collins and Whittle 1989; Lieberman et al. 2010). This transient is
immediately followed by the gait phase known as the loading response, where considerable additional weight
is transferred to the landing foot s mid-heel (still before its toe strikes). The phase where the toe strikes (and
275 On March 31, 2016, I conducted an informal survey in one of my classes: I clapped a steady walking tempo and asked everyone to
walk around the large room and notice in what part of their feet they time their downbeats. With shoes on: four students felt the
downbeat in their heelstrike, four felt the downbeat in the mid foot, and one felt the downbeat in the toe. Without shoes, five students
felt downbeats in their heel, three felt downbeats in their midfoot, and one in the toe. While this may not be a sufficient sample size, it
does indicate that there is no universal moment in normal human gait where downbeat is unequivocally perceived.
I conducted a similar survey twice more with students of a different class, these two times while playing recordings of music with a
strong groove at a walking tempo: Louis Armstrong s
Struttin with Some Barbecue on September ,
and Donald Byrd s 1968
BlackJack the following week on October 6, 2016. The former discussed in section 4.3 Snapback. On the first occasion four students
timed their heel strikes to the downbeats, while three timed their heel strikes as grace notes to the downbeat. (Not included in those
figures is one student who raised his hands only partially for both, indicating some mixture combination, but he was also the only
returning student who participated in the previous survey.) On the second occasion five students timed their heel strikes to land on the
downbeats, while only two timed their heel strikes to land just before as grace notes. (Including the returning student, while three other
students did not raise their hands for either. Three of the students were consistent in timing heel strikes with downbeats. In addition to
this return student: two students switched from one type to the other, and three participated in the survey for the first time.)
276 Cf. Des pas sur la neige, in section 4.8 Limping, Floating, Flying Snaps.
277 Cf. Foot stomp – hand clap patterns, in (Boyer 1979, 31).
278 Could a study showing distinct durational pattern preferences among native speakers of English (short-long iambic
and Japanese
(long-short trochaic (Iversen, Patel, and Ohgushi 2004), indicate how language impacts individual or enculturated subjective
rhythmization?
279 Cf. Aspects of weight exchange in gait analysis, in (Whittle 2007; Cunningham et al. 2010).
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the foot flattens), known as the opposite toe off (because the opposite foot s toe just leaves the ground), is
associated with minimal exchange of weight. The next significant exchange of weight and ground force
occurs at the phase known as opposite initial contact, where the rear foot s toe pushes off, just as the next foot
makes its initial contact. Does the fact that healthy weight exchange happens rather seamlessly, 280 suggest
that its subjective rhythmization (as snapped or flammed heel-toe) is rather open-ended?
If accent or downbeat sensation is a function of weight exchange, the heel may be a stronger
candidate than the toe strike. If accent or downbeat sensation is a function of audible sound, then multiple
other factors must be considered, including the surface terrain and footwear, which could result in a wide
range of thuds, ticks, slaps, and other sounds at the heel, midfoot or toe phases of the plantigrade gait. Since
Changizi argues that loudness is a function of proximity, detecting the gait of a more distant human could
presumably be based on the loud portions of the gait. Even here, though, could the heel transient thud
project farther (than a toe slap) as a sound or as a vibration? Admittedly, this too, depends on a number of
factors (i.e. related to the environment and the walker). Even if not heard, could the visual of another
human s heel-transient invoke a mirror neuron like response of an accent or downbeat type impact? 281
The perception of a footstep accent or downbeat may also depend on my (relatively unconscious)
averaging of the timing of previous footstep beats, or on whether my (right or left) footedness causes
asymmetries in my gait (even if only in subjectively rhythmatized accents or groupings). It is also possible to
feel the heel and toe strikes as the beginning and end of one extended downbeat—that is, the complete heeltoe strike comprises a single accent event with a flexible temporal span. 282
Jerry Granelli often teaches students about pulse using a multidimensional metaphor: a simple
awareness experiences pulse as a rigidly recurring metronomic dot in time; a more complex awareness
experiences the recurring pulse along a continuous, unbroken line; and the deeper awareness experiences the
recurring pulse along a spaciously flowing groove with a pocket. Paul Klee shares a comparable perspective,
implying a homology of space-time:
Movement is the source of all change . . . much fuss is made about the difference between temporal
and spatial art. Yet looking into the matter more closely, we find that all this is but a scholastic
delusion. For space, too, is a temporal concept.

The inability to unconsciously entrain to and maintain a steady gait is a serious disturbance. Sonification of steady gait, especially as
music, has led to the development of effective approaches to managing gait disturbances caused by Parkinson s (Sacks 2008, 276; Thaut
and Abiru 2010; Rodger, Young, and Craig 2014). I did not find research which studies specific gait and foot strike patterns associated
with rhythmic entrainment. I suppose this could be investigated, for example, with an iPhone app designed to compare a walker s gait
with the rhythmic features of a given audio track.
281 Elsewhere in his book, Changizi for example, cites research (Shams, Kamitani, and Shimojo 2002) which demonstrates how test
subjects who are shown a single visual flash accompanied by two audible pulses, report that they saw two visual flashes. Changizi also
later discusses the variable intensity or inaudibility of certain footsteps (without discussing whether they may produce short-long
patterns).
Regarding the volume-amplitude of gait features, Changizi writes: the first thing we hear when someone is approaching from afar tends
to be their footsteps. The other gait-related sounds from clanging limbs are difficult to hear when far away, but they get progressively
more audible as the mover nears us. That is, as the mover gets closer to us and the loudness of his gait sounds thereby rises, the number
of audible gait sounds per footstep tends to increase (Changizi 2011).
282 After theorizing this, of the nine students I surveyed in March 2016 about where in their feet they feel the downbeat, the one student
who suggested sometimes feeling the heel-to-toe as a single wide beat, was the sole drummer in that group. This fuzzy span seems
consistent with Christopher Stover s theory of flexible rhythmic spaces for diasporic African music (Stover 2009).
280
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When a dot begins to move and becomes a line, this requires time. Likewise, when a
moving line produces a plane, and when moving planes produces spaces [sic] (Klee 1920). 283
The point is that seemingly abstract conceptions of spatiotemporality are actually tangible, even in the most
mundane walking motion. There is always a relationship between how an individual moves and how that
individual hears and structures pulse, rhythm, and music. If a sound is perceived to be sacred, is the
movement that caused the sound sacred, too? Or does sacredness lie in the intersubjective experience of
action and perception? Miles Davis emphasizes the sacred quality he experiences in the music making of
Thelonious Monk (nicknamed the high priest of bop ):
Monk was also a funny cat, man, because he used to play the beats with his legs and feet moving. I
used to love to watch him play piano, because if you watched his feet, you could know whether or not
he was up into the music. If his feet moved all the time, then he was in it; if they didn't, then he
wasn't. It was like watching and listening to sanctified church music: the beats, you know, the
rhythms (Davis and Troupe 1989, 79). 284
A gait pattern may be analyzed as the product of numerous interacting factors: physiological (e.g.
anthropometric, musculoskeletal, neurocognitive), psychological (e.g. personality, emotions), and extrinsic
factors (e.g. terrain, footwear, cargo load) are all evident, even if only intuitively, as was demonstrated with
the interpretation of mood or emotion from sonified gait simulation. To this list of factors, Honoré de Balzac
would add profession and social class (Collado-Vázquez and Carrillo 2015), while recent clinical studies
reveal the impact of cultural and racial factors (Chen, O Connor, and Radin 2003; Sims et al. 2009). 285
Changizi cautions that his theory (of the preponderance of long-short patterns in classical themes
and its correlation to the natural subdivisions of human walking) needs to be tested across music of other
cultures (Changizi 2011). He argues that the themes used in his data analysis are appropriate because they
are comprised of only the essential tune (melody), without chords, harmony, or flourishes. Is this distilled
data sufficient for all the classical themes he analyzes (or even the Finnish folk songs)?
What if significant motional information is not contained in the distilled melodic theme, but only in
the aggregate of counter-rhythms offered by other simultaneous melodies or percussive voices ? Consider
the multitracked interlocking clavinet groove which snaps on beat two of Stevie Wonder s Superstition. 286 It

283 Klee echoes the poetic conclusion found in Edgar Allen Poe s
Eureka: space and duration are one (Poe 1997, 113), a work
predating Einstein s relativity theory and also Minkowski s expression of relativity as a geometric homology. A homology is implied in
Edwin Abbot s
novel of a seemingly two-dimensional Flatland , a satirical allegory of Victorian-era social and philosophical
paradigms (Abbott 2006). Cf. Spatiotemporal homology, in sections 4.9 Ecological Snap, Doppler and Simultaneity: Auditory Streams and
6.7 Blue Note Continuums.
284 Davis also discusses the influence of tap dancers in: (Davis and Troupe 1989, 68, 132–33). Of particular relevance here, when
explaining the development of a style of improvisation he and Sonny Rollins termed peckin due to its short burts of notes , Davis
recounted to one journalist: That was one of Charlie Parker's styles, because his father was a tap dancer. Ba-ba-bip da-dah-d'n-da deeda-dee-deh – like tap dancers dance! That rhythm, you hadn't heard no shit like that! Hey, you got it on that tape! Give it to me so I can
put something to that rhythm! And Bird played like that. Nobody wrote like that before. The first time they saw the music to Moose the
Mooche – before that Stravinsky and Alban Berg was the hardest thing (Cook 2012). Cf. (Davis and Troupe 1989, 79). An examination
of the influence of dancers on the music of Louis Armstrong, is given in (Harker 2011).
285 One study comparing gait characteristics between Koreans and Westerners, indicates: Despite these gait differences, normal western
gait parameter ranges are frequently used in clinical and biomechanical application in Korea due to the lack of a standardized gait
database. This application can lead to both the misdiagnosis of clinical problems and the misinterpretation of biomechanical data (Ryu
et al. 2006).
286 Cf. Stevie Wonder s Superstition, in section 3.9 James Brown to Ewe: Afro-American and African Short-Long Ethos, or the snapping
groove in Herbie Hancock s Cantoloupe Island, in section 5.2 Ecological Twang.
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is precisely the interdependence of simultaneous rhythmic layers that is such a significant trait among many
musical practices of the African diaspora (Wilson 1974, 7; Iyer 2002; Brownell 2003, 61; Arom 1991), and out
of which emerge both short-long and long-short patterns. 287 There is a history of European reductionist
approaches used to understanding universals in music and motion. In a study of bimanual motion in West
African drumming, the researchers McGill and Pressing reject those flam and timing features of the Ghanaian
musician s approach which do not fit their culturally entrenched methodology. 288 Magill and Pressing
explain:
This [data collection] involved following the tapping sequences and listening for the presence of
flamming or any other irregularities in the trial, including obvious acceleration or deceleration trends
that may have adversely influenced the outcome.
In the initial practice trials, Mr. Owusu would often implement various flams in the course of
a trial without conscious awareness. This apparently common stylistic device at first played havoc
with the selection criteria, and as a result, it was necessary to remind him repeatedly at the beginning
of each trial to avoid flamming. During spontaneous trials, Mr. Owusu also showed a marked
tendency toward acceleration over the course of a trial. This is not surprising as it is a common
stylistic trait used in Asante drumming music; however, because it risks creating uninterpretable
nonstationarity for long runs, he was also regularly reminded to maintain a steady tempo (Magill and
Pressing 1997, 204). 289
This quotation also indicates some concomitance of flam and acceleration or deceleration, which may parallel
my own observations of a concomitance of snaps and temporal deviations (including accelerations and
decelerations). Perhaps the very notion of determining a typical walker s experience as either long-short or
short-long (by determining the position of the strong-weak accent) is a culturally loaded imposition. An
imposition of Western European values (e.g. metric downbeat-upbeat) upon such approaches as the African
one, for example, using interlocking clave or timeline patterns, and that may be more concerned with the
perception of multistability among interrelating elements than with establishing metric hierarchies.
Multistability is not a one-or-the-other scenario, but an either-and-both: short-long and long-short are two
dimensions of the same coin. 290
Attitudes toward the body vary across cultures, and how we move and walk reflects these learned
values. Consider this anecdote from Edward T. Hall on the different walks of whites and blacks:
Pattern differences can be anxiety-provoking to people of this sort brought up to repress awareness
of the body. The power of the rhythmic message within the group is as strong as anything I know. It
is one of the basic components in the process of identification, a hidden force that, like gravity, holds
groups together. I saw this at work in one of my students—a gifted young white man who had
Cf. Snaps emerging from polyrhythmic interaction, in section 2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping.
Changizi presents his reductionist ideals when he explains that building an encyclopedic data set sounds grand, but it isn t the route
to a compelling scientific explanation. He continues:
We want generalizations about what visual nature looked and sounded like for our ancestors, not merely an itemized list of all the
furniture in the savanna. We need to grasp the fundamental grammar of nature. We need to pick apart nature, carve it at its joints, and
elegantly summarize its structure. With such a grammar in hand, we will be able to make powerful predictions about what a naturemimicker should be like . . . and thus, what language and music should be like (Changizi 2011).
While Changizi s research reveals his insightful logic, could his elegant carving skills occasionally distract from important information
that is discarded? While his insights are penetrating, his possible rejection of other (good) options, sometimes leads me to wonder
whether these reductions may compromise the breadth of their applicability (e.g. in the case of the alleged ubiquity of the long-short).
289 Cf. Iyer s critique in (Iyer 1998, 97).
290 Cf. Relative ethos of retrograde rhythms, in section 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things. Cf. Experiencing wholes
of polyrhythms (and not simply composite reductions), in section 6.7 Blue Note Continuums.
287
288
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married a black woman. He lived with her family and he had great trouble mastering even the
simplest of the black walks. In fact, he never did. His wife s younger, preteen sister spent hours
trying to teach him how to walk like a human being. It made her anxious and uncomfortable to watch
him walk around the house like a board with hinged legs. Part of his problem was getting the right
rhythm (Hall 1984, 168).
As Hall notes, there is a plurality of black walks and rhythms, among which one could expect to find swinging
long-short patterns. Here, however, I wish to emphasize the plurality and significance of those features of
stylized walks that include important snapping or accented short-long patterns.
4.3 Snapback
Keywords: oppositional motion; strut; clapping; upbeat-downbeat; Krump; ballet; Baroque dance; oom-pah;
ring-shout; Bebop; Louis Armstrong, Struttin with Some Barbecue; Janelle Monáe, Tightrope; Isaac Hayes,
Shaft; Beyoncé, Formation, 7/11; Kendrick Lamar, Alright; Lully, Rameau, Gigue a deux [sic]
One type of kinesthetically accented short-long pattern seems apparent in the 1953 music video of
Louis Armstrong and his All Stars performing his hit Struttin with Some Barbecue. 291 A strut may display
long-short swing patterns, and it may also feature accented short-long snaps. Seven or so measures into his
solo (at 1:33 of the film), with the trumpet still up to his lips, Armstrong begins struttin . In a series of
moderately high-stepping strut steps, he bends up each knee with each leg lift, just after the double bass
downbeats, forming a short-long snap (between downbeat and leg lifting knee bend). The modestly highstepping (and rhythmically snapping) knees of Armstrong s strut evoke a cakewalk-like step, typical of New
Orleans second line marches. 292 Such snapping high-steps may be witnessed in video recordings of struts
performed by marshals (sometimes in rhythmic synchrony with a trumpet snap) in the New Orleans funeral
march honouring saxophonist Ernest Doc Watson, 293 and they are seen in various choreography sequences
of Beyoncé s Formation video. In Lamar s BET performace of Alright, the echoing-delay of the diphthongal
snap BE-al, is synchronized with high-stepping stomps. The upbeat bounce, also referred to as boppin, is
not always sonified, but it conveys the underlying spirit of the strut —a buoyant resilient style— and is an
291 The timing refers to the version of the film posted at (skitdat 2006). Composed by Armstrong s wife Lil Hardin, and originally
recorded in 1927 by Louis Armstrong and his Hot Sevens. Cf. Informal walking survey using Struttin With Some Barbecue, described in
footnote in section 4.2 Walkin . Although the musicians may be miming or lip-synching their musical performance in this film, the
synchronization remains quite close throughout; and either way, they are dancing with their own music-making.
292 . . . cakewalk couples always finished with an exaggerated high-stepping strut (Malone 1996, 72). You used a lot of strut in the
Cakewalk—lots of fellows walked like that just for notoriety—and they could really show off (Malone 1996, 65). Sydney Bechet
describes the New Orleans second line strut: The Marshal, he d be a man that really could strut. It was really a question of that: the best
strutter in the club, he d be the Grand Marshal (Bechet and Blesh 2002). The extended quotation is given in footnote in section 4.4
Resilient Walks. Compare this with Thurmond s argument that Occasionally, one finds motives that start on the thesis [as opposed to
arsis or anacrusis], especially in marches. This is no doubt due to the necessity for accentuation of the first beat of the measure to keep
the feet of the marchers together (Thurmond 1982, 51).
Armstrong s stride is short and so his foot actually stomps fairly flat-footed (almost, it seems, without any heel-toe gap); with each
exchange of footstep Armstrong rapidly bends the releasing leg upward (more than necessary in terms of economy of motion, and
creating the high step). Cf. Greek arsis-thesis, and the gradual change in the principal characteristics of the strong element of Latin and
Greek speech from one of length to that of accent (Thurmond 1982, 29). Thurmond adds that This gradual change in the structure of
the poetic foot slowly increased the accented rhythm in the music written to accompany it, resulting in a dynamic ictus or stress
occurring on the thesis or strong element on the foot (Thurmond 1982, 30).
293 Prominent snapping counter-rhythms are heard throughout such funeral marches held for Allen Touissant or Big Daddy Armand
Louis Charbonnet. In the march for Charbonnet we hear the saxophonist alternating a snapping second line rhythm with ecstatic
flourishes (cf. Changizi or McGill and Pressing omitting flourishes), approaching the temporal deviations which Matthew Butterfield
describes as Olly Wilson s soul-focal point or Irving Goffman s term flooding out (Butterfield 2002, 376).
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example of how and why music and dance are virtually inseparable in many African and African diasporatic
practices, as a unified syn/aesthetic experience. 294
Nearly sixty years after Armstrong s struttin music video, Janelle Monáe released the 2010 music
video for her ArchAndroid single, Tightrope, in which Monáe depicts a character among her entourage who
together face the ups and downs of life with resilient self-confidence, in the confines of an asylum (where, in a
gesture of connection with past African-American artists, the likes of Charlie Parker and Jimi Hendrix each
spent time) (G. Cline 2010). At the beginning of the second verse (at 1:13), she leads four of her crew in a
choreography featuring a series of (four to six) knee bends, each bend jerking upward on the downbeat and
quickly resetting downward in a sharp snap motion for the next knee bend snap. 295
The active motor upstroke may or may not be sounded; whether Armstrong s or Monáe s thighs are
raised up and down, or whether axatse players strike the gourd downward against the thigh and then upward
where, on certain beats, the gourd is struck against the hand. 296 Another example of sometimes audible
upstroke motion is heard in Charles Skip Pitts rhythm guitar work throughout Isaac Hayes 1971 theme
song for Shaft where Pitts wah wah filtered upstrokes occasionally snap on beat four of the groove (e.g. at
0:21, or 0:47-0:52). 297 The combination of audible and inaudible upstrokes results in a duality of
positive/negative aspects to each rhythmic motion, adding further layers of complexity and ambiguity to a
294 Note the subtitle of Jacqui Malone s book: The Visible Rhythms of African-American Dance (Malone 1996). Cf. Ideasthesia and
synesthesia. Bert Haminga s research on Afrian culture describes such a unity of the senses and also relates them to the emphasis on oral
culture (and which he indicates elsewhere, results in impressive memory):
In attempting to understand what whites could best call non-verbal communication, we at the same time find another reason why
letters written on paper have no power almost anywhere in Africa: feeling, smelling and hearing fall under one general category of
sensing, for which almost invariably the same word is used as for hearing proper (like ndoka in Lomongo, okuwulira in Lusoga and
Luganda). This general African category of non-visual sensing we shall denote as Hearing (capital H). The other category is pretty much
what whites call seeing. The power mainly comes to you by Hearing. And you transmit power mainly by making it Heard. The visual,
though important, is secondary. So, for instance, the visual representations of words have no power for a muntu [pl. Bantu, person] who
just receives a paper on which the words are represented by symbolic drawing. But if a word is spoken it penetrates the ear, a sexual
organ, as we have seen. . . . The Hearer gains power by being fertilized (Hamminga 2005, 101).
Mark Smith s historical acoustemology research has led him to form reconstructions of black slaves multi-sensory world, and suggest a
continuity of what Hamminga describes as African ways of interfacing with the environment (M. M. Smith 2006). Changizi considers the
interrelationship of auditory and visual perception of human footstep motion:
. . . footstep loudness can vary considerably as a mover moves. In addition to soft terrain, another potential source of a silent step is the
modulation of a mover s step, perhaps purposely stepping lightly in order to not sprain an ankle on a crooked spot of ground, or perhaps
adapting to the demands of a particular behavioral movement. Given the importance of human footstep sounds, we should expect that
our auditory systems were selected to possess mechanisms capable of recognizing human gait sounds even when some footsteps are
missing, and to fill in where the missing footsteps are, so that the footsteps are perceptually felt even if they are not heard. If our
auditory system can handle missed footsteps, then we should expect music—if it is about human movement—to tap into this ability
with some frequency. Music should be able to tell stories of human movement in which some footsteps are inaudible, and be confident
that the brain can handle it. Does music ever skip a beat? (Changizi 2011)
295 Following these snaps, they return to the choreography s distinctly sliding and serpentine cf. twanging dance step, named the
tightrope.
296 The axatse is an African (possibly of Ewe origin) percussion instrument made of a gourd covered in a beaded net. As the gourd is
struck against the thigh or hand, the beads slap the resonating gourd. A closely related instrument, the shekere, may be heard in the
recordings of Fela Kuti, discussed in section Appendix C-1.
297 Shaft was directed by Gordon Parks Sr., whose son directed Superfly one year later, and which features Curtis Mayfield s soundtrack,
mentioned in section Appendix D, including Mayfield s own snapping wah wah guitar on the Superfly theme song.
One may observe as well how during Shaft s opening credits the wah wah underscores the protagonist s strut and seems to synchronize
with his heel strikes at least as often as with his toe-strikes. Is the impact of this coordinated gait-pulse arbitrary? Is it a visual
extrapolation of downbeat?
In section . Walkin I mention a study described by Changizi, where happy, angry, and sad walkers have different gait sounds. One of
the factors producing these different sounds are the angles of the shoulders and knees. Happy walkers are associated with a long heel to
toe gap because they lean back more (Changizi 2011). I imagine that this confident lean back also generates downbeat sensation on the
heel-strike. Not all swaggers necessarily lean back —some may have more forward leaning urgency— it is just one of many ways. I
suspect that another form of confident walking may involve simply taking larger strides, and which I imagine could result in longer heeltoe gaps.
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polyrhythmic texture. 298 Ornette Coleman allegedly even conceived playing the saxophone not as closing the
saxophone s keys, but as opening them to allow the sound out (Bloom 2015). As with Monáe s knee bends, I
observe other oppositional recoveries which sometimes produce a short-long snap, or snapback, pattern. 299
This can be witnessed in krumping, a thrusting and popping dance idiom (whose backronym Kingdom
Radically Uplifting Mighty Praise is consistent with the snap s most resilient and transcendent qualities)
developed in South Central, Los Angeles, as a means of unifying communities in the face of oppression and
away from violence (LaChapelle 2005). Common comparisons include the cathartic release the devout find
at church, (Del Barco 2005) ecstatic exorcisms, and Santeria and voodoo religious ritual dance in Cuba and
Haiti (W. Booth 2005). Essential motions (e.g. jabs and chest pops) characteristically snap back or rebound
in a rapid (approximate or simulated) recovery of the initial position, creating intense snaps that build
toward an ecstatic —and often temporally deviating (metrically ambiguous)— release known as a kill-off.

300

Could it be that the practice of clapping on (or otherwise articulating) off-beats originates in the
action of opening the hands (perhaps inaudibly) on the downbeat, rather than simply bringing them together
on the off-beat? 301 Such motion is seen in recently discovered footage of Louis Armstrong in a recording

The upstroke motor action in African music is examined in (John Collins 2004) who cites precedent research on this topic by:
Hornbostel, Merriam, Lomax, Kauffman, Nketia, and Friedson. Brownell summarizes such research, citing Ekwueme s rejection of
Hornbostel s and Blacking s theory of negative beats
:
while simultaneously acknowledging the importance of movement
(Brownell 2001, 40). I observe upstroke motions in the hi-hat playing of different drummers. Max Roach s down-up motion against the
closed hi-hat in his composition Mr. Hi-Hat, has been imitated by many drummers (e.g. Steve Smith, Dylan Elise). At one time, Roach
enrolled in percussion studies at the Manhattan School of Music but switched to composition when on my first lesson, I realized that the
technique I was using was wrong in terms of classical technique. I became aware of the fact that the European technical approach was
incompatible to the jazz technique (M. Roach 1978). On the recording of one track of Present in Nature, a project described in Appendix
E, Jerry Granelli inserts his sticks in between the upper and lower hi-hat cymbals and moves them up and down producing a tremolo,
which to me recalls the oppositional motion and sound of the Gnawan castanet-like instrument, known as qraqeb. (Cf. Iberian influence
of castanets in the subdivided snap figures found in Scarlatti s music, in section Appendix C-2.) Drummers sometimes move their sticks
in between other parts of the kit to maximize sound production, such as between the floor tom and the bottom of the ride cymbal,
between the rims of two adjacent drums or other hardware. The hi-hat, in fact, produces a slapping sound comparable to that of the
axatse. The rocking toe-heel motion is also used to create quick doubles on drum kit pedals hi hat or kick drum , or efficient organ
pedaling motions.
The latter is also an example from a range of practices of European origin that utilize such motions. Other examples include Highland
drumming four-part stick-clicking techniques, where one stick is struck against the head and butt of the other stick. Highland drumming
traditions, therefore, also seem to incorporate a mix of audible upstrokes with silent ones in the form of visual stick tricks. There are
videos of drummers (e.g. again, Steve Smith and Dylan Elise) applying this technique to the hi-hat, where the left hand stick ricochets in
between the cymbal and the right hand stick. Some approaches of European origin have developed ways of upstroking that economize
muscle motion and increase endurance, such as Moeller s technique. (Economizing muscle motion minimizes spreading, but causes other
fluctuations, such as in timbre. Jojo Mayer discusses using Moeller s technique, and also Buddy Rich s finger-upstroke techniques.
Another example of consolidating the preparation and recovery motion is the Stevens four-mallet strokes, particularly the one-handed
roll which rocks the hand side to side. (Its inventor, Leigh Howard Stevens was, like Jerry Granelli, a student of Joe Morello (Weiss Vogel,
n.d.)). Yet another form of this is seen in steelpan strokes where the concave shape of the playing surface allows the pannist to rotate the
wrist back and forth in order to alternate striking two different note surfaces with the mallet. Guitar upstrokes (mentioned in text in
relation to Pitts playing , may use the whole hand or be limited to picking motions, and are common European strumming as well as
bowing techniques, not at all limited to African-American practices.
299 Cf. Snapback connotation, in section . What s in a Name? An Embodied Idea.
300 Cf. Rebounding quality in twangs in Beyoncé s Formation in section . Beyoncé s Formation: Snap and Twang, Arnez J s comedy
routine in section 4.7 Lampooned or Lampooning?, and in ecological perception in section 4.9 Ecological Snap, Doppler and Simultaneity:
Auditory Streams.
301 After theorizing this, and proposing my arguments here, I found a citation that Jay Rahn had suggested this notion to John Brownell
(Brownell 2001, 40). Richard Waterman distinguishes off-beat phrasing of melodic accents as a common sub-Saharan African
characteristic, a geographic span which Alan Merriam later limits to West Africa (Merriam 1959; Wilson 1974, 4). A similar unity of
sensory aesthetics is observed in Ancient Greek terms arsis and thesis, signifying the raising and lowering of the foot, which also
described aspects of the poetic foot or verse (Mathiesen 1985, 166). Choir leaders would beat out the time of the poetic foot with a
thickened wooden sandal, kroúpalon, in which two boards with castanets between were linked at the heel and clapped together with a
sharp cracking sound, creating further resonance between the conception of the noisy downbeat thesis and the noiseless upbeat arsis
(Sachs 1943, 263). Cf. Kroupezion in (Arom 1991, 198). Cf. Castanet in discussion of dance musics (e.g. sarrabande and chaconne), in
298
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studio —the only known such footage— where Armstrong performs his 1959 recording of I Ain t Got Nobody
(And Nobody Cares For Me). As he begins to sing (just before 1:30 of the original recording synchronized with
the new footage 302), he takes the trouble to reposition his trumpet so that he may dance, moving his arms
and hands in and out in a silent clapping motion (silent to avoid being heard on the recording). As he initiates
the first of these outward motions however, he catches himself as his hands are moving outward on the offbeat, which he immediately resynchronizes partway through the motion. On the beat immediately following
this kinesthetic resynchronization, Armstrong snaps the titular lyric Ain t got no-BOD-y, and follows it
spontaneously with a snapping interjection BA-by (starting on the middle triplet of the second beat—
articulating the ternary subdivision which was just articulated by the preceding clarinet accompaniment).
Does the underlying snapback of the silent oppositional clapping trigger any of these snaps? For the next
seven pulses, Armstrong proceeds with a visible outward impulse on the downbeats, which then gently sway
back inward on the offbeat. In another take from the same rare footage, Armstrong s vocal snaps intensify the
preacher-like motional and lyrical gestures that accompany his temporal deviations. 303
Bert Hamminga distinguishes the oppositional element in the clapping technique of African and
Western cultures, and sees the former practice as an extension of African dance:
In the basic [African] clap, the hands meet as perfect mirror images, not skewed in the western way
. . . Westerners clap at the end of a performance. The public is charged by the performance and
through clapping, they discharge themselves: Bfff, bfff, bfff . . . The skewed clap is power-consuming.
Applause dies out, after a duration determined by the energy the public needs to get rid of. This is
unknown in traditional Africa, for the simple reason that African clapping (with the symmetrical
clap) is self charging: Pa!, pa!, pa!… . Needless to say, the hand is a voice that speaks just like mouth
and vocal cords. As a voice, the clap fertilizes the ear. And the ear feeds again the clapping hands
with power. African clapping starts a resonating, standing oscillation . . . and is not, like it is in the
West, the changeover to a relaxed, after-concert dinner . . . The movements of the body in the dance
are ultimately defined on the basic clap (Hamminga 2005, 100). 304
Beyoncé s 2014 music video, 7/11, begins with just such symmetrical claps, rebounding outward in sharply
snapping rhythm, synchronized to the snapping lyric SMACK-it, SMACK-it IN-a air.
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South African

musicologist, Elkin Sithole corroborates the snap rhythm in clapping patterns found in black —particularly
gospel— music (Lems-Dworkin 1991, 13), and Charles Mingus uses an onomatopoeia comparable to
Hamminga s bfff to distinguish how the flexible, quasi-synchronous (cf. snapping) clapping of the ecstatic
Bach and Scarlatti, in section Appendix C-2. The arsis and thesis connotation of unstressed and stressed sounds was inverted in Latin
oratorical practice, however (Mathiesen 1985, 167).
302 This film and timing refers to the video posted at: (3milstylus 2016).
303 At :
, Armstrong again snaps BA-by, this time starting on the third triplet of the downbeat of the bar, at : he snaps KIN-da
starting on the second triplet of the third beat of the bar. At 2:28, he delivers the titular lyric with much smearing, diverging from the
steadier rhythm section pulse. Armstrong is heard snapping on his trumpet at 0:05, 0:26, (with an embellished snap at 0:18, where the
downbeat is subdivided into two notes, and forms a neighbouring motion on ^3-2-3^). In what seems to be footage of another take of the
same song at (Louis Armstrong House Museum 2016), he spontaneously adds snapping lyric interjections on Won t some of you hot
mammas run here and SORT-a just be mine? In this take, we see Armstrong invoking even more intense preacher motions, as with his
raised right hand and arm, head crooked upwards (toward the heavens) and intense closed eyes (or starring beyond), squeezing and
diverging temporally from the basic accompanying pulse as he calls out, Won t somebody, take a chance with me?! followed by a
spontaneous interjected scatted line.
304 Elsewhere he writes: Clapping makes you at the same time both feel your own clap in your arm muscles and hands, and hear it with
your ear. Those two types of Hearing reinforce each other in the course of events that will follow. For this reinforcement the symmetric
clap is far more effective than the western skewed clap (Hamminga 2005, 105).
305 Here, Beyoncé s outward motion marks the offbeats of every tactus pulse i.e. quarter note . What might a fuller comparison of Louis
Armstrong s and Beyoncé Knowles performative practices reveal?
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Holiness church falls freely on the upbeat: 306
If you go to a white church, they clap their hands like this, right together. You go to a black church,
prrrrwopp! Cause black people would never get together, they prove it in church. They re on the
upbeat every time, but it s freer. Their hands are so free they fall sloppily on the upbeat . . . The white
people like it stiff, the black people like it loose. Different strokes for every folks! (quoted in
(Priestley 1984, 4)).
Robert Hughes describes the snaps inherent in the clapping rag dances, and connects these to the heel-toe
strikes: 307
The division of the beats into two short notes is perhaps traceable to the hand-clapping; every
American is familiar with the way the [African-American] pats his hands with two quick slaps
alternating with the time-beating of the feet . . . The so-called snap may be traced to the quick slap of
the heel and toe of the foot in sharp succession (quoted in (Lems-Dworkin 1991, 13)).
Indeed, among Willis James notations of six different rhythmic patterns witnessed among African-American
folk congregations, 308 we find one wherein the heel hits the measure strong-beats followed —a snapping
sixteenth value later— by a hand-clap and then a toe strike (W. James 1995, 9).
Do Janelle Monáe s and Louis Armstrong s snapping struts and oppositional motions have a corollary
in African or other African-American styles of dance? For example, where a dancer jumps off the ground on
an accented beat, and lands a moment after, sometimes resulting in a snapping short-long pattern (between
the accented lift-off and the landing a moment later). 309 In the opening of a video of a Ghanaian dance-song,
we see four women performing a synchronized skip-like dance: the balls of their feet lift off from the ground
on an accented beat, and they clap their hands right before their feet land back on the ground. After this
snapping relationship (between lift off and hand clap), their arms swing back, in preparation for the next
skipping leap.
The recurring hook to Monáe s Tightrope (just before the second verse s downbeat upward snaps,
described at the beginning of this section), features the repeating lyric . . . baby whether I m high or low and
. . . whether you re high or low. As each lyric high occurs on a measure downbeat, Monáe performs a relevé,
in fourth crossed or loose fifth position, before plié-ing on the lyric low . 310 Comparably, in a demonstration
of the Jerk (a popular West Coast dance style related to the Heel-Toe), dancer Tweetboogie stresses what
happens on the downbeats: You got to hop up! [pointing upward] You got to think up! You can t think down!
So you can t go [she demonstrates the incorrect version by landing on the downbeats] You got to think up!
(HowcastArtsRec 2011). Thinking up produces a vital buoyancy comparable to that observed in those
upward snaps in Armstrong s and Monáe s high stepping struts. If, when walking to a pulse, I time the
downbeats to synchronize with my rear foot push offs, then my walk suddenly acquires a curiously dramatic
bounce. Each of the silent downbeat push-offs is followed by the opposite foot s heel transients, producing a
short-long pattern ( short between the push-off and heel transient, long before the next push-off). The
Cf. Flexible rhythmic spaces, in (Stover 2009).
Cf. Described in section . Walkin .
308 Referenced in section . Walkin .
309 In gait analysis terminology, such a jump might be further specified as a heel-off or toe-off, accordingly (Whittle 2007).
310 Cf. Monáe s relevé and plié, in section 4.8 Limping, Floating, Flying Snaps.
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quality of such a think up bounce walk is of an entirely different character than if I think down and
synchronize my heel-transients with the downbeats and, yet, the two styles are not mutually exclusive either:
there is potential for endless variations. 311 In the video recording of Miles Davis 1987 performance of Tutu,
312

I see electric bassist Darryl Jones moving his shoulders and torso upward just at the end of each downbeat

note he plays, creating a snap rhythm between his sonified bass downbeat and the peak of his visible upward
motion. 313
Do Monáe s (upward) relevés on the measure downbeats suggest an African-American variation on
French ballet technique? 314 In fact, we may find a comparable concept in European —and specifically
French— Baroque dance; perhaps itself an expression of affective contrasts. 315 Raoul Feuillet s choreography
(published in 1700) for Jean-Baptiste Lully s 1685 Gigue a deux [sic], from the rustic-pastoral opera Roland, is
transcribed just beneath the music notation (M. Little and Jenne 2001, 147; Monelle 2006, 214). In a survey
of seven available online videos of historically–informed performances of this choreography (i.e. with
311 Cf. Discussion of a Lauryn Hill s performance incorporating the Etighi dance originating in Calabar, Nigeria which seems to have
similar upward downbeat motions, in context of Fela Kuti s Zombie, in section Appendix C-1.
Indeed, half a year after writing this I found myself unconsciously embodying one version of this think up quality: Yesterday (Tuesday
October 4th,
I was teaching an ensemble in which one student had brought an original melody inspired by Albert Ayler s
recording, Ghosts (on the album Spiritual Unity where we find prominent gospel-spirited snaps, such as on the downbeat of the melody s
seventh measure on ^2-1^, occurring at 0:21, and 4:31 of Ghosts: first variation, and which adds closure to the ensuing cadence).
Reflecting now on the class I led, I suddenly realize the connection to the think up quality. I wanted the whole ensemble to learn the
melody by singing it, and to really experience it with their entire body. I asked them to get up and move and dance around freely while
singing. We gradually learned each phrase of the piece in this embodied manner, also becoming aware of the natural desynchronizations
that could occur as students spread throughout the room and their phrases became a means of call-response across the space. One
highlight of this process was discovering an intuitive desire to leap into the air for two high-note accents on ^9^ (or ^5^ of ^5^) in the
third and fourth measures of the first phrase. The student had written an accent on these high-notes, and I jokingly intuited to the
students— see, it says right here [on the accent] to jump!
312 Cf. Tutu, discussed in sections 2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping and 3.2 Temporally Floating Speech.
313 This film is posted at (Sahakian 2011). Miles Davis ends his autobiography quoting a Prince lyric Get up on the one to evoke his own
creative and resilient spirit. (The full quote is given below.) Since the Prince lyric is taken from an unreleased song (It s a Wonderful
Day) it is not known to me how Prince had set this lyric rhythmically. James Brown s lyric Get up! Get on up! from Get Up (I Feel Like
Being a) Sex Machine, is set as an anticipatory gesture: the last two sixteenth notes on the fourth beat of a bar of 4/4. This does not run
counter to the argument that there is also an upward motion on the downbeat, however. Brown ties over the last sixteenth into the
downbeat of the new measure but only for one sixteenth note, then, on the second sixteenth Brown sings a vocalized breath (a feature
common to gospel music), which creates a snapping rhythm to the downbeat which is articulated by the entire rhythm section: Get up[downbeat]-ah! Snaps created across multiple limbs or bodies are discussed in section 2.2 A-symmetric BE-bop. Barry Harris,
dedicating a full class to the dancing quality yielded by focusing on upbeats, explains: Now, you see what happened on the and of the
four? We had some echoes [inaccuracies] . . . There should be a class where people really learn about ands [ offbeats ]. Cause that s
what them salsa people have . . . See, them salsa people . . . they be messin with them ands and people be up dancin and havin a ball
(Harris 1989). Cf. Harris echoes and Charles Mingus sloppy upbeats in text above. Compare these different examples also to Mark
Changizi s assessment: MCs never yell, Three steps to the beat! or Step in between the beat! or Step on the sixteenth note just after the
beat, and then again on the subsequent thirty-second note! Instead, MCs shout out what every toddler implicitly knows: Dance to the
beat! (Changizi 2011). It seems to me, that in fact, all the microrhythmic variations of how to land or take off from the beat are common
practice.
The Miles Davis quote mentioned above is as follows:
I feel strong creatively now and I feel I'm getting stronger. I exercise every day, eat proper food most of the time . . . I feel good, because I
have never felt this creative. I feel the best is yet to come. Like Prince says when he's talking about hitting the beat and getting to the
music and the rhythm, I'm going to keep getting up on the one, brother, I'm just going to try to keep my music getting up on the one,
getting up on the one every day I play. Getting up on the one. Later (Davis and Troupe 1989, 412).
…This is resilient buoyancy.
314 Cf. Monáe s signifyin g on ballet tradition, and balletic notion of floating and flying, in section 4.8 Limping, Floating, Flying Snaps.
315 In his study of note groupings, James Thurmond draws on Mathis Lussy s work on anacrustic motion, arguing the ascendency of the
arsis in the arsis-thesis relationship: the arsis or weak note (upbeat) of the motive or measure (in an iambic meter) is more expressive
musically than the thesis (downbeat), and that by stressing the arsis ever so slightly, the performance of music can be made more
satisfying and musical . . . the arsis, or in a larger sense, the anacrusis, is the most important part of the motive, rythme, phrase, or
measure; for it is the portion that progresses from one harmonic structure to another passing notes , and usually contains the only
notes that are different from the harmony. Moreover, the metric pulse normally gives a certain amount of stress to the thesis . . .
(Thurmond 1982, 29, 40). Cf. (Gevaert 1881, 2:22; Lussy 1903; Thurmond 1982, 39, 43, 52), and Thurmond in footnote in section 3.11
Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things.
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costumes and often with live music on period instruments and other staging elements), I found the following
upbeat-downbeat discrepancy: in four productions the dancers did indeed rise on the metric downbeats, in
two productions the dancers rose on an upbeat and landed down on the metric downbeat, and in one
production the relationship between the up-down of the step and meter seemed ambiguous or inconsistent
(between the two dancers and between their own relation to the musical pulse). 316 Because such confusion
was frequent even historically, composer-theorist Jean-Philippe Rameau modified Feuillet s choreographic
notation to disambiguate the metrical position of the steps. Rameau s specificity indicates the importance of
thinking up on downbeats, to evoke the true affekte of the music:
The Sink [downward motion] ought to be made properly, the Rise in Cadence . . . When I say that the
Sink must be made properly, I mean that Person should sink at the End of the Time, [measure] to rise
again as the Time [first beat of the next measure] is beat, which in Terms of Dancing is called Cadence
(quoted in (Hilton 1981, 157)).
Violinist Ruth Waterman notes precisely the same spirit: Downbeats that are felt as uplifting instead of
grounded generate a buoyant spirit (Waterman 1997), and she describes the impact of this revelation on her
own performance practice:
The first thing that struck me was that the step on the downbeats is almost always onto half-toe,
causing the body to rise rather than fall. And balancing on one leg on half-toe needs control and poise
(otherwise the body does risk a fall!). These basics alone affected my playing, goading me to search
for a style of bowing and sense of rhythm that would reflect this feeling of lift and elegance
(Waterman 2015).
Adam Burdick suggests how German Romanticism may have contributed to the Western tradition
where conductors and performers were discouraged from acknowledging such French influences, as found in
dance music (Burdick 2007). 317 Do we find a comparable pattern among artists working in what became
known as the bebop aesthetic, where dance seemed to grow increasingly separated from music making, in an
effort to establish a respectable art form, without airs of vaudevillian buffoonery? 318 Ross McKibbin suggests
James Thurmond discusses the influence of dance on the development of the barline in European music: During the dance revival of
the latter part of the sixteenth century, the leaps and kicks of the dancers of the Middle Ages disappeared, and the fact that the feet were
kept more closely to the ground tended to emphasize the rhythm . . . Slowly, the stress given to the first rhythmic beat [the arsis], so
necessary to the dancers, was instrumental in causing this beat to become the most important one in the measure, and must surely have
influenced its being placed immediately after the barline (Thurmond 1982, 31).
317 Cf. The Germanic study and preservation of French (and particularly aristocratic) tradition in Bach and examined by McClary in
footnotes in section Appendix C-2. Cf. Lully s own chaconne compositions, and related waltz steps, including the two-step waltz which
creates a snapping polyrhythm as is discussed in 2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping and the waltz step: The rhythmical accent on the second
quarter in the waltz measure directly results from the dance s motion. When we dance the waltz, we rise on the tiptoe on the second
beat to sink back on the third (Gigler-Dongas 1985, 95). Cf. Oom-pah-pah in Appendix C-2.
318 The bebop aesthetic did not uniformly reject or disdained the body, however. But I wonder whether there was a growing selfconsciousness of the African unified ritual, which had become fetishized by whites in the novelty of the complete minstrel entertainer.
Miles Davis expresses this disdain and his self-consciousness about his stage presence: Should I do this or that, speak to the audience,
tap my right foot or left foot. Should I tap my foot inside of my shoe so nobody would see me doing it? (Davis and Troupe 1989, 133,
255, 360). But Davis also attests to the influence of dance in Charlie Parker s music, and marvels at the rhythmic prowess of black tap
dancers who had little hope of moving their sidewalk music into the white-dominated commercial market (Davis and Troupe 1989, 68,
132). Among these dancers was Baby Laurence who had rhythmic exchanges with Parker and Max Roach, the latter a longtime student
of tap dance rhythms (Malone 1996; C. V. Hill, Dunning, and Hines 2002, 271; Maita 2016). Roy Haynes continues to showcase his own
steps in performances (Feather and Gitler 1999, 513; Morrison 2015), and in one video recording of a spontaneous hoofing session with
Jack DeJohnette (Alterman 2012). Note DeJohnette s prominent snapping rhythms created between his hand claps and stomps (at 1:44),
and which seems to also demonstrate the presence of snap rhythms in a more foot-on-the-downbeat style as bucking, as opposed to up
on the downbeat styles discussed above. These examples were not commercially or critically reported, and thus, stand out more as
novel (cf. vaudevillian), even among drummers. It was Art Blakey —after botching a Billy Eckstine arrangement accompanying a dancer
with bass drum bombs — who defended: We don t need them [dancers] (Maita 2016). Similarly, history has treated Thelonious
316
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connections between the European Cockney and African-American dance-walks (McKibbin 2000, 408–9). 319
Similarly, Gary Tamlyn challenges Gunther Schuller s theory that the democratization of strong and
weak beats (through antipodal accentuation) distinguishes jazz and European rhythmic practice (Tamlyn
1998, 148–61). Tamlyn proposes that the snare backbeat heard in African-American musics (e.g. from
Rock n Roll back to the earliest Dixieland marches) may conceivably owe something to European origins (e.g.
oom-pah beats in marches and polkas) (Tamlyn 1998, 185). 320 While Tamlyn bases his conclusions on an
extensive survey, does he give sufficient consideration to Alan Merriam and Olly Wilson s identification of the
African ideal of off-beat melodic phrasing (Tamlyn 1998, 14)? Iyer, for one, speculates that the classic
backbeat sound —kick drum on strong-beats and snare on beats 2 and 4, in 4/4— corresponds to stomping
and clapping patterns informed by the African-American ring shout (Iyer 1998, 2002). 321 Tamlyn claims that
musicology is unable to account for the journalistic and sociological descriptions of the backbeat s
connotative values (e.g. as raw, uncivilized, sexual or simultaneously repetitive and unpredictable) (Tamlyn
1998, 30). Would Iyer s distinguishing of the microrhythmic shadings within the backbeat s repetitive
structure, as well as their embodied kinesthetic or sensual correspondences (Iyer 1998, 2002), assuage
Tamlyn s doubts? Agawu s work (K. Agawu 1995, 2017) is echoed in Tagg s arguments that our conventional
discourses about music exaggerate racial difference at the expense of social and cultural similarity
reinforcing hegemonic categories, and leading to the construction of false Others (Tagg 2015). It is not
always clear, however, when such ideals of sameness are invoked to serve convenient discourses; when
Black lives matter is replaced with all lives matter.
4.4 Resilient Walks
Keywords: Janelle Monáe, Tightrope; dandyism; Lenny Kravitz, Strut; Max Roach; swagger; C-Walk
As Monáe leads her troupe in the snapping choreography of her Tightrope video, her second verse
highlights the resilient stylized motion with which she faces her detractors, You dance up on them haters :
See I m not walkin on it
Or tryin to run around it
Monk s dancing as more of an eccentricity than the essential musical spirit that Miles Davis recognized in it (quoted in section 4.2
Walkin ).
The unity of ritual was also fractured by federal, state and city governments , where War era taxes were levied against any variety
performances with dancing or singing (Malone 1996, 109–10). Roach argues that this tax is the real story behind why dancing, not just
tap dancing, but public dancing per se and also singing, quartets, comedy, all these kinds of things, were just out (Malone 1996, 109–10);
the demise of the big bands and which almost destroyed tap dancing, but also responsible for bringing instrumental music to the
forefront . . . giving people like Charlie Parker visibility (M. Roach 1978). The fragmentation of the ritual was an opportunity for
musicians to distance themselves from the embarrassing role of the minstrel entertainer (Maita 2016), and fill that space with virtuosic
artistry, itself a display of kinesthetic prowess. Barry Harris and Roy Brooks independent descriptions of the scene of social dancing to
Parker s music, indicates that the embodied connection was never lost through the stripped-down modernism of black musical culture
(Harris 1989; Gabriel 1989), whether it was stripped-down for economic, aesthetic, or sociocultural reasons. All we did was dance to
jazz. That s the only way I learned about jazz, was dancing. I know a lot of you never heard of dancin to jazz, but that s all we ever…
when we went to hear Charlie Parker we went to a dance hall (Harris 1989). More recently, Steve Coleman s integration of dance into
his work, including in his studio albums where the dancer is not directly audible in the recording (S. Coleman 1999), demonstrates that
the connection is a deeply valued one.
319 Cf. Cockney walk-dances in footnote in section 4.4 Resilient Walks.
320 Cf. Oom-pah-pah rhythm in subdivided snaps, in section Appendix C-2.
321 Cf. Jack DeJohnette s snaps produced stomping-clapping, described in footnote above.
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This ain t no acrobatics
You either follow or you lead, yeah . . .
Keep on blaming the machine, yeah . . .
I can t complain about it
I gotta keep my balance
And just keep dancing on it
We getting funky on the scene
Yeah you know about it
Like a star on the screen
Watch me tip all on it
She does not simply walk the tightrope, avoid the tightrope, nor compensate with apologetic acrobatics: she
owns her stylized motion. It is not ordinary walking, because it is dancing, but neither is it esoteric dance, it is
truly an attitude (meant with its resonant etymology) which just keeps getting her (and her collaborator Left
Foot ) to funky places, like a star on the screen. It is the opening lyric of this verse, See I m not walkin on it,
where we watch Monáe bend her knees upward in double snap-backing rhythms, transcending her haters.
That these upward (cf. Walk Tall) or oppositional motions are a significant expression of bodyvalues, might be detected in the role they play in stylized black walks, and perhaps the very notion, let alone
plurality, of black walks at all. One description gives that [y]outhful swagger and confidence still comes
easily to the man who hit 80 this past March. [Roy] Haynes talks it, walks it and wears it (Kahn 2005). Miles
Davis saying (quoted by Wayne Shorter, and cited in section 2.3): I can tell whether somebody can play or
not by what they wear and how they move in it (Marino 2016) reinforces: clothing stylizes the physical
motion so fundamental to music making. 322 While Monáe s tuxedoes are described in terms of femaleempowered dandyism (Mott-Smith 2013), the swagger, stroll, and saunter idiosyncratic to the black dandy,
problematize the binaries that determine what is universal, on the one hand, and what is particularly black;
what is modern, and what is just black modernism? (Carrington 2017). 323 Max Roach explains the
embodied resilience —including of the black walk and swagger— inherent in black creativity and culture, and
its relative development in the hands of, and valuation by, white European culture.
Yes, anybody can play something that s already been set out there. If a painter paints a certain thing,
I can imitate it. But no whites have contributed to the creative or innovative aspects of black music.
White musicians have not contributed for the same reason that no blacks have come to the stature of
Debussy and Schoenburg [sic] and others in Western European music. For, society has forbidden
either musician to be fully engaged in the other s culture. And, all of our art forms grow out of
culture. Our way of life is a culture – the way we eat, the way we look at our women, the way we
swagger when we walk, the way black women have big fannies – this is all part of the culture, nor is
the value of that culture sufficiently appreciated. Nobody has ever bestowed a doctorate upon
musicians like Charlie Parker or Duke Ellington, yet both are past masters of creativity (M. Roach
1972, 40).

Cf. The visual snap of the chain gang s stylized limping in Kendrick Lamar s Alright in section 4.8 Limping, Floating, Flying Snaps. Cf.
The sensitivity to movement with which slaves learned how to walk silently (M. M. Smith 2006, 33).
323 Cf. Dandyism and Sapeur, in section . What s in a Name? An Embodied Idea.
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Strut! Let me see you walk, let your body talk : snapping oppositional motions are experienced
visually, kinesthetically, and auditorily, throughout Lenny Kravitz s performance of his song Strut (Kravitz
2014), where Kravitz seems to whip or jerk his body, however subtley, in a snap rhythm relative to the
underlying pulse (e.g. moving a sixteenth following the metric downbeat at 0:36 Think you are…, at 0:38
Got a dream…, at 0:50 Strut…, etc.). Sometimes Kravitz s guitarist, Craig Ross, articulates these sixteenth
note upbeats in his riff line, either with a twang or snap. 324 In the resilient stylization of bi-pedal motion,
distinctions between walking and dancing, between binary and ternary, and indeed between profane and
sacred, are blurred, practices integral to New Orleans second-line parades. 325
In a documentary about a dance-walk associated with the Los Angeles Crips gang, Malik Yoba
explains: The C-walk is a reflection of a larger picture, of a culture, of a history, of a people, of a pain, of a
suffering, you have this dance, this walk, this expression . . . (Mac 2003). The C-walk, B-walk, gangsta limp,
thot walk, ghetto walk (also the title of the aforementioned 1969 Miles Davis composition), thug walk,
swagger walk, pimp walk, Jig Walk (a Duke Ellington composition 326), Walkin (a 1954 Miles Davis funky kind
of blues (Davis and Troupe 1989, 177)), Walk Tall, 327 The Strut (a 1955 James Moody composition), Cissy
Strut (a 1969 song by The Meters 328), Jungle Strut (a 1969 Gene Ammons composition 329), cake walk, diddley
bop, diddy bop, boop, bop, bebop, and bounce, 330 are just some of the expressions used (J. Green 2005). 331 A

Cf. Ross s guitar snaps and twangs in Strut, in section 3.5 Don t Mean A Thing If It Ain t Got That… Snap, Twang, and Blue Note.
Sydney Bechet s description of the New Orleans second-line parade captures the blurring and ambiguity in the lead strut:
. . . the way you could tell the Marshal, it was from how he walked. The Marshal, he d be a man that really could strut. It was really a
question of that: the best strutter in the club, he d be the Grand Marshal. He d keep time to the music, but all along he d keep a strutting
and moving so you d never know what he was going to be doing next. Naturally, the music, it makes you strut, but it s him too, the way
he s strutting, it gets you. It s what you want from a parade: you want to see it as well as hear it. And all those fancy steps he d have –oh
that was really something!– ways he d have of turning around himself . . . It would have your eyes just the same as your ears for waiting . .
. he d be leading the club and when he got to some corner or some turn, he d have a way of tricking his knee, of turning all around,
prancing-he d fool you. You wouldn t be knowing if he was going left or right. Oftentimes, the second lines running along after the
parade, they d go complete right after he d turned left. And that was a big part of it—him stepping and twisting and having you guessing
all along (Bechet and Blesh 2002).
326 The term jig (also jigaboo, zigabo, ziggerboo) is a derogatory term for a Black person (J. Green 2005, 798). Jig may be derived from
jigaboo, or from jigg, the bawdy, satirical, burlesque form (Harper 2017c), discussed in section 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos. This
term was adopted fraternally among Blacks, however, as a song title commercialized across colour lines , Ellington s usage was
contentious (Tucker 1995, 479).
327 Discussed in 3.12 Walk Tall Country Preacher.
328 Besides the various snaps, twangs, and blue notes heard on Cissy Strut (e.g. kick drum snaps on beats two and three and, twanging
^b3^ throughout the main groove), it is also interesting to note the use of this song in a scene from Quentin Tarantino s Jackie Brown to
underscore two black criminals (Ordell Robbie and Beaumont Livingston) walking from a seedy motel room toward a car, where one
shoots the other and stuffs him in the car s trunk. The criminal who ends up in the trunk Beaumont walks with a pronounced limping,
Cissy Strut.
329 Gene Ammons —known for integrating the bebop language with blues, and soulful, black church influences— recorded Jungle Strut
upon his release from a seven-year prison sentence. It was subsequently popularized by Santana beginning with a 1971 recording, and
later performances (sometimes in collaboration with Santana) by Prince beginning in 1994—including a performance I discuss in section
Appendix C-2, and recorded by many others, including Grant Green Jr. in 1997.
330 Gertrude s Bounce, a Richie Powell composition with seductively swinging tempo in which he tried to capture or emulate the walk
of a woman who would later become his wife (Catalano 2001, 168). Cf. Chester Thompson s Squib Cakes in section Appendix C-1.
331 Cockneys (discussed in footnote in 3.3 Idea of Twang for their lower class association with snaps, twangs) were also associated with
certain walking-dances: the coster walk (coster-mongers being fruit and vegetable sellers and the Lambeth walk a street in London s
East end, Cockney district). Writes Ross McKibbin:
These knee-ups often involved elaborate walks with much self-display. . . . What was the origin of this curious strut? . . . It may be
impossible to discover any origins , but as some noted the Lambeth and the coster walks were strikingly like those coon dances , the
cakewalk and ballin the jack, which were very popular in the music-halls of East and South London in the 1890s. Both were swaggering
walks dependent upon a rolling motion of heel and foot: the cakewalk was . . . a graceful motion, conducted upon the toes and the ball of
the foot . . . . It is, therefore, at least arguable that both the coster and Lambeth walks were derived from these coon dances and absorbed
within an existing tradition. (That cockneys also danced in the 1930s something suspiciously black-sounding called the twist might be
pure coincidence (McKibbin 2000, 408–9).
324
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number of these walks are culturally distinct (or gang-specific), many are seen to embody lower class values
in their perceived blackness or corporality (either within or outside the community practicing the walk
(Majors 2005, 185)), most demonstrate different varieties of accented short-long snaps, and all are evocative
of resilience (and transcendence of oppressive conditions).
4.5 Oral Dance
Keywords: snapping speech; embodied poetic attitude; Janelle Monáe, Tightrope; Rudolph Laban; Melvin Van
Peebles, Sweet Sweetback s Badasssss Song, Come On Feet; Pharrell Williams, Runnin , Hidden Figures
While speech varies, many of the terms for African-American bi-pedal motion given above, may
receive a snapping prosody, and as such become evocative of an attitude, if not onomatopoeic of an audible
sound: LIMP-in , GHET-to, PIMP-in , DID-dy, BOP-pin , BOUNC-in (which has a twanging diphthong and a
snap), and BE-bop. 332 Monáe instructs her listener in the Tightrope dance-step–mind-set, with a stammer and
snap: t-t-t-TIP-on the tightrope (stammering ^b7-b7-b7^ and snapping ^b7-1^ on TIP-on ). The different
snapping pronunciations suggest how the snapping quality of motion —its attitude— finds expression across
multiple limbs and articulators, including among the feet and arms as well as the motions of the tongue, lips,
soft palate, and jaw. 333 All metaphors are embodied. The sound of a rhythm invokes an attitude because it
evokes an action understanding of a (possible) motion required to produce it, whether the sound is produced
by legs, arms, tongue, lips, or jaw. (And which Changizi observes in listeners interpretation of footsteps.)
This relationship is explored in Rudolph Laban s research:
Laban encouraged his students to expand the potential of voice by seeing it as a gesture, so that in
speaking or singing: the lips, tongue, and oral cavity ceaselessly form new gestures (Gebârden) –
perform a dance. Breath creates a vibration of the surrounding air, which in our ear absorbs the

In footnote in section 4.3 Snapback, the cakewalk is noted as being closely connected to the short-long-short snap. Old films of cakewalk
in fact, feature frequent short-long movements. Examples of this may be observed in quick double-backs or weight-shifts
(LibraryOfCongress 2012; JiveSwing.Com 2012). Steve Coleman describes the use of double-backing as a melodic-rhythmic deceptive
motion heard in Charlie Parker s improvising (S. Coleman 2009). This correlates identically with the term snap-back in American
football, boxing, and . a. A recovery of an earlier position or circumstance (Proffitt 2016e). Cf. Snap back connotations, in section 2.3
What s in a Name? An Embodied Idea. Noel Gay s Lambeth Walk became a hit record for the Duke Ellington Orchestra (a recording filled
with accented short-long rhythms), and the walking-dance was later also denounced by the Nazi Party as Jewish mischief and
animalistic hopping (Nicholson 2008), further indication of the gait s ethnic and class associations, and possibly also the relationship
between the snap and surprise or tricksterism.
332 In a number of these words, the two syllables may create an equal duration snap, or, the first syllable may actually sound for slightly
longer duration than the second syllable. The asymmetry however, of the strong dynamic (downbeat like) accent on this first syllable,
and the possible emphatic space left after the second syllable may contribute a snap quality. Cf. Roy Haynes equal duration snaps, in
section 2.2 A-symmetric BE-bop. In pimpin, pimp is a longer duration but also receives a dynamic stress, while the second syllable in
may be followed by an emphatic space, such as at the end of a sentence, producing an overall longer duration following, and connected to,
the second syllable in . Cf. Unstressed word-finals common in ing -ending words, in vernacular English dialects (Nagle and Sanders
2003, 151), indexical of speaker s working class affiliation, and somewhat more often, male sex (Foulkes, Scobbie, and Watt 2010, 707).
The term gangsta seems to receive more varied pronunciations, producing a range of snapped or swung stress patterns. The flexibility
may make the use of snap all the more meaningful, where it is deliberately chosen out of a variety of options. Cf. Snaps in Gigault s or
Purcell s declamatory musical settings, in 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos, where the snap is chosen from a variety of options as the
most effective stress pattern for evoking the ethos of the lyric.
333 Cf. Snap rhythms in spoken speech translated through limbs in surrogate drum languages. Cf. The observations of snap rhythms in
speech, song, and dance in Gaelic culture: In Cape Breton it was common for people to step-dance . . . as well as instrumental music; in
Joe Neil s words . . . They would get people dancing with mouth-music . . . There are also grounds for believing that the words
themselves contain information which bears on an acceptable instrumental performance in at least one class of tunes. Strathspeys . . .
because of the dotted strathspey rhythm and snap (Shaw 1992, 44). Cf. 3.1 Snapping Speech.
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image of the movement of the speaking organs as represented waves. Likewise the light waves of
repeated movements of the entire body appear to our eyes (quoted in (Brauer 2015, 184)). 334
Valentino Lassiter points to the poetic attitude embodied in the relationship between the motion of limbs and
speech in African-American religion:
African religion was danced religion and not just stationary worship. . . . Hence, as slaves practiced
Christian worship, movement and dance remained consequential as religious expression. It would
follow that since most forms of Afro-Christianity were oral in nature, the preached as well as the sung
theology, bore impending qualities of rhythm (Lassiter 2001, 39). 335
Ron Wellburn declares that Black poets will waste their words if they do not give articulation to the spirit of
the dance motion, and that in combining music and the body we find soul in its most expressive and
resilient terms (Gayle and Wellburn 1971, 140).
The snap s motional-attitudinal relationship (across limbs, speech, and attitude) is salient in Melvin
Van Peebles film Sweet Sweetback s Badasssss Song, throughout the segment and song entitled Come On Feet.
The rhythm of the constantly recurring lyric varies between different gradations of snap COME-on feet! and
anacrustic (iambic) pattern come-ON feet! and varied… COME-on knees! , COME-on legs! This dynamically
shifting sense of accentuation occurs in large part because of Van Peebles delivery of the lyric in relation to
the underlying score (which Van Peebles composed for Earth Wind and Fire to perform), and is an example of
a multistable quality established by a complex or deviating temporal relationship (between the lyric and the
rhythm section). 336 This lyric is heard as the protagonist, Sweetback s, inner voice and will, his resilient
determination against the police he is fleeing. He appeals to his body parts:
COME-on feet! Do your thing! . . .
COME-on legs! COME-on run! . . .
COME-on knees! Don t be mean! . . .
COME-on baby, don t CAP-out on me now! . . .
Don t give up on me!
(Van Peebles 1971)
Sweetback implores with intensifying urgency over the course of the montage, until his voice screams
harshly. The electric bass line repeats a short-long-short snap on the measure downbeats. Throughout
Sweetback s running, Van Peebles also uses cut-aways to scenes that portray the reality that motivates
Sweetback s desperation. 337 One of these cuts-away is to the police headquarters where the chief instructs a
room full of his men: . . . I want them now! Cop-killers and niggers to boot! Snapping NIG-ger in
frustration —and also perhaps Peebles own signifyin (g) on blackness— before qualifying his use of the word
to his two African-American subordinates, as just a figure of speech. In another cut-away, police barge into

Cf. Grain of the voice or of the body in the voice, in section 3.6 Snap and Twang: Class, Race, and Body.
Cf. Greek prosodic meters, in section 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things, and oppositional motion in footnote in
section 4.3 Snapback.
336 Cf. Ambiguity of accent or anacrusis in short-long patterns, in section 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things.
337 Note Sweetback s running here is often alongside railroad tracks and trains (discussed in section Appendix C-1 and Appendix C-2),
and occasionally accompanied by the cry of police sirens. Cf. Sirens in section . Kendrick Lamar s Alright: Snap and Twang.
334
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a bedroom where an interracial couple sleeps, jerk the black man out of bed and brutally beat him, soon
realizing it s not him, only to callously dismiss their recklessness with so what? . How disturbingly
representative of the relationship between police and African-Americans nearly half a century after Van
Peebles film was made.
Snaps of comparable motion and attitude are heard throughout Pharrell Williams song Runnin ,
composed for the 2016 film Hidden Figures which depicts the tribulations of African-American women
scientists supporting NASA in its space race, during the civil rights movement. The protagonist,
mathematician Katherine Johnson, is shown running in heels and a dress, in the OV-en and pouring showers
of Virginia s summer weather while carrying stacks of calculations with her, across some half a mile of streets
and parking lots, in order to use the nearest coloured restroom. As we watch her run, we hear her clicking
heel steps accompanied by Williams song, featuring gospel like offbeat clapping, and snapping lyrics: RUNnin from the man, RUN-in from the badge . . . RUN-in toward our plans, AND-the JUD-ges hands.
4.6 Dirty Dozen Oculesics
Keywords: cutting eyes; sucking teeth, kissing teeth; Dirty Dozens; Pharrell Williams, Runnin ; Memphis
Minnie
The invective form of snaps as a synonym for Dirty Dozens, is discussed in section 2.3. In his second
compilation of invectives, entitled Double Snaps, James Percelay acknowledges the nonverbal gestures which
amplify the snap (Percelay 1994). The hooked finger gesture, for example, is relevant in its connotation of
snap in the sense of sharply, seizing, and catching, and where the Oxford Dictionary offers a definition of
fishing (Proffitt 2016c). Oculesics distinguishes the eye rolling patterns in certain black communities as a
sequence of motions known as cutting eyes (Rickford and Rickford 1976). Lisa Green s description of a
common part of the cutting eyes sequence: then a sharp look or cut of the eyes by closing the eyelids and
opening them (L. J. Green 2002, 143), is comparable to though more specialized than another Oxford
Dictionary definition for the word snap: to wink or blink (the eyes) quickly or angrily (earliest recorded in
1847) (Proffitt 2016d). Green continues: The sequence is usually ended by . . . turning the head away from
the target in disgust or disapproval (L. J. Green 2002, 143). Cutting eyes is often also used in combination
with another derisive or disdainful gesture known as sucking teeth (Rickford and Rickford 1976, 303),
which relates to the snap in the sense of teeth and bite. 338 Known in France as le tchip, where it was
introduced via African cultures, the kissing teeth gesture has been banned in schools due to its profound
vulgarity (Samuel 2015). Both cutting eyes and sucking teeth gestures of African-American and AfroCaribbean cultures are found to have close African counterparts, and theorized to be continuities in
expressions of defiance (Rickford and Rickford 1976; Figueroa and Patrick 2001).
Cf. Discussed in section . What s in a Name? An Embodied Idea. Sucking teeth is called kissing teeth in Jamaica, while variations
of stewp, steup, stoops, stroops, or chupse occur throughout English West Indian dialects e.g. Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago,
Grenadian . Cayman Island uses terms such as hissing teeth, Nigerian pidgin English hissing, Igbo osu outcast , Yoruba kpose,
Surinamese tjoerie. Chupse may be derived from onomatopoetic Portuguese chupar, to suck, but prevalence across African cultures
indicates other origins, such as the Wolof etymon tsipu (Figueroa and Patrick 2001). Cf. English tsk tsk.
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Green s discussion of related gestures using the nose (e.g. turned up or down) and which may
accompany cutting eyes, parallels the etymological formation of snap from a Germanic root meaning snout, or
beak. 339 Green also examines other forms of nonverbal communication involv[ing] other parts of the body . .
. accompany[ing] each other, and . . . in conjunction with the verbal strategies (L. J. Green 2002, 143). She
notes that these gestures have come to be stereotypically associated with general behavior of certain
African-American women, and portrayals of African-American women often include exaggerated movements
approximating these gestures; just witness the portrayals on situation comedies and comedy shows (L. J.
Green 2002, 143). Among those resilient snaps heard in Pharrell Williams Runnin , mentioned in the
previous section, we hear the opening snapping lyric: I was studyin while you was playing the DOZ-ens.
[response:] DOZ-ens. It is the same call-response of snaps heard in Beyoncé s Formation and in Kendrick
Lamar s Alright (in the latter case, particularly evident in his BET performance at the textural breakdown
with the echo-delay). In Appendix C-1 I give an example of Memphis Minnie delivering her Dirty Dozen lyrics,
while accompanying herself with subdivided snaps; a genuine resonance of word and sound.
4.7 Lampooned or Lampooning?
Keywords: lampooning; pimp walk; body; exoticization; fetishization; National Lampoon; J Arnez
In section 4.2 Walkin I discuss the possibility of perceiving a snap occurring in the rhythmic
relationship between different limb motions, such as heel-toe strikes, and in sections 4.3 Snapback, 4.4
Resilient Walks, 2.2 A-symmetric BE-bop, I discuss snaps which are formed by snaps of multiple limbs (e.g.
Roy Haynes snapping between his snare and kick drum, or Louis Armstrong, Janelle Monáe, and Lenny
Kravitz moving their bodies in snap rhythms in relation to the bass or bass drum downbeats). In everyday
walking motion, another snap relationship may be formed between the heel strike and the proceeding arm
swings (e.g. as upstrokes) that frequently shift direction right after the heel strike. When this snap is
emphasized or stylized it may begin to resemble motions associated with what is sometimes known as a pimp
strut.
What happens when the snap —itself an embodied expression of invective and lampooning— is
ridiculed? A National Lampoon spoof depicts a young white woman grappling with the stigma of her recently
diagnosed Chronic Pimp Walk where we are shown clips of her walking down the street, jerking her arm and
crooking her head (with every strike of the ball of her foot) in a decisive snap after every right heel step,
reminiscent —however caricaturized and stilted— of the flowing snap motion Beyoncé performs on alli-GAtor. While the exaggeration is physically comedic, what is revealing in this lampoon is how the snapping
motion is amplified to the repulsion of the middle-class white woman, and her similarly afflicted husband.
Based on the snap s historical and cultural connotations, and its apparent exaggeration here, may we
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Cf. Discussed in section . What s in a Name? An Embodied Idea.
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construe that it is the very snap motion of the Chronic Pimp Walk that carries the shameful associations in
its implied cultural primitivism and promiscuity? 340 The woman bemoans:
I was embarrassing my family . . . I always thought pimp walking only affected people in the Amazon
or something . . . I fear that [one day] I m going to have a kid and I m gonna pass it on to them.
[Sobbing] I don t know if Pimp Walk is genetic or not. Until four months ago I didn t even know if
Pimp Walk was contagious . . . We tried to use protection (National Lampoon 2012).
The reference to Amazonians parallels the Western European use of snap rhythms not only to index, but to
exoticize and fetishize indigenous peoples of North America. Is the National Lampoon s spoof commenting on
the nature of this shame, deliberately and with self-awareness? 341 Could it be that the subject of the National
Lampoon s ridicule is, in fact, of those cultural impersonators who adopt the pimp walk inauthentically
(irrespective of ethnicity)? What if we consider another caricaturized dance… Whose rebounding snaps are
filled with subtle nuance. 342 In the Uncle Charlie routine, performed by African-American stand-up comedian
Arnez J, we see raunchy humour, delivered with cultural pride and dazzling kinesthetic style, rather than
National Lampoon s expression of shame (Small 2009). 343 The National Lampoon never acknowledges the
discrepancy: while a white middle class pimp walker is peculiar or comedic, an African American pimp
walker is a threat.
Between the research which may overlook or minimize snaps, short-long bops and flams, and the
exaggerated shameful lampooning of these features, there exists a collection of myths about the black body
and sexuality, projected by whites in a complex mechanism of denial and desire (McClary and Walser 1994,
80). This is not to overlook the degenerate aspects of gangsterism or pimping; we must acknowledge that
this degradation is the product of violence thrust upon social groups by the dominant culture. It is not to
overlook the double entendres (or doubleness) of barbecue, bop, bounce, or diddley ; we must
acknowledge when cultural suppression of the body leads to accusations of lasciviousness, all the more
perverse considering how white slave owners sexual objectification of their black chattel have impacted

Is it possible that some viewers will perceive the motion as a flam or swing rather than a snap? Cf. Ambiguity between and relational
contrast of the figure s mirror forms, in section 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things.
341 Is it ironic for me to critique the lampooning of the limping snap rhythm: is not the snap another name for witty insults as the Dirty
Dozens? Is the short-long iambic meter not known to Aristotle himself as the lampooning measure ? Cf. 3.11 Ancient Greek ShortLongs and My Favorite Things. Indeed, satire and invective have their place for critiquing corruption or cultivating resilience, and the
laughter they bring helps us to let our guard down and primes us for genuine contemplation, or even appreciation, of the absurdities of
life. As professional jesters, the joker may have some immunity to criticism, however, it may also be inevitable that some audiences will
consider how wisely or bravely the joker picks the subject of parody e.g.: does the jester punch up at the elite or down on the downtrodden?) How the joker positions themselves in relation to their subject matter influences the perception and reception of their joke. It
is fascinating in this regard to observe the unfolding story of Amy Schumer and Goldie Hawn s lip-sync tribute / parody of Beyoncé s
Formation. These issues are articulated by Samantha Master where, for example, she writes: By attempting to replicate Beyoncé s
Formation, Schumer is firmly placing herself, as a white woman, at the center of a story where she has no place: black women s self-love
and sexual freedom (Master 2016). Could it be that the subject of the National Lampoon s ridicule is those cultural impersonators
(independent of race) who adopt the pimp walk inauthentically? Cf. Accusations of Beyoncé s own appropriation in Formation of the
stories of New Orleans down-trodden, in footnote in section . Beyoncé s Formation: Snap and Twang.
342 Cf. Rebounding quality of the broken twang sample in Beyoncé s Formation, in section . Beyoncé s Formation: Snap and Twang, and
in Krumping, in section 4.3 Snapback.
343 Consider Simon Frith s assessment of the impact of the racism endemic to rock n roll . . . was not that white musicians stole from
black culture but that they burlesqued it. The issue is not how raw and earthy and authentic African-American sounds were diluted
or whitened for mass consumption, but the opposite process: how gospel and r&b and doo-wop were blacked-up. Thanks to rock n roll,
black performers now reached a white audience, but only if they met the tests of blackness —that they embody sensuality, spontaneity,
and greitty soulfulness (Frith 1996, 131). This quotation is cited in relation to uses of earthy, a footnote in section 6.7 Blue Note
Continuums.
340
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African-American cultural psyches. 344 Nor is it to overlook the perceived pride, virility or sensuality of a
stride, swagger, and strut, however nuanced in its uncaricaturized, unminstrilized form: we must
acknowledge the institutionalized Fear of a Black Planet. 345 It is, rather, to consider the range of snaps, giving
buoyancy or urgency to different walks or words, in order, precisely, to acknowledge that the range of
signifyin (g) on the embodied qualities of the snap reflects human diversity, and all the more so considering
how culturally specific these significations may be. When black walk is reduced to vulgarity, the resilience of
Walk Tall is reduced to walking while black.

346

4.8 Limping, Floating, Flying Snaps
Keywords: Kendrick Lamar, Alright; Lisa Fischer; Pharrell Williams, Runnin ; Bobby McFerrin, Blackbird; echo,
temporal deviation; Janelle Monáe, Tightrope; lability; athleticism; flying; floating; Laban Movement Analysis;
Sentic Cycles
In the 2016 Grammy Awards performance of his two singles The Blacker The Berry segued directly
into Alright —a performance widely lauded by media and Twitter with overwhelming praise as one of the
most powerful in live television history (A. Klein 2016)— Kendrick Lamar comes onto the stage followed by
four African-American men, all dressed in blue chain-gang uniforms and wearing handcuffs and chain
shackles. As they make their way downstage, they walk in a synchronized shuffle, something in-between a
limp and a strut, wounded, yet resilient and proud, producing a marked kinesthetic snap on every fourth step.
347

As soon as Lamar takes position at the microphone, the bass, guitar, and drums enter with two decisive

shots (two eighth notes evoking a slow equal duration snap), and Lamar begins rapping. These snapping
shots continue; a metaphorical defibrillator. The performers awaken to their African identity in the removal
of their chains and in the discovery of their embodied cultural heritage where UV-lighting reveals Maasaiinspired warrior paint designs on (or as though inside) their bodies, and finally, in their complete
transformation into African dancers. 348 Lamar s Alright begins immersed in symbols of African cultures; Kara
Mack the choreographer of the African dance elements explains that
. . . during the chorus when Kendrick says, We gon be Alright… , I used one of the Afro-Cuban steps
for Shango, the Yoruba god of thunder and lightening. So when I broke down the meaning of the

344 See: (EthiopianWorldNET 2011; Irritated Genie Speaks 2011), also referenced in Nat Hentoff s liner notes for Max Roach s Driva Man
for the 1960 album We Insist! Max Roach s Freedom Now Suite, discussed, in . Max Roach s Freedom Now: Snap and Twang.
345 Fear of a Black Planet, Public Enemy s
album.
Regarding the particular gait features deemed virile or sensual, I conjecture that some masculine struts involve shoulders (e.g. moving
contralateral to the downbeat feet stomps) to invoke arm and hand snaps, while a feminine strut involves hip, thigh, or waist snap. In
both cases, the sensuality of the body is displayed: its masculine virility (in torso strength) or feminine voluptuousness (in hip and
breast-to-waist proportions) is flaunted.
346 When after I first wrote the above walking while black , I could only find one precedent published use of this term (and it was a rather
deeply archived article) (Mosedale 2007). Searching the term on Google roughly one year later, reveals numerous recent articles:
Bellware
; Cadogan
; Demary
; Matthews
; S.M.
; Walking While Black: Minnesota Man Avoiding Construction
Arrested
.
347 Is this chain-gang limp the origin of the gangsta limp, which takes on debonair poise in the pimp strut? Cf. The limping crooked
dance in Moldovian klezmer music, (e.g. with snaps on the third beat of the measure in the Bessarabian Hora), in section 4.11
Continuities, Transmissions, Survival-Transcendence.
348 The Maasai inspiration is explained by Lamar s designer, Dianne Garcia, who also indicates that the transformation from chain-gang to
African dancers was part of Lamar s strong and particular vision (Karsen 2016). Cf. Maasai in Max Roach s We Insist, in section 3.13 Max
Roach s Freedom Now: Snap and Twang.
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movement and the fire they were supposed to bring, everyone took it to the next level (Amusa and
Mack 2016).
Indeed, throughout this snapping chorus, 349 the dancers are seen leaping up precisely on the metric
downbeats, sometimes also raising or clapping their hands above their heads at the peak of their leap and
producing snaps between their leap and their clap or between their leap and their landing. 350 The connection
to Yoruba Voodoo culture is relevant because of Voodoo spirit possession practices (Olupona and Rey 2008,
409–10), expressed in such Haitian rhythm figures as the Kassé (literally break ) and which I believe are
evidence of the spiritual quality inherent in temporal divergences. 351 These upward motions convey lift,
flight, and defiance against forces, be they natural forces like gravity, social forces like racial oppression, or
encultured ones like musical meter. Such modal interconnections, between thought, motion, and time,
reinforce the ideasthetic or synesthetic dimensions of each activity. Building on the ecological perception
theories of James Gibson, Vijay Iyer describes the linguistic spatialization of time, as an embodied aspect of
metamusical language:
As with time in general human experience, musical time can appear to have forward momentum or to
stand still; time is spatialized in an overall horizontal sense that seems to grow out of our experience
walking around the world. However, rhythmic time also carries a vertical implication, akin to a sense
of gravity. . . . verticality is commonly understood in terms the realms of pitch and harmony . . . Less
often acknowledged is the way we verticalize time in the presence of a pulse. We play upbeats and
downbeats. Rhythms can be grounded or floating; time can be suspended; a bassist can walk a steady
pulse a drummer can play four-on-the-floor. This common underlying trope amounts to a
verticalization of rhythmic phase, i.e. of circular time. This provides a compelling connection
between rhythmic pulse and the act of walking, in which feet are raised and lowered in a repetitive
manner (Iyer 1998, 46).
Imagery of flying and floating form major symbolic themes in Alright s video, directed by Colin Tilley
(and which also received a Grammy nomination). The opening montage begins with a seagull flying above an
ocean-harbour with a floating buoy, and a suspended bridge in the background. From floating vessels the
scenery then moves to land: steam and smoke, and a pair of sneakers dangling from suspended power cables
against a cloudy sky, 352 clouds towering above sky scrapers, wind-strewn debris, more clouds, a skateboarder
high in mid-flight vanishes. These images are interjected by two echoing screams accompanied by falling
lights. All these symbols of flight, floating, and (rising or falling from) heaven, precede Lamar s first spoken
words . . . misusing your influence . . . which accompany the image of a young African-American man laying
face down and motionless on the pavement. Then abusing my power full of resentment . . . followed by the
image of a Caucasian policeman and then a helicopter flying overhead. As the video progresses, the symbols
of flight, as metaphor for power or transcendence, intensify. An African-American man leaps in the air, flying,
Discussed in section . Kendrick Lamar s Alright: Snap and Twang.
The raising of the hands may represent Shango throwing the thunder-stones up, so they fall all over the earth (Olupona and Rey
2008, 409–10). Cf. As was observed in the Ghanaian video mentioned in section 4.3 Snapback.
When Lamar delivers the rapid-fire Pet dog Pet dog Pet dog three-beat snaps, the dancers encircle him with
traditional Lamba steps, that are in dedication to the oral historian or griot . . . because he is Black peoples griot (Amusa and Mack
2016).
351 Cf. Lee Scratch Perry s inheriting Yoruban traditions through his mother and Jamaican tradition in Appendix D. In the Ettu dance the
feet shuffle (in snap rhythm) maintaining close contact with the ground, where spirits repose.
352 If dangling shoes are sometimes associated with death, do they here evoke afterlife?
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before another man is thrown to the ground during his arrest. A policeman fires his gun and a bullet flies out
in slow motion. Four African-American men are shown in a car moving slowly along a highway, only to reveal
that the car has no wheels and is being hoisted by four Caucasian policemen: are the African-American men
floating along in royal carriage? Or are the police their pallbearers, in control of their final flight and destiny?
As Lamar s character walks on the ground he begins levitating higher and then moving, gliding, flying
across the ghetto finally to the tops of a street light where he delivers his snapping PET dog, PET dog, PET
dog . . . , before he is shot down to the ground by a Caucasian police officer. Interspersed with these flights
are images of dancers snapping in pop-and-lock–influenced moves and snapping with their bodies to the BEal snaps in the chorus-hook. 353 It is my contention that this imagery of floating and flying is the kinesthetic
analogue to temporal deviations and temporal floating, which snaps (and twangs and blue notes, etc.)
accompany. 354
In Lisa Fischer s interpretation of Eric Bibb s Don t Ever Let Nobody Drag Your Spirit Down,
performed at the 2016 BRIC Jazzfest, we witness her combining ecstatic temporal deviations and snaps,
evoking ephemeral floating and resolute grounded motions, respectively. She sings Some wait and see which
way the wind s gonna blow before heavily embellishing the next lyric But don t let nobody drag my spirit
down, with eliding scat syllables and ecstatic temporal deviation whose release is followed by cheers from
the audience. In the next line Fischer juxtaposes: grounded snaps on Walkin up to HEAV-in (the latter
which she often yodels) and Won t let NOTH-in —here leading into a floating deviation on— turn me
around, a line on which she later floats using a signal processing delay. 355 In his song Runnin composed for
Hidden Figures, a film about the transcendence of hurdles by African-American women scientists involved in
NASA s space race, 356 Pharrell Williams juxtaposes notions of earth-bound and heaven-bound: I m just sick
and tired of runnin / Together we fly, but no more runnin .

357

Consider the metaphor of flight, and the agency over space and time in Bobby McFerrin s
unaccompanied solo voice performances of Paul McCartney s Blackbird. Bearing such lyrics as Blackbird fly,
blackbird fly . . . All your life, you were only waiting, for this moment to be free, the song is often associated
with the black civil rights movement. 358 In five available video recorded performances of McFerrin s original
arrangement, McFerrin employs his distinctive yodeling technique throughout (often snapping, for example,
on DEAD-of night ), and always ends with a striking series of vocally–simulated echoes. 359 He conjures these
echoes by repeating fragments of the lyric at diminishing volume (sometimes by distancing his mouth from
E.g. at : , the dancer is also wearing a shirt with a crown above the writing:
% REAL NEGUS —the latter an Amharic term for
Ethiopian royalty. Cf. Connections between Ethiopia and black American and Afro-Caribbean conceptions and expressions of
emancipation and civil rights, in a footnote in section 5.3 Ethno-Socio-Religio Twang.
354 Cf. Kubik floating, in section 3.2 Temporally Floating Speech.
355 Cf. Echo and temporal deviation, in section Appendix D.
356 Cf. Runnin , discussed in sections: 4.5 Oral Dance and 4.6 Dirty Dozen Oculesics.
357 Cf. Afronauts, including Roy Brooks Mystical Afronaut.
358 McCartney himself has explained this connection and inspiration (Miles 1997, 485; TeChNoSiX 2016). However, there are conflicting
opinions about McCartney s true avowed inspirations, suggesting that he attributed this inspiration falsely, in an act of self-promotion,
for example. Blackbird Beatles Song
Irrespective of these opinions, is the fact that McFerrin chose to perform his
arrangement of this song at the tribute for Martin Luther King (GoodLiveMusicHere 2012), and the symbolism of this gesture.
359 The five video recorded performances, available on Youtube: (GoodLiveMusicHere 2012; nanymoa 2008; raymondbarber1001 2009;
ronmateo 2011; TJS Sports 2015). In two performances McFerrin also briefly simulates echoes in the middle of the arrangement.
353
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the microphone, other times by softening his voice), and usually with diminishing phonological definition in
the articulation of the lyric, as well as through subtle changes in timbre (evoking different reflective surfaces).
There are four lyric fragments that McFerrin echoes, each fragment is repeated at an incrementally quicker
rhythmic division, with shifting microrhythmic subdivision, and whose total number of repetitions —which
shift from performance to performance— disturb the established 4/4 meter: the first echo on into the light
repeated at a dotted-quarter (or three-beat figure) pulse relative to the that of the melody preceding it,
always begins on the fourth beat of the measure and repeats four times; of the black always begins on the
second beat of the measure, and repeats in a quarter pulse subdivided with such an intense triplet swing that
it further disorients the strong-weak beat relation; black always begins on either the second or third beat of
the measure —though, now the 4/4 regularity is quite obscured— repeats at an eighth-note pulse; and finally
night, now with the 4/4 meter all but obscured, begins unpredictably on one of the first, second, or third
beat of the original metric organization, at an eighth-note pulse which feels faster (perhaps because the
preceding black contains a flam in the first phoneme which produces a microrhythmic lengthening). Into
the light of the [black/dark] black night is a fitting description for the disorienting images at the beginning of
Kendrick Lamar s Alright: the streams of white lights against blackness, accompanied by screams. At the end
of the second of these disorienting screams in Alright (at 0:23), we momentarily see the daylight at the end of
the echoing tunnel. 360
McFerrin s temporally deviating echoes conjure a blackbird flying through a disorienting space
before reaching this light. With each incrementally faster echo (from dotted quarter to swung quarter to
eighth pulse to microrhythmically faster eighth pulse), the blackbird is heard flying progressively closer to
some reflective surface, but during each rhythmic increment, the echo maintains a consistent timing for its
succession of repetitions as it decrescendoes. From one perspective, the bird is becoming more distant from
the listener, and then suddenly returned to its starting point before attempting again, over and over to take
these broken wings and learn to fly. Is the bird flying alongside progressively nearer surfaces? Ecologically it
is both mysterious and precise; compelling and disturbing. I know that McFerrin s voice is the bird (even
though logically, he sings only about the bird), the bird is not symbolized or evoked, but experienced firsthand. 361 While the metricity of the echo is imprisoning, its unpredictable repetitions disturb that the 4/4
phrasing with irregular, polyrhythmic, groupings, and the microrhythmic shifts further pull away from this
oppressive ruler: the temporal deviations trace a transformative flight. The ecstatic relief I feel when, after all
the echoes are gone, the bird is released (in four of the five performances) in a flurry of fluttering sounds
(sometimes accompanied by McFerrin s rising flapping gesticulation). The transformative temporal flight has
brought the bird to freedom — all your life of waiting for this moment to be free — and a haunting memory of
a strange cave, tunnel, or prison cell remains. 362

Like a moth s enchantment with artificial light, a blackbird, I ve read, is thought to sing at night when it interprets city night lights as
the coming dawn.
361 Does his voice conjure a mimetic echo of that which is real (in contradistinction perhaps to when his voice mimics technology
mimicking reality)?
362 Cf. Snaps as echoes, echoes as oppression, and echoes as socially transcendent temporal deviations, in Appendix D.
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The theme of enslaved Africans flying, and returning to Africa, is found across the African Diaspora,
expressed in tales, songs, and funerary rituals (Walters 1997; L. McDaniel 1998; Wilentz 1989; Diouf 2007,
138–39). Whatever the myth of flying Africans substitutes (death, escape, resistance),
the crucial point is that home is the object of the desire . . . And home to Africans means, above all,
family. What the tales signify is a return to the family, even in death, because the dead become the
ancestors still living among the living (Diouf 2007, 139).
If home in an African context is ancestry and family, the journey home, the flight, is a transformative one.
Morton Marks identifies home as a common theme in white country and western gospel songs, but he
distinguishes that in black gospel music it is used as a metaphor for reaching the trance state (Marks 1974,
106). Is this connotation implicit in the use of down home to describe rural, lower class (and thus less
repressed African) aesthetic influences? Marks elucidates:
The major difference between the white and black treatment of this [home] theme is that black
gospel singers turn these songs [e.g. with imagery of home] into trance events by introducing trance
behavior into their performances, thereby actualizing the metaphor. Home thus becomes the name
for the liminal state known as trance (Marks 1974, 106). 363
Susan L. Blake s analysis of Ralph Ellison s work explores the significance of flying, and the effect of framing
black folk materials in Western myth:
Flying is a predominant motif in black-American folklore as well as in Western myth; its meanings
vary from one tradition to another. In Greek mythology, flying represents the superhuman power of
the gods; in Freudian psychology, it symbolizes male sexual potency; in black-American folklore, it
means freedom. In a folk context the aspiration to fly recalls Harriet Tubman's dream of flying over a
great wall, the numerous references in the spirituals to flying to freedom in Jesus, the Sea Islands
legend of the Africans who rose up from the field one day and flew back to Africa, . . . and the
humorous folktale of the Colored Man who went to heaven and flew around with such abandon that
he had to be grounded but who boasted that he was a flying black bastard while he had his wings
(Blake 1979, 124). 364
Janelle Monáe s Tightrope features a cast of characters confined within the walls of an asylum. The
video opens with a caption: Dancing has long been forbidden for its subversive effects on the residents and
its tendency to lead to illegal magical practices (Monáe 2010). Does this warning hearken to the white
suppression of ecstatic African religious practices among slaves? After the opening caption, the first scene
shows two black men sitting on a bench, one of them tossing a small black ball into the air repeatedly, until he

How eerie to hear reverberation fill the final
seconds of Jaco Pastorious arrangement of Blackbird, beginning immediately after he
spontaneously mumble-sings the lyric into the night . . . (in an otherwise instrumental arrangement—featuring Toots Thielmans
twanging harmonica—on his 1981 Word of Mouth album). Echo as imprisonment, liberty, or transformation?
Consider Wallace Stevens Thirteen Ways Of Looking At A Blackbird: I do not know which to prefer, / The beauty of inflections / Or the
beauty of innuendoes, / The blackbird whistling / Or just after. / . . . I know noble acccents / And lucid, inescapable rhythms; / But I
know, too, / That the blackbird is involved / In what I know (Stevens 2011).
Notably, two of McFerrin s performances are captured at a further distance from McFerrin, from the distinctly more ambient acoustic of
an audience member s perspective, rather than direct input from the sound system (GoodLiveMusicHere 2012; ronmateo 2011). These
two recordings have significantly higher reverberation levels which enhances the first series of echoes (at the dotted quarter pulse), but
seems to conflict with the faster echoes, and diminishes the overall spatial effect. Cf. Echo, reverberation, and snaps, in Appendix D.
363 Cf. Home in Bob Marley and The Wailers I am Going Home, in section 5.4 Twang and Cry: Ethnicity and Class, an arrangement of Swing
Low Sweet Chariot, mentioned in a footnote in section 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things.
364 Blake continues: Although the mythic and sexual meanings of the metaphor are of course implicit in the aspiration to freedom, the
emphasis in the folk concept of manhood is on the freedom, and the obstacles to freedom are seen to be in the social structure, not in
oneself or the laws of the physical universe (Blake 1979, 124).
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successfully keeps it floating in the air. Monáe s choreography features rising balletic motions on downbeats,
and in one section has her climb up and dance on a table top. 365 Will they escape? Is freedom found in
ecstasy?
Monáe s integration of, or signifyin (g) on, balletic tradition is pertinent here because of the centrality
that the idea of floating or flying plays both in ballet and in African-American philosophy and creativity.
When Monáe performs relevées and pliés in her idiosyncratically crossed fourth or loose fifth position (to say
nothing of her gracefully flapping arms), she signifies on the lability evoked by the traditional balletic foot
position, where the turned out toes create a narrowed base and the dancer seems to preserve a slender
stability, balanced between the pull backward and the pull forward, so that the impression of a precarious
vertical equilibrium is created (Kreitler and Kreitler 1972, 166). Kreitler and Kreitler distinguish the flying
quality found in ballet from that found in acrobatics:
Both the dancer and the acrobat seem at times to renounce stability, but while the dancer s posture
seems stable in spite of lability, the acrobat s posture seems labile even when it is stable. The balance
is a dance posture is between stability and lability; in acrobatics it is between lability and a fall, a
crash (Kreitler and Kreitler 1972, 184).
Are the risks of immediate physical harm, by definition, higher in acrobatics than in dance ? Are African and
African diasporatic dances typically more acrobatic than European ones, or is such an assumption shaped by
positive racist stereotypes of African athleticism? In Tightrope, Janelle Monáe s signifyn(g) on toe-oriented
balletic motion qualifying this ain t no acrobatics, , and in Alright, Kendrick Lamar is depicted in risky, not
merely gravity, but death-defying positions (floating upside down, flying up high above traffic, etc.). Is it the
severity of the stakes which distinguishes the diasporatic African from the European concept of flight?
When we watch ballet dancers in motion, it often appears as if they had succeeded in outwitting
gravity. Often their only contact with the ground is through the tips of the toes. The airy, light,
indeed weightless quality of balletic [motion] . . . is the most overriding characteristic of ballet. Ballet
dancers seem more often to float, to be on the verge of alighting on invisible wings and to fly through
a milky insubstantial medium than move as gravitationally bound mortals. . . . Yet the fascination of
ballet does not stem from the lightness and floating as such. This is demonstrated by the quick
abandonment of attempts, introduced by attaching in the eighteenth century, to enhance the duration
and extent of jumps by attaching dancers to invisible wires and pulleys (Haskell, 1945). The exciting
quality of ballet derives from victory over gravity attained by the unaided human body . . . Actual
flying would imply lability, of a kind cultivated for example in acrobatics. In contrast, the major
attainment of the [balletic] dance is a perfectly balanced lability. While in acrobatics even stability
seems labile, in [balletic] dance lability is made to appear perfectly and gracefully balanced . . .
(Kreitler and Kreitler 1972, 166–67)
Wilfried Raussert describes how Toni Morrison s use of flying as a model of mastering and
changing time . . . and as a journey through time becomes a tool of cultural assertion and agency.
More precisely flying assumes spatial, temporal, and spiritual meaning in [Toni Morrison s 1977
novel] Song of Solomon. It has social implications since attitudes toward flying mark each character s
relationship to time and the larger community . . . Her sense of flying is rooted in a belief in communal
values including communication with dead ancestors as well as new-born relatives . . . when [the
protagonist, Milkman] leaps at the end he has embraced the familial and historical past and has found
365

Cf. Monnáe s choreography, discussed in sections 4.3 Snapback and 4.4 Resilient Walks.
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spiritual grounding that makes him ride the air. Now he can merge with the community of his
flying ancestors from Africa. Smith, on the other hand, falls from the cupola. His wings—the color
imagery of red, blue, and white evoking the national flag of the United States—cannot hold him he
cannot ride the air. His contact with the folk has always been dominated by money and number.
Smith lacks what Pilate possesses, the ability to break through strictly linear conceptions of time.
Clock-time determines his life until the very last when he commits suicide after announcing the
precise date of his flight (Raussert 2000, 79–81).
Indeed, Lamar s Alright deals with the very same conundrums of materiality (in his case manifest in
temptation) versus the ephemeral spirit which carries the African community values (manifest in longing). 366
The snaps of materiality inherent in the motion express movement, however jumpy, across linear time,
contrasted with the flight of the spirit that breaks free of this linearity into a sacred cyclic temporality. These
symbols are embodied in the imagery of Lamar s Compton community chanting the resilient snapping chorus
as Lamar floats above them upside down (feet toward the sky). 367 Do we find anything comparable in
Debussy s Des pas sur la neige, in the relationship between the snapping left-hand ostinato and the floating
right-hand melody? 368 It is in this dynamic tension between snaps and floating that Cooper and Meyer locate
this composition s ethos, clear vagueness and unambiguous ambiguity (G. W. Cooper and Meyer 1960, 172–
73), and through this dynamism that Yvonne Lefébure s performance (Lefébure 2005) ecstatically (ekhistanai) transcends this location.
The motional interrelationships among snap, twang, and floating or temporal deviation, may benefit
from future studies incorporating kinesthetic or somesthetic research perspectives, such as Laban Movement
Analysis (LMA), 369 or Manfred Clynes Sentic Cycles. LMA describes how modulating a single parameter of
Effort —of weight, time, or space— each with two polarized varieties, and known as a Motion Factor, may
create different types of motions. Floating, for example, is characterized by its light weight, its sustained time,
and its flexible space. 370 Thus, floating (as in Kubik s description of temporal divergence) becomes jerking or
flicking (cf. snapping) when the floating motion s time factor is modulated from sustained to sudden motion.
When floating s space factor is modulated from flexible to direct, the result is sliding, or gliding (cf. twanging)

That they present conundrum, is not necessarily an African condition but perhaps one imposed through contact with European
cultures. Cf. Appiah, Hamminga, and Nowak in (Hamminga 2005, 63).
367 Cf. Bobby McFerrin s carefully evoked black flight, via acoustic signifiers of echo and flapping wings, in his arrangement of Blackbird.
And Lee Scratch Perry s 1968 People Funny Boy, where conceptions of flight also shed light on discussions of Perry s channeling of
spiritual flight in church (contrasted with the material depravity expressed in snapping crying of a famished infant), in section Appendix
D.
Another possible parallel includes descriptions of connections between up-down energy and temporal deviations in baroque dance:
The half-toe position is also highlighted in slower dances such as sarabandes, in which it offers dancers an opportunity to express the
qualities of uplifted energy and even suspended time, which can be especially dramatic in momentary poses of arrested motion. Such
moments provide musicians accompanying the dances an opportunity to emphasize similar qualities in the music, perhaps through
accented attacks, dynamic shadings, or a hint of tempo rubato. At such times, the dancer is expected to cloak her efforts under an air of
nonchalance—and the musician should take this cue to execute any ornaments with a matching air of grace and ease (Burdick 2007, 39).
Cf. Sarabande in Bach s Aria, in section 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos and the upward motion on downbeats in Lully, in section 4.3
Snapback.
Cf. Kendrik Lamar s limp and the use of alla zoppa, for example, in Haydn s Symphony , movement III, in section Appendix C-2.
368 Cf. Snapping heel-toe implied in this ostinato, mentioned in . Walkin .
369 Cf. Rudolph Laban on snapping tongue, lips, jaw, etc., in section 4.5 Oral Dance, and embodied archetypes, in section 6.8.3 Sadness and
Resilience.
370 A fourth Motion Factor, flow, can be free or bounded.
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(Laban and Ullmann 2011, 69–76). 371 LMA may offer psycho-physiological explanations for how these
features may interact or accompany one another.
Clynes theory of Sentics or Sentic Cycles proposes an in-born biological (rather than learned
cultural) basis of emotional communication, where each of the basic human emotions has a particular
pressure wave signature. Clynes maps basic emotional states —neutral, love, hate, reverence, grief, anger,
joy, sexual desire— with a distinct envelope of pressure change (measured from 0-200 grams) over the
course of a 2 second time span. These dynamic signatures (termed essentic forms) are argued to be
universally understood by humans, and may be experienced by touch, or translated into sound, or recognized
through sight (Clynes and Menuhin 1977; Clynes and Panksepp 1988; Clynes 1992, 2013). Dan Winter shows
how each of the sentic pressure signatures can be expressed as a ratio, whose proportion is determined by
the time point of maximum pressure, e.g.: anger is 1:7 (because the maximum pressure arrives 1/7 th into the
duration of the cycle , joy is : , hate is : , love is :π, etc. (Winter 1997). Could the ethos of the snap be
correlated with the accented short-long ratios for anger, joy, or eros? Could twang characteristics be
correlated with more incremental gradations of pressure change? And could floating (and temporal
deviations) be correlated with the sentic cycle ratios of reverence and love?
4.9 Ecological Snap, Doppler and Simultaneity: Auditory Streams
Keywords: snap in environment, simultaneity and relativity of now, auditory stream integration or
segregation, social unity
Another aspect to the snap pattern is its perception across environmental soundscapes and its
potential to cue location, movement, or causal relationships.
Changizi suggests, for example, that certain flammed rhythms actually allow us to perceive the
directionality of sound based on the Doppler shift that we perceive, and he even uses the example of a
footstep. 372 The heel strike produces a sound just before the toe strike, which Changizi argues, causes a subtle
and unconsciously perceivable Doppler shift that indicates the direction in which the step is moving (Changizi
2011). Would the interaural time difference by which our auditory system localizes sound sources (by the
precedence or Haas effect, or law of the first wave front), qualify as a sort of micro-snap? 373 Does the Doppler
effect produce a sort of temporal deviation when a steady pulse moves away or toward the listener (perhaps
relative to another steady and non-moving pulse)? 374

When floating s weight is modulated from light to firm, the result is described as stirring, twisting or wringing. Is this a quality of flow?
Floating, Flicking, and Gliding (and Wringing) are manifestations of mental attitudes and are characterized by their relation to gravity:
indulging or yielding. LMA proposes one more main mental attitude, termed fighting or resisting. Floating is to indulging, what thrusting
is to fighting. When thrust s time factor is modulated from sudden to sustained, the result is squeezing or pressing. Is this comparable to
the sense of squeezed breath that sometimes seems to accompany ecstatic temporal deviations? When thrust s space factor is
modulated from direct to flexible, the result is whipping, or slashing (i.e. snapping) (Laban and Ullmann 2011, 69–76).
372 The fact that Changizi examines aspects of the heel-toe timing (e.g. evoking the mood of the walker, or here providing motional
information) indicates that he has either carefully considered the potential of this flam to be perceived as a short-long (embedded in the
bigger long-short patterns he detects in between-step hits) but rejected it without providing explanation, or, that he simply never
considered it to qualify as a short-long pattern.
373 Cf. A micro-snap below the threshold for detecting echo; echo snaps are discussed in section Appendix D.
374 Cf. Doppler shift and temporal deviation, in section 6.7 Blue Note Continuums.
371
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Elsewhere, I discuss snaps which occur across different limbs and which involve multiple timbres. 375
In our everyday acoustic environment we continuously experience sounds from many sources at different
directions and distances, any number of which may be interpreted as forming a snap pattern. As I type these
words (at 1:45pm, on March 19, 2017) the clicks of the keyboard snap or flam with what sounds like train
and truck horns, far in the distance. Such quasi-synchronous sound events are often disregarded as
unimportant or meaningless (two events in near synchronicity deemed, perhaps partially due to their
distance, to be unrelated). But sometimes their near synchronicity suggests causality (by means of such
gestalt properties as proximity, common fate, or continuation), whether mechanical or sociobiological in
nature. The sound (or view) of an object hitting a surface and bouncing once before coming to a rest, will be
interpreted as a causal snap: the short-long pattern here is caused by the rebounding impact determined by
the properties of the objects involved and the nature of their collision. 376 Are these the rebounding metal
coils we hear snapping —or snap-backing— throughout Beyoncé s Formation? Does rebounding motion also
describe snapping part of her kinesthetic snaps on alli-GA-tor, or that seen in Arnez J s Uncle Charlie routine,
or those rapid recoveries in Krumping? How about those events I mentioned above, that span wider
distances? This actually happens to me frequently. Just an hour ago, for example (at 7:36pm, March 19, 2016
—almost exactly one year before the previous sentence; a quasi-synchronicity?), I was walking my bike
toward my apartment building s indoor bike rack. When I reached the heavy storage room door, I waved my
keys over the fob reader and yanked at the door handle, causing a loud blaring alarm. Did I set-off the
security alarm just to the left of door, or was someone signaling to me from inside the concrete hallway of
bike racks? Within a few moments I realized that the sound was neither the result of my opening the door,
nor directed at me, but from the horn of a car on the street around the corner. How do we interpret the
meaningfulness of snaps or flams between events that are near or distant but which occur so closely in time
that they fall within the perceptual window where we cannot accurately judge their sequence? We know they
happened separately, but we infer order, or even causal relation, based on learned knowledge. How do we
determine the potential meaningfulness of such a snapping relationship, whether through proprioceptivetouch, hearing, vision and so forth, and the interactions of these sense perceptions? By some apparent fluke,
an empirical study of how our sonic environment primes our perceptual and conceptual processing of events
begins with the following description:
Do we anticipate future auditory events based on what we hear in our sonic environment? To
answer this question, imagine the sound of a door handle turning. If you then try to imagine a
subsequent sound, it would likely be the opening of a door—the most probable outcome of operating
a door handle. Although examples such as this illustrate our ability to infer event probabilities from
sounds, they also raise the question of how the human brain generates such inferences. The answer
to this question is not fully known. What we do know is that the processing of environmental sounds
shares basic aspects with the processing of music and speech (Schirmer et al. 2011).

Cf. 2.2 A-symmetric BE-bop.
. . . And which we may correlate with the snaps Haynes articulates on his tightly tuned drums. Cf. Section . What s in a Name? An
Embodied Idea.
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Albert Bregman offers observations on the integration or segregation of distinct auditory streams
(referencing Leo van Noorden s research):
If the individual streams are the mind s description of the meaningful sonic objects in the
environment, then only the rhythmic pattern computed within that stream tells about the pattern of
activity of a meaningful object. The between-stream rhythms are likely to be merely chance
combinations of within-stream patterns (Bregman 1990, 156).
As Schirmer et al. indicate, the distinction between chance and meaningful is not obvious, however. When I
attended the 2017 Women s March in Toronto, I found myself walking between two independent but
simultaneously audible samba squads: how do I determine the meaningfulness of the snapping relationships
formed by their respective rhythmic accents? These snaps seem to capture the ethos or spirit of
heterogeneous unity. Are these quasi-synchronicities the sacred unity that Ives contemplated through his
own works?
The perception of a synchronicity between two (or more) sounds may, at least philosophically, be
considered arbitrary: all sounds, all events that occur now are synchronized (and even the boundaries of this
now seem amorphous, distinguished by endless layers of, ultimately fuzzy, perceptual thresholds). 377 The
implication of such a vision of the world is that we are all one, connected by a common now. When this idea
came to me (at 5:30pm March 16, 2016), I was walking south on Yonge street (toward Dundas Square, to
observe people s walks), and suddenly I felt an enormous warmth toward all the strangers around me: here
we are, all experiencing this moment in time, all of us, together, I thought. My arms flew up and I felt like
hugging all these people and talking to them. I stopped: This isn t New York, I told myself. Such behavior
wouldn t be normal in Toronto.

So Canadian (of me), I shrank self-consciously. As I walked back home

after about an hour of people walking watching, I wondered why I do not more fully embrace this vision of my
environment when it is available to me at every moment.
What is the scale of my here and now? 378 What might such an exploration of quasi/synchronicities
(inherent in environmental snaps or flams) reveal about concepts of space and time: of an absolute now
(shared across the universe), espoused by Lee Smolin (Smolin 2013), versus the relativity of now,
demonstrated by Albert Einstein? While we are conceptualizing the snap in cosmological dimensions,
consider how the sound of a short-long snap reflects a hit or bang followed by a lasting repercussion. 379
Jacobus of Liège described the short-long figure as a rhythm full of strength and harmonizing with nature
which is always stronger at the end than at the beginning (Apel 1969, 243). 380 If our world began with a Big
Bang, was this bang a short-long snap? Are we living-out the long days of the of this short-long?

Cf. J. T. Fraser s nested temporalities, in section 6.7 Blue Note Continuums.
Cf. I explore this question in my 2015 recording project Present In Nature, described in section Appendix E.
379 Cf. In proposing that the sounds of verbal language are derived from the sounds of the interactions of solid objects in our environment,
Changizi argues that fundamental motions in physics are consistent with those in linguistic phonology: the hit (plosives), the slide
(fricative), and the ring (sonorant). The composites of these elemental sounds form composites in phonology, e.g. the hit-slide
(affricative) (Changizi 2011). Does the hit-slide in physics or phonology, share common properties to the short-long?
380 Cf. Full quote in section 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos.
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4.11 Continuities, Transmissions, Survival-Transcendence
Keywords: ethos; spirit; continuity; nature of transmission; behavior; soul; pick axe work songs; tool-use;
consciousness; romanticism; pseudo-historicism; academia; mythos; archetype; ancestral memory;
epigenetic memory; reincarnation; Babatunde Olatunji; metaphor; mythos; Plato and Socrates Phaedo,
Apology; Holocaust; Jewish walk; Jewish limp; hora; krimer tants
What sort of shared now would yield understanding on the transmission of information across time
and space? Not only the transmission of motion information, but of the ethos, attitudinal, and spiritual
information which may be invoked through such motion. Can the phenomenological experience of spirit,
however accessed through the body, be reduced to psychobiological mechanisms?
In my examination of features across culture, geography, and time, the observation of commonalities
may, in certain cases, suggest a transmission of continuities or retentions, for example in the occurrence of
short-long patterns in certain African and African-American cultures. Across American soil, slaves were
prohibited from playing any drums and from speaking their mother tongues, and yet, many cultural forms are
perceived as brimming with continuities of African practices. Among these constellations of tendencies,
connections between physical movement and music have been identified and compared across the diversity
of West African and African-American cultures (Wilson 1974; Iyer 2002; Brownell 2003). Gerhard Kubik
identifies six methodologies which are used to understand continuity and transmission, while Paul Oliver
asks four questions attempting to define the terms used in describing such transmissions (Oliver 1970; Kubik
1998). 381
In Kubik s later writing, we find the theory that African cultural information could be transmitted to
the new world cultures through a kind of silent codification (which may fall under a combination of his
earlier identifications, perhaps especially including socio-psychological determinism, cultural materialism,
and historical particularism): 382
They would continue to exist as a form of body movement, as a system of motional behavior, as a
system of drum syllables engraved in the mind or integrated in the rhythm of the language. In this
form, they would continue to be transmitted from generation to generation, without verbal
explanations, as non-verbal code. In another century, then, if circumstances were favorable, they
would reappear on the surface, perhaps on a drum, perhaps in a totally different form (Kubik 2005).
Zulu musicologist Elkin Sithole, cites a particular variety of Snap, found in a South African work
song, that consists of a brief rest followed immediately by the quick strike of a pickaxe, where the two events

I am indebted to John Brownell for sharing his own reviews of this research with me (Brownell 2001, 2–3). Kubik s six identified
methods of identifying continuities are: biological-reductionism (in-born nature), socio-psychological determinism (nurtured), pseudohistorical reductionism roots , historical particularism arising out of particular social situations , cultural materialism (economics
shapes sociology shapes culture), cultural diffusion (admixture of African cultures due to nature of slave system) (Kubik 1998). Paul
Oliver s questions, also examined in (Brownell 2001, 2–3), address the definition of Africa as a homogenous or heterogeneous culture,
and the criteria for retentions, and what factors would have inhibited or promoted their transmission across the time and space of the
slave trade (Oliver 1970).
382 Cf. Kubik s theories on why Muslim-Arab elements were more easily retained in African-American practices, than sub-Saharan,
Nigritic elements which were retained in the African practices of the Caribbean and South America, in section 5.3 Ethno-Socio-Religio
Twang. Cf. Kubik s theories on the transmission of African tuning systems that led to the emergence of blue notes, in footnote 6.5 Elastic
(Blue Note) Snap.
381
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comprise a complete snap (Lems-Dworkin 1991, 13). 383 Martin Munro reconsiders Gérard Barthélemy s
observations on the separation or continuity in work rhythms and ecstatic musical rhythms, arguing that the
ephemeral latter (e.g. temporal deviation) required the materiality of the former (e.g. snaps):
Implicit in Barthélemy s argument is the idea that the rhythm of the dances was completely divorced
from the everyday working existence of the slaves. However, given the ways in which repetitive
rhythms structured daily routine, the insistent rhythms of the dance are perhaps better considered
not as untainted African cultural echoes but as doubled, distorted, creolized reverberations of the
slaves entire historical experience, from Africa through the Middle Passage to the plantation. It is
possible to think of these early Caribbean rhythms not as an escape from the rhythms of the
plantation but as cultural figurations of those very same rhythms, the pain of which is in part purged
through the rhythmic intensity of the dance and the drum. If this kind of catharsis through dance and
music were to be effective, it required the presence and consciousness of the source of suffering, not
its forgetting (Munro 2010, 20).
Comparable to both Sithole and Munro, Olly Wilson analyzes an African-American wood chopping
song where the sound produced by the ax on the fourth beat of every measure creates a counter-rhythm
which is essential to the structure of the song. The music, then is not simply accompanying the work, but the
work becomes the music, and the music becomes the work . . . The utilitarian and artistic functions of the song
are interrelated (Wilson 1983, 11–12). Wilson s transcription indicates vocal snaps (on a diphthongized
SAI-id and OH lord ) before and after the ax strike, but not snapping with the ax (Wilson 1983, 13). On
African-American prison song recordings (e.g. (Lomax 1994)), however, one may hear the endlessly varied
heterorhythmic unisons of pick-axes —sometimes snapped, sometimes flammed, depending whether one
toiled a fraction of a second before or after the metronomic pulse established by their song. 384 These snaps
are also captured in Johnny Cash s The Legend of John Henry s Hammer, where a metallic hammering sound
interacts with all the other instruments transients, and even synchronizing with some of Cash s lyric snaps
(e.g. brains to QUIT-it ). 385 The snaps are embedded in the limb motions and the quasi-unisons of bodies,
from the beginnings of human awareness, agricultural work, and slavery, and perhaps stretching back to

383 Cf. While the Negro was in Africa, the work song was known and practiced very much in the sense that it is today. The work he did in
Africa was as intimately bound up with his perceptual consciousness as the work he later was called upon to perform in America. Then
too, slavery existed for the Negro in Africa before it did in America. Surely no one would say that the Negro was unable to transfer his
African work songs to his new environment on exceedingly short notice so that they would meet his new needs (W. James 1995, 67).
384 Are these asynchronies inevitable, or is there a correlation with the aggressive context? One conclusion drawn in Alan Lomax s
cantometric theory describes that: In general gross synchrony, the ability to sing together cohesively, is apparently reduced by
masculine aggressiveness, diffuse organization, rigid stratification, masculine dominance over production, and repressive control of
feminine sexual activity (Berlyne 1971, 269; Lomax and Berkowitz 1972).
385 In a
s film of the Cannonball Adderley quartet performing Nat Adderley s Work Song (Adderley 1962), we hear drummer Louis
Hayes occasionally flamming the pickaxe downbeats. Do we hear any asynchronous pickaxe downbeats in Max Roach s Driva Man (from
the 1959 We Insist! Max Roach s Freedom Now Suite)? There is evidence suggesting that Franz Schubert was inspired by the Austrian
pile-driver songs he heard while vacationing in Gmunden. The E major melody beginning in m.
of the Adagio Notturno in Eb, Op.
, D.
, shows regular rests on the second beat of the ¾ measure, significant pauses where the gang of men would deliver the
Niederschlag in unison (Brown 1953). If their unison was anything like those heard in Alan Lomax s African-American prison
recordings, Schubert would have heard many snaps and flams. One might compare this to the heterorhythmic manner of the Korean
unison John Cage instructs for his ensemble composition Ryoanji, itself a stylization of a Japanese rock garden aesthetic which itself
seeks a balance of chaotic environmental conditions and disciplined structure. One will notice that both the Adderley and Schubert
melodies also contain double dotted swing rhythms whose anacrustic metric quality would presumably help to synchronize certain
movements (e.g. a bending or swing, etc.) before striking, where the anacrustic double dotted rhythm flams lead into the metric
downbeats. All this is to acknowledge that musical pickaxe traditions are cross cultural, as may be their flams and snaps. If the theory on
the origin of Schubert s melody is correct, Schubert s exclusion of the striking sound might be interesting to compare with Herbie
Hancock s exclusion of the watermelon vendor s cries in Watermelon Man (discussed in section Appendix D), as two examples of stylized
sounds of labour.
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cosmological beginnings. How an ethos or spirit extends outward in space through a snap, is equally
momentous.
In an oft-referenced explanation of tool-use, Michael Polanyi describes that when a human uses a
hammer to hit a nail, attention is focused at the head of the hammer, rather than where the hand holds the
handle. The hammer (or stick used by a blind person) is not an external object, but a probe through which
our awareness is extended (Polanyi 2005, 57, 61, 184). 386 This outward shift of attention is an example of
how the cognitive boundary between body and tool is ambiguous. When the hammer is the one hitting a
string inside a piano, we may similarly reflect on where attention lies: 387 the pianist s consciousness may
extend through contact with the keyboard into the string; the musician s consciousness extends further
through to the sound resonating within and beyond the piano and in the context of the music; the (romantic)
artist s, or, one may say, human s consciousness extends further through to the phenomenological context
and experience of the listener. The artists or human beings for whom phenomenological experience has a
spiritual dimension, extends consciousness to the degree that their conception, training, and cultivation of
spiritual tools allow. When asked about his musical influences, pianist Keith Jarrett responded:
Music doesn t influence music. Spirit influences music. I have been influenced by the spirit of people
who were composers who wrote music through which I could hear their spirit. And that made me
realize that they knew what they were doing, cause otherwise they would write music that wouldn t
communicate anything. It s either one or the other: either it s going to communicate nothing valuable
or it s going to communicate their spirit somehow (Jarrett 1986).
The notion of influences suggests an interaction of past, present, and future. What if consciousness is
extended to spiritual dimensions that transcend linear conception of time? I wonder, in this regard, about
one of Kubik s aforementioned methodologies, identified as pseudo-historical reductionism. Would
transmission via spiritual communion with ancestors be identified as essentializing romanticisms?
Interestingly, in the preface to one of his own books, Kubik himself describes writing in a dreamlike state, as
if the blues ancestral spirits . . . were actually dictating the text to me, and where Robert Johnson appeared
to me again and proposed a simple solution to my problem (Kubik 1999, xv). 388 At an early stage of my
doctoral research for this dissertation, Charlie Parker appeared in a dream, performing in my childhood
bedroom, where this experience became mysteriously inspirational or even prophetic. Does such
experiential processing —leading crucially to epiphany— constitute transmission? The genius of dreams lies
in their mythos, where the paradoxes of the rational mind are reconciled, unified, and metaphorised. The
rational mind, however, discounts this as fiction, where metaphor, a powerful revealer of truth, is forgotten
and, in another clever inversion, comes even to be a lie, though perhaps a pretty one (McGilchrist 2010).
Could we learn something new or different about the nature of these romantic notions by
considering the phenomenologies of such transmissions? When a charge of pseudo-historical reductionism is

Cf. References or allusions to Polanyi s description, for example, in (Jones 1981; Payzant 1986; Iyer 1998).
Cf. Hammering flams in the articulation of blue notes by keyboard players, including Sir Charles Thompson, in section 6.2 Blue or
Worried? and section 6.5 Elastic (Blue Note) Snap.
388 Cf. Elija Wald quotation in section 6.8.3 Sadness and Resilience: There has probably been more romantic foolishness written about
blues in general, and Robert Johnson in particular, than about any other genre or performer of the twentieth century (Wald 2004).
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hurled —and I have been on the receiving end of what seemed like rather reckless bandying by academics—
does it in fact neglect rich phenomenological experience? In a quest to de-romanticize the world, what
happens when an academic makes no distinction between the pseudo-historical (which Kubik commends)
and the phenomenologically rich? Is it painfully ironic when the musicologist fails to distinguish these, all the
while paternalistically touting the rigors of the methodology? 389
How might this discussion of the transmission of spirit, the genius of dreams through music, and the
reckless charges of romanticism by academics, benefit through consideration of the trial of Socrates? As
described, for example, in Plato s Apology, where Socrates is accused of not acknowledging the gods the city
acknowledges, but new daimonic activities instead (Plato, Aristophanes, and Xenophon 2002), or in Phaedo
where Socrates receives intimations in his dream to Make and cultivate music (Plato 2007) (is this in
contrast to his mere philosophizing about music), and in which he contemplates the reincarnate soul after the
death of the body. It is not my intention, to position myself as Socrates, but only to consider potential insights
gained through such comparison. How would Socrates logic —including his questioning of poets and
craftsmen s confidence in their wisdom of things beyond, in Apology— for example, compare to that
demonstrated by those paternalistic academics? How much insight does the prophet have into the prophecy
that he or she channels? 390
We need metaphor or mythos in order to understand the world, explains neuroscientist, Iain
McGilchrist:
. . . myths and metaphors are not dispensable luxuries, or optional extras , still less the means of
obfuscations: they are fundamental and essential to the process. We are not given the option not to
choose one, and the myth we choose is important: in the absence of anything better, we revert to the
metaphor or myth of the machine. But we cannot, I believe, get far in understanding the world, or in
deriving values that will help us live well in it, by likening it to the bike in the garage (McGilchrist
2010).
McGilchrist finds that the embodied, metaphorical or mythological wisdom brought by romantic movements
is consistently neglected or spurned by cultural movements —like the Enlightenment — that idealize logic
and abstract reason (McGilchrist 2010). 391 He explains that archetypes (e.g. Jungian or those described in
Chris Nunn s work)…
have affective meaning for us, and are not simply abstractions . . . they cannot simply be derived from
or converted into rules or procedures . . . do this and this, and you will be a saint . . . An ideal sounds
like something by definition disembodied, but these ideals are not bloodless abstractions, and derive
from our affective embodied experience . . . This is recognized by Laban when he notes that bodily
movement has always been used for two distinct aims: the attainment of tangible values in all kinds
of work, and the approach to intangible values in prayer and worship (McGilchrist 2010). 392

Kofi Agawu turns the lens of musicology on itself, asking what sociocultural factors motivate distinguishing theory from
ethnotheory : why does the prefix ethno accompany different practices in Africa, but theory is designated for standard European
repertoire and where in the latter the explanatory theories are often presented as if they were universally applicable . . . Ethnotheory
and theory thus represent different kinds of bids for power (K. Agawu 2017, 49).
390 Cf. Prophecy in section 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things.
391 How do these processes compare in Romantic versus nationalistic environments? Cf. Burdick on German romanticism s rejection of
such French influences as dance, in section 4.3 Snapback.
392 Cf. Laban, in section 4.8 Limping, Floating, Flying Snaps.
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Kubik argues that vague notions of African-American cultural roots in Africa are romanticized to
serve deeply entrenched ideas about self (Kubik 1998). Cultures of Africa and its diasporatic lineage, it
often seems, are either (or simultaneously) homogenized as a monolith, 393 or pitted against one another in
false feuds forged by an insiduously colonialist divide-and-conquer mentality. 394 If there is —or once was—
any truth in Kubik s claim, 395 it would be careless to conflate romanticism with those systems that allow
communion with ancestral spirits, which are found in both African-American and African cultural contexts. 396
These systems are powerful phenomenological technologies of faith that have stimulated profound resilience,
e.g.: ancestorism (R. F. Thompson 1974, 28–29, 47), race memory (Neal 1971, 13), and epic memory (Asante
and Welsh-Asante 1985, 77–80). 397 The mythos of subsistence-hunters learning to inhabit, to become, the
animal they are tracking (Maxwell 2006): a degree of empathy that might be compared to evidence in mirror
neuron research (McGilchrist 2010). 398 Is it analogous here to ask what sort of musicologist would reduce the
practices and belief systems of a black Holiness —or any— church to romanticism ? 399 The Yoruba name
Babtunde, meaning father returns, refers to the reincarnation of ancestors. Would Kubik dismiss
reincarnation belief systems as pseudo-historical reductionism? Does the Nigerian percussionist-vocalist
Babtunde Olatunji s collaboration with so many African-American artists (e.g. Max Roach s We Insist 400)
suggest a more empathetic kinship, than Kubik describes? 401 Consider: the richness expressed in Toni
Morison s literary descriptions of communal values, communication with dead and newborn spirits, and the
merging with flying ancestors from Africa; 402 the accounts of African ancestral communication by

Cf. Earlier footnote in this section describing Paul Oliver s examination of the definition of Africa as homogenous or heterogeneous.
Cf. Miles Davis words: White people want to see blacks crawling around and Uncle Tomming. Or, they like to see blacks angry with
each other, like Wynton [Marsalis] and me (Davis and Troupe 1989, 360). Cf. Dizzy Gillespie and Max Roach s commentary on how the
media pitted Gillespie against Charlie Parker in a fabricated feud, discussed in a footnote in section Appendix D.
395 Evidence of the discrepancy between African and African-American perspectives is cited in section 5.3 Ethno-Socio-Religio Twang,
also in a footnote discussing black nationalist notions of Africa compared to those expressed by Fela Kuti. Kubik cites evidential research
(Kubik 1998), and Brownell offers possible cases of essentialist perspectives by established musicians or writers (Brownell 2001, 16).
Discrepancy does not mean incompatibility, however. There is no one African culture, in Africa or in America, there is a complexity of
individuals and communities with values, some of which are fundamentally common, and of these, perhaps some of which have been
imposed by external oppressive forces. Trauma or tragedy does not always bring people, family, and communities closer, but sometimes
it may do so, somewhat, or inspire an ideal for such togetherness.
396 Cf. Ghost Dance, in footnote in section Appendix C-1.
397 Cf. Melanie Bratcher s analysis of the blues spirit and African memory in the words and songs of Bessie Smith, Billie Holiday, and Nina
Simone, frequently draws on concepts of epic and ancestral memory bound with ethos (Bratcher 2007).
398 Cf. Empathy and mirror neuron research, in section Appendix F.
399 Kofi Agawu considers the disparity between practitioners descriptions of their phenomenological experience and the arrogant
judgement of researchers: The semiologist does not at this point entertain the possibility that the Inuk explanation may be rooted in
self-empowering myth, or that it represents a bid for power in just the same way that the ostensibly scientific explanation proffered by
modern linguistics is invested in institutional power. He is concerned only with the fact that musicians around the world can and do give
accurate as well as inaccurate information to researchers, and that we should not hesitate to discount what we judge to be inaccurate (K.
Agawu 2017, 39). I could ask the same about my own assumptions latent in the observations expressed throughout this study. How
does Stevie Wonder, or any sincere individual, distinguish faith from superstition? Cf. Superstition in section 3.9 James Brown to Ewe:
Afro-American and African Short-Long Ethos.
400 Cf. Olatunji s integral participation in Max Roach s We Insist, discussed in section .
Max Roach s Freedom Now: Snap and Twang.
401 If Olatunji s collaborations reflect individual rather than community, then consider other interactions, such as the enormously
successful performances by African-Americans in Africa (e.g. Louis Armstrong to James Brown), touched on also in (Wilson 1974) Is the
individual African-American performer or even African-American ensemble received by African audiences as representatives of the
African-American community, or are they received as individuals, or simply American ? Consider the profound cross-cultural
admiration for the voice and words of Warsan Shire, a Kenyan-born poet of Somali parentage raised in London, whose texts underpin
Beyoncé s entire Lemonade, of which Formation is one section.
402 Cf. In Song of Solomon, discussed in section 4.8 Limping, Floating, Flying Snaps.
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musicologists in Africa and America alike (Chernoff 1981, 14; Hamminga 2005; Wilson 1974, 20); 403 the
occupation with ghosts in the black improvisational tradition in Craid Taborn s music; 404 the
communication with deceased colleagues during the creative process, described by Sonny Rollins (Smiley
2011) or that alluded to in Monáe s magical dance in an asylum where Parker and Hendrix allegedly
overcame difficult times.
I remember when my own maternal grandmother was lying in a hospital fighting for her life. I
watched her, her eyes closed, and noticed how she would gently cup her throat with the palm of her right
hand, fingers wrapping around her neck, with the thumb and index finger fitted in the nook where her neck
met her jaw. This gesture struck me. I had instinctively done that for years in some subconsciously soothing
way. Yet, I had never seen anyone else in my family do it, and I couldn t imagine any of them finding it
comforting. I remember then, and even earlier in my life, wondering about the transmission of such gestures,
whether they could be traced grandparent or parent to child, back to historic or prehistoric ancestors. Two
years after she had fought her way out of the hospital, I watched her expel her last breath. For years
afterward, I would recreate this final event, in solitude. Often rehearsing it as I lay in bed before going to
sleep, actually physicalizing the gesture in my own body, a strange lullaby trying to make sense of this
transformative gift: diaphragm suddenly contracting, back curving into a hunch, neck out-stretching, mouth
and lips rounding out, and lungs squeezing out her final exhalation. When I embody it now, in between typing
these words, am I adding new details? Can words or gestures convey an experience to someone who only
knows the experience in parts, and not as a whole? I miss you, and then I remember you are here in my body
and soul.
What information was transmitted in my exchanges with my grandmother up to, including, and
indeed, beyond this final gesture? What awe. Here, after all, was a woman certain that her cultivation of
particular behaviors, gestures, mannerisms, ways of moving and ways of walking —and ways of not— were
critical in her surviving the Holocaust; in her ability to pass as an Aryan, sometimes even fooling Jewish Nazi
collaborators. What was this Jewish walk she spoke of? Was it the product of ghettoization? My mother
recalls that my grandmother observed, in particular, the walks of Jewish women and especially women with
large asses . . . which was the opposite of elegant or not having a big bum, which was still not enough to be
elegant but one step closer (Oore 2017). An observation whose apparent anti-semitism could be compared
with Max Roach s observation that the way we [African-Americans] swagger when we walk, the way black
women have big fannies – this is all part of the culture (M. Roach 1972, 40). 405 The top search hit when I
google how do Jews walk? links to a discussion on a website, with the tag line White Pride World Wide,
examining this very question, with one post by a user describing: Ive [sic] seen that jewish walk you speak of.
They lean forward and lead with their nose like they have back pain or something. Also slouching and head
The Chernoff citation seems especially apt where, as an ethnomusicologist, he considers his participation in cult rituals from several
perspective, reflecting on the dead master drummers who would come to me in my sleep and his degree of faith in these concepts that
he intended to study academically (Chernoff 1981, 14).
404 Taborn explains: Music functions as a means to cal down those spirits . . . so in a very real sense I am not doing anything when the
music is truly being made. It isn t really me doing it (Shatz 2017).
405 Quoted in full in section 4.4 Resilient Walks.
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protracted forward (Hyperborean 2014). The third hit in my google search links to an Urban Dictionary
entry entitled Jew-walk , defined as to walk in a straight line, even if the pathway you walk on is curved,
causing you to bump your friends slowly off the road like a dumb ass bitch (tyboogey 2009).
In a chapter entitled The Jewish Foot from his book The Jew s Body, Sander Gilman describes how the
mythos of the Jew s cloven devil foot came, during the nineteenth century through to standard eugenics of
Nazi Germany, to manifest in the incontrovertible and scientifically documented prevalence of flatfootedness among Jews (Gilman 1991, chap. 2). While this condition had earlier been associated with both
Blacks and Jews as an animalistic, underdeveloped atavism, Jews, in direct contrast to Blacks, were
stereotyped as weak-bodied and shrewd-minded, where the flat-footedness statistics collected by the military
reinforced the belief that Jews were bad, non-contributing members of society. The Jews weak feet and
resultingly different gait came to be understood as a reflection of their degenerate bodies and minds
(shrewdness very much included), though the atavistic theory was replaced by new explanatory theories,
including those developed by Western Jews vying for a place in the scientific and medical establishment,
pointing to the excessive tobacco usage by Eastern Jews; Jean-Martin Charcot, a founder of modern neurology
(and teacher of Freud) drew a connection between poor circulation and claudication. At a period when the
walking gait of criminals and epileptics was compared as similarly deviant, the hysterical, feminized male
Jew, too, was seen as afflicted with a gait impairment that merely reflected his mental corruption, which was
less easily quantified tangibly, until now: the limping Jew (Gilman 1991, chap. 2).
The Eastern Jewish klezmorim (musicians), in an act of creative transcendence, made haunting music
out of their limp. The Moldavian (e.g. Romanian) hora or hoyre (not the lively popular Israeli hora common at
weddings), such as the krumer (or krimer) tants (Yiddish for crooked dance ) uses the limping gait to
establish a lurching irregular meter (e.g. 3/8 or 5/8), with a frequently snapping melody (e.g. on the third
beat in the opening measures of the Bessarabian Hora melody, which also includes a snap and subdivided
snaps in the B section, and throughout the processional Der Gasn Nign The Street Tune melody, often
including subdivided, embellished, or flammed snaps in the B section). 406
My grandmother also attributed her survival to her un-Semitic looks, her blue eyes and little nose.
And without a doubt, her survival was also a function of her skepticism, unsentimentality, and nonromanticism: her certainty that every and any human was capable of the horrors she witnessed around her,
and her resulting distrust of humanity, regardless of creed. She was never tempted by the Nazis endless
traps, set for the suffering, cold, hungry, or faithful. And yet, phenomenologically, she also could not explain
her survival by any overall strategy, alone, for it was unfathomable. Is this why she refused to tell her story to
the Spielberg Foundation —that her resilience would not be explained away? She primed her only child (my
mother) to carry the story and trauma, far beyond what words alone could transmit. 407

Cf. Snapping limp, in Kendrick Lamar, in section 4.8 Limping, Floating, Flying Snaps.
This is not to undermine the effectiveness of the findings wrought through resilience research, only that the tools which such research
extrapolates might be distinct, for example, from the phenomenological experience of intuiting these tools in the first place. Examples of
such research include (Churchill 2003; Jenkins 2005; English 2008; Metzl 2009; Ungar 2012), with a number of studies specifically
examining the experiences of Holocaust survivors, e.g. (Corley 2010; Ellman 2013; E. E. Smith 2014).
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I never met her husband, my grandfather, who survived under very different circumstances: contrary
to the trope of the weak Jew who could not serve his country, or perhaps worse, the Jew who was seen as
having to transcend much greater weakness in order to serve at all, my grandfather lived out much of the war
in an officer prisoner camp. Apparently he was, in certain respects, rather my grandmother s opposite: his
emotionality, sentimentality, romanticism, and in his unchecked trust and faith in humanity. At times, my
own temperament has been compared to his, while by some other transmission, my younger brother
developed his booming voice. What information —behaviors, cognitive sensitivities, physiological traits,
qualities of character, idealized values, and habits— allowed my direct ancestral line to survive up to and
then through a grotesquely shaped bottleneck of these events? What life-saving information — lesson — was
transmitted in oral stories? What life-saving information was transmitted in stories told non-verbally,
through aural, visual, tactile-somatosensory, gustatory, olfactory, kinesthetic, or genetic means? Is
information transmitted through an incorporeal channel? And what individual and environmental context
determines whether a given piece of information becomes a life-saving tool, life-long crutch, or wounding
cross to bear? 408 Can it be all of these for one individual, at once or over the course their life? 409 Will the
scientific evidence of epigenetic memory corroborate the phenomenological experiences of ancestral
memory? 410 And is this the only evidence that will quell the purportedly rigorous musicologist?
In this chapter we have examined the corporality of snaps. Similar corporality has been examined
with respect to twangs in this chapter, 411 as well as in the previous chapter. Snaps produced in the mouth
(using teeth, tongue, and vocalic sounds, or yodels) or among the body s different limbs; and snap-implying
twangs produced in the oral-nasal cavity. In order to leave the body, as in the ecstatic (ek-histanai, out +
place) spiritual transportation evoked in certain temporal deviations, it is first necessary to be in the body.
Does the snap ground this ecstasy —assert and excite the body, before this body is transcended? Does the
accented urgency of the snaps and the gliding sensuality of the twang evoke an embodied here and now,
stirring ecstatic qualities invoked in temporal deviations?

Cf. Exaptation
Cf. Nietzsche s What does not kill me…
410 Cf. Epigenetic memory and transmission, including post-trauma or Holocaust, in (Kellermann 2013; Martin 2014; Yehuda et al. 2014;
Klosin et al. 2017).
411 E.g. Vowels and snap motions, in section 4.1 Introduction.
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CHAPTER 5
Twang: A Second Listen
Twang: A Second Listen
5.1 Instrumental Twang, Glossolalia
5.2 Ecological Perception
5.3 Class, Ethnicity and Religion
5.4 Twang and Cry
Figure 5.1. Topics pertaining to Twang: A Second Listen
5.1 Glosso-Wah-Wah: Instrumental Twang
Keywords: signifyin (g), ethnicity, culture, class, flexatone, wah-wah, glossolalia
In my examination of Beyoncé s Formation, 412 I describe the broken spring quality of the twang
sound that carries the song s opening rhythmic impetus. This sound closely resembles one that is often
produced using a percussion instrument known as the flexatone, albeit in somewhat simplified form (i.e. in
Formation the sound is synthesized or sampled and evocative of the TR-808 sampler common in the trap
music aesthetic, rather than being repeatedly restruck or plucked, acoustically).
The flexatone is an instrument that combines the percussive attack of a complex (noisy) bell with the
twanging glissando of a musical saw, the latter which it was, in fact, designed to substitute (Paruz 2008a).
First patented in Britain in 1922-1923 and shortly afterward in the United States, the flexatone has
occasionally been used by composers in the Western European idiom, 413 but it seems to have taken a special
role in African-American musical contexts. While it was quickly adopted into early jazz contexts as a
vaudevillian novelty, 414 the instrument has since been used to strong effect in a diversity of idioms. 415 As with
the twang in Beyoncé s Formation, a number of funk and groove-oriented contexts that incorporate flexatone
feature its sound prominently in the introduction, thereby establishing —by virtue of the twang— a sensual
physicality. In many of these contexts, the flexatone sound is also blended effectively with different
electrified twanging sounds created with wah wah pedals or envelope filters that amplify and sweep through

In section . Beyoncé s Formation: Snap and Twang.
E.g. by Schoenberg, Berg, Henze, Penderecki, while the inclusion in Khachaturian s well known piano concerto is allegedly not by the
composer himself, but in later printings of the manuscript (Paruz 2008a). I also heard a flexatone emerge in Christos Hatzis The Isle is
Full of Noises, consistent with the work s theme of sacred complexity.
414 [I]t appears that the flexatone first appeared in the 1920s as an extra effect in the early jazz bands, and was even advertised then as
making jazz jazzier . . . (James Holland 2005, 23–24).
415 A partial list of flexatone occurences in African-American, or African-American-derived musics (e.g. with influences from idioms such
as: jazz, fusion, psychedelic rock, rock, hip hop : Jaco Pastorius Ocus Pocus, Jimi Hendrix s
… A Merman I should Turn To Be , Can s
Sing Swan Song, Weather Report s Sweetnighter, Magma s Manëh Für Da Zëss, Funkadelic s Back in Our Minds and One Nation Under a
Groove, The Clash s Jimmy Jazz, Rick James Super Freak, Dr. Dre s Been There, Done That, DJ Quick s Pitch in on a Party, Sensational Alex
Harvey Band s Faith Healer, and Ronnie Laws Always There.
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the sound signal s harmonic frequencies. 416 The wah-wah s electric frequency sweep might be usefully
compared to the way a vocalic (diphthongal or gliding) twang sweeps acoustic harmonics, as the oral cavity
modulates the resonance of different vowels (e.g. from oo with the tongue high at the back of the oral cavity
to ah where the tongue lowers or centralizes, hence the onomatopoeic term ooah-ooah, aka wah-wah,
pedal). 417 Robert Erickson uses the term spectral glide to describe this shifting of resonance (in vocalic and
instrumental contexts) (Erickson 1975, 72–75). A merging of vocalic and electronic twangs is heard in Herbie
Hancock s 1977 electro-funk single I Thought It Was You, where Hancock sings the recurring ba ba ba ba
WEEE da, through a vocoder emphasizing the ooo-eee shift (where the tongue moves from the upper back of
the oral cavity, to the upper front).
The introduction of the electrified wah-wah sound offered a variation on the tradition of brass
techniques that use hats, plungers, and other creative mutes to actively manipulate the instrument s spectral
profile and achieve distinctive sounds, whose comparison to spectral shifts in vowels contribute to the
evocation of speech or crying through the musical instrument. Such techniques were pioneered by members
of Duke Ellington Orchestra s brass section, producing sounds that became synonymous with the band s
jungle sound (Tucker 1995, 303, 335–36) —thus, further reinforcing the exotic and sensual associations of
these twangs. Ellington cites the storytelling quality — This is an old man, tired from working in the field
since sunup — evoked in the speech-like improvisations of wah-wah mute specialist Bubber Miley (Ellington
1976, 106), 418 refining earlier innovations by trombonist Charles Irvis (Tucker 1995, 335). 419 The trombone
lends itself to produce common vowel sounds and vowel changes (cf. spectral glides or twangs) (Erickson
1975, 72), which may serve the complex vocalic elongations, speech-song continuum (Legg and Philpott
2015), ecstatic glosollalic practices in gospel music (Marks 1974), and trombone shout choir traditions. 420
It is intriguing to consider these instrumental properties with respect to the work of trombonist
Julian Priester, former trombonist with Ellington, Max Roach, Sun Ra, and Herbie Hancock, all band leaders
with significant black church influences, and pioneers in timbre, the latter two extending through electronics.
Priester describes the concept for his own 1974 album: With Love, Love a composition which, in my
416 The use of snapping wah wah rhythm guitar is noted in a mention of Isaac Hayes Shaft in section 4.3 Snapback, and the work s use of
subdivided snaps is discussed in Appendix C-1. In Jimi Hendrix s
recording (mentioned in a previous footnote), the flexatone
evokes (in addition to possible class or ethnic associations) a psychedelic warping of (metaphorical pitch and temporal) space. At 3:43,
an Echoplex-sounding tape delay intensifies until it envelops Hendrix s voice. As the tape is perhaps momentarily slowed down,
Hendrix s voice slows and also drops in pitch at :
just as a twanging flexatone tremolos and lowers in pitch (by gradually releasing
the manual pressure on its metal plate).
Another example of flexatone twanging is heard in Weather Report s
Sweetnighter recording, for example, on Boogie Woogie Waltz
at : , and more ambiguously evoked by Joe Zawinul s ring-modulated synthesizer on Non-Stop Home at 0:46. Another Zawinul
composition, Directions, on Miles Davis at Fillmore [Thursday Miles], also features flexatone played by Airto Moreara together with wahwah and ring-modulated keyboard played by Chick Corea (1:47-2:10).
417 Cf. Labiovelar glide transcription, in footnote in section 3.5 Don t Mean A Thing If It Ain t Got That… Snap, Twang, and Blue Note.
418 Cf. Ellington and Bubber Miley twanging snaps, in section 3.5 Don t Mean A Thing If It Ain t Got That… Snap, Twang, and Blue Note. Cf.
The influence of religious music on Bubber Miley, trumpet plunger-mute pioneer, as well as contributor of compositions to the Ellington
orchestra, most notably, the 1927 Black and Tan Fantasy —itself inspired by Stephen Adams The Holy City (Buhmann 2015, 21; Dodge
1995, 23, 253). In addition to It Don t Mean A Thing, another popular early Ellington arrangement including prominently repeating
three-beat snaps in the brass twanged with top hats is found in the 1930 Old Man Blues (appearing in the same 1930 comedy film as East
St. Louis Toodle-O).
419 Cf. Trombone examples coming directly out of this gospel tradition, in discussion of Steve Turre and Curtis Fuller, in section Appendix
C-1.
420 Cf. The use of trombone in the ecstatic Holiness Church (e.g. recordings by Reverend A. M. Kelsey), influenced Charles Mingus use of
the instrument (Priestley 1984, 4–5).
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experience performing it with Priester, is designed with layers of temporal deviations, I was also looking in
that direction, with the electronics and changing the tonality of the trombone into the character of the guitar
(Segal 2015). More recently, Jimi Hendrix s crying wah-wah guitar playing is emulated in two independent
homages by trombonists Robin Eubanks (who succeeded Priester in Dave Holland s band) and Steve Turre. 421
Willis James alludes to the essential similarity of the vocal and instrumental cries, and to the effective
translation of the Negro cries from voice to instrument:
The brazen [brass] instruments—not clarinets—were unable to convey the strange sounds as played
normally. So Negroes began to use derby hats, sink stoppers, plungers, handkerchiefs, whisk brooms,
and anything else to modify the tone and give a more throaty quality to the instruments (W. L. James
1955, 28). 422
Regardless of the instrument, acoustic or electrified wahs may impart qualities of the speech-song continuum
or glossolalia, consistent with the ecstatic and transcendent aspects of the temporal deviations that these
twangs may accompany. 423
5.2 Ecological Twang
Keywords: ecological perception, action understanding; motion; Doppler shift; glides, slides, portamento;
culture; vowels; glossolalia; betweenness; Jean Claude Risset, Little Boy; Jimi Hendrix, dive bombs ; Bobby
McFerrin, Drive; gamaka; Christos Hatzis, Overscript: Concerto for Flute and Chamber Orchestra; Middendorf,
breath resonance; mimicry; Chandler wobble
From an ecological perspective, while the snap elicits an embodied understanding of jerking,
interrupted, or double-backed motion, twang elicits a less discrete quality, a quality of continuous motion.
Mark Changizi uses the term wiggly rings to describe the non-discrete modulation of spectral harmonics,
such as heard when a harmonica is twanged and warbled in the hands of the blues or bluegrass practitioner.
Changizi describes why the fluctuation of harmonics evoke wiggling motion:
There are several converging reasons for this. First, an event that causes a ring often also sets the
ringing object in motion: something has been hit, or something is sliding. Because the shape of a ring
reaching one s ears depends on the object s surroundings, ringing objects that are moving produce
rings that vary over time. Second, when an event occurs, we are often on the move. Because the
shape of the ring we receive depends, in part, upon our position in the world, the shape of the ring
reaching our ears may be varying over time. In each case, whether we are moving or the object is, the
Cf. Steve Turre in section Appendix C-1.
Cf. Exchange of cries between Dizzy Gillespie voice and Charlie Parker saxophone, in section Appendix D.
423 Twangs and spectral glides produced on Herbie Hancock s vocoder or the flexatone, may also recall a more ancient instrument: the
jaw harp. At a time when many brass players put their instrument through electronic wah-wah filters, Dizzy Gillespie occasionally put
his trumpet down to feature his idiosyncratic approach to the jaw harp, which seems to have always included speaking I love you
through the instrument (with widely twanging formant shifts like a vocoder), and evoking plenty of body (either through song titles and
snapping hollered lyrics like Get That BOO-ty, or with his own booty shaking as is seen in his cameo performance on the Cosby Show,
Season 1 Episode 8).
The use of jaw harp is noted in section 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos as the instrument on which Commer, go ye —a song with
repeating snaps— was performed at the North Berwick witch trials.
While the association with witch trials may be incidental, I am nevertheless inclined to ask: what patterns of cultural associations might
be discovered between jaw harp or lamellophone family instruments, and sensuality, or spirituality? The Philipine kubing, for example,
is used in intimate courtship rituals (Mercurio 2012). Ancient varieties of the jaw harp are associated with nomadic or semi-nomadic
Turkic peoples in Asia, including varieties used among Siberian peoples, and particularly among their shamans: the homus of the Yakut,
the khur of the Buryat and Uriankhai, the komus of the Soïot (Czaplicka 2007, 64–65, 77). What is the relationship of such twanging
instruments to the sweeping overtone aspects of Tuvan vocal traditions? Another name for the jaw harp in the United States, is Ozark
harp, recalling the connections that the yodel has with Appalachian culture.
421
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timbre of a ringing object can change, and these are wiggles we notice, at least subconsciously. In
addition to such dynamic changes in the subtleties of a ring s timbre, there is another dimension in
which rings can often vary: pitch, the musical-note-like higher or lower quality of sound. When
motion is involved—either our own motion or that of the objects involved in events—we get Doppler
shifts, a phenomenon we are all familiar with, as when a car approaching you sounds higher-pitched
than when it is moving away. . . . Rings can therefore change over time, both in timbre and in pitch
(Changizi 2011). 424
The wiggle or twang of the flexatone, jaw harp, musical saw or bow, banjo, slide guitar, diddley bow, wah-wah
mute or even wah-wah pedal, evokes —what is termed an action understanding of— the type of motion
which caused it. 425 Whether the listener s own embodied skills enables recognition of the specific type of
motion of a particular limb, appendage, modulation of the oral-nasal cavity, or of some other object in space.
426

Does the kinesthetic motion associated with twangs bear any relation to the physicality of the people
who are associated with such sounds: farmers, working class, or nomadic peoples, for whom movement is
inseparable from life and dancing inseparable from music? 427 This is not to assume a strict and universal
correlation where people who speak, develop, or practice twanging dialects, languages, instruments, or
instrumental techniques (e.g. Cockney, tonal languages, Chinese opera gongs, or Indian classical gamaka,
respectively) are necessarily members of communities more sensitive to motion than those whose music
does not feature such glides or wobbles. Movement is a reality of human life, not limited to particular
cultures. Do certain cultures cultivate sensitivity to particular types of motion necessary for subsistence? 428
If so, could we expect to find a correspondence in the twangs developed by a particular social group, and the
proprioceptive and exteroceptive motions that are fundamental to its survival? Have particular cultural
conceptions of the body and its morally correct presentation and movement, led to associations between
sensuality of glides or wobbles (in pitch, harmonics, or formants) and social class? 429 Does the structural
conception of a twang as fundamental (e.g. sensual, integrative society) versus ornamental (hierarchic,
differentiated society), reveal as much as the acoustic properties of the twang itself? Certainly people can

Cf. Blesser and Salter discuss musical instruments and the spaces within which they are sounded in terms of two elements: active
energy plus passive resonating body (Blesser and Salter 2007, 135). In vocal twang, however, there seems to be both an active energy
source and an active (not just passive) resonating body. The acoustic space within which the voice is sounded, however, is often passive,
unless the vocalist is moving in the space, which is not uncommon. That said, amplification systems are often more stationary (passive),
though they may be actively mixed.
425 Cf. Musical bow, in (Hamel 1978, 79); twang of musical bow mentioned in connection to blue note practices, in section 6.4 Blue
Origins.
426 Cf. The perception of the location of twang, in section 3.4 Fuzzy Buzzy Science. The impact of the perceiver s embodied knowledge on
the perception, e.g. skills-based access, in (Noë 2004, 2006, 2008), and action understanding in (Kohler et al. 2002; Thioux, Gazzola, and
Keysers 2008; Aglioti and Pazzaglia 2010; Iyer 2014).
427 Cf. See Urban-Rural Cycle in (W. James 1995, chap. 13).
428 Cf. Relationships between socio-economic systems and their musical attributes expounded in Alan Lomax s theory of Cantometrics,
e.g., in (Lomax and Berkowitz 1972).
429 Cf. Iyer (Iyer 1998, 41–44), and Susan McClary:
By contrast, Western culture—with its puritanical, idealist suspicion of the body—has tried throughout much of its history to mask the
fact that actual people usually produce the sounds that constitute music. As far back as Plato, music's mysterious ability to inspire bodily
motion has aroused consternation, and a very strong tradition of Western musical thought has been devoted to defining music as the
sound itself, to erasing the physicality involved in both the making and the reception of music (McClary 2002, 136).
Such statements must also be compared to the use of expressive stylized ornamentations across many idioms, including seventeenth and
eighteenth century Baroque practices.
424
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learn or develop twanging sounds, just as easily as they repress them. 430 Is there an individual or cultural
correlation between pitch motions —or monotonic lack of motions— arousing or subduing attraction or fear?
I suspect that pitch motion in either direction arouses, but that descending may often be associated with
subdued behavior through its frequent coupling with diminishing volume (e.g. in a sigh).
Changizi argues that music originally developed as an imitation of our environment, yet it is
inevitable that once music is produced, it too becomes part of this environment and thereby self-referential,
recursively generating features whose connection to their environmental origin is abstracted through
generations of sonic and motional mutation. Changizi claims that musical pitch fluctuations originate in
imitations of Doppler shifts (Changizi 2011). Indeed, we find such a metaphor harnessed in as politically and
psychologically-charged a context as Jean Claude Risset s 1968 Little Boy, where Risset uses an eternally
descending pitch slide —a Sheppard-Risset scale— to convey the nightmarish never-ending fall experienced
by the pilot who dropped the atomic bomb, nicknamed Little Boy, on Hiroshima (Norman 2005, 34; Taruskin
2009, 499; Cochrane, Fantini, and Scherer 2013, 26). How might these pitch glides —of war, time, and
motion— compare to those heard at the beginning of Xenakis 1954 Metastaseis? On a recording made in
1969, one year after Risset s, do we hear metaphorized Doppler shifts in Jimi Hendrix dramatically sliding
dive bombs in his Woodstock performance of The Star Spangled Banner? Do these glides too, reflect
territorialization? 431 Perhaps the most notorious dive bomb sound is that of the World War II Junker Ju-87,
nicknamed the Stuka (short for the German word for dive bomb ), which was equipped with Jericho
Trumpet sirens to trigger panic. The correlation of a dropping bomb with dropping pitch deserves
scrutinization however; if the object is falling toward me its pitch, if it makes one at all, would rise, so the
dropping whistle of a bomb is presumably the sound heard by the pilot, which seems unlikely given the
volume of the plane itself, but nonetheless might reflect the psychological experience of the pilot who
dropped Little Boy, 432 and since then, enculturated in cartoons. 433 What are we to make of the viral video
entitled Girl cries like a supercar (Medin Edits 2015), featuring an audio-recorded phone message left by a
crying woman to her (ex?-) boyfriend, synchronized to provide the foley for a video of a car race, engines
revving and zooming by the camera?
Bobby McFerrin s understanding of how to conjure an uncanny spatial environment or motion is
displayed throughout his work. He combines simulations of Doppler shifts and echoes, for example, in
arrangements of his song Drive. 434 Although I am not convinced that variation of pitch in music is invariably
traceable to mimicry of of Doppler shifts, as Mark Changizi seems to suggest (Changizi 2011), McFerrin is able
to evoke nuances of such acoustic features with impressive definition. In a more implicit example than is
Answering this question involves multiple variables. For example, Mark Katz correlates the decline of portamento and vibrato in
European classical performance practice with the increase in recording technology, where sliding no longer sounded impulsive and
spontaneous but calculated and contrived on repeated listening (M. Katz 2004, 2006). It might be argued that, at least in some cases,
continuous vibrato is comparable to no vibrato at all, where the range of nuance is smaller and harder to detect.
431 Cf. Hendrix s
Hawaii performance of Foxey Lady, includes twanging pitch bends, subdivided snaps, and temporal deviations,
discussed in section Appendix C-1.
432 Cf. Psychomime, phenomime, and phonomime, in section 3.3 Idea of Twang.
433 Cf. Discussion of falling shells, in (Russolo 1986, 50–51).
434 With subtle simulations on the studio recording (emimusic 2009), and more dramatic simulations in live performances (maiuu1977
2011).
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heard in Drive, from a 1988 performance of Herbie Hancock s Cantaloupe Island at the Umbria Jazz Festival,
McFerrin takes the composition s snapping and twanging blue note motifs, 435 and transforms them into
tangible objects, whipping and twirling them across an aural space (and without any suggestive
gesticulations). McFerrin accelerates the snaps unevenly (with intervallic dilation from ^b7-5^ to ^#7-5^
evoking a Doppler shift, at 3:25), and then whips them toward the listener (3:42) arriving at three
pronounced twangs (3:52), and where they seem to shatter in a cascade of shards away from the listener (at
3:58). McFerrin brings these motions to a climax at the close of the solo, through an escalating interaction
with the composer (Hancock) at the piano. McFerrin achieves these toward and away motions by simulating
Doppler shifts with carefully rendered ascending and descending pitch glides, respectively. 436
In his discussion of the biological underpinnings of music (including formalized shakes and glides),
Dale Purves suggests that less formalized ornaments as pitch bends or glissandos seem to imitate human
vocalization in different emotional states, although this possibility has not been studied (Purves 2017, 97).
In section 3.4 Fuzzy Buzzy Science I discuss a variety of sociolinguistic theories that suggest relationships
between raised and shifted vocal resonance and pitch (twang) and states of heightened emotional arousal.
Charles Seeger s measurements support Seashore and others observation that singers —even the best—
habitually over- or under-shoot both upward and downward melodic progression (Seeger 1958). Such
ubiquity would suggest that these micropitch divergences are as significant cues of a living breathing entity as
is microrhythmic divergences. Ranaramanuja Iyengar describes the crucial, life-giving properties that sliding
inflections in Indian music known as gamaka, impart to the fixed scale degrees, known as swarasthana
(swara). Intriguingly, Iyengar s metaphor of clothing recalls that observation Miles Davis made about
detecting musical value through the clothed body: 437 The moment a Gamaka clothes the Swarasthana, the
latter is quickened into life. For the Gamaka builds up a relationship with neighbouring members of the
family to the right and to the left (Iyengar 1993, 127). Iyengar s metaphors of neighbouring and family
relationships, drawn, significantly, through the embodied situatedness of fretboard technique, indicate that
what makes the gamaka life-giving, is its betweenness. Iain McGilchrist considers this betweenness in terms
of the brain s lateralized processing and compares it back to musical contexts:
It is the relations between things, more than entities in isolation, that are of primary importance to
the right hemisphere. Music consists entirely of relations, betweenness . The notes mean nothing in
themselves: the tensions between the notes, and between notes and the silence with which they live
in reciprocal indebtedness, are everything. Melody, harmony and rhythm each lie in the gaps, and yet
the betweenness is only what it is because of the notes themselves. Actually the music is not just in
the gaps any more than it is just in the notes: it is in the whole that the notes and the silence make
together. Each note becomes transformed by the context in which it lies. What we mean by music is
not just any agglomeration of notes, but one in which the whole created is powerful enough to make
each note live in a new way, a way that it had never done before (McGilchrist 2010, 72).

Hancock s Cantaloupe Island features a ^b7-5^ snap on the third beat of every bar of the underlying piano groove, and a repeating ^5b7^ twang in the seventh and ninth bar of the melody.
436 Video timings refer to: (sigmundgroid 2010).
437 Cf. Miles Davis on clothing and body motion, in section 4.4 Resilient Walks.
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This metaphor lives and breathes in Christos Hatzis 1993 Overscript: Concerto for Flute and Chamber
Orchestra, where each of the three movements captures distinct hemispheric functions in the human brain: I.
Left II. Right III. Both (Left & Right). While the first movement features a single rising pitch bend, as if a glitch
in the rational (or quantum) mind s discrete sampling rates, the third movement features extensive nondiscrete pitch bends, warping the very diatonic fabric, and capturing the betweenness of the hemispheres
interaction, their distinct wholeness. 438
Different schools of breath awareness, such as that developed by Ilse Middendorf, aim to determine
which areas of the body can be opened by which vowels, so, for example, a vowel-formation (even when
unvoiced): eee is said to excite the head cavity; ehh excites the throat, upper chest, and flank; aah excites the
chest and body as a whole; ohh excites the abdomen to the navel; and ooo excites the pelvis and lower body
(Hamel 1978, 125; Middendorf 1990; Howard 2007). Additionally, each vowel is associated with certain
motions (e.g. ehh is outward, while ohh is inward) (Hamel 1978, 125). Might such corresponding resonances
suggest psycho-physiological underpinnings of different twangs? Where, for example, the repeated ooahooah motion (correlated with a resonance shift between pelvis and chest or pelvis and the entire body) is
associated with the wah-wah mutes and pedals often used to invoke sensual moods in Ellington s jungle
music, or Hendrix s electric church music.
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Could it be that vocalists whose scat singing syllables sound

like contrived, hollow imitations of the syllables used by Ella Fitzgerald or Dizzy Gillespie, are specifically
missing the depth, sensuality, and mellifluence of the vocalic twangs as they are rendered in the masters
inner spaces? 440
In his article The Romance of the Negro Folk Cry in America, Willis James gives a list of twenty
elemental sounds produced by animals, and which are taken up by humans. In a statement that seems to
foreshadow Changizi s theory of environmental sound mimicry, James notes that man has a rather unlimited
range of sound formations based upon his ability to take any of the elemental sounds and combine them into
new sound types such as words (W. L. James 1955, 22).
All of the aforesaid has been in support of the thesis that sounds are basic in animal nature and that
man has more need for sounds and greater ability with sounds and a wider variety of sounds than
any other living thing. Inarticulate sounds have a greater meaning than ordinarily believed (W. L.
James 1955, 22). 441
Does the greater meaning in the inarticulate point to the glossolalic dimension of twang (which itself is
regularly associated with animals or rural)? Does the gliding motion in twangs, or the pitch jumps found in
many snaps, correspond to findings in animal communication which indicate that frequency-modulation is an
438 Non-discrete pitch warping is heard to powerful effect elsewhere in Hatzis oeuvre. A subtle example of this is heard in his Lamento,
in the descending portamentos in the orchestral strings. Accompanying a vocalist —who, in the first movement is tormented by the
past s shadow stalking me, and the future end of the world, and in the third movement imploring remember me — the portamentos
here evoke the pathetic, drooping space and time of Salvador Dali s The Persistence of Memory. Comparably striking examples are heard
in his 2015 ballet score Going Home Star – Truth and Reconciliation, and in his 2007 piano trio, Constantinople.
439 Cf. Elington s jungle music and Hendrix s rock and roll, in section 5.1 Glosso-Wah Wah: Instrumental Twang, Hendrix, also in Appendix
C-1.
440 Cf. Twang in Sarah Vaughan s scat syllables in relation to blue notes, in section 6.6 Blue Notes, Vowels, Snaps and Twangs: Sarah
Vaughan and Richard Davis.
441 Cf. The comparison of Jewish twang to animal cries, in section 5.4 Twang and Cry: Ethnicity and Class, and of Lombards music to wolf
howl, in section 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos.
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invariable property of long-range signalling in bird songs, and also some mammals (Kroodsma, Miller, and
Ouellet 1982, 157)? 442
In contrast to Changizi who rejects the heartbeat theory as an explanation for the origin of musical
rhythm (Changizi 2011), percussionist Milford Graves considers the interconnections among the Chandler
Wobble (continuous small deviations of latitude in earth s rotational axis relative to itself), the twisting
motion of the heart muscle, the resulting breathing process, and the production of vocal tremolo and vibrato
(Graves 2010, 179–82). Are these cosmic twangs evoked in the Doppler shifts rendered in Jane Ira-Bloom s
kinetically whooshing soprano saxophone gestures? 443 Doppler shift or not, pitch motion is perceived as
motion.
5.3 Ethno-Socio-Religio Twang
Keywords: flexatone; Donald Byrd, Ethiopian Knights, The Emperor; Ethiopian empire; Roy Brooks; musical
saw; John Faddis; black nationalism; class; ethnicity; religion
A twang comparable to the one heard throughout the opening of Beyoncé s Formation is heard in the
opening song on Donald Byrd s 1972 Ethiopian Knights album, The Emperor, which uses the flexatone to
introduce, underpin, and distinctly colour the funk-spirited groove. As the flexatone establishes its place in
Byrd s layered groove twanging from ^b7^ up to ^b3-3^ against the bass and drums, the rhythm guitar part
enters next with a subdivided snap or twang figure on ^b7,-1-1-1^. When keeping a regular pulse, as in this
Byrd composition, the flexatone is typically struck directly, such as with a metal beater held in the opposing
hand, rather than with the instrument s attached double strikers, which produce a rapid tremolo. 444
The sounds of both these flexatone techniques (direct and indirect striking) may also be coaxed from
the flexatone s predecessor, the musical saw, using a mallet to strike the metal (instead of the more common
bow). An example of this mallet technique is demonstrated in a video of Charles Mingus group performing in
Stuttgart, Germany in 1971 or 1972: John s Blues (aka Blues for Roy s Saw aka Blues for Carpenter Saw)
featuring drummer-percussionist Roy Brooks on musical saw. 445 The song is a medium-slow blues with a
strong ternary feel and a number of the solos preceding Brooks feature on saw, mix prominent snaps and
smeared twangs in combination with other elements, like blue notes and stammers, indexing ecstatic
practices of the blues and church, e.g.: John Faddis closes his trumpet solo at 1:28 with a tonic stammer (^1-11^) leading into a slow and painfully smeared twang (^1-b3^), terminated with a hard snap (on ^b7-5^ at
1:35); the tenor saxophonist begins his solo with rapid, fluttering tonic stammers (at 2:22) followed by
smeared blue note twangs and repeated snaps (some displaying temporal divergence), and which continue
Cf. Twang, snap, acoustic projection, in section Appendix D, and subdivided snap projection in Appendix C-2.
As it turns out, Ira-Bloom connects her approach to the soprano saxophone with concepts of the shofar (Chusid 2014), whose
connection to snaps is discussed in section Appendix C-2.
444 Cf. Twangs and yodels in Byrd s solo in this Emperor recording, in footnote at end of this section. Another example of this flexatone
technique is heard in a recent release by MonoNeon with Prince, a funk groove with wah wah guitar and vocoders, indicatively titled
RUFF ENUFF (MonoNeon and Prince 2016). Cf. Rapid tremolo of flexatone as an example of audible upstroke motion, in section 4.3
Snapback.
445 This recording is also available on the 1972-1977 recording Stormy & Funky Blues. See discography in: (Santoro 2000, 420), that also
indicates listings for this song as Blues for Some Bones, and possible attribution to Eddie Cleanhead Vinson.
442
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through to the conclusion of his solo. 446 In all solos in this recording, these different elements are heard
constructed in phrases exhibiting melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic influences from Charlie Parker s musical
language. 447 Brooks own solo is, true to the nature of the instrument, a virtually continuous twang
(occasionally also gliding in snap patterns) accentuated with his mallet strikes. One Mingus biographer
describes Brooks saw playing: He bent it and played on it with mallets, making a keening tone that came out
of old-timey blues and hoedowns (quoted in (Santoro 2000, 311)). Did the twanging sound remind the
writer of down home blues slide guitar traditions, 448 or of the twanging gutbucket washbasin bass? The
association between the twang and the down-home, rustic quality is marked. When Roy Brooks himself
describes the musical saw, he jumps among the instrument s different cultural dimensions:
I might be one of the few blues sawists [laughter]; you wouldn t call me a sawyer would you? You
know? SAW-ist. SAW-ist. SAW-ist, like DRUMM-ist, BASS-ist, PIAN-ist, yeah, you know, put you up in
another echelon (Gabriel 1989).
…Note here how Brooks specifically combines the echelon -raising suffix (-ist) with a snapped pronunciation
(SAW-ist). Brooks then signifies on further social and class dimensions of the saw, signifyn(g) on its semantic
associations of musical-physical aggression… i.e. referencing cutting contests held by jazz musicians):
So this is really a musical saw—I bought this in a music store. And this is a crosscut; it ll cut some
wood [laughter] you know what I mean, if you have to. But see in New York, when I go to New York I
threaten all the street musicians, I pull my saw out, they say oh no, not that, not that [chuckles] you
know, I ll cut em—literally, you know?! [chuckles]
He describes its historical function in religious contexts,

449

and their socio-demographic and ethnic

associations, ending with a metathesis that signifies on tropes of class, race, and metaphysics: 450
But this [the musical saw] is very old, I mean, it happens here in Appalachia, right now, it s usually
played with a bow, and it s played in the church, you know, accompanying the choir, you have a
sawist, who is usually… he might be the minister of music or something, you know. Oh incidentally, I
am a minister of music, I might as well come out of the closet, you know, that s what the Artistic Truth
[also the name of one of Brooks ensembles] is about, you know, believe it or not. You ve heard of a
minister of music right? Most Negro churches have them, you know. You don t mind that word
Negro do you? Alright, I don t either; in fact, if you ever spell it backwards you see what it means.
[He waits until the interviewer asks: what does it spell? ] Origin (Gabriel 1989).
Class and ethnicity are also signified in The Emperor, the aforementioned Donald Byrd composition
with a flexatone–supported groove. 451 The album s cover art displays Byrd sitting in front of —and partially
obstructing— a faded poster for a minstrel show (harkening to the flexatone s own contributions to
vaudevillian entertainments) featuring two racist caricatures of African-Americans, and the writing:
These timings refer to the video posted at (erwigfilms 2011).
Cf. Mingus composition Gunslinging Bird, originally titled If Charlie Parker Were A Gunslinger, There d Be A Whole Lot of Dead Copycats.
448 Cf. W.C. Handy s description of the African-American playing a guitar with a knife, in section 6.8.3 Sadness and Resilience.
449 Contemporary musical saw player Natalia Paruz writes: As a general rule, the saw does a natural diminuendo when sliding from note
to note known as the "liturgical" quality of the saw, kind of similar to Gregorian chants where each phrase withers away (Paruz
2008b).
450 Cf. Metathesis relationship between symmetry and tricksterism, and also explored in Abel, Freud, and Saussure in footnote in section
. What s in a Name? An Embodied Idea.
451 At the close of his solo at 5:54, Byrd plays a twang-yodel figure ^#4-5-b7^ figure, repeated at a (temporally diverging) dotted-pulse
relation—and which itself seems to respond to the wah-wah twang of the electric piano heard at : . Byrd s twang-yodel figure is the
same one (pitches, scale degree, and rhythm) as is examined in Miles Davis solo in the
recording of Tutu, in section 3.5 Don t Mean
A Thing If It Ain t Got That… Snap, Twang, and Blue Note.
446
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Ethiopian Knights: All Colored Revue. The liner note for the record is a poem by William Bill Quinn which
emphasizes the resilient qualities of black music, beginning: It was the music took them past the urine / In
the blind bloodhole belly of the slave ships (Byrd 1972). How evocative of resilient transcendence it is to so
prominently, yet tastefully, feature the twanging flexatone, befitting The Emperor of Ethiopian Knights.
The connection between the song and album titles is implied in that Byrd s recording was made
when the Ethiopian Emperor Haile Selassie was still reigning. As a direct descendant of the oldest continuous
imperial lineage, Selassie and the Ethiopian empire were symbols of nationhood for blacks in North America,
and Selassie s deification by Rastafarians endowed these symbols with mystical significance, and a prophecy
of African-American deliverance from bondage. 452 The third and closing track on Byrd s Ethiopian Knights is
entitled Little Rasti (i.e. Rastafarian). Reality may have appeared differently, however, to such independent
thinkers in Africa, as Fela Kuti:
[T]he complexities of his African vision contradicted the romanticized images of African-American
listeners. Virulently hostile to African elites, Fela rejected their culture of symbols, clothing, titles,
language, and bearing which many African-Americans uncritically accepted as symbols of nobility,
not of hegemony (M. E. Veal 2000, 219). 453
5.4 Twang and Cry: Ethnicity and Class
Keywords: flexatone; blue note; syncopation; Nazi, Yiddish, African, American, Hebraic, Arabic; cry; oral
vocalic twang, nasal twang; the Jewish nose; nasalization; Broadway musical theater; melisma; Levee Camp
Holler
The African-American identification with the biblical account of the Israelites in Egypt is carefully
unpacked by Paul Gilroy (Gilroy 1993, 205–12). Could we, through this recognition, uncover class and ethnic
associations of twang, or wah-wah, and the flexatone, in Nazi Germany? The Nazi Reichskulturkammer
[ Reich Chamber of Culture ] created a list of degenerate musical features that were deprecated and banned.
Itemized by Reichsmusicfuhrer und Oberscharfuhrer SS, Baldur von Blodheim, the catalogue is worthy of its
own exegesis, as it practically covers all of the features which I discuss in this text: slow blues feel, 454 snapsyncopation, twang, and blue notes. 455 Here I will only quote from a translation (drawn from two sources) of
the excerpt that references snap, twang, wah-wah, and flexatone:
So-called jazz compositions may contain at most 10% syncopation; the remainder must consist of a
natural legato movement devoid of the hysterical rhythmic reverses [snaps] characteristic of the
barbarian races and conductive to dark instincts alien to the German people (so-called riffs); Strictly
prohibited is the use of instruments alien to the German spirit (so-called cowbells, flexatone, brushes,
This identification with Ethiopia may also be traced back to a firebrand pamphlet published in 1829 by free Negro, Robert Alexander
Young, entitled: The Ethiopian Manifesto, Issued in Defence of the Blackman s Rights, in the scale of Universal Freedom, reprinted in
(Aptheker 1971, 90–93); for an examination of the manifesto with regard to the origins of Black Nationalism, see: (Stuckey 1972).
Young s mystical vision is one of the earliest known prophecies of a black messiah savior who would champion the cause of the
degraded of this earth (J. C. Smith 2011, 1136). Cf. Prophecy and Coltrane, in section 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite
Things.
453 Cf. Romanticism and relations between African-American and African community, in section 4.11 Continuities, Transmissions,
Survival-Transcendence. Cf. Subdivided snaps in Fela Kuti s music, in section Appendix C-1.
454 Cf. Slow blues feel described by Coltrane 2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping and by Kubik in 3.2 Temporally Floating Speech, and implications
of gospel and ternary feels.
455 Cf. Blue notes, in section CHAPTER 6.
452
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etc.) as well as all mutes which turn the noble sound of wind and brass instruments into a [JewishFreemasonic] yowl (so-called wa-wa, hat, etc.) (Crawford 2011; Paruz 2008a). 456
In Quentin Tarantino s Inglorious Basterds (sic), the twanging jaw (or Jew) harp seems to signify on a
number of themes connecting these ethnically and socially-entangled twangs. Lieutenant Aldo the Apache
Raine (played by Brad Pitt) leads his team of Jewish-American soldiers —the Basterds — in retributive
missions capturing and torturing Nazis. As Raine stands above his captives in the forest, he introduces
himself in a strong southern drawl before taking vengeance. His drawn-out vowels distinguish his hillbilly
origin and birthplace of Maynardville, Tennessee; a fitting choice by Tarantino, as this is the birthplace of a
number of notable country musicians, including Chet Atkins. 457 In the soundtrack we hear Cowboy Westerninspired whistling followed by a twanging jaw harp (accompanied by a single and decisive finger snap from
Lt. Raine). What kind of understanding does the positioning of these elements evoke between Raine s rural
southern culture and that of his Jewish troops seeking justice together against the Nazi oppressors? 458 Is the
association of Jewish twang and yowls (cited by Paruz above), related to variations of vowels (such as
elongation or diphthongization) in Yiddish dialects or Ashkenazi Hebrew? 459
This twanginess may have been a point of distinction —or rift— among Yiddish-speaking
communities. The Southeastern and Mideastern Yiddish dialects of the Galiztianer populations maintained
more varied and also longer vowel sounds than the Northeastern Yiddish of the Litvaks whose vowels were
more conservative (and more similar to their Semitic or Germanic origins) (Dovid Katz 1987, 38, 2011).
Growing up, my own maternal grandmother told me with some pride about how beautifully her mother
spoke the more dignified Rosyjski (Russian or Belarusian) Yiddish, than the southern or western dialects
which other family spoke. Apparently, Galiztianers (e.g. from the more southern Galicia, Poland-Ukraine)
were considered (by whom exactly?) more religious, warmer emotionally and wealthier in economic terms,
and had a better sense of humor (Issroff 2007). The Litvaks, on the other hand (e.g. from more northerly
areas such as Lithuania, Courland/Latvia, Vilna-Grodno of today s Belarus, where my grandmother s mother
was born):
. . . were purported to be skeptical, overly intellectual, emotionally more detached, with welldeveloped senses of irony and satirical humor, sharp tempered and often very poor in financial

456 Cf. The Stalinist censorship of Shostakovich s twanging-snapping Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk District, discussed in section 3.3 Idea of
Twang. For discussions of both Nazi and Stalinist cultural censorship, see (Ford 2011). Cf. Yowl, cry, holler, in section Appendix D.
457 Cf. Chet Atkins use of twanging slipnote in section 3.5 Don t Mean A Thing If It Ain t Got That… Snap, Twang, and Blue Note. A number
of members of the English Language & Usage website allege the accuracy of Pitt s accent to the time period in question, is without flaw
(Sannidhya 2013). In the preceding scene we even hear his character, Raine, utter the word destroy with the stress front-shifted to the
first syllable —as DEE-story — resulting in a slow snap rhythm, as was observed in the AAE stress pattern in po-lice, discussed in a
footnote in section 3.1 Snapping Speech. Cf. The folk conceptions and distinctions between drawl and twang, including southern
vowel elongation versus western vowel nasal diphthongization, examined, for example, in (Cukor-Avila et al. 2012).
458 In this speculative light, could Schoenberg s scoring of a flexatone in his Moses und Aron, have linguistic and cultural significance?
459 Are these elongations perceived relative to German or Middle-Eastern Hebrew dialects? Might such Yiddish twang be attributed to
two distinct but related factors: vocalic variations (quantity of such minimal pairs in southern dialects) and nasality? Dovid Katz writes:
The North [Yiddish dialect of the Litvaks], more conservative in vowel qualities and therefore retaining sounds perceptually closer to
their Semitic or Germanic origins) . . . The same relationships (the linguist's consistent correspondences hold for words of Hebraic
origin (Dovid Katz 2011). The phonology of Yiddish vocalic stresses, glides, elongations, and nasalization are examined in (Jacobs 2005,
chap. 4). Cf. Ernest Bloch s snaps in 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos. The perceived relative degree of twang between languages and
dialects ultimately deserves further examination than is offered here.
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terms. The Litvak has a deep respect for education and learning . . . promoted western European
educational values (Issroff 2007).
I do believe my grandmother —who was, indeed, skeptical, emotionally-detached in many contexts, ironic in
humour, and a staunch supporter of education— might have also been skeptical of some of these Litvak
characteristics, though I hesitate to assume she would have admitted feeling a personal connection with any
such group of Jews, and I also attest that I shared a profoundly warm relationship with her. Nonetheless, her
pride in her own mother s Yiddish stands almost in contradiction to her vigilant concealing of any identifying
Jewish markers, including Yiddish prosodic features; her own reluctance to be a part of any cultural affiliation
was a strategy of survival during the Holocaust; a survival she risked regularly to save others, both family and
strangers. My grandmother knew that her little nose was one more visible difference between her and the
caricature of the hook-nosed devil Jew. Did the Galitzianer twang, or the Nazi characterization of the Jewish
yowl, represent the acoustic resonance of this grotesquely caricatured nasal cavity? 460 Are the Yiddish vocalic
(e.g. presumably more yowling and diphthongal) twangs combined or comparable with the more nasalized
ones? In an examination of the Jewish nose in early modern art and music, Don Harrán finds one eighteenth
century Italian literary description:
the Sound that these Jews made, when they pronounc d certain Syllables one were as good pretend to
express with the Letters of our Alphabet the Cries of Animals . . . as to describe the Noise they make in
their Nose (quoted in (Harrán 2014, 62)). 461
Harrán also locates caricaturized depictions of the Jewish nose in Italian motets and songs where in mimicry
of Jewish speech, the singers would probably have nasalized the recurrent nai in Ghirardo s donai con voi as
also in Adriano Banchieri s madrigal Latrai nai nai . . . a parody of two Jews at prayer on a boat . . . the piece is
saturated with nasalized [diphthongal] syllables (Harrán 2014, 65). Does the perception of excessive
nasalization, where the voice is perceived to lack in resonance of lower frequencies, reinforce the stereotype
of the Jew as weak bodied, overly cerebral and scheming? 462 (Cf. Twang and moral corruption.) Pejoratively,
the Yiddish fonfet was used to describe a twangy little Jew ( fonfevater yidl ) (Esṭrai-k 2008, 31), 463 while
more affectionately, the Yiddish nasal twang is known as shnoflen, which Wolf Krakowski suggests was
used to convey a Yiddish Everyman, artisan/small shop keeper. Opinionated but not overly educated
(Krakowski 2016). Krakowski s own Yiddish, delivered in country-rock and rhythm and blues-based
It seems the sublties of such distinctions would not have mattered to the Reichskulturkammer. One source suggests that Jewish and
Yiddish life were seen and heard not as a diversity of distinctly urban or rural (shtetl) cultures, but rather, reduced to an inherently
degenerate other —Jews were identified as embodying the worst of all class and ethnic affiliations (Gottesman 2003, 172). Still, if one
community or culture was more assimilated to the non-Jewish culture, linguistically or otherwise, this would certainly aid non-detection.
Burdin s assesses that there have not been many studies . . . on the existence of varieties like Jewish Polish or Jewish Ukranian
(Burdin 2016, 108).
461 Cf. Willis James on human imitation of animal sounds, in section 5.2 Ecological Twang, and the comparison of Lombard music to wolf
howling, in section 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos.
462 Cf. Discussion of theories of twang and nasalization as conveying non-aggressiveness, in section 3.6 Snap and Twang: Class, Race, and
Body. The stereotype of the Jewish body and mind, in relation to the Jewish foot and walk, in section 4.11 Continuities, Transmissions,
Survival-Transcendence.
463 Fonfet has associations with both twang, and trumpeting quality, where Krakowski points out er fonfet mitn noz for He
trumpets with his nose. He speaks through his nose (Krakowski 2016). Cf. Trumpet and twang in 3.4 Fuzzy Buzzy Science. Yiddish
shnoflen or schnozz, with the hypothetical Germanic root snu for snout, discussed in relation to etymological connotations of the word
snap , in the text and footnote in section . What s in a Name? An Embodied Idea. The Yiddish shnook (or schnuk) may also refer to
snout and jerk .
460
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contexts (Krakowski 2016), may exhibit culturally overlapping twangs comparable to those indexed in
Tarantino s film.
While seated in a restaurant together with a first-generation Canadian couple the other night, I began
observing the New York Jewish character in the speech prosody and gesticulations in one of the men. From
what I knew about him, he seemed likely to have a Catholic background. Your last name is Italian, right? I
confirmed. When I explained my curiosity on the origin of his manner of speaking, and that it sounded
Jewish, his Jewish husband humorously put his own slightly Yiddish-inflected English into high gear. There
are several aspects of this that are pertinent here. Research indicates that a distinguishing feature of the
Yiddish-inflected (Ashkenazi) Jewish English intonation is its wider and more musical rising-falling contour,
for example, in dramatized, incredulous, or uncertain echo expressions, which become increasingly
caricatured and indexical of Jewish humour outside of their original Yiddish speech community (Burdin 2016,
chap. 11). Weinreich observes a flattening-out of this Yiddish prosody in non-intimate contexts (Weinreich
1956; Burdin 2016, 50); might the Yiddish prosody be correlated with the intimacy of motherese or
parentese (Dissanayake 2000), and which I suspect is also directly related to the correlation of higher
frequencies and non-threatening submissiveness? 464 Weinreich traces this rise-fall in Yiddish to Talmudic
cantillation patterns, and Newman develops an understanding of their syntactic function (Weinreich 1956;
Newman 2000). 465 Whether this is accurate or not, the wider and actively shifting contour heard in Yiddish
and Jewish English is observed to produce what is identified as a greater degree of macro-rhythm . . . with
more rise-falls, more rising pitch accents, and a wider pitch range (Burdin 2016, 184).
This increase in macro-rhythm is also shown to be socially meaningful . . . speakers use macrorhythm to construct particular types of Jewish identities, and that this feature is . . . tied to a
particular type of Jewish identity (specifically, one that is older and Yiddish-speaking) in both
performance and perception tasks (Burdin 2016, iii).
There is another interesting aspect to this restaurant anecdote. After some exaggerated Jewish English
accents and once our laughter subsided, the friend of Italian parentage mused that his prosodic inflection was
also likely due to his love of Broadway musicals. Musical theatre is a context where vocal twang is usually
encouraged and expected (Kenny and Mitchell 2006; Sundberg and Thalén 2010; Bourne and Garnier 2012;
Heidemann 2016).
Is this Yiddish nasality attributable in any degree to Middle Eastern and North African origins?
Nasal-resonance is identified in certain Sephardic Hebrew pronunciations (Abramson 1991) and often
associated with Muslim vocal prayer calls. What relationships might exist among these nasal resonances and
those found in sub-Saharan speech and singing? 466 Could there be a parallel relationship between the speech
twangs in African-American, Middle Eastern, and Eastern European Yiddish languages, and the presence of
smeared blue notes or other microtonal (or even augmented second) intervals in their respective musical
Cf. Connection between submissiveness and higher fundamental frequency or intensification of higher formant frequencies, in section
3.6 Snap and Twang: Class, Race, and Body.
465 Cf. This is worth comparing to my identification of relationship between cantillation patterns and the subdivided snap, described in
subsections in Appendix C-2.
466 Sub-Saharan nasal resonances, are documented in: (Nketia 1974, 181–83; Olwage 2004, 215).
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practices? Would such relationships point to any cross-cultural influences or continuities? Is there an
overlap between the nasal twang and the use of microtonal inflections?
Tamar Barzel problematizes the distinctions and interrelationships between the African-American
cry and the European Jewish cry or wail, and their respective micromoves (Barzel 2010). Another
connection is that between the Jewish wail and the Jamaican wail, the significance of the latter encapsulated
by the The Wailers, whose leader, Bob Marley was, incidentally, born to a Jewish father apparently of Syrian
origins (missmarjel 2006), and an Afro-Jamaican mother. 467 In I am Going Home, The Wailers arrangement of
Swing Low Sweet Chariot, as the background vocalists cry for the return home to the River Jordan, Marley
repeats a somewhat nasalized melismatic figure. 468 Closer to the origins of these diasporatic communities,
Ashenafi Kebede discusses the numerous migrations of Semitic peoples from around South Arabia to North
and Northeast Africa between circa 2000 and 1000 BCE (Kebede 1980, 22). His analysis of Fellasha chant
corroborates the correspondence between [t]he Fellasha oral tradition regarding their Hebraic origin and
their present musical practice . . . long melismas are sung vibrato, with a throbbing and nasal vocal quality.
Ornamentation includes the placement of eliding and sliding microtonal inflections before or after the main
syllabic tones (Kebede 1980, 22, 24). 469
Building on John Storm Roberts earlier observations, Sylviane Diouf demonstrates the fundamental
bending and swooping twang at the heart of Muslim and American blues practices by comparing two
recordings; the Muslim call to prayer and Levee Camp Holler a devotional type of blues song developed by
Mississippi ex-slaves share similar quivering melismas (Diouf 2009, 2013, 275). As others have observed, a
nasal intonation is evident in both (Curiel 2004; Curtis 2010, 404). 470 Like Diouf, Gerhard Kubik argues that
the melisma, wavy intonation, pitch instabilities, and declamatory voice production (all to be compared with
twang) heard in African-American blues, are characteristics inherited from Arabic-Islamic influences. He
posits that the Arabic-Islamic elements were present (from ca. 700 AD) in central-west Sudanic belt cultures
(such as of the Hausa people), and were imposed upon pentatonic or heptatonic scales (the latter in Senegal,
Mali, and Guinée regions) and rhythmic structures of the Ancient Nigritic pearl-millet growing cultures of
West Africa (Kubik 1999, 93–95, 2005). It is these Arabic-Islamic elements, Kubik asserts, that distinguish
African-American blues from the Afro-Caribbean and Afro-South American musics. 471 The Arabic-Islamic–
influenced styles of the west central Sudanic belt prevailed in United States plantations for several reasons.
These elements escaped the severest cultural repression because they did not depend on percussion. 472
Unaccompanied solo song and the use of stringed instruments for the accompaniment of individual or small
Cf. Crying in reggae, in (S. King and Jensen 1995; S. A. King, Bays, and Foster 2002; Daynes 2010).
Cf. Swing Low, Sweet Chariot, in section 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things. Cf. Concept of home, in AfricanAmerican song as ecstatic journey, in section 4.8 Limping, Floating, Flying Snaps. Cf. Rastafarian black nationalism and Ethiopia, in
section 5.3 Ethno-Socio-Religio Twang. Cf. Reggae acoustics, in section Appendix D.
469 Cf. Ethiopian-Hebrew connections between African-American prophecy of deliverance, in section 5.4 Twang and Cry: Ethnicity and
Class.
470 Cf. Melisma and floating, in sections 5.2 Ecological Twang, 5.4 Twang and Cry: Ethnicity and Class and also 3.2 Temporally Floating
Speech.
471 The popularity of African-American musics in Jamaica, for example, and the various Semitic influences channelled through Rastafarian
practices, as the example of The Wailers I am Going Home reflects, all developed in the 20th century, after slavery was legally abolished.
472 Exceptions such as Hausa and court marching-style music, may have found expression through the American fife and drum tradition
(Kubik 1999, 99–100). Cf. European drumming, in footnote on oppositional motion in section 4.3 Snapback.
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group music were likely perceived to be less threatening to the Protestant colonial mentality in the Deep
South . . . than African community music with strange drum rhythms and massive gatherings (Kubik 1999,
99–100). These elements survived in modified forms, however, that would give both to the group itself and
to outsiders the impression of successful acculturation, while remaining sufficiently different to confirm the
white community's racist stereotypes of the Negro and his natural ways (Kubik 1999, 99–100). The
European traditions, it seems, became fertile ground for recontextualizing the twang (as gliding motion of
pitch, formants, or partials) in both vocal and instrumental idioms.
Moreover, western Sudanic stringed instruments could easily be modified to blend with European
stringed instruments, such as the violin, the bandora, etc. In Virginia and the Carolinas the west
central Sudanic plucked lutes mutated already during the eighteenth century to become early forms
of the banjo (Kubik 1999, 99–100).
Kubik s emphasis on the intersection of string instrument accompaniment to vocal practice is consistent with
the primary, and onomatopoeic, definition of twang. 473 Kubik also notes that the Arabic-Islamic influence is
urban-cosmopolitan in nature, reflecting social stratification, while the Ancient Nigritic influence is rural
and reflects agricultural cycles (Kubik 1999, 95). 474 Is there a correlation between the originating location,
for example in its acoustics, and the instrumental accompaniment, where urban practices focus on string
instruments, while rural ones focus on relatively louder percussion? 475 The blues too, integrated urban and
rural, drawing on these African work and cattle-herding songs transformed into field hollers, and stringaccompanied minstrel traditions (Kubik 1999, 95). The West African origins and resulting compatibility
with Appalachian idioms has been explored in various musical collaborations. 476 If slaves retained twangs
from African origins, did they also adopt and vary qualities of their Puritan masters twang? 477
If Arabic-Islamic and Middle Eastern qualities influenced the presence of twangs and nasalizations
found among Yiddish-speaking communities, is it possible that these qualities were only deprecated once
they arrived to more northern or urban areas of Europe, where these accents may have already developed
lower-class associations? What, if any, connections might exist between the nasalized twang that the Yiddishspeaking Jews contributed to the New York prosody, and that heard among African-American New Yorkers?
Is the nasalized twang of an individual seen to belong to the Yiddish Jewish community or the AfricanAmerican one, perceived through the stereotypes associated with that community? The neurotic mind and
corrupt body evoked in the creations of Woody Allen or Billie Holiday; the nasalized twang evoking (or
becoming associated with) arousal, whether physically or mentally hysterical or ecstatic. Does any of this
ecstasy reflect origins in Talmudic cantillation? It must be qualified that too little twang or nasal resonance is
as undesirable as too much. What, if any, class associations do nasalized accents signify among cultures
across Africa, Asia, South America, and do these associations pre-date European contact? Nazism s

Cf. 3.3 Idea of Twang
Cf. Structural conception of twang as fundamental or ornamental, in section 5.2 Ecological Twang.
475 Cf. Projection of snap and twang, in section Appendix D and of subdivided snaps in Appendix C-2.
476 E.g. Béla Fleck and Toumani Diabate, or Richard Bona s African Cowboy.
477 While some twangs may evoke sensual motion, the Puritan twang is associated with a rejection of anything sensual: their sour aspect,
their nasal twang, their stiff posture (Macaulay 1825). Cf. (Vajda 2001).
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association of Jews with Negermusik [ Negro Music ] may be based on the ideologically primitive Other, or
grounded in the active role Jews played in African-American musical culture. 478

E.g. Through leading swing bands (e.g. Artie Shaw, Benny Goodman), and through their presence in Tin Pan Alley (e.g. Irving Berlin,
George Gershwin), the latter revealing significant Yiddish and Jewish musical influences (Gottlieb 2004; Hersch 2016).
In another example of the selective and constructed nature of racist ideology (and despite the disgracing of features associated with
degenerate social groups), the Bavarian yodelling tradition was ennobled by the Third Reich as a source of nationalistic pride (Plantenga
2013b).
478
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CHAPTER 6
Blue Note
Blue Note
6.1 Introduction
6.2 Blue Note or Worried Note?
6.3 Black and White Blue Notes
6.4 Blue Note Origins
6.5 Flexible Blue Note Pitch Region Snap
6.6 Blue Notes, Vowels, Snaps and Twangs
6.7 Complexity and Blue Note Continuums
6.8 Blue Third and Minor Third
6.8.1 Kinds of Blue
6.8.2 Minor Complexity
6.8.3 Sadness and Resilience
Figure 6.1. Topics pertaining to Blue Note
6.1 Introduction
In examples of twanging and snapping in Miles Davis Tutu performances, 479 I indicate the
interrelationship between twanging and blue notes (e.g. ^b3^, ^#4^/^b5^, and ^b7^, in improvisations by
Miles Davis, George Duke and Joseph McCreary), as well as snaps and blue notes (e.g. involving ^b7^ and
^b3^, in improvisations by McCreary and Robben Ford, respectively). I also indicate the frequent blue notes
(mostly ^b7^) in snaps by James Brown, Stevie Wonder, Ry Cooder, and Tom Jones. 480 With twangs, the blue
note glides to a neighbouring tone (often spanning a chromatic step), as, for example, when Miles Davis
inflects ^#4-5^ (in Tutu), or ^b3-3^ (in Ghetto Walk), 481 or when George Duke inflects many blue notes with a
scooping slide (in Tutu). 482 In snapping figures, the starting note often receives greater dynamic accent and
shorter duration than the second note: many of the snaps referenced involve the ^b7^, some involve a ^b3^;
often this blue note occurs as the initial accented tone, but in other cases it occurs as the second tone of the
snapped pair. Snaps can ascend (^b7-1 ^ in Stevie Wonder and Ry Cooder examples, ^b3-3^ in Miles Davis
Ghetto Walk), descend (e.g. ^1-b7,^ in the James Brown example, and ^4-b3^ in a Stevie Wonder example,
^b7-3^ in the Tom Jones example), or stay on a single tone (e.g. ^b3-b3^ in a Stevie Wonder example). In the
conclusion of his solo on The Sermon Jimmy Smith repeats a flammed (twanged) figure (on ^b7-7^ into ^1 ^,
at 3:20) followed by a continuous succession of a variety of blue note snaps (i.e. flammed on ^b7-[nat.]7&5^
then snapped on ^b7-1 ^ ^b7-5^ ^b7-1 ^ ^b7-5^ ^b7-5^ ^4-5^ ^4-5^ ^4-5^ ^4-b3^ ^4^ ^b3-1^ ^b3-4^ ^b31^ ^b7,-1^ ^b7,-5,^ ^b7,-1^ ^b7,-5,^ ^4,-5,^ ^5,-1,^ ^4,-5,^ ^5,-1,^ ^b3,-1,^). The snap, twang, and blue note
are frequently entangled.
Cf. In 3.5 Don t Mean A Thing If It Ain t Got That… Snap, Twang, and Blue Note.
Cf. In 3.9 James Brown to Ewe: Afro-American and African Short-Long Ethos.
481 Cf. Ghetto Walk, in 3.2 Temporally Floating Speech and also mentioned in 4.4 Resilient Walks.
482 Whether the glide represents a motion toward a scale tone of greater stability is not necessarily simple to deduce, as I discuss with
respect to concepts of consonance and dissonance, in section 6.8.2 Minor Complexity.
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6.2 Blue or Worried?
Keywords: fixed tone; dynamic tone; transcendence; temperament; quantized scale degree notation
A notation of blue notes, which fixes their pitches to specific (and tempered) western scale degrees
—as I do throughout this text— is a compromise: a vital aspect of many blue notes is in their very motion, not
the fixedness of the tone, hence the twanging blue notes in George Duke s solo, and the achingly bent blue
notes in McCreary s solo; how is at least as important as what. 483 The repeated twangs (on ^b7-7-1 ^) with
which Jimmy Smith precedes his succession of snaps, imply tones that are mechanically unavailable, inbetween his organ s chromatically tempered keys; the precise timing of these flammed twangs in conjunction
with the organ s Lesley speaker which modulates these tones in non-discretely wobbling Doppler motion. 484
Another issue with the fixed scale degree notation emerges from the very term: where blue note is an
extracultural (cf. etic) term, originating as a means of distinguishing a feature that stood out to the listener
accustomed to Western European tonality (Kubik 1999, 123). 485 The blues singers of the deep south describe
the microtonal modifications not in terms of a fixed location, but as an active verb: worrying or bending
the notes. 486 A related limitation of the numerical scale degree notation (as ^b3^, ^b5^, ^b7^, etc.) is that it
quantizes the microtonal areas existing in-between the Western tempered pitches, to the nearest or most
familiar Western scale degree.
Acknowledging these issues, I use this numerical notation for four primary reasons. First, the scale
degree notation helps to indicate when there is a rhetorically significant repetitious quality, as is heard in
Smith s thrice repeating twang (on ^b7-7-1^): the snaps which follow (and which are tempered by his organ s
tuning) become the inevitable unraveling of the repeated entangled twang. Second, the ease of distilling the
pitch motion to a simplified state makes for straightforward (if compromised) comparison across examples of
twang and snap from other performances, which does suggest that the tonal areas around the lowered ^3^,
^5^, and ^7^ scale degrees consistently receive such warping treatments. Third, the musicians who
originally employed these features also adopted many elements of Western European harmonic language into
Cf. How versus what, and the debate of process versus product, examined from the perspective of phenomenology and neuroscience in
(McGilchrist 2010), and from the perspective of jazz analysis in (Brownell 1994a).
The McCreary bend that I cite (moving from ^b7^ up to ^1^ and ^#1^), may demonstrate an exception to the trend Kubik finds [in the
key of C] that [i]t is the lower blue note, between E and Eb, that seems to fluctuate the most, while the upper blue note (Bb), even if it is
attained with a gliss, is intoned more firmly (Kubik 1999, 130).
484 Cf. Wiggling ring in 5.2 Ecological Twang. Cf. Doppler shift and the sonic experience of trains discussed in Appendix C-1 and Appendix
C-2.
485 This is corroborated by Albert Murray s historical examination of the figurative usage of the word blue to describe affective
depressive states, and the word s cross-cultural application to African-American musicking (Murray 1976, 63–64). Would a similar
question be asked of my consideration of the application of the term snap to the short-long patterns in African-American, African, or any
non-Caledonian practice?
486 Susan McClary quotes Ernest Borneman s reflections on the roots of jazz:
While the whole European tradition strives for regularity—of pitch, of time, of timbre and of vibrato—the African tradition strives
precisely for the negation of these elements. In language, the African tradition aims at circumlocution rather than at exact definition. The
direct statement is considered crude and unimaginative; the veiling of all contents in ever-changing paraphrases is considered the
criterion of intelligence and personality. In music, the same tendency towards obliquity and ellipsis is noticeable: no note is attacked
straight; the voice or instrument always approaches it from above or below, plays around the implied pitch without ever remaining any
length of time, and departs from it without ever having committed itself to a single meaning. The timbre is veiled and paraphrased by
constantly changing vibrato, tremolo and overtone effects. The timing and accentuation, finally, are not stated, but implied or suggested.
The musician challenges himself to find and hold his orientation while denying or withholding all signposts (Borneman 1959; McClary
2001, 34–35).
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their own music, and the act of transcending this quantization might be said to be an expression of
transcendence over material reality. Smith s ecstatic organ repetitions, for example, demonstrate organ and
also comparable piano techniques, of hammering or flamming clusters of notes surrounding a blue note, in
order to evoke the region of microtones physically inaccessible on keyboards. 487 Fourth, and this builds on
the second reason given, I believe that the interaction between the African-American feature and its
approximate respective Western European counterpart (e.g. the lower microtonal region and its counterpart
of the ^b3^) has psychoacoustic-cognitive implications that are relevant. 488
6.3 Black or White Blue Notes
Keywords: cultural constructions, false Other, twanging temporal deviation, melisma
Early on, writers who observed common snap rhythms in both Scottish (and Gaelic, Celtic, or English
traditions) and Negro music, also observed a common flattening of the ^7^ and sometimes also the ^3^, and
here—as with the snaps, gave it similar social signifiers ( uncultivatedness ), as well as possibly revisionist
interpretations of Africans imitating whites:
In fact, the uncultivated English singer knew the minor seventh better than her knew the raised
seventh . . . The flat seventh, like the pentatonic scale, then, could have been acquired by the negro
from English tunes as easily as from his African music patterns. . . . Another deviation which has been
said to point toward an African origin is the neutral third. . . . It is often so flat that it is hardly to be
distinguished from the minor third. Undoubtedly many white singers used these same intonations of
the third in their camp-meeting songs. In the spirituals the neutral third could be either African or
English descent (G. B. Johnson 1931, 164).
When we look at earlier published comparisons, the observations may convey a less veiled racism and —
perhaps correspondingly— a less nuanced (more quantized) notion of the pitch regions:
The plaintive element in the music of both the Negroes and the Scotch is due to the use of the flat
seventh and the minor third. . . . On the whole, though the Scotch music is slightly more complex than
that of the Negro, still it can never get far from simplicity while it remains monophonic and is written
on the five-note scale (Hussey 1894, 369).
More recently, however, Philipp Tagg asserts that the attribution of blue notes to African origins is an equally
false construct, meant to serve positive racist conceptions of an exotic Other (Tagg 2015). The lowered
seventh or partially lowered third are, after all, common in Scottish fiddling practices (J. Hunter 1979; Dunlay
and Greenberg 1996). 489 Tagg finds similar thirds and sevenths used in European (e.g. Hebredean) vocal
practices (Tagg 2015). While some of these European ^b3^ or ^b7^ blue notes hold a stable pitch, they are
often approached with a dynamic twanging quality (Wicks 1989, 78; Epping, n.d.), as is found in various
African-American contexts (a quality Kubik traces to Arabic influence (Kubik 1999)). This dynamic pitch
motion in European contexts may also be compared to Tagg s assertion of a false stereotype in the attribution
487 A further, pianistic, example in Sir Charles Thompson s music, is described in section 6.5 Elastic (Blue Note) Snap. Cf. Hammering and
spiritual transmission, in section 4.11 Continuities, Transmissions, Survival-Transcendence.
488 Cf. This connection is examined in section 6.8 Blue Third and Minor Third.
489 Cf. Relationship between lowered seventh and snap, described by James Hunter, cited in a footnote in 3.6 Snap and Twang: Class, Race,
and Body, and Dunlay and Greenberg s description of a partially lowered third in a subdivided snap, cited in a footnote in Appendix C-2.
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of florid or melismatic singing to African-American invention (Tagg 2015). Tagg argues that African slaves
may have acquired the ornamented melodic approach (and identified with the English blue notes and snaps)
from the British songs learned when joining their slave owners at Presbyterian church services (Tagg 2015).
While Tagg rejects that African-American melismatic practices are African in nature, he does neither attempts
to refute nor mentions the proposed Arabic-Islamic origins of these very same features proposed by Diouf,
Curiel, and Kubik. 490
In her study of Old Way melismatic Snaking in Appalachian singing practices, Sammie Wicks finds
connections to neighbouring Black lining styles and recent performances of Gaelic lined Psalmody in parts of
Scotland, where her data indicates that an equal influence runs in the direction of rock from country, and by
extension, from a far older musical style than we had heretofore imagined (Wicks 1989, 92). The nature of
these melismatic practices is significant where, as is evident in Tagg s example of an Appalachian
congregation s recording of Amazing Grace, they may demonstrate temporal deviation of religious and even
ecstatic quality (which Butterfield compares to Goffman s flooding out or to what Olly Wilson describes as
soul focal points (Butterfield 2002)).
6.4 Blue Origins
Keywords: vocalic formants, projection of vocal harmonics, flexible pitch area, elastic scales, twang and snap
Gerhard Kubik has contributed detailed theories for the origins of the blue notes, based on field
research in Africa. 491 Kubik reviews earlier literature (including by Sargeant, Borneman, Schuller, and Titon)
and finds unsatisfactory their conceptions of the blue note as a deliberate deviation from diatonicism, where
he argues that to the original practitioners (and certain traditions still alive) in the Deep South, it is Western
chords that are deviant accompaniments to the vocally-derived worried notes (Kubik 1999). Kubik then
examines the theories that blue notes are the consequence of musicians superimposition of African
equiheptatonic pitch templates upon the Western diatonic system (as argued by Hornbostel, Jones, Dauer,
and even Kubik himself, prior to his African field experience). Kubik argues that although this does explain
the tuning of the neutral third (a now obsolete term that is used in the Johnson quote given above), the
retention and superimposition of equiheptatonic systems does not explain the general tuning of other blue
notes—the ^b7^ and the ^b5^ (Kubik 1999, 120–21).

Cf. Arabic-Islamic origin of melisma, wavy pitch instabilities, in section 5.4 Twang and Cry: Ethnicity and Class.
Kubik s theory, for example, seems to account for the similarity of the two cultural influences, where he theorizes that solo Arabic-Islamic
inflected singing accompanied with string instruments is perceived as less threatening (than collective drum choirs indigenous to subSaharan regions and acculturated to Protestant colonial mentality . . . while remaining sufficiently different to confirm the white
community's racist stereotypes of the Negro and his natural ways (Kubik 1999, 99–100).
491 The notion that Kubik might uncover significant understanding of the origins of blue notes is not to suggest that there were no
interactions and influence between the English and African communities, but rather, that such interaction may not be properly
understood unless we understand what musical information each group already retained from their indigenous practices. Rick Epping (a
contemporary harmonica player in the Irish folk music tradition) draws a comparison, and qualifies the situated component of blue note
production, as he himself has developed new performance techniques and instrument mechanisms to facilitate this: bent or blue notes,
called in Ireland long notes, play a vital part in Irish music and can be heard on any instrument capable of producing them (Epping,
n.d.).
490
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In an examination of the Parker-Gillespie 1953 Massey Hall recording of Salt Peanuts, 492 I describe
how (at 1:26 of the recording) Charlie Parker responds directly to the pitch and rhythm of Dizzy Gillespie s
hollering, translating Gillespie s vocalization into the more quantized tempered tuning (of his saxophone) and
rhythmic subdivision of the 4/4 meter. Parker cries out through his horn using the scale degree motion: ^1b5-4^, ^1-b7^, essentially worrying the region of the ^b5-4^, before leaping to another blue note. Does this
spontaneous translation of the vocal cry into a wailing ^b5-4^ instrumental gesture offer clues into the
origins of certain blue note motions? 493
Kubik s explanation for blue notes builds on earlier theories that propose how African tonal systems
derived from the harmonic spectra, primarily in the formants of human speech, such as in vowel formation:
It is vowel formation that provides the key to understanding human discovery of speech-derived
harmonics. . . . The difference between vowels is created by different shaping of the mouth as a
resonance chamber, altered by movements of the tongue and shaping of the lips. Thus each vowel
has its own particular sound spectrum, it is defined as a difference in the selective reinforcement of
harmonics. . . . In Africa, not only multipart singing styles, but also unison singing can be based on
scalar patterns generated by representations of speech-derived partials (harmonics) over a single
fundamental (Kubik 1999, 129).
This vocalic explanation for blue notes is consistent with two other relationships I discuss. First, that twang
and blue note features are interrelated (where vocal twang measurements show a relative prominence of
particular formant regions, and where Tagg describes twang as a diphthongal or triphthongal succession of
vowels). And second, that snap and blue note features are interrelated (where Tagg and Nketia indicate how
twanging vowel patterns create snap rhythms). 494 The vocalic explanation of blue notes is also consistent
with the fact that twang and snap are interconnected with speech as features of dialects and declamatory
attitudes. 495
Kubik s hypothesis is grounded in earlier research by Alfons M. Dauer who proposed that the blue
notes conform with the mid tones in speech patterns of west African tone languages (Kubik 1999, 137).
More recently, Kubik cites the arguments of Benjamin V. Boone:
Could it be that blue notes evolved from the interaction inherent in processing the English language
through a West African linguistic template? Could the creators of the blues with a heightened
awareness of pitch due to their native language traditions . . . have intuitively utilized pitch
relationships from the upper harmonics of the overtone series? (Kubik 2005, 21).
Similar to Boone, Kubik s data suggests to him that certain sub-Saharan African pentatonic tuning systems
have emerged out of a process of projections (i.e. lowered transpositions) of the higher partials of a given
In section Appendix D.
Kubik does submit, for example: Only in bebop have tonal concepts reached a degree of relativism such that they often come close to
African equiheptatonic ideas in spite of the Western tuning, and the perpetuation of a tonal center (albeit more vaguely conceived). Not
by chance did the concept of the flatted fifth chord [tone] appear in bebop from
on (Kubik 1999, 121). Philip Tagg argues that the
^b5^ is the one blue note region unique to African-American practices (e.g. in Mississippi) and which is not found in European practices
(e.g. in the Hebredes) (Tagg 2015). Dave Liebman describes the how bebop players conceptualized blue notes as part of an upper
structure chord. The flat third became the sharp nine while the flattened fifth became the sharp eleven (Liebman 1991, 11).
494 In section 3.1 Snapping Speech.
495 Kubik is not claiming these theories to explain the origins of music. Changizi specifically rejects the notion of speech overtones as the
originating source of human music making, based on the fact that these overtones are missing a beat, and a rhythm time-locked to a beat
. . . one of the most glaring shortcomings of overtone-based approaches, and ultimately takes overtones of speech out of the running as a
basis for a theory of music (Changizi 2011).
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bourdon (drone). When two sets of partials for drones a fourth apart are superimposed, 496 the result is an
interference pattern where tonal ambiguities are located precisely at the pitch position of the lower and
higher blue notes (^b3^ and ^b7^). 497 These tonal ambiguities result in a feature which has been identified
(as in David Evans research) as flexible pitch areas, and which Kubik terms elastic scales (Kubik 1999,
124–25). 498
6.5 Elastic (Blue Note) Snap
Keywords: articulation of heterogeneous sound ideal, flam, snap, flexible pitch region, elastic scales
Where a flexible pitch region encompasses multiple Western diatonic scale degrees, any scale degree
(or microtonal division thereof) falling within such a pitch region, articulates this entire range with
comparable success. In vocal production, this explains why the lower blue note can fluctuate anywhere
between the two values indicated, and why singers express this ambiguity by crossing that distance using
glissando, wavy intonation, and so forth (Kubik 1999, 142). Faced with the situated physical reality of
Western tempered instruments, the musician with such an African tonal template devised new strategies to
coax out the worried notes, such as in the keyboard techniques of Jimmy Smith or pianist Sir Charles
Thompson. Thompson s performance is found on a 1945 recording of 20th Century Blues, where the melody
continuously and prominently emphasizes the flexibility of blue note regions (^b7^ and ^b3^) in the
twanging wobbling delivery by wind instruments (including Charlie Parker). Thompson interjects three
flammed twangs between one of these melodic gestures in the winds: at 1:17, on ^b6-5^, ^b3-2^, and ^b6-5^.
The temporal scale at which Thompson deploys these flams places them sufficiently near the threshold for
judging temporal order, so that it is not a sequence of notes, but a range that is demarcated. 499
On such instruments where pitch bending is not immediately convenient, the musician may strike
multiple pitches in the region of the blue note, in simultaneity or, in slight asynchrony. Such asynchrony, I
believe, results in a distinctive twang or snapped (or flammed) arpeggiation of the pitches falling within the
range of the blue note, which I also suspect fulfills important aesthetic functions examined by Willson and
Kubik cites West African music such as of the Kutin in northeastern Nigeria, where shifting between bourdons a fourth apart
represents male and female vocal ranges—and which is consistent with the call-and-response harmonic pattern of a basic blues
progression (Kubik 1999, 124–25).
497 All the other notes in the [superimposition of the] two scales are close enough to each other to give an impression of [equivalent]
identity (Kubik 1999, 139).
498 Regarding the transmission of the African systems, Kubik posits: What is certain so far is that partials-based tonal ideas from
eighteenth century West African savanna cultures, and possibly southeast Africa from where people were deported to the United States
clandestinely during the final stages of the slave trade, have survived and been perpetuated in the United States. They have decisively
influenced tonal-harmonic developments in blues and jazz (Kubik 2005, 22). Cf. Transmission of twang, or snap, in section 4.11
Continuities, Transmissions, Survival-Transcendence.
499 The temporal order threshold, below which the listener cannot discriminate the chronological order of two distinctly perceived
events, is commonly set at a minimum of 20 ms, ranging upward to 30 to 60 ms, depending on different variables (London 2004, 29;
Szymaszek, Szelag, and Sliwowska 2006; Montemayor 2012, 102). In Thompson s first flam ^b6-5^, the first tone lasts for 75 ms before
the next tone s onset begins, and whose decay ends about
ms after its onset. These numbers may seem sufficiently above the
threshold that judgement of temporal order should feel certain and accurate. However, the overlap of the first tone s decay, the similar
timbre and pitch of the two tones, and, perhaps above all other factors, that this flammed pair is immediately followed by two more
similar flammed pairs, means that the amount of information within a unit of time (cognitive load) impedes the judgement of each
sequenced pair. Cf. Appendix B. Included in this appendix: Charlie Parker sometimes articulates this flexible blue note pitch range
through voice leading motion that may extend over larger temporal scales, as he does in a temporal divergence on take three of a 1947
recording of Cool Blues, where the ^b3^ rises to ^[nat.] 3^ (between 0:30-0:31).
496
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Iyer. In discussing Olly Wilson s list of West African and African-American aesthetic tendencies, Vijay Iyer
suggests that Wilson s notion of a heterogeneous sound ideal (valuing contrasting timbres), could manifest in
rhythmic form as asynchronies (Iyer 1998, 112–13). I theorize that the articulation of flexible pitch regions
through snapped or twanged blue notes, could satisfy this aesthetic ideal, and perhaps also of rhythmic
stratification.
6.6 Blue Notes, Vowels, Snaps and Twangs: Sarah Vaughan and Richard Davis
Keywords: Sarah Vaughan, Richard Davis, All of Me; flexible blue note regions; rhythmic heterogeneity
I am intrigued by the apparent similarity between, on one hand, the worried flexible blue note
regions possibly derived from vocal formants and, on the other, the pitch-sliding twangs which may be
projections (lowered transpositions) of the spectral glides which take place across vocal formant regions. 500
Equally intriguing is that the vowel formant is limited to an ascent or descent of a minor third before it
becomes a different vowel. 501 In section 3.5 I consider the vocal formants and twangs in a Sarah Vaughan
example from the close of her solo on a 1957 recording of All of Me (released on the record Swingin Easy). 502
Here I consider how she and bassist Richard Davis in this same recording together exchange a nuanced
interaction of twangs across the flexible blue-note region of the ^3^. 503 At 2:00, Vaughan scats seven eighth
note duration syllables, twanging up to a ^b3^ ( suh yuh duh yuh… ), creating a brief pedal-point effect. Two
quarter notes after this, Davis follows suit with a series of five quarter notes twanging to a sharper (natural)
^3^ (two octaves below Vaughan s previous ^b3^). Just as Davis begins pedal-pointing on this ^3^, Vaughan
sings a descending pentatonic scale where she now sings a slightly sharper ^b3^, using a syllable (phoneme)
with brighter formants: bee compared to the flatter-pitched syllables of suh yuh.

504

On Davis fifth and last

twang up to his ^3^, Vaughan leaps back up to her ^b3^ region, now, using a diphthong swee [soo-ee] dee,
twanging to a slightly higher pitch than she had before (on suh yuh ); her voice ambiguously between a
raised ^b3^ and a lowered ^[nat.] 3^, before ending on a strong ^[nat.] 3^ an octave below, and entering the
final melody statement (at 2:08) on a slightly scooped ^[nat.] 3^. Vaughan s twanging gestures recapitulate
the way she begins her solo: a descending pentatonic scale with a ^[nat.] 3^, followed by multiple twanged
^[nat.] 3^s using the bright syllable bee . . . vwee wee wee vweh (all over Davis articulation of the G major
tonality, I-ii-V, at 1:01-1:04). 505
The latter is discussed in section 3.4 Fuzzy Buzzy Science including discussion of slip notes in footnote 97.
Discussed in section 3.5 Don t Mean A Thing If It Ain t Got That… Snap, Twang, and Blue Note.
502 Discussed in section 3.5 Don t Mean A Thing If It Ain t Got That… Snap, Twang, and Blue Note.
503 The following interaction occurs over the course of two consecutive implied ii-V7-I progressions in the home key of G Major, in the
last four bars of the one chorus improvisation on the sixteen bar form. The exchange discussed here is concentrated around the implied
V-I motion unfolding in middle two bars. Because there is no chordal accompaniment, the bass line assumes a more melodic role, where
the tonic stress (including tonic arrival, pedal points, basic root-fifth motion, and a modal-blues quality) makes it appropriate to use the
scale degrees relative to the tonic, rather than scale degree relative to shifting chord. Further evidence for this is heard in the flattenedthird blues-oriented approach that Vaughan takes in the final chorus of the song, in spite of the chord changes.
504 I wonder whether this is a musical manifestation of the Bouba/Kiki effect. And as such, is worth comparing to comments about
gestures with strong inter-modal or synesthetic qualities, in the music of McFerrin in section 4.9 Ecological Snap, Doppler and
Simultaneity: Auditory Streams, or Gillespie, in section Appendix D.
505 These descriptions of pitch motion are based on listening to the recording. A future study might quantify and analyze Vaughan s pitch
inflections by other means. Cf. Ross Russell: Like so many fine Afro-American singers, [Sarah Vaughan] had been trained in a church
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In addition to these twangs in the flexible region of the ^3^, Davis walking bass line includes two
series of snaps (one series of three snaps at 0:44 and another series of four at 1:12). Each of these series of
snaps emphasizes the same pitch region of the ^b3-3^ (Bb-B), but the first occurs over an E7 chord (with
piano accompaniment), where Bb-B is the ^b5-5^ chord tone, and the second series of snaps occurs over an
implied B7 tonality (without piano, but immediately following a walking bass line ^1-3-5-b7^ arpeggio)
alternating with the ^b5-5^ chord tone (F-F#), the ^b7-7^ of the home key. Vaughan and Davis are thus
heard using twangs and snaps to dynamically activate the flexible pitch region of the ^b3-3^, ^b5-5^, and
^b7-7^ blue notes. Their simultaneous rendering of different pitch concepts in such a musical interaction
conveys the power of their apparent heterogeneous sound ideal.
The heterogeneity of pitch material is accompanied by microrhythmic heterogeneity as well. In his
second series of snaps, mentioned above, Davis rushes slightly ahead ( on top ) of drummer Roy Haynes
established pulse. For years I had heard Davis third and fourth snaps as a sixteenth-eighth with a delayed
sixteenth (a familiar short-long-short rhythm), until I listened more carefully and heard that it is two
consecutive snaps with the second pair rushed. Besides these two orientations, one may also perceive the
aggregate rhythm formed by Vaughan s swung eighths against Davis snapped eighths forming short-longshort snaps; a micro composite polyrhythm (between Vaughan s voice and Davis s bass). The downbeat of
Davis last snap comes just a fraction before drummer Haynes hi-hat hit on the downbeat of the fourth beat.
Davis relatively early snap downbeat creates a flam into to Haynes hi-hat downbeat. The identity of the snap
and the flam are therefore made ambiguous.
6.7 Blue Note Continuums
Keywords: flexible pitch region; indefinite-pitched snap; flam; temporal deviation; isomorphism; Pythagoras;
musica universalis; harmony of the spheres; musica mundana; Ornette Coleman, Lonely Woman; Eric Dolphy,
You Don t Know What Love Is, Rally; timbral or buzzy-note continuum; nested temporalities; Joe Henderson,
Rachelle Ferrell, Horace Silver, Dave Douglas, Albert Ayler; intonational continuum; temporal continuum;
Pharaoh Sanders; ethos of temporal deviation
In section 2.2 A-symmetric BE-bop, I describe how Roy Haynes rhythms dance between snaps and
flams. 506 The flam may be described as a rapid snap with equal accent or with slightly more accent on the
second note (cf. iambic pattern). Iyer draws the connection between the flam rhythm and lingual motions in
speech:
Interestingly, the word flam is an onomatopoeia. What distinguishes it from a syllable like tam is
the two-consonant combination fl, which evokes the very sound of a quasi-synchronous attack. In
speech perception, the timescale of a phoneme is around 30 ms, which is the same rhythmic range as
in the asynchrony example just given. This correspondence suggests an interesting correlation
between speech processing and music perception at the auditory level. Indeed, we can add it to our
choir, at the Newark Zion Baptist Church. . . . She was gifted with perfect pitch. The men in the sections found great satisfaction in playing
behind her. The slight, subtle liberties she took with pitch created exhilarating results (R. Russell 1973, 150–51).
506 Another example of perceptual morphing of (rapid) flam and (rhythmically distinct) snaps is in the opening of Marc Blitzstein s
Percussion Music for piano, where the (sometimes) ambiguous location of the downbeat (due to a lack of clear reference pulse) makes the
figure available to different perceptual grouping accents. Interestingly, this snapping work too has its own urgent and rebellious political
subtext (Pollack 2012, 60).
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list of correspondences between body motion and music . . . : the mouth movements related to the
syllable correspond to rapid rhythmic digital motion, whereas the quicker lingual motion associated
with phonemes correspond to the microrhythmic asynchronies of groove-based music (Iyer 2002,
401).
The temporal range of a flam, described as a quasi-synchronous attack, is perceptually similar to that of the
temporal range of Sir Charles Thompson s flams. The asynchronous execution of blue notes (which articulate
a flexible pitch region) may also suggest a corollary for indefinite-pitched snaps like those identified in Roy
Haynes drumming:
. . . rhythmic asynchronies . . . aid in the perception of a multiplicity of timbres, as well as in the
ecological view of music perception . . . the multiplicity of human bodies behind those timbres. That
is, rhythmic asynchrony contributes both to the heterogeneous sound ideal and to the sense of
collective participation. To be sure, exact synchrony is impossible with groups of people anyway; but
this principle applies even when different sounds are played by one individual, as on the modern
drum set (Iyer 1998, 113).
The indefinite pitches of percussive instruments are the result of complex ( noisy or non-harmonic) partials
(Pierce 1992, 183–85). In addition to the theory proposing blue notes as transposed projections of speechderived partials, Kubik also describes that some African tonal systems developed from the recognition of the
partials of the natural harmonic series on tools (instruments) such as a musical or hunting bow (Kubik 2005,
12). 507
Since at least the time of Pythagoras and his followers, mystics and scholars of sound and numbers,
and of the celestial and corporeal, have described the abstract music of periodic motion throughout the
universe; of heavenly bodies, geometries, and beyond: musica universalis (Rodgers and Ruff 1979; Godwin
1992). 508 As a regular pulse is accelerated, its discrete pulsations eventually fuse into the perception of a
continuous tone. 509 When a polytempo of at least two pulsations (thereby including snaps and swings) are
accelerated, the discrete pulsations eventually fuse as the perception of a dyad (an interval comprised of two
tones). In the following, I share some observations about temporal deviation research suggesting how such
pitch-to-rhythm relationships may manifest in musical, and specifically African-American, practices.
Studies by (Folio 1995; Huang and Huang 1996; Benadon 2009), demonstrate that certain temporal
deviations in African-American music (which fall outside of the common 2:3 or 3:4 relationships), may be
most effectively described as figure-ground relationships (between the diverging soloist and the steady
rhythm accompaniment), with temporal ratios of: 4:5, close to 6:7, 7:4, almost 5:7, and 5:6. 510 Each of
these polytemic relationships produces a palindromic composite rhythm which features opposing short-long
Cf. Musical bow, in discussions on twang, in sections 3.3 Idea of Twang and 5.1 Glosso-Wah Wah: Instrumental Twang. I believe the
tendency toward sounds with complex partials (e.g. bells, rattles) in sacred expressions might be found in campanology research, e.g.: (S.
N. Coleman 1971; Cox 1990), as well as more in examples of more idiosyncratic spiritual paths, as in the discovery and extrapolation of a
musical harmonic system from the inharmonic partials of iron rods, by Hermeto Pashcoal (Lima Neto 2000).
508 Was the Pythagorian concept inspired by Indian philosophy? The sacred sound of Om, sometimes pronounced as a triphthong (cf.
twang), and understood as the vibrational source of the physical cosmos, and of time itself. From this vocalic triphthong, also known as
the inexhaustible thousand-syllabled monosyllable (Wilke and Moebus 2011, 436), are derived meters distinguishing units of time and
its perception—thus demonstrating how timbre (of the formant makeup of different vowels) produce rhythms (just as triphthongal
twang may produce a snap).
509 Cf. The persistence of sensation.
510 Folio gives close to :
as a reduced form of the tempo (between the melodic horns to rhythm section) of 150:176 (Folio 1995, 118).
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and long-short patterns; a fact which supports the theory, proposed in section 2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping, that
African-American snaps may often emerge out of polyrhythmic interactions. 511
Huang and Huang describe the aforementioned complex dual track temporal relationships (5:7, 5:6,
etc.) as the performer s use of a temporal dissonance which strategically avoids the obviousness of such
common polyrhythmic ratios as 3:4 (Huang and Huang 1996). Benadon s concept of shift supports this,
qualifying that the performer s strategy is likely a relatively subconscious process (Benadon 2009). Folio
asks whether listeners can perceive polyrhythmic relationships in a way that is analogous to intervallic
relationships in pitch. She seems to conclude, however, that the differences between the two events are
qualitatively distinct: a polyrhythm is created by discrete interactions while the combination of pitches as
sinusoidal waves result in a complex wave; only the latter, complex wave form, fuses into the sensation of an
interval or timbre (Folio 1995, 111, 126). 512 Yet, the common phenomenological descriptions (by Abraham
Adzenyah and John Locke, for example) that motivate Folio s initial question remain: master drummers in
Africa are trained to hear all the polyrhythmic layers as one undivided whole (Folio 1995, 110). I would like
to offer an observation that suggests how complex polyrhythms may, indeed, be experienced not only as
fused wholes, but as wholes that exist on the same scaling continuum as pitch or tone. 513
I am struck by the fact that, taken together, the different temporal relationships offered by Folio,
Huang and Huang, and Benadon, correspond to the same relationships heard in the idiomatic use of blue note
pitches: where a tonal ratio of 4:5 produces a just intoned major third (slightly flatter than an equal
temperament third); 6:7 produces a narrow (flat) minor third, known as the septimal minor third; 7:4
produces a narrow (flat) minor seventh, known as the septimal minor seventh (or harmonic seventh); 6:5
produces a just-intoned minor third; and 7:5 produces a diminished fifth. 514 In other words, each polytempic
ratio also represents the flexible regions around: ^b3^, ^b7^, and ^b5^. Is it peculiar that the complex
rhythmic relationships consistently correlate with the complex blue note tonal relationships? Is it
additionally peculiar that it is specifically the polytempic ratios equivalent to tonal thirds, which receive the
most variations of flexible pitch (4:5, 515 6:7, 6:5)? 516 Could Folio s query of analogous perception between
tonal intervals and polyrhythm be explained as the continuum of experience between auditory hearing and
kinesthetic feeling? 517 Might this correspond to Vijay Iyer s microstructures of feel macrostructures of
511 See Folio s charting of palindromic composite rhythms (Folio 1995, 106–9), where one also notices that in prime ratio polyrhythms,
the short-long long-short opposition typically occurs at or around the axis of symmetry. Heard another way, the ratio terms of any such
polyrhythm may also be reversed from figure:ground to ground:figure switching the perception of whether the short in the shortlong will receive a metric accented (resulting in a snap), or whether the short will precede a metric accent resulting in an anacrustic
flam).
512 Cf. Theories of perceptual fusing with respect to experiences of consonant and dissonant tones, discussed in (Berlyne 1971, 242–43).
513 Cf. Scaling transforms in music, e.g. in (Madden 1999, 21–22; Pareyón 2011, 72).
514 Folio does also give one other complex temporal ratio: 9:4 (Folio 1995). 9:4 may be compared to a wide major ninth, and which I will
address momentarily.
515 Folio actually gives polyrhythmic ratios of 2:5/4:5, equivalent to a major tenth and major third.
516 Cf. Kubik s explanation that of the three blue note regions, it is the region around the third that typically receives the most elastic
treatment (due to the fact that the transposed projection of the other harmonic tones find sufficiently matching identity in equal
temperament scale degrees) (Kubik 1999, 139).
Cf. Blue third, in footnote 6.2 Blue or Worried?. Are there any relationships between the septimal minor third and seventh, and the
theories of blue notes as projections of African equiheptatonic tuning systems? Cf. Kubik s critique of these projection theories, in section
6.4 Blue Origins.
517 Cf. Motion and kinesthetics, in section CHAPTER 4.
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sound (Iyer 1998)? Perhaps understanding these temporal divergences as expressions of distinct
relationships with blue note corollaries will point to a rewarding direction for the ancient quests to discover
not only the music in the universe, but also the universe in music. 518 If the continuum between temporal
deviations and blue notes has validity, perhaps such a class of blue note isomorphs will provide clues for
future research, including into those temporal deviations that are accompanied by blue note pitches. 519
Does the information examined here suggest anything about the spirit or ethos of the temporal
deviations? Folio suggests that polyrhythms may be heard and experienced in different ways (e.g. depending
on which metric perspective dominates), and adds:
What can be perceived at all times, no matter where the focus, is the varying degree of tension
created by all these complexities. The emotional effects of polyrhythm may vary (including
uneasiness, humor, freedom), but this rhythmic device invariably creates a general perception of
tension, an anticipation of resolution, and a sensation of forward momentum (Folio 1995, 111).
Does this counter Vijay Iyer s ecological description of how playing behind the beat might be normally
associated with a physical or mental state of relaxation (Iyer 2002, 410)?
My own introspection as a pianist suggests a conscious physical lag introduced in the execution,
exploiting the time taken by the neural signals to reach the fingers. Playing squarely on the beat
naturally requires a form of anticipation . . . One can imagine relaxing this anticipatory pose, in a way
that is literally conveyed by the ensuing temporal lag in execution. The expressive content of this
gesture may have to do with the association with the physical experience of relaxation. Such
hypotheses would demand further investigation (Iyer 2002, 410–11).
While Iyer s analogy is intuitively reasonable on its own, will such a lag in the pianist s part not create
tension relative to the pulse, say established by a bass player that is on —or ahead of— the beat? It is
precisely such a relationship that Folio identifies in Ornette Coleman s Lonely Woman: Coleman s
eloquently mournful temporal deviation makes the accompanying bass and drums seem
desperately urgent (Folio 1995, 120). Considering J. T. Fraser s continuum of nested temporalities
(e.g. bio, noetic, social) (Fraser 1985), what could we learn about the quality of interrelating pulses
(their tension, neutrality, or release) through understanding different socio-psycho constructions of
temporality, such as those examined in (J. M. Jones 1988; J. M. Jones and Brown 2005; Fink 2011)?
Could there be a relationship between the emotional spirit of a polyrhythm and its corollary tonal
interval? In Folio s analysis, for example, we find she observes the humor in the Thelonious Monk s and Eric
Dolphy s respective execution of 4:5, 2:5, 5:2, and 9:4 polyrhythms (Folio 1995, 114, 126), ratios which
produce major third, major tenth (major third), and major ninth (whole tone) tonal intervals, respectively.
Intriguingly, one of Dolphy s 9:4 polyrhythms is actually rendered as a whole tone version of Pop Goes the
Cf. Reviews or explorations of musica universallis or pitch-rhythm continuums in: (Cowell 1930, 101–7; Stockhausen 1957; Rodgers
and Ruff 1979; Mayr 1985; Godwin 1992; Tepfer 2012; S. Alexander 2016), including also music by Conlon Nancarrow (mentioned in a
later footnote) and Ben Johnston. The efforts by Alexander to take on the challenge to find an isomorphism between jazz and
cosmology, are critiqued as falling short in (Tepfer 2016).
Cf. Musical self-similarity, including musical isomorphs, e.g. in (Pareyón 2011).
519 Isomorphism is the property of correspondence between two sets of elements, and the correspondence of the relationships between
their elements. Berlyne uses the example of a geographic region and its map being isomorphic (Berlyne 1971, 46–48). The
corresponding relationship between the elements of a region and the elements of its map, are normally related by a scale, which may also
be appropriate to the temporal scaling of rhythm and tone. The instances of these blue note continuums (identified by researchers as
figure-ground ratios) are given in the table of concomitance, in section Appendix B.
518
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Weasel (i.e. 9:4 produces a major ninth, a whole tone plus an octave). 520 In contrast, Folio observes the
darkest or most complex polyrhythms, as 6:7 in Coleman s haunting Lonely Woman and 7:4 in Dolphy s
interpretation of You Don t Know What Love Is; ratios which would produce a septimal minor third 521 and
septimal minor seventh, respectively, in tones. 522
Could temporal deviations emerge in rituals of such ecstatic intensity (e.g. Coltrane s My Favorite
Things) as spirit possessions, with shifted breathing patterns? While Felicitas Goodman s law identifies an
inverse ratio between richness of rhythm pattern and intensity of trance ([Goodman] 1968: 34), Morton
Marks explains that the complex ecstatic rhythmic gestures found in black gospel practices represent:
. . . a lower level of dissociation . . . Deep trance is sacrificed for the ability to produce and
communicate a complex message, in which linguistic content, paralinguistic features and kinetic
behavior all combine to dramatize the reaching of the trance state (Marks 1974, 96).
Might blue notes, and the twangs, and snaps that articulate them, invoke a blues temporality? Might such an
isomorphic expression of blue notes and blue polytempos reflect the nested temporalities of nature —
bridging biological, noetic, and social presents— as proposed by J. T. Fraser? 523 If blue notes are themselves
understood as projections of harmonic structures, could we not expect to find blue note timbres that have
temporal correlates? 524 And if so, do any of these presumably complex timbres correlate with the West
African and African-American sonic idealization of twanging buzzy-like timbres, discerned by Olly Wilson? 525
Would such perceptual levels of a blue note continuum correspond to a homology of spatiotemporal
dimensions (i.e. where time is but another dimension of space in Minkowski s continuum, just as timbre is but

Cf. Regarding whole tones in Indian music: With respect to melodic intervals, the main difference is in melodic major seconds:
positive and excited ragas exhibit 31 percent more major seconds than negative and subdued ragas (Purves 2017, 102).
Can similar relationships be drawn between the primacy of perfect intervals and perfect meters? For example, where a 2:3 ratio
connotes a perfect fifth and may connote either the 3/4 or 6/8 (tempus perfecta or prolatio perfecta, respectively), or the polyrhythmic
interaction common throughout African-American musics, discussed in section 2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping.
521 Peter Hamel reports that the flattened third of the ratio : is precisely the interval between the pair of African conga-drums
(Hamel 1978, 105). While I could find no corroboration of this conga tuning in other sources, it is indeed common to hear agogo bells
tuned a minor third apart.
522 In his realization of polyrhythmic correlates to a variety of tonal intervals, Tepfer draws the following distinction between the
polyrhythm of the minor triad, versus that of the major triad: Interestingly, even though we often think of a minor triad as a more
complex sound than a major one or at least, sadder it s a simpler rhythm in that it s entirely made up of ternary divisions of the beat.
But it also takes longer to resolve. So you could say it s more in phase with itself, but also more ponderous; less
cognitive dissonance, perhaps, but more internal debate (Tepfer 2012). An observation which may be relevant to the examination of the
minor third, in section 6.8 Blue Third and Minor Third.
523 Cf. More recent research examining the relationship between emotion and time perception, as in (Droit-Volet and Meck 2007).
524 Cf. Footnote earlier in this section, describing Ohm as the inexhaustible thousand-syllabled monosyllable (Wilke and Moebus 2011,
436), from which are derived meters distinguishing units of time and its perception—thus demonstrating how timbre (of the formant
makeup of different vowels) produce rhythms (just as triphthongal twang may produce a snap). Hal Galper s description of Michael
Brecker s tone and time feel as two sides of one thing, elaborating that a musician s attention to the natural harmonic envelope of the
tone —essentially the rhythm of the twang, which itself may evoke a snap pattern— can determine the most effective timing release of
that tone, and the most effective timing attack of a subsequent tone, thus generating rhythm (Jazz Video Guy 2013). In the late 1940s
André Hodeir contemplated the relationship between sonority and rhythm, above all in Charlie Bird Parker s music: It would be hard to
imagine Bird s tone used in a more traditionally balanced, symmetrical kind of phrasing, such as [Coleman] Hawkins s [sic]. Parker s
purposely hard, cutting sound fits in naturally with his angular melodic ideas and rhythmic emphasis on accent (Hodeir 2006, 64).
Thomas Owens melograph analysis of Charlie Parker s tone (Owens 1974a), may suggest further connections, as may other
considerations of the rhythmic profile of vibrato in (Seeger 1958), or where attributed to such cosmic forces as the Chandler Wobble
(Graves 2010), the latter discussed in section 5.2 Ecological Twang. I have explored the relationships between timbre, tone, and the
rhythm in my own music making observing how different tone (whether acoustically or electronic modulated), inspired different sorts of
phrasing and timing. Jerry Granelli once led a group activity where everyone people intuit a rhythm or tempo out of a tone. I have since
led similar activities with intriguing and satisfying results.
525 (Wilson 1974, 16) Cf. Buzzy timbres discussed in relation to Ben Webster, Ella Fitzgerald, and Charlie Parker, in section 3.5 Don t
Mean A Thing If It Ain t Got That… Snap, Twang, and Blue Note, and heterogeneous timbres, in section 6.5 Elastic (Blue Note) Snap.
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another dimension of rhythm in the vibrational continuum)?: 526 a buzzy note continuum. Would such a
homology of dimensions parallel the unity described in my meditation on spatial snaps and asynchronies? 527
Does a temporal deviation s fluctuation relative to an established pulse, as when it accelerates and or
decelerates (Benadon s flux (Benadon 2009)), express continuums? In the temporal deviations of Joe
Henderson, for example, when he accelerates from snaps and yodels into complex trills and finally into stark
tone and back to subdivided snaps (e.g. on Kenny Dorham s 1963 Una Mas, on which Dorham too, executes
subdivided twangs), 528 or in Rachelle Ferrell s deceleration (e.g. in her live blues performance with Wynton
Marsalis 529). Do these accelerations and decelerations reflect slow and extended twangs articulating blue
note flexible tempo regions? 530
A live 1987 video of Horace Silver s sextet performing his Filthy McNasty demonstrates a number of
the pertinent macro and micro features in interaction. Vocalist Andy Bey s closing blue note-filled gesture
(moving from ^b7-b5-b3^) is followed by trumpeter Dave Douglas opening series of blue note snaps (on
^b5-4^ then ^b3-b3^), then immediately continuing with a blue note temporal deviation (on ^4-b3^).
Douglas ends his deviation with an anchoring stable tonal motion (on ^5-1^). 531
Do such temporal twangs exhibit any of the Doppler shifting properties, as theorized in (Changizi
2011)? The intonational and temporal continuum heard in Albert Ayler s music is all the more intriguing
where he describes his use of modality as a means of connecting structures of pitch and texture: 532
I m using modes now . . . And I want to play songs like I used to sing when I was real small. Folk
melodies that all the people would understand. I d use those melodies as a start and have different
simple melodies going in and out of a piece. From simple melody to complicated textures to
simplicity again and then back to the more dense, the more complex sounds (Hentoff 1966).
In a 1999 Warsaw performance of Olé (Coltrane s follow-up composition to the My Favorite Things
arrangement), Pharaoh Sanders builds an extended spontaneous composition that repeatedly demonstrates
how sound may be outstretched on a temporal continuum, slowing timbre into vibrato, trills, pitch-cells,
polyrhythms and then reaccelerated back into continuous —and frequently ecstatic— unadorned sound, all
over a ternary 6/8 feel. 533 Is Coltrane reaching for such continuums in any of the temporal deviations we hear

Cf. Homology of spacetime, by Paul Klee (and associated footnote) in . Walkin .
This meditation, in 4.9 Ecological Snap, Doppler and Simultaneity: Auditory Streams.
528 Cf. Joe Henderson self-describes himself as student of sound, in a quotation on organized sound versus unorganized sound, in
Appendix C-2.
529 Ferrell s improvisations are discussed in section 3.5 Don t Mean A Thing If It Ain t Got That… Snap, Twang, and Blue Note and Appendix
C-1.
530 Cf. Milford Graves contention of the impact of the Chandler Wobble in tonal modulations, in section 5.2 Ecological Twang.
531 Cf. Douglas combined snaps, blue notes and temporal deviation, and Freddie Hubbards subdivided snap s, blue notes, and temporal
deviation, in section Appendix C-1. It is interesting to note Douglas metaphor choice as he describes Filthy McNasty sprouted just as
clearly from that same earthy ground and were rooted in soul, expressing the spirit as it is found in everyday life (Douglas 2014). This
statement is of course ambiguous as to whether the earthy quality is associated more with the snaps than with the temporal deviations,
but perhaps when combined with such associations drawn by others, the connection between earthy and snap becomes increasingly
consistent. Cf. William Lamb s description of the earthy in Gaelic dance song as the snapping strasthspey (Lamb 2014), and
Stravinsky s use of subdivided snaps throughout his Dance of the Earth; consider also Simon Frith s critique of the exaggerated,
burlesquing of qualities which signified earthy in order to black-up the aesthetic (Frith 1996, 131). These are referenced in footnotes
in the following sections: 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos, Appendix C-2, and 4.7 Lampooned or Lampooning?.
532 Ayler s intonational-temporal continuum, discussed in Appendix C-1.
533 Bass player Alex Blake s improvisation follows with comparable unfoldings. Such ecstatic accelerations may be heard in Kamasi
Washington s improvisation, for example in one live performance of Miss Understanding. How might these different examples compare
526
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in his My Favorite Things recording(s)?
Can the perception of any such continuums be tested and reproduced scientifically? 534 Charles
Seeger hypothesizes an interrelationship between rubato and vibrato in music making —that is, between
temporal-rhythmic and frequency-pitch elements— where, for example the asynchrony between a periodic
vibrato phase and the established musical pulse results in any change of note to be anticipated or delayed
with respect to this established pulse (to compensate for the vibrato-pulse asynchrony). He writes:
From this viewpoint, vibrato and rubato are closely related factors in a continuum. For here, melody
is not viewed as a jagged rising and falling but as a sinuous flowing along a course . . . the glide
between [pitch] levels, their over- and under-shooting [twang], and the various inflections given
them are not exceptions to theoretical norms but integral characteristics of the stream, intentional
and cultivated (Seeger 1958).
Could Seeger s study be compared to the interrelationships of vibrato and rhythm in Charlie Parker s music,
theorized in (Hodeir 2006, 64), or measured in (Owens 1974a)? 535 Until the perception of such continuums is
tested empirically, can we, in order to understand the embodied ethos of those particular temporal deviations
that seem to express a blue note continuum, glean anything through considering the ethos of blue note
tonalities? 536 This is the subject of the section that follows.
6.8 Blue Third and Minor Third
6.8.1 Kinds of Blue
Keywords: reductionism; complexity; Miles Davis, Kind of Blue
In section 6.2 Blue or Worried?, I offer reasons for my notation of blue notes as fixed scale degrees
(i.e. ^b3^, ^b5^, ^b7^). If the figurative use of blue was imposed upon African-American musical features,
the African-American musicians worrying the note describes a similar, if more dynamic, affect. Yet, how
much more evocative of mercurial complexity does blue become when Miles Davis affixes a qualifying Kind
of… Blue—resisting the hegemonic reductionism of black music, black life, and the gospel tradition with
which Davis associates this music? 537 Whether Davis qualifying Kind of connotes impurity (as in sort of
blue, like Blue in Green 538) or particularity (as in a kind of blue ), Davis wording reclaims the imposed blue,
evoking complexity over reductionism; the ambiguity over what type of complexity, adding further

to Conlon Nancarrow s temporal experiments which pursue continuums, as in his Study No. 37, where twelve simultaneous tempi
correspond to the ratios of the chromatic scale degrees? Cf. Nancarrow in section Appendix C-1.
534 The practical realization of such continuums is given in (Tepfer 2012), while potentially relevant experimental concepts are given in
The Long Pattern Hypothesis in Harmony and Hearing in (Boomsliter and Creel 1961).
535 Cf. Previous footnote in this section discussing relationship between timbre and rhythm, including citations to Hodeir, Owens, and
Seeger.
536 …Tonalities that may be influenced by upper harmonic (timbral) components.
537 Cf. Gospel and African influences on Kind of Blue, in section 2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping. Jimmy Reed: Well, fact of business, I never did
name one of my records the blues after all. Everybody else called my sounds what I made the blues. But I always just felt good behind
em; I didn t feel like I was playin no blues. I felt like it sounds just as good to the spiritual people as it would to somebody in a bar. . .
O Neal and Singel
,
.
538 Davis seems to have spuriously claimed ownership of Blue in Green from Bill Evans (Yudkin 2012). Cf. Translation of the old Gaelictitled strathspey Tulach Gorm, as bluegreen hill (Dunlay and Greenberg 1996, 90), in footnote in section Appendix C-2.
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complexity. 539
6.8.2 Minor Complexity
Keywords: minor third, blue third, major-minor, consonance-dissonance, neural processing, Pavlovian
conditioning, combination tones, melodic third, harmonic third, melodic traffic, music as superexpressive,
major-minor tension corresponding to physiological tensions
Characteristically, blue notes evoke complexity in multiple ways. David Evans or Kubik s respective
models of elastic or flexible tonal regions, for example, prompts complexity in analogue worrying and
bending of pitches. Then, there is also complexity in the interaction between these flexible pitch regions (and
their attendant worrying) and their more static counterparts in Western European diatonic scale degrees. 540
That a great deal of the worrying occurs around the ^3^ may also have neuropsychological implications.
The half-step difference between a flattened third and a natural third determines the major or minor quality
of a chord. As such, the third scale degree can be understood as the crux of scientific research which explores
not only how minor and major tonalities evoke distinct affective meaning (Bakker and Martin 2015), but also
that these affective differences correlate with the fact that different thirds are actually processed in distinct
regions of the brain:
Major and minor musical keys induce two types of affective qualities—bright/happy and dark/sad—
that both evoke aesthetic pleasure. In the present study, we used positron emission tomography 541
to demonstrate that the two musical keys (major and minor) activate distinct brain areas. Minor
consonant chords perceived as beautiful strongly activated the right striatum, which has been
assumed to play an important role in reward and emotion processing, whereas major consonant
chords perceived as beautiful induced significant activity in the left middle temporal gyrus, which is
believed to be related to coherent and orderly information processing. These results suggest that
major and minor keys, both of which are perceived as beautiful, are processed differently in the brain
(Suzuki et al. 2008, 126). 542
Different metaphoric pitch spaces are, in fact, processed in brain regions with distinct manners of processing,
and ways of knowing the world. We see that it is not simply a question of what (i.e.: major is happy and
minor is sad), but rather, a more complex question of how (each has a distinct beauty).
To say that bright-happy major versus dark-sad minor is a culturally learned association only
Richard Bona, the NYC-based Cameroonian born and raised musician known for his electric bass playing and singing, released his fifth
solo studio album in 2009, The Ten Shades of Blues (and which I discovered this only after writing the discussion about Davis Kind of
Blue, above . Bona writes: I look at the blues from the universal angle: you can find it in Africa, in America and in India. People put a
style to it, a style with guitar and vocals. But I see it first as a scale, one that s present in different traditions and expressions in music.
Ten Shades of Blues means ten nuances, ten different ways of playing the blues (Bona 2016).
Moe Rodgers hints at the implicit and dynamic aspects of the concept of the blues: You can t explain blues, although even I try in being as
loquacious as I am in this, words get in the way. Blues is a living condition of African-Americans, and what is inscribed upon it is always a
moving target.
: of: (University of California Television (UCTV) 2008)).
Cf. Research on the effects of linguistic categories on nonverbal cognitive processes, such as in colour perception and identification
(Rosch 1973; McGilchrist 2010, 109–10).
540 I am grateful to Christos Hatizs for sharing with me his observations about the possible interactions between the minor third and the
blue third, and for his encouragement that I investigate this.
541 Measuring relative blood flow in the brain, using radioactive isotopes injected into the bloodstream whose decay releases gamma rays
that are detectable in areas of the brain where blood has been concentrated.
542 In section Appendix F, I cite research by (Sakai et al. 1999, 10080; Popescu, Otsuka, and Ioannides 2004, 1634) which indicates that
rhythms perceived (or categorized) as simple are processed in left hemispheric regions, while those perceived to be complex are
processed in right hemispheric regions. Is there any correspondence between the perception of complexity in temporal deviation and
blue notes, which reflects a blue note continuum?
539
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begets the question of how these cultural associations arose in the first place (Crowder 1984), to say nothing
of how intensely they continue to hold in Western culture, today. Charles Valentine, for example, cites
classical conditioning —proposed by his contemporary Ivan Pavlov— as evidence that the association
between minor and sad, originated in the chance pairing of sad lyrics and minor modes (Valentine 1913,
197–98; Heinlein 1928; Huron and Davis 2013, 104).
It is consequential here to distinguish when the arguments for-or-against inherent sadness are
based on either melodic or harmonic intervals (that is, in a minor third formed either by a non-simultaneous
or simultaneous relationship), a distinction alluded to as early as 1935 (Hevner 1935, 105). Huron and Davis,
for example, argue that the minor scale evokes sadness in the same way that sad speech typically uses small
pitch movement, as one of a constellation of factors identified in existing perception research by Kraepelin
(Kraepelin 1921; Huron and Davis 2013). 543 Huron and Davis claim that the lowering of the ^6^ and ^3^
degrees (as in the harmonic minor mode) increases the likelihood for the occurrence of small pitch
movements because of the relative absence of melodic traffic between 6 and 7 [and between ^4^ and ^b3^],
along with the preponderance of melodic traffic between 6 and 5, and between 3 and 2 (Huron and Davis
2013, 113). At first, this may seem only somewhat relevant for examples of African-American blue note
snaps, 544 where we may find widened motion from ^b7-1^ (rather than a smaller step of ^7-1^) or ^4-b3^
(instead of ^4-3^). 545 The degree of relevance might presume that the performers of these snaps intend to
convey sadness at all, or one culturally imposed type of sadness. 546 Additionally, as discussed, 547 the scale
degree notation given here is misleading, where these melodic motions may be twanged in such a way that in
fact emphasizes not merely small pitch movement, but minimally-discrete, or infinitely small, pitch
movement, and which may evoke yet another factor identified by Kraepelin in sad speech, which is mumbling.
548

Distinguishing arguments for-or-against inherent sadness, as either melodic or harmonic in nature
does not resolve the considerable and ambiguous overlap between succession and simultaneity, e.g.: is it
harmonic when the listener hears the minor third against the mentally recalled tonic pitch? Or when the
acoustic environment creates some overlap of tones? 549
While the relationship between the major triad and the harmonic series has long been observed by

Cf. Monelle s examination of the falling minor second iconicity and indexicality of weeping or sighing , known as pianto (Monelle
2000, 17–18, 31, 66–73).
544 E.g Given in 6.1 Introduction.
545 Dale Purves explains the worldwide trend of scales optimized between six to eight tones: as more tones are added to a scale beyond
this, the more the scale contains dyads with less corresponding harmonics, and consequently in a less vocal quality, and loss of musical
appeal (Purves 2017, 75). It is this appealing vocal quality by which Purves explains the preponderance of pentatonic scales (Purves
2017, 75).
546 A notion discussed in sections 6.8.1 Kinds of Blue and 6.8.3 Sadness and Resilience.
547 Cf. 6.2 Blue or Worried?.
548 Clark Terry s vocalized mumbles , is mumbly and filled with blue notes, but not sad or subdued. Much of the joyous excitement is
conveyed through the vigorous tempo, and lively, unpredictable rhythmic motion and pitch contours. But the recent trend of mumbles
rap, such as in Young Thug s
Stoner seems, to my listening, to compound the dark and subdued ethos. Could the strings of snaps in
Stoner, be a means of stimulating energy in this context? See (Huron and Davis 2013) for related discussions.
549 Christos Hatzis suggested to me that in a reverberant acoustic space, a minor third interval would produce a lasting discord between
the upper tone of the minor third, and the lower tone s fifth partial a major third , e.g.: in the minor third formed by E-G, the fifth partial
of E is G#, which would discord with the G (Hatzis 2015).
543
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European composers (e.g. Tartini, Rameau, Hindemith, Satie) (Crowder 1984), it is in Hermann von
Helmholtz s work that we find a theory explaining the distinct psychoacoustic effect of both major and minor
triads, which continues to be cited in music and brain research nearly 150 years later (Suzuki et al. 2008;
Bakker and Martin 2015). 550 He compares the combination tones produced by major and minor triads in
different inversions and voicings, and distinguishes the resulting levels of perceived roughness. 551
Dissonances produced by the major triad are described as extremely weak —a low intensity that is
proportional to their relatively high position in the harmonic spectrum (Von Helmholtz 1875, 215).
Helmholtz then reports his findings on the minor triad:
For the minor triads, on the other hand, the combinational tones of the first order [partials], which
are easily audible, begin to disturb the harmonious effect. They are not near enough indeed to beat,
but they do not belong to the harmony. . . . This disturbing action of the combinational tones on the
harmoniousness of minor triads is certainly too slight to give them the character of dissonances, but
they produce a sensible increase of roughness, in comparison with the effect of major chords . . . The
foreign element thus introduced into the minor chord is not sufficiently distinct to destroy the
harmony, but it is enough to give a mysterious, obscure effect to the musical character and meaning
of these chords, an effect for which the hearer is unable to account, because the weak combinational
tones on which it depends are concealed by other and louder tones, and are audible only to a
practiced ear. Hence minor chords are especially adapted to express mysterious obscurity or
harshness . . . and that all shades of feeling which it expresses agree in being to some extent veiled
and obscure (Von Helmholtz 1875, 216).
Helmholtz s description of mysterious obscurity concerns broader distinctions between clarity (here evoked
through the inherent consonance of the bright major triad) and mystery (here evoked through the subtle
dissonance of the dark minor triad). 552 It is also consistent then, that the brain scan study cited above reveals
that major chords activate brain regions associated with logic and order (clarity), while minor chords activate
brain regions associated with reward and pleasure (complex analyses of mysterious features) (Suzuki et al.
Helmholtz s general concept of roughness and beating was proposed earlier, by Isaac Beekman (Purves 2017, 56). Huron and Davis
claim that [m]ost music scholars now reject the notion that the minor scale is inherently sad, and attribute its sad connotations to
learned associations (Huron and Davis 2013, 104). They only cite Valentine (discussed in text above), not current research. However,
the ambiguity of their claim (e.g. relative to the current brain research citing Helmholtz) may be based on the fact that they use the term
minor scale to refer to melodic minor motion, which their study investigates, rather than simultaneous harmonic interaction, which
Helmholtz s theory continues to be used to explain, today.
551 Calculating the combination tones for all inversions and multiple voicings is necessary because the spacing of the tones determines
the resulting combination tones. For example, and considering only the fundamental tone (not the partials which add significant
complexity), a closed position minor third (E-G) produces a combination tone a major third two octaves below the lower tone (C,,). But a
minor tenth (E-G produces a combination tone a tritone above the lower tone (a Bb). Similarly, a major sixth (G-E) produces a
combination tone a fourth below the lower tone (C), while a major thirteenth produces a tritone below the upper tone (Bb). A minor
sixth (E-C) produces a combination tone a major sixth below the lower tone (G,), while a minor thirteenth (E-C produces a combination
tone a minor ninth above the lower tone (F ). Certain major chord voicings (such as E,-G-C) may thus create combination tones (C,-Bb,-F)
which form discords with the played voicing, comparable to that the discord produced by minor chords. A minor triad, in its most
harmonious voicing (first inversion: Eb-G-C , for example, produces combination tones including a major seventh below the fifth of the
triad (Eb,,-C,-Ab,; where the Ab, discords with the G). Other minor triad voicings produce more intense discordances. The intensity of
the discordances is more pronounced with just-tuned intonation which Helmholtz also suggests as the reason why the Picardy third was
popular from medieval Europe through to Bach s time, and even found in Handel and Mozart (Von Helmholtz 1875, 217–22).
Helmholtz also compares the combination tones formed by the partials of each of the triad chord tones. This comparison demonstrates
the significantly increased complexity of the minor versus major triads. In major triads the combination tones of the three fundamentals
and the second partials of each of these fundamentals, double the root and fifth tones of the triad. The combination tones of the third
partials are described as significantly weaker. In the minor triad the combination tones of the fundamentals and first partials introduce
prominent new tones to the chord (two flat sixths and a flat seventh relative to the tonic, but perceived below the triad) thus increasing
the perceived complexity relative to that experienced through the combination tones of the major triad and its second partials (Von
Helmholtz 1875, 214–16).
552 Cf. The suspicion of clarity as a functional yet deceiving understanding of the world, is examined in detail throughout (McGilchrist
2010).
550
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2008, 131).
Helmholtz s description that the minor expresses all shades of feeling . . . to some extent veiled and
obscure, recalls the same complexity that was remarked on in Miles Davis own qualified description of a
Kind of Blue (whether All [shades of] Blues or Blue in Green). In essence: the flattened third evokes
complexity even when it is presented as a static diatonic scale degree (with subconscious psychoacoustic
dynamism); it evokes even more complexity when it is actively worried across a flexible pitch region (often
encompassing other scale degrees, including the major third); and evokes still more complexity when it is
superimposed onto a major triad tonality (as occurs when Sarah Vaughan sings a raised ^b3^ on top of
Richard Davis major like ^3^, at 2:03). 553
Some modern empirical studies question Helmholtz s conclusions that consonance is a function of
the weakness or absence of roughness, or of the inherent physical properties of the sound or its
psychoacoustic processing (i.e. nonlinear distortion of combination tones) (Purves 2017, 61). In place of
these explanations found in Helmholtz s work, such studies propose that consonance is a function of sounds
bearing harmonic characteristics which resemble human vocalization (Purves 2017, 63) comparable to
Patrick Juslin s concept of music (and instrumental music) as superexpressive (i.e. exaggerating vocal quality)
(Juslin and Västfjäll 2008). If so —and perhaps this would corroborate Kubik s theories of blue notes as
lowered projections of vocal harmonics— do certain manners of vocalization emphasize either rougher or
smoother harmonic spectra? Does the timbral complexity identified as a West-African diasporatic sound
ideal (Wilson 1974; Iyer 2002; Brownell 2003) manifest in everyday vocalization? 554
Purves attempts to explain the affective associations of major and minor tonalities might extend only
in limited fashion to blue notes. The limitation is that the research which Purves cites, studies affect on a
spectrum ranging from aroused to subdued. While a major and minor tonality may suggest embodied
physiological correspondence to increased and decreased tension in vocal folds, vocal tract, and chest cavity
with corresponding raising or lowering of speech fundamental, and increasing or diminishing complexity of
formant ratios (Purves 2017, 83–86), I do not associate a blue note as a necessarily subdued event. On the
contrary, blue notes are often particularly dynamic, or worried. 555 Indeed, Morton Marks considers Felicitas
Goodman s assessment of the degree of muscle tension in the throat during glossolalic vocalization, in the
context of black gospel music (Marks 1974, 95).

One might say that the transformation of the ^b3^ into a ^#9^ chord tone (as described by Dave Liebman in an earlier footnote),
results in a new entity, distinct from major or minor qualities. While this theoretical formulation may resolve some categorical
ambiguity, the psychoacoustic experience of the tones seems likely to convey increased complexity. Would this question be answered by
considering Lewin s concept of a new category of a simultaneous duck and rabbit gestalt, a dubbit to resolve the categorical ambiguity of
the multistable duck-rabbit drawing (Lewin 1986, 371), and does the new gestalt contain equal or increased complexity relative to the
perception of the independent gestalts of the duck or rabbit ? This relates to Folio s question of whether and how musicians might hear
the whole of the polytempic relationship, not only its parts, in section 6.7 Blue Note Continuums. Another example of such roughness,
described to me by Christos Hatzis is given in a previous footnote in this section (i.e. where the fifth harmonic of the lower tone in a
minor third forms a major third which interacts roughly with the upper tone of the minor third.
554 Cf. Timbre and blues continuum, in section (and associated footnotes in) 6.7 Blue Note Continuums.
555 Could a future study effectively chart different shades of blue notes, or indeed, snaps and twangs, on a circumplex or Plutchik
model of emotional states?
553
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6.8.3 Sadness and Resilience
Keywords: blue third, minor third, complexity, sadness, resilience, romanticism
To be sure, none of the empirical investigations of the major and minor triads described above were
designed to reveal the nature of the worried, blue third. But the fact that the flexible range of the blue third
stimulates the very scale degree responsible for activating a distinct region of the brain associated with
pleasure and complexity, is intriguing. This does not preclude that other scale degree regions may also
stimulate distinct brain regions, only that there is a high degree of play around the ^3^, and that this conveys
significant affective and psychoacoustic meanings. 556 We must therefore appreciate the complexity of this
interaction; all the different shades of feelings… and blues (as Hemoltz and Miles Davis would qualify)… to
relish mixed emotions (as Iain McGilchrist would add) (McGilchrist 2010, 328). McGilchrist (a
neuropsychologist and humanist) wonders about the richness in this range, citing Mendelssohn s articulation
of the confusion that results when this richness is to be verbalized:
. . . the sadness of a piece of Bach will be quite different from the sadness of a piece of Mozart, and
sadness in the Matthew Passion will be different from the sort of sadness we might discern in The
Musical Offering, and the sadness we experience in one movement of the Matthew Passion – the
wonderful alto aria Erbarme dich, for example – will be of a quite different kind from the sadness of,
say, its final chorus, Wir setzen uns mit Tränen nieder. This must be what Mendelssohn meant by his
otherwise paradoxical pronouncement that the thoughts that are expressed to me by music I love are
not too indefinite to be put into words, but on the contrary too definite (McGilchrist 2010, 73).
When McGilchrist writes:
It has been said that music, like poetry, is intrinsically sad, and a survey of music from many parts of
the world would bear that out – not, of course, that there is no joyful music, but that even such music
often appears to be joy torn from the teeth of sadness, a sort of holiday of the minor key. It is what
we would expect in view of the emotional timbre of the right hemisphere . . . (McGilchrist 2010, 73).
An apt description of what I experienced yesterday when a few tears welled up as I listened to Sonny Rollins
late recording of Stevie Wonder s Isn t She Lovely. I believe that McGilchrist is calling our attention to music,
and indeed to any creative act, as an embodiment of resilience. Sadness and joy are derived from the pain and
pleasure in succumbing to and triumphing over the odds in life, and existence (unending veils and mystery).
As I write this, I remember embracing my father as I left back to Toronto this past summer; I unexpectedly
began crying. It continued, and grew deeper, sobbing, then heaving. What profoundly life-affirming sadness,
to allow myself to feel that pain, that our time here on earth together is just a brief moment, such untapped
richness. 557

Cf. John R. Pierce s explanation of the critical bandwidth of auditory sensation of smoothness, roughness or beats between
frequencies: for pure sine tones, any interval greater than a minor third will be judged as consonant, however odd the ratio of the [two]
frequencies (Pierce 1992, 77). The minor third is on the threshold of pure tone consonance. But most sounds and musical tones have
harmonic partials, and here, lower frequencies typically have a narrower bandwidth before they cause perception of dissonant
roughness. This does not factor musician s training where knowledge of rules influences their categorization of dissonance or
consonance (Pierce 1992, 80). The relationship between the comparable blue note region of ^7^ and the harmonic function of ^b7^ and
^7^, is due a separate study.
557 Is this saudade? Consider Chögyam Trungpa s words on the Genuine Heart of Sadness :
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Daniel Levitin cites David Huron s explanation that sad music allows us to trick our brain into
releasing prolactin in response to the safe or imaginary sorrow induced by the music, and the prolactin then
turns around our mood (Levitin 2008, 133). The evolutionary purpose of sorrow is to help us conserve
energy and reorient our priorities after a traumatic event. This too, reads like a description of resilience in
action. Levitin suggests that sad music and stories (cf. McGilchrist s poetry ) bring comfort and hope to those
in despair, or remind those who are free of distress how far they ve come (Levitin 2008, 135). The blues, he
adds, may be the ultimate comfort song in Western society during the last hundred years (Levitin 2008,
134). But exactly whose comfort, or what type of comfort, may demand qualification. Elijah Wald writes:
There has probably been more romantic foolishness written about blues in general, and Robert
Johnson in particular, 558 than about any other genre or performer of the twentieth century. As white
urbanites discovered the Race records of the 1920s and 1930s, they reshaped the music to fit their
own tastes and desires, creating a rich mythology that often bears little resemblance to the reality of
the musicians they admired. Popular entertainers were reborn as primitive voices from the dark and
demonic Delta, and a music notable for its professionalism and humor was recast as the heart-cry of a
suffering people. The poverty and oppression of the world that created blues is undeniable, but it
was the music s up-to-date power and promise, not its folkloric melancholy, that attracted black
record buyers (Wald 2004).
Is the comfort (which Levitin describes) that of a white man thinking that the black man expresses his woes
in harmless entertainments ? Wald corroborates the romantic stereotype with one perpetuated through
William C. Handy s writing about the aching heart invoked in twanging lowered thirds and sevenths. 559
Handy describes the inspiration behind his own early and popular codification of the blues (e.g. in his 1914 St.
Louis Blues) of a lean and raggedly dressed Negro twanging his guitar with a knife [h]is face had on it some
of the sadness of the ages . . .
. . . the blues did not come from books. Suffering and hard luck were the mid-wives that birthed these
songs. The blues were conceived in aching hearts.
I hasten to confess that I took up with low folk forms hesitatingly . . . The primitive Southern
Negro as he sang was sure to bear down on the third and seventh tones of the scale, slurring between
major and minor. Whether in the cotton fields of the Delta or on the levee up St. Louis way. . . . Till
then, however, I had never heard this slur used by a more sophisticated Negro, or by any white man.
I had tried to convey this effect . . . by introducing flat thirds and sevenths (now called blue notes )
into my song, although its prevailing key was the major . . . This was a distinct departure, but as it
turned out, it touched the spot (Handy 1941, 74–76, 119).
These romanticized elements of the illiterate, primitive, spontaneous, and unthinking African-American are
So through the practice of sitting still and following your breath as it goes out and dissolves, you are connecting with your heart. By
simply letting yourself be, as you are, you develop genuine sympathy toward yourself. When you awaken your heart in this way, you
find, to your surprise, that your heart is empty . . . You feel sore and soft, and if you open your eyes to the rest of the world, you feel
tremendous sadness. This kind of sadness doesn t come from being mistreated. You don t feel sad because someone has insulted you or
because you feel impoverished. Rather, this experience of sadness is unconditioned. It occurs because your heart is completely exposed.
There is no skin or tissue covering it; it is pure raw meat. Even if a tiny mosquito lands on it, you feel so touched. Your experience is raw
and tender and so personal. The genuine heart of sadness comes from feeling that your nonexistent heart is full. You would like to spill
your heart s blood, give your heart to others. For the warrior, this experience of sad and tender heart is what gives birth to fearlessness .
. . Real fearlessness is the product of tenderness. It comes from letting the world tickle your heart, your raw and beautiful heart. You are
willing to open up, without resistance or shyness, and face the world. You are willing to share your heart with others (Trungpa 2010a,
sec. The Genuine Heart Of Sadness).
558 Cf. Kubik s models of transmission and romantic feeling that Robert Johnson appeared to him while he wrote his book, in section 4.11
Continuities, Transmissions, Survival-Transcendence.
559 Cf. William C. Handy and twang, in section 3.6 Snap and Twang: Class, Race, and Body.
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what Andrew White satirizes when he points at the popularity of Coltrane s My Favorite Things, and the
unexpected, or ironic popularity of Giant Steps:
The Coltrane image, not shaped by Trane, was designed to push My Favorite Things . . . display
Trane s spirituality, feeling, groove . . . all elements of the beautiful soul of the black man. . . . . . . Ah. . . .
. sweet black man. . . . brazen muscles and overalls. . . . picking cotton all day and singing spirituals all
night, every now and then a 12 bar blues in B flat with an occasional strum on the master s daughter s
guitar discarded just before she went away to college. . . . . Ah. . . . . . Sweet black man. . . . . Field Nigger.
. . . What chu say? [. . .] Giant Steps. . . . Playin dem changes. . . . . What?. . . . . . . House Nigger. . . . Done
learned how to read, write, interpret. . . . tune the guitar. . . white coat . . . bow tie. . . talkin bout the
instead of dee and eye glasses. . . . goodness gracious. . . . . . this nigger can think . . . . . What s he
gonna do now?. . . He s learning scales and chords and done got a sax-o-what?. . . SAX-O-PHONE . . . .
Lord, what s next? [ellipses not in brackets are in the original text] (White 1981, 40)
While the characterization of Coltrane s My Favorite Things as naïve glosses over the music s adroit cultural
signifyn g, 560 the identification of playin dem changes also references the intellectuality of Coltrane s work.
561

Perhaps this labor behind Trane s resiliently virtuosic telling of them black stories (Iyer 2004), too,

rings with romanticism.
While the romanticized elements of the blues and blue notes must obviously be recognized, it is, as
Wald notes, above, music of power and promise, and as Albert Murray describes: a music of affirmation; it
is not a music of commiseration. It s out of that affirmation that you get all of that elegance . . . Blues music is
a ritualistic counterstatement (Murray 1976, 194–95). Anthony Pinn sees this counterstatement entangled
with the religious embrace, expressed in blues and later in rap, of the very things that are despised (Pinn
2007, 152). And Charles McPherson distinguishes the spirit at the core of blues romanticism:
The real vibe of the blues — a slow blues, not an uptempo blues — is a state of reverence. The
Greeks had different words for different kinds of love. Eros is sexual love. Agape is more how you
feel about God.
In the blues, even though there s plenty of suggestive lyrics, the feeling underneath is more Agape.
There s a longing towards God. You have to be in that kind of space to play the blues well (Iverson
2016b).
Ben Ratliff s commentary on how the blues achieves this returns again to the twanging, snapping, blue notes,
cutting through metaphorical and physical space (characteristic of the snaps and twangs they accompany),
evoking not abstract notions, but the complexity and relational betweenness of living:
The writer Albert Murray often expressed the idea that the blues wasn t an act of sadness, but an act
of defiance and survival; that a great skill in black American culture was the ability to improvise a
way out of the void. It seemed counterintuitive: Weren t there plenty of examples in black American
music of voices or instruments that were actually mimicking the sound of crying or disappointment?
. . . But Murray was probably right. Bent notes and in-between notes, the key ingredients of that
music, can t be notated, because they re not clinical examples of music; they re clinical examples of
Cf. (Monson 1994).
Part of White s larger argument is that the popular labelling of Coltrane as genius is a disservice:
In Coltrane s case it was easy to call him a genius and the moguls in the market place saw this and capitalized on it. With clever
marketing techniques Coltrane became the symbol of peace, love, integrity and all that was good in man except pure hard work. Hard
work, yes, but not pure hard work. Pure hard work, the kind that involves the higher development of ideas and things that they stand for
was passed up. Too much of a positive male image for black people to be exposed to. Too much of an intellectual growth potential to be
explosed to blacks. A line too thin between entertainer and artist, thinking and non-thinking, oblivion and awareness, imitation and
originality, dependence and independence . . . fact and opinion . . . So let s get away from successes used as excuses for failure and
mediocrity. WORK! WORK! WORK! (White 1981, 38–41).
560
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living and minute-to-minute choice. They cut unusual paths. They are not singing from the page;
they re full of individual will (Ratliff 2016).
In multiple Afrocentric perspectives, the blue note that rings with roughness, dissonance, sadness or ugliness,
derives value according to how effectively and meaningfully this bad sound expresses life-enhancing quality
(Asante and Welsh-Asante 1985, 9; Bebey 1999; Bratcher 2007, 115). The choice to make music, to create
anything at all, just to breathe, is an affirmation; the choice to not die is resilience embodied.
I believe that to understand the impetus of a snap, twang, and blue note (and their subdivided
variations and combined gestures), is to know an important part of the story about the nature and impetus of
the temporal deviations that these features accompany.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusion
The present study has examined the impetus and meaning of the identified cluster of interrelated
features —snap, twang, and blue note— from multiple perspectives, from semantic to kinesthetic, conceptual
through to embodied, across different cultures, historically and contemporarily. Taken both individually and
also as a cluster, the three features suggest certain degrees of consistency in their constructed meanings
across a number of these perspectives and contexts, generally reflecting heightened states of arousal, which
assume more specific meanings in different social conditions.
The snap or short-long patterns, depending on the perceived intensity of the asymmetry (of duration
and accentuation, for example, and possibly implying polytempic interactions) reflect joyous sensuality to
eroticism, virility to violence, wit to defiance, resilience to unification of community in the face of oppression.
The snap is found embedded in patterns of regular and stylized motion, including walking. The snap pattern
is, thus, often considered to simultaneously invoke qualities of —kinesthetically and conceptually
embodied— groundedness and arousal. As such, the snap serves the qualities observed in temporal
deviations, where groundedness may balance floating, flying, and ecstasy, while arousal, naturally, stimulates
these properties. The ecstatic sense of oneness and unity may also be stimulated by ecological attention to
the short-long patterns in environments through a nuanced action understanding of causal, coincident, or
quasi-synchronous relationships across space and time. Groundedness, evoked through gravity-bound, and
particularly corporal, motion, as well as through motion with distinct or unambiguous rhythmic profile,
allows a snap both to offset the ambiguity of a temporal deviation, and also to participate in the deviation in a
manner that highlights the distortions that the deviation enacts (metric malleability). It is as when Miles
Davis or R. Iyengar compare subtle motions in music to clothing on the body, the snap is the body clothed in
temporal deviation.
The twang and gliding motions, depending on the rhythmic patterning, rate, duration, smoothness,
intensity, resonance profile, and span of the shift, reflect emotional arousal; in warmth to sensuality of
character; submissiveness in fear, aggression, or awe; dynamism of kinetic or spiritual aspects, whether the
motion is interoceptive (e.g. oral-nasal-laryngeal), proprioceptive (e.g. kinesthetic position) or exteroceptive
(e.g. sound, Doppler shift). Twang lubricates the jerking gears of snap; smoothness, evoking some organic
process, may arouse or subdue. The minimally-discrete or unquantized properties of twang match the
ambiguous or floating qualities of temporal deviations.
Fundamentally similar properties and relationships are observed in the subdivided variations of
snap and twang as are described above for their respective unsubdivided versions. 562 The identification of
the subdivided forms and their connection to unsubdivided forms —which, to my knowledge, is an original
contribution to music— allows us to understand how much these figures have in common, not least in terms
562

Subdivided snap and twang, examined in section Appendix C.
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of their ethos and spirit. Twang and snap, in both subdivided and unsubdivided versions, demonstrate utility
in projecting across certain acoustic spaces, exhibiting arousing properties. 563
The blue note, depending on the intensity of the dynamism (worriedness), and the perception of
roughness or dissonance, invokes some degree of complexity, where some shade of melancholy, for instance,
becomes the basis of transcendent or sacred resilience. This is to say, melancholy is a depressive state, but its
transcendence is arousing, perhaps inversely correlated to the degree of depression. The dynamism, and thus
the complexity, of the melancholic or resilient qualities can be intensified through the shaping of the blue note
with snapping or twanging properties. The complexity of the blue note may be compared to that of the
temporal deviation. Current data suggest the existence of isomorphic blue note ratios that exist across the
rhythm-to-pitch continuum, and express themselves tonally as blue notes and rhythmically as particular
temporally deviating polytempi.
The relationships between the cluster of features and temporal deviations do suggest the possibility
that they may function as co-expressions of, or redundant cues for, the performer s commitment and
awareness to a temporal deviation. The observed consistency of ethos or arousal, for each of the features,
individually and also as a cluster, across certain cultural contexts suggest embodied understanding. If a
feature functions as a cue, it is embodied: the snap is heard as commitment, itself. Such cross-cultural
consistency does not preclude the possibility that the features also participate as code-switching cues,
individually or as a cluster, where the cluster may have distinct positive or negative associations, depending
on one s social position.
Extra-culturally, at least from certain Western and sociopolitically privileged positions, the
intensification of the snap, twang, and blue note properties is often fetishized, reviled, censured, or outlawed.
Such condemnations are perpetuated as if on moral grounds, where they cut across psycho-emotional,
sociopolitical, religious, ethnic-racial, or aesthetic dimensions, in order to construct, reinforce, or oppress an
Other. As such, these condemnations might also be understood in contradistinction to the attractor
properties embodied in the sensuality (including, even, the interactivity of wit or defiance) observed in the
snap, twang, and blue note. Future studies may examine the occurrence of the clustered features across
cultures or practices not included here, in relation to or independent from temporal deviations.
Quantification of their perceptual boundaries, and statistical analyses or computational modelling of their
interrelationships can support or challenge observations made in this study.
The study of the sonic, textual, and motional properties of this cluster of features synthesizes,
questions, and contributes insights to the discussions of their interrelationships, as they have emerged across
cultures and historical periods with distinct ethos. This breadth of study and synthesis can serve to inform
and interest a reflectively wide readership. With an enriched understanding of how these features are heard
and experienced, the sound artist (e.g.: listener, composer, improviser), the word artist (e.g.: speaker,
preacher, lyricist), and the movement artist (e.g.: observer, dancer, animator), could be better equipped to
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Acoustic projection of snap is discussed in Appendix D and projection of subdivided snaps is discussed in Appendix C.
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sensitively harness the array of meanings of these features and the interrelationships between their
embodied motions and sounds, rhythmic and semantic qualities, and psycho-social-emotional, or spiritual
implications. This, of course, extends to any interdisciplinary work (e.g.: filmmaking), including
collaborations where artists may, additionally, have distinct cultural practices. The spontaneous participant
—artist, witness, researcher— kinesthetically channeling the creative spirit, stands to gain appreciation for
the compatibility and complexity of different gestures, their consonances and dissonances, across disciplines
and traditions.
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Appendices
Appendix A-1
Glossary
Blue note / Worried note: A blue note is a flexible pitch region around a scale degree, particularly the ^b3^,
^b5^, or ^b7^ of a Western diatonic scale (theorized to be down-transposed projections of vocal formants),
articulated dynamically (e.g. worried as a twang or snap motion) or as a stable fixed pitch. The ^b3^ blue
note may evoke a minor third tonality, which is associated with complex emotions (e.g. shades of melancholy,
sadness), and may ultimately be used in expressions of resilience. See also: blue note snap and blue note
twang.
Blue note continuum (blue note polyphonic to polyrhythmic continuum): I observe that the
intervallic ratios which produce blue note tonalities (^b3^, ^b5^, and ^b7^) seem to have close
correlates in the polytempic ratios identified in temporal deviations in African-American music (the
ratio between the soloist and the rhythm section). This suggests to me the possibility that blue notes
might (sometimes) be isomorphic across a pitch-to-rhythm continuum.
Blue note snap: See snap.
Blue note twang: See twang.
Cry / Holler: see yodel.
Communicate / Arouse / Induce / Invoke / Icon / Evoke / Index / Impart / Elicit / Refer / Sign / Cue /
Signify / Signifyn’(g) / Sound / Symbolize / Transmit / Construct: I use a variety of terms to describe the
nature of transmitting or understanding perceived information. Such terms describe transmission,
perception, or understanding of different degrees of complexity (e.g. basic to complex emotions) and
specificity (e.g. universal, cultural, personal) (Juslin 2013). While each of these terms may describe a
particular process of synthesizing meaning from perception (e.g. from the emotivist s induction and
sympathetic resonance to the cognitivist s conventional representation (P. G. Hunter and Schellenberg 2010,
131)), I lump them together in this glossary entry as a reflection of their potentially shared existence on
continuums of embodied understanding of the things we experience (e.g. conceptual-physiological, personaluniversal, etc). Signifyin (g), (cf. sounding ) has particularly layered and recursive dimensions in AfricanAmerican cultural practices.
Ethos / Affect / Affekte/ Spirit / [psycho-emotional] Temperament / Impetus / Mood / Rasa /
Meaning: I use a variety of terms to describe the nature, character, essential flavour, energy, drive, psychobiological, mental, or emotional state that is experienced (induced, felt, constructed, or somehow understood)
through or within the experience or perception of an event. This experience or construction is mediated by
personal or cultural memory (including epic or ancestral memory) and conventions (e.g. style or idiom).
These and related concepts have been used in the identification of practices and formulation or synthetic
codification of creative and aesthetic theories, across cultures and history, (e.g. the Baroque Doctrine of
affections, 18th century musical-rhetorical topoi, Indian theory of rasas). Cf. (Aristotle 1998; Kandinsky 1965;
Mattheson and Harriss 1981; Asante and Welsh-Asante 1985; Eisen and Keefe 2006; Bratcher 2007; Mirka
and Agawu 2008; Agawu 2009; Bashwiner 2010).
Flam: While a flam has a similar asymmetric short-long profile as the snap, a flam often precedes the
expected downbeat position of the long, as in a grace note flam ( flamming into the downbeat). Because both
snap and flam may, in fact, be perceived in any temporal or metric position, however, the distinction between
snap or flam becomes ambiguous. A grace-note flam is typically associated with a smaller temporal scale
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while a snap is typically associated with slightly larger temporal scale. (It may still be perceived to have an
anacrustic quality). When the metric position and durational scale are interchanged however (e.g. a
durational scale of a flam occurring on a metric downbeat) then we understand that the terms are semantic
distinctions with ambiguously overlapping perceptual features.
Polyrhythm / Polytempo: A polytempo describes the emergent relationship between two or more
simultaneous but different tempos. A polyrhythm typically describes a polytempo where the relationship
between the component tempos may be described using rational numbers, where a polytempo also includes
(and often refers to) tempos whose relationship is best described with irrational numbers Depending on the
context and the microrhythmic shading, either of these may qualify as temporal deviation.
Snap: (e.g. Scotch Snap ) is the perception of an asymmetric relationship between two successive event
durations where the first is perceived to be shorter and typically more accented than the second. The
succession is detected by a sense perception (e.g. hearing, vision, touch, etc.) which may produce a crossmodal experience (e.g. where the auditory perception of a snap triggers an action understanding of a jerking
motion which caused it). This experience may also trigger cognitive states (e.g. surprise, arousal, defiance)
whose intensity is related to the degree of perceived asymmetry (e.g. of duration and accent relative to the
perceiver s baseline entrainment tempo or cognitive load). Ecologically, the short-long succession may also
be interpreted as a causal relationship (e.g. where the initial short is interpreted as causing the succeeding
long). The snap rhythm may also be understood in relation to its inversion (e.g. swing rhythm). Through
semantic associations, the experience described above may also evoke other categories of snap , such as
finger snaps, or related terms.
Equal duration snap: An asymmetric snap pattern can be evoked even if its two constituent
events are of equal duration, typically where both events have fast decay (e.g. percussion) and where
the second event is followed by a relative silence which it is perceived as inhabiting.
Twanged snap / snapped twang: A gesture perceived to have short-long duration pattern
as well as a gliding quality. One of the snap or twang characteristics may be perceived to be
dominant and the other a secondary modifier .
Blue note snap: When one or both of the tones constituting a short-long pattern articulate a
blue note region (see blue note), e.g. ^b3^, ^b5^, ^b7^. This feature is quite common among the
snaps discussed in this text, and may be inferred from the scale degree notation provided, as it is not
usually distinguished by name.
Multi-timbral snap: A snap formed by two events of markedly different timbre. The
threshold for distinct timbres is subjective here (though future research may wish to employ
multidimensional scaling), yet is distinct in snaps rendered on different drums of a kit, e.g. Roy
Haynes short-long snap on snare-kick drums, in Lullaby of Birdland. In such a case, the two events
might also be distinguished by their relative spatial separation (see spatial snap).
Spatial snap: A snap formed by two events originating across relatively separated spatial
distance. (See multi-timbral snap.)
Snapped stammer / snapped stutter: see snapped stammer / snapped stutter.
Suppressed snap (aka offbeat snap): The initial short in a short-long pattern might be
executed with significantly quieter volume, such that it is ghosted , or even completely silent or
otherwise suppressed, at which point the initial short may be implied and the second event is
perceived as an offbeat. This snap variation demonstrates that the lack of volume (dynamic) on the
initial short may be compensated by another factor, such as metric accent, or where the initial short
is implied through the interrelationship of the offbeat long to some other preceding downbeat event,
as in a multi-timbral snap.
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Kinesthetic snap: From an ecological perspective, the sound of a snap reflects the type of
motion which caused it, e.g. a snapping or jerking motion where the beginning and end of the motion
are articulated. A multi-timbral snap may suggest motion across space, for example between two
limbs (see multi-timbral snap). A suppressed snap, may in fact only be suppressed acoustically,
where one of the two events constituting the short-long figure is articulated kinesthetically with
minimum of sound. A snap can therefore also be perceived entirely as a visual-kinesthetic
experience.
Invective snap (e.g. lampooning iamb or Dirty Dozens): Scholars of Greek prosodic meter
sometimes identify the snap figure as a reverse iamb. The iambic poetic meter, described in
Aristotle s Poetics, is associated with lampooning literature. In African-American cultures the term
snap often refers to the Dirty Dozens game where participants insult one another, as a way to
cultivate the psycho-emotional and spiritual resilience, ultimately needed to contend with oppressive
conditions.
Strong-weak, hard-soft, sharp-dull (snaps): Various opposing pairs of adjectives used to
describe the degree of relative symmetry or asymmetry between the two events forming a snap. The
perception of greater durational or accentual asymmetry between the two successive events forming
the short-long pattern, produce a stronger, harder, sharper snap gestalt, while perception of lesser
durational or accentual asymmetry (toward symmetry) produces a softer, weaker, duller snap.
While the precise perceptual thresholds for the asymmetries or symmetries have yet to be
determined (i.e. using findings from subjective rhythmization studies), it seems likely that the
complexity of variables in musical contexts will often allow for subjective ambiguity and fuzziness.
(N.B. The descriptor of pointedness is used in French notes inégales theory, where the pointedness
may also refer to the asymmetry of a long-short pair (Fuller 2016)).
Ternary snap: A snap where the durations of the two successive events is perceived to have
a 1:2 ratio. Depending on other factors of accentuation (and relative to a 1:3 snap) the ternary snap
may evoke a type of soft, weak, or dull snap.
Slow snap: A snap whose successive events are perceived as short-long, but unfolding at a
relatively slower tempo rate. Ultimately, this slowness might be assessed relative to temporal
perception thresholds or entrainment rates (e.g. where the initial short is more than twice the
duration of the tactus tempo to which the listener has entrained). A parallel may be found where
Cooper and Meyer examine rhythms (including the iamb) which occur at increasingly structural and
formal levels (and thus unfolding relatively more slowly), which may not be immediately perceived
(G. W. Cooper and Meyer 1960).
Hidden snap: When a short-long pattern is occurs in a texture that makes the snap less
distinct. A multi-timbral snap may be hidden when it occurs in a polyrhythmic texture with a variety
of comparable sounding events (e.g. the frequent kick to snare snap, on beat three, in Roy McCurdy s
drum part in Walk Tall, transcribed in (Brownell 2003, 245)). Another example of a hidden snap
occurs when a snap is preceded by a succession of events whose durations have the same duration as
the initial short of the short-long pattern. The preceding succession of shorts causes the initial
short to be less distinct or hidden (e.g. because perception has been entrained to the short event
rate, or by virtue of the gestalt principle of continuity). This perception of continuity or entrainment
may be counteracted by the accentuation of other variables, however. For example, if the snap
disrupts the pitch or volume contour of the preceding durations, then the principle of continuity may
be diminished or broken. Examples of this in Clifford Brown and Miles Davis improvisations, are
given in footnote in section 2.4 Before You Snap: Thresholds. Another type of hidden snap may be
described as a ralantando snap, where the snap is preceded by note values which are shorter than
the initial short of the snap.
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Embellished snap: When the initial short of a short-long pair is subdivided into two (or
more) events, heard for example in Charlie Parker s solo on Meandering, included in the table of
concomitance. Cf. Closed trochee in (G. W. Cooper and Meyer 1960, 30).
Out-of-time snap or displaced snap: The perception of a rhythmic identity, like a snap
pattern, is not dependent on a pulse context. A snap which begins on a strong-beat capitalizes on the
metric or structural stress, increasing the perceived accentual asymmetry ( sharpness ) of the snap.
The perception of a snap is not contingent on stressed or downbeat position, however, and may
begin on a weak-beat or in fact on any subdivision, and may proceed in a complex or non-rational
relationship to an established pulse. This independence allows snaps to participate in temporal
deviations while maintaining the full identity and quality of a snap (e.g. Max Roach in It s Time, Albert
Nicholas in Blue Blood Blues. In such displacements or deviations, the absence of a synchronized
metric or hierarchical stress accent (with the beginning of the snap) may be compensated with other
forms of accentuation, as is heard in Dizzy Gillespie s Salt PEA-nuts three-beat snapping figure
(dynamic and high-note accents).
Syncopation or snap: A snap is a syncopation when its asymmetry causes a shift from one
temporal plane (or pulse level) to another. Typically, a syncopation also reverses the expected
strong and weak-beat relationship order. The distinction between snap and syncopation can get
fuzzy, however: a snap which begins on a strong-beat begins by accenting this strong-beat but the
second part of the snap surprises us sooner than expected and thus articulates a weak subdivision.
Mark Abel describes the snap, or at least one falling on a strong beat, as a weaker form of syncopation
where it syncopates against the weak beat which follows after (Abel 2014, 33).
Short-long-short snap (or habanera-derived snap): A common syncopated rhythm
involves a short-long-short (e.g. 1:2:1 durational distribution). It begins with a short-long snap, but
then continues with another short, which retrospectively makes the initial snap softer (a ternary 1:2
ratio) than one might expect depending on the meter. This figure is associated in a variety of
contexts, including the Habanera (Lems-Dworkin 1991). Here, a distinction may be needed where
clave or time-line rhythms may be asymmetric by nature, and not necessarily experienced as
syncopation or causing metric plane-shifting. Comparison with amphibrach poetic meter must
account for potentially different positions of accents.
Stammer / Stutter / Spring: Two or more rapid successions of a tone, typically the tonic, often preceding a
twanged blue note or a cry. The tonic property of the stammer is one distinction from the repeating
dominant scale degree which functions anacrustically, for example, throughout John Williams Star Wars main
title theme. The terms stammer or stutter indicate some of the qualities that I often hear invoked by this
figure: the sound of someone stuttering or stammering, and which may (if only symbolically, or semiotically)
also signify the authenticity of the spontaneous or vulnerable cry, as the speaker momentarily struggles to
find the right word, the momentary suppression of flow whips or springs the momentum into the cry. The
figure is heard often in Charlie Parker s improvisation, and is included in Owens compendium of Parker
vocabulary, as motif M.16A (^1-1-1-b5-4^) and M.16B (^1-1-1-b3^) (Owens 1974b, vol. 2, p.4). One example
is in the sixth last measure of his 1946 Lady Be Good solo (stammering on ^1-1-1^ before leaping up to a ^b5^
which cries down to ^4^. Other examples occur in Jimmy Smith s The Sermon (0:31 on ^1-1-1-3^, and an
extended and temporally deviating ten second stammer from 0:58-1:07), and Mingus s John s Blues. Although
I deduced the terminology and qualities through listening, I did not find a corollary figure described in gospel
music research (e.g. (Boyer 1979; Legg 2010; Legg and Philpott 2015)). Further research, however, revealed
that a corresponding term is used in homiletic literature, suggesting an instrumental analogue for vocalisms
which unfold between the preacher (stammer) and the congregation (cry):
Another lesser feature is the stammer or the hesitation. In addition to building suspense and
increasing interest in the ultimate expression to be delivered [e.g. the cry which it precedes], this
technique seems to portray the preacher as groping for truth, of struggling to hear what is coming
from above. This is not altogether limited to Black preaching. However, it does have greater
currency in the ghetto where it has the additional effect of avoiding an impression of overwhelming
intellect and slick presentation. It gives an image of weakness with which the mostly underdog
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congregation can sympathize and identify. As the preacher searches and gropes, the members of the
congregation can sympathize and identify. As the preacher searches and gropes, the members of the
congregation cry, Help him, Lord! as evidence of their warm identification with the speaker.
(Mitchell 1970, 176)
The stammer may thus be understood as a rhetorical alliterative device. Alliteration being identified as a
dominant form of repetition in Martin Luther King s sermons. (Lischer 1997, 128; Lassiter 2001, 72)). (An
article examining the rhetorical structures in Parker s Lady Be Good solo, does not note the appearance of a
Parker s stammer and cry. (Larson 1996)) Janelle Monáe stammers alliteratively on ^b7-b7-b7^ before
snapping ^b7-1^. (Perhaps the ^b7^ and ^1^ here function as double tonics.)
Snapped stammer / snapped stutter: The articulation, precise rhythmic profile, temporalmetric position, and rapidity of the stammer may conjure the motion or sound of a snap. This is
heard in m. 5 of Charlie Parker s 12-bar blues improvisation in 20th Century —just before his line
displays a temporal deviation— where his stammer can be described as a displaced embellished
snap. Robert Lischer commentary on the style of Martin Luther King Jr. is apt here:
[Martin Luther] King occasionally varies the pattern of stresses on the consonants and produces
syncopation, which is a musical version of the black preacher s stylized stammer, whereby he
affects the Old Testament prophet s stuttering failure of speech when confronted with the divine
will. The preacher also uses the technique to signify a certain benevolent hesitation before
dropping a bombshell on the congregation. The stammer says, in effect, I, I, I really hate to say
this, but I must. It also witnesses to the vulnerability of the gifted Afro-American preacher,
whose intellect may on occasion overwhelm an uneducated congregation. King uses the
stammer frequently, producing an effect that cannot be duplicated on the printed page. (Lischer
1997, 131–32)
Lischer s specificity of thrice stuttered I seems closely reflected in the thrice stuttered tonic in the
musical analogue.
Subdivided snap: A group of at least three sound events of equal duration that imply a short-long pattern
where the short is a distinct tone from those which follow, and where the long is formed by repetitions
(subdivisions) of one other tone. The repeated tones (following the different initial tone) form a subgroup by
virtue of their similar pitch and timbre (i.e. gestalt law of similarity). The criterion of equal duration is
flexible where, for example, the subdivided snap may participate in a temporal deviation and the repetitions
lengthen or shorten in duration. This dilation and contraction may be usefully compared to Vijay Iyer s
concept of spreading , where muscle fatigue in repeated gestures causes microrhythmic spreading of the
rearticulations (Iyer 2002). The temporal deviation of a subdivided snap is heard, for example, in George
Braith s 1963 Mary Had A Little Lamb (see also voice leading subdivided snap), or Charlie Parker s 1946
Lady Be Good improvisation (see also sequenced subdivided snap). (See out-of-time subdivided snap.)
Owens labels the Parker motif, M.46 (Owens 1974b, vol. 2, p.8), but Owens categorization is a specific
subtype of subdivided snap, which always begins on a lower chromatic neighbour appoggiatura preceding the
repeated chord tones, where the term subdivided snaps is not limited to this chromatic appoggiatura motion.
Subdivided snaps (like unsubdivided snaps) frequently incorporate blue notes, particularly on the initial tone,
but also in the repeated tone position. A subdivided snap grouping may be distinguished by dynamic accent
as well, though perhaps future perception research may determine how much the dynamic accent results in a
change of timbre as well. An example of such a subdivided snap is noted in Max Roach s solo on It s Time,
discussed in section 3.14 Max Roach s It s Time: Snaps and Temporal Deviation. Slurring and articulation may
be used to diminish the implied short-long grouping (e.g. in a four-note (quadruplet) subdivided snap the first
two tones may be slurred together, and the final two articulated with staccato), yet the tonal content still
evokes a short-long pattern. Evidence that the subdivided snap is used to project across space, or through
dense acoustic textures, is considered. The stimulating property (e.g. in the implied short-long grouping and
in the repeated tones) and the contextual usage of the subdivided snap (in ecstatic and dance music across
many idioms) connects the figure with affects and states which are similar or comparable to those invoked by
(unsubdivided) snaps, for example: defiance, sensuality, ecstasy, transcendence-transformation, rusticity.
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Octave displaced subdivided snap: A subdivided snap where the initial tone is perceived
to be an interval of one or more octaves below or above the repeated tones which follow. The
relative similarity (octave equivalence) of initial and repeated tones may result in less differentiation
between the initial short and long groupings.
Subdivided swing: The retrograde form of a short-long subdivided snap. A group of at least
three sound events of equal duration that imply a long-short pattern, where the final tone is different
tone from the repeated ones which precede it. Subdivided swing is sometimes occurs in the same
passage as the subdivided snap, such as is described in Rachelle Ferrell s blues improvisation in
Appendix C-1. The copresence of the retrograde forms may serve as an example of the
interrelationship between snap and swing rhythms.
Subdivided short-long-short snap: A short-long-short snap, where the middle duration is
subdivided into two or more repeating tones. The outer most short tones (bookending the middle
long ) may be the same tone or different tones from one another, but must be distinguished from the
repeating middle tones. The subdivided short-long-short snap, like the unsubdivided form, has a
softened snap because of the final tone which creates forward anacrustic momentum against the
arresting motion of the snap. This syncopating figure is quite common (e.g. in Brahms chamber
music for strings), and I do annotate its occurrences methodically, in recordings or compositions that
do not also contain regular snaps or subdivided snaps. (Might the commonness of this figure point to
the commonness of more subtly snapping syncopations?)
Voice leading subdivided snap: A subdivided snap may be used to imply compound voice
leading motion (e.g. Telemann, Prince, George Braith, Bach, Scarlatti), discussed in sections Appendix
C.
Sequenced subdivided snap: A subdivided snap which is sequenced through a succession
of transpositions, whether in diatonic sequences (e.g. Charlie Parker, Clifford Brown, or Oscar
Peterson), or chromatic sequences (e.g. Chester Thompson).
Tuplet subdivision (of subdivided snap): A subdivided snap may be described as a triplet
or quadruplet subdivided snap, or some other tuplet (e.g. quintuplet, sextuplet, septuplet, etc). The
tuplet describes the proportional rhythmic unit of the subdivisions relative to the pulse (tactus). The
tuplet does not specify what the short-long ratio of the subdivided snap is, however, because the
subdivided long sometimes repeats a tone for an extended number of beats, at which point the
initial snap quality may eventually wane (e.g. Clifford Brown Pent-Up House, Grant Green The Yodel).
Subdivided snap groupings: The subdivided snap may be described as grouped in sixes,
fives, or some other unit, relative to the underlying beat (metric) organization. Isaac Hayes Shaft, for
example has quadruplet subdivided snap grouped in sixes and therefore superimposes a dotted
quarter like rhythm on the underlying four or eight –based meter.
Displaced subdivided snap: A subdivided snap (like its unsubdivided version) is not
dependent on a metric context, and may therefore occur or begin at any metric position or
subdivision. In a metric context, a subdivided snap which begins on a weak-beat, may occur as result
of: a subdivided snap which begins on a weak-beat (e.g. Roy Ayers); shifting displacement caused by
a subdivided snaps with a polyrhythmic grouping (e.g. Hayes Shaft contains repeating subdivided
snaps grouped in sixes which become displaced by dotted quarter notes, while Grant Green s Yodel
contains fluctuating beat groupings, where some subdivided snaps begin on weak-beats).
Out-of-time subdivided snap: A subdivided snap which does not conform to the simple
rational subdivisions of the tactus or metric ground might be described as an irrational tuplet
subdivided snap (e.g. Cripple Clarence Lofton s septuplet subdivided snap). If the subdivided snap
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is perceived to warp at a consistent tempo relative to the ground then the snap might be described as
participating in a temporal deviation (see subdvided snap, for examples).
Suppressed subdivided snap: A subdivided snap where the initial short tone is minimally
audible (e.g. ghosted or suppressed). The initial tone of the suppressed subdivided snap may be
imagined due to a silent metric stress, or vicariously through some other tone or pulse event
occurring at that moment. Typically the suppressed subdivided snap precedes a regular subdivided
snap (Fela Kuti s Zombie), an embellished subdivided snap (e.g. Khachaturian s Sabre Dance, or
Gershwin s Rhapsody in Blue), or some other subdivided snap variation (e.g. Isaac Hayes Shaft). (Cf.
Acephalous or acephaly in poetic meter (Halporn, Ostwald, and Rosenmeyer 1963, 3; R. Greene et al.
2012, 5)).
Embellished subdivided snap: A subdivided snap where the initial short is itself
subdivided, typically into two different notes which form a perceptual short unit by virtue of
articulation (e.g. slurring) or direction (e.g. continuous toward the long unit), and retrospectively by
the perceptual grouping of the proceeding repeated tones as one long unit (e.g. Khachaturian,
Gershwin). Pine Top Smith begins his Jump Steady Blues with a triplet-embellished ninetuplet
subdivided snap (but where the final embellished tone is the same as the tone repeated tone forming
the long group), i.e.: ^b7-7-8^ directly into ^8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8-8^. The smaller the pitch steps and
quicker the motion of the embellishment becomes, the more the embellished subdivided snap begins
to resemble a subdivided twang.
Subdivided twang: Like a subdivided snap, except where the initial short is smeared as a
twang, particularly sliding upward in pitch. Similar to an embellished subdivided snap, but with
more bend or glide. See also: Dust My Broom riff.
Dust My Broom riff / isoriff / Elmore James riff: While the subdivided twang typically
begins on a strong-beat, the isoriff may slide into the downbeat as in an anacrustic grace-note or
flam. This distinction is as fuzzy, however, as the distinction between snap and flam.
Temporal deviation / temporal divergence / flooding-out (Goffman via Butterfield) / soul-focal points
(Olly Wilson via Butterfield)/ floating (Kubik) / dual track time (Huang & Huang)/ flux, shift
(Benadon, Folio)/ squeezing-stretching / into, against, or over the time (Liebman): Where two events
exhibit some degree of pulse segregation, typically in a non-rational or complex ratio. The perception,
categorization or disambiguation of a rhythmic relationship involves learned skill, and is therefore contingent
on cultural and personal factors. One listener s experience of an ambiguous relationship can easily be
another s experience of a distinct relationship. Either, however, may be syntactically meaningful. The
streams forming a temporally deviating relationship may be perceived to have a figure-ground relationship,
such as between a rhythm section keeping a steady ground and a soloist s temporally deviating figure. The
temporally complex relationship may also be perceived as a multistable gestalt (Lewin 1986; Chernoff 1989;
Stover 2009) (akin to dual track time in (Huang and Huang 1996), and which may be similar to descriptions
of perceiving the relationship as an undivided whole (Folio 1995). Building on Cynthia Folio s work,
Fernando Benadon distinguishes between flux and shift divergences, where flux describes deviations that
fluctuate in a continuous manner relative to the ground, and where shift describes deviations that occur at a
stable and independent tempo relative to the ground. (Flux and shift may be difficult to distinguish for an
untrained listener, because a shift describes the underlying tempo of a rhythmic gesture whose pulse is not
necessarily explicitly articulated.) David Liebman distinguishes into the time (e.g. behind, on, or ahead of a
regular pulse), against the time (e.g. cross or polyrhythm to a regular pulse), and over the time (free, rubato
relation to a regular pulse) (Liebman 1991). Iyer describes that some degree of deviation is expected in
music produced by a human body, while rigid quantization to a metronomic pulse may evoke machine-like
quality (Iyer 1998, 144–45), and that such traces of body are desired in African and African American music
making, while the dynamism between human and machine is increasingly explored. Bregman also reports of
Ugandan amadinda musicians preferring music with machine-like precision (Bregman and Ahad 1996, 23).
This topic, including relevant quotations from Gabrielson et al., is examined in Appendix F. See also
polyrhythm / polytempo.
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Twang: Twang is a minimally–discrete motion of pitch (e.g. a smear, glissando, or chromatic inflection from
one fundamental tone to another), a glide of resonant formants (e.g. through aryepiglotic narrowing,
nasalization, or diphthongization), or a glide of partials (e.g. acoustic or electronic spectral shifts, as in the
typical sound of a plunger mute or wah wah pedal). While gliding motions may be associated with sensual
qualities, a twang may be associated with different meanings, depending on its particular properties, and on
the ecological, biological, or social context in which it occurs. A snap whose two events are made less discrete
such as by gliding pitch or motion, may begin to evoke a twang. See: blue note twang, twanged snap /
snapped twang, crying twang
Blue note twang: Where a part or whole of the twang articulates a blue note region (see
twang), e.g. ^b3^, ^b5^, ^b7^. Twangs around other scale degree regions, may potentially invoke
blue note, or worried quality. In her 1966 Merv Griffin performance of Nat Adderley s Work Song,
for an example of the latter, Nina Simone worries the lyric crime (in I committed crime, Lord, I
needn t ) from a slightly raised ^2^ down to a slightly lowered ^1^ (only barely intoning below the
^1^ into the region of the ^7^ or ^b7^). A variety of properties give this a worried quality.
Yodel / Holler / Cry: A yodel involves an abrupt vocal register jump (i.e. from chest to falsetto or head voice)
occurring on vowels. Yodeling practices have developed across cultures around the globe, notably as a means
of projecting across natural landscapes whether to call people, summon spirits or livestock: the Alps, Aka
Pygmy jungles, American Appalachian valley, are but three of a great diversity (Plantenga 2013b). The most
of ancient of these traditions are likely to be those practiced among pygmy peoples of Central Africa. The
English pronunciation of the onomatopoeic Yo-del, implies a snap rhythm, and the familiar Tyrolean yodelEH-ee, yodel-EH-ee, yodel-eh-EE-oo demonstrates a series of two diphthongal twanging snaps on the
hiccupping registeral break ( EH-ee ) followed by a triphthongal-type twang ( eh-EE-oo ). This may be heard
in Jimmie Rodgers s twanging Train Whistle Blues, Rachelle Ferrell s Autumn Leaves (at 6:45, discussed in
section Appendix C-1), and, with shocking intensity, in Abbey Lincoln s Protest (the second part of Triptych on
the 1960 We Insist! Max Roach s Freedom Now Suite, discussed in section 3.13 Max Roach s Freedom Now:
Snap and Twang). The yodel is also heard in instrumental form, for example in Grant Green s Tyroleaninspired The Yodel (whose snaps and subdivided snaps are examined in section Appendix C-2), but also, and I
believe more pervasively, in the form heard for example, in Bernard Adison s temporally deviating gestures in
Jellyroll Morton s Ponchatrain or in Amhad Jamal s solo on But Not For Me (both in the table of concomitance).
The three-beat snap which repeats —vocally and instrumentally— throughout Dizzy Gillespie s Salt PEAnuts, further demonstrates the interrelationships among the yodel, snap, and twang, and, as with Lincoln s
snapping yodels, their connection to the holler and cry. The relationship between the snap and twang to
yodel, holler, and cry suggests a way that the snap and twang may aid signal projection across an acoustic
environment. The vowel extensions heard in some cries, often also have a twang quality (e.g. Lamar Wright s
twanging, crying, blue notes in Crawdad Blues, or the clarinet at 0:44 in Louis Armstrong s Hotter Than That,
both in the table of concomitance). While yodels or cries do not necessarily include a snap, twang, or blue
note, the latter three features exhibit dynamic articulations of pentatonic (and other harmonic seriesderived) scales. In this manner, the yodel also demonstrates voice-leading functionality, where the yodeled
registeral leaps activate a compound polyphony, as may be heard throughout Bobby McFerrin s
unaccompanied vocal music. This voice-leading property is also found in the subdivided snap, a feature
whose connection to ululation, and therefore yodeling, is discussed in section Appendix C.
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Appendix(A)2
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X
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Author &
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date
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Concomitant features not marked with X, are either not present or have not yet been identified.
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(cont. C. Parker)
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Appendix C-1
Subdivided Variations: Snap and Twang
Introduction
In this appendix I examine a subdivided variation of snap and twang. I use the term subdivided snap
to describe a group of at least three sound events of equal duration that imply a short-long pattern where the
short is a distinct tone from those which follow, and where the long is formed by repetitions (subdivisions)
of one other tone. The repeated tones (following the different initial tone) form a subgroup by virtue of their
similar pitch and timbre (i.e. gestalt law of similarity). The criterion of equal duration is flexible where, for
example, the subdivided snap may participate in a temporal deviation and the repetitions lengthen or shorten
in duration. This dilation and contraction may be usefully compared to Vijay Iyer s concept of spreading ,
where muscle fatigue in repeated gestures causes microrhythmic spreading of the rearticulations (Iyer 2002).
If the events of this subdivided long unit were tied together, one would have a short-long snap between the
initial duration and the ensuing unit of tied subdivisions. Subdivided twang is used to describe a similar
figure but where the initial downbeat and the proceeding duration is smeared, elided or made ambiguous in
some way (e.g. using portamento pitch bend).
Examples of the subdivided snap reveal dynamic blurring of various features (e.g. duple-ternary feels,
snap-twang, flam-snap, blue note regions, whistle-yodel, twang-wah-glossolalia). The subdivided variation of
snap or twang seems to be found in many of those same contexts and therefore invoking similar signifiers as
does its unsubdivided versions (i.e. of ethnicity, class, gospel church tradition, urgent socio-political
commentary, and resilience). These interrelationships, further reveal how this subdivided feature conveys
similar meanings as the unsubdivided version, when it accompanies temporal divergences, as well as in other
contexts.
Observing the contextual elements in examples which boast the subdivided snap: the urgency of
Clifford Brown s Pent Up emotion; the resilient gospel cry in Lee Morgan (and others ) Moanin , Jimmy Smith s
The Sermon, and Albert Ayler s Ghosts; the fusion of Afro-Caribbean and African American elements in Clifford
Brown s A Night in Tunisia, Toots Thielemans Bluesette, and Steve Turre s Dizzy Shells; the sacred or gospel
elements and (commentary on) ethnic-class associations in Jimmy Smith s The Sermon, Steve Turre s
Sanctified Shells, Curtis Fuller s Faith, and Freddie Hubbard s Watermelon Man; the heroic blaxploitation
elements in Isaac Hayes Shaft; Rachelle Ferrell s ecstatic gospel yodelling (a cry of loss or yearning in her
Autumn Leaves); the divine sexual ecstasy in Jimi Hendrix s Foxey Lady ( electric church music ) and ACDC s
Given the Dog a Bone; a lady s ass-shaking church funk in Chester Thompson s Squib Cakes and bad-assery in
Scott Chops Jung s Bad Girl and David Burns Baby Cobra; and the urgent social commentary in Lou
Donaldson s Now s The Time, Clifford Brown s Gaza Strip, Melvin Van Peebles Sweet Sweetback s Badasssss
Song, Fela Kuti s Zombie, Jung s Baby Cobra, and Rainbow s Can t Happen Here.
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Through this recurring or overlapping constellation of associations, the subdivided snap may be
understood to signify many similar elements that are also signified by the snap and twang which are
examined in this text. I suggest that the subdivided snap s signifiers may therefore also be extended to gain
insight into the figure s similar use in improvisations by Charlie Parker, whose music is often interpreted with
an emphasis on its modernist qualities, abstracted of its social, ecstatic or religious-gospel inspiration, and
highlighting clever intertextual logic. I consider Thomas Owens categorization of the Parker motif number
46 (M. 46) as a species of subdivided snap, and therefore fill a table with various other examples of
subdivided snap not identified by Owens, and which are seen to occur in improvisations where Owens noted
complex temporal events (cf. temporal deviations).
To better understand the subdivided snap, I also turn to earlier examples —the theme throughout
Aram Khatachurian s Sabre Dance and the middle theme of George Gershwin s Rhapsody in Blue— to reveal
how they too express similar values as those later examples described above. Khatachurian s usage is
recalled by the figure s appearance in other east-west crossing contexts. This subdivided snap is directly
related to an older and well-known blues and boogie rhythmic figure, known by various names: the Elmore
James riff, the Dust my Broom riff, and isoriff. The relationship between the subdivided snap and the isoriff
reveals the temporally fuzzy interrelationship of the snap, twang and flam.
I continue in a discussion of two more aspects of the subdivided snap: the subdivided snap s ability to
project through dense polyrhythmic textures and reverberant acoustics and in varieties of subdivided snaps
used to activate voice leading motion. Here I discuss examples from Miles Davis and Dave Liebman, J. S. Bach,
Handel, Joan Tower, Messiaen, Gabaidulina, Conlon Nancarrow, Nikolai Kapustin, Georg Telemann, Keiser,
Biber, Monteverdi, Scarlatti, Bartok, Schubert, drawing further examples from Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,
Brahms, Berg, Shostakovich, Milhaud and others. This examination, in turn, pursues other dimensions of the
figure across modern and ancient European practices, and their possible connections to various examples of
the figure in some North African and Middle Eastern practices. I then return to examples from AfricanAmerican practices: Prince and Santana, Sonny Rollins and Freddie Hubbard, and Grant Green and George
Braith.
Lou Donaldson: Now’s The Time
Lou Donaldson arrives at a single subdivided snap toward the end of the fourth chorus of his solo,
starting on the third beat of m. 8, as if to invoke the spirit of his idol, who composed the melody, 564 and who
used the subdivided snap figure in his own improvisations. 565 True to the style of the master s figure,
Donaldson stretches his subdivided snap (on ^7-8-8-8-8^) temporally across the underlying rhythm section s
regular pulse. On the bandstand with Donaldson that Night at Birdland (February 21, 1954), was leader,
drummer Art Blakey, and trumpeter Clifford Brown, both of whom play vital roles in the expression of this
figure.
564 Cf. Sociopolitical meaning of Now s The Time, in footnotes in section .
Max Roach s It s Time: Snaps and Temporal Deviation, and
Clifford Brown: Pent-Up House & A Night in Tunisia, and Without a Song: Signifying and Subdivided Snaps
565 Cf. Charlie Parker s subdivided snaps, in section Charlie Parker M. 46, Subdivided Snaps.
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Clifford Brown: Pent-Up House and A Night in Tunisia
In the 1956 Pent-Up House recording (at 1:58), Clifford Brown repeats a triplet subdivided snap on
^#4-5-5^ at 1:58, 1:59, and 2:02. Brown s subdivided snaps are preceded by a basic (undivided) duple snap
(at 1:54), on the same notes/scale degree (but an octave lower): ^#4-5^. 566 In Brown s solo, the number of
repeated triplet subdivisions is continuously varied: initially six consecutive triplets (at 1:58), then fifteen (at
1:59), and finally (at 2:02) he plays the accented lower neighbour on every quarter pulse downbeat to
produce four consecutive subdivided snaps. In every case, however, the figure imposes a ternary (12/8) feel
upon the steady quarter notes of the double bass. Max Roach s drums play a vital role in building the
excitement over the course of this passage (from 1:58-2:03), with snare drum chatters after the initial basic
snap (at 1:54), progressing to snare rolls during the first subdivided snaps (at 1:58), and finally quarter note
triplets (at 2:01) which produce a polyrhythm against Brown s subdivided snaps (i.e. at 2:02 Roach s quarter
triplets imply duple groupings of eighth triplets, where Brown s snaps imply eighth triplets grouped in
threes).
In a number of cases I examine across African American and European practices, subdivided snaps
and snaps occur near one another, suggesting how the subdivided and regular snaps may (at least in these
instances) be two versions of the same snap motion impulse. Significantly, many examples also feature blue
notes. 567 In Brown s solo, the triplet subdivided snaps are preceded by a quarter-note triplet figure (at 1:35)
which incorporates several blue notes (^b5-4-b3-1-5-1^).
It is interesting to consider these aforementioned features in relation to the opening melody,
composed by Sonny Rollins. The melody is based around a repeating three-beat snapping motif, alternating
between ^3^ and ^b3^ (i.e. ^5-3-5-b3-5-3-b3^) which is then transposed up a fourth (alternating between
^6^ and ^b5^). This slow snap is comparable to Gillespie s Salt Peanuts motif, where the figure s tonic (i.e.
high-note) accent marks the stressed short-long pattern in spite of its shifting metric position. It is also
comparable in that Rollins turns to repeating three-beat snap figure to convey urgent and pent-up emotions.
568

When Brown begins his solo out of this melody (0:40), he initially stays around the ^5^, and produces two

All these snaps and subdivided snaps occur over a repeating tonic ii7-V7-IMaj7 progression in the key of G major. The initial duple
snap at 1:54 is slightly hidden because it is preceded by a descending sixteenth note motion; I discuss this in a footnote in section 2.4
Before You Snap: Thresholds.
567 Cf. Blue notes, in section CHAPTER 6.
568 Rollins cites a roommate living situation (Blumenthal 1992, 19). I do not know if or to what degree this may be argued to be a direct
or indirect result of socioeconomic and racial factors. Clifford Brown recognizes this in a
interview: There are always a lot of guys
who sound very promising but what happens to them depends a great deal on economics (Hentoff 1954). Max Roach, drummer on the
recording, explains Aside from the harmonies and the melodies being revolutionary, let s look at some of the titles—song titles such as . .
. A Night In Tunisia, which is suggestive of Africa . . . You can read a lot of things into just the titles. . . We argue these points because
words mean quite a bit to all of us. What we name our things and what we call our contributions should be up to us so that we can
control our own destiny. Economically, now, is another level . . . quoted in (D. Gillespie 1979, 208–9)). Cf. Max Roach on It s Time in
section 3.14 Max Roach s It s Time: Snaps and Temporal Deviation Cf. Night In Tunisia discussion in footnote in section Clifford Brown:
Pent-Up House & A Night in Tunisia.
To the reader who finds my own connecting of the ethos of Rollins title and the ethos heard in the soloist s improvisation unsubstantial, I
raise two points. Is the perceived lack of substance a consequence of the reader s conception of bebop as an idiom so modernist it is
shorn of any symbolisms? The hard-bop aesthetic that this group of Rollins-Brown-Roach, et al.) helped to pioneer, was concerned
with how the music s structuring told stories, and particularly those stories reflecting black experience. Cf. Rollins
Freedom Suite.)
Ethan Iverson argues that: There s no difference between the way Sonny plays the standards on Freedom Suite and the way he plays
Without a Song. These are just good tunes for a improvisor to dig into (Iverson 2014b). By contextualizing his own songs in
frameworks of his own titles, speech, and actions, however, does Rollins music not become a part of a story of values he idealizes or
566
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three-beat snaps, but precedes each iteration of the ^5^ with a grace note / flam: ^#4-5^. Later in the solo he
plays a basic snap (on ^#4-5^ at 1:54) and then begins the series of subdivided snaps (on ^#4-5-5-5-5-5^ at
1:58), but he actually reintroduces the flam (on ^#4-5^ at 1:55) in between the basic snap and the subdivided
snap. To me, this suggests two things: a relationship between the snap, flam, and subdivided snap; and that
Brown may arrive at these interrelated features in keeping with the spirit of the original melody.
Subdivided snaps appear in another Brown recording from roughly the same period 569, A Night in
Tunisia. 570 Brown uses subdivided snaps only uses the figure over the oscillating vamp sections of the form
(the repeating A sections, but never on the B, in the AABA). In the second eight measure section of his
second chorus, Brown begins with series of repeated tones (^5^) in alternating triplet and quarter pulse
rhythm, and follows with a pentatonic-blues oriented passage. This passage signifies a shift from the
preceding tonal harmonic concept to a chanted blues oriented language. In the measure and a half of the
second chorus B section, Brown flams up into a series of descending quarter notes, which he follows with
eight or so ascending snaps, which he immediately follows, leading into his third chorus, with six triplet
struggles to realize through different periods of his life? It need not be the only story or the only value, to be an important one. And it
does seem that figures like the snap and subdivided snap achieve particular resonance when combined as symbols with particular
values. Cf. Discussion of song titles and African American improvisation, in section Without a Song: Signifying and Subdivided Snaps.
One may compare this with John Coltrane s recorded works which acquire symbolic meaning through his multifaceted expression of
idealized values.
Consider the parallels: . . . the music of People Funny Boy was far more extreme. This driving new beat that contained the pent-up
energy of centuries of injustice and frustration may not have held a proper name [reggae], but already a dance step was springing up to
the peculiar rhythm (David Katz 2009, 71).
569 While the liner notes give the date of recording as June 25, 1956 —just hours before Brown s death, Nick Catalano cites an interview
with the saxophonist on the date who explains that this date was false, and Catalano gives May 31, 1955, instead (Catalano 2001, 160,
196).
570 In a video recorded interview, Gillespie explains the compositional process which led to the song s A sections: On a break [from a
film scoring session in 1942] I went over to the piano and I sat down at the piano and I played this progression, which is the melody in A
Night in Tunisia. [Sings opening five notes of the melody, an ascending arpeggio]: it s a whole chord, and I had the tune right there . . . and
all I had to do was write the bridge (John Holland 2005). Gillespie writes: This tune sounded so exotic that it didn t seem right to call it
Interlude. [Its original name.] I never cared what people called it as long as they played it. Some genius decided to call it Night In
Tunisia, which sounded quite appropriate, and people have been calling it Night In Tunisia ever since . . . Earl Hines claims he named
the tune, but that s a lie because I played it as early as
, before joining Hines (D. Gillespie 1979, 172). At first, Gillespie s statement
about not caring what people call it seems to contrast Max Roach s reading of the title a reading which is included in Gillespie s own
autobiography as suggestive of Africa [see footnote above], but Gillespie s presumed final say as composer, along with his comment
that it didn t seem right to call it Interlude and that some genius decided to call it . . . which seemed quite appropriate indicate that
Gillespie was indeed sensitive to the resonance or lack thereof between the musical and titular poetry (even if his only interest was
commercial gain, which I do not think is true). Might Gillespie have shrugged the importance of the name deliberately? I believe
Gillespie treaded the line between entertainment and politics with care; whether it was pulled off with outspokenness or irreverent
humour. (Cf Gillespie and politics in footnote in Salt Peanuts and Watermelons. Either way, Max Roach s Afrocentric reading is not
trivial; it reveals a sensitivity to the power of musical and verbal symbols alike to invoke social awareness —topics which no doubt were
in the air even during Roach s
collaborations with Clifford Brown. Cf. Brown s reference to economics in footnote above.
Another testament to such awareness by Brown is seen in how their pianist Richie Powell explained the implicit meaning of the title of
his languishing ballad Time, which the group recorded in
: the time a man spends just sitting in jail, wondering when he s going to
get out (Catalano 2001, 170). Cf. Max Roach s composition It s Time, discussed in section . Max Roach s It s Time: Snaps and
Temporal Deviation. A Night in Tunisia is cited as one of, if not the first jazz composition to be sampled, and so prominently at that, in a
hip-hop recording (Wang 2010), the 1988 single entitled Words I Manifest (later released as part of a 1989 debut recording No More Mr.
Nice Guy), by the duo named Gang Starr. Gang Starr s music video for Manifest reclaims Malcolm X for the hip-hop generation, as [the
rapper] Guru dresses like Malcolm with glasses, kufi, suit and tie, and takes to the podium as he raps to the audience . . . draws a powerful
link between Malcolm s oratory and hip-hop s own potential to use language to mobilize and raise awareness, while also revealing that
hip-hop is deeply connected not only to previous Black art forms such as jazz but also to a history of Black activism that is a direct
extension of Malcolm X s vision for Black liberation (Daulatzai 2012). What Gillespie in
saw as exotic and Other, later came to
represent a symbol that could be reclaimed through the manifesting power of words and (black) consciousness. It does not matter what
Gillespie was thinking when he sat at the piano and composed Night in Tunisia or what Clifford Brown was or was not thinking during
his improvisation, but that some resonance was achieved among a variety of musical and social elements, and that these were and
continue to be embedded in and ready for invoking in cultural consciousnesses. Is it the power of the spontaneous act which gives voice
to the subconscious, perhaps the collective unconscious, and whose genius transcends the more limited breadth of the linear conscious
mind.
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subdivided snaps followed by two more (all on #4-5-5). He briefly returns to the repeated tones (on ^5^) in
the nearly the same part of the fourth chorus as were heard in his second chorus. He begins his fourth chorus
holding on the ^5^ and then brings back the descending-ascending motion that was previously rendered as
flams and snaps, in an sequence of descending and ascending triplet subdivided snaps, chromatically
ornamenting the tonic minor triad (on ^#4-5-5^ ^2-b3-b3^ ^(#)7-8-8^ ^#4-5-5^ ^2-b3-b3^ ^#7,-1-1^ ^#4,5,5,^ ^#7,-1-1^ ^2-b3-b3^ ^#4-5-5^) and repeating the last of these dominant arrivals eight more times, for
a total of eighteen subdivided snaps. This is followed by repeated note triplets on ^1^, in the same structural
point (~mm. 8-10) at which we previously heard the repeating ^5^. In this improvisation, Brown suggests a
manner in which the subdivided snap may be used to activate voice-leading motion across different registers,
and which are triggered over the course of the entire multi-chorus improvisation. A technique which is later
heard in Lee Morgan and Oscar Peterson recordings, and earlier in a Parker recording. Brown s solo is the
only example I have found which spans such a range (two octaves) or which includes an ascending sequence
of subdivided snaps, and is notable to me as well, for the coherent structural function that these subdivided
snaps participate in.
Lee Morgan: Moanin’…
The subdivided snap appears in frequently across the recorded improvisations of Lee Morgan,
Brown s student and torch-bearer. In Morgan s earliest (commercially available) recorded improvisation, we
hear him play four quadruplet subdivided snaps (on ^7-8-8-8^) beginning on m. 12 of his solo s third chorus,
and continuing through m. 1 of his fourth chorus. Composed by Owen Marshall, the song is entitled Gaza
Strip, a heated subject on November 4, 1956 when the recording was made, seven days after the Suez Crisis
invasion. 571 Other pieces on this debut album (entitled Lee Morgan Indeed!) contain snaps, yodels and blues
drenched language (e.g. Roccus, The Lady), where one might conceivably expect to hear a subdivided snap,
and yet the figure only appears in Gaza Strip. This is not to say that every appearance of the subdivided snap
in Morgan s oeuvre corresponds, as though by some predetermined formula, to the title of the work: from the
following year, on Coltrane s 1957 Blue Train, we hear it in Morgan s solos on both Lazy Bird and Locomotion;
however differently each figure manifests, they both satisfy criteria of subdivided snap. There does seem to
be a correlation, however, where Morgan s language so frequently finds him searching for a resilient spirit in
the music; through blues and gospel elements, whether or not this is reflected in the title (and it often is).
Morgan s imperative was to communicate something meaningful, 572 and to this end, he was keenly aware of
how different manifestations of these blues and gospel elements resonated with the spirit of the music:

The recording is fourth in the track listing, but was the first to be recorded (McMillan 2008, 35).
Tom Perchard writes: Aside from the objects and practices sometimes symbolised in Morgan s titles, the linguistic formulations
themselves were determinedly black American . . . and such attention to language befitted the musician, fast-talking and possessed of a
quick, independent mind, one who would devour word games in the New York Daily News. And one conscious of the place his music
occupied in a broader black culture: just as Morgan s verbal symbolism began to accentuate his black American provenance, so did his
music . . . The necessary simplicity of these musicial and linguistic symbols determined that they would quickly become cliché . . . The
song titles that talked of black food or language were no different; the ever heavier representation of blues symbology in the work of Lee
Morgan and his peers coincided with new movements towards self-definition and representation in political and social spheres
(Perchard 2006, 152–53).
571
572
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I like to hear a trumpet shout, and I also like to hear it in the middle register . . . I think you ought to
play differently on each song. For instance, on Along Came Betty, I play pretty. I d be out of
character if I shouted on something like that (quoted in (McMillan 2008, 104)). 573
It might be said that Morgan found the strongest resonance between the affect of his subdivided snaps and
the affect evoked by a Bobby Timmons composition entitled Moanin , which Morgan first recorded in 1958
and which by its sheer popularity became the title of the 1958 Art Blakey s Jazz Messengers album on which it
appeared. 574 While Morgan continued to use and explore the subdivided snap in many other songs, his use of
the figure in Moanin was so affectively resonant that it became an integral part of the song s power, among
Morgan s bandmates, audiences, and future interpreters. Curiously, Morgan biographer Jeffery McMillan does
not remark on this, despite separately acknowledging the appearance of the bluesy repeated note figure
[referring to a subdivided snap] in Gaza Strip (McMillan 2008, 35), and a (different) gesture Morgan uses to
open his solo on Moanin that was so indelible it became a part of the tune s arrangement in live
performances (McMillan 2008, 87–88). For these reasons, in the paragraphs below, I limit my examination
to Moanin —in the hands of Morgan, his bandmates, and later interpreters of the work. A future study is
needed to compare the various appearances of the subdivided snap in improvisations which Morgan
recorded, whether alongside his Moanin performances (from the 1958 Paris Olympia I discuss below, e.g. the
snapping Blues March, Justice (aka We Named It Justice, aka Evidence) C.T.A. 575; or from the Belgium concert I
discuss below, e.g. Just By Myself, A Night in Tunisia) or across his total recorded oeuvre (e.g. on Jimmy Smith s
1959 J.O.S., or Morgan s own 1961 Afrique, 1963 Totem Pole, the snapping 1965 Cornbread 576, and 1966 The
Rajah).
As a composition, Moanin is cited as an exemplar of the soul jazz sound (Oppenheim 2013), a
further drawing on gospel and blues influences by the hard bop school (as in Blakey s 1957 album Hard Bop)
which Rollins and Brown s music had already begun to forge a few years earlier (as demonstrated in the
earlier Clifford Brown example). Morgan, meanwhile is called the quintessential—hard bopper (Rosenthal
1992, 4). The return to these gospel roots may be understood as a reclaiming of those admonished signifiers
of black culture—in the context of the growing momentum of civil rights of the time. 577 The word

Cf. The analogy of writing a letter (McMillan 2008, 103), evoking Morgan s sensitivity to words.
573 Cf. Plato or Quantz on the importance of supporting a musical gesture with the appropriate ethos, in sections 3.10 European ShortLong Ethos and 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things.
574 Subdivided snaps also occur prominently in the shout chorus to Count Basie s hit, Splanky, a blues composed and arranged by Neal
Hefti, recorded in October 1957, and released in 1958. Three consecutive ^#4-5-5-5^ subdivided snaps occur in measure 5-6 of the
blues form, over the IV chord. Because the downbeat lower neighbour is sustained as its volume crescendos, and is then slurred into the
semitone above, the figure has less of a snap quality. Instead, the shifting volume and slight slide into the upper neighbour elicits a wah
wah or twang quality, so we could refer to this example as a subdivided twang. Notably, Hefti was a professional trumpeter, and as a
composer, dedicated to integrating the bebop vocabulary of Gillespie and others into his writing.
575 Cf. Connection between subdivided snaps and trains i.e. C.T.A. for Chicago Transit Authority , in section Subdivided snaps, twangs,
and trains: Recognition and Mimesis.
576 Cf. Tom Perchard quotation referencing black food, in footnote in section Lee Morgan: Moanin ….
577 Cf. In the late fifties, the cult of soul [music] was also connected to a rise in militancy among black musicians, and the blues became a
symbol of racial pride rather than of oppression as it had been during bebop (Rosenthal 1992, 72). Hard bop was levelled with its own
charges: As the word hard suggests, it gave an opening—previously uncommon in jazz—to darker emotions than we would find in
Louis Armstrong or even Charlie Parker. Some jazz critics were put off by such emotions, which included wrath and bitterness
(Rosenthal 1992). A hard bopper might be criticized as not fitting in because He doesn t hate enough (Rosenthal 1992, 72). The sense
of Parker s music seldom exhibiting darker qualities is expressed by Steve Coleman (S. Coleman 2009), and might suggest, for example,
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messengers in Jazz Messengers is laden with meaning. 578 The title Moanin evokes the ecstatic gospel moan
or cry, and the lyrics which Jon Hendricks later penned extend this notion with detailed imagery of resilience
and religious faith in the face of adversity. 579 Timmons melody itself features slow snaps, sometimes
ornamented (e.g. where the downbeat of the snap is subdivided into a triplet), yodel like melodic breaks, as
well as the call and Yes, Lord response structure, all of which evoke the black church quality. 580
In the first recording of Moanin (mentioned above), Morgan s solo opens with prominent smears,
twangs, building with variously rendered ornamented snaps, grace note flams, yodel figures, and gospel
infused temporal deviations, before arriving at seven (or eight) consecutive triplet subdivided snaps on ^#45-5^ (at 1:55), and which the composer (Bobby Timmons) swiftly joins (after only two of Morgan s
subdivided snaps) in approving unison. Morgan then begins a series of four (or six, depending on how one
counts) quadruplet subdivided snaps of sixteenth notes grouped in sixes. In doing so, Morgan contrasts his
preceding triplet subdivided snaps and (by virtue of the groupings of six) now also superimposes a three-beat
polyrhythm (dotted quarter feel) on top of the underlying duple groupings in the rhythm section. (I discuss
other examples of subdivided snaps grouped in sixes producing three-beat or dotted quarter
superimposition, below.) Another aspect of this quadruplet subdivision is that the initial downbeat of each of
the subdivided snaps ascends outlining a blues scale (the downbeats on ^1-b3-4-b5-5^ flaming at the peak on
^#5-6^, and then ^b3-4^). As such, Morgan uses the subdivided snap as a mechanism for outlining
that Parker s creativity had more left-hemispheric tendencies than right ones, a quality that is characterized by major rather than minor
tonalities. Cf. Major and minor brain processing, section 6.8.2 Minor Complexity.
Compare the notion of hard bop with Barbara Jungr s reflections on the hard gospel sound, itself a shift from the sweeter jubilee style,
towards a reclaiming of admonished prophetic elements in the black church:
With respect to the hard gospel sound, there is a correlation with the tenor of much of the Old Testament, with an angry, vengeful God
who is to be celebrated and feared. Coupled with the day-to-day dehumanizing effects of racism and abject poverty, expression like [Rev.
Julius] Cheeks is fueled by deep rage and a primal need to vocalize, to let this out, to drive these emotions into something outside,
something other than what is. This is represented in this most powerful vocal delivery, where singers are not performing, but connecting
to deep feelings and expressing them (like Cheeks), without thought of the subsequent consequence on their voices. Where singing is not,
for the vocalist, simply performance, this affecting delivery is most manifest, and is felt alike both by singer and listener. The Five Blind
Boys of Alabama, also characterized by Boyer as hard gospel, sent members of their congregation to hospital rendering them so overexcited by raising the spirit ; some participants, it is said, went into comas when they were playing, so powerful was the effect singing
[sic] on their audience Broughton
. One must also be aware of the relationships here of music to trance behavior, again in which
the voice is a central component (Jungr 2002, 110).
578 It was in church, Blakey claimed, where he learned to play the piano and keep rhythm (Curtis 2010, 85), and yet, in the 1940s he
found himself turning to Islam to escape Christian racism in the United States. Around the time of his conversion, Blakey led a band
called the
Messengers . . . The group s name reflects the prophet Muhammad s role as the messenger of God as well as Blakey s notions
of jazz as a conduit for God s message (Curtis 2010, 85). Blakey s discovery of racism within Muslim institutions may have led to an
irreparable crisis of faith (Curtis 2010, 85), and contributed to a personal path where participation in religious institutions became
limited and he took spiritual refuge largely in his art (Curtis 2010, 85).
579 Cf. Gospel moan in section 3.6 Snap and Twang: Class, Race, and Body. Charles Mingus composition of the same name from the
Blues and Roots album reveals similar blues and Holiness church influences, and features Mingus own vocal cries. On Mingus album,
Moanin is preceded by Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting, Cryin Blues, and followed by Tensions. Mingus own account of these influences
on his own work: My stepmother would take me to a Holiness church. My father [attended a Methodist church and] didn t dig my
mother going there. People went into trances and the congregation s response was wilder and more uninhibited than in the Methodist
church. The blues was in the Holiness churches—moaning and riffs and that sort of thing between the audience and the preacher
(Hentoff 1961, 161).
Harold Courlander writes about humming and moaning and groaning :
They are found in religious songs, worksongs, old-style blues, and field cries. Moaning does not imply grief or anguish; on the contrary,
it is a blissful or ecstatic rendition of a song, characterized by full and free exploitation of melodic variation and improvisation,
sometimes with an open throat, sometimes with closed lips to create a humming effect. On occasion moaning is done in falsetto, or
utilizes falsetto breaks. [cf. yodelling] Elements of this kind are sometimes observed in preaching and in church prayers, where they may
result in rudimentary polyphony. The ecstatic significance of moaning is reflected in a religious song which goes, in part:
When you feel like moanin , / It aint nothing but love. / When you feel like groanin, / It aint nothin but love (Courlander 1963, 25).
580 Tom Perchard remarks: Morgan s preaching was facilitated and accompanied by Timmons, the reverend s son, and discusses other
compositions in which Timmons draws from the sacred Pentacostal feeling (Perchard 2006, 101).
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compound voice-leading motion, a technique which I will later examine in several other examples of
subdivided snaps. After this phrase Morgan reverses the subdivided snap rhythm into a subdivided triplet
swing rhythm (with a lower neighbour on the final triplet of each triplet grouping). This reversal from
subdivided snap to subdivided swing demonstrates a parallel relationship to the one between regular
(unsubdivided) snap and swung rhythms. 581 This relationship is demonstrated in other solos, as will be seen.
The song was an immediate hit—the greatest of Blakey s career (Oppenheim 2013)—and was
featured again on the group s next album, recorded live in Paris (on November 22 and December 17, 1958)
only one or two months after the previous one, and another live filmed recording from the same year in
Belgium. In both these live contexts Morgan s and Timmons solos feature even more prominent subdivided
snaps often in increasing complexity, number, or both. In both recordings Morgan alternates between triplet
and quadruplet subdivided snaps (Belgium: five triplet subdivided snaps at 1:25 leading to temporal
deviations, and then eleven quadruplet subdivided snaps at 3:24, and four triplet subdivided snaps at 3:53; in
the Paris recording: two quadruplet subdivided snaps at 1:38, one quadruplet subdivided snap at 2:26
leading to a temporally more ambiguous or complex figure at 2:46, followed by thirteen triplet subdivided
snaps at 2:54). In both recordings Timmons consistently uses triplet subdivided snaps grouped in threes or
sixes (Belgium: interjecting Morgan s subdivided snap at 1:57, and then in his own solo at 7:34, 8:04 and then
alternating three groupings of sixes with two groupings of threes at 8:40 which he repeats at 8:53; in the
Paris recording: two triplet subdivided snaps at 7:16, five repetitions of triplet subdivided snaps grouped in
sixes within larger three-beat groupings, at 7:41, and then four repetitions of triplet subdivided snaps
grouped in sixes snaps in larger four-beat groupings at 8:38). 582
Three years later, in 1961, in another live filmed performance of Moanin with the Oscar Peterson
Trio, Morgan offers six triplet subdivided snaps (at 3:36) and several phrases later (at 3:47) Peterson
responds in solidarity (as Timmons had done before him) with six more of the same. As the exchange
continues, Peterson then offers four quadruplet subdivided snaps (at 4:18) in descending sequence outlining
a dominant seventh arpeggio (with the first one beginning on the fourth beat of the measure) on ^3-4-4-4^
(in the tonic key, ^4^ being the seventh on the dominant arpeggio) ^#1-2-2-2^ ^b7,-[nat.]7,-7,-7,^ ^#4,-5,-5,5,^. Peterson s variation of the subdivided snap hearkens directly to ones heard in Charlie Parker s 1946
Lady Be Good solo (Clifford Brown s 1955/1956 Night in Tunisia was not released until 1973, though it may
reflect a practice that was performed live), where Parker sequences the figure descending a tonic major
seventh chord. I believe that Peterson s arpeggiated sequencing of the subdivided snap in this particularly
soul and gospel infused context, suggests how Brown and Parker s versions of the figure five and fifteen
Cf. Sharp swung and snap ratios in Coleman Hawkins Body and Soul, mentioned in footnote in 2.2 A-symmetric BE-bop.
The sharpness of Timmons snaps is also striking, for example, on Belgium at : , or Paris at : or : . A similar degree of
striking asymmetry is heard throughout Mary Lou Williams 1964 album Mary Lou Williams Presents Black Christ of the Andes, a religious
themed and gospel music infused suite. Williams intense explorations of snaps is prominent, for example, throughout Nicole, a blues
where her playing freely moves between ternary and duple subdivisions. Could the sharpness of the snaps in piano reflect the corollary
trend to Matthew Butterfield observation that swing rhythm asymmetries are greater in rhythm section instruments (Butterfield 2011)?
Would such a corollary offer evidence of a relationship between a given musician s snap and swing rhythms? See also Mary Lou Williams
live 1978 performance of My Blue Heaven at La Grande Parade du Jazz with Stan Getz; in the introductory blues-inflected vamp Williams
plays a sextuplet subdivided snap (on ^b3-4-4-4-4-4-4-4^).
581

582
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years earlier, also carry signifiers of gospel influences, however veiled the modernist bebop language
sometimes seemed, particularly in Parker s hands. 583
In 1962, Morgan left the Jazz Messengers and was replaced by a young Freddie Hubbard. A film of a
live performance from that year, shows Hubbard closing his own solo on Moanin with nine consecutive
triplet subdivided snap. (I will shortly return to Hubbard s use of subdivided snaps on another 1962
recording, Hancock s hit, Watermelon Man.) When Blakey s Jazz Messengers re-recorded Moanin on the 1973
Buhaina album (referencing Blakey s Muslim name) with Jon Hendricks singing his own original lyrics, every
individual soloist references the subdivided snap in different variations (whether in a deliberate nod or
tribute to Morgan—as Woody Shaw s may be, or something less directly conscious). The subdivided snaps
occur as follows: Woody Shaw (at 1:43-1:48 on 5-b7-b7), Carter Jefferson (beginning with the opening of his
solo at 1:58 initially on ^b3-4-4^ and subjecting it to thematic developments, and later returning at its
conclusion at 2:38), Hendricks (at 2:51 on ^#4-5-5^), and Cedar Walton (at 3:38 on ^b7-1-1^, which he then
reverses into a subdivided swing rhythm—as Morgan is heard doing in the 1958 version—at 3:41-3:45). 584
It would seem that Morgan made the figure an integral part of the composition itself, and indeed, Morgan s
subdivided snap continues to be referenced today. 585
Jimmy Smith: The Sermon
In 1958, eight months before the Messengers first recorded Moanin , both Morgan and Blakey played
on Jimmy Smith s recording, The Sermon, also for Blue Note records. 586 Earlier in this same solo, Smith s
sermon builds energy with gospel stammers (at 0:30), flams (e.g. at 00:50, on ^b7^ up to ^1^) up into
recitation-tone pedal point (from 0:59-1:07), leaping into yodels (twanging ^#4-5^ and leaping to ^8^, at
1:07), and cries (^5^ leaping to a flam on ^b7-8^, at 1:14) and culminating in continuous five-and-a-half
measures of thirty-second note sextuplet subdivision on the tonic pedal point (1:17-1:27). On the downbeat
of the second quarter of the third measure, Smith slips in a major second instead of the tonic, creating a subtle
sextuplet subdivided snap: ^2-1-1-1-1-1^ (at 1:21). Kenny Burrell s solo which follows, includes three sets of
typical subdivided snaps, interspersed with snaps: three sextuplet subdivided snaps on ^#4-5-5-5-5-5^
between 4:16-4:22, two snaps on ^4-3^ at 4:28, a snap on ^6-6^ at 4:25, a momentary triplet subdivided
recitation tone at 4:56, three consecutive sextuplet subdivided snaps on ^#4-5-5-5-5-5^ at 5:21, an
embellished snap on ^1-2-b7^ at 6:03 and again at 6:11, and three consecutive quadruplet subdivided snaps
on ^#4-5-5-5^ at 6:17. While Burrell s solo does not include notable temporal deviations accompanying the
subdivided snaps, when we consider the five soloists all together, as trading off on a single twenty minute
sermon, doing what is needed to build, maintain, and resolve tension, then we understand how these features
Cf. Parker s use of the figure, in section Charlie Parker M. 46, Subdivided Snaps.
The same Jazz Messengers studio recording session produced another album, Anthenagin, on which trombonist Steve Turre appears,
and whose subdivided snaps I discuss shortly.
585 Even the most recent recording of Moanin bears this figure: on the Pete Magadini Trio s
album Outside in the Present, Reg
Schwager plays six triplet subdivided snaps on ^#4-5-5^ starting on the fifth measure of his solo.
586 Cf. Smith s succession of over twenty snaps in the close of his solo on The Sermon, discussed in sections 2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping, 3.9
James Brown to Ewe: Afro-American and African Short-Long Ethos, and 6.1 Introduction.
Cf. Morgan s subdivided snaps on this album s second track, J.O.S.—Smith s initials— in section Lee Morgan: Moanin ….
583
584
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work together. Following Burrell, Tina Brook s solo reaches ecstatic repetitions of a crying, metrically
shifting three-beat figure (on ^5-4-b3-1^ between 8:09-8:15 and 10:58-11:08). Brooks plays a single, triplet
subdivided snap grouped in four on ^b7-8-8(-8)^ at 11:18. Lee Morgan s solo exhibits frequent temporal
deviations through or accompanied by ecstatic stammers (at 12:20, 12:27, 13:13-13:18), crying twangs (on
^b3-3^ at 12:47), and repetitions (at 14:30). Lou Donaldson s solo also exhibits ecstatic repetitions (at
16:50), and yodelling cries (17:30 and 18:08).
In a live performance of The Sermon by Jimmy Smith s trio, filmed in a BBC studio on May 30th, 1965,
Smith closes his solo with similar features: ecstatic repetition of six measures of flams (on ^#4-5^ in quarter
note triplets, at 6:37) morphing into a succession of ten snaps (at 6:47), followed shortly after by (what seems
to be) a sixty-fourth note sextuplet (or dodecatuplet) subdivided snap (starting on the second eighth note of
the measure on ^b7-1-1-1-1- …^ at :

. 587

Albert Ayler: Ghosts
Albert Ayler s music is steeped in the church, which he attended and played in throughout his youth
together with his father and brother (Ayler 1981). This wellspring of inspiration is reflected in the passion
and spiritual concepts expressed throughout his oeuvre in his titles (e.g. Holy Spirit, Holy Family, Holy Holy,
Saints, Spirits, Spiritual Reunion, Omega (Is The Alpha), Our Prayer), in the crying, wailing and gospel drenched
gestures of ecstatic intensity (Schwartz 1992; Fordham 1993), and in reverent and equanimous renderings of
traditional spirituals (e.g. his 1964 album Swing Low Sweet Spiritual). 588 Ayler s work must also be
understood in context, as the vision of . . .
an urban African-American man in the midst of the civil rights movement of the 1960 s. Ayler
involved himself in the political and social discourse through his most powerful means of
expression on the saxophone as a way to represent . . . the voice of a people that shout, that lament,
that is angry (Schiozzi 1964). In interviews he called attention to the influence of his Black
heritage on his music and the message he was trying to convey: We re making more than pretty
melodic forms . . . We re musicians, and we re asking the whole world to listen—and understand—
there has to be peace (Reynolds 1993, 7–8).
His composition Ghosts appears on a number of his records, frequently in two versions; each iteration
explores and reveals new dimensions of a sacred, mystic vision. On the earliest recording, from July 10, 1964
he snaps the melody to give greater closure to phrase-endings. On the Copenhagen recording from
September 14, 1964, on the second version of the piece, we hear Ayler s elaboration on the melody using a
subdivided snap figure (in a similar place of the melody to where the snaps occur in the previous recording).
At 30:44, three consecutive descending quadruplet subdivided snaps are followed by a (slow or hidden) snap
587 The 1991 Don Thompson recording Forgotten Memories, features Thompson s composition For Dave Holland. Kenny Wheeler s solo
ends with a subtle ecstatic repetition: an ^8-b7-8-b7^ motion. Thompson immediately picks up on this, without directly quoting,
building an entire solo using a variety of intensely repeating figures. At 4:45 Thompson articulates a series of rapid-fire subdivided
snaps (recalling Jimmy Smith), initially articulating the quarter subdivision, then the dotted quarter. His solo continues with different
ecstatic repetitions, and closes on a short-long-short subdivided snap. The latter figure formation is mentioned in sections Sonny Rollins:
Without A Song, Soundscape Noise & Projection and J. S. Bach: Violoncello Suite, Prelude & Partita for Violin No. 2, Chaconne (& Joan
Tower, Handel & Gubaidulina).
588 Cf. Swing Low, Sweet Chariot, and concept of home in sections 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things, 4.8 Limping,
Floating, Flying Snaps, and 5.4 Twang and Cry: Ethnicity and Class.
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and then another subdivided snap. The pitches approximately sound F#-[nat.]F-F-F G#-F#-F#-F# B-A-A-A DDb Eb-D-D-D. I appreciate why John Fordham transcribes all but the B-A-A-A pitches one semitone higher
than I do: Ayler exploits intonational continuums, yielding ambiguous pitch perceptions. Ayler described his
own saxophone concept: . . . to escape from notes to sound (Witches and Devils 1964).
Ayler s dynamically shifting intonation, wide vibrato, and complex timbres, and his wide interval
leaps (spanning up to a compound b7th), all effect tension against the strongly embedded memory of a simple
diatonic major tonality established in the preceding melody statements. To my pitch perception, his
subdivided snap implies: ^b2-1-1-1^ ^b3-b2-b2-b2^ ^b5-3-3-3^ ^6-#5^ ^b7-6-6-6^ (while Fordham s
transcription suggests: ^2-b2-b2-b2^ ^3-2-2-2^ ^b5-3-3-3^ ^b7-6^ ^7-b7-b7-b7^). However one interprets
the actual pitches and their scale degrees as articulating flexible blue note regions, 589 Ayler s series of
subdivided snaps does evoke a melodic sequencing, filling-in some of the wide leaping registral voice-leading
motion. As a sequenced subdivided snap, Ayler s gesture is comparable to that identified in Oscar Peterson s
gospel influenced solo, and which I will later discuss in the context of Charlie Parker s modern sound.
Ayler s sequence is tonally unpredictable, however, and serves to create tension and instability against the
tonality established in his previous melody statements.
This tonal instability is matched with the sudden opening-up of the music s pulse. While Fordham
manages to locate an implicit 4/4 time in this passage in his own transcription, it is through this very
passage of music —and where the subdivided snaps occur, that the music crosses a temporal threshold into a
dramatically new terrain. In Gary Peacock s bass part and Sonny Murray s drumming the pulse feels wider
and harder to pin down to a precise metric location, and in Ayler we hear shortening durations which evoke
accelerations. Jane Reynolds discusses rhythmic diminution and augmentation in Ayler s music which she
notes frequently led the way to a sound-span , a concept evoking sonic and temporal continuums. Quoting
critic Art Lange, Reynolds then notes that one thing that proved to be influential to musicians like John
Coltrane, Pharoah Sanders and Archie Shepp was Ayler s . . . floating sense of rhythm . . .

(Reynolds 1993,

13). 590 Ayler s intonational continuum parallels his temporal one; are they perhaps expressions of one single
continuum of sound?
On his 1968 recording New Grass, Ayler performs New Ghosts, where he sings the Ghosts melody with
yodelled lyrics: 591
The Spirit will move you through the path of life,
But don t forget the-a ha-Hol-y Ghost!
Jesus said he s the light of the world,
Don t forget he s the Holy Savior!
He said he was the light of this dark world,
Don t forget the-a Hol-y Son!

Cf. 6.5 Elastic (Blue Note) Snap.
Cf. Ayler s description of connecting structures of pitch and texture, in section 6.7 Blue Note Continuums.
591 Cf. Yodel and echoes across space in Appendix D.
589
590
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Rachelle Ferrell
In her solo from a live 1989 performance of Autumn Leaves, Richelle Ferrell uses a triplet subdivided
snap on ^#4-5-5^ similar to that heard in the Brown and Morgan solos, but with some appreciable
differences. Where Brown s articulation is crisp, Ferrell smears or slides the accented lower neighbour of her
subdivided snap into the upper note, resulting in a blurring of subdivided snap and twang. 592 Ferrell s use of
the subdivided twang is also remarkable for its cumulative intensification. She gets the ball rolling by
swinging her arm in a pendular motion, followed by her torso and legs rocking, all together in fluctuating
polyrhythmic relationship to one another and to the musical pulse. The full-bodied repetition and
momentum inspires a repeating vocalized triplet figure on ^4-b5-4^ (at 2:39), whose tonic accent on the
middle ^b5^ reduces the downbeat emphasis. Gradually, Farrell sharpens the pitch of the entire motif by a
semitone (toward ^#4-5-#4^), but then (at 2:49) raises the last note of the motif by an additional semitone
producing a triplet subdivided snap on ^#4-5-5^. This passage occurs over a repeating tonic-prolonging
ii7b5-V7-i progression. She ends this dramatic phrase on a yodel leaping from ^b3-8^ (at 2:53).
After several melodically wide-ranging phrases, just when the harmony is expected to return to the
tonic i chord, Ferrell returns to intensely repeated short figures. The bassist instead moves deceptively to
imply a IV pedal point, and Ferrell continues unfazed. Here she begins with something like the inverse of the
subdivided snap: a repeating swung figure on ^b6-5^ (at 3:10) smeared in a way that it evokes the ^b6[nat.]6-b6-5^ figure (common in bebop vocabulary such as on the third beat of the fifteenth measure of
Donna Lee). She takes a breath and then resumes, as the harmony repeats the tonic ii7b5-V7-i progression,
Ferrell now begins repeating quarter note triplet subdivided snaps on ^#4-5-5^ (at 3:13), which she
intensifies and slightly accelerates. Then, just as the harmony tonicizes the mediant with a ii7b5-V7
progression, Ferrell shifts (at 3:20) into higher gear with a triplet eighth subdivided snap, still on ^#4-5-5^
(just double the speed of the previous quarter note triplet). Throughout this intense repetition, Ferrell s
vocal sounds appear to be led by her right arm, hand and finger motions. Of particular note here is the
contrary head-arm motion (at 3:20) which happens just as Ferrell shifts into the triplet eighth subdivided
snap; this motion is similar to that observed in Beyoncé s Alli-GA-tor choreography, and which I compare to
a description by W. S. Condon. 593 It also recalls the deeply embodied music making that earlier generations of
black artists felt admonished for, or expressed hesitations about displaying in front of white audiences. I
discuss this with respect to Dizzy Gillespie (himself an early mentor to Farrell (Brodkin 2016)) and in a
footnote with respect to Mahalia Jackson, whose music was shaped by the sanctified church:
[Jackson s] response to denunciations of her rocking, swaying rhythm, her shouting, her use of her
hands, her feet, her hips, her entire body while singing was always the same: I had been reading the
Bible every day most of my life and there was a Psalm that said: Oh, clap your hands, all ye people!
Shout unto the Lord with the voice of a trumpet! If it was undignified, it was what the Bible told me
to do. . . . How can you sing prayerfully of heaven and earth and all God s wonders without using your
hands? I want my hands, … my feet . . . my whole body to say all that is in me. I say, Don t let the devil
Cf. Fuzziness exemplified in the overlap between the subdivided snap and the isoriff, discussed in section Subdivided Snap or Dust My
Broom? Rhapsody & Boogie.
593 In section 4.1 Introduction.
592
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steal the beat from the Lord! The Lord doesn t like us to act dead. If you feel it . . . dance to the glory of
the Lord.
It was a reaction common to the gospel singers of the period. I ll sing with my hands, with
my feet, Willie Mae Ford Smith declared, –when I got saved, my feet got saved too–I believe we
should use everything we got. Don t let the movement go out of the music, Thomas A. Dorsey
warned. Black music calls for movement! It calls for feeling. Don t let it get away. Many black
church goers agreed with these exhortations. Anna Wilson of Rosedale, Mississippi, was convinced
that only a shouting religion could command the attention of the Lord: Ef you doan stamp in de
ligion hit woan git no further dan de ceilin (Levine 1977, 184).
At the close of her solo, Ferrell delivers a basic snap on ^4-b3^ (at 4:15). 594
Jimi Hendrix: Foxey Lady (and AC/DC Given the Dog a Bone…)
Jimi Hendrix employs a subdivided twang in his 1970 Maui performance of Foxey Lady (included on
Rainbow Bridge, and also Voodoo Child: The Jimi Hendrix Collection). The song features slow (eighth to dotted
quarter) snaps on ^b7-8^, ^8-8^, and ^b7-8^, throughout the bass line (played here by Billy Cox), and which
is regularly doubled by Hendrix on guitar. After singing the lyrics, Hendrix begins a guitar solo (at 1:50),
elaborating a series of motifs (at 1:50, 2:00, and 2:08). The second of these (at 2:00) contains a pronounced
twang from ^b3-4-up to 5^, and is followed by more phrases filled with blue notes. The fourth of these
phrases (at 2:12) returns to this ^4^ degree in a quadruple subdivided twang on ^4-5-5-5^, where the initial
^4^ bends (twangs through ^#4^) up to ^5^ (so that it may also sound like an eight followed by two
sixteenths, which has no snap quality). Hendrix repeats this subdivided twang three times, bends the pitch of
the entire figure flat subtly on the fourth time, and then proceeds to manipulate the note sequence (i.e. using
different repetitions of ^4^ and ^5^), changing individual note durations, and then accelerating the ^4-5^
pair together, evoking a —psychedelic— temporal divergence. He follows this with another prominent twang
(at 2:22) matching the previous one (at 2:00) on ^4-#4-5^, which is followed by a melodic phrase with a snap
on ^b3-1^ (at 2:25). As he returns to double the bass slow snaps, he trills between ^b3-4^ (at 2:53), points
to someone in the crowd and flicks his tongue in and out, explicitly connecting this temporal scale not only
with lingual motion, but cunnilingual motion! 595 He ends this song with wild twanging sounds (at 3:06),
putting his guitar fretboard against his vertically standing metal microphone stand, and then further string
bending (at 3:25) and whammy bar bends (3:35). Here the twangs evoke warping of a variety of spaces (i.e.
including sociopolitical and perceptual musical categories).
That same year, Bob Young and Francis Rossi composed their lustful Caroline, in a blues and chorus
form, released by Status Quo in 1973. The blues sections feature a repeating quadruplet subdivided snap riff
(on ^7-8-8-8^) in the bass. Ten years later, AC/DC use the subdivided snap throughout Given the Dog a Bone
(aka Givin the Dog a Bone, Giving the Dog a Bone) a song about fellatio, and the fourth track on their 1980
Back in Black recording (mixed, incidentally, in Hendrix s Electric Ladyland studio). The song opens with a
repeating four-measure riff in the guitars composed of four eighth note subdivided snaps grouped in threes
594 Cf. Discussion of Rachelle Ferrell improvisations, in sections 3.5 Don t Mean A Thing If It Ain t Got That… Snap, Twang, and Blue Note
and 6.7 Blue Note Continuums.
595 Cf. Lingual motion in section 4.5 Oral Dance and 6.7 Blue Note Continuums.
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creating dotted quarter superimposition which is metrically resolved with a fifth subdivided snap with four
eighth notes. The figures alternate between ^b3^ and ^4^ (on ^b3-1-1^ ^4-1-1^ ^b3-1-1^ ^4-1-1^ ^b3-1-1b7^). This riff underpins the entire song, and is also incorporated (in similar dotted-quarter
superimposition) throughout guitarist Angus Young s solo, where it is twanged into an ascending yodel figure
(e.g. repeated five times on ^(#4-)5-b7-b7^), then in unsubdivided form and displaced (beginning on the
fourth beat of a measure), and later briefly transposed to a dominant harmony. Brian Johnson s lyrics were
composed spontaneously (Engleheart and Durieux 2009, 318) and describe ecstasy in religious and cosmic
terms (e.g. down to the Devil send you to heaven, then explode you to Mars ), and uses at least one
quadruplet subdivided snap (on hits when it s hot on ^b3-1-1-1^). Interestingly, recording engineer Tony
Platt notes that the group, and particularly its rhythm guitarist Malcom Young (co-composer of the
aforementioned riff with his brother Angus Young) didn t really like big echoes and stuff like that
(Engleheart and Durieux 2009, 327–28).
Toots Thielemans: Bluesette
In his 1969 solo on Bluesette, Toots Thielemans whistles (in unison with his guitar) a single
quadruple subdivided snap on ^b7-#7-#7-#7^ at 1:03, after a repeating three-beat motif (at 0:51).
Thielemans slides his fingers across the guitar fret on the snap to match his whistled portamento, producing a
subdivided twang. I mentioned this solo earlier because of the three-beat whistled-yodel figure (repeating
^#4-5-b7^ eleven times at 2:24). 596 He follows this (at 2:30) with a temporal divergence (starting as quarternote triplets and decelerating into quarter note quintuplets), and (at 2:39) whistles a series of sixteenth note
snaps on ^b5-4^ separated by dotted quarter value (for six dotted quarters) and gradually accelerating,
before shifting to continuous sixteenths (at 2:44). Thielemans rhythmic-metric rearrangement of his popular
composition is itself notable here in that he has transformed the melody originally in 3/4 into a duple feel
with Afro-Caribbean influences, adding a layer of temporally-induced ambiguity (even when the actual pulse
is unambiguous) for those listeners familiar with the catchy melody and chord progression, but cannot quite
place it because of this rearrangement (who, me?). 597
Isaac Hayes: Shaft
Where Thielemans plays dotted quarter-spaced snaps (at 2:39), Isaac Hayes, in his 1971 Shaft,
subdivides these dotted quarters with groups of six sixteenth notes on ^b7-8-8-8-8-8^, producing a
subdivided snap with dotted quarter superimposition. Sixteen such snaps are heard arranged in groups of
four (between 2:14-2:31). As with a number of other examples examined in this appendix, Hayes
arrangement builds to the subdivided snaps: occasional snaps are heard in the wah wah (e.g. at 0:21, 0:470:52, on what turns out to be the ^5-5^), mellow flutes play slow snaps on ^#7-#7^ (at 1:30), the bass and
kick drum form embellished snap (in the two sixteenths followed by an eighth every two quarters, starting at
Cf. Grant Green s bridging of yodels and subdivided snaps, in section Grant Green: Yodeled Subdivided Snap & Voice leading.
As the title suggests a musical marriage of blues and musette, it may be interesting to compare kinaesthetic, social, and other aspects
of these two idioms, as well.

596
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1:42—the snap quality is evoked by association with the other snaps heard), a trumpet section enters,
snapping on ^b7-b7^, then ^6-6^, then ^5-5^ (at 2:04; sixteenth pairs as were examined in Roy Haynes
solo)—bringing out the inherent sixteenth snaps of the underlying bass and kick figure. The strings then
layer on top of the trumpet snaps with sixteenth subdivided snaps grouped in sixes on ^b7-8-8-8-8-8^,
creating a superimposed dotted quarter pulse (at 2:14). This layering produces a heterogeneous
polyrhythmic texture of distinct snapping parts. The trombones then come in with a three-beat figure on
^b7-6-5-6-b7^ (at 2:23). 598
Steve Turre: Dizzy Shells and Sanctified Shells; Curtis Fuller: Faith
Steve Turre was a guest on the same Jazz Messengers sessions which re-recorded Timmons Moanin
(discussed earlier) — a version which is filled with subdividing snaps, perhaps in homage to Morgan. More
than fifteen years later, Turre was a featured member of Dizzy Gillespie s United Nations Orchestra, a touring
band emphasizing Afro-Caribbean musical influences. On two available recordings, from 1989 and 1991,
Turre performs a number entitled Dizzy Shells where he is featured playing an assortment of mellow
sounding sea shells of different sizes, initially unaccompanied and then joined by percussionists and
eventually the rest of the band. In both recordings Turre is heard playing yodels and ornamented snaps and
flams, and in both recordings he plays quadruplet subdivided snaps once the music has arrived at its
orchestrational peak, using his smallest (and highest pitched) shell, to cut through the rich texture. 599
Two years later, on his own 1993 recording, Steve Turre is heard superimposing a duple quarter
pulse using a sextuplet subdivided snap (on ^#4-5-5-5-5-5^) over an underlying ternary dotted quarter
pulse. (This, in contrast to the Thielemans and Hayes examples I discussed featuring snaps in dotted quarter
relation to the underlying duple pulse.) As in other examples discussed here, Turre builds up to his
subdivided snap, beginning with a series of yodeled-wahs (five repetitions of ^#4-5-8^ then two repetitions
^#4-5-b7^, at 2:44). He then begins the subdivided snap on the middle triplet of the second dotted quarter of
the 12/8 measure, repeating three snaps (at 2:53) and then another two starting at the same metric position
of the next measure (at 2:58). Turre s sixteenth note triplets are grouped in sixes, which superimposes a
duple (quarter note) feel onto the underlying ternary (dotted quarter) pulse. (These are followed by a wail
on ^5-b5^ (at 3:15), speech like or glossolalic plunger mute wahs (between 3:40-3:50), a snap (at 3:47), and a
growling shouting climax (at 3:59)).
Turre s sanctified subdivided snaps here are very reminiscent of those played by another Jazz
Messengers alumni, and fellow trombonist Curtis Fuller, on the group s 1964 reconditioned arrangement of
the gospel-inspired Faith (originally composed for the 1964 Broadway musical I Had A Ball—punning on a
premonitory crystal ball—and beginning with a sharply snapping three-beat figure like that in Pent-Up House
or Salt Peanuts). Fuller plays four sextuplet subdivided snaps (on ^#4-5-5-5-5-5^) beginning at 1:36 (on the
third beat of m. 16 of the second chorus and into the beginning of the third chorus) of his solo. Lee Morgan s
Cf. Subdivided snaps in the soundtrack of Van Peebles
Sweet Sweetback s Badasssss Song.
I examine another example of subdivided snaps as a means of cutting through acoustic textures, in section Appendix C-2, and discuss
snap and twang projection in section Appendix D.
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solo follows Fuller s, and includes a rapidly repeating note gesture (and whose dynamic accents recall Fuller s
subdivided snaps) which evokes a similar ecstatic quality. 600 I had been getting stressed finding the right
words in my writing, and listening to this music, I kept getting out of my chair to dance—body and spirit in
total harmony—when such inspiration strikes, there may be no better form of analysis.
Freddie Hubbard: Watermelon Man
Earlier it was mentioned that Freddie Hubbard uses a triplet subdivided snap to close his solo—as a
nod to Lee Morgan—on a 1962 filmed live recording of Moanin . That same year Hubbard recorded another
gospel-infused hit, Herbie Hancock s first recording of Watermelon Man. In his solo from this recording,
Freddie Hubbard repeats a quadruplet subdivided snap on ^#4-5-5-5^ eight times (from 1:33-1:40). This is
preceded by a delayed ^b3-3^ twang (at 1:19), and a delayed ^5-4-b3^ snap (at 1:25), and a downbeat ^b33^ twang (at 1:30). The two delayed figures are part of a nuanced call-response structure (occurring in
precisely the same place in two consecutive phrases: on the second sixteenth note of the first beat of the third
measure of each four-measure phrase). The sixteenth value rest that precedes each of these delayed gestures
can either be heard as a loud rest against which the snap occurs (suppressed snap), or alternatively, the snap
gesture can be heard as starting slightly late. In either case, there is a pronounced snap quality. The
downbeat twang (at 1:30) deceptively preempts the expectation of a delay (though, it does not occur in at the
same part of the phrase structure). The subdivided snap is followed by a drawn-out twang taking nearly
seven seconds to glide from ^b3-3^ (1:43-1:50), and is followed by a temporally morphing (deviating)
repeating dyad ^4-b3^ at 1:51-1:54. 601
Dave Burns, Scott Chops Jung and Ali Wong: Bad Girl and Baby Cobra
Another trumpet solo recorded the same year as Lee Morgan s televised appearance with Oscar
Peterson mentioned above, and less than a year before Freddie Hubbard s solos deserves mention here. Dave
Burns 602 opens the first solo on the 1961 recording of Bad Girl with a triplet subdivided snap, followed by a
triplet subdivided snap group in six (sextuplet subdivided snap), and a series of six flammed triplet-swung
eighth notes (subdivided snaps on ^#4-5-5^ ^#4-5-5-5-5-5^ followed by flammed swung pairs on ^(#4-)5(#4-)5-(#4-)5-(#4-)5-(#4-)5-(#4-)5^). These are followed by gestures with marked temporal pushing and
pulling. Burns use of the figure and its integration with flams is a direct extension of song s melodic,
rhythmic, and affective properties; the figure is distinctive, appearing in none of Burns other solos on the
album. Composed by Stan Conover, bassist on the posthumously released Leo Parker album on which the

600 A review of the recording in Black World/Negro Digest magazine may reveal some perceptions of the day toward the ecstatic quality in
such gestures: Even the lighter selections, like the gospel Faith . . . are given a sinister flavor . . . In the solos of Morgan, in particular,
there is a kind of unnatural, drugged ebullience that is at once stimulating and callous, pleasurable and terrifying (Black World/Negro
Digest 1965, 70–71).
601 Cf. Hubbard produces a flutter-tongue growling effect at :
, see gospel grain, in section 3.6 Snap and Twang: Class, Race, and Body.
Hubbard s subdivided snaps, blue notes, and temporal deviation might be usefully compared to a later recording by Dave Douglas with
Horace Silver, discussed in section 6.7 Blue Note Continuums.
602 Burns is a member of the trumpet section in the Dizzy Gillespie s big band recording of Salt Peanuts, discussed in section Salt Peanuts
and Watermelons.
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song was featured, Bad Girl is a twelve bar blues with slow equal duration snaps (even eighths, twice on ^b31^ in mm. 1 and 3, and then repeated a fourth higher on ^6-4^ in mm. 5 and 8), and sequenced hard snaps
(on-the-beat flams, e.g. ascending on ^#7,-8^ ^2-b3^ ^#4-5^ in m. 2 and descending on ^#7-8 ^ ^#4-5^ ^2b3^ in m. 4, and transposed up a fourth in m. 6). Through mm. 1-7 the hard snaps give the minor blues an
affective edge. In m. 8 the harmony modulates into a contrasting four-bar foray (through mm 9-12) in the
parallel major, a decidedly Tin Pan Alley-ish (ii-IV-iii-VI-ii-V7) progression with a nearly continuous legato
quarter note melody, evoking the good girl before she went bluesy and Bad.
Baby Cobra, the title of Ali Wong s Netflix stand-up comedy special, gives an inkling of the bitingness
of her commentaries on race, sex, feminism, and social structures, delivered unabashedly (including a
demonstration of twerking intercourse). What better way but to open the show with a bold fanfare theme—
composed by Asian-American Hip Hop artist Scott Chops Jung—replete with subdivided snaps. As Wong
makes her way to the stage we hear two pairs of quadruplet subdivided snaps (on ^#4-5-5-5^) for a total of
four subdivided snaps.
Chester Thompson and Tower of Power
Tower of Power s 1974 Squib Cakes, composed by Chester Thompson, uses the same repeating
quadruplet subdivided snap as Freddie Hubbard, in its horn arrangement on ^#4-5-5-5^ (at 6:34).
Consistent with many live recorded performances of this piece, the subdivided snap is alluded to in the solos
preceding its group orchestration. Thompson plays a subdivided snap in the third phrase of his solo (at 0:40)
on ^b7-#7-8-8^ (resembling a subdivided twang) followed by ^b7-8-8-8^, and the trombone solo arrives at a
subdivided snap on ^6-b7-b7-b7^ (at 2:42). During the tenor saxophone solo, the rest of the horn section
begins a more understated arrangement of the subdivided snap, repeating ^#4-5-5-5^ for a total of three
times. Thompson signals the approaching end of his second solo with a twice repeated ^#4-5-5-5^ snap (at
6:22) and then closes with chromatically descending subdivided snaps (at 6:32) on ^#7-8-8-8^ to ^b7-#7-#7#7^ to ^6-b7-b7-b7^ to ^#5-6-6-6^. The horn section then enters with a bombastic subdivided snap (at
6:34) on ^#4-5-5-5^, repeating a total of sixteen times, with Thompson interjecting variations between each
group of four subdivided snaps. Thompson inserts one more subdivided snap on ^b7-8-8-8^ (at 7:04).
Notably, Thompson explains that the title [Squib Cakes] comes from a term Mic Gillette [former Tower of
Power trumpetist] and I used to describe women – the shape of their hips and the way they walk (Tower of
Power 1999, 25). 603 In a video interview Thompson points out the church influence of two Tower of Power
songs. One is the Squib Cakes (just described), and the other is the 1972 Down to the Nightclub (C. Thompson
2016). 604

Cf. Discussion of resilient walks (and footnote on Gertrude s Bounce) in section 4.4 Resilient Walks.
This latter mentioned church-influenced composition, Down to the Nightclub, also features horn section snaps (as double sixteenths)
throughout the arrangement (including as an a capella ending), as well as a brief quadrupelet subdivided snap on ^#4-5-5-5^ in the
baritone saxophone (at 1:16) which is followed by harmonized layering of other horns on the first two sixteenths of the figure.
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Fela Kuti: Zombie
Another dramatic horn section arrangement of subdivided snaps is heard in Fela Kuti s 1976 Zombie.
Kuti s tenor saxophone states the initial melody which is later performed by the entire horn section, with
snaps on ^1-1^ or ^b3-1^ (at 0:29—the first of which is sounded simultaneously with the kick drum, and
then tutti horns at 1:19). 605 After the horn section plays this snapped melody Kuti plays a second melody (at
1:34) that features a quadruplet subdivided snap of sixteenths on ^[rest]-5-b3-5^ ^#4-5-5-5^ ^#4-5-5-5^
and which then shifts up a fourth on ^[rest]-8-#7-8^ ^#7-8-8-8^ ^#7-8-8-8^ (ending alternately on ^b3-8^,
^#7-b3^, or ^b3-2-1^). Like the loud rest observed in the Freddie Hubbard solo, the downbeat rest that
precedes each series of subdivided snaps in Kuti s melody is filled in with a snare-drum hit. This is the
subdivided snap version of the multi-timbral (or multi-limb) snaps that are identified in Roy Haynes Lullaby
of Birdland solo (i.e. between Haynes snare and kick drums, and vice versa), and in the visually snapped
upstroke motions (e.g. in Louis Armstrong and Lenny Kravitz struts). 606 Kofi Agawu summarizes that [t]he
dynamic quality of Northern Ewe rhythms comes from three related techniques: suppressed or silent beats,
short–long rhythmic patterns, and off-beat phrasing (V. K. Agawu 1995, 73).
In Kuti s solo which follows the subdivided snap melody, he snaps on ^b7-9^ (at 3:27). The initial
snapping melody in the horn section returns (at 10:48), and is followed by Kuti s subdivided snapping theme
(at 11:04), after which the entire band drops out (at 11:17) leaving only Kuti s tenor saxophone and a few
sparse taps of a bell and drum. During this breakdown, Kuti implies the previous pulse, with some light
touches from the bell, but ultimately, Kuti s solo dramatically deviates from the established pulse. To cue the
return of the entire band, Kuti plays two snaps, one on ^b3-b3^ (at 12:04), followed by another on ^b3-1^ (at
12:10). Zombie was Kuti s explicit criticism of the corruption throughout Nigeria and Africa, the most
stinging indictment of military rule ever committed to vinyl (J. Collins and Eyre 2015, 287). Its lyrics
describing how the soldiers of the state demonstrate no independent thought or action; a scornful call to
wake the people from their zombie like passivity.
Africa my continent is the deepest sink in economic backwardness. She doesn t think for herself. She
has the most appalling problems, because she follows and follows colonial methods in all her do s and
don ts. Africa is far from change and rapid progress—relevant progress because her colonial
experience hangs a dead weight upon her. This can get us nowhere. We will always be at the bottom
of the pit—the vanquished, the victims, and the . . . the FOOLED. We need a change—A CHANGE
AFRICAN QUICK!! (Olaniyan 2004, 133).
Zombie, like previously discussed examples of snaps, is an urgent call to independent thought and action. If
the snaps convey the urgency of Kuti s message, perhaps the (practically) unaccompanied temporal deviation
conveys the independence of will, thought, and action which he champions. 607 Zombie and its subdivided

The downbeat (sixteenth-eighth) snap here is preceeded by three sixteenth notes (e.g. ^[rest]-1-b3-b3 1-1^) The snaps stand out in
prominent relief though, because of the combination of articulation and contour motion. These anacrustic sixteenths also connect the
snap motivically to the string of sixteenths in the subdivided snap.
606 Cf. Haynes snaps in section 2.2 A-symmetric BE-bop, Armstrong, Monáe, and Kravitz s kinaesthetic snaps in section 4.3 Snapback.
607 How Kuti lived his philosophy is a complex matter and may pose some paradox, including the alleged fanaticism with which he ruled
his own music-performance productions: Fela's onstage control seemed to increase in direct proportion to the band's popularity. So
authoritarian was Fela's stage manner at times that, when he mimicked the orders of a troop commander in his
song Zombie, the
605
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snaps are heard on the Art Ensemble of Chicago s Ancient to Future, and in Lauryn Hill s recent
rearrangement of her Lost Ones (originally on her The Miseducation of Lauryn Hill) premiered at the Black
Girls Rock! 2016 awards show. It is notable that in addition to the song s message of personal and cultural
resilience, this performance also featured dancers doing the etighi, an African dance where the dancer lifts
legs and feet on the downbeat. 608 Where Kuti s music has such a strong sociopolitical message, the use of
snaps in other works by him or inspired by him, have added resonant potency, for example: doubled
sixteenth note snaps in Kuti s Music Against Second Slavery, and in Lester Bowie s For Fela, the former also
containing Kuti s lyric snaps (at 7:09 and 7:27). 609 Kuti s use of subdivided snaps, however distinct in sound,
might also be compared to those heard in the lyric melody of Rainbow s 1980 Can t Happen Here?, for
example, on Oily propaganda from the leader s lips on ^1-2-2-2-2-2-2-2 . . . ^. A common spirit expressed in
an urgent cry for awareness and repair of social and environmental degradation and political corruption.
Both Kuti s father and grandfather were reverends in the Christian church (M. E. Veal 2000, 19) and
Kuti acknowledged the influence of Miles Davis and John Coltrane s modal jazz

, for its conveyance of

610

African culture and African-American church and gospel values—on his own music. 611 Michael Veal writes:
Modal jazz which carried cultural but no such political connotations evoked comparisons with similar
musical approaches in Africa and Asia. Fela acknowledged this connection:
I listened to Miles, Coltrane. After I became ideological, I found the reason why this music got
me. Walking through the streets back home, I would hear many tapes of these traditional musicians
from the bush. That was when I got the connection all the sounds that Miles and Coltrane play are
very common among people in the bush.
This is evident [in] such works as Davis's Kind of Blue and Coltrane's Coltrane at Birdland (M. E. Veal
2000, 70–71).
Charlie Parker M. 46, Subdivided Snaps
Purportedly, Charlie Parker was the formative influence that inspired Kuti to switch from medical
school to music school (M. E. Veal 2000, 37). It is in Charlie Parker s 1946 performance of Gershwin s Lady Be
Good, where I first examined the subdivided snap. Parker s descending sequence of quadruplet subdivided
snaps (at 2:26 on ^#7-8-8-8^ ^#4-5-5-5^ ^b3-[nat.]3-3-3^ ^#7,-1-1-1^, over the tonic major I chord)
line between parody and the reality of his style of bandleading became blurred (M. E. Veal 2000, 103).
I.e. Resulting in snaps between the upstroke-downstroke motion, as discussed in section 4.3 Snapback.
609 Kuti s spoken snaps arise in his use of broken pidgin English. Cf. Relationship between spoken snaps and class dialects, such as
cockney, see footnotes in section 3.6 Snap and Twang: Class, Race, and Body. Michael Veal writes: A third element . . . was crucial in the
reorientation of his art. This was Fela's 1972 decision to sing in pidgin English, the lingua franca of Anglophone West Africa instead of his
usual Yoruba. A hybrid of English words and West African syntactic structure, pidgin is primarily spoken in cities and port towns and is
strongly associated with merchants, itinerant traders, and urban dwellers, particularly the urban poor. Although pidgin had been used
occasionally in highlife, most pop songs were sung in either standard English or local indigenous languages. Fela drew substantial
criticism for his decision at the time; many failed to understand why an elite, English-educated college graduate would choose to sing in
the language of West Africa's slums and trading ports. However, the decision made perfect sense in the context of what he was trying to
accomplish with his music. Pidgin enabled Fela to dart in and around the rhythm in a strongly jazz-inflected fashion, bending the
stresses and [accents] of standard English to the African syntax and tonal inflections. It also allowed him to integrate nonsense syllables,
which had a purely rhythmic value, into his singing. . . . Fela's use of pidgin represented such a distinctly African use of English, while it
simultaneously functioned as a statement of empathy for and solidarity with the Lagos working class (M. E. Veal 2000, 94–95).
Zombie is itself a Bantu-derived word (e.g. from Tshiluba or Kimbundu languages) (Holloway 2005, 105). Cf. Bert Hamminga s
description of tonal vowels in Bantu languages, in footnote in section 3.1 Snapping Speech.
610 Specifically, Kind of Blue, discussed in section 2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping.
611 Consider the tension and drama of the subdivided snap: its repeating tone, emphasis on single pitch level, superimposition of a modal
frame on a tonal axis, or point of synchronization of multiple voice-leading motions. Cf. Stile concitato, used by Monteverdi, discussed in
section Keiser, Biber & Monteverdi Genere Concitato; Plainchant Repercussions, Messiaen, & Jewish Cantillation & Shofar.
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fascinated me. By sequencing the figure, Parker activates different blue note regions and also different
registeral voice-leading motions which are explored over the course of his improvisation. Other sequenced
subdivided snaps are noted in Clifford Brown s A Night In Tunisia, Oscar Peterson s 1961 recording of
Moanin . These sequences may be understood as predecessors of Chester Thompson s chromatically
descending subdivided snap, also mentioned earlier.
The subtly shifting metric position of each sequence in Parker s subdivided snap was baffling for me
to learn: as the downbeat of each of the three ensuing sequences is displaced from the downbeat of the
accompanying ensemble, hearing the rhythmic truth proves elusive, it has a multistable quality. The melodic
sequencing projects the listener s expectation forward in time toward the resolution of the voice leading
motion, while the rhythm destabilizes the predictability of when this sequence might resolve. The rhythmic
discrepancies among published transcriptions of this phrase (G. Russell 1959; Woideck 1998; Larson 1996;
Koch 1988; Iverson 2016a), demonstrates the elusiveness of Parker s rhythm. Could Iyer s concept of
spreading —where muscle fatigue creates microrhythmic delays— help to explain Parker s temporal
deviation in this sequence of subdivided snaps?
Parker s temporal deviations on this figure might also be fruitfully compared to those heard in Jimi
Hendrix s Foxey Lady solo. Comparable with these other solos, Parker s includes features characteristic of
African-American practices: twang-bends, yodels, blue notes, a stammer, as well as a growl (more infrequent
in Parker s music). Could it be that Parker s temporal divergence comes from the same urgent blues and
gospel impetus as these other examples? The fact that this down home blues feeling may seem more
abstracted and modernized, may also have led to some separation of the symbol from its original signification
(whether by Parker himself or his listeners). Parker s music has often been analyzed in terms of its chordscale oriented motifs and voice leading resolutions. In revealing the intellectual organization and modernist
conception of his art, it can be easy to overlook how Parker s conception was inspired by ecstatic spiritual
music. 612 That is not to make claims about the particulars of Parker s own spirituality or religiosity, but to
point out that his music embodied a spirit which Gillespie described as sanctified (D. Gillespie 1979). The
stories that are embedded in Parker s music run deep, and are available to those open to recognizing them.
Owens labels the Parker motif, M.46 (Owens 1974b, vol. 2, p.8), but Owens categorization is a
specific subtype of what I term the subdivided snap, which always begins on a lower chromatic neighbour
appoggiatura preceding the repeated chord tones. The concept of subdivided snap that I define is broader,
and includes, but is not limited to, this chromatic appoggiatura motion. I searched through Owens
transcriptions and located further occurrences of M. 46 that Owens does not include in his analyses, as well as
subdivided snaps that do not fit the narrower criteria of his M. 46. Out of a total of twenty two Parker
improvisations including subdivided snaps, ten also include elements of temporal deviation; Owens has
either omitted rhythmic notation of notes due to rhythmic complexity, or, in several cases indicated that the

612

E.g. Ben Sidran s interview with Jay McShann, in (Sidran 1995).
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rhythms are behind or ahead of the pulse. 613
A future study will investigate these examples more carefully. For now I will only note several
interesting points. The earliest available example of a subdivided snap that does not qualify as an example of
M. 46, occurs at the close of an improvisation on a boogie woogie (Dizzy Boogie). 614 The next earliest
available example of a subdivided snap occurs in Warming Up A Riff, and includes an M. 46, followed shortly
after with an initiated but unrealized subdivided snap, which is then followed by a non-M.46 subdivided snap
in the form of a quotation of an Irish Jig, The Irish Washerwoman. The use of an M.46 subdivided snap
followed by a non-M.46 subdivided snap, is an example of how Parker may have conceived the connection
between the two figures. The use of the Irish Jig, is relevant to examination of Celtic snaps and subdivided
snaps. 615
Another example is of a subdivided twang, which occurs in Parker s solo on a 1950 recording of his
blues in C entitled Cheryl, and in which Owens also locates a rhythm too complex for accurate notation (at
0:47), and which happens to be precisely the same pitches in another example of his unnotatable rhythm
(from the third take of his 1947 recording of blues in C entitled Cool Blues). 616 In this case of subdivided
twang, each of Parker s two twangs (at 2:00) demarcates a distinct three-beat grouping (of six eighth notes
each) on ^(#4)5-5-5-5-5-5^, similar to the three-beat groupings implied by Isaac Hayes subdivided snaps
and Toots Thielemans snaps, discussed earlier. The parenthesized ^(#4)^ indicates how Parker s twang is a
subtle inflection of the ^5^, rather than a discrete ^#4^ tone. In a moment I will return to discuss the
significance of this subtle twang as it relates to what is possibly an older form of the subdivided snap, which
less than a year later (in 1951) would come to be known as the Elmore James riff.
N.B. The entries below are organized by key-tonality, for easier comparison with Owens analyses of motif
frequencies.
Date

Title

Tonality /
Form

Chord /
Function

Type

Scale
Degree
Notation

Temporal
Deviation

9/29/1947

Dizzy
Atmosphere

Ab, R.C.
(Rhythm
changes)

I

M46/
Slow
Quad

7-8-8-8
#5-6-66^

3
unstemmed
notes, Metric
shift

12/11/1948

Big Foot

Bb, Blues

I (m. 7-8)

11/26/1945

Warming Up
A Riff

Bb, Cherokee

ii7b5,
Ebmb5
(m8);
ii7b5,

M46/
Quad
M46/
Quad &
(nonM46)

7-8-8-8 8-8- …
G#-A-A-A
/ A#-B-B
…D-G-G

Notes

Followe
d by
twang /
repeate

Match
Owens’ #s &
Page # (Vol.
2)
Yes, p.62

Q=
BPM

Yes, p.159

230

Yes, p.204 &
206

240

375

613 Further investigation is needed to determine the actual frequency of subdivided snaps in his improvisations, as I did focus more
carefully on the recordings which Owens had transcribed in certain instances with unstemmed noteheads. Furthermore, the fact that
Owens apparently felt confident enough to notate the rhythm of the second phrase mentioned above at : in Parker s Lady Be Good
solo), indicates that the perception of temporal divergences is a subjective one; the absence of rhythmic stemming in certain of Owens
transcriptions reflects the perceptions of one intimately familiar guide, not an objective or final say.
614 Cf. In section Boogie Origins: Afro & Euro Connotations (Dust My Broom & Subdivided Snap).
615 Cf. In sections: 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos and Subdivided Snaps in European Art Music: Intensifiers & Folk or Dance Origins.
616 The possible relationship between these tonalities and Parker s temporal divergence, will be examined in a future study.
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Ebmb5
(m8);
V/V, C7
(m. 1112)

Triplet

M46/
Quad
M46
M46

4/5/1946

Cherokee

Bb

2/12/1949
11/26/1946

Barbados
Billie s
Bounce, tk. 5
?

F, Blues
F, Blues

V/V C7
(m.12)
I (m.12)
I (m. 1)

F, R.C.

?

M46

11/4/1947

Out Of
Nowhere

G maj/min

I (m.6)

M46/
Seq.
quad.

1/14/1950

Out Of
Nowhere

G maj/min

I-V/ii
(m.6-7)

6/30/1950

Ornithology

G maj/min

I (m.1)

9/20/1952

Ornithology

G maj/min

1 (m.2);
I-V/ii
(m.1-2)

M46/
Seq
triplet
M46/
Quad
M46/
Seq.
Quad

1/28/1946

Lady Be Good

G

I-I-#i°
(m.3-4)

M46 /
Seq.
Quad

?
?
?
12/29/1945

?
?
?
Dizzy Boogie

G
G
G
Ab, Blues

?
?
?
I (m.12)

9/18/1949

Embraceable
You

F

V-ii7 C7Gm7
(m.3); ii7
Gm7
(m.5)

11/24/1950

Embraceable
You

F

12/25/1948

Little Willie
Leaps

F

8/29/1948

Parker s
Mood

Bb, Blues

ii7b5-V7
Gm7b5C7 (m.6)
ii-V, I, ii-V
(m.4-5, 67)
I (m.7), I
(m.12)

?
?
?
Desc.
Triplet
Desc.
triplet;
Displ.
Ascen.
tripletquintupl
et
subdiv.
Desc.
triplet

12/24/1949

Ko-Ko

Bb, Cherokee

ii7b5, I
(m.8); I
(m.10)

1/17/1951

Au Privave,
tk. 3

F, Blues

I (m.11);
I (m.12)

2/19/1947

Cool Blues,
tk. 3

C, Blues

I (m.7)

?

Ascen.
M46
Ascen.
Haban.;
Desc.
Triplet

Ascen
Slow
Quad,
twang
Desc.
Slow
Trip.
Twange
d Ascen.

d in
unrealiz
ed form
before
celtic
subdiv.
F#-G-G-G,
C#-D
7-8-8-8
b7-8-8b2-b2
?
7-8-8-8,
#4-5-5-5,
#2-3-3-3,
#4-5-5-5
7-8-8,
#4-5-5, 5
7-8-8-8,
#4-5
7-8-8-8,
#4-5-5-5;
quote: 78-8-7-78-8
7-8-8-8,
#4-5-5-5,
#2-3-3-3,
7-8-8-8
?
?
?
3-1-1-11-1, b7-5
Bb-D,-D,
(4-6,-6,);
D-G-G-GA-A-A-A
(6,-2-2-23-3-3)

Yes, p.234
3 unst. notes
?

Yes, p.255
Yes, p.246

225
160

Yes, p.138
(vol. 1)
Yes, p.426

?

Yes, p.430

150

Yes, p.415
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Subdiv.
&
deviat.
during
quotatio
n
During
deviat.

Yes, p.419

260

Yes, p.436

140

?
?
?

Yes
Yes
Yes
No, p.45

?
?
?
120

No, p.333

60

No, p.335

125

No, p.340

245

No, p.157

80

No, p.240

355

No, p.272

210

No, p.344

165

?

Ahead/behin
d
4 unst.
Glis/events

7 unst., &
unst. gliss.

8 unst. &
ahead/behin
d
?
?
?
Displacemen
t and
quintuplets
as diverg.

b7-b6-b6
(Eb-DbDb)
7-8-8-88, #4-55-5-5
3-5-5-6;
3-5,-5,

Quote,
pushpull
Snaps,
Smears,
Stamme
rs,
Quintup
lets,
Repetiti
ons

1-b3-b3b3, #2nat.3
1-5,-5,-5;
1-5,-5,-5,
3-5-5-5
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Push/pu
ll
9 unst.

70

12/24/1949

Cheryl

C, Blues

I (m.1112)

11/4/1947

Don t Blame
Me

C

I (m.8)

Quad.
Subdiv.
Twang
in sixes
Desc.
Triplet

5-5-5-55-5, 5-55-5-5-5
5-1-1

9 unst.

Push/pu
ll

No, p.360

180

39 unst.

Push/pu
ll, snaps

No, p.404

65

Remarks
In the different examples discussed, one can witness the subdivided snap occurring in contexts which
evoke a consistent constellation of musical values. To uncover deeper understandings of how the figure is
used to accompany temporal ambiguities or deviations, it is necessary to look at earlier examples of the
subdivided snap. 617
Sabre Dance: Concomitance of Subdivided Snap with Rhythmic and Tonal Multistability
Four years before Parker, a subdivided snap was conceived in the theme of Aram Khachaturian s
Sabre Dance, from his 1942 ballet Gayane. Here, as with Kuti s theme, Khachaturian begins on an offbeat (an
inaudible downbeat or multi-timbral subdivided snap, where the downbeat of the snap is given by the
timpani, low strings, and harp). The initial twang in the melody which follows is chromatically embellished
(i.e. subdivided) as ^6-b7^, and the remainder of the snap is a quadruplet snap: ^6-b7-#7-#7-#7^. (This
embellishment may be compared to a chromatically articulated smear or twang.) In every occurrence, this
subdivided snap repeats four times (not including the initial suppressed subdivided snap) and is followed by
a chromatically descending figure: ^#7-b7-b7-6-6-b6-b6-5-5^. If the pairs of repeating notes in this
chromatic figure were tied, the effect would produce a snap (on the first ^#7-b7^) and continue as a
syncopation. As it is written without ties, however, the chromatically descending passage has a subdivided
quality, comparable to the subdivided snap. This descending figure could be understood as a subdivided
syncopation, and its presence immediately following the subdivided snap is further evidence for the
argument that the figure which I identify as a subdivided snap does indeed share a recurring relationship to
the snap. This chromatically descending figure is immediately followed by descending trombone smears on
^b7-5^. The music proceeds in unpredictable phrase lengths, beginning, for example,with a four-measure
intro then switching to seven-measure phrases.
This entire passage is then repeated at a minor third higher (with two measures inserted in between
the original and transposed statements), and with some alterations in the timpani and low string parts. These
A sensitive young pianist asked me what my dissertation was on. I summarized two or three points, and then mentioned to him how,
a few weeks earlier, in the midst of researching subdivided snaps, I came to class and asked the class to play a blues and that his twelve
bar solo exclusively used consecutively repeating subdivided snaps. We laughed and I now asked the student what that figure might
mean to him, if one can expect any musician to articulate in words what a musical phrase means. I was stunned and amazed by what
he said. As we laughed about how he played the figure throughout his solo, he explained "well, I was thinking about really committing,
right?! [laughter] Well I feel like there's a certain maybe urgency I guess about it if I had to say something off the top of my head. . . . that
same sort of intangible character that sort of flows throughout so much blues language, definitely classic blues language. I guess a sort of
resilience in the face of oppression. A sort of defiance. Like an aggression but not aggression that's unwarranted. But that's just what it
means to me or my interpretation of the thing if I have to think about it. A verbal interpretation and, of course, any sort of meaning.
When we walked over to the piano to demonstrate some ideas, he right away played a joke turning the motif from Beethoven s Symphony
No. 5, into a subdivided snap, showing how the motif intuitively implies a suppressed subdivided snap (November 18, 2016).
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alterations result in significant ambiguity about the location of the metric downbeat and tonic. In the original
statement of the melody the timpani beats G-D-D-G every measure (^1-5-5-1^), while in the transposed
section the timpani beats F-G,-F-Bb. If I hear the new timpani F-G,-F-Bb as ^5-6,-5-1^ relative to the new
minor-third raised transposition of the melody (and its accompanying wind and higher string parts), then the
scale-degree relationships of the subdivided snaps continue as before on ^6-b7-#7-#7-#7^.
The patterns of the contrabass and harp parts are flipped at the moment of the melody s
transposition, however, and because of this, I may hear the transposed subdivided snap as rhythmically
displaced. 618 If I hear the subdivided snaps as displaced by one quarter note later (or three quarter notes
earlier), then the contrabass F and Bb sound like ^5^ and ^1^ on off beats, and the subdivided snaps on G(G#)-A-A-A) have the same scale-degree relationship as they did before the transposition. If I hear the
subdivided snaps as displaced by one quarter note earlier (or three quarter notes later) then the contrabass F
and Bb sounds like ^1^ and ^4^ on strong beats and the subdivided snap on G(-G#)-A-A-A) sounds like ^b3[nat.]3-3-3^.
The altered timpani pattern creates a new ground against which the melodic figures (i.e. subdivided
snaps) are perceived either in unstable flux, or as multistability. Some of this ambiguity is actually also
evident in the first section (e.g. because of the strong beat and weak beat interactions between the timpani,
contrabass, and harp), but it is not as pronounced as it is in the transposed section because of some of the
further modifications made to the timpani figure. The alternating 1-5 or 1-4 accompanying pattern of each
section may be described as an axial modal frame, with each transposition residing at different levels of a
minor third ladder. This suggests another aspect of the composition that is comparable with blues structures
(e.g. axial modal frames and minor third or blue note relations). 619 Another structure heard in Sabre Dance
which may be compared to blues practices, is its use of tonal clusters.
The flipped strong and weak beats are accompanied by the appearance of new or shifted tonal
clusters. The harp shifts from G-C#&D-G-C#&D (^1-#4&5-5,-#4&5^) in the initial statement, to E&F-F,-E&FBb (implying ^#4&5-5,-#4&5-1^) in the transposed statement. The violoncello part continues to nearly
double the timpani, shifting from G-D,-D,-G (^1-5,-5,-1^ with the ^5,^ sounding below rather than above as it
does in the timpani), to F-F,-F-Bb (implying ^5-5,-5-1^). In the transposed version, on the first and third
beats the harp plays E&F against the F in the violoncello and timpani. On the second beat the harp,
violoncello, and contrabass play F against the G in the timpani. And on the fourth beat all four parts play Bb.
If the Bb is heard as tonic, then the E&F and F&G clusters sound like ^#4&5^ and ^5&6^, and if the F is heard
as tonic, then they sound like ^#7&8^ and ^b7&2^, respectively. The tonal implications of these clusters are
meaningful in their articulation of flexible pitch regions, a concept used to explain manifestations of blue
notes around the ^b5^ and ^b7^ (and ^b3^).

The contrabass shifts from only marking the strong first and third beats with ^1^ and ^5^ respectively in the original melody
statement, to only marking the weak second and fourth beats with F and Bb (implying ^5^ and ^1^) respectively in the transposed
statement. The harp and violoncello parts are soon discussed in the text in relation to their containing tonal clusters.
619 Cf. Blue note and blues structure through axis of male and female voices, in section 6.4 Blue Origins.
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The middle section of Sabre Dance shifts back down a minor third to the original tonal center, but
now features peculiar phrasing: it may be heard (as it is notated) as four-measure phrases in ¾, but sounds,
to me, more like three-measure phrases over a 4/4 timpani and bass part. Heard as the latter, the solo
saxophone melody snaps (slowly) on the downbeat of every third 4/4 measure (i.e. starting on the third beat
of every third 3/4 measure). When the first theme is reprised, starting in the original key and then
transposed, the subdivided snap s lower neighbour is simplified (b7-8-8-8) instead of rising chromatically
(^6-b7-8-8-8^) as it did in the opening. 620 The brass, cymbals, and wood block sound a repeating three-beat
figure ( 332 rhythm) just before the climactic final melody statement.
In the final melody statement, both the original and minor third transposition of the melody are
heard simultaneously (along with pitches a fourth and fifth away from each transposition, creating semitone
clusters among the winds) over the minor third-raised timpani part (i.e. on ^5-6,-5-1^) which results in
further ambiguity, depending on where the downbeat is perceived. If the tonic is heard as raised by a minor
third—occurring on the fourth beat, the subdivided snaps sound in minor third harmonization on ^b7-#7-#7#7^ and ^5-#5-#5-#5^. If the F sounds like the tonic—occurring either on the first, third, or possibly the
second beat, the subdivided snaps sound in minor third harmonization on ^b3-3-3-3^ and ^1-b2-b2-b2^. 621
Sabre Dance shares a number of features in common with the previously discussed examples of the
subdivided snaps, with consistent connections to subdivided twangs or clusters on the blue note scale degree
regions of ^b7-#7, 5-#5^, and ^b3-[nat.]3^, syncopated-snaps, smears, ternary and three-beat feels, and
slow snaps. Miles Davis identified with Khachaturian s music, and among various features, described hearing
the minor thirds, clusters, and tonal ambiguities (which result from metric relationships) in Khachaturian s
music, as well:
I play some chords that some of the guys in my band call Milesian Chords. It s the way you can play
any chord, any sound and it won't sound wrong unless someone plays the wrong thing behind it. See,
the thing that is played behind a chord governs where it should or shouldn't fit. You just don't play a
cluster of unrelated chords and leave it like that. You have to bring it back to something to resolve it.
Like if we play in a minor key, I usually show them all kinds of possibilities with playing that, from
flamenco music to a passacaglia, at least some people call it that. A passacaglia is when you have the
same bass line and I play triads in order for a soloist to play against a minor chord. You have to have
a feel for this. It's the same thing I did with Trane. If you listen to Khachaturian, the Russian
composer, and Hernspach, a brilliant British composer, both of them play and write things in a minor
chord. There's a whole lot of shit you can play if you study it (Davis and Troupe 1989, 399–400).
Davis words are all the more significant considering the influence of Khachaturian s music on Davis Kind of
Blue. 622 In an interview with Nat Hentoff (from December 1958) just three or four months before recording
Kind of Blue, Davis explains: I ve been listening to Khachaturian carefully for six months now and the thing
that intrigues me are all those different scales he uses (Maher and Dorr 2009, 18). Corroborated by his then
partner, Frances Taylor who recalled the music we heard at home was Khachaturian, Ravel, Brahms, and all
of that, constantly (Kahn 2000, 74).
Though, the xylophone subdivides the lower neighbour on a repeated ^b7-b7^ while other instruments simply sound the ^b7^ once.
The additional semitone clusters evoke further tensions: ^b3-3^ and ^2-b3^ over the perception of new transposed tonic, and ^#5-6^
and ^5-#5^ over the perception of the new dominant as tonic.
622 Cf. Kind of Blue, in sections 2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping and 6.8.1 Kinds of Blue.
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Sabre Dance: Subdivided Snaps Bridging Class and Ethnicity
Considering its tonal and rhythmic features, it is not surprising to learn that, like many other
examples of snaps and twangs, Sabre Dance was conceived as an expression of rural, farmer and worker-class
folk values:
For Soviet critics one of the most important aspects of Gayane, which received its premiere in Perm
in 1942 and was restaged in 1945 and 1952, was the fact that the ballet dealt with contemporary
characters in a contemporary and multinational setting. In particular, the vexing problem of the
positive hero was addressed in the character of Gayane, a typical collective farm worker. Gayane s
musical personality is very closely connected to Armenian folk song, reflecting her closeness to
folk —narodnye—values. . . . In his book, Tigranov also makes the claim that Gayane is a realistic
portrait of Soviet life and the Soviet people, about their new relationship to work, and their love and
loyalty to the Motherland (Kanet 2013).
In the ballet s story Sabre Dance celebrates a wedding that bridges across class and ethnic ( multinational
including Caucasian and Kurd) divides. Although the Soviet propaganda machine had some influence on this
socialist dream, it still foretold the music s remarkably real multinational appeal, across sociopolitical and
ethnic boundaries. It was only in 1948 that a Sabre Dance craze hit the American music market, however, 623
so if Parker s 1946 subdivided snap was in any way referencing Sabre Dance, it would have been based on
Parker s own wide-ranging listening habits—his passion for European concert works, and his predilection for
quoting them, being well documented, not the commercial popularity of the music (M. T. Laver 2009).
Erudite, Parker may well have been aware of the sociopolitical meanings in the original. I do not believe that
Parker was referencing Khachaturian s work, however; not only is Parker s sequenced figure distinct from
Khachaturian s unabating one, but the figure appears in Parker s recordings beginning November 26, 1945.
There is evidence, on the other hand, that Khachaturian drew his own inspiration for the work not only from
his Armenian roots, but also from Parker s African American culture. A fellow Armenian composer, Lebanonborn Tigran Mansurian explains:
There are very few composers in whom both rhythm and melody are presented in such
independence, at the same time in the same piece of music. [cf. entanglement of tonal and
temporal features.] If you are a rhythmic composer, you have to accept the fact that your
melodies must not grow. They must be subjected to the rhythm. If you are a melodic composer,
you have to accept that your rhythms remain in the background, so that the melodies can grow
freely. But in Khachaturian s music, these two are so free with each other, so unbridled. Neither
one gives in to the other, neither one imposes itself as dominant. There s both rhythm and
melody. This I imagine to be one of the characteristics of American music. Look at the way jazz is
such a clear presence here! What an interesting synthesis! He's taken a melody from Gyumri, an
Armenian wedding dance tune and he's tied in a saxophone counterpoint that seems to come
straight from America. [The saxophone part that counterpoints the folk song includes midtempo
snaps.] The relationship between the two seems so organic, so interesting! Every artist has a
A performance of Sabre Dance by pianist Oscar Levant on the Al Jolson show in December 1947 was followed by another performance
by pianist Dave Rose on The Red Skeleton Show (Boardman 1948). This initiated a craze of Sabre Dance rearrangements which taken
together, arguably conquered the American musical imagination: a jukebox sensation (Boardman 1948; D. M. Greene 1985, 1330;
Taruskin 2009, 9) and Khachaturian year in the United States (Moley et al. 1948). Indeed, not even a year after Levant s performance,
multiple versions were issued by popular artists of the day: Victor Young, Woody Herman, Freddy Martin, Ray Bloch, the Harmonikings,
the Andrews Sisters (the latter two, with twanging harmonicas) (Boardman 1948).
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second homeland. When I think of Shostakovich, Russia is his first homeland. But I can t help but
think of Austro-Germanic music, which is his foundation. . . . Prokofiev s second homeland is, of
course, France. Khachaturian s second homeland, in my opinion, is America (at 1:05 of (Rosen
2003)). 624
Is it striking that, as a fellow Armenian composer Mansurian locates Russian-born Khachaturian s second
home in America, rather than Armenia? Does it point to the depth of Mansurian s conviction of an American
essence in Khachaturian s work? Mansurian then specifies the essential American quality which he perceives
in Khachaturian s music generally, and which he feels is specifically captured in the Sabre Dance: That
happiness, that health, that love of life, that way of saying no to death, that strength that America has in its
music (Rosen 2003). In a word—resilience. 625
Boogie Origins: Afro and Euro Connotations (Dust My Broom and Subdivided Snap)
Perhaps it is the African American inspiration that explains how swiftly Sabre Dance was adopted
into popular American music. 626 It is worth also considering whether and how the African and Armenian (or
Orientalist) each evoke distinct but also a possibly conflated notion of exotic other to the popular
imagination. 627 Among the 1948 Sabre Dance reinterpretations is the Sabre Dance Boogie by Freddy Martin,
featuring pianist Barclay Allen. More than any other early rearrangement, Martin s reveals the kinship
between the subdivided snap heard in Sabre Dance and that heard in blues and boogie musics. One early
recorded example of the subdivided snap in a blues-boogie context (after Parker s cadential use of the figure
on 1945 Dizzy Boogie) is heard in John Lee Hooker s 1949 Do the Boogie, where pianist James Watkin plays
multiple versions of the figure (at 0:47, at 0:54, at 1:04), and eventually easing into a version (at 1:46) which
is remarkably close to the Sabre Dance theme. Recordings by another pianist, Willard McDaniel around the
same period (between 1950-1951), feature similarly rich variations on the figure. 628
Cf. Notion of homeland and concept of archetypes, in section 4.11 Continuities, Transmissions, Survival-Transcendence.
It is interesting to note that Khachaturian apparently composed Sabre Dance less than two days before the premiere (Rosen 2003),
and to consider how this swift compositional process may have brought with it an uncalculated authenticity as was discussed in the
resilient stories told through John Coltrane s music and uncalculated rhythms, such as in My Favorite Things.
626 How consistent that the story of Gayane is set on a cotton farm. To cite another and still older stage production entangled with
ethnicity, class, and the cotton industry, hear the speech-oriented snaps throughout the Gershwins
Porgy and Bess (e.g. There s a
Boat Dat s Leaving Soon for New York—including repeated three-beat figure snaps emphasizing struttin , I Got Plenty o Nuttin —with
obligato twangy banjo, and the slow snaps in Buzzard and I Loves You Porgy).
627 An Orientalist interpretation of Sabre Dance is mentioned, for example, in a study of figure skating music programs (Fenton 2007,
229).
628 Cf. Carl Hogan s opening electric guitar riff on Louis Jordan s
recording, Ain t That Just Like A Woman, later occurring wholesale
in Chuck Berry s
Johnny B. Goode. Cf. Roy Hawkins use of figure. Another recording from that period, Dinah Washington s
New Blowtop Blues boasts seven subdivided snaps on ^#4-5-5- ^ at :
in Paul Quinchette s tenor saxophone accompaniment to
Washington s rhythmically unpredictable delivery of the lyric I m a gal who blew a fuse / I got those blowtop blues. Quinchette s
subdivided snaps amplify the urgency of Wahsington s message while also creating clear and repetitive stability to her rhythmically and
metrically stealthy elongation of and melisma on the word blowtop.
A scene in the 2012 film Kon-Tiki depicts anthropologist Thor Heyerdahl in a bar in New York in December 1946 trying to recruit an
experienced navy sailor to join his bold expedition. As could be expected of the time and place, we hear veins of stride and boogie woogie
piano in the background as the sailor scorns Heyerdahl s plan, crumpling the sketch Heyerdahl has diagrammed, in an expression of what
the elements would do to their raft. Heyerdahl gets up and leaves despondent but is followed by a man who has been sitting at another
table and listening-in on the conversation. As the man passes the table where the sailor is still seated, the camera zooms in on
Heyerdahl s crumpled diagram, and we hear four quadruplet subdivided snaps crescendoing (on ^#4-5-5-5^), on the last of which the
man s hand grabs the crumpled paper. The man introduces himself to Heyerdahl, uncrumples the paper, and offers valuable technical
engineering advice. The subdivided snaps underscore the very tension when hope is crushed but emerges even stronger. I did not yet
find who is playing the piano; it seems that the moment was scored by the sound department, e.g. Tormod Ringnes or Baard H.
Ingebretsen, and not the film composer Johan Söderqvist, because it is not included in the film s soundtrack album.
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Given the date of the recorded performances by Watkin and McDaniel, it is possible that either
pianist had heard one or more recordings of the Sabre Dance and referenced it in their work. Some of the
variations of the subdivided snap heard in Watkin and McDaniel recorded performances, however, indicate
that they were, in fact, riffing on a subdivided snap like figure which far predates Sabre Dance, and which I
pointed out occurs in Parker s 1950 Ornithology solo. Most of Watkin and McDaniel s variations of the figure
qualify for what is sometimes known as the Elmore James riff. In 1951 guitarist Elmore James recorded an
electrified version of Robert Johnson s acoustic 1936 I Believe I ll Dust My Broom. James opening inflected
single-note triplet figure is often cited as the most recognizable guitar riff in the history of the blues
(Library of Congress 2014). 629 But the figure, which is frequently identified as the dust my broom riff , is also
heard in Johnson s 1936 original (as well as in other recordings, such as Ramblin Blues or Walking Blues
which contains prominent snaps and yodels), and Johnson s version is itself an adaptation of the even earlier
Delta slide guitar version heard in Kokomo Arnold s recordings, such as on his 1934 Sagefield Woman—
whose lyric also sings of dusting my broom—and Slop Jar Blues. 630 The relationship observed between
Johnson s guitar tuning and the use of the sliding riff (Wald 2004, chap. 8; Komara 2007, 34, 46–48) is
noteworthy because it is an example of the situated nature of instrumental technique impacting the presence
of not just the dust my broom riff, but also of other features associated with this riff. (Komara, above, refers
to Johnson s secret tuning .) 631
Arnold also uses an isoriff-subdivided snap gesture to accompany his 1935 The Twelves (aka Dirty
Dozens) (on quadruplet subdivided ^3-5-5-5-5-5-5-5^. Earlier recorded variations on this Dirty Dozen form
use the isoriff (e.g. Lonnie Johnson s 1930 The Dirty Dozen and Speckled Red s 1929 The Dirty Dozen) or a
subdivided snap (e.g. Memphis Minnie s 1930 New Dirty Dozen on triplet subdivided ^3-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-55^) to evoke the urgency or sharp bite of the lyrical invective. Minnie s recording in particular is notable in
the way she executes the steady subdivided snaps on her guitar to accompany her verses, executed with
dramatically unpredictable, temporally-floating quality.
Nikolai Kapustin s 1988 Op. 53, Twenty-Four Preludes uses subdivided snaps intensively, evoking
those found in the music of his Russian government-sponsored predecessor, Khachaturian. 632 There is yet
something subversive in Kapustin s work, as well. At the end of Prelude XXI in Bb, Kapustin introduces a
flammed quadruplet subdivided snap motif (including an anacrustic suppressed subdivided snap) grouped in
James namesake riff, with its initial upward slide, is closely related to a subdivided twang. As such it is relevant to note Barbara
Jungr s observation that Elmore James, with his high, thin tenor voice using a high larynx position with a lot of twang, accesses his heart
in his singing, and uses a great deal of forward resonance (Jungr 2002, 108). Twangs may be heard in various and complimentary
aspects of James work.
630 Whatever dust my broom is said to imply—and it has many interpretations (Wald 2004)—what is apparent is that the metaphor is
one of physical motion, and associated with working class life, if not servitude. This discussion may benefit from an investigation of the
history of the symbol of the broom through African-American culture (e.g. jumping the broom ceremonies) and similarly in British
cultures.
Slop Jar Blues was reinvented with electric funk influences on Donald Byrd s
Black Byrd, and features Byrd playing a number of
snapping figures at 1:29 and 1:41 on ^b3-(2)-1^, and at 2:29 on ^b7-(6)-5^. In these snaps, Byrd subdivides the first two pitches of the
snap, for example, the sixteenth into two thirty-second notes followed by a dotted eighth note.
631 Cf. Reference to tonality of Parker s temporal deviations, in section Charlie Parker M. 46, Subdivided Snaps.
632 Cf. Subdivided snaps in the music of other Russian composers, Dmitri Shostakovich and Igor Stravinsky (as well as in other European
composers), in section Subdivided Snaps in European Art Music: Intensifiers & Folk or Dance Origins, and Sofia Gabaidulina, in section J.
S. Bach: Violoncello Suite, Prelude and Partita for Violin No. 2, Chaconne (and Tower, Handel, and Gubaidulina).
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six, then two grouped in nine, and one in four, all the while accelerating and finally slowing to a molto
ritardando statement harmonized at a major sixth. This immediately becomes the single theme of the A
sections of the succeeding ternary form, Prelude XXII, in G minor (where it is also heard as an embellished
subdivided snap, recalling Khachaturian s Sabre Dance). Creighton claims this is one of only two instances in
the entire set that Kapustin uses a motif to connect two preludes (Creighton 2009, 132). At times, the B
section inverts this into a subdivided swing rhythm (e.g. m. 33). Throughout the set of preludes (and
generally across his entire oeuvre) Kapustin synthesizes European and African American musical practices.
In Prelude XXII, Creighton notes a common ground: Boogie-woogie is both blues-based and toccata-like, with
its repeated notes and insistent rhythms , while in the preceding Prelude XXI Creighton finds the only
Prelude that uses stride in its thematic material (Creighton 2009, 218, 220). 633 The idiomatic relationship
across Kapustin s adjacent preludes recalls the apparent synthesis of boogie and stride materials in
Gershwin s own use of subdivided snaps in Rhapsody. 634
East-West Subdivided Snap (Josiah Boornazian, Kurmangazy Sagyrbaev, Ethan Baron Cohen, Joseph
Tawadros, Roy Ayers…)
Josiah Boornazian, an American (of Armenian extraction it seems) alto saxophonist-composer, may
have been inspired directly by Khachaturian s deployment of subdivided snaps. Boornazian s music bears
the influences of a similar gamut of traditions to Khachaturian s: African American, Eastern folk, and the
European art tradition. Boornazian s Etude #7: Eastern Dreams (from his book 20 Advanced Etudes for Solo
Saxophone) published in 2016, bridges across these cultural influences. It brims with flamming grace notes
evoking Eastern melodic ornamentations. When flams occur on downbeats they become embellished snaps
(i.e. a subdivision on the downbeat of the short-long pair, as in two thirty-seconds followed by a dotted
eighth note). These decorative features culminate in a series of continuously morphing subdivided snaps,
starting in m. 71, recurring in mm. 75-76, and culminating the entire etude through mm. 80-97. Boornazian
renders his subdivided snaps with nuanced variety: lower or upper downbeat neighbours, timbral or
quarter-tone twangs , dynamic modulations, shifting quadruplet, triplet, and quintuplet groupings, metric
displacements, and the conspicuous instruction to speed up and slow down at will. Does the figure s
appearance in Boornazian s etude allude to an underlying passionate ethos? Released in 2016, the same year
as the etude s publication, the figure recurs (as ^b3-4-4-4^) in all of the alto saxophone refrains of Bulgarian
pop and folk singer, Dzhena s ВсИ к з ае (transliterated as Vsichko Znaesh , translated as You Know
Everything ). The song describes the unique authenticity of two lovers passionate connection, while the
music video shows different couples sharing playfully intimate moments in a bed.
A variety of subdivided snaps are found throughout the Kazakh kyui (instrumental piece) Adai,
composed by Kurmangazy Sagyrbaev (1823-1896) for dombra (e.g. the three consecutive quadruplet
subdivided snaps in the climactic middle portion, on ^6-b7-b7-b7^ relative to the drone, and using western
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Cf. Ligeti on Bach, in section Conlon Nancarrow: Boogie Woogie Suite
Discussed in section George Gershwin s Rhapsody in Blue & Khachaturian s Sabre Dance
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diatonic scale as a reference). Kurmangazy s piece is named after the nomadic warring tribe whose
rebellions against Russian imperialism during the composer s life extended their ancient reputation for brave
resistance. In the region, the adais are considered the most savage, rude and warlike . . . devotees to
anarchy, robbery and violence . . . primitive condition of savagery ( Lecture. The History of Adai 2016;
Kassymova, Kundakbayeva, and Markus 2012, 18; Sella and Deom 2016). Erran Baron Cohen s Zere —a 2007
symphonic commission by Kazakh violinist Marat Bisengaliev and the Turan Alem Kazakhstan Philharmonic
Orchestra— begins with Kurmangazy s subdivided snaps (on ^b3-4-4-4^, notated here with western diatonic
reference). Coming less than a year after Baron Cohen had scored his younger brother s film, which was
banned in Kazakhstan (Borat: Cultural Learnings of America for Make Benefit Glorious Nation of Kazakhstan
(sic)), the commission was a veritable reconciliatory gesture, inviting cultural understanding (Barron
Cohen s film score used Romanian influences, not music from Kazakhstan) (LA Times 2007; Brummell 2008,
63; Saunders 2009, 27; BBC 2012; Baron Cohen 2013).
Ravid Kahalani s Yemen Blues is a project dedicated to exploring the musical and spiritual
intersections between the singer s own Yemeni Jewish heritage, and a multiplicity of Middle Eastern, North
African, African American, and European cultures (Gropp 2012). His circa 2010 song Um Min Al Yaman
envisions the singer s journey up a mountain only to find himself alone and separated from a mother on
another distant mountain top. If the song describes a lonely rite of passage as the singer struggles to connect
with his ancestry, it is filled with an optimistic spirit, a joyous, triumphant feel (Shapiro 2011). While
Kahalani s song is based on a traditional Yemeni seven-unit rhythmic meter (da ase or das a-mutawassit),
itself derived from Arabic poetic meters (Seroussi et al. 2016; Senn 2017), the arrangement by the group s
bassist and musical director, Omer Avital, draws on the latter s own diverse musical influences (e.g.
collaborations with Roy Haynes, his interest in funk, European, and his own mixed Moroccan and Yemeni
Jewish ancestry (Gropp 2012; Nastos 2017). Avital creates tension and instability in the arrangement,
evoking both the struggle and optimistic hope, in a breakdown where the groove rests on the shoulders of
the string section (a violin and cello), frenetically bowing an ostinato of continuous subdivided snaps. The
subdivided snaps recall Isaac Hayes own heroic subdivided snaps in orchestration, scale degree, and rhythm,
here adapted to the 7/8 meter (a group of six followed by two groups of four, repeating on ^b7-8-8-8-8-8^
^b7-8-8-8^ ^b7-8-8-8^, where the last group of four alternates every other repeat with ^b3 -8-8-8^). Could
these subdivided snaps actually reflect ancient liturgical Yemenite practices? 635
Joseph Tawadros is an Egyptian-born Australian-raised Copt who blends oud traditions with many
other musical idioms. Freo, the seventh track of his evocatively titled 2013 album Chameleons of the White
Shadow, features soul-funk vibraphonist Roy Ayers in such diverse company as Tawadros himself, Béla Fleck,
and Richard Bona. Over Bona s snapping bass 4/4 groove (snapping on ^4-5^), Ayers initiates a series of five
quadruplet subdivided snaps grouped in sixes (on ^2-b3-b3-b3-b3-b3^), starting on an off-beat, and which
progressively shifts metric position over the course of its repetitions. Soon after, Ayers returns with four
This question is considered in section Keiser, Biber & Monteverdi Genere Concitato; Plainchant Repercussions, Messiaen, & Jewish
Cantillation & Shofar.
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more subdivided snaps in the same grouping but in a higher register and with greater tonal tension (on ^#12-2-2-2-2^), and beginning on beat four of the 4/4 measure. He continues with still higher tension:
disrupting the pattern with a single quadruplet subdivided snap grouped in five and then further contracting
the grouping size with approximately twelve quadruplets grouped in threes and where the downbeats
activate upper voice leading motions between ^6^ and ^5^ descending to the repeated tone (as in ^#1-2-22-2 6-2-2 #1-2-2 6-2-2 #1-2-2 5-2-2 #1-2-2 5-2-2 #1-2-2 6-3-2 #1-2-2 5-2-2 #1-2-2^). 636 Perhaps the
subdivided snap s flexibility as a distinct gestalt, makes it so well-suited to crossing idiomatic and cultural
boundaries.
Melvin Van Peebles: Watermelon Man and Subdivided Twang
Melvin Van Peebles Watermelon Man (Van Peebles 1970) demonstrates how the dust my broom
riff has continued to share common socio-cultural associations as the subdivided twang and snap. Melvin
Van Peebles uses the isoriff, snaps, subdivided snaps, and twangs in his films, where they are crafted with
great awareness (Kaufman, Ortenberg, and Rosset 2004, 286–89). In Van Peebles Watermelon Man, the
washroom scene where the protagonist, Jeff Gerber, first discovers he has become a black man is
accompanied by prominent isoriffs. These are performed on slide guitar by Ry Cooder, 637 initially in an
upbeat boogie blues context which then abruptly slows down just before Garber utters the words it s a
nightmare. It is important to note how the music during this scene is different from the corresponding
commercially released soundtrack for the film, is entitled Fugue 3. This is significant because the differences
indicate the elements Van Peebles deliberately wants to highlight, and the particular sonic symbols he uses to
do this. The most prominent difference in the film scene from the released soundtrack is the addition of an
overdubbed arco double-bass, first entering like a horn or alarm (on 2) just as Garber throws his hands up in
front of the mirror and commands himself: Put up your hands! Give me your high school ring! This is
followed immediately by a prominent snap in the guitar (consecutively on ^4-4^) and which is precisely
matched with a rhythmic snap rendered in a jarring jump cut in the editing, where an image of Garber pinned
up against the wall momentarily flashes (or snaps) across the screen, first in orange then in green
(expressing the malady of racialization, or the too much sunlamp Garber later mentions). In this way Van
Peebles uses the rhythm and tone of the visual edits to amplify the audible guitar snap, to evoke the urgency
and desperation of addressing the racially charged present. Garber then begins sobbing to himself as he
frantically scrambles for solutions, underscored by the return of the overdubbed arco bass: first with two
bowed strokes on ^4^ and then a triplet isoriff twanging up to ^1^, which partially repeats a second time. 638

Cf. Clifford Brown s and Lee Morgan s subdivided snaps on Gillespie s A Night in Tunisia, in sections Clifford Brown: Pent-Up House &
A Night in Tunisia and Lee Morgan: Moanin ….
637 Cf. Cooder s use of snaps, in section 3.9 James Brown to Ewe: Afro-American and African Short-Long Ethos. Cooder s varied
contributions throughout the score seem to help Van Peebles blur the lines distinguishing rural traditions typically associated with white
culture such as bluegrass, and traditions such as blues and boogie, developed by black cultures.
638 One year after Watermelon Man, and rejecting Columbia studios follow-up three-film contract, Van Peebles wrote, composed, directed,
and acted in Sweet Sweetback s Badasssss Song. The score featured the then unknown Earth, Wind & Fire. The commercially-released
soundtrack was released ahead of the film to generate publicity buzz (unusual for its time), and contains several subdivided snaps.
These moments are not included in the film soundtrack which Van Peebles edited for the film, however —at least I did not locate them,
636
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George Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue and Khachaturian’s Sabre Dance
Khachaturian s 1942 Sabre Dance is hardly the first concert work in the European tradition to
harness the spirit of the subdivided snaps figure. 639 I would like to consider the figure s appearance in
another work that, like Sabre Dance (or Kapustin s Preludes), shows strong African-American influence. The
middle theme in George Gershwin s 1924 Rhapsody in Blue, begins with four different subdivided snaps on:
^[rest]-8-8-8^ ^8-b7-b7-b7^, ^b7-8-8-8^ ^8-b3-b3-b3^; 640 all of Rhapsody s themes are based on blues
scales. This theme is heard over a stride like accompaniment pattern, often alternating ^1-5-1-5^ motion in
the bass, itself reminiscent of the harp part in Sabre Dance. 641 One wonders how familiar Khachaturian may
have been with Gershwin s famous work when he composed Sabre Dance. The subdivided snap themes in
Rhapsody and Sabre both begin with a loud rest (suppressed subdivided snap) and the downbeats of the
proceeding subdivided snaps almost always manifest with same distinct chromatic embellishments (^8-#7b7-b7-b7^, ^b7-#7-8-8-8^ in the piano in Rhapsody and, ^6-b7-#7-#7-#7^ in Sabre) until the final climactic
statement of the theme at the end of each work, where the subdivided snap is heard in its bombastic
unembellished form. 642 Throughout Rhapsody, Gershwin contrasts refined and raw energies, and this
dualism reflects the composer s conception of American society, explaining:
I . . . tried to conceive the composition as a whole. I heard it as sort of a musical kaleidoscope of
America — of our vast melting pot, of our incomparable national pep, our blues, our metropolitan
madness (Armitage 1938, 188). 643
Indeed, the work was initially titled American Rhapsody (Jablonski 1999). 644 David Schiff points to the social
meanings inherent in Gershwin s play of contrasts, a play which Schiff describes:
reaches its apotheosis in the grandioso statement of the Stride theme [Schiff s name for the

except possibly heavily obscured by diagetic sounds and dialogue. The subdivided snaps in the commercial soundtrack occur in the
following three pieces: Sweetback s Theme in the tenor saxophone at 2:14 on ^b7-8-8-8^, and Hoppin John at 1:52 in the electric organ on
^6-b7-b7-b7-b7-b7-b7-b7^, and Mojo Woman in the piano at 0:13 on ^b3-[nat]3-3-3- ….^. These pieces have many snaps and cries, and
the parts of these pieces which are featured in the film, occur with the chugging rhythms and crying whistles of trains, the rhythms of
mechanical oil pumps, and the black man s resilient escape from police brutality. Cf. Isoriff, or Dust My Broom riff, in section Subdivided
Snap or Dust My Broom? Rhapsody & Boogie.
639 Cf. European subdivided snaps, in sections Keiser, Biber & Monteverdi Genere Concitato; Plainchant Repercussions, Messiaen, &
Jewish Cantillation & Shofar, and Conlon Nancarrow: Boogie Woogie Suite, and J. S. Bach: Violoncello Suite, Prelude & Partita for Violin
No. 2, Chaconne (& Joan Tower, Handel & Gubaidulina), and Georg Philipp Telemann: Auditory Stream Segregation.
640 Featured, for example, at rehearsal number 12 and 19 (mm. 115 and 181), respectively. It also occurs momentarily in the overturelike introduction, at rehearsal number 1, m. 11.
641 Note as well, the rhythmic features which precede and follow the subdivided snap stride theme: at rehearsal
m.
a theme with
prominent 332 rhythm figures (as was noted in Sabre Dance), at rehearsal 14 (m. 138), a theme with a prominent (slow) snap on ^6-5^,
between rehearsal 19 and 21 (in mm. 190, 192, 209, 211) the short-long-short snapping counterline to the second half of the stride
theme.
642 An exception and qualification: In Rhapsody at rehearsal 12, the subdivided snapping theme occurs unembellished in the orchestra.
And in Sabre Dance, the final statement is rhythmically unembellished but harmonically, the richest version yet heard. It should be noted
as well that in this final statement of Sabre Dance s theme, the xylophone does double the downbeat of the subdivided snap, but it does
not chromatically embellish it as it is played in the opening.
643 In this way, Gershwin s use of the term Rhapsody embodies not only the connotation of free fantasies, but also the national
character as was established, for example in Liszt s Hungarian Rhapsodies (Apel 1969, 728), and who is cited for its use of subdivided
snaps in footnote Subdivided Snaps in European Art Music: Intensifiers & Folk or Dance Origins.
644 The possible influences of Hebrew chant on Gershwin s music is relevant here where these chants may exhibit subdivided snap-like
figures, see section Keiser, Biber & Monteverdi Genere Concitato; Plainchant Repercussions, Messiaen, & Jewish Cantillation & Shofar.
Gershwin explained that the traditional Hebrew religious melodies have had a marked influence upon modern music . . . the Hebrew
chants possess a peculiarly plaintive wail which gives them a universal appeal and attributes this plaintiveness to the Jews oppression
(Hersch 2016, 24–25).
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subdivided snapping middle theme 645] — the one time that a theme from the orchestra is made
louder rather than more intimate in its solo statement. This strategy also explains the essential
stylistic dualism of the Rhapsody — the contrast of a jazz band playing a series of fox-trots with a
ruminative and romantic soloist hero who transforms the rough jazz materials into an expressive
self-portrait by using the musical devices of the serious concert world (Schiff 1997, 27).
In addition to Rhapsody and Gayane each spanning social and ethnic divides, there is also a parallel in the
emphasis placed on the spontaneous nature of the compositional process behind their respective subdivided
snap themes (i.e. the stride theme and Sabre Dance, respectively). Gershwin s short-notice deadline left him
structuring the entire work on a train ride: It was on the train, with its steely rhythms, its rattleyty-bang that
is often so stimulating to a composer (I frequently hear music in the very heart of noise), that I suddenly
heard . . . the complete construction of the Rhapsody (Armitage 1938, 188). And where upon returning from
the journey was again struck with sudden inspiration:
The middle theme came to me suddenly, as music oftentimes does. It was at the home of a friend, just
after I got back to Gotham. I must do a great deal of subconscious composing, and this is an example.
Playing at parties is one of my notorious weaknesses. Well, as I was playing, without a thought of the
Rhapsody, all at once I heard myself playing a theme that must have been haunting me inside, seeking
outlet. No sooner had it oozed out of my fingers that I realized I had found it (Armitage 1938, 188).
A documentary on Khachaturian emphasizes a similar point, detailing how the composer, at midnight before
the ballet s final rehearsal and two days before its premiere, still had not composed a single line of the final
dance for Gayane. A reenactment depicts Khachaturian s hands fidgeting with a pen over a blank score page,
anxiously moving about as he worries about time, before the composer notices his fingers tapping out the
rhythm of the Sabre Dance theme (Rosen 2003). The point is not how accurate (or romanticized) the
anecdotes from Gershwin or about Khachaturian may be, but that these anecdotes are shared at all and
specifically shared about the subdivided snapping themes.
Side by side, Gershwin s theme has a looseness, it is slower yet more fleeting while Khachaturian s is
urgent and unabating—the spontaneity of their composition each capturing their composer s particular state
at the moment of revelation 646 —but both works are described as manifesting subconsciously through their
composer s hands and fingers while his mind is busy thinking about other things. It is the same subconscious
power to which Coltrane attributes his rhythms, the resilient wisdom of the body, and through which we
perceive an uncalculated authenticity. The creator harnesses the physical reality to transcend its perceived
physical limitations. 647

Schiff compares Gershwin s middle Stride theme to James P. Johnson s Snowy Mornin Blues (Schiff 1997, 36–37). A comparison
which is all the more relevant when we consider Ethan Iverson s recent words:
The topic of cultural appropriation seems more rife than ever. It s not that Rhapsody in Blue is so bad, exactly, it s simply that the huge
popular success of this trite work has obscured the greater artistic successes of the great early jazz musicians, especially great black jazz
musicians like Jelly Roll Morton and James P. Johnson. (Any recording of Morton or Johnson is more important than any recording of
Rhapsody in Blue. Period (Iverson 2016c).
Schiff does qualify that Gershwin did not make use of the stride-piano style in the piano part of the Rhapsody, but if one plays
the orchestra s statement of the theme at rehearsal
on the piano, its links to stride become obvious. The Prokofiev-like parallel
harmonization, however, is not characteristic of stride, but reinforces the modernistic element of the work (Schiff 1997, 21).
646 Cf. What is the temporal spectrum between composition and improvisation? Product and process?
647 Does this statement reveal Cartesian or materialist notions underpinning my own thinking, in that it may imply that physical reality is
separate or distinct from another reality?
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In fact, Gershwin specifically identifies the transcendence of rhythmic and temporal constraints as
the driving purpose behind Rhapsody composition.
Suddenly an idea occurred to me. There had been so much talk about the limitations of jazz, not to
speak of the manifest misunderstanding of its function. Jazz, they said, had to be in strict time. It had
to cling to dance rhythms. I resolved, if possible, to kill the misconception with one sturdy blow.
Inspired by this aim, I set to work composing. I had no set plan, no structure to which my music must
conform. The Rhapsody, you see, began as a purpose, not a plan (Armitage 1938, 188).
A strong example of this is heard in Gershwin s temporal manipulation of the subdivided snap theme. At
rehearsal number 19 (m. 181), the piano is left unaccompanied to play the theme, marked Meno mosso e poco
scherzando. In his own 1927 recording of the piece, Gershwin exhibits such playfully dramatic push-and-pull
rubatos here (starting at 4:53) that the subdivided snap seems to lie ambiguously between a ternary-binary
subdivision (of this fluctuating pulse). 648
Subdivided Snap or Dust My Broom? Rhapsody and Boogie
There is another small but marked variation on the subdivided snap which Gershwin introduces at
the above mentioned Meno Mosso rehearsal number 19—two grace note flams into the subdivided snap (as
well as an additional chromatic passing note in the downbeat twang of the final subdivided snap)—and
which brings us back to the dust my broom riff. The dust my broom riff is distinguished by its tendency to
repeat a single sound (tone or chord), usually in a continuous triplet rhythm, and which is initially inflected
with a twanging flam moving from ^#4-5^ or ^#7-8^. The essential difference between the dust my broom
riff and the subdivided snap examples is that the dust my broom riff flams or twangs into the downbeat (e.g.
as a grace note), while the subdivided snap (or subdivided twang) has an explicit downbeat emphasis on the
first note (even if that downbeat is displaced from the accompaniment, as is heard in many of the examples
discussed so far). As the variations indicate, however, there is wide opportunity for playing across the
distinction of the anacrustic or downbeat position of the initial note, and through this play, implying or
exploring the fuzziness (or arbitrariness) of these distinctions.
Although the fuzziness is dependent on the listener s perception, the successive versions of
subdivided snaps earlier observed in solos by Watkin and McDaniel, do suggest how each performer seemed
to conceive the range of variations as closely related expressions of a single idea: encompassing the
subdivided snap and the dust my broom figures. (Earlier we examined the juxtaposition of snap, flam and
subdivided snap in Clifford Brown s solo.) While Gershwin s grace notes on the subdivided snap may arise
In
, a few years before Gershwin s Rhapsody, Darius Milhaud premiered his Le Boeuf sur le toit, Op.
The Ox on the Roof: The
Nothing-Doing Bar . Milhaud s score is a sort of pastiche of Brazilian songs, many from rural folkloric traditions (D. Thompson 2002a).
The title of his composition is a translation of a Portuguese title O Boi no Telhado, a tango composed by José Monteiro (aka Zé Boiadêro)
and first launched in
, and featured early in Milhaud s work (D. Thompson 2002b). The opening melodic motif which repeats
throughout is a subdivided snap on ^1-5-5- ^. Later, Milhaud s quotes the northeastern country tune Caboca di Caxangá, allegedly first
published in the
, variously classified as canção, toada, embolada, batuque sertanejo, and samba (D. Thompson 2002c). VillaLobos arranged the same song in his 1919-1935 song cycle Cançcões Tîpicas Brasileiras (D. Thompson 2002c). The melody consists
entirely of a succession of approximately twelve quadruplet subdivided snaps, not including suppressed subdivided snaps which form
anacrusis to each of the two melody phrases (on ^-5-5-5^ ^5-3-3-3^ ^3-1-1-1^ ^1-6,-6,-6,^ ^6,-4-4-4^ ^4-2-2-2^ ^2-7,-7,-6,^ ^-3-3-3^
^3-1-1-1^ ^1-6,-6,-6,^ ^6,-2-2-2^ ^2-4-4-4^ ^4-2-2-2^ ^2-7-7-5^). While the song has been sung with an array of lyrics, some describing
nature, others bawdy (D. Thompson 2002c), its appearance in Milhaud s score is marked: Danse du Négrillos.
648
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from the same impulse (to connect the subdivided snap and an older twanging blues riff which certainly
predates any available recorded versions), his adaptation of the feature to the serious or concert work
format (or the practice of grace notes in the Western European tradition), may evoke different qualities
depending on the cultural lens (e.g. in European art music, a grace note might have a decorative function,
while in an African American music a flam may have a functional impact, such as on the momentum of a
groove). 649 Nonetheless, it is precisely at this variation of the subdivided snap theme that Gershwin blurs its
ternary and duple feel.
Indeed, the blurring ternary or duple quality of the dust my broom figure, has been studied before.
Benadon and Gioia suggest that it is John Lee Hooker 650 who recasts [the] signature riff from a ternary to a
binary beat subdivision, paving the way for the triple-to-duple shift that characterised mid-century American
popular music (Benadon and Gioia 2009, 19). 651 Common throughout Hooker s Detroit recordings, Benadon
and Gioia name the dust my broom figure an isoriff because it is isochronous and isophonic (Benadon and
Gioia 2009, 23). They observe that the isoriff lends itself to Hooker s ambiguously rendered duple and
ternary feels:
The isoriff, then, is a metrically malleable figure par excellence (London 2002). Metric malleability
occurs with melodic or rhythmic figures that can be interpreted in more than one metric context,
although performers usually disambiguate these kinds of patterns with such cues as expressive
timing and dynamics (London 2004, p. 79). In the isoriff s case, the disambiguating detail consists of
a grace note-like slide or hammer-on that Hooker sometimes injects every three or six strokes if the
isoriff is a triplet or every eight if it is a duplet (Benadon and Gioia 2009, 24). 652
Benadon and Gioia s point about the metric malleability of the isoriff is consistent with my own observations
of the subdivided snap consistently accompanying examples of temporal divergence or ambiguity, and that
this divergence may take the form of a 3:2 or 2:3 relationship to the accompanying feel, whether clear or
more ambiguous, e.g: in the implied triplet or dotted quarter superimposition of subdivided snaps examined
in improvisations by Brown, Ferrell, Thielemans, Hayes, and Turre; 653 in the more ambiguous divergences
which I perceived immediately following the subdivided snaps by Hubbard, Parker, Thielemans, and Turre;
and in other forms of temporal ambiguity heard during or following the subdivided snaps by Hendrix, Kuti,
Khachaturian, and Gershwin. 654
Subdivided Snaps, Twangs, and Trains: Recognition and Mimesis
In observing the metric malleability and potential ambiguity of the isoriff and subdivided snap, it is
fascinating to consider the possible influences of environmental sounds, and particularly those of trains, on

Changizi s research suggests how a snap or flam can have functional property in that it can provide the listener with information
about the sound source s spatial location and movement, through its Doppler shift, discussed in section 4.9 Ecological Snap, Doppler and
Simultaneity: Auditory Streams.
650 It is on Hooker s recording that pianist Watkin rendered the example of the figure, in section Boogie Origins: Afro & Euro
Connotations (Dust My Broom & Subdivided Snap).
651 As in the case of Elmore James mentioned earlier, Hooker too, is noted for his use of twang in his vocalization (Jungr 2002, 108).
652 Cf. Metric malleability of snaps, in Max Roach s It s Time, in section .
Max Roach s It s Time: Snaps and Temporal Deviation.
653 Or Don Thompson in footnote in section Jimmy Smith: The Sermon.
654 Cf. Metric malleability of the subdivided snap.
649
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the development of these rhythmic figures. Gershwin, for example, was quoted earlier describing how his
composing of Rhapsody was subconsciously influenced by the music he hears in the rattleyty-bang train
noise. Is it possible that the Rhapsody s subdivided snap owes its repetitive and motoric quality to patterns
Gershwin molded out of train sounds? Rattleyty-bang sounds quite like the rhythm of his stride theme
which starts with a subdivided snap starting on the off beat, compare: | ^[rest]-8-8-8 8-b7-b7-b7^ | ^b7-8-88 8-b3-b3-b3^ | with |[rest]-rat-tley-ty, bang-rat-tley-ty | bang-rat-tley-ty, bang-rat-tley-ty |. 655
The stride reference in this Rhapsody theme is significant as well, because the stride idiom is closely
related to the boogie, 656 an idiom teeming with examples of isoriff, subdivided snaps, and train symbolism.
Examples of isoriffs and subdivided snaps were identified earlier in boogie performances by John Lee Hooker
and Willard McDaniel. (Hooker s innovations contributed to the translation of the boogie idiom from piano
to guitar.) What remains to be examined is the connection of boogie-woogie and trains. At its root, the
connection between the boogie woogie (and perhaps all music) and trains, often seems to be about the
relationships between the human body and machine, and how this relationship is a means of oppression or
deliverance, or perhaps both. 657
Connections may be observed in possible etymological relationships (or coincidences): a possible
linguistic precursor to boogie woogie in the Bantu mbuki mvuki 658, meaning to shuck clothing to improve
dancing ability, is consistent with boogie woogie s close association with dance and sensuality; while the
English word bogie refers to a wheeled undercarriage of a train (and apparently in Kenya also to refer to the
whole train) (Tennison 2015).
An interview with Lee Ree Sullivan reveals that the term boogie woogie was used to describe the
music as well as the dancing and sexual behaviors associated with the music that was being played along
the Texarkana logging railway, since before 1900 (Tennison 2015). 659 Sullivan also indicates that different
boogie woogie bass ostinato figures were named for and associated with specific logging town rail stops
(Tennison 2015). Of these, the ostinato figure named for Marshall, Texas —officially decreed the birthplace
of boogie woogie— is the most basic. As rail stops spread further from this origin, their associated bass lines
exemplify increasingly sophisticated variations of pattern.
Boogie woogie developed through the interaction of African American modes of cultural resilience
(e.g. music and dance forms), the logging industry particular to the Piney Woods surrounding the Ark-La-Tex
region including Northeast Texas (later extending to the Southeast, and eventually northward), and the
railroad systems that were built to serve this industry (from the Buffalo Bayou, Brazos and Colorado built
655 In 1928, four years after composing Rhapsody, Gershwin composed American in Paris in which he integrated taxi horns. Recent
research suggests that the pitches of these taxi horns has for years been incorrectly stylized into diatonic note choices, rather than
Gershwin s original intention, evoking complex realism of a Parisian environment, through its unique dissonances. Cf. (M. Cooper 2016).
It is also worth comparing the influence of environmental sounds on Gershwin music, and his train onomatopoeias to the descriptions
found in Luigi Russolo s
futurist manifesto The Art of Noises, in which one sees notations of the snap rhythms perceived in electric
tram sounds, and detailed locomotive-train onomatopoeias (Russolo 1986, 44, 59–60). Gershwin was without doubt familiar with the
futurist movement, especially through Leo Ornstein (Perlis and Cleve 2005, 191).
656 Cf. Tennison on the relationship and distinction between stride and boogie (Tennison 2015).
657 Boogie woogie scholar, John Tennison s understanding of the relationship between the music and the human body is informed by his
concurrent practice as a medical doctor.
658 Cf. Vowels in Bantu, in footnote in section 3.1 Snapping Speech.
659 Texas roots are referenced in Béyonce s song Formation, discussed in . Beyoncé s Formation: Snap and Twang.
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largely by slave labour, to the later Texas & Pacific) (Tennison 2015). Even the region s tropical and
subtropical climate played a decisive role in the sound of the music, precipitating the decay of the pianos and
giving each a complex timbre, including thick chorused detunings and unpredictable rattling (or rattleyty )
characteristics, comparable perhaps to the bells fixated along the rim of an African drum (Tennison 2015).
Alan Lomax explains how black musicians incorporated the rhythms of the steam locomotive and
the moan of their whistles into the new dance music they were playing in jukes and dance halls, in a symbol
of escape and freedom from hardship. Boogie-woogie forever changed piano playing, as ham-handed black
piano players transformed the instrument into a polyrhythmic railroad train (Lomax 1993, 170).
Where the polyrhythms evoked feelings of liberation that the railroad expressed, one must qualify
that the feeling of liberation and the limits to be overcome were distinct for different social groups, and that
this quality may manifest in sound. 660 Murray Schafer describes the codes used by train engineers to signal
to one another, and the stylized twangs with which they were rendered (Schafer 1994). 661 In his 1929 Train
Whistle Blues Jimmie Rodgers describes the train as an escape from man s woes: But when a man gets the
blues he grabs a train and rides. Rodger s performance features twanging, Doppler shifting, and snapping
singing and whistles alongside twanging isoriffs in his slide guitar (on^ 4-#4-5-5-5^). 662 A Doppler shiftinglike pitch slide is applied to the opening chordal isoriff, as well. 663 Richly ambiguous evocations are
perceived in Chicagoan, Cripple Clarence Lofton s circa 1936-1938 Streamline Train; Lofton s cries at once
evoke the train engineer, the Doppler-volume dip of the train whistle, and emotive moaning. Lofton s 1939
Blue Boogie deploys a triplet subdivided snap in its intro, and then brings it back twelve bars later, at the
beginning of the second blues chorus, squeezing it into a septuplet subdivided snap. Christos Hatzis shared a
quality he observed about the different motorcycle and automobile sounds I had incorporated into my own
recording project, where they struck him as having a personal quality evoking the person in the driver s seat,
for example. 664 I had not thought about this at all during the composition of the work, but later, gradually
came to appreciate exactly what he was describing, and also how it seems to situate my approach in relation
to just the sort of sonic stories that John Cage rejected. 665
Ike Derricotte, a former slave, indicates how the train whistle codes signalling the status of the
Confederate army during the civil war had different implications for the slave and the free person listening
from the same Georgia plantation:

Cf. Decentering of ametric echo rhythms in dub music, discussed in section Temporally Deviating Echo and Reverb/eration, Flight and
Snaps.
661 Even without knowing the codes, those who listen attentively to the soundscape will notice the personality and style each engineer
manages to bring to these elementary utterances. Some slur the signals, barely distinguishing the articulations; others separate each
blast with lengthy pauses. With considerable artistry others manage to get the notes to slide in pitch by careful manipulation of the
control valve. This last style of performance is atavistic, carrying us back to the old steam whistle which was naturally tapered at the
edges (Schafer 1994).
Cf. It s said that the engineers tuned their steam whistle quills to play a blues but it probably just sounded like this to the field hands
who knew the hour by the regular trains (Oliver 1998, 16).
662 Cf. Jimmie Rodgers snapping yodels, as in Train Whistle Blues.
663 Cf. Warping space-time in 5.2 Ecological Twang. For another musical example which draws on twanging, Dopller-shifting train
whistle sounds, see Subdivided snaps, twangs, and trains: Recognition and Mimesis.
664 Cf. Description of an Original Project Exploring Spatiotemporal Relationships Through Sound.
665 Cf. Living and organic, in Aristotle s Poetics in footnote in section . What s in a Name? An Embodied Idea.
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De way dat old train brought em news was lak dis: if de southern troops was in de front, den dat old
whistle jus blowed continuously, but if it was bas news, den it was jus one short, sharp blast. In dat
way from de time it got hearin , evvybody could tell by de whistle if de news was good or bad and,
believe me evvybody sho did listen to day train (quoted in (M. M. Smith 2001, 231)). 666
In the train s richness of sounds people recognize patterns: sounds they know personally and socially —the
sonic traces of their own body— breathing, (snapped) walking, dancing, running, heart beating, chewing,
fornicating, moaning, (twanged) crying and whistling; the distinctive acceleration, steadiness, and
deceleration, in these sounds, including the a/metric ambiguity that lies between these states (such as
between binary and ternary subdivision). The train conjured mystique: a still emerging modern technology
upon which people projected their hopes and fears to which it might deliver them. And the power of these
symbols continues to resonate today. 667
John Tennison observes how the sounds of the music and the steam locomotive technology continued
to develop in parallel. In fact, not only did the Boogie Woogie parallel the sound, power, and speed of
maturing steam locomotive technology , but the 1920s maturation of Boogie Woogie occurred in Chicago
(the nation's largest railroad hub), and not in New York City (Tennison 2015). Tennison points out that
Chicago's laws allowed steam locomotives to come chugging into the heart of downtown past dwellings and
businesses while New York City's laws did not allow steam locomotives within the city limits (Tennison
2015). And concludes that unlike in New York, Boogie Woogie players who had moved to Chicago from the
south had the continued opportunity to regularly hear and be inspired by the ever faster, ever louder, ever
more powerful sound of maturing steam locomotive technology (Tennison 2015). 668 In his 1927 Honky Tonk
Train Blues Chicagoan Meade Lux Lewis thrusts into the song s second 12-bar blues chorus with two triplet
subdivided snaps on ^b3-[nat]3-3-3-3-3-3-3^, followed by two whipped figures (evoking embellished snaps)

The history of the railroad is deeply entangled with race and—as transportation still is—class. Into the early 1900s, African
Americans were exploited as cheap labour constructing and repairing railroads: …Southern courts purposely convicted large number of
blacks –many for minor property crimes – and sentenced them to lengthy prison (not jail) terms to ensure railroad construction
companies, as well as mine and plantation owners, could obtain cheap labor from the state (Kornweibel 2010, 43).
This slow and heavy labour led to the development of railroad work songs that the linemen depended on to properly synchronize their
actions (Lomax 1993, 170). The medium tempo Linin Track, recorded by Lead Belly (whose work contributed greatly to the translation
of boogie woogie to the guitar also indicates an awareness of class distinctions between the labourers lifting These ol bars bout to bust
my back and Mary and the baby were settin' in the shade / Thinkin' of the money that I ain't made.
But African-Americans were also employed on trains, whether in humiliating servile positions (e.g. middle class whites enjoyed the
status of being waited on, and treated the African American staff as lower class citizens, for example, calling all African Americans
George, regardless of their actual names) and performing dangerous jobs (e.g. only when automatic air brakes were invented, whites
began to push blacks out of what was once the most dangerous job on the train—manual breaking). As passengers, African Americans
experienced further degradation (Kornweibel and Cavanaugh 2010).
Mark Smith s acoustic history of th century America describes how postbellum southern Tourist, Settler and Investor . . . pamphlets
were littered with pictures of the train in motion . . . remind[ing] visitors to listen to the train whistles of Florida s developing economy
(M. M. Smith 2001, 254). Cf. Kassé patterns in (Marks 1974; Wilcken and Augustin 1992).
667 Cf. Railroad experiences distinct to blacks, and which indicate how different tempi, rhythms, and sounds, expressed entirely different
perspectives of the same railroad phenomenon, in previous footnote.
Ted Kornweibel describes the spiritual dimension of these associations: Many of the spirituals that developed during the slavery era
began to adopt the imagery of railroads as a means of escape, as hopeful. At the same time, railroads also took the imagery of taking
unrepentant people straight to hell. So railroads could take you on that celestial journey safely or it could take you without stops and just
picking up more and more passengers straight down to hell. So the spirituals. [sic] Then the work songs. The slaves had sung many,
many work songs, giving rhythm to their work, helping to break the tedium, and railroad workers simply carried that tradition over,
making new songs in the process (Kornweibel and Cavanaugh 2010).
668 Cf. Herbie Hancock s description of Chicago s crying vendors influencing his Watermelon Man, but also his uneasiness with the
vendor s holler evoking rural southern culture, in section Salt Peanuts and Watermelons.
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on ^1-b7-1^. He follows with propulsive stylizations of train sounds featuring shifting cross rhythms,
evoking new tempi rendered with striking precision. 669
In their study of auditory streaming of cross-rhythms, Bregman and Ahad discuss amadinda music
from Buganda (a region of Uganda), where multiple interlocking parts are performed on a twelve-tone
xylophone (typically by multiple musicians). Bregman and Ahad cite Ulrich Wegner s observation that:
What aids the emergence of auditory streams is the fact that with the basic playing technique, an
absolute equilibrium [equalization] of all musical parameters except pitch is intended. Synthesized
amadinda music played by a computer, with machine-like precision, received highest ratings by
musicians from Uganda (quoted in (Bregman and Ahad 1996, 23)).
Bregman and Ahad then add a comparison: where the Ugandan tradition demands that the listener be able
to supply any missing parts from a composition s interlocking gestalt, the jazz tradition too, frequently uses
forms which are embellished or modified to a degree where they are only recognizable to a listener who can
supply the information not actually heard in the gestalt. Similar interlocking techniques are used in East
and Central African music for harp, lyre, lamellophone, and other instruments (Bregman and Ahad 1996,
23). 670
The speed and density of Lewis rhythmic subdivisions recalls those played by James Watkins (and
which were compared to Sabre Dance) and may be compared to the developing speed of their days train
technologies. This speed and resulting rhythmic density has psychoacoustic implications. Benadon and
Gioia s research, for example, proposes how John Lee Hooker s upbeat strokes are a source of downbeat
ambiguity:
Like a dog chasing its own tail, the upbeat guitar note precedes Hooker s foot taps by such a narrow
margin (about one tenth of a second) that one is dizzied by the blur of their cyclical alternation.
Indeed, at times it appears as if the foot is providing the upbeats and the guitar the downbeats
(Benadon and Gioia 2009, 26).
This relates to discussions regarding audible upstrokes, 671 and regarding the grace note flams and twangs
672

—where, at the faster tempo of a boogie (as opposed to that of a slow blues) the upstroke, say of the guitar,

is so close to the downbeat (e.g. in foot stomps or kick drum) that it falls within the perceptual range where
humans misjudge temporal order. 673 This flam or snap may imply a wide and flexible downbeat —or
perhaps, as Benadon and Gioia suggest, two independent tempi— parallel to that heard in walking or dancing
footsteps. 674

669 Some fifty years after Lofton, train symbols live on in the compositions of another Chicagoan, Anthony Braxton. In Ghost Trance Music
for example, Braxton uses train metaphors to describe the compositional pathways between movements, while his spiritual inspiration
draws on the Native American ritual and movement called the Ghost Dance. The Ghost Dance is based on a circle dance ceremony used
to bring about healing to indigenous nations fragmented by colonialism by uniting them across space and also time (with ancestors). Cf.
Communion with ancestral spirits, in section 4.11 Continuities, Transmissions, Survival-Transcendence. Incidentally, the Ghost Dance
ceremony developed around the same time as the boogie woogie. In this way, Braxton continues the tradition of connecting machine
and body, in music that includes many interacting layers of temporalities.
670 Cf. Bregman on subdivided snap figure, in section Georg Philipp Telemann: Auditory Stream Segregation.
671 In section 4.3 Snapback.
672 In section 6.5 Elastic (Blue Note) Snap.
673 In sections . Walkin and Appendix E.
674 I hear this upbeat-downbeat flam throughout Fats Domino s
Boogie Woogie Baby; I also hear similarities between Domino s
groove here and that in Khachaturian s Sabre Dance. Boogie Woogie Baby is also noteworthy where Domino plays a succession of isoriff
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Conlon Nancarrow: Boogie Woogie Suite
While Hooker s achievement was embodied, these qualities achieve an unpredictably calculated and
seemingly disembodied complexity in Conlon Nancarrow s 1948-1950 Boogie Woogie Suite, where up to
seven layers of melodic or metric and rhythmic material are heard unfolding simultaneously, and at a velocity
that parallels the advancing technology of the day. So much in fact, that Nancarrow opted to program the
work into a mechanical player piano, the first of what was to become his life s oeuvre dedicated to the
instrument. How fitting that a tradition that had itself been so closely associated with industrial technology
would be the one to thrust Nancarrow into machine-performed music, a precursor to computer music (Braun
2000, 84–85). These elements may be attributable to Nancarrow s birth and formative years in Texarkana, an
early center of boogie woogie activity (as well as the probable birthplace of Scott Joplin, and who worked on
trains). The opening movement of Nancarrow s suite contains two subdivided snaps on ^6-5-5-5-5-5^
(occurring from 2:03-2:06) delivered so fast (and in such polymetric texture) as to obscure their downbeat
position relative to the underlying boogie woogie ostinato —the very bass figure associated with Nancarrow s
hometown hub: Texarkana & Northern. 675 Like Gershwin s and Khachaturian s works incorporating
subdivided snaps, so too was Nancarrow s work observed crossing social divides. György Ligeti wrote:
If J.S. Bach had grown up with blues, boogie-woogie and Latin-American music instead of the
protestant choral, he would have composed like Nancarrow, i.e. Nancarrow is the synthesis of
American tradition, polyphony of Bach and elegance of Stravinsky, but even much more: he is the
best composer of the second half of this century (quoted in (Braun 2000, 94). 676
Nancarrow s use of technology made possible his vision for extending the limits of human
experience, and particularly, the human experience of time. 677 The perception of these experiences is always
mediated by the body, and indeed, some of his works have later also been arranged for human performance,
organizing motion as it may have never quite moved before. The boogie woogie s relationship both to the
sensual human body and the machine-inspired transcendence of the body, is fundamental. This relationship
can be traced through musical practices —whether sacred or profane— that have been shaped by the boogie
woogie idiom. Texas-born T-Bone Walker recalled hearing boogie in the church in 1913. (Tennison 2015)
(Walker s 1947 recording of Hypin Woman Blues—describing prostitution— features subdivided snaps in the
piano played by Willard McDaniel.) Walker s impact on electric blues and rock and roll is the corollary of his

(i.e. dust my broom) figures (quarter note triplets at 0:52 and 1:01) followed by an arpeggiated and subtly voiced variation of the isoriff
at :
that is reminiscent of the sequenced subdivided snap heard in Charlie Parker s
Lady Be Good.
675 It seems to me that the opening figure —and which permeates— Steve Reich s
Different Trains, is derived from the same
Texarkana & Northern bass. Different Trains is another example of a work in the Western European Art music tradition revealing boogie
woogie influence, and which is characterized by different temporal or rhythmic shifts. John Tennison writes that the Texarkana &
Northern bass figure appears to have been developed in 1885 during the construction of 10 miles of track between Texarkana and the
Red River. This track later became part of the Kansas City Southern system, which probably resulted in the Texarkana & Northern bass
figure being disseminated towards Kansas City (Tennison 2015). By the time Reich composed his work, the bass figure had long
permeated American music, as through the popular rock music idiom.
676 Cf. Boogie-woogie is both blues-based and toccata-like, with its repeated notes and insistent rhythms (Creighton 2009, 218), in
section Boogie Origins: Afro & Euro Connotations (Dust My Broom & Subdivided Snap).
677 Nancarrow s use of player piano was, apparently reinforced by Henry Cowell s New Directions (Braun 2000, 87), cited in footnote in
section 6.7 Blue Note Continuums.
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unquestioned influence on B.B. King, Chuck Berry, and Jimi Hendrix. (Chilton 2016) 678 The boogie woogie
influence on rock cannot be overstated: Boogie Woogie with a back beat. (Tennison 2015) 679 What is
significant in this examination of boogie woogie is the profound connections to the body (including through
its normally sexually aware performance practice), and to train machinery (including through mimetic
symbolism), and the notion that the connection of body and machine could result in spiritual deliverance.
The notion of the train as an instrument of oppression or transcendence is contingent on cultural experience,
whether conscious or subconscious, as may be found in African American railroad slaves or workers
experiences of trains, the Underground Railroad, or European Jews experiences of trains during World War
II, embodied in Steve Reich s Different Trains. 680
An examination by Victor Stoichita of the musical imitation of train sounds in American folk music,
assumes a perspective where music is not a system of signs, or even a way to communicate. It is rather, a
way to act in order to obtain concrete results.

681

Stoichita s perspective here draws on the theories of

anthropologist Alfred Gell (e.g. (Gell 1988)), arguing that the concrete result that is sought through
technology is enchantment —psychological manipulation through displays of virtuosity or playfulness
(Stoichita 2011). Are all behaviors ultimately adaptive, and if so, are we always equipped to determine who
benefits from the adaptation and in what way? 682
Even by the time steam engines were mostly retired in the 1980s, the musical structures inspired by
them continued to convey human values. And while a listener s knowledge of the train sounds informs the
musical experience, through the music the listener may also come to understand environments. Whether the
environment is an exciting or utopian one to revel in, or a harsh one to transcend through the creative act:
Gershwin s Rhapsody, Nancarrow s Boogie Woogie Suite, Walker s Hypin Woman Blues, Lewis Honky Tonk
Train Blues (or in McFerrin s arrangement of Blackbird, Gillespie s Salt Peanuts, or Hancock s Watermelon
Man).
In the bluegrass tradition there are common sonic references to trains, emerging most popularly in
any Ervin T. Rouse s 1938 Orange Blossom Special, a celebratory miniature tone poem of train technology.

683

Harmonicists in this tradition such as Charles McCoy, and later Buddy Greene elevate the musical stylization
of train sounds to a virtuosic and playful art. Then there is the work of Terry McMillan.
In his TBN Praise-A-Thon performance of Train Bound for Glory, the train and its sounds are
embodied, directly conveying McMillan s own spiritual deliverance: opening with a yodel of a train engineer
inviting listeners to join him All a-boaaard! , McMillan s slowly sets off bending his torso all the way back and
Chuck Berry s
Johnny B. Goode is filled with subdivided twangs in the piano part, and the opening isoriff on guitar was taken
from Carl Hogan s introduction to Louis Jordan s
Ain t That Just Like a Woman.
679 Subdivided snaps in improvisations by Prince and Santana are discussed in section Prince: Jungle Strut.
680 In the case of John Coltrane, his nickname Trane implicitly evokes the commitment and power of his vision which is rooted in his
spiritual faith. In his 1994 The Awakening for string quartet and tape, Christos Hatzis evokes a transcendence achieved through the
unification of body (throat singing) and machine (train sounds and rhythms), dissolving constructs distinguishing reality and myth.
681 My translation; original: la musique n est ni un système de signes, ni même un moyen de communiquer. Elle est plutôt un moyen
d agir, afin d obtenir des effets concrets (Stoichita 2011).
682 C.f. McGilchrist on altruism (McGilchrist 2010), Martin Buber s I-it versus I-Thou (Buber 2013), and Michael Polanyi on from-to tool
use discussed in other musical terms in (M. R. Jones 1981; Iyer 1998).
683 Featuring twanging Doppler shifting sound of the train, e.g. at 1:46.
678
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forward with one arm raised in testifyin position (both observed in Rachelle Ferrel s subdivided snaps). As
Alan Lomax once described the honking, gasping, chugging railroad music that Southern blacks discovered in
the harmonica, (Lomax 1993, 170) McMillan yodels, twangs train whistles and wheel polyrhythms, and
snaps. His arrival is marked by a subdivided snap yodelling from a twang on ^#4-5-(up to) b7-b7-b7-b7-b7b7-b7^, followed by a recapitulation of the melody and deceleration. 684 While there is no doubt a goalorientation to McMillan s performance, it is achieved through McMillan s own detached sincerity: he shares
his own personal transcendence with great vulnerability, and without attachment to any results.

Tennison describes the connection between boogie woogie train-inspired sounds and sex:
The accelerating chugging sound of a steam locomotive is an ecstatic, orgasmic sound that naturally resembles the human sexual
excitation cycle as described by researchers Masters and Johnson. The chugging sound resembles the sound of human breathing and of
perspiring bodies slapping together. After the steam locomotive is fully accelerated, the blowing of its whistle is analogous to the human
orgasm. The slowing down of the steam locomotive as it pulls into the station is analogous to the slowing in breathing and refractory
period between human sexual orgasms (Tennison 2015).
684
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Appendix C-2
Subdivided Snap: Projection, Stream Segregation, and Voice-Leading
There are a few other interrelated aspects of the subdivided snap, which I will examine here. One is
the question of how the subdivided snap serves as an information-rich signal when projected across acoustic
spaces. And another is how some of these same features which make the subdivided snap an efficient carrier
of information, are also harnessed to activate voice-leading motion. These properties may be interrelated in
that both have auditory stream-segregating properties. The examination of these properties diverges into
many other manifestations of the subdivided snap. These divergences, however, might also be shown to
depend on the subdivided snap s acoustically projecting properties (e.g. the folk music use of subdividing
horn calls, found in numerous rondo movements in European art music practice).
The subdivided snap may travel efficiently across an environment affected by reverberation. The
reverberation degrades the resolution of the separation of repeated tones (the subdivisions become tied or
fused with increasing reverberation). This reverberation does not degrade the frequency modulation
between the downbeat and ensuing note, however. In this manner the subdivided snap projects across space
well, while also conveying information about the size or surfaces in the space that the signal has traversed.
David Liebman and Miles Davis: Zimbabwe at Massey Hall
An example of a subdivided snap in a noise-dense environment is heard on a recording of Miles
Davis Massey Hall performance from January 27, 1974. At many points in the recording we hear this septet
of multinstrumentalists creating dense orchestrational and polyrhythmic textures—practically a wash of
sound—in the distinctly reverberant acoustics of the hall, and with additional echoes processed with live
tape-delays. It evokes the previously mentioned quote describing Gillespie s notes in the very same hall
sounding like a rain barrel, twenty years earlier.
Acoustic instruments must devise new strategies to contend with these environmental conditions. 685
To this end, Davis and his saxophonist Dave Liebman both use twanging sounds to cut through dense textures
(e.g. at 7:23 to 7:27, 7:54, 8:14 through 8:30, and again at 9:00, and 18:16 through 18:25). Historically,
another strategy Davis adopted was his frequent use of electric wah wah on his trumpet; the wah-wah filter
adds a spectral twang to Davis horn, cutting through the density of electric and percussion sounds. This can
be heard throughout Davis playing of Zimbabwe—explicit African inspirations are to be noted in the context
of this examination 686—becoming more and more prominent as the sound of the band gets denser and louder
(e.g. 22:13).
By the time Liebman follows Davis solo (beginning at 23:52), the music has reached a higher
intensity. Liebman is playing without electronic effects, however, only microphone amplification. He is now
The history of the jazz idiom has been marked by the development of instrumental techniques devised to contend with changing
acoustic contexts. One example of this is in the transformation of the bass sound, rhythm, and function shifting with transitions from
washtub bass to sousaphone to double bass to amplified double bass to electric bass.
686 David Toop mentions Zimbabwe in relation to its release on Davis album Pangea, and the use of reverberation and utopian vision and
mythical future (Toop 2001, 100–101).
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playing tenor saxophone, whose lower tessitura could result in its being more easily masked in the dense
wash of sound (than his soprano saxophone or Davis trumpet). Throughout his solo, Liebman uses
contrasting gestures. Some gestures cut through the texture using extreme high or low registers of his horn,
twangs, or otherwise dramatic gestures such as range traversing runs. Other gestures add colours which are
harder to discern in the overall ensemble texture, such as intricate chromatic lines and repeated arpeggios
and pitch cells in tenor saxophone s middle register. At 24:59, Liebman begins repeating and slightly
accelerating a twanging pitch cell, 687 which he follows with sustained tones and then with a set of intricate
chromatic lines that float across the pulse (to use Kubik s term, quoted earlier). To realign his rhythmic
synchronization after these temporal divergences, Liebman then repeats two sets of subdivided snaps (at
25:20), which although in the middle register of his horn, cut through the dense ensemble sound because of
their simple melodic-rhythmic profile and because of the redundancy achieved through their repetition. That
Liebman plays this series of subdivided snaps so deeply in the groove is vital here. He ends the first set of
approximately eight subdivided snaps with a basic snap (on ^4-5^), and ends the second set of two
subdivided snaps with a slow twang (sliding from ^b3-b5^). 688
Liebman s subdivided snaps exemplify another special characteristic that deserves examination.
Liebman continually shifts the downbeat lower neighbour of each subdivided snap, alternating between ^4^
and ^b3^, and then moving down to ^2^ and ^1^: ^4-5-5-5^ ^b3-5-5-5^ ^4-5-5-5^ ^b3-5-5-5^ ^4-5-5-5^ ^25-5-5^ ^1-5-5-5^, and then snapping on ^4-5^, and the last set twanging up to ^#5^). It is not complex—if it
were, it may compromise its ability to cut through so well— but it demonstrates how the subdivided snap can
be used to imply voice-leading of multiple lines (one line descending ^5-4-b3-2-1^ while the other ascends
^5-#5^).
Prince: Jungle Strut
A similar example of a subdivided snap simultaneously cutting through dense textures and also
creating voice-leading motion, is heard in a live performance by Prince of Gene Ammons Jungle Strut in
Miami in 1994. 689 In Prince s second solo, he uses an echo delay to produce ecstatically repeating three-beat
figures, which he follows with distorted twanging wails. He then produces a series of eight quadruplet
subdivided snaps with oblique motion in the upper voice producing an upper melody on the downbeats (on
^ … …b … … …b ... … ^ : ^ -5-5-5^ ^4 -5-5-5^ ^b3 -5-5-5^ ^2 -5-5-5^ ^4 -5-5-5^ ^b3 -5-5-5^ ^2 -5-55^ ^1 -5-5-5^. Prince follows this gesture with twanging cries and screams before returning to a second set
of eight quadruplet subdivided snaps, this time repeated without any voice-leading motion, on ^b7-5-5-5^,
and ending the phrase on another twanging cry (up to ^8^) and beginning the next phrase with a short-long-

The twanging quality is produced by the rapidly changing resonance profile where Liebman s cell uses multiphonic or microtonal
alternate fingerings à la Lester Young or John Coltrane.
688 Within thirty seconds at
:
the band drops out, leaving only Liebman s tenor joined after a few seconds by a single sustained
organ tone and a few conga hits. It is a stark temporal shift, recalling that heard after Fela Kuti s subdivided snaps in Zombie.
689 Cf. Footnote in section 4.4 Resilient Walks, for another reference to this composition.
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short snap (on ^b3-1-2^). Less than a minute later, he executes another three-beat figure, only this time
accelerates it. 690
J. S. Bach: Violoncello Suite, Prelude and Partita for Violin No. 2, Chaconne (and Tower, Handel, and
Gubaidulina)
Previously discussed examples also imply voice-leading motion, such as in Charlie Parker, Clifford
Brown, Oscar Peterson, or Chester Thompson s sequenced subdivided snaps, Khachaturian s modulating
subdivided snaps, and Gershwin s snakier melody. The Liebman and Prince (and earlier, Albert Ayler and
Roy Ayers) examples activate multiple voices in a more sharply defined manner, however, because of the
oblique or contrary motion that unfolds over the course of repeating subdivided snaps.
In this way, the Gershwin, Liebman, and Prince examples may be compared to patterns in the
opening Prelude of Bach s Suite for solo violoncello No. 1 (BWV 1007) composed circa 1717-1720. One of the
oft-recognized achievements of these suites is how Bach s writing conveys polyphonic counterpoint through a
single monophonic line. In the final part of the second half of the prelude (m. 31), a repeating pedal point is
established on the A string—the ^5^ of the dominant—with a second melodic line gradually ascending
toward this ^5^ (i.e. producing an extrapolated motion of ^3-1-2-3-4-2-3-1-4-2- ^… in the key of the
dominant). On the third beat of m. 33, this lower melodic line reaches just below the pedal point, creating a
subdivided snap on ^4-5-5-5^ (in the key of the dominant), before it climbs onward, in m. 35 descending
from ^b7-5-5-5^ to ^6-5-5-5^. The ^4-5-5-5^ figure is the first instance in the piece where Bach uses double
stemmed notes, and the only time where he uses three consecutive double stems, and where a single tone is
repeated three consecutive times. 691 While the stemming on the two figures in m. 35 shows them to each be
conceived as an interlocked strong and weak beat pair, their tonal motion nonetheless produces a subdivided
snap. In fact, throughout the entire suite, downbeats of sixteenth note quadruplet groups often (activate
voice-leading in distinct registers and therefore) leap to the second note of the grouping, evoking varying
intensities of underlying snap subdivisions. These leaps may be tempered or emphasized with phrasing (e.g.
Yoyo Ma s phrasing seems to tend toward swing by lengthening the downbeats and shortening the fourth
sixteenth, while Mischa Maisky s tend to snap by keeping initial downbeats short. Ma s tendency toward a
swing phrasing, by marking the final sixteenth of a quadruplet, does not cancel the snapping quality produced
by Bach s intervallic-registral marking of the initial quadruplet, however. The interaction of Ma s marking of
the final sixteenth and Bach s marking of the first can result in a short-long-short subdivided snap, where the
first and last two quadruplets are marked: sixteenth-two sixteenths-sixteenth. This emergent rhythmic

690 Prince is known to have been influenced by Santana, and in a guest appearance by Santana in a Prince performance of the Jungle
Strut, in Oakland on February 21, 2011, Santana seizes attention, beginning his solo with subdivided snaps ^5-b7-b7-b …^ twanging up
to ^8^, and then into a virtuosic barrage of rhythmic slapping, sliding and twanging cries, followed by a return to more subdivided
snaps, but these ones are slow snaps on ^4-5-5-5-5-5-5^, recurring on downbeats of each measure, before he concludes the gesture with
a snap on ^4- ^. Santana s subdivided snaps cut through the loud and dense texture. I could not acquire Grant Green Jr. s recording of
this song.
691 According to the Anna Magdalena manuscript.
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property creates a buoyant flow throughout the motoric perpetuity, 692 itself a cultural aesthetic that may be
deeply entangled with maintaining social order and class divisions. 693
The fluidity of the phrasing is an important manifestation of the temporal nature of the prelude
genre: preludes are written to capture a spontaneous and improvisatory quality (cf. subconscious power),
including free-flowing tempo fluctuations (i.e. such as a gradual accelerando through the climactic pedal point
containing the subdivided snap examples in mm. 33 and 35) preceding the regular periodicity of dance music.
694

Besides serving as introductions to larger compositions, the spontaneous quality of preludes gives the

This note grouping recalls the work of James Thurmond discussed in earlier footnotes.
In a review of Johann Mattheson s theory of good melody, Joseph Swain explains Matheson s concept of flow, a melody without
interruption, alluding perhaps to the fundamental Baroque continuity of the motor rhythm (Swain 2013, 92). Are there relationships
between the motor rhythm aesthetic and the cultural values in 16th and 17th century central Europe? Could motor rhythms correspond
to the aesthetic of overstatement to communicate social hierarchy through symbols of opulent wealth, or overdramatization to more
effectively communicate religious ideas to the growing uneducated class, and communicate affect across the larger venues being built by
wealthy patrons? (And could the acoustics of these larger venues be treated, with tapestries, for example, to serve the intricacy of the
melodic line, as Quantz cautions?) Motor rhythms also demand education in specialized skills, dependent on specialization of labour and
its associated class divisions. (Is the skill required to execute this distinct from the perpetual motion created in the Boogie Woogie
idiom?
Swain notes how threatening those musical ideas which questioned the motor rhythm could be:
. . . the dramatic needs of comedy began to undermine the rhythmic synthesis of the high Baroque. Mercurial, even explosive
emotion within a musical continuity became the priority of the proponents of der empfinsamer Stil the sensitive style , most often
associated today with the music of Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach. . . This aesthetic amounted to an attack on the most fundamental
structural element of Baroque composition, the motor rhythm, which tended to assimilate harmonic changes into its steady, unifying
stream. Sudden shifts, stops, and starts could hardly be integrated . . . But by relying on new kinds of coherence of harmonic function and
tonality, der emfindsamer Stil could free itself from the constraints of motor rhythm. (Swain 2013, 18–19)
Swain later writes about Bach s unaccompanied writing for violin and cello . . . His musical style intensified the source of high
Baroque continuity, the motor rhythmic pulse, to an unprecedented degree, but within this incessant stream of sound, through an
unflagging control of harmonic articulation, phrase rhythm, and harmonic rhythm at all levels, Bach could create effects of acceleration,
tension, and resolution that are uniquely his own (Swain 2013, 30).
And:
. . . his suites for solo violoncello . . . form the peak of the Baroque suite tradition. They observe the external formal markers
for allemandes, gavottes, and so on but are so stylized that it is not always easy to hear the standard dance patterns. The dance forms
merely provide the frame and a certain character stamp for the mature and relentless Baroque continuity (Swain 2013, 10–11).
A similar comparison could be drawn between early jazz swing dances and the later, relentless, bebop stylizations.
Susan McClary offers another perspective on Bach s manipulations of the French Suite models [and specifically the Partita No.
4 in D Major, BWV 828, Op. 1 No. 4]:
. . . in Germany, where every petty court pumped itself up in slavish imitation of Versailles, French dance music acquired great
institutional prestige. The nobility and their attendants spoke only French, disdaining German as a barbaric tongue. Accordingly, some of
our most detailed accounts of French performance practices—and even the grouping of dances into the standardized commodity, the
suite—come to us from German sources, from those who wanted to be able to replicate authentic French models down to the last detail.
Because music can pass over national boundaries relatively easily and because we no longer have any investment in what these
differences might have signified, we often pay little attention to Bach s constructions . . . Although Bach wrote dozens of French dances
over the course of his career, his adopted Italianate sensibility created an uncomfortable fit, creating precisely the kinds of tensions that
exerted an irresistible appeal for him. In many of his dances, it is possible to overlook how these two aspects of his music chafe . . . In the
strife between formal propriety and impulsive energy, Bach s heart clearly lies with the latter. Bach does not escape social grounding
here, however. If he wreaks havoc on the dance, he does so by means of pitting it against another and incongruous set of practices—those
he learned from Vivaldi (McClary 2001, 95–96).
And then:
Bach . . . implodes the aristocratic conventions so fetishized by the German upper classes, just as German bourgeois poets were to define
themselves in opposition to French Civilisation . . . In other words, Bach participated in the very important early stages of German
national culture, where identity was enacted by taking the forms of court by infusing them with a new energy that disdained the
strictures demanded by civilized manners. By seizing the cadence for the conclusion of his demonstration, he even suggests that this
teleological process of social transformation too can fit under the accommodating umbrella of reason. Indeed, it seems only by virtue of
the energy infused from his Italian models that the conventional dominant has been achieved at all. The adhesive of tonality once again
patches together two worlds, making the move from the constraints of court to liberation seem simultaneously hard-won and inevitable .
. . To be sure, animating the old dance structure with Italianate rhythmic vigor sometimes seemed a bit like new wine in old bottles. Yet
in certain respects, it was precisely the resulting tensions that made the sonata the genre of choice during that period, for the emerging
middle class manifested in its philosophy and literature the same ambivalence: a desire to fill the shoes of the nobility coupled with scorn
for the rigidity of its forms (McClary 2001, 101).
694 For keyboard music, the first distinctive preludes are from the seventeenth century France: unmeasured preludes. The durations of
the notes are unspecified (referring back to its origin as an improvisation piece) and it was frequently performed before a larger
collection, especially of dance suites (Lee 2008, 9). When baroque dance suites left out the opening prelude, it seems that the essential
692
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performer the opportunity to explore and react to the situated environment, to test the instruments or the
performance space (Lee 2008, 9). 695
Joan Tower s 1998 Wild Purple, for solo viola, features subdivided snaps near the end of its first half.
Two consecutive triplet snaps first appear (in m. 34, following two consecutive subdivided swing figures),
and following a tempo increase, twenty-six consecutive more (through mm. 44-56), followed by three
quadruplet subdivided snaps (through m. 57). The initial two subdivided snaps (in m. 34) are accompanied
by double stops on the downbeat. In the latter twenty-nine subdivided snaps (mm. 44-57) the downbeat
notes gradually unfold —and eventually ascend— along the work s dramatic octatonic ladder, while the
offbeats consistently drone on the viola s lowest open string. In the composer s note Tower explains the title:
purple reflects the viola s lush and resonant timbre (such as that invoked by the double stops, the droning
open c-string, and the low-register subdivided snaps), while wild reflects the composer s challenge of how
to invoke an ethos rarely harnessed on the viola (Tower 1998), achieved here in the subdivided snap figure
activating multiple voice lines in an octatonic mode. 696
Dating to the same, if slightly later, Cöthen period as Bach s suites for solo cello, is his circa 1720
Partita for violin No. 2, D minor (BWV 1004) (Wolff and Emery 2017). The fifth and final movement, Ciaccona
(or Chaconne), is a triptych using subdivided snaps in its climactic middle portion, and again in its resolving
third portion. The appearance of subdivided snaps in a chaconne is interesting because of the form s origins
in Latin American or Spanish popular culture as a ternary meter dance-song associated with servants, slaves,
and Amerindians:
. . . often condemned for its suggestive movements and mocking texts, which spared not even the
clergy, and wa said to have been invented by the devil . . . Few could reportedly resist the call to join
the dance, regardless of their station in life. The chaconne was traditionally accompanied by guitars,
tambourines, and castanets; among the less far-fetched of numerous proposed etymologies is a
derivation from chac , the sound of the castanets . . . [in Lully s time] a lighter type of chaconne kept
alive the dance s Spanish roots and its commedia dell arte associations . . . in fact, it seems astanets
were used when dancing any type of chaconne (Silbiger 2017). 697
improvisational quality was assumed by the dance form which took its place: the instrumental allemande functioned as a prelude to the
rest of the suite with an improvisatorial execution (Piper 2015, 33).
695 Other examples of subdivided snaps which I located in Bach s music are subtle because they are slow and in the same rhythm as the
orchestral ensemble: in Brandenburg Concerto 1 in F major, BWV 1046 (presented in 1721), movement 3, mm. 9 and 11, and again later in
the same movement, the oboes and violins play a single triplet subdivided snap. In Brandenburg Concerto 3 in G major, BWV 1048
(presented in 1721), movement 1, in mm. 23, 26, 30, the violas play slow subdivided snaps. In Orchestral Suite No. 3 in D major, BWV
1068 (from at least 1730), m. 27, the oboe and violin double a slow subdivided snap. In listening to all of these orchestral examples, the
subdivided snap does not seem to cut through the texture, and I believe that this is because these snaps are slow and also homorhythmic
with other simultaneous instrument parts which do not distinguish the short-long pattern. A similar situation seems to occur in Antonio
Vivaldi s orchestral works, for example, in Concerto Grosso, Op. 3, no. 2 (e.g. on the first downbeat of m. 17 in the violoncello solo
concertante and basso continuo, or the first downbeat of m.
in the violin I and II solo and ripieno .
696 Could Tower s use of subdivided snaps be influenced by the figure s appearance in Olivier Messiaen s Quartet for the End of Time?
Tower s study and performances of Messiaen s work and the quartet in particular, resulted in her
homage, Très lent (In memoriam
Olivier Messiaen) (Recorded Anthology of American Music, Inc. 1995). Cf. Subdivided snaps in Messiaen s Quartet for the End of Time, in
section Keiser, Biber & Monteverdi Genere Concitato; Plainchant Repercussions, Messiaen, & Jewish Cantillation & Shofar.
697 Cf. (Bellingham 2017). Are the snaps of Spanish, Latin, or Amerindian influence? If the latter, might there be connection to short-long
patterns in other First Nations music, as I observe in songs I learned for a collaboration with the Mi kmaq Thunder group of Prince
Edward Island, mentioned in secion 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos. The use of subdivided snaps as an emulation of castanets and
string instruments in the Iberian-influenced music of Bach s contemporary, Domenico Scarlatti, is discussed in Subdivided Snaps in
European Art Music: Intensifiers & Folk or Dance Origins. This is not an argument that Scarlatti s or Bach s works had influence on one
another, an argument which Kirkpatrick discounts (Kirkpatrick 1983, 194), but rather, a question of whether the appearance of
subdivided snaps in Bach s Chaconne are at all traceable to the Spanish origin of the form. Kirkpatrick deduces that Most of those
elements in Viennese classic music which might seem to show Scarlatti s influence are derived from other sources (Kirkpatrick 1983,
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The bawdy essence of the triple form, including mocking texts recalls the satirical ethos of the ternary jiggs,
iambic meter, and the subdivided snaps associated with dirty dozen. 698 True to the earlier form of the dancesong, the theme from Bach s own chaconne shows a recurring accentuation of the second beat of the 3/4
measure, whose harmonic rhythm creates a ternary snap figure (e.g. mm. 1-9, 126-140, 249-253). 699 Cooper
and Meyer distinguish this pattern as an inverted iamb —distinct from the snap of the inverted trochee—
where the second and third beat function as an anacrustic unit leading to the short downbeat. 700 Hedi GiglerDongas designates this recurring metric climax on the mid-point of the measure as a microcosm of the
structure of Bach s Chaconne (analogous to its middle section where the subdivided snaps appear first and
most prominently) (Gigler-Dongas 1985, 95). Silberger offers a hypothetical melodic setting of some of the
earliest documented lyrics for a chaconne, which in its eight measures includes three ternary snaps, and a
triplet subdivided snap (preceded by a suppressed subdivided snap) (Silbiger 2017). 701
Bach uses quadruplet subdivided snaps first alternating between and then simultaneously in upper
and lower voices through mm. 169-176, precisely the midpoint (m. 170.5) of the middle section of his
chaconne which is set in the triumphant parallel major key, symbolizing the theme s achievement of highest
power and authority (Gigler-Dongas 1985). Gigler-Dongas writes of this very passage:
The second [middle] part of the Chaconne also receives through other means the towering
prominence over the outer [first and third parts] wings: composition and form show a continual
intensification, in whose escalation Bach transfigures the sound of the violin to the flourishing of
trumpets . . . the clang of trumpets, giving us the impression of the departure of a host of warriors
equipped for battle (Gigler-Dongas 1985, 103).
Gigler-Dongas imagery of warriors, battle, and trumpets recall both the ethos of snaps and subdivided snaps
as well as the frequent occurence of the subdivided figure in brass and horn performances and arrangements,
in African-American, European, and also African practices. 702
125). Subdivided snaps in Bach s solo cello suite prelude and solo violin Chaconne could be inspired by different idioms, even if their
impulses or spirits share common qualities.
698 Discussed in sections: 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos, 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things, and . What s in a
Name? An Embodied Idea. Alex Ross alleges possible connections between the lamento bass line occurring in the chaconne and similar
falling bass ostinatos in a variety of African American musical idioms (Ross 2004, 2010).
699 This rhythm also occurs in the chaconne bass pattern in Monteverderdi s
Zefiro torna. Cf. Monteverdi s snaps in section 3.10
European Short-Long Ethos.
700 Cf. Discussion of inverted iamb and inverted trochee, in section 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things.
701 Cf. Waltz rhythm accentuation of second beat, in section Subdivided Snaps in European Art Music: Intensifiers & Folk or Dance
Origins.
702 Cf. Subdivided snaps described in e.g.: Brown, Morgan, Hubbard, Kuti, Burns, and Wong; those which are found in the hunting horn
rondo themes of Mozart, those in military horn calls, and others in section Subdivided Snaps in European Art Music: Intensifiers & Folk or
Dance Origins, as well as the subdivided snaps found in Simha Arom s transcription of Banda-Linda horn ensembles from Central Africa
(Arom 1991, 460, 496).
It is naturally not the nature of a symbol ever to want or be able to correspond in every detail with that which is being symbolized . . .
That would be a false rational misinterpretation against which the symbolical research must protest (Gigler-Dongas 1985, 106). Cf.
Symbolism of subdivided snaps in Biber s sonata, discussed in section Keiser, Biber and Monteverdi Genere Concitato; Plainchant
Repercussions, Messiaen, Jewish Cantillation and Shofar.
In one film, Glenn Gould explains his position on such matters:
It s very tempting, but I think it s too easy to dwell at great length on the descriptive qualities of Bach s music, despite the fact that they
are much in evidence. Ever since the late Bach revivals of the 19 th century, an incredible amount of effort and misplaced scholarship
applied in dissecting the dramatic connotations of almost every instrumental and vocal motif that occurs more than once in his work. In
fact, in the most active years of Bach research at the beginning of our century, his cantatas and his passion music were subject to much
the same sort of microscopic analysis as was the leitmotif technique of Wagner s Ring Cycle. Fortunately we ve now learned, I think, to
accept the pictorial aspect of Bach s writing within its proper context. It was certainly an important part of his musical thinking and one
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In the final third section of the Chaconne, three quadruplet subdivided snaps occur (in mm. 229, 231)
in a passage which ties-together voice motion in a manner comparable to that observed in the cello suite
prelude which features a lone subdivided snap. Gigler-Dongas describes the chaconne passage (mm. 229235) as a dark sustained pedal point (point d orgue) which signifies the beginning of the third crisis
(Gigler-Dongas 1985, 104).
Bach was well familiar with another chaconne featuring subdivided snaps throughout its middle
section (though perhaps not at the time of writing his own chaconne). Bach incorporated the ground bass
from George Frideric Handel s (circa 1705-1717) Keyboard Suite in G major, HWV 442, Chaconne and 62
Variations Set II No. 9, as the beginning eight measures of the ground of his own 1741 Clavierbüng Part IV,
Goldberg Variations . 703 Handel s chaconne is a set of sixty-two variations on a theme, where variations
twenty-four through thirty, feature a systematic use of subdivided snaps. 704 In each case, Handel s subdivided
snaps activate voice-leading activity across multiple registers, implying a thicker texture than the two-part
writing, adding intensity and momentum (necessary in a set of so many variations), rather than encumbering.
Similarly to Handel s, Sofia Gubaidulina s 1962 Chaconne features octave displaced subdivided snaps
in the seventh and final variation, accelerating from eighth note triplet (beginning in m. 189) to sixteenth note
quadruplets (m. 197), a shift marked with dynamic crescendo, just before the section s tempo change and
climax. These perpetual and accelerating subdivided snaps create a right hand ostinato against the half note
left hand chords; directly recalling the chaconne theme that presents right hand (unsubdivided) snaps against
half note left chords. Could Gubaidulina s use of the subdivided snaps be usefully compared to Kokomo
Arnold s use of the Dust My Broom Riff to accompany melodic lyric gestures in (analyzed in (Wald 2004))?
Both use the subdivided snaps to build tension while simultaneously shifting, contracting or expanding
temporal features. Could the shift of triplet to quadruplet subdivided snaps in the seventh variation of
Gubaidulina s Chaconne have religious connotations? Onalbayeva-Coleman s analysis suggests that the
thing which many of the characteristic motifs of his instrumental style were adopted into his vocal writing, and vice-versa. But there is a
very real danger to be faced in overstating it. If for instance, one applies the dramatic view, that the opening phrase of the Cantata No. 4
[arppeggiates chord], you can say that the great tension of that dominant eleventh chord, which is what it technically is called, depicts
the tension and the discord of the struggle for the soul s purity. And that its tonic resolution [arppeggiates dominant followed by tonic
chords], portrays the state which awaits the spiritual victor. This is a plausible analysis. However, it would be possible, to say, if one had
the malice to say it, that the great tension of the opening chord, represents the sacrifice and the nuisance of bothering the struggle, while
the tonic resolution represents the ease and pleasures of sin. I don t think Bach subscribed to that view. But it does indicate that it s
extremely dangerous to apply or to expect to have applied the kind of dramatic thesis in the music of Bach because the fact remains that
Bach for all the passion of his own belief, for all the conviction of his own theological position, was in so far as his musical achievement
would be concerned, first and last, an architect. A constructor of sound. And what makes him so inestimably valuable to us is that he
was beyond a doubt the greatest architect of sound who ever lived (Till 2011).
Certainly the identification of the subdivided snap figures here may be said to correspond to aspects of an approach on which Gould
heeds caution. Does the fact that I examine and compare subdivided snap figures from across numerous contexts by different
composers, protect this analysis from the pitfalls against which Gould warns?
703 Cf. Snap figures in the Aria of Bach s Goldberg Variation, in section 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos.
704 Variation twenty-four features continuous alternation of ascending slow quadruplet subdivided snap and subdivided swing figures
grouped in threes, in the right hand. Twenty-five moves this pattern to the left hand; twenty-six features continuous quadruplet
subdivided snaps in the right hand, while twenty-seven moves the pattern to the left hand. Twenty-eight recalls the pattern in twentyfour, now in ascending form. Twenty-nine layers short-long-short subdivided snaps in the right hand with slow quadruplet subdivided
snaps grouped in threes in the left hand. Thirty moves the short-long-short subdivided snap to the left hand. The slow quadruplet
subdivided snap and swing figures grouped in threes (e.g. variation twenty-four, etc.) could be phrased in such a way which diminishes
or breaks apart the subdivided snap (e.g. accenting every quarter note downbeat). I believe that the collection of these variations
interspersed systematically with unquestionable subdivided snaps, suggests that these subdivided snap and swing figures be phrased as
two downbeats to a measure (i.e. in 6/8), rather than as three downbeats to a measure (i.e. as one might default to in the printed 3/4
notation).
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prominent melodic and chordal representations of the numbers 3, 4, and 7, in this chaconne, have religious
symbolic meanings (Onalbayeva-Coleman 2010, 4–5, 36, 61). If so, could rhythmic representations of these
numbers have comparable meanings?
Georg Philipp Telemann: Auditory Stream Segregation
Georg Philip Telemann s music (beginning only few years before Bach s suite and partita were
composed) features subdivided snap examples, perhaps also showing a trend of increasing in number and
prominence over the course of his compositional output. 705 Could Telemann s increasing use of subdivided
snaps be directly connected to his increasing adoption of the galant style, with its characteristic . . .
Lombardic and alla zoppa rhythmic figures (Zohn 2017)? 706 Bregman and Ahad use a portion of one of these
many subdivided snaps (from mm. 23-24 of TWV 41:C2 published in 1728/1729) as an example of auditory
segregation of high notes from low ones in compound melodies in Baroque-style music (Bregman and Ahad
1996, 21). It is significant that of all the possible Baroque examples of stream segregation evoking virtual
polyphony, Bregman and Ahad have specifically chosen four consecutive subdivided snaps (my terminology):
it is because the unchanging repetition of pitches in each subdivided snap helps in the perceptual isolation of
the [pitches] that do, since the auditory system tends to focus on changes (Bregman and Ahad 1996, 21).
Bregman and Ahad observe that Baroque-style splitting into sub-streams occurs only rarely and for
only a few bars. So the net effect is that certain tonal sequences seem to stand out from their background
(Bregman and Ahad 1996, 21). They also point out the effect of articulation on the subdivided snaps heard in
their audio example: its rendition on a recorder, rather than on transverse flute, seems to produce the notes
with a greater dryness, allowing us to hear each one distinctly, and the particular mixing with less
reverberation . . . provided a crisper presentation, allowing the listener to hear individual notes more clearly
(Bregman and Ahad 1996, 21). It is interesting to consider the acoustic spaces in which Telemann s various
subdivided snaps were and continue to be performed: in a less reverberant acoustic, one would be more
likely to hear the articulation of each repeated note, while in a more reverberant acoustic, the repeated notes
would be more likely to blur together, depending also on such factors as tempo. Certainly the acoustic spaces
Examples of subdivided snaps I located in Telemann include:
TWV 41:D1 first published
: soft
/ subdivided snaps throughout the Gigue.
TWV 41:e1 (composed 1716 as Partita No. 5): m. 10 on ^2-3-3-3^.
TWV 41:G6 (Viola da Gamba Sonata first published 1728/1729 in Der Getreue Music-Meister): I Siziliana embellished snaps, II
Vivace mm. 35- on ^ -5-5-5^ ^2-5-5-5^ ^8-3-3-3^ ^7-3-3-3^, III implied short-long-short subdivided snaps in m. 4.
Followed by short-long-short snap in m. 5, followed by subdivided snap in mm. 5. Again in mm.11; IV Scherzando: mm.29, 31
embellished snaps.
TWV 41:C2 (Recorder Sonata first published 1728/1729 in Der Getreue Music-Meister): Allegro: m. 5: ^b7-5-5-5^ ^2-5-5-5^
^b7-5-5-5^ ^5,-5-5-5^ ^8-5-5-5^ ^b3-5-5-5^ ^1-5-5-5^ ^1,-5-5-5^ ^9-5-5-5^ ^2-5-5-5^ ^b7-5-5-5^ ^5,-5-5-5^ , and between
mm. 23-26 on ^8-5-5-5^ ^3-5-5-5^ ^1-5-5-5^ ^5,-5-5-5^ ^9-5-5-5^ ^2-5-5-5^ ^7-5-5-5^ ^5,-5-5-5^ ^10-5-5-5^ ^3-5-5-5^
^1-5-5-5^ ^5,-5-5- ^. Bregman s example cited above is from mm. 23-24.
TWV 41:C3 (first published 1732 in 12 Sonate Metodiche): III Presto m. 62 slow subdivided snaps, IV Dolce snaps throughout,
V Vivace opens with 6/8 soft (triplet) snaps then subdivided snaps in m. 29, then back to snaps and back to subdivided snaps
in m.
the triplet snaps in the latter movement may be compared to those in Coltrane s My Favorite Things).
TWV 41:C5 (Recorder Sonata first published 1740 in Essercizii musici No. 19= Solo 10): m. 47 slow subdivided snap in continuo,
then m. 51 solo part seven consecutive subdivided snaps: ^4-1-1-1^ ^5-1-1-1^ ^6-1-1-1^ ^5-1-1-1^ ^6-1-1-1^ ^7-1-1-1^ ^81-1-1^.
706 Cf. galant, Lombardic in section 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos short-long, and alla zoppa in section 4.4 Resilient Walks and
Beethoven s string trio in footnote in section Subdivided Snaps in European Art Music: Intensifiers & Folk or Dance Origins.
705
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in Protestant Germany facilitated the distinct articulation of more rapid Baroque motor rhythms than was
possible in Catholic or Orthodox Christian architecture of the time (Blesser and Salter 2007, 111). In addition,
re-articulation of the repeating pitch would reinforce its volume and keep it resonating, and in this way could
also segregate the subdivided snap as a unit in itself, from potential masking sounds in the environment,
including other ensemble instruments. 707 Indeed, this is exactly what Telemann s colleague Johannes Joachim
Quantz advises in his manual On Playing the Flute: the instrumentalist must adjust . . . also to the place where
he plays . . . (Quantz 1985, sec. XVI, par. 17).
If playing in a large place which reverberates strongly, a somewhat slower shake will be more
effective than a quicker one; for too rapid an alteration of notes is condused through the
reverberation, and this makes the shake indistinct. In a small or tapestried room, on the other hand,
where the listeners are close by, a quicker shake will be better than a slower one (Quantz 1985, sec.
IX par. 2).
In a large place, where there is much resonance, and where the accompanying body is very
numerous, great speed produces more confusion than pleasure. Thus on such occasions he must
choose concertos that are written in a majestic style, and in which many passages in unison are
interspersed, concertos in which the harmonic parts change only at whole or half bars. The echo that
constantly arises in large places does not fade quickly, and only confuses the notes if they succeed
one another too quickly, making bothe harmony and melody unintelligible.
In a small room, on the other hand, where few instruments are at hand for accompaniment,
the player may use concertos that have gay and galant melodies, and in which the harmony changes
more quickly than at half and whole bars. These may be played more quickly than the former type
(Quantz 1985, sec. XVI, par. 18-19).
Keiser, Biber, and Monteverdi Genere Concitato; Plainchant Repercussions, Messiaen, Jewish Cantillation
and Shofar Calls
This said, subdivided snaps are also found in a Christmas oratorio composed by another colleague of
Telemann s, Reinhard Keiser s Dialogus von der Geburt Christi (Weihnachtsoratorium) (e.g. in the opening
Choral: Gelobet seist du, Jesu Christ, and again in the Choral: Das ewge Licht geht da herein). It is not certain
whether Keiser composed this work during his employment by Saint Mary s Cathedral in Hamburg, or earlier
(e.g. c. 1707).
Earlier still, we find complex voice-leading and symbolic significance in subdivided snaps deployed in
Heinrich Biber s Mystery (or Rosary) Sonatas (c. 1676). Their most dramatic appearance in two of the
sorrowful mysteries : the closing Variatio of the Sarabande in Sonata VII, whose accompanying engraving
shows the scourging of Jesus; 708 and throughout the climactic closing Variatio 5 of Sonata X, the crucifixion of
Christ. These dramatic moments are foreshadowed in the joyful mystery of Sonata IV, the presentation of
infant Jesus at the temple (i.e. in the two variations preceding the Adagio and second variation following the
Presto); and are recalled in the final glorious mystery of Sonata XV, the coronation of the Virgin Mary (i.e.
toward the end of the opening movement, and in the sixth and seventh variations following the Aria
movement). In analyses of musical symbols in the work, James Clements explains how Biber evokes the
whipping in Mystery Sonata VII [the scourging of Jesus] through the use of the [genere] concitato . . . the rapid
Cf. (Kroodsma, Miller, and Ouellet 1982; Bregman and Ahad 1996, 464–65).
The subdivided snap figures are contrasted (rhetorical antithesis) by subdivided swing figures in the opening of Sonata VIII, which
immediately follows.
707
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repetition of notes of the same pitch to express angry, agitated or war-like affections (Clements 2001,
2002a). The subdivided snaps repeating tones invoke genere concitato —a compositional device which
Claudio Monteverdi developed from ancient Greek theories of affect— and share similar connotations of
passion and agression, including even the specificity of whipping action, which is discussed among those
connotations of the snap rhythm. 709 The next appearance of subdivided snaps in the climactic finale of Sonata
X, is the crucifixion of Christ in the transformational section of the most important composition in the
collection (Clements 2001) — where their virtuosic contrapuntal texture is sometimes described as a
musical representation of the moment when Christ dies on the cross and other times interpreted as an
imitation of figuration typical of lyre music, an instrument which was an established symbol for the
crucifixion (Clements 2001).

710

The ambiguity —the mystery—of such symbols lies at the heart of Biber s

mystic intentions; through the music its witness becomes a disciple (Strieck 1999, 56; Clements 2001). 711 At
the time of their composition, the layperson s personal meditation on these mysterious miracles also served
the Roman Church of the Counter-Reformation in its determination to build structures of ecclesiastical
guidance, both doctrinal and institutional, around the life of the Christian believer so that s/he can be, in turn,
included in the greater narrative of Catholicism (Conrod 2008, 3). 712 Dann and Sehnal suspect that Biber
probably performed these sonatas . . . at Salzburg Cathedral a space for which Biber demonstrated great
acoustic sensitivity in his polychoral masses and vespers, and was the first to make full use of the
possibilities that this offered (Dann and Sehnal 2016). 713 In a work of such sacred intimacy as the Mystery
Sonatas, could we safely suspect that Biber would have been no less sensitive to acoustic nuance as he would
in producing his masses, in order to inspire the same profound enchantment? 714
Could the subdivided snaps in Bach s violoncello prelude or in Telemann s works have found
inspiration in Biber s stylus phantasticus? 715 What this survey seems to reveal is that the subdivided snap has
been valued by acoustically sensitive composers working across a range of distinct spaces, from Bach,
Teleman, and Quantz s (Lutheran or Lutheran influenced performance spaces) to Keiser and Biber s (Catholic
spaces); subdivided snaps may cross acoustic and confessional spaces.
709 Cf. Snap rhythm connotations examined in section CHAPTER 3:, and Monteverdi s stile rappresentativo and short-long patterns in
section 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos.
710 Cf. Compare lyre figuration to the use of subdivided snaps in Scarlatti s keyboard sonatas to invoke mandolin or guitar of Iberian folk
traditions, discussed in section Subdivided Snaps in European Art Music: Intensifiers & Folk or Dance Origins. Clements suggests that the
musical quotations used to foreshadow the crucifixion in Sonata IV, the presentation of the infant Jesus at the temple, reflects the aged
Simeon who foresees the events of the Crucifixion, and, it seems the subdivided snaps here in triplet form may represent Christ s side
being pierced (Clements 2001). The return of the subdivided snaps in the closing the coronation of the Virgin Mary—key in the Rosary
theme—evokes Mary s witness to Christ s suffering and transformation, a sense which is underscored by the alternation of subdivided
snaps between an upper and lower voice of a continuous double stop which occurs in mm. 16-17 and 19-20.
711 Indeed, when the mystery is replaced with concrete symbolic certainty, when mysterious action understanding is reduced to analogy,
It s as if Mel Gibson were trying his hand at musicology . . . There is, in other words, no explicit literary program here; Biber s gifts were
too multifarious and his imagination too nuanced to be reduced to the level of gory sonic pictorials (Eichler 2004). See Glenn Gould s
position cited in footnote in section J. S. Bach: Violoncello Suite, Prelude & Partita for Violin No. 2, Chaconne (& Joan Tower, Handel &
Gubaidulina).
712 Cf. Also in (Beck 2015, 193). Slow descending triplet subdivided snaps are found elsewhere in Biber s oeuvre, e.g. in the Sarabande of
his Balletti Lamentabili á 4.
713 Cf. Also in (Clements 2002b).
714 Further research into the sensitivity of such other composers works for this same cathedral, as Benevoli, Mozart, and Haydn, could be
revealing. Cf. (Dyer 2016).
715 Cf. Stylus phantasticus and sense of uninhibited (subconsciously free-flowing) improvisation, as well as its relation to acoustic
mimesis (Clements 2002a).
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Comparing the subdivided snap with the genere (later stile) concitato may be revealing, where in
Monteverdi uses the latter to invoke affective theories of ancient Greek pyrrhic foot (two equal shorts) by
subdividing the spondaic (two equal longs; i.e. subdividing a whole note into sixteen even sixteenth notes)
(Chew 2016). Because the subdivided snap implies an asymmetric or syncopated short-long pattern, it may
be understood as a particular variety of genere concitato. Clues to a common ethos between subdivided snaps
and genere concitato may be found in Plato s Republic where Socrates and Glaucon consider the harmonic and
rhythmic modes that will bring about a society of resilient and just individuals, and which recalls the spirit of
the subdivided snaps in such works as Fela Kuti s Zombie or Isaac Hayes Shaft, or the imagery Gigler-Dongas
paints for those in Bach s Chaconne:
. . . I want to have one warlike, to imitate the sound and accent which a brave man utters in the hour
of danger and stern resolve, or when his cause is failing, and he is going to wounds or death or is
overtaken by some other evil, and at every such crisis meets the blows of fortune with firm step and a
determination to endure . . . what are the rhythms of a life that is orderly and brave? (translation
combined from: (Plato 1894, bk. III, 1953, bk. III)).
While Plato s account speculates uncertainly about the combination of poetic feet which stir the desired
affectations, it is adamant about one point and which is repeated several times: the rhythm and harmony
follow the words and not the words these . . . the diction, and the speech . . . follow and conform to the
disposition of the soul (Plato 1953, bk. III). To my reading, this suggests that the quality of sympathetic
resonance between the performer s spirit and the musical figure s symbolism, determines the power of the
stirred affect. This is one reason why the subdivided snap may be used in ways that leave greater or lesser
impression.
Monteverdi s c. 1640 opera Il ritorno d Ulisse in patria (SV 325, The Return of Ulysses to his Homeland)
is cited for its use of genere concitato to evoke the intensity of the fights and slayings (M. F. Robinson 1978,
70). A more subtle instance occurs when (in the second scene of the first act) Penelope s nurse sings maalfin son ca-ri, son ca-ri se pri-maa-mari ( But at last the harsh sufferings, though bitter at first, are cherished )
on three triplet subdivided snaps followed by two ternary snaps. 716
Given Monteverdi s command of the stile antico (Carter and Chew 2016), might his repeated notes
and subdivided snaps also be traced to similar patterns (of podatus or clivis followed by repercussions) used
in plainchants, such as begins the Litany of the Saints Kyrie Eleison (on C-A-A-A… ? Could we learn about the
spirit of these chant repercussions by examining the subdivided snaps in the second movement (mm. 5, 9, in
cello and violin) of Olivier Messiaen s 1941 Quator pour la fin du temps, entitled Vocalise pour l Ange qui
annonce la fin du Temps? While Messiaen himself indicates the influence of plainsong chant on the ephemeral
middle section of this movement, other remarks which the composer made about plainsong neumes are
connected to the outer sections of this movement which is marked Presque vif or also joyeux, and containing a
blackbird song in the clarinet: 717

716
717

Similar to the lamenting triplet subdivided snaps located in Biber s Balletti Lamentabili á 4 mentioned in footnote above.
Cf. Bobby McFerrin Blackbird and bird calls (Kroodsma, Miller, and Ouellet 1982), in section Appendix D.
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Neumes are melodic formulae . . . also found in the songs of birds . . . And what is admirable about the
neume is the rhythmic suppleness it engenders . . . Let us add that this refinement in plainsong can
only manifest itself in swiftness and joy (Pople 1998, 30).
Pople suggests that Messiaen abstracts the power and the essense of plainsong and applies these qualities to
disctinct sections in order to create a musical form (Pople 1998, 31). This approach (which uses
subdivided snaps) reveals a temporal conception where simultaneous qualities are represented in
succession. Is this the linear time of verbal language or is it the eternal end of time ?
Many Christian chants show incontestable resemblances to songs found across widely separated
Jewish communities, irrefutable evidence of their common origin and older age (Sendrey 1969, 231). 718 In
more than a few of such comparisons of Christian and Jewish melodies, we find subdivided snap-like patterns,
where the initium rises to the repeated recitation tone (tenor or repercussion). 719 While Sendry speculates
that the Hebrew song phrase generally starts with an up-beat (Sendrey 1969, 251, 253), Idelsohn s original
research takes care to distinguish initial notes in either an anacrustic position (before a barline) or stressed
position. 720 As I edit this text now (May 16, 2017), I am seated in the Toronto Pearson airport at gate C-30
awaiting a flight to Israel for my paternal grandmother s funeral and shiva. In front and behind me a group of
religious Jewish men have been chanting the afternoon prayer together. Their chanting featured a recurring
pattern whereby an anacrusis leads into a series of descending subdivided snaps. This pattern reminds me of
the one heard throughout a Yiddish song my maternal grandmother taught me and last sang to me toward the
end of her life; Moshe Nadir s 1927 Der Rebbe Elimelech, whose subdivided snaps seem to imitate the
percussive sounds of various instruments that the lyrics describe accompany rebbe Elimelech s joyous
prayer. 721 Among Idelsohn s transcriptions of Yemenite songs, this common stressed initial is frequently
followed by a step or leap to a repeated recitation tone, producing a subdivided snap like motion.
Idelsohn s notation of the celebratory Halêlôt (plural of Hallelu), is one such example featuring
subdivided snap like motions (Idelsohn 1914, 124). Hallel is a semitic root meaning to shout, praise, boast,
shine (E. Klein 1987, 157), Hallelu is the plural imperative form, which is combined with ja, a shortened form
of Yahweh to mean Praise G-d! Serroussi et al. cite the distinct social and responsorial structure of hallelöth
songs (Seroussi et al. 2016). This is significant where Apel considers the kinesthetic connection between
chant repercussions and Jewish practices. Apel first cites 13th century performance practice for liquescent
neumes (applied to specific consonant combinations or diphthongs): by the partial closing of the epiglottis
combined with a subtle repercussion of the throat, and then [s]imilarly, some writers hold that the Jewish
word alleluia originated as a phonetic formation derived from trilling the tongue against the roof of the

Cf. (Idelsohn 1914, 1922, 1923; Apel 1958; Gelbart 2007).
In plainchant semiology, the step or leap from initial is termed podatus (ascending) and clivis or flexa (descending), and the
repercussion neumes are termed bistropha (or distropha,) or tristropha, to indicate the number of repetitions.
720 In a demonstration of the similarity between Yemenite and Christian songs, Apel includes one such example from Idelsohn (Apel
1958, 35), but has removed Idelsohn s rhythmic notation (Idelsohn 1914, 88). This said, one may also refer to Apel s examination of the
somewhat ambiguous ictus property in chant melodies, including a Kyrie Eleison, where he notes that The ictus serves primarily to mark
off those groups of two and three notes that form the basis of their rendition of the chant. The ictus has nothing to do with the speech
accent tonic accent ; it often falls on the weak syllable (Apel 1969, 401).
721 Cf. Subdivided snaps in klezmer melodies, in section 4.11 Continuities, Transmissions, Survival-Transcendence.
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mouth (l-l-l), a vocal technique still widely used in Asia (Apel 1969, 777). 722 The connection between
liquescents and subdivided snaps is intriguing because a liquid phoneme (including the lateral alveolar and
lateral velar l sounds) creates only a partial closing of the flow of air (Apel s partial closing of the epiglottis,
above) which evokes the same sense of connectedness as experienced among the subdivided snap s repeated
tones (i.e. the repeated tones can be joined —or tied— together explicitly or subtley). Apel s description of
the onomatopoeic origin of hallelu from an ecstatically trilling l (trills constitutes a non-lateral type of
liquid), corresponds to what is frequently described as ululation, and is corroborated by (Montagu 2015, 58;
Harper 2017a). Ululation, conspicuously also bearing repeating l s and sharing cognates in Latin, Greek, and
Sanskrit for howl and cry (Harper 2017e), is used to refer to this trilled l practice found in cultures across
not only Asia, but also Africa, the Middle East, and indigenous populations of North America (colonially
termed the war whoop ), 723 and is related to yodeling (Plantenga 2013a, 2013b; M. P. Baumann 2016). 724
Ululation seems to be an integral aspect of shofar calls. In at least one video found on Youtube
(kb2zfx 2017), a celebratory ululation is accompanied by a particular shofar call termed t ru ah (plural,
t ru ot), and then followed by hand drum trills. T ru ah is a hebrew word sometimes translated as fanfare or
ululation (HaCohen and Elkana 2012), and in one transcription of an Egyptian t ru ah g dola (big fanfare or
ululation) shofar call (Montagu 2015, 22) we find a subdivided snap figure. Montagu also compares the
Yemenite shofar tremolo technique with that of early European brass and woodwind l trill —the same
Jewish cantillation or ululation trill which Apel compares to chant liquescents (above):
I was taught to blow the ordinary t ru ah by the conventional orchestral rolling technique of tonging,
using a t to commence each note, as in ta ta ta ta, but recently I heard a Yemenite t ru ah g dola where
the blower more lightly separated the notes by commencing each note with an l: l l l l l . This is a
technique reminiscent of European Renaissance cornett and recorder playing as advocated by many
instruction books of that period for playing divisions, as ornamentation and variations were then
called (Montagu 2015, 23–24).
To what other practices could this comparison between shofar and Renaissance cornett and recorder be
extended? To the horn call subdivided snaps in hunting and military music heard in Mozart s rondos? 725 To
those subdivided snaps heard across African-American inspired trumpet improvisations and horn section
arrangements? To those subdivided snaps found in transcriptions of Central African Banda-Linda horn
music? 726 This connection further suggests how rapid subdivided snaps with such a tremolo quality may also
be compared to ululation. 727 Shofar calls are heard in the works of Russian-born Jerusalem composer Karel
We find harmonized several chains of subdivided snaps in a ternary 4-voice Halleluja cannon by English composer Philip Hayes
(1738-1797). Charles Cole discusses single-note or hidden liquescents which draw attention to the double L in the same way [as
some other syllables], in the words illa and alleluia. These hidden liquescents are simply a call for the really clear formulation of the
text. They are cautionary in nature, as reminders towards performance, but they show the musical considerations of the monks. They
also give significant insight into the interpretation of the two-note liquescent, suggesting that one should leave room for the vowel in the
second note rather than closing up fully onto the consonant as is practiced in some places (Cole 2012, 20).
723 E.g. Pisani
, ,
; Seroussi et al.
; Hassan
; Kimberlin
; Merriam, W itunga, and Mukuna
; Mundell and
Brearley 2017; Neubauer and Doubleday 2017; Ali Jihad Racy 2017; Yampolsky et al. 2017).
724 Cf. Influence of Hebrew chant on Gershwin, in whose Rhapsody in Blue we find subdivided snaps. Cf. Section George Gershwin s
Rhapsody in Blue & Khachaturian s Sabre Dance.
725 Cf. In section Subdivided Snaps in European Art Music: Intensifiers & Folk or Dance Origins.
726 The latter, in (Arom 1991, 460, 496).
727 Rapid or tremolo quality, heard alongside regular subdivided snaps in: Lee Morgan or Freddie Hubbard solos, or those examined in
Jimmy Smith s Sermon, or in Liszt s La campanella.
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Volniansky, including his 1993 Legend, for chamber ensemble, where a repeating subdivided snap figure
becomes the composition s driving motif (e.g. starting at rehearsal number 55, consistently through to
rehearsal number 144 at the end).
Serroussi et al. s description of Yemenite hallelöth is followed by an account of the da ase dance —the
traditional seven-unit rhythm that underpins Um Min Al Yaman— which is interjected with the ḥijer: 728
. . . long and high tones created using the head voice with ululation; one of the women begins
ululating, and others immediately join her, continuing for some five to ten seconds. The ḥijer is
performed especially during pauses between singing musical phrases (Seroussi et al. 2016).
In the breakdown section of Um Min Al Yaman, singer Kahalani switches to a head voice (in unison with a
female-sounding choir of perhaps multitracked voices, doubled by a wooden flute) while Omer Ovital s
arrangement of subdivided snaps functions at once as the new drum beat groove held in the strings, and also
as a similar ululating tremolo to complement that evoked by Kehalani s choir. Ululation is often associated
with rites of passage, as Kahalani s song evokes. While Ovital s figures recall those heard in Isaac Hayes
arrangement for another sort of rite of passage, 729 could their effectiveness in this context be attributed to
their resonance with the variety of traditions represented here and which Ovital practices (including Arabic
and European music)? Kahalani cites the ancient musical traditions of the Yemenite synagogue upon which
their own music draws: Traditions of liturgical chants are very strict and they have been handed down from
father to son for thousands of years (Gropp 2012), and which is integrated with many other influences. 730
Subdivided Snaps in European Art Music: Intensifiers and Folk or Dance Origins
The use of subdivided snaps in strings to propel a Yemeni drum pattern, and which also evoke
ululation, finds a parallel in Bela Bartok s own string writing. In a study of Arab and Berber influences in
Bartok s music, we find that the subdivided snaps from the composer s String Quartet No. 2, movement II (e.g.
mm. 80-102) are identified as reorchestrations of the driving, repetitive North African drum patterns the
composer studied (S. Parker 2008, 443). The same study cites the final part of this movement as having a
quality of the ecstatic trances associated with religious exorcisms practiced among these same cultures from
which Bartok derived his musical materials (S. Parker 2008, 453–54). We find that this ecstatic section is too,
in fact, set off by a series of triplet subdivided snaps (mm. 482-485, three measures after rehearsal 41, four
measures before the Prestissimo). 731 Bartok s incorporation of ululation-like sounds is cited by Sylvia Parker s
(S. Parker 2008), and I wonder whether his ecstatic subdivided snaps evoke some of this quality, as well. One
author notes this music derives further impetus from the conflict between a major and minor third
(Robertson 1957, 232), and this corresponds to melodic motion exploited in many of its subdivided snaps —a
Cf. Um Min Al Yaman in section East-West Subdivided Snap (Josiah Boornazian, Kurmangazy Sagyrbaev-Ethan Baron Cohen, Joseph
Tawadros-Roy Ayers… .
729 Cf. Section Isaac Hayes: Shaft
730 Cf. Acoustic projection: [M]onks [in modestly proportioned abbies] do not sing a projected sound but almost sing to themselves,
allowing the reverberation to add a luminous quality. Professional singers, who generally work in larger buildings, tend to produce a
projected sound which can make nuance quite difficult (Cole 2012, 20).
731 The subdivided snaps in this quartet, as well as in some of his other work are described further in a footnote in section Subdivided
Snaps in European Art Music: Intensifiers & Folk or Dance Origins.
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struggle which concludes, in the movement s final three measures, with a figure nearly identical to that
anchoring Muddy Waters 1955 Mannish Boy. Where Bartok s ecstatic subdivided snaps are heard in a variety
of tempi, listeners of Arab music describe their own experiences through such metaphors as becoming
intoxicated and losing a sense of time (A. J. Racy 2004, 5). 732
If the subdivided snaps in Bartok s quartet claim North African origins, could these also be the origins
of the Iberian-Moorish subdivided snaps which are found in Domenico Scarlatti s sonatas? Or are they of
Mexican-Iberian Chaconne-like origin? Various examples of subdivided snaps are found in the music of
Scarlatti, whose compositions are known to have been influenced by the Iberian folk traditions where he
lived during the final period of his life when he composed the music for which he is best remembered
(namely, his keyboard sonatas) (Robertson 1968, 48). His Sonata in G Major, K. 455 begins with subdivided
short-long-short rhythms (e.g. from right to left hand in mm. 14-21), followed by subdivided snaps almost
continuously to its end (e.g. mm. 25-37, 59-98). 733
I corroborated my suspicion of this Iberian influence in Scarlatti s subdivided snaps through the
research of Ralph Kirkpatrick and later Donna Edwards (Kirkpatrick 1953; Edwards 1980, 24–25).
Kirkpatrick examines these (subdivided snap) figures found throughout Scarlatti s oeuvre and comments that
they embody qualities both of mandolins and of castanets. But in most of the Spanish dance pieces the
imaginary presence of castanets is almost inevitable and where Often their dry clattering incorporates itself
into the basic rhythmic structure or where they appear to be directly imitated (Kirkpatrick 1983, 204).
Kirkpatrick then contextualizes Scarlatti s subdivided snap figures in a manner that is strikingly similar to
John Tennison s description of the dilapidated or rotting upright pianos on which boogie woogie [subdivided
snap] figures mushroomed so well:
In some of his repeated note figures imitating castanets one almost suspects Scarlatti of having
profited by an apparent disadvantage—of having turned to good use the rattling keys of some old
worn-out harpsichord on which he may have had to play (Kirkpatrick 1983, 204). 734
Subdivided snaps in Scottish or Cape Breton jigs (e.g. in triplet subdivision) and reels, hornpipes, and
other country dances (e.g. in quadruplet subdivision), and strathspeys (e.g. in either division), are a means of
evoking a snap quality while maintaining a consistent flowing rhythmic motion. 735 The subdivided snap can

Bartok s use of subdivided snaps in the middle section of his quartet might also be compared to Bach s use of the subdivided snaps in
the middle section of his Chaconne: Kodály thought of the three movements of [Bartok s] quartet as life episodes (Posner 2016), while
Gigler-Dongas finds in the three sections of Bach s Chaconne, a correspondence to the biological phenomena of our lives i.e. youth,
maturity, wisdom) (Gigler-Dongas 1985, 106).
733 Such subdivided snaps in Scarlatti could be compared with those in Telemann and Prince, for example in the way they create
compound voice leading with downward leaps.
734 Kirkpatrick examines the figure in K. s 435 and
, while Donna Edwards dissertation on Iberian elements in Scarlatti s music gives:
K. s
,
,
,
,
, and
which I examined above).
In a study of Basque contributions to the Iberian repertoire we find triplet subdivided snaps in the opening of Juan Andrés de Lonbide s
Sonata de 5 tono (Gastesi Latorre 1998, 114).
On the 1981 album Friday Night in San Francisco, repeating subdivided snaps can be heard in John McLaughlin and Al Di Meola s duet on
Short Tales of the Black Forest (by McLaughlin at ~3:04). Here they do indeed evoke Iberian or Latin musical influences, perhaps
comparable to the figures found in in Scarlatti. Shortly after, the duet develops into The Pink Panther theme composed in the Hungarian
Minor or Gypsy minor scale and known for its prominent snaps (Cf. section 3.5 Don t Mean A Thing If It Ain t Got That… Snap, Twang, and
Blue Note) which then morphs effortlessly into a blues.
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also evoke a droning or bourdon effect, 736 which may be even more pronounced when open strings are added
to the repeated note, as is seen, for example, in Cape Breton fiddling practices. 737
Among the subdivided snaps found in European art works, which are inspired by folk, dance, or
pastoral hunt traditions (whether directly or indirectly)? 738 The triplet subdivided snaps which one finds in
Jigs: The Deuks Dang O er My Daddie, T. Anderson s Peter s Peerie Boat, Abraham Mackintosh s Miss Stewart s Fancy, Niel Gow s
The Stool of Repentance, Natalie MacMaster s David s Jig, Jerry Holland s rendering of Ingonish Jig, Buddy MacMaster s
rendering of Traditional Jig on G.
Reels: Adam Sutherland s Road To Erroggie (aka Bôthar Go Earaghaidh , Adam Macdonald s The Plagiarist, Buddy MacMaster s
rendering of General Stewart.
Country Dance: Meg Merilees (aka Meg Merillees , McNab s Hornpipe.
Strathspeys: Dan J. Campbell s rendering of A Duncan MacQuarrie Strathspey see the discussion of slightly low rds involved
in these subdivided snaps to add to the pipey modal flavour , in (Dunlay and Greenberg 1996, 71). Cf. Blue notes in section 6.5
Elastic (Blue Note) Snap, Mary MacDonald s rendering of Tulach Gorm. The venerable history of the latter is discussed in
(Dunlay and Greenberg 1996, 90).
High-bass strathspeys performed on a fiddle retuned with an a-e-a-e or a-d-a-e scordatura, (Dunlay and Greenberg 1996,
121) feature triplet subdivided snaps: Carl Mackenzie s rendering of Christie Campbell, Buddy MacMaster s rendering of
Anthony Murray s, Mary Macdonald s rendering of Duncan s Trip to the Coal Mines, Stan Chapman s rendering of Joe Confiant s.
Notations of many of these may be found in (J. Hunter 1979; Dunlay and Greenberg 1996). In these forms, subdivided snaps are
frequently also involved in cadential patterns. Cf. Cursus patterns, including the short-long cursus observed in Beneventan chant, in
footnote in section 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos. Allan Alexander s arrangement of Road to Listonvarna —The Morris Dance (A.
Alexander 1996) uses triplet subdivided snaps.
Cf. Continuous flow with baroque motor rhythms. Compare rhythms played in Celtic spoon traditions to those in Iberian castanets.
736 Cf. Bombus ornamentation from bourdon.
737 For an example of a subdivided snap with open-string droning in Cape Breton style fiddling, cf. (L. Cline and MacIntyre 2011, 5). The
droning quality seems to also be noted in those subdivided snaps observed in Bartok s quartet (S. Parker 2008) as well as in Bach s use of
subdivided snaps in pedal-points (e.g. in the Suite for Cello, and in the third section of the Chaconne).
738 Below I provide a brief synopsis of contexts in which I have located subdivided snaps in works by Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Brahms,
Mendelssohn, Liszt, Moszkowski, Elgar, Vaughan Williams, Medtner, Stravinsky, Berg, Bartok, Schostakovich, and Bennett.
Joseph Haydn s c.
Symphony No. 58 in F major, Hob. I:58 (mvt. II, mm. 13, 19-21, 52-56, 75-77, 83, 86-87; mvt. IV, mm. 112, 23, 50-71, 95-105, 124, 132, 152-170) —whose use of alla zoppa is noted in section . Walkin ; is 1795 Symphony No. 104
in D major, London , Hob. /
, movement II, Andante, mm. 65-66; or his Piano Trio in C major Hob. 21 (e.g. mm. 25-26).
Cooper and Meyer analyze the subdivided figure in Haydn s Piano Sonata No. 37 in D major, mvt. I, as a trochaic (strong-weak)
organization (G. W. Cooper and Meyer 1960, 48) which does not contradict the snap quality. For examinations of folk
elements in Haydn s music including reverse-transmission theory) cf. (Scott 1950; R. Hughes 1950; Berman 1993; Sutcliffe
1998; Webster and Feder 2017).
In Mozart s
Symphony No. 25, G minor, the subdivided snaps (e.g. in violins or violas at mm. 63-65, 70, 87, 95, 181) are
found in close proximity to flammed grace notes (e.g. mm. 66-69) and embellished snaps (e.g. beginning mm. 31, 147), not to
mention the opening syncopated-snapping theme. Together with these other elements, I believe the subdivided snap plays a
key role contributing to what is sometimes cited as one of Mozart s earliest expressions of the Sturm und Drang quality (a
concept developed out of Gluck s Dance of the Furies (Rushton 2006, 94), which itself contains some subdivided snap motion in
the low strings). Cf. (Keefe 2003, 96). Stephanie Vial examines the phrasing punctuation of the subdivided snaps and
suppressed subdivided snaps in the opening eight measures of Symphony No. 29, A major, K. 201, movement I (Vial 2008, 102–
4). Mozart s concertos for horn exhibit triplet subdivided snaps in their / rondo movements, e.g.: the
Concerto for
Horn No. 1 K. 412, D major, movement II; 1785 Concerto for Horn No. 2, K. 417, Eb major, movement III. These figures evoke the
pastoral hunting quality, and the same horn motion is found in corollary sections of his piano concertos. 1784 Piano
Concerto, No. 15, K. 450, Bb major, more subtle quadruplet subdivided snaps appear throughout the opening Allegro in the
accompanying orchestral strings, before appearing at cadences in the solo (e.g. mm. 200, 204). Triplet subdivided snaps
permeate the hunting-horn theme of the final Allegro, and are integral in exchanges between the orchestra and the solo. A
similar if more subdued pattern may be found in the 1785 Piano Concerto No. 22, K. 482, Eb major: quadruplet subdivided
snaps throughout the opening Allegro in the accompanying orchestral strings, before appearing in triplet form in movement III
Rondo / hunting finale, initially in the winds m. before making their way into the piano solo, at first lamenting then
ascending (mm. 21-24), and closing the Tempo primo (m. 433). The 1786 Piano Concerto No. 25, K. 503, C major, movement I
uses a quadruplet subdivided snap (preceded by a suppressed subdivided snap) in a transition theme (e.g. mm. 146-147, 324325, echoed in two subdivided snaps at m. 159). The 1787 Eine kleine Nachtmusik, Serenade No. 13 for strings, G major, K. 525
features snapped appoggiaturas in opening theme (mm. 12-13) of Allegro, movement I, which are echoed as quadruplet
subdivided snaps (in mm. 16-17) in the transition to the second theme. It is throughout the final Allegro movement, a rondo in
cut time, that this quadruplet subdivided snap takes on a prominent role sequencing boldly through a variety of tonalities.
Mozart composed the serenade while preparing his opera Don Giovanni, K. 527 (Rushton 2006, 157), a work featuring
dramatic subdivided snaps. The overture is filled with a variously embellished quadruple subdivided snaps (e.g. mm. 23, 3637, 44-45, 68, 70, 72, 79, 83, 99, 100, 105-etc, 134-140, 159-etc) hinting at the drama to come. The figures return in full and
rapid force near the end of the first act, in scene , supporting Donna Elvira as she implores: Bisogna aver coraggio, o cari
amici miei One must have courage, oh my dear friends . In scene , we find subdivided snaps in the ballroom setting for
which Mozart scores three different bands playing three different dances in different meters. Leporello s insistence that
Masetto dance (in order to distract him from Giovanni s advances on Zerlina and Masetto s rebuffs are supported by
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quadruplet subdivided snaps. The three simultaneous dances represent three distinct social classes —the nobility s minuet,
the common folk s contredanse the common middle ground between Giovanni and Zerlina , and the peasant s Teitsch or
German Dance (Eisen and Keefe 2006, 136; Krehbiel 2006, 80). Cf. The integration of social and ethnic groups in
Khachaturian s Sabre Dance. It is the lowest class German dance —during which Leporello dances with Masetto and Giovanni
attempts to rape Zerlina— which features triplet subdivided snaps. In the second act subdivided snaps return in embellished
forms (recalling their appearance in the overture).
Beethoven uses quadruplet subdivided snaps in his 1804 Triple Concerto in C major for Piano, Violin, and Cello, Opus 56, mvt.
III, Rondo alla Polacca as part of the second episode . Although Beethoven s are quadruplet, the ¾ context recalls the
common use of subdivided snaps in Mozart s / rondos also, often final movements . His only previous polonaise, Allegretto
alla Polacca movement IV of his 1796 Serenade in D major for Violin, Viola, and Cello, Op. 8, contains subdivided snaps (e.g. mm.
7-8 in the violin, and snaps in m. 3), which are in fact found throughout the entire work. Has Beethoven used the figure as a
unifying theme? Or, does the subdivided snap figure evoke the stile galant considered so well suited to the string trio medium
(Robertson 1957, 107)? It is worth pointing out that the polonaise was a peasant dance foregrounded by chivalric formations
and altar rituals, before becoming gentrified to cultivated aristocratic ballroom fashions and the like (Cohen 1998, 214;
Snodgrass 2016, 241). The intensity of the quadruplet subdivided snaps in a second movement theme of his string Quartet in
Bb, Op. 18, No. 6 is muted by the Adagio ma non troppo tempo. His 1798 Piano Sonata No. 8, C minor, Op. 13 contains triplet
subdivided snaps through the second half of movement II, Adagio cantabile, another instance of subdivided snaps appearing in
a rondo.
Felix Mendelssohn composed his Scherzo, Op. 16 No. 2 in 1829 in Flintshire, Wales, while also visiting through Scotland, north
England (E. Hughes 2016). The scherzo includes one passing subdivided snap (in m. 25). It is this same trip which planted the
seeds of his Symphony No. 3 in A minor, Op. 56, Scottish, which began the following year and completed around 1942. The
Allegro Un Poco Agitato theme in Mvt. I contains triplet subdivided snap type figures in the clarinet and upper strings, but
which I have heard interpreted with a strong anacrustic feeling which diminishes the snap quality. In the 1844 Violin Concerto,
E minor, Op. 64, in the more agitated second section of movement II, we find some triplet subdivided snaps in the orchestra
(e.g. mm. 28, 43, 78) before they are taken into the violin contrapuntal double stops (m. 66), recalling the bourdon-function of
subdivided snaps in Celtic traditions. Cf. droning subdivided snaps in Bartok String Quartet, movement II in earlier footnote.
Johannes Brahms: 1862 Sextet No. 1, for Two Violins, Two Violas, and Two Violoncelli, Bb major, Op. 18, movement I, tripet
subdivided snaps in mm. 182-187 in violins; 1873 String Quartet No. 1, C minor, Op. 51, No. 1, movement II, triplet subdivided
snaps in violin II, viola, and cello in mm. 25-42; movement I is replete with subdivided short-long-short figures, which —
perhaps owing to Brahms penchant for rhythmic displacement— may be found often, for example in his other chamber string
works (e.g. his 1876 String Quartet No. 3, Op. 67, movement I, mm. 85-100). Do any of Brahms subdivided snaps find origin in
his Zigeuner gypsy ) influences? Cf. (Robertson 1957, 198). Cf. Liszt s folk sources below.
Franz Liszt s Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2 in C# minor, S.244/2, contains subdivided snaps (e.g. mm. 25-40, 41-56) but the snap
effect is diminished wherever the downbeat is heard as an octave equivalence (e.g. especially beginning at m. 41). Alan Walker
claims that Liszt s gypsy Hungarian music was in fact composed by upper middle class Hungarians, and appropriated and
adapted into the improvisations of Gypsies (Walker 1987, 341). Cf. snaps in Hungarian music in section 3.10 European
Short-Long Ethos. Liszt s Rhapsody was later rearranged in African American musical contexts such as by Duke Ellington in
1934, though without the subdivided snaps. Other works by Liszt containing repeated notes may evoke more subtle
subdivided snaps, where the motion is fleeting (e.g. La campanella, S.141) —perhaps comparable to the subdivided snaps
examined in Jimmy Smith or Don Thompson improvisations (see section Jimmy Smith: The Sermon), where the interjected
accent is simply on the same note (e.g. Totentanz for solo piano), or where the repeated note is accompanied on a downbeat by
a different note (e.g. Réminiscences des Huguenots, S.412). The latter is also seen in works by Scarlatti (e.g. Sonata in D minor,
K.141) and later in Moritz Moszkowski (e.g. Caprice Espagnol, Op. 37, published in1885), and may be considered possible
subdivided versions of multi-limb snap (cf. 2.2 A-symmetric BE-bop, Appendix A-1).
Stravinsky: Part I of the 1913 Le Sacre du printemps, L Adoration de la Terre (Adoration of the Earth), ends with a climactic
Danse de la terre (Dance of the Earth), through which the entire horn section is scored, sometimes in full divisi, with persistent
subdivided snaps hocketing with one another and interlocking with various unpredictably repeating figures in other sections
of the orchestra.
Elgar s uses a scurrying quadruplet subdivided snap figure as the primary theme throughout the second movement scherzo
Allegro Molto of his 1919 Cello Concerto, E minor, giving the work an improvisatory quality (R. Hill 1952, 259).
Vaughan Williams
Violin Concerto Accademmico is something of a passionate study in old folk and dance song idiom,
where movement I uses quadruplet subdivided snap theme to evoke a reel, and where movement III uses a subdivided snap
theme (borrowed from his 1919 folk song oriented opera Hugh the Driver) to evoke a jig.
Medtner s
Piano Concerto No. 2, C minor, Op. 50, uses quadruplet subdivided snaps throughout the Tocatta movement I,
often in the violin, viola, or oboe, before closing the movement with the figure in the piano (eleven measures before the end of
the movement). Cf. Comparrison of tocatta and boogie idioms in the work of Kapustin, in section Boogie Origins: Afro & Euro
Connotations (Dust My Broom & Subdivided Snap).
Alban Berg s
-1936 Violin Concerto is known for its inclusion of a triple time Carinthian landler song A Vögele af n
Zweschpm-bam (Pople 1991, 32; Simms 1996, 160), in both movements (e.g. mvt. I at m. 214 in the Horn, and mvt. II at m
in the solo violin . By the time the first come una pastorale statement is heard, Berg has already set the tone (in mvt. I)
with moods: scherzando (m. 104), wienrisch (m. 111), rustico (m. 114), and at least three triplet subdivided snaps in the solo
violin (mm. 119, 121, 123). The subdivided quality of these snaps is particularly interesting considering the repeated notes as
continued expressions of the inverted row s pitch-classes (R. Hill 1952, 375). Steinberg notes the yodelling hiccup in this
passage (Steinberg 1998, 102). Cf. Berg s landler-evoking triplet subdivided snaps to those heard in Mozart s evocation of the
German peasant s dance in the ballroom scene of Don Giovanni, and also those in folk song noted in text, including My Favorite
Things.
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the 6/8 rondos of Mozart, for example, signify the pastoral topic through their reference to idiomatic hunting
horn calls, 739 as well as to jigs (as is demonstrated in the finale of Vaughan Williams Concerto Accademico), or
perhaps of military calls (which corresponds with the imagery Gigler-Dongas finds evoked by those figures in
Bach s Chaconne). 740 The same ternary subdivided snaps hocket through the horn section throughout the
climactic finale to Part I of Stravinsky s Le Sacre du printemps, L Adoration de la Terre, Danse de la terre, where
these figures point to the same passionate and sacred groundedness which is identified in the undivided snap.
How strong of a correlation is there between these subdivided snaps and those many varieties performed or
arranged for brass or horn sections in African American idioms (e.g. Brown, Morgan, Hubbard, Burns, Hayes,
Tower of Power, and Kuti)? Do the adagio triplet subdivided snaps in Carl Philipp Emanuel s description of
correct appoggiatura rendering (on the beat rather than before the beat) (Bach 2008, 48), evoke the same
horn-call boldness? 741 The European subdivided snapping horn pattern may also have a cousin in the low
brass holding down the oom in the oom-pah-pah ostinato, while other instruments sometimes fill in the
pah s (an example of a multi-timbral subdivided snap). The oom-pah-pah subdivided snap pattern s rustic
vulgarity is euphemized (with snapping lyric delivery) as The Oom-pah-pah Song, in the 1968 musical, Oliver!
742

and it burlesques the barbarism depicted in the circa 1679 Viennese Ach, du lieber Augustin (Oh, you dear

Bartok: discussed in the main text, subdivided snaps are found throughout movement II, Allegro molto capriccioso of his 1917
String Quartet No. 2 (e.g. quadruplet subdivided snaps at mm. 40, 81-102; embellished subdivided snaps at mm. 184-187;
triplet subdivided snaps in mm. 482. This is another example of the figure occurring throughout a kind of rondo
movement (Posner 2016), and which is noted for its assimilation of folk music elements, in this case from Magyar (Hungarian)
cultures (Robertson 1957, 232), as well as from North African Arabs, as Bartok recorded the Berber people . . . in which
driving drone-like rhythms accompany melodies of very restricted range . . . (R. Parker 2007).
Subdivided snaps are found in other works by Bartok, which suggest multiple source origins. Comparable perhaps to the
multi-limb subdivided snaps in Liszt and others discussed above, Bartok writes harmonized subdivided snaps in both hands in
Mikrokosmos, Sz. 107, BB 105, No. 82, Scherzo, in mm. 20, 21, 22, 24 (notably, following a suppressed subdivided snap in m. 10).
Bartok saves his most dramatic subdivided snaps to conclude the entire six book series (composed between 1926 and 1939):
the triplet subdivided snap is an integral dimension of the thematic motif throughout No. 153, the climactic sixth and final
dance of all the books and which closes the suite of Six Dances in Bulgarian Rhythm. In No. 144 he uses snaps and embellished
snaps. Subdivided snaps are also found throughout the collections of Romanian folk songs which Bartok recorded, studied,
transcribed, and published (Bartók 1967a, 1967b, 1975).
One can find various examples in Dmitri Shostakovich s string quartets. In No. 2, Op. 68 (1944), mvt. I, m. 6 of violin I is a
dramatic embellished quadruplet subdivided snap (when it returns in mm. 15-16 it is displaced and weakened). This motif
returns later (e.g. m. 123), and in mvt. IV Thema With Variation, triplet subdivided snaps in mm. 74 and 79 (in a jig-like
variation, not to mention the oom-pah-pah rhythms throughout mvt. III, Valse) In No. 8, Op. 110 (1960), mvt. II, mm. 218-227,
violin I and II harmonize on a series of eight quadruplet subdivided snaps. In No. 10, Op 118 (1964), mvt. III, m. 85, the viola
begins a series of quadruplet subdivided snaps, the violin II harmonizes at m. 95, and the violin I takes this as a solo theme
beginning in m. 114.
In Richard Rodney Bennett s
opera The Mines of Sulphur, near the end of Act I, we hear Bennett s resetting of an English
folk song The Unquiet Grave, Child s Ballad No. (by one account thought to date c. 1400 (Child 2016) . Bennett s setting may
be unique for its inclusion of a subdivided snap (a triplet subdivided snap at phrase beginnings, and also includes a snap (on
cold )).
In such examples, from by Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Brahms, Mendelssohn, Liszt, Moszkowski, Elgar, Vaughan Williams, Medtner,
Stravinsky, Berg, Bartok, Schostakovich, and Bennett, the influence or evocation of folk or dance music traditions is implied or
conspicuous, and the composer uses the repeating notes to generate intensity.
739 The application of different topics in . . . works by Mozart is an important element of eighteenth-century compositional practice that
is still comparatively little understood. Topics . . . clearly formed a backcloth against which Mozart s listeners perceived the unfolding
musical discourse. Like rhetoric, topcis amounted to a channel of communication between composer and listener, possibly equivalent to
the Baroque notion of Affekt (Eisen and Keefe 2006, 472). Cf. Compare horn calls to snapping calls examined in text above.
740 Subdivided snaps are found in a number of transcriptions of old or ancient hunting and military horn calls (Monelle 2006, 37, 46, 49,
276, 277, 284, 285, 288). Although the sample size of transcriptions in Monelle s book is limited, hunting call subdivided snaps are all
triplet form, while military call subdivided snaps feature both triplet and quadruplet forms. I imagine the ternary motion evokes
galloping hunts or military calls, while binary motion evokes marching soldiers. Cf. Semiotic aspects of horn and hunting or post in
(Monelle 1992, 287).
741 Cf. Bach Goldberg Variation ornamentation, in section 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos.
742 Cf. Section 4.3 Snapback, and Dickens Cockney and snaps, in footnote in section 3.1 Snapping Speech.
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Augustin). 743 Do we not find something curiously similar between Ach, du lieber Augustin and Hammerstein
and Rodgers My Favorite Things? Both feature subdivided snaps in 3/4 meter, sung by a Viennese singer
enumerating things —morbid and wholesome, respectively— to distract from bad times (e.g. the Great
Plague, and the onset of World War II respectively); in a word, resilience. 744
Can we distinguish which subdivided snaps are inspired by a desire to evoke some universal,
pastoral, or primitive Other? 745 If the dance topoi or mode and folk quality is only sometimes invoked, their
repeated notes consistently generate intensity; e.g. the subdivided snaps in Mozart s arguably first expression
of Sturm und Drung in Symphony No. 25, G minor, K. 183/173dB, or in the ballroom scene in his opera Don
Giovanni —set in Spain— where subdivided snaps simultaneously evoke socially stratified German dances,
and the drama of anti-hero Giovanni s attempted rape of Zerlina the peasant. 746
Franz Schubert s use of subdivided snaps deserves further attention in order to tie together various
pieces of evidence. The figure permeates his last piano sonata, in Bb Major, D. 960, for example. Beginning in
the inner voice in the left hand with a slow quadruplet snap (grouped in six, on ^#4-5-5-5-5-5^ over tonic
harmony, in m. 2) to triplet subdivided snaps (grouped in threes or nine, on ^3-5-5^, or ^#4-5-5^, over
dominant harmony, starting in mm. 36-38), to melodic voice-leading (in the top voice shifting across ^2-5-5^
^3-6-6^ . . . in m. 81), to the equal-duration snaps in the first repeat. This subdivided snap motif is developed
and transformed through to the end of the first movement. The Andante sostenuto begins with a sharp flam
motif, before shifting to quadruplet subdivided snaps (octave displaced: ^1-8-8-8^, in m. 43), and the Scherzo
movement continues with more octave displaced subdivided snaps (e.g. m. 5). The quadruplet subdivided
snap is an integral aspect of the motif which opens the Allegro ma non troppo and which brings it to a

Eric McKee argues that the association of the um-pah-pah texture with lower class spinning dances and the topic of the Ländler or
the Deutscher became so indelibly and narrowly set only in the nineteenth century, due to the popularity of the waltz, and that it is
shortsighted merely to assume the presence of a different, lower-style dance based solely on the presence of the um-pah-pah
accompaniment, and especially so if the music was intended for minuet dancing (McKee 2005). Cf. (McKee 2013). McKee points to the
use of the pattern to achieve the exalted qualities of artful simplicity, natural grace and noble ease of minuets, adding that By itself, the
um-pah-pah was not tied to a single genre (McKee 2005). Interestingly, the earliest example of the um-pah-pah that he find is in a circa
1750 minuet by J. C. Bach. This is interesting on several counts. First, Ach, du lieber Augustin (Oh, you dear Augustin) mentioned in the
text above, was composed circa 1679, where the pattern is in the melody itself, the most active part of the music, rather than in the
accompaniment which one might expect to be simpler, across most genre at least those that conceive of a hierarchy of parts .
Curiously J. C. Bach is specifically noted for his use of the stile lombardo (though in 1750 Bach was not yet in Italy) and its emotionally
affecting, extravagant and fussy snapping or Lombardic rhythms, in section 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos. Second, does McKee
assume that the earliest use of such a simple figure would be in notated music rather than prevelant in multiple oral/aural practices? I
am also not arguing that the pattern was necessarily used in minuets as a rustic topic: rusticity would have been added extra-culturally at
a later time (and only then re-claimed self-awaredly by the lower culture . Cf. Reverse-transmission theory (where art music is adopted
by the masses) with regard to the music of Haydn, in earlier footnote in this section. The bottom line, however, is that the um-pah-pah
figure is used to support euphamistic and morbid burlesque expressions (whether by a high or low culture), both before and after 1750.
This usage, furthermore, does need not contradict its usage that supports those exalted qualities of the minuet that McKee identifies. The
figure still drives the musical motion in an effective and comparable manner. This is pointed out in the text above: effective usage does
not require that the dance or folk topoi is invoked. This fact is asserted in the lyrics to the song in Oliver! which remind the listener that
the meaning of the word Oom-pah-pah is as vulgar as the listener finds it to be.
744 Cf. Coltrane s My Favorite Things in sections 2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping and 3.11 Ancient Greek Short-Longs and My Favorite Things,
also use of triplet subdivided snaps in Berg and Mozart, in footnote above. Cf. Snapback in two-step waltz described in footnote in
section 4.3 Snapback.
745 Matthew Gelbart s The Invention of Folk Music and Art Music, traces these cultural constructs, with particular relevance here in its
identification of the Scottish and Germanic notions that influenced these ideas (Gelbart 2007, 228–32). Cf. Snaps in musical imaginings of
indigenous culture, in section 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos (Pisani 2008).
746 Cf. Mozart s subdivided snaps, including those in Don Giovanni, in a footnote above. Cf. Dance topoi and dance code in
examinations of musical semiotics in eighteenth century and romantic musics (Mirka and Agawu 2008; Agawu 2009).
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climactic Presto closing, as well. 747 In an article examining Schubert s integration of folksong material into his
compositions, Maurice Brown concludes: No one was less dependent, musically, on such outside [folksong]
stimuli as Schubert (Brown 1972, 178). Of the three examples that Brown s article does substantiate with
evidence for folk song borrowing, however, all three contain subdivided snaps in Schubert s adaptation of the
original, and one also contains a subdivided snap in the original source material. Schubert s Écossaise dance
in D major, D. 529, no. 5 opens with a quadruplet subdivided snap (on ^5,-3-3-3^) where the original folksong
—a marriage-quarrel song from Lower Austria— begins with a repeated note. 748 The melody of the Trio of D.
146, no. 5 similarly stylizes a folksong melody into a ^3-2-2^ triplet subdivided snap. The Andante of the
unfinished piano sonata in C major, D. 840 is said to be based on a Swedish folk carol (Brown 1972) that has a
sequenced subdivided snap between mm. 5-7 moving from ^6-4-4-4^ to ^5-3-3^ then breaking off at ^4-2^ .
While the Andante section which Brown cites does not contain subdivided snaps, the sonata s opening
movement, Rondo, and dramatic unfinished finale, all feature prominent subdivided snaps. 749
In his analysis of Schubert s piano Sonata in D major, D. 845, Op. 42, Cameron Gardner describes the
local climax achieved through a new rhythmic motif —two simultaneous subdivided snaps in contrary
motion— beginning in m. 26, uniting yearning and yielding, tempering the tragic connotations of the minor
mode with motifs which evoke a dance . . . with a rhythm characteristic of an Ecossaise or Contredanse
(Gardner 2013, 207–10). Does this not parallel aspects of the subdivided snap which opens Schubert s
Écossaise in D major D. 529, based on a marriage-quarrel song, discussed above? In his 1824 String Quart No.
14, D minor, D. 810, we hear the subdivided snaps in throughout the fifth variation on the Der Tod und das
Mädchen ( Death and the Maiden ) theme, in movement II. Here too, the subdivided snaps are involved in a
struggle (mm. 137-140) —perhaps between Death and the Maiden— evoked in a contrary chromatic motion
creating a cacophonous and grotesque simultaneity of impetuosity and lament . . . [with the first violin
embarking on] one final leap to its top register, possibly alluding one last time to a folkloristic Überschlag
(Cerar 2009, 158). This folkloristic leap is one of a long series of quadruplet subdivided snaps occurring
between mm. 122-144, and which are then softened into more pastoral triplet subdivided snaps, from mm.
145-151, to ease back into the chorale texture. 750 Cerar notes the polarity between the forward-driving and
circular-stalling as well as between old-fashioned styles and dances and rigorous vs. lyrical styles,
contrapuntal and pastoral, and also the fusion of pastoral and Christian imagery where the dance is set in
choral style (or vice versa, choral sacred music is turned into dance) (Cerar 2009, 158). 751 Where
researchers suggest that this dactylic choral evokes the supernatural oracle topos (Badura-Skoda and
Branscombe 2008; Cerar 2009, 128), may we then understand the ecstatic, rustic subdivided snaps as helping
Cf. Closing of the final dance in Bartok s Mikrokosmos, in footnote above.
Interestingly, Hugh Thurston suggests that the strathspey formed the basis of the ecossaise compositions of Beethoven, Schubert, and
Chopin (Thurston 1954, 15; Lamb 2014a, 66).
749 This does not include Brown s discussion of the pile driver gang snaps, in another publication, discussed in footnote in section 4.11
Continuities, Transmissions, Survival-Transcendence.
750 Maja Cerar borrows Litschauer s application of the term Überschlag to Schubert, in describing Schubert s use of double-dotted
rhythms and continuous triplets, large intervallic leaps and yodel-like motions, ecossaise, Ländlers, and other rustic elements
(Litschauer 1997, 143; Cerar 2009, 107, 149, 158, 194).
751 Schubert s use of a tarantella in movement III is suggested to be an evocation of the exorcisms associated with this dance (Cerar
2009).
747
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to establish the trance-state which facilitates these prophecies? What sort of relationship exists between
Death s subdivided snaps in movement II of Schubert s quartet, and those subdivided snaps which are said to
evoke the moment of Christ s death, in Biber s Sonata X? When subdivided snaps appear in movement I (of
Shubert s quartet, e.g. in mm. 61-70), they frequently support a droning-bourdon texture in the lower strings
which is suggested to signify bagpipes or hurdy-gurdy, both symbols of death (Badura-Skoda and
Branscombe 2008, 167), the latter associated for centuries with vagrants and beggars before gentrified to
court use around 1680 (Monelle 2006, 214; Cerar 2009, 44). These subdivided snaps then, may also be
compared to the droning open or double-stopped subdivided snaps in Scottish or Cape Breton traditions (as
well as those in Bach s cello prelude and violin Chaconne). Comparable to the polarization of symbols which
Cerar describes (or the unfixedness of those symbols identified in Biber s sonata), David Schroeder suggests
that the musical ambiguity found in this [String Quartet No. 14] and other works reflects key aspects of
Schubert s life, not the least of which was his manner of trying to come to terms with the police state in which
he lived (Schroeder 2007, 4). Do Schubert s subdivided snaps signify the comparable sociopolitical urgency
or resistance to oppression as those heard in African American idioms?
Without a Song: Signifying and Subdivided Snaps
Without a Song was composed in 1929 by Vincent Youmans with lyrics by Bill Rose and Eward Eliscu.
Since Billy Eckstine recorded the song in 1946 —changing the original lyric from A darkie s born, but he s no
good no how, without a song, to A man is born . . . — the song continued to be recorded and rearranged by
many African American artists. 752 Whether or which of these artists were consciously reclaiming racist
material or, in instrumental arrangements transcending the lyric (Iverson 2014b), is speculation which in
the case of Joe Henderson s version, has been the subject of heated debates (Haider 2014; Halle 2014b,
2014a; Iverson 2014a).
As she begins a 1981 performance of the song, an eighty-six year old Alberta Hunter comments I ll
sing another pretty song. They don t write songs like this anymore. I love these beautiful songs. They don t
write them like this anymore. In her performance (Santee and Santee 1982), Hunter —who grew up in
difficult circumstances and would quite likely have heard the original lyric— arguably captures the essence of
the song: its vision of transcendence through song, not to mention its pastoral depictions. Does the theme of
transcendence, through song and cornfields, make Without a Song a good home for the resilient blues spirit?
753

A derogative term for African-American, the term also has an old history in lyric, relevant to the discussion of subdivided snaps. The
American folk song, The Yellow Rose of Texas, first published as lyrics in 1853, and with music notation in 1858, contains a slow
subdivided snap (e.g. on ^3-5-5- ^ and snaps. The plaintive courtship-themed
lyrics of The Yellow Rose of Texas fit the minstrel
genre by depicting an African-American singer, who refers to himself as a "darkey," longing to return to "a yellow girl," a term used to
describe a mulatto, or mixed-race female born of African-American and white progenitors (Dunn and Lutzweiler 2010).
753 Hunter, who was dubbed grand old Lady of The Blues (Santee and Santee 1982; New York Media LLC 1984, 115) appraises: Well
you know, a lot of people, they don t know what blues are. You know, some people take a beautiful ballad and they sing it slowly and they
tell you that they singing the blues. [sic] They re not singing the blues, those are not blues, [sic] that s just singing the song slow (Santee
and Santee 1982). Does Hunter s assessment corroborate or counter my suggestion that Without a Song makes an attractive home for
the blues spirit?
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Even among artists who may not have been aware of this history, I wonder whether another musical
element may have made this song particularly attractive to artists with strong blues roots, where the
harmony moves frequently to a subdominant sound. 754 Although he probably knew of the original lyric, in his
1965 recorded performance of Without a Song Ray Charles capitalizes on this harmonic opportunity to
powerful blues effect, where the subdominant is given a flat seventh, a harmony that (in m. 3) depends on
Charles altering a downbeat melody note, flattening it (Charles 1965). In his incorporation of many such
African-American sonic features, Charles arrangement and performance (whether or not he specifically
considered the original lyric), may be understood as signifying on a structure which had established and
quickly acquired a rich Black performance practice, since at least Eckstein s recording.
Another compositional element which may make this song attractive to a blues sensibility is its use of
a continuously repeating, simple (i.e. descending 3-note) motif, a characteristic trait of Youman s earlier
compositions (Bordman 2017). In measures 3 (where Charles flattens the song s seventh into blue note), 5,
and 7, the melody follows a descending short-short-long rhythmic motif (first on ^3-5-5^, then ^1-6,-6,^,
and finally ^6-5-5^). In their respective recorded improvisations on this song, Sonny Rollins and Freddie
Hubbard each reference this motif, adjusting it into a subdivided snap figure. The energetic repetition of a
subdivided snap, stemming from subdominant harmony, suggests a form of signifying.
Sonny Rollins: Without A Song, Soundscape Noise and Projection
Sonny Rollins recorded The Bridge in 1962 marking his first return to the studio after a three-year
sabbatical. On the opening cut, Without a Song, seven measures before the end of the first chorus of his solo,
Rollins begins a series of subdivided snaps which outline a chromatic voice-leading motion through the song s
harmonic progression. In addition to this descending chromatic motion Rollins subdivided snaps bear
another distinguishing feature that relates to the Bach and Scarlatti examples, above: Rollins accentuation
pattern (on the first and last of each group of four) implies a strong underlying short-long-short snap. He
begins (at 1:56) in the tenth measure [scale degrees are relative to tonic, not the indicated chord function,
because the tonic sound remains strong throughout.]: (over biii°7) ^#7-b7-b7-b7^ [half note rest] | (over ii7)
[dotted half note rest] ^[eighth rest]-6-6-6^ | (over V7) ^6-#5-#5-#5^ —here leaping up to complete the
motion of an upper voice—^[eighth rest]-3 -3 -3 ^ | (over IMaj7) ^3 -8-8-8^ —and then issuing two nuanced
short-long-short snaps followed by a regular snap— ^b7-8-8^ | (over V7/ii) ^6-1-1 6-1^. Thirty measures
later (at 2:34) he responds to Jim Hall s guitar with four twanged yodels (on ^b3-3^ leaping to ^5^). 755
I would like to consider Rollins use of subdivided snaps from another angle which relates to those
subdivided snaps which Gershwin may have heard on the train, or those used by Liebman in Massey Hall and
Prince (and Santata) in sonically dense environments. If the notion of different performances sociocultural
In the same way that Charlie Parker s
Lady Be Good solo capitalizes on the song s opening blues-like subdominant harmonic
motion.
755 Similar to Rollins, thematically rendered subdivided snaps with voice-leading implications are heard by Jim Hall, on a bootleg
purportedly from the same 1975 session that led to the Jim Hall Live trio album, with Don Thompson (bass) and Terry Clarke (drums).
Followed by blues licks. Cf. Jimmy Smith s subdivided snap with Don Thompson on piano , in a footnote in section Jimmy Smith: The
Sermon.
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signifyin (g) seems speculative, this may seem wildly so. Wild notions may be worth considering in
examining profound creativity.
The Bridge was so named to mark the Rollins return from his sabbatical project, two years of which
he practiced daily on the Williamsburg Bridge, 15 or 16 hours at a time spring, summer, fall and winter.
(Rollins 2016) 756 Rollins describes the environmental context: I can blow my horn as loud as I want.
Because the boats are coming under, and the subway is coming across, and cars, and I knew it was perfect,
just serendipity, (Rollins 2016) and noting the benefits of the unreverberant acoustics [p]laying against the
sky really does improve your volume, and your wind capacity (Rollins 2015). 757 Rollins occasional practice
partner, soprano saxophonist Steve Lacy, details the significance of this sonic environment on the music
making:
That was fantastic, a miracle, a revelation for me. Something very important in my conception of
sound because there, under the bridge, we were inundated with sounds. There was the traffic of cars,
planes, sometimes a helicopter, boats, horns, and all of that very loud. So it was no easy thing, in that
noisy environment, to make our own sound heard. I was horrified. My sound was so small. Sonny
Rollins was big, formidable, and as loud as the horns from the boats. At the start I was tiny, I was
crushed, so sad, frustrated, and then we played some interesting things . . . It was fantastic, but to
play, to have a sound in that environment, was impossible. So I was very unnerved. Then the second
time, it seemed to be clearer, more distinct, and the third time I began to really make a sound. I head
myself better at the same time that the sound emerged more. So the third time it began to not be so
bad, and when I went home it was a veritable revelation. At home, it was easy to play, the sound was
bigger, more evident. It was as if I had been working with weights (Weiss 2006, 162).
Lacy s weightlifting analogy is apt. In my experience (including over a decade playing outdoors, on
downtown streets), however, projection in sonically dense environments is achieved not merely with brute
power, but also strategic power. And the subdivided snap seems strategic. Could Rollins time playing
Without a Song outdoors contribute to his subdivided snap-adjusted referencing of the melody?
Freddie Hubbard: Without A Song, Reverberations of Ethnicity
Seven years after Rollins recording, Freddie Hubbard s arrangement of Without a Song on his 1969
The Hub of Hubbard seems brimming with African American sonic signifiers. Amid these, are a series of ten
subdivided snaps which efficiently voice-lead through the song s harmonic progression. Like Rollins,
Hubbard opens his album with this song, and Hubbard s subdivided snaps occur in a similar place referencing
the same portion of the melody: the last sixteen-measure A section of the first chorus of his solo. (To be
precise, Hubbard s subdivided snaps go from mm. 3-9 of this A section, while Rollins go from mm. 10-14.) At
In footnote in section Clifford Brown: Pent-Up House & A Night in Tunisia, Rollins described a roommate situation he experienced in
the early 1950s where he could not practice and which led to his composing Pent-Up House. In the late 1950s he was unable to practice
for another reason: his neighbour, drummer Frankie Dunlop s wife was pregnant. The horn I m playing, it s loud. I felt really guilty
(Rollins 2015). This led to his practicing on the Williamsburg Bridge.
757 Rollins appreciation for engaging his music in new environments would also manifest in his practice of starting his performance sets
outside of clubs, on the street, something which Charlie Parker was known to do before him, and Joe Henderson, after (Taylor 1982, 248;
Viswanathan 2004, 434). These cases reflect a black culture tradition which extends back through New Orleans marches, ringshouts, and
beyond, of connecting sonically to the subtlety of the breadth of acoustic environments. It is heard in Charles Mingus
Scenes in the
City, which was re-explored some thirty years on Branford Marsalis debut album of the same name, discussed in section . Walkin . It is
through sensitive openness to the breadth of the present that these artists spontaneity is cultivated. Joe Henderson: there are other
sounds out there as well as the organized sounds. There are also the unorganized sounds, what people call noise. I feel I m as much a
student of sound as I am a student of the saxophone (Townley 1975).
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1:37, Hubbard plays [again, scale degree notation is relative to tonic, not chordal function]: (over IVMaj7) ^68-8-8^ | [wholenote rest] | (over IMaj7) [half note rest] ^3-5-5-5^ | (over ii-7/IV to V7/IV) ^5-5-5-5 6-5-5-5^
| (over IVMaj7) ^3-5-5-5-6-5-5-5^ | (over bVII7) ^4-5-5-5-6-5-5-5^ | (over iii-7) ^3-5-5-5 6-5-5-5^ | ending
with a snap (over iii°7) on ^3-5^. Hubbard takes a breath and hits the top of the proceeding A section (at
1:47) with a descending blues scale on ^8-b7-5- twanging #4-5-3-b3^. 758 He takes another breath and begins
an ecstatic repetition of a three-beat figure, and later (at 2:42) thirty successive quarter note (equivalent to
approximately seven measures worth of) repetitions of a ^b7^, and (at 3:05) thirty successive quarter notes
worth of a triplet figure (on ^3-4-5^). At 8:40, while trading eights with drummer Louis Hayes, Hubbard
repeats half-valved sextuplet yodels for eight continuous measures. In his next eight measure solo (beginning
a measure earlier than expected, at 9:00) Hubbard plays a chromatically descending line that decelerates in a
markedly ametric relation to the rhythm section, resynchronizing with Hayes on the third beat of the eighth
measure. Hubbard s subdivided snaps demonstrate his agility to adapt the voice-leading to fit the song s
harmonic progression, and the many repetitions and temporal divergence he plays suggest how these
subdivided snaps are connected to a system of sonic symbols of ecstatic blues and gospel practices.
Grant Green: Yodeled Subdivided Snap and Voice leading
Grant Green s improvisations contain subdivided snaps with notable voice-leading and rhythmic
features. One improvisation occurs on a composition of his own that was discussed earlier, entitled The
Yodel, from Big John Patton s 1966 album Got a Good Thing Goin . Yodelling was already observed for its
inherent activation of stream segregations or compound voice-leading motion. Green s solo develops a
relationship between his composition s tyrolean yodel motif, and the blues subdivided snap. He creates these
relationships with smooth transitions, e.g.: shifting yodel transpositions beginning at 2:24 followed by a
quadruplet subdivided snap on ^#4-5-5- …^ at :

, a snap on ^ -5^ at 2:47 followed by a quadruplet

subdivided snap, this time shifted to begin on the fourth beat of the measure, and more yodelling at 2:56
followed immediately by the same quadruplet subdivided snap on the fourth beat of the measure. This last
subdivided snap leads to a tonic pedal point repeating at a sixteenth-note subdivision at 3:07. Here Green
replaces some of the quarter-note downbeats with a new tone either above or below the tonic. This results in
unpredictably occurring quadruplet subdivided snaps with different downbeat tones and in different parts of
the measure: ^b3-1-1-1^ on beat three, ^4-1-1-1^ on beat two, ^b7-1-1-1^ on beat four, a measure of pedalpoint sixteenths, ^b7-1-1-1^ on beat four, ^b3-1-1-1^ on beat three, ^b7-1-1-1^ on beat three, and ^b3-1-11^ on beat four. He actually also plays a similar pedal point earlier at 2:05, with a single quadruplet
subdivided snap on ^b3-1-1-1^.
George Braith and Grant Green: Subdivided Snap, Signifiers of Culture, and Trains
The other Grant Green example is from Mary Had a Little Lamb on George Braith s 1963 debut album
Two Souls in One. As an arrangement, Mary Had a Little Lamb is pertinent to this discussion here, in at least
758

Compare to the single subdivided snap (on ^3-5-5-5^) at 5:59 in the next solo, by tenor saxophonist Eddie Daniels.
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two respects. In 1967, four years after Braith s arrangement, Buddy Guy developed an arrangement of his
own (perhaps, one could speculate, Guy caught wind of Braith s work through Guy s collaborator, Roland
Kirk—who paved the way for Braith s own multi-horn techniques) and which was later popularized by Stevie
Ray Vaughan. As such, Braith s version can be understood as contributing to a relationship between this
melody and the blues tradition. 759 The most striking aspect of Braith s arrangement is its musical evocation
of train symbols. In the opening of Braith s arrangement Donald Duck Bailey s solo drums accent every
fourth downbeat with a snare stroke, and the remaining quarters on a tom, producing a distinctively steady
locomotive rhythm. When the organ-bass enters re-striking the tonic every whole note, Grant Green repeats
^1-5-5-5^ in quarter notes: producing a slow quadruplet subdivided snap. Braith then enters playing the
melody simultaneously and in harmony, on soprano and stritch, the sustained harmonized notes strongly
evoking the sound of a train whistle crying against the chugging rhythm just heard in the drums, organ, and
guitar. This introduction and melody arrangement reveals how the subdivided snap (in the guitar) may be
creatively traced to the locomotive train rhythm (in the drums).
In Green s solo, following his execution of figures with shifting metric placement of high-note accents,
he settles on a tonic pedal gradually accelerating its subdivision, e.g.: beginning at 3:52 he smoothly shifts
gears from three repeated half notes, to nineteen repeated dotted quarters, four repeated quarters and finally
sixty-six repeated sixteenths (equivalent to eleven quarters worth). After this superimposed (quantized)
acceleration, Green replaces some of the tonic pedal notes with high-note accents, alternating between ^b3^
and ^4^. Starting at 4:03, he starts with two subdivided snaps grouped in sixes (implying dotted-quarters) as
^b3-1-1-1-1-1^ and ^4-1-1-1-1-1^, which he then accelerates to four-note groupings, repeating the pairing
six and a half times (thirteen quarter notes). This is followed by distinct twangs ^#4-5^ (at 4:13) and then
yodels (e.g. twanging ^#4-5^ and leaping up to ^8^). 760
Green s solo on this same arrangement of Mary Had a Little Lamb, is preceded by leader George
Braith s solo, first on stritch alone, then simultaneously with soprano. At 2:31 he plays a yodel on the soprano
twanging from ^#4-5^ and leaping up to ^b7^, while holding the tonic pedal in the stritch. At 2:50, recalling
simultaneously a train whistle and train chugging rhythm, Braith begins a series of subdivided snaps grouped
in sixes (implying dotted quarters): on ^b3-1-1-1-1-1^ in the upper voice, and the lower voice moving
sometimes on a dotted quarter grid: three sets of ^6-6-6-6-6-6^ followed by a set of six ^b7^s. Further
recalling the train, Braith accelerates these subdivided snaps in an unquantized (ametric) manner, creating a
clear temporal deviation, with the same squeezed quality that may be heard in John Coltrane s My Favorite

Whether these blues treatments of the song consciously signify on the associations of purity and whiteness, I am not aware, but it
seems entirely possible. Cf. Monson on Coltrane s signifyn g in My Favorite Things (Monson 1994).
760 On a recording by the Godfathers of Soul, an organ trio featuring Grant Green Jr. on guitar, we hear Green Jr s tribute to his father
entitled My Father s Song. Toward the end of the track, we hear Green Jr. execute a series of seven figures emphasizing ^#4-5^ motion, a
number of them are quadruple subdivided snaps on ^#4-5-5-5^, some of them are more subdivided twangs where not every subdivision
is articulated, but the effect is still of a subdivided snap. This phrase is preceded (at 7:54) by a slow snap (on 3-8) and followed by
phrase with snap rhythms embedded in syncopations (at 8:02).
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Things solo. 761 This phrase ends with a snap: ^b3-1^ in the upper voice, and ^b7^ in the lower voice, which
helps Braith s phrasing to lock back in with the rhythm section s downbeat. He takes a breath and follows
with two more subdivided snaps grouped in sixes: on ^b3-1-1-1-1^ in the upper voice, and the lower voice
moving from six ^b7^s to six ^#5^s. Braith s subdivided snap is sophisticated in its combined rhythmic
profile, squeezed ametric temporality, dyadic voice-leading motion, and timbral conception. The complex
gestalt is iconic of trains and their distinct cultural associations, within and without music and sound.

Coltrane s squeezed gesture in My Favorite Things (cf. footnote in section 2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping) also activates compound dyadic
voice-leading motion against shifting pedal points and complex timbres (using multiphonics), but it is not a subdivided snap because it
lacks repeating tones or phrasing that would evoke asymmetric rhythmic groupings.
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Appendix D
Snap and Twang Across Space
Snapping Echo and Prison Acoustics
In Lamar s Alright music video, the first sound we hear seems diagetic (that is, it seems to correspond
literally to the image we are shown): the surf of an ocean harbour (looking toward the Oakland Bay Bridge
and port—Oakland being rich in its history of resistance). Within a moment the visual cuts to an upward
looking shot of container cranes, where we hear a snippet of a wet, reverb-drenched audio clip (from a lyric
at the end of the video: loving me is complicated ). The visual cuts to more inland images, arriving in a bleak
neighbourhood and with a soundscape that once more seems diagetic (but which, on more careful inspection,
is still dominated by surf soundscape—water is always shape-shifting, and the surf s pink-noise profile is
especially so). Then begins the first of a series of three human screams, each with a discrete echo: the first
two of the three are accompanied by a visual of streaming rows of white lights against blackness, and which
cut to upward-looking visuals of sky and skyscrapers; it is not entirely clear which direction the lights were
streaming during the screams, although we may have landed on our backs through the ordeal. At the end of
the second scream (at 0:23) we are shown a flash of daylight at the end of what now seems like we are inside
a tunnel, I feel like a moth disoriented by the artificial lights—temptation. A third scream is accompanied by
Lamar s narration, Found myself screaming in a hotel room. Lucifer was all around me, and a sequence of
three images: a blazing fire, a woman s anguished face, and the facade of an old square-windowed church. 762
Here the fallen screamer recognizes landing in a hell, populated both by inner demons of success and external
ones of racial discrimination. The screams reference (or are directly sampled from) another song, U, from the
same 2015 album To Pimp A Butterfly, and are featured in a short film God Is Gangsta, in which the echoes of
the screams correspond to the barred walls of a red oak-furnished cell… the acoustics of a self-made prison
hell. The first scream is followed by a single discrete echo before becoming awash in reverberation. The
second and third screams are followed by one discrete echo, and then a fainter second echo which blends into
the reverberation. Each scream has a falling (twanging) pitch evoking both the Doppler shift of a falling
object and the moaning cry. The arrival of the prominent discrete echo following each cry, produces a snap
rhythm.
The opening of Lamar s Grammy segued performance of Blacker the Berry and Alright opens with
barred prison cells and the reverberant crying tones of an alto saxophone (Terrace Martin), interrupted by
aggressive snapping hits from the band. Max Roach s Belgium-televised performance of Freedom Now opens
with barred prison walls and the tenor saxophone (Clifford Jordan) asserting the hard snapping melody
against the band s pedal points. Could these snap rhythms reflect a stylized (slapback) echo? Do the snaps
Since the Reformation, square top church windows have been used as subtle but intentional symbols of domestic architecture, where
the protestant church now serves not only sacred but also secular meetinghouse functions (McNamara 2011, 178). The relevance of this
detail is in how the desacralization of the church impacted its acoustics, particularly in the reduction of reverberation and echo levels
facilitating conversation, debate, and the rhythmic dimension of homiletics, which in turn influenced sacred music, and the concept of
what constitutes sacred sound.
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evoke the oppressive qualities of this space, or the transcendence of these oppressive qualities? 763 ). In
Beyoncé s Formation, the twang sample that carries the rhythmic impetus for the first forty seconds of the
song, has a snapping rebound with an echo like quality, evoking a stark brokenness characteristic of the trap
music aesthetic, trap being a prison, ghetto, or slum. 764
Temporally Deviating Echo and Reverb/eration, Flight, and Snaps
In the Alright music video, the third of Lamar s echoing screams is soon followed by a scene of Lamar
and three other black men in a car being carried through (what appears to be) an underpass, by four white
policemen. I do not notice the continuing sound of the ocean (except on repeated listenings), but Lamar s
toasting is enveloped in a distinct reverberating echo before he reaches further into patois-inflection,
invoking the Jamaican sound system tradition. In Lamar s live performance of Alright at the 2015 BET
Awards, the snapping diphthong BE-alright becomes the juncture of a textural breakdown, where the
snapping diphthong is processed with a spatiotemporally disorienting and deviating delay-echo, juxtaposed
against the grounded unison stomping of all the dancers. The innovative use of simulated echoes and
reverberation in the Jamaican dub idiom is understood as a means of creating rhythmic complexity and
decentering, which disrupts metric regularity and ruptures the symbolic satus quo (M. Veal 2007; Baker
2009). The rhythm of the echo on Lamar s voice is decentered from the pulse he establishes in his rap
cadence. John Baker uses Josh Kun s term audiotopias (Kun 2005, 23; Baker 2009, 22, 25) to identify how
dub s frequent arrhythmic echoes, function not as future utopias but as new maps for the present. Lamar s
echoes re-map the power structures between black male civilians and white police in a powerfully ambiguous
way; who is in control of direction and destiny? Dub echoes and reverberations imply large spaces, and
which Baker attests, contrast the cramped and crowded Jamaican ghettos where dub styles first developed,
and thus suggest spaces free of impediment and full of potential (Baker 2009, 23–25). Lamar s echoes occur
as the men appear to travel through an underpass: an escape or symbolic transformation through physical
space and its implied acoustic, is invoked. Many assert that echo and reverberation have inherent sacred
symbolisms in their evocation of natural sacred spaces as caves (Schafer 1994; P. Doyle 2005, 42–43; Gaona
et al. 2014). Baker builds on Doyle s statements arguing that the spacious audiotopias in dub music invoke
the sacred Rastafarian concept of ital and the associated concept of a spiritual return to the natural (typically
represented by Africa) (Baker 2009, 19).
Baker compares the destabilizing rhythm of echoes in dub and other Jamaican idioms, to the
destabilizing rhythms of scratching in hip hop (noting the latter is indebted to the pioneering innovations of
Jamaican born, Dub-raised, DJ Kool Herc) (Baker 2009). The snap rhythm is sometimes used in a
destabilizing manner (e.g. by Max Roach in It s Time, or Albert Nicholas in Blue Blood Blues, both in the table
of concomitance).
Another example, from a recording by Irish musician Andrew Hozier-Byrne (popularly known as
Cf. Oppressive stress-inducing acoustic design of prisons, in (Evans 1995; BBC News 2012; Witterick 2013; Cosgrove 2016).
Cf. Discussed in section . Beyoncé s Formation: Snap and Twang. Cf. The echo-reverberation that accompanies Beyoncé s first
words, debunking the mysterious Illuminati mess which follows her everywhere she goes.
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Hozier ), may touch specifically on the effect of reverberation on the perception of the snap rhythm. Hozier s
hit Take Me To Church, features slow snaps (e.g. eighth-dotted quarter) in the percussion and guitar parts, at
the beginning and ending of each chorus-hook. The snaps accentuate the titular lyric they accompany, lyrics
which express Hozier s frustration with institutional violence perpetuated against homosexuals: Take me to
church / I ll worship like a dog at the shrine of your lies . . . Good God, let me give you my life. The heavy use of
reverb used throughout this song evokes the acoustics of a cathedral, and the resulting washing-out of the
percussive snaps might effectively conjure institutionalized subjugation of the sensual body. 765 One sound
engineer comments that the reverb compromises the dramatic strength of the snap. The reverb comes at a
price: he surmises, one of the strongest musical moments, the four-note scotch snap riff which underpins
the main lyrical hook becomes seriously blurred, which undermines its musical power for me . . . a wasted
opportunity (Senior 2015). He observes that in live performances engineers have corrected this (e.g. by
temporarily adjusting to a more direct signal for the instruments performing the snap) resulting in a much
better defined sound (Senior 2015).
Twang Across Space
Citing the work of vocal researchers Jo Estill and Alfred Wolfsohn, Barbara Jungr asserts that twang is
a central component of vocal tone in blues and gospel [music], used most frequently in conjunction with
[other components as] speech, cry, sob and belt such as when the vocalist ups the ante (Jungr 2002, 107).
Jungr describes the interrelationship between twang and environmental acoustics:
The vocal requirements of pre-amplification deliveries demand a large physical component and
certain vocal qualities render the voice more audible in an acoustic environment where the singer
may be required to project over a group, sometimes in the open air (Jungr 2002, 113).
Twang, Jungr explains, may be deliberately employed to aid projection . . . a clear sense of power and
physical support, and that in the rural blues, preaching blues, and gospel recorded in churches before
amplification became commonplace, such vocal techniques were used to meet the demands of constant
high-pressured singing under adverse performing conditions (Jungr 2002, 113). Where twang manifests in
pitch glides (rather than formant glides or amplifications as Estill primarily uses the term), these could be
compared to the use of frequency modulation to project across space, which is found in animal
communication (e.g. howls) (Kroodsma, Miller, and Ouellet 1982), and human surrogate (e.g. whistled)
languages (J. Meyer 2015). Twang may be understood as having developed alongside particular acoustic
conditions and psycho-emotional and physiological demands of the environments: black religious music
making in outdoor or rural and early black church architecture.

Hozier, who elsewhere attests to the longtime influence of gospel and African American idioms on his own music—influences which
have been remarked on in this song, insists that his critical attack is not on faith, but on what he describes as the male-dominated
institutions (e.g. Irish Catholic or Russian Orthodox influences on governmental politics) trying to regulate sensual and sexual aspects of
the human body (L. Robinson 2015). Take Me to Church was released only three months after the controversial Russian LGBT
propaganda law was passed Press
; Take Me to Church
. The music video for the song depicts scenes from a Russian public
protest to the enactment of this law. Some members of clergy have expressed disappointment that Hozier chooses to criticize the church
as a whole, where his frustration relates to a particular status quo (R. McDaniel 2015).
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The intuitive knowledge that vocal twang is an effective means of acoustic projection, has since been
investigated and verified by a number of scientific studies which explain how the bright and piercing
resonance (in high frequency acoustic energy) is achieved with (efficient conversion of air to sound energy
and) minimal strain on vocal chords (Titze 2001; Kenny and Mitchell 2006; Sundberg and Thalén 2010;
Bourne and Garnier 2012). 766
Twang and Snap Across Space
Given the interrelationship between twang and snap, could it be that the snap affords as efficient
degree of acoustic projection as does twanging quality? A work for double choir composed in 2013 by Paul
Fowler, is based around a motif which both snaps (as a sixteenth to dotted eighth), and continually evokes
twangs (and other spectral glides) through wordless, shifting vowels. The work is tellingly entitled Calling,
which the composer explained to me, came about rather unconsciously as he gradually recognized the piece
to be an exploration of how we call to each other across distances and up close; and how the overtones of our
language may also be calling us in a way. In his own analysis Fowler reflects that if there is a meaning to
this piece it s the feeling of being called, or calling someone or something in your life. (Fowler 2013)
In the sequence of calls blown on the shofar (the ram s horn sounding in Jewish prayer, ritual, or
battle signal), the initial blast (t kiah), is followed by the second pattern (sh varim) typically in a snap rhythm
(often notated as sixteenth to dotted eighth, or less commonly as an eighth to quarter), but notably also in a
metrically migrating fashion where the first snap is in an upbeat-downbeat relationship, and subsequent ones
are in downbeat-upbeat relationship (Sendrey 1969, 353–58; Montagu 2015, 20,22). The leaping interval in
these repeating snaps (often in the vicinity of a fourth or fifth) bears similarity to another type of call —the
yodel— that is often heard with embedded snaps. 767 Ashley Kahn observes how Roy Haynes snaps command
immediate attention in packed, noisy nightclubs (Kahn 2005), a dry acoustic that allowed music with such
percussive density and complexity develop in the first place. 768 Each of these examples suggests the
possibility that the snap rhythm, like twang, may possess some inherently effective quality for projecting
across space. However, these examples do not serve as empirical tests because the variables are not
measured independently.
Snap, Echo, Space and Community: Repetition, Call-Response, Self, Community and Multiplicity
In Lamar s performance of Alright for the 2015 BET Awards, the previously examined snap in the
chorus BE-al, is processed with a rhythmic delay, triggering eight gradually decrescendoing echoes spaced
equally (one per quarter pulse), before being re-activated with another call for two more sets of eight. The
MC says BE-al-right, but only the snapping BE-al echoes, further evidence that the potency of the
snapping-twang is valued. Here, a significant transformation seems to take place: the echo is taken up by

One of these studies proposes teaching twang as a treatment for hypophonia (Lombard and Steinhauer 2007).
Cf. Section Glossary.
768 Cf. Kahn in . What s in a Name? An Embodied Idea.
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Lamar s community of performers who surround him on stage, and the al-right becomes a group response
every eight beats. This transition marks a transformation between two forms of echo or, in another sense,
call-and-response: while the first characterizes the monumentality of the message through the symbolic
evocation of monumental architecture, the second directly evokes the monumentality of both the message
and social space. The performers chanting response every eight beats also evokes an acoustic echo much
vaster than that evoked by the digital delay which occurred on every beat. Augoyard and Torgue observe that
culturally, reverberation is synonymous with a crowd (Augoyard and Torgue 2014, 116). Does the snap or
twang in Lamar s BE-al, make it particularly well suited to project as in the open-air protests where it was
spontaneously chanted?
Salt Peanuts and Watermelons
Keywords: primitivity, elegance, snaps, street cries, shame, courage, economics
Dizzy Gillespie s Salt Peanuts is another demonstration of calls across space evoking rich ecological
perceptions as well as cultural associations. The pertinent repeating fragment of this composition is its
snapping three-beat figure, a riff which is often sung to the words Salt PEA-nuts! Salt PEA-nuts! The threebeat rhythm results in a shifting metric accent: the first snap rhythm begins on the third quarter note (of a
4/4 measure), the second snap rhythm begins on the second quarter note (of the next measure). This
example of a displaced snap demonstrates how a snap does not need to be aligned to metric downbeats to be
perceived as a snap, however, the absence of a metric accent is compensated by a tonic accent and dynamic
accent. 769 The reduplication of the snap evokes its call quality both in informational redundancy (which also
asserts the value of the information), and mimicking echoic acoustics across space. A rhythmically similar
three-beat snap rhythm is observed in Kendrick Lamar s Alright on the lyric PET-dog, PET-dog, PET-dog, MYDog , where the repetition of a snap asserts and disrupts power structure across a wide territory. 770 In a
video of a live performance from the 1970s, Gillespie teaches his audience precisely when and how to sing
along, emphatically pointing out that the dynamic accent must be on the downbeat of the snap rhythm
(regardless of its metric position):
See? You wait for that boom! then you say Salt Pea-nuts! And then after you wait for the boom! you
accent the Pea. You see? You must accent the Pea. You must not accent the -nut. [crowd laughter]
You must not say Salt pea-NUT! Salt pea-NUT! You say Salt PEA-nut! Salt PEA-nut! See? There is a
difference! [crowd laughter] Now, I don t want to hear nobody accent no nuts here tonight! [crowd
laughter] I want only PEAs! [sings the melody:] Badidi-da di-doo bada bada boom Salt PEA-nuts! Salt
PEA-nut! See? Wait for the boom and accent the Pea (Hudson 2008).
His persistence, though charming, indicates the criticalness of this shifting snap, and also the failure or
reluctance of previous audiences to produce it (would this be supported by demographic statistics of festival
audiences at which Gillespie performed?). In addition to the dynamic accent, Gillespie also compensates the
769 The Salt Peanuts snap is somewhat slow relative to the harmonic rhythm (notated as an eighth to a dotted quarter); however, since
Gillespie normally performed this piece around or faster than 300 BPM, even when the tactus is felt at half time (two feel) around 150
BPM notated as a sixteenth to eighth duration , the snap still sounds rapid and… snappy.
770 Cf. Lamar s PET-dog motif, in sections . Kendrick Lamar s Alright: Snap and Twang.
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loss of metric accent (caused by the three-beat metric displacement) with a tonic accent: the Pea jumps an
octave up from an unaccented Salt and then abruptly back down to –nut . This abrupt snapping descent,
shifting from head or falsetto to chest register is, to me, similar sounding to the yodel heard in the Baka Yelli
song. 771 At one point in the famous 1953 Massey Hall recording (at 1:04), Gillespie surprises the listener by
slightly delaying and then adding an agogic accent to the by-now-expected tonic and dynamic stress—
sustaining the high PEEEA- sound for three times longer than its expected duration (i.e. a half note rather
than an eighth). (Gillespie s elongated Peaa vowel evokes twang in its ringing quality.)
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In his autobiography, Gillespie describes conceiving the snap riff while playing in a rhythm and blues
big band, and that the lick was eventually incorporated into a blues arrangement recorded in 1942, entitled
Little John Special (D. Gillespie 1979, 171), in which Gillespie solos using a repeating twang on ^#7-8^ from
1:54-156. 773 When the snapping riff was recast in its modern form (over the harmonic progression of
Gershwin s I Got Rhythm), Gillespie translated the snap s inherent yodel quality into words that evoke a food
vendor projecting his voice across open air markets (or perhaps, for today s listener, in open air arena or
stadium). In Willis James article Negro Folk Cry, I located transcriptions of three Speech Cries (Indefinite
tonality) including one of a peddler s Pea / Nuts, Pea \ Nuts. Peanuts \ Peanuts with an accent mark always
above the plosive P and with a diagonal line indicating pitch difference (or sliding/twang) first ascending
then descending, and descending again (W. L. James 1955, 27). Gillespie s figure seems to match the middle
variation of these three peanut seller s cries.
Salt Peanuts can also be fruitfully compared to other street cry songs, which include not only those of
cockney costermongers, but also of the pregón tradition, and its most famous exemplar (and arguably of any
Cuban composition), El manisero, or The Peanut Vendor. 774 While Salt Peanuts and El manisero incorporate
the vendor s hollers, Herbie Hancock s Watermelon Man, uniquely, draws on the sounds which Hancock heard
surrounding the fruit merchant. Herbie Hancock explains how he styled a polyrhythmic groove out of the
An example of the Baka Yelli song at (bakabeyond 2008).
Cf. Discussion of this agogic PEEEA, in section Salty Snaps: Religion, Reverb, Ecological Perception.
773 It is not clear whether Count Basie s use of the figure on his
recording Basie Boogie actually antedates Gillespie s improvised use
of the figure; in either case, Basie Boogie is also a blues, and whose boogie qualities can be compared to those discussed in section
Subdivided Snap or Dust My Broom? Rhapsody & Boogie. In the same August 1, 1939 recording session which produced In the Mood, the
Glenn Miller Orchestra also recorded Wham (Re-Bop-Boom-Bam), set to an I Got Rhythm-derived harmonic progression, composed by
Taps Miller. Glenn Miller And His Orchestra - The Complete Glenn Miller
Vol. II
The arrangement by Eddie Durham
incorporates the same snap figure at the same point in the (I Got) Rhythm harmony as Gillespie later cast it in Salt Peanuts. It is not
known whether Gillespie heard Durham use the figure, vice versa, or neither, but Durham does appear to have used it in the I Got Rhythm
context first. In the history of street cries it is entirely possible that the figure has its origins in still older practices. Cf. Cries, in sections
5.4 Twang and Cry: Ethnicity and Class and Snap and Twang Across Space.
774 Gillespie would have undoubtedly been familiar with El manisero, as its 1930 New York recording is often cited as launching
rumbamania, including a
recording by Louis Armstrong and a hit instrumental by Stan Kenton in 1947 Registry Titles with
Descriptions and Expanded Essays
. Gillespie became one of the early architects merging Afro-Cuban music and bebop through
his connection with Mario Bauza, a musician involved in the 1930 hit recording of El manisero. In the 1953 Salt Peanuts performance
mentioned above, Gillespie s unexpected extension of salt PEEEA- actually has a similar iambic stress pattern as El manisero, although
the tempo of the former causes the figure to pass by rapidly.
Louis Armstrong s recording of El manisero belies his own deep connection with prégon values: In the early
s Louis Armstrong
worked on a junk wagon for a dealer named Lorenzo and found himself learning more about music than about the junk business as he
listened to his employer call people out of their houses by blowing on the type of tin horn normally used to celebrate with on New Year s
Eve: The things he said about music held me spellbound, and he blew that old, beat-up tin horn with such warmth that I felt as though I
was sitting with a good cornet player. Young Armstrong s musical education included a pie man named Santiago who blew a bugle to
attract customers, a banana man whose musical cries advertised the virtues of his ripe yellow fruit, a waffle man whose customers
enjoyed his mess call as much as his waffles, and the barroom quartets (Levine 1977, 204)
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sounds of the watermelon vendor s horse-drawn wagon wheels bumping and teetering along the uneven
cobblestone back alleys of Chicago s South Side, and styled a melody out of the voices of women out on
neighbourhood back porches calling out Heeey water-melon man! Hancock s contemplation of his
compositional process, reveals entanglements of ethnicity, class, authenticity, hollers, and acoustics:
What can I write honestly about the black experience? My own personal black experience. You
know, so the funky sound comes from the black experience. What can I write about? I couldn t write
about chain-gangs, cause I ve never been in jail, you know. I couldn t write about work songs cause I
hadn t worked in the cotton field—I was born in Chicago, right?! The watermelon man! What could
be more ethnic than that? The watermelon man going through the alleys of Chicago (Costello 2009).
The watermelon man s own song, however, was a direct descendant of those distant field hollers. Lawrence
Levine explains how Negroes who left the farms and plantations to go to the cities of first the South and then
the North were soon chanting the structurally similar work calls (Levine 1977, 220). Levine enumerates the
songs of different peddler, each sung in their own individualized tune and rhythm, and mentions a
description from the mid-nineteenth century of an old black peddler in antebellum Charleston who
enlivened his cries by interspersing the Latin mottoes of the state of South Carolina and other fragments of
learning: Here goes ripe watermeelions!—mushmeelions!—green corn! Dum spiro, spero!. . . (Levine 1977,
220), South Carolina being Gillespie s home state. Levine explains how
. . . one hundred years later, streets in black neighbourhoods in such northern cities as Chicago and
New York were filled with food, smells, and sounds that nineteenth-century urban blacks from the
South would have found familiar. By the 1920s and 1930s migrants from the South could stroll
through the markets . . . in Harlem and find . . . almost any traditional food or herb they desired—
being offered in a manner that was equally familiar to them:
...
Watah-ah-ah, mil-yon!
Watah-ah-ah, mil-yon!
She s sweet an juicy,
She s ripe an red!
Wake up lady,
Git out yo bed!
Watah-ah-ah, mil-yon!
((Levine 1977, 220–21) Levine s source here is Frank Byrd s 32 Negro Market Songs, typescript in
New York Public Library. Levine makes no reference to Hancock s composition.)
Even in its impoverished written transcription, we see how the word watermelon is enriched with sing-song
vocalic emphases (e.g. diphthongal . . . meelions ) and re-emphases (e.g. watah-ah-ah . . . watah-ah-ah ).
Hearing Hancock s song reveals further connections: Watermelon Man is structured as a sixteen bar blues
(through repetition—or reemphasis—of the V-IV motion). His own 1962 recording draws on the gospel
piano tradition, and the soloists incorporate snaps, twangs, blue notes, and temporal divergences 775; Mongo
Santamaria s 1962 version incorporates drawn-out playful vocalizations and horn section twangs (precisely
on the part of the instrumental melody which signifies the gliding vowels of Heeey! [watermelon man]);
Hancock s 1972 recording incorporates whistling yodels imitating Pygmy hindewhu music, as well as a
775

Particularly in Freddie Hubbard s opening trumpet solo, which I discuss in section Freddie Hubbard: Watermelon Man.
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twanging electric bass and synthesizer.
It is notable that Hancock kept the sound of the wagon, and the sound of the customers (the women
on the porches), but omitted the actual song of the watermelon man. In an interview, Hancock recalls the
vendor s song, sings a fragment of it and then scrunches his face uncomfortably, commenting well, that s not
really that melodic in a song sense (Costello 2009). Hancock describes his own mercantile intentions for this
blues:
[Watermelon man] was written to help sell my first album. It was the first time I ever wrote a piece
with a commercial goal in mind. . . . I don t mean that the song was a sellout by the way.
Compositionally, from a structural point of view, Watermelon Man and Maiden Voyage are
probably my two strongest pieces. I m talking strictly about craft, the balance, the relationships that
are working throughout the piece. They re almost mathematical (Lyons 1983, 275).
Could the deliberate omission of the watermelon man s voice reflect Hancock s elimination of his competitor
(to keep his listener focused on the music, not the vendor s produce), or a refining of the vendor s hollering
into something more palatable—less disgraceful—to urban middle class tastes? Blues performer and scholar
Mighty Mo Rodgers describes the complex economic negotiations entangled in the blues dialogue with
ancestors voices silenced by the loss of their drums, and commodified as chattel:
I theorize that, to me, they were conjuring up the ghosts of their past in the stomping, you know,
because they were, they had lost their drums but yet the internal drum was coming out. It s almost
like as if there was a dialogue with Africa, a dialectic, that was happening. And it was very
unconscious this happened because the power of the blues is greater than the sum of its parts. It s
our ancestors, our people talking through us, the so-called or what I call, the blues voice. And
because of that, we always negotiating with economics. Because we were an economic commodity.
Blue negotiates with that, try to, with dignity and humility. It s always a problem because it s a
commodification of the blues. So it s constantly re-negotiating economics. Because we were a total
commodity. And we re constantly taking that away from ourselves, and we have negotiate to
legitimatize and to make authentic and with dignity. This is always a problem. That we try to do. But
this is what happens. This is the power of the blues I believe (University of California Television
(UCTV) 2008).
If Hancock s blues is commercially strategic, it negotiates these economics with the bold dignity that Rodgers
describes. In a lecture about breaking rules (cf. transcendence, creativity, resilience), Hancock reveals the
social dare it took to pen Watermelon Man:
In a way, this idea was a little bit ahead of its time. This was 1962, six years before James Brown
wailed Say it loud, I m black and I m proud! [Cited earlier for its snaps.] And the idea of
watermelons was not particularly stylish and, frankly, at that time, many black people were
embarrassed to buy watermelon in a white community because of this unrealistic stereotyping. But
these were perceptions and this was about to be a significant moment in my life. It took courage for
me to use this [Watermelon Man] title over half a century ago. But I mustered it up, because I knew
that there was nothing wrong with the watermelon man or with watermelons. I mean, it sounds
ridiculous now, but back then it was an issue (Harvard University 2014).
Twenty-four years earlier, however, in 1938, Duke Ellington had recorded his own Watermelon Man, with Ivie
Andreson belting lyrics of thinly veiled but unselfconscious eroticism, penned by Ellington himself (Lawrence
2004, 383). Is it possible that at that earlier time and different place, blacks watermelons and eroticism were
less stigmatized than in 1962? Perhaps segregation meant that blatant racism, and in-group reclaiming of
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racist stereotypes was more common. Or, that the field-holler associations of the watermelon man seemed
less embarrassing at that earlier time? In his careful classification in an article entitled Negro Folk Cry,
Willis L. James notes the seller s street cry is a species of the work song, and explains (I quote in full as it
relates directly to Hancock s Watermelon Man, as well as Gillespie s Salt Peanuts to which we shall return in a
moment) that the
[seller s] cry is the most familiar, most often heard, and the most self-respecting of all cries. No
matter how humble the crier is, even if he possesses only a basket of frowsy collard greens, he
represents what all business men aspire to be—a man who fashions and operates his own business.
It should be noted that the selling cry denotes an independence which should be the envy of many a
more prosperous merchant, if he but knew it. If business is not good in one spot, he can move at a
moment s notice to another more desirable place. . . . For audacity and resourcefulness these selling
cries stand alone as the finest single expression coming out of this segment of Negro folklore. There
is often more imagination in one cry than would be expected in a dozen stanzas or phrases (W. L.
James 1955, 19).
It is precisely this independence and resourcefulness that characterizes the work of iconoclast Melvin Van
Peebles. A 2005 documentary about the renegade artist is entitled: How to Eat Your Watermelon in White
Company (and Enjoy It). It plays on the title of Van Peebles Hollywood directorial debut, and which was also
to be his Hollywood last (Van Peebles was too independently spirited to accept the studio s follow-up threefilm contract). Released in 1970, eight years after Hancock s Watermelon Man, Van Peebles' Watermelon Man,
is a story (written by a white man) about a white man who wakes up in a nightmare : one workday morning,
getting out of bed and into the washroom, he pulls his pants down to sit on the toilet only to discover he has
become a black man.
In a courageous act of resilience Van Peebles exercised resistances —sometimes cunning, and often,
like Gillespie before him, dressed in comedy— to Columbia studio s pressures that he adopt their
mainstream (i.e. racist) visions for the picture. Van Peebles, for example, accidentally forgot to film the
studio s proposed Hollywood ending, a racist vision of happiness where the nightmare of being black was
resolved and the protagonist regains his whiteness. Composing his own score, conspicuously featuring
snaps and twangs to underscore the character s nightmarish acknowledgment of having become a black man,
was yet another way in which Van Peebles resisted the hegemony of Hollywood, and thus, subverted the
mainstream from the inside out (Gates 2014). 776
Among the film score s songs is Love, that s America which painted a satirical dystopian picture of the
America, and which forty-one years later (in 2011) was uncannily synchronized by Alex Lozupone to footage
of Occupy Wall Street—the culmination of growing socioeconomic inequalities (Lozupone 2011). It is
consistent with his iconoclasticism that in the 1980s Van Peebles became the first African American to hold a
seat on the American Stock Exchange, (Encyclopedia Britanica 2016) and a successful trader, at that (African
American Registry 2016).
Hancock s Watermelon Man reflects layers of meaning: a search for authentic black expressions (also
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explored earlier in statements by Coltrane and Miles Davis), the legitimization or delegitimization of the
commodification of particular expressions (e.g. the women calling out, but not the watermelon vendor), and
the complex mixture of dignity and possible discomfort tied in these commodifications (e.g. the courage to
use the title versus the possible unease with the original vendor s melody, or in the justifying of commercial
success on lower class hollers). 777
Returning to Salt Peanuts, composed in 1942, two decades before Hancock s Watermelon Man, we
might hear Gillespie s encounter with comparable social pressures, as well. In a 1947 filmed performance,
Gillespie uses a relatively soft voice in front of his big band, where by the 1953 Massey recording, he reveals
new intensities of feeling with hollering and screaming. Gillespie describes the cultural disdain toward the
blackness implicit in such strongly embodied hollering (D. Gillespie 1979, 31). Max Roach, drummer on the
Massey Hall Salt Peanuts recording, in fact, hears this blackness, this resilient scream, in everything Gillespie
creates:
. . . Dizzy is a very strong person to have survived in this kind of society. . . . some of us might not have
the kind of resilience and strength that Dizzy might have . . . Life for Dizzy has never been easy. He
understands the whole game of how blacks are being ripped off by whites. So he doesn t talk about it,
but he uses music as his particular weapon. It always appears that Dizzy in fact is the most liberal
person, it always appears like that, but when you look into the music and listen to what he is playing,
he is screaming out there. . . . when you look at him culturally, he is heavily steeped in black music,
and when he makes a contribution, it s blacker than black, or even blacker (D. Gillespie 1979, 396,
398).
Roach s blacks being ripped off by whites points to the socioeconomic aspects of the racist institutions. 778
In this sense, might Gillespie s screaming food vendor evoke the urgency of the lower class work song? Is it
due to Gillespie s jocular manner, the embodiment of his style of resilience, that one does not notice the
urgency, just as Van Peebles 1970 Watermelon Man lubricated social critique with comedy? Through creative
style and an understanding of the whole game , Gillespie (or his alter-ego, the peanut vendor) transcends the
racialized socioeconomic constraints. 779 In 1996, Salt Peanuts recording was recreated (including a sample of
Gillespie or Parker s voice) to accompany a bathroom beating scene in Ben Stiller s movie Cable Guy (with
music supervision credited to a Juliana Roberts). The protagonist—a mentally disturbed television cable
guy (played by Jim Carrey)—disguises himself as a washroom attendant at a fancy restaurant. Is this the
epitome of working-class ambition? Indeed, as Cable Guy bribes the actual washroom attendant to take a
As Jackie McLean recalled: My generation rebelled against that simplistic music coming or even blues. I couldn't even play the blues
till later years. I didn't want to know about the blues because to me the generation of the blues was representative of the subservient
black. We'd graduated from that. I had to reach a certain level of confidence, of being secure in my power to know that it wasn't a drag to
play the blues. Then I could let that go and relax enough to absorb some of the roots. Before that I would have been afraid to even get
into that because they would think that was all I could do (Rosenthal 1992, 72).
778 Cf. Beyoncé s snapping use of the word alligator, in section and a particular footnote in
. Beyoncé s Formation: Snap and Twang.
779 To claim that a bebop motif is neutral or pure modernist abstraction, is a claim which itself conveys particular values about how
(aesthetic, social, or other) meaning is generated. (See: (McClary 2001) Even if the song were sung to nonesense scat syllables. Yet
here, we have a case where the entire song is instrumental except for these two words: Salt Peanuts, sung at a particular moments in a
particular rhythm. Is it relevant that in the
s, the term peanut was African American slang for a White man ? (J. Green 2005,
1072)) If the words were repeated continuously throughout the song, then they might well seem more of a gesture, or even, in the right
context, induce a psychoacoustic effect of pure melodic contour, such as that demonstrated in Diana Deutsch s research. However, here
the words are uttered at particular moments in the song, and as such, trigger anticipation and fulfilment, and meaning. The fact that the
words may be taken for granted does not mean that they do not convey meaning and perform cultural work, but rather, only means that
this work occurs more implicitly, which is at least as powerful.
777
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break, we hear Curtis Mayfield s 1972 I m Your Pusherman (with Joseph Lucky Scott s occasionally slowsnapping bass line, as well as Henry Gibson s African talking drum sounding rototoms). When the boyfriend
of Cable Guy s love interest enters the washroom, I m Your Pusherman fades out and the Salt Peanuts
arrangement soon begins —one peddler s song makes way for the next. As Cable Guy attacks, he reminds his
victim that people rarely take advantage of all my services, and then thrusts him into a toilet and bashes him
against various washroom appliances, all the while emphasizing the importance of appearances as an
indicator of status. When Cable Guy makes ape sounds the music immediately breaks down to an
Ellingtonian jungle sound (tom-tom drums used to evoke African drumming), after which the victim s mouth
is forced onto the nozzle of a hand drier to humiliatingly puff his cheeks out just like Dizzy Gillespie . . . de
BE-bop POW! POW! (Stiller 1996) The victim is thrown to the floor, defeated, and Cable Guy snaps his
fingers and sings along Salt Pea-nuts Salt Pea-nuts with the motif heard in the in the non-diegetic
soundtrack (in slight delay). Snapping his fingers he crouches over his defeated victim, asserts his
(socioeconomic) authority don t worry about the tip, but I ve got one for you . . . and accosts him with a
hard snapping scat BU-da(p)! , 780 followed by Salt PEA-nuts sung by Gillespie. 781 Lower class love, passion,
and service are reduced to primitivity, violence, human excreta (cf. the toilet scene in Van Peebles
Watermelon Man, where the protagonist discovers he has become a black man), and the black yodeling snap
rhythms of Salt Peanuts. 782 Tellingly, all this low-class brutality juxtaposes the snap s elegance and which

Incidentally, related to previous discussion, the precise initial phonemes, particularly B but also d, are fuzzy and obscured, perhaps
by the distance between the microphone and the voice in the reverberant washroom acoustic (characterized by a lot of rapidly onsetting
early reflections, and which may obscure the initial phonemes and syllables . I initially heard ZU-dap, then GU-da, then later decided
BU-da p is most likely.
781 It could alternately be Charlie Parker s voice, depending on the recording sampled, I am not certain.
782 Carrey learned early on in his life about connections between jazz, race, violence, and lower-class labour and socioeconomics. In a
Toronto suburb, Jim Carrey s own father, Percy, was a frustrated jazz saxophonist, who d scrapped his big-band dreams to support
his family working as an accountant. When Percy lost his accounting job, the family was forced to live in the nothingland of
Scarborough, Ontario where he found work in the Titan Wheels factory, and where the Carrey kids reported after school to labor as
janitors and security men, living feudal style in a big stone house next to the factory. . . we had to clean the whole, gigantic factory – huge.
I can t tell you how many times I . . . saw my brother beating the piss out of a sweeping machine, you know, with a fucking sledgammer,
just going, Fuck you and your mother s sister s cousin s friend. . . . I was
. . . pushing this sweeper down the damn hallway of executive
offices of people I don t respect in any way because they re, you know, oppressing my father. . . then I d go through hours of elaborate
conniving to come up with an alibi of how the sweeper went insane. The family worked shifts amid Jamaican and Indian co-workers
engaged in what Carrey saw as a race war. I got totally caught up in the middle of it . . . We were all so angry. (Schruers 1995) Does
Carrey channel these disturbing experiences into his Cable Guy performance? I think so. Would a similar examination of Carrey s violent
bathroom scene in Liar Liar, support or challenge these assertions?
With this said, the pairing of bebop and boxing or fighting deserves further consideration. It is not that it does not work—but is it the
violence that makes it work, or is it the rhythmic repartee and unpredictable motions as Thelonious Monk s eratic, joyous and nonviolent dances, display) that make it work?
Some may also decide that the choice of the Salt Peanuts recording is appropriate (if indirectly) as an underscore to a fight scene
based on the rumours that Gillespie and Parker were at odds with one another. Rumours of a rivalry have often pointed to Parker s
seemingly condescending introduction of Gillespie on the Salt Peanuts recording composed by my worthy constituent, Mr. Dizzy
Gillespie. . . as well as musical jabs during the performance. This duelling interpretation is even said to have inspired Jean-Michel
Basquiat s portrait of the two in Horn Players. (Kun 2005, 114–15) But other sources—including the smiling photos from the
performance—suggest this was not animosity but teasing (Koch 1988, 242) and as such, might evoke those cultural practices such as the
Dozens and snaps, discussed in . What s in a Name? An Embodied Idea, and 4.6 Dirty Dozen Oculesics, and Boogie Origins: Afro & Euro
Connotations (Dust My Broom & Subdivided Snap). Mark Miller observes that Parker s worthy constituent remark survives on record
out of context, preceded and followed as it is by an edit. Parker could choose his words carefully for effect. It would appear that the
record s producers also chose Parker s words carefully — perhaps even irresponsibly. (Miller 1989, 81) Max Roach explains that This
feud was totally fabricated by Ross Russell. You see, he wanted to monopolize them (M. Roach 1978). Gillespie s own words
corroborate the media could be as predatory then, as it is today: The press, when we later started getting some notice, always tried to
pretend we were angry with each other, envious, jealous, and things like that, but that s absolutely false. (D. Gillespie 1979, 163) In a
1948 Blindfold test Parker describes Gillespie as the other half of my heartbeat. (Miller 1989, 78) Even if it was true that there was
animosity between Parker and Gillespie, much could be written about how it is the dominant society which strategically pitted blacks
780
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here lends to the air of jazzy sophistication in an upscale dining washroom; after the assault, we see Cable
guy whip his jacket back on and slide on his dark shades, as he snaps at his victim. I address this
sophistication, momentarily.
Comparably, the dignified call of El masinero (The Peanut Vendor pregón, mentioned above) is used to
underscore a montage of crystal meth users underworlds (including requisite toilet images) in the Breaking
Bad television series (Renck 2009). 783 While this pergón provides an aptly ironic subtext, it is the (music
supervisor Thomas Golubic s?) choice of this particular arrangement of the song, recorded in 1962 by New
Orleans saxophonist Alvin Tyler 784, that seems to parallel Cable Guy s use of Salt Peanuts. In the middle of this
arrangement the melodic and harmonic features vanish, leaving only the Afro-Cuban rhythm in congas, and
where Tyler s tenor saxophone suddenly switches to an unmistakably black gospel church style. Tyler s
saxophone snaps, twangs, and yodels from one blue note to the next, and is even cheered on by a
congregational Yeah! The El masinero arrangement used to underscore nefarious underworlds is
distinguished then, by a musical breakdown to those elements that seem to signify blackness (i.e. stripped of
those melodic and harmonic features associated with Western European derivation), even when these
elements evoke joy and resilience.
Where black music (or jazz ) is used to to signify sophistication, elitism, and prestige, while
simultaneously remaining innovative, youthful, and fun (M. Laver 2011, 163), we might ask whether this
debonair poise reflects resilient style 785, or reflects an insidious other level, a re-branding of spontaneous
hedonism, sensual and sexually indulgent fantasies for the repressed and aspiring middle-class? 786 In
sections 2.3 What s in a Name? An Embodied Idea and 3.10 European Short-Long Ethos, for example, I
examine the snap s combination of rustic and elegant associations, here I ask how these qualities are received
and conceived in the popular bourgeois imaginations …the imagination which watches a lusting middle-aged
cable guy disguising himself as an upscale washroom attendant. 787 The lower-class and sociopolitical urgency
against one another, in a typically colonialist divide and conquer regime—that the violence which blacks are accused of, is little more
than the violent oppression that has been thrust upon them. Consider Miles Davis words: The press was trying to play Wynton
[Marsalis] off me. They compared me with Wynton, but never with some white trumpet player, like Chuck Mangione. Just the way they
compare Richard Pryor, Eddie Murphy, and Bill Cosby to each other. They don t compare them to people like Robin Williams, or
somebody else who is white . . . White people want to see blacks crawling around and Uncle Tomming. Or, they like to see blacks angry
with each other, like Wynton and me (Davis and Troupe 1989, 360). The enduring life of such games as the Dirty Dozens points to the
necessary cultivation of resilience to the violent institutions established by the majority in control. As Max Roach writes: When Bird
died at thirty-four, Diz was about the same age. Diz was big too, at the same time. The spotlight was on him. So we then should perceive
them positively as teaching two different lessons, actually. . . here is a concentrated effort to destroy black folks. . . Dizzy s effort is . . . that
you can survive that. . . (D. Gillespie 1979, 397)
Further examination may benefit from a consideration of the Salt Peanuts quotations heard in Emerson, Lake & Palmer s
Tiger
in the Spotlight—a blues, and in the Red Hot Chili Peppers
Hump de Bump (e.g. whose music video features an exclusive African
American block party , no doubt attributable to their bassist Flea s trumpet practice.
783 In fact, I suspect that this Breaking Bad montage is a direct nod to the photo montage which Curtis Mayfield s I m Your Pusherman
underscores in the film Superfly by Gordon Parks Jr., and which is heard in Cable Guy immediately preceding Gillespie s Salt Peanuts.
784 (Tyler 1962)
785 Cf. Resilient style, in section 2.3 What s in a Name? An Embodied Idea.
786 Matthew Gelbart s footnote describes jazz s rise to the highest social respectability reified in Charle s Mingus notion of Black
classical music (Gelbart 2007, 277). Cf. Igrid Monson s The Problem with White Hipness (Monson 1995), and Paul Lopes Highbrow
music: the cultivated tradition in American music and A separate world: the cultivated tradition and black musicians in (Lopes 2002).
787 The same could be said for Planters Mr. Peanut: in the United States around the late
s, the peanut was considered a poor man s
food, and still associated with slavery (hence cheap seating area termed the peanut gallery). This was the brilliance of disguising the
lower class peanut in a top hat, monocle, and a cane. The fact that the basic design was apparently submitted to a company contest by a
fourteen year old school boy (Stefan Steff 2006), does not change the fact that the mascot has endured so successfully. It is also worth
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of the yodeling Salt Peanuts is more explicit, though still humorous, in the lyrics which John Hendricks set for
Gillespie s presidential campaign, sung to the tune of Salt Peanuts and where the snap riff emphatically
appeals: Vote Di-zzy! Vote Di-zzy! (D. Gillespie 1979, 455). As usual, Gillespie s serious social intentions are
glossed for mass consumption with a practically vaudevillian humour. 788
Salty Snaps: Religion, Reverb, Ecological Perception
In the aforementioned Massey Hall recording, Gillespie s own screamed Pea-nuts! snaps rouse
Parker to ecstatic down-home blues snaps and twangs. Consider Amiri Baraka s words on the work song
(field) holler and the religiosity of the ecstatic scream:
The work song was primarily secular, but there were always similar musical and emotional elements
in both [religious and secular] aspects of black musical culture. Plus there are deep references to a
spiritual life in all of the music. The religious music might yearn for a crossing into a new life, a
raising of this life onto higher ground, an ultimate salvation of the person and their soul and
freedom from this wearying slavery world.
The secular too would speak of a time when the sun's gonna shine in my backdoor
someday or shout that things won't always be like this, meaning that there will be a time of more
money, more love, more self-fulfillment -- that such a time will surely come. There is a harsh critical
realism, but also a final optimism. There were church shouts and field and juke-joint shouts and
hollers and yells. But perhaps the church hollers were a little more intense, the shouters and
screamers seeking literally to transport themselves away from here into that other world merely by
the energy of their screamed belief.
Spirit Possession in the black church is not a variable; unless one is possessed by the spirit
(at some time) one was not really there for serious business, and this goes back into the mists of the
ancient past. One only had religion if one literally was possessed by it; one had to, as my
grandmother said, Get happy or religion was mighty shallow. My wife's grandmother, a member of
one of the small sanctified churches, told her that if people didn't get happy, they didn't love God
(Baraka 1987, 269).
Baraka s writing is consistent with Gillespie s own words about the musical traditions practiced by the
different churches along his street growing up in Cheraw, South Carolina. (Recall, F.L. Olmstead made his
transcription of black slaves vocalizations, in South Carolina.) Perhaps most significantly, Gillespie also
describes how the most ecstatic practices were the lowest because they evoked African religiosity—the
values of which were understood to embrace and privilege the body. Gillespie understands this body as the
means for rhythm and spiritual transportation and possession—the latter are terms used also used by
Baraka:
Finally came the Sanctified church where everyone knew that the whole congregation shouted. That
[church] was the lowest you could go because they practiced spirit possession and speaking in
noting the parody commercials created by groupie-fans who seem to project their outlandish fantasies onto the humble seed, resulting in
a hypersexualized Mr. Peanut.
788 Gillespie ran for president on two occasions: 1964 and
. These lyrics were written for Gillespie s first campaign, about which he
wrote my candidacy meant a more progressive outlook toward Africa and the third world (D. Gillespie 1979, 454) And added: The
first time, I had a real reason for running because the proceeds from the sale of [campaign] buttons went to CORE, SCLC [mentioned
earlier in relation to Adderley s recording], and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and I could threaten the Democrats with a loss of votes and
swing them to a more reasonable position on civil rights. The second time, Gillespie issued a withdrawal statement, writing: I have
been deeply concerned with drawing attention to the dire necessity of bringing together the peoples of the world in unity so that all wars
may cease. I can only hope that this urgent necessity will be met soon through the efforts of all who are in positions of influence, with the
support of others, like myself, working through the avenues open to their respective callings. (D. Gillespie 1979, 460) He withdrew
from the second race for spiritual reasons (members of Baha i faith are discouraged from running for political office .
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tongues, which was considered too much akin to African religion. I found the people in the Sanctified
church practiced the life of Christ better than any of the other churches because they believed in it
totally. [The Gillespies—like the Coltranes living just twenty five miles north—were members of the
more conservative Methodist church.] . . . the Sanctified church had a deep significance for me,
musically. I first learned the meaning of rhythm there and all about how music could transport
people spiritually. . . . (D. Gillespie 1979, 31) 789
In the Massey Hall recording, when Parker begins his solo repeating the snap riff, Gillespie
immediately responds by shouting then screaming the snap rhythm in a declamatory manner that has a
progressively non-metric feeling. In the heated call-and-response, the snap rhythms become increasingly
displaced, producing an aggregate of shifting polyrhythms. 790
We have discussed Gillespie s scream in relation to the peddler s street cry, including how it may
evoke the urgency of a lower-class work song. Gillespie s own words indicate the influence of Sanctified
church screams, and Baraka s words suggest the blurry distinction between secular work cries and sacred
church cries, differentiated perhaps only by the slightly greater intensity in the latter, motivated by the
religious individual s desire to transport themselves away from here into that other world merely by the
energy of their screamed belief. Willis James distinguishes the qualities of the religious cry:
Religious cries are used principally by the Negro preacher in dispensing the gravy type of sermon.
. . . It is not merely fiery, frenzied proclaiming, but a subtle, musical use of the voice which defies
description. . . . buzzing, roaring sound which blends with the words and seems a part of them.
However, the words themselves take on a clarion tone quality which moves through a chromate of
sound, so as to emerge in unsuspecting blends and shapes. When a Negro preacher reaches the point
where he feels the audience is ready to change the service into an informal feast of spontaneous
rejoicing . . . This action will produce vocal shouts among the congregation (W. L. James 1955, 19).
Indeed, Gillespie s cries steadily build up to this fiery proclaiming, cutting through the reverberant acoustics
in different shapes, and the whistling, cheering, and hollering of the small but appreciative audience can be
heard responding. The religiosity may also be detectable in the temporal characteristics of Gillespie s cries,
where Willis James specifies:
A favorite device of some Negro preachers is to select a strange word or phrase, and cry it over and
over with variations of tone and inflection. Prayers which use cries are hauntingly beautiful. They
seem to come more from the heart than from mere formal supplications. The prayer maker is too full
for any utterance which is not colored tonally by his emotions. This is called Zooning (W. L. James
1955, 19).

Mahalia Jackson, describes having the same life-changing experiences listening to the Sanctified church next door to her home in New
Orleans, and which she contrasted with the sweet singing of her own Baptist church: Those people had no choir and no organ. They
used the drum, the cymbal, the tambourine, and the steel triangle. Everybody in there sang and they clapped and stomped their feet and
sang with their whole bodies. They had a beat, a powerful beat, a rhythm we held on to from slavery days, and theur music was so strong
and expressive it used to bring tears to my eyes (Levine 1977, 183). Note the preponderance of percussion instruments and the specific
absence of an organ, which as discussed in previous footnote on Massey Hall s acoustics, demanded a reverberant environment. This
sanctified sound influenced Jackson s own music making, and when she moved to Chicago in
she experienced the same resistance
and opposition to her Sanctified sound that gospel pioneer Thomas A Dorsey experienced there before her, and which Herbie Hancock
was careful and aware of triggering years later. Jackson explains: In those days the big colored churches didn t want me and they didn t
let me in. I had to make it my business to pack the little basement-hall congregations and store-front churches and get their respect that
way. When they began to see the crowds I drew, the big churches began to sit up and take notice. (Levine 1977, 183) It is the same
division by class among Afro-American populations which Gillespie describes, where those practices which were associated with slavery
and more indigenous black culture, were opposed by those individuals and communities aspiring to more upper class or urban culture.
Cf. The embodied aspects of Jackson s sanctified approach highlighted in a quote by Max Roach, in section 4.4 Resilient Walks.
790 Here, reminiscent perhaps in another way of the Aka people s polyrhythmic and polyphonic yodeling, mentioned earlier.
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As Gillespie repeats these screamed gestures, they seem to diverge from the clear metronomicity, suggesting
a temporally fluctuating echo (relative to Parker s steadier snaps), and evocative of Gillespie and Baraka s
description of a spiritual transportation—to an environment with its own unique spatial dimensions and
acoustic properties. 791
In repeatedly screaming salt peanuts, Gillespie produces a set of three snaps at progressively closer
intervals of time (at 1:23-1:26), followed by snaps that are further apart in time (1:28-1:31). When Gillespie s
repetitions become further apart (1:28-1:31), it seems to evoke an echoing motion consistent with the
increasingly diffused sound (with hall reverberation) as he becomes further from the microphone; that he is
indeed entering a space with ever more distant surfaces. (Alternately, repetition is also way to create
redundancy of information, for example where the acoustic signal is degraded by reverberation, as it is, at
least on the available recording.) In the first set of snaps (1:23-1:26), however, the second and third snaps
are progressively closer together, and also rise in pitch (on the PEA- ), and also in volume (even though he is
further off-mic ). This evokes a peculiar combination of sonic information: the increasing hall reverberation
creates a sense that Gillespie is moving away from the listener and his decreasing volume (at 1:22, as he
moves away from the microphone) further corroborates this impression. The accelerating rate of his
repetitions could create an impression that he is approaching an echoing surface, however, and the slight rise
in his pitch (from 1:23-1:26) together with the simultaneous rise in volume, might ellicit a Doppler effect, that
indicates he is in fact momentarily moving toward the listener. 792 Alternatively, this momentary nearing may
be a synaesthetic effect of the increasing intensity of his screams—the ever closer grain of his vocal chords
and body to my own. 793 This is in direct contrast to hearing the grain or artifact of Gillespie s proximal
interaction with the recording equipment, where (in that moment I identified earlier at 1:04) Gillespie
produces a surprising agogic accent on PEEA- , the listener can hear Gillespie as being so close to the
microphone that the plosive PEEA sound pops the microphone s diaphragm.
Listeners may distinguish between those features perceived as qualities of the physical space (e.g. the
diminishing volume and increasing reverberation), and those features perceived as qualities of the
metaphysical space (e.g. metaphorically represented in tones and rhythm). Though, synaesthetic perceptions
are inherently less likely to be differentiated. Perhaps unconsciously, many musical metaphors have the
power to act synaesthetically, as when McFerrin s repetitions in his arrangement of Blackbird are echoes, not
symbolic of echoes. 794 Ambiguities caused by potentially contradictory features (e.g. nearing or distancing
from listener) however, may ellicit an intellectual-symbolic response more than a holistic synaesthetic one.
791 Since writing these words, I discovered Mark Miller s description of this recorded passage as one of the concert s truly electrifying
moments (Miller 1989, 82).
792 This spatial perspective is limited to the one I hear from playing back the recording, and doing so in a relatively unreverberant office
space, or on headphones. The intensity captured in the recording suggests that Gillespie was very much present to the energy of the
unfolding event, less calculating toward a future reception of a potential recording. Indeed, drummer Max Roach explains that among the
band members only he knew that Mingus had arranged to record the event (M. Roach 1978). Cf. Previous footnote on Mingus
organization of this recording. Accordingly, Gillespie and Parker would have assumed that the microphone in front of them was only for
amplification.
793 Cf. Grain, in section 3.6 Snap and Twang: Class, Race, and Body.
794 Cf. McFerrin s Blackbird, in section 4.8 Limping, Floating, Flying Snaps. Consider the distinction or spectrum of cognitive versus
conceptual. Cf. Trompe l oeil or David Hockney s visual work versus cubism, etc.
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The complex relationship between the acoustic space and the metaphysical space (metaphorized through
music) evokes the musician s own ambiguous or changing understanding of each of these environments, and
how they are interrelated. This relates as well to the conveyance of values through the music, where, for
example the musical metaphors of metaphysical space and motion elicit ideals that are aspired to in—or
despite—the acoustic reality (as in McFerrin s caged bird). 795
As Gillespie approaches his most intense snap, Parker is heard transforming his own snaps into
ecstatic wailing blues cries. (One gesture at 1:26 accurately mirrors the rhythm and pitch of Gillespie s snap,
where Parker s wail leaps from ^1-b5^ and then snaps down to ^4^, followed by a rapid snap on ^1^ which
leaps up to ^b7^.) This ten second passage (between 1:20-1:30, before Parker assumes steadier eighth note
line approach) is fascinating in the way it seems to demonstrate how intuitively Parker recognized the
ecstatic and vocal quality of these snapping, twanging, hollering, and crying gestures, and their translation or
interchangeability between vocal and instrumental mediums. Willis James remarks on this equivalence:
Many of the these cries had no words at all. . . . The voice was used as an instrument—as a horn, if
you please, pure and simple. . . . A cry on an instrument is as real and as meaningful as the cry from
the human throat. It, too, is life suspended briefly in vibrant sound cast up from the innermost
human depths—the source of all musical art (W. L. James 1955, 27, 29).
Understanding the equivalent signification of these gestures contextualizes those examples where, for
example, Parker and other instrumentalists temporal divergences are consistently accompanied by these
timbral and tonal (crying) features. 796 As Gillespie wrote: Charlie Parker played very syncopated and
sanctified. There was nobody playing like that in our style (D. Gillespie 1979, 151). The implicit association
of syncopated and sanctified qualities raises the question of how or why this may be so. In African American
musics, syncopation may be understood as a compositing of different rhythmic layers, a polyrhythm. 797
Syncopation or polyrhythm suggest the copresence of multiple individuals—community, and this community
is a fundamental element in sacred ritual and rites. The acoustic environment may also allow varying degrees
of interlocking or layered syncopations, as is heard in Gillespie and Parker s exchange. Syncopation is
sanctified in how it may signify sacred interelationships among individuals and environment, that is, through
space and time.
In his autobiography, Gillespie describes the polyrhythmic music he heard in the Sanctified church
that he attended each Sunday growing up in Cheraw; how this sound would project to the back of the church
and even outdoors (i.e. the nuance and precision which would probably have been degraded in a highly
reverberant acoustic setting to a wash of incoherent polyrhythms):
They used to keep at least four different rhythms going, and as the congregation joined in, the
number of rhythms would increase with foot stomping, hand clapping, and people catching the spirit
and jumping up and down on the wooden floor, which also resounded like a drum. I would go down
there every Sunday night and sit in the back of the church to listen afraid to let anyone see me who
Cf. The conveyance of different imagined or idealized spaces through temporal divergences, such as in the temporal deviations of
echoes in Jamaican musics, cited in section Temporally Deviating Echo and Reverb/eration, Flight and Snaps.
796 Cf. Parker and temporal deviation, table of concomitant features, in section Appendix B. This interrelationship is discussed further in
section 3.5 Don t Mean A Thing If It Ain t Got That… Snap, Twang, and Blue Note.
797 Cf. Snap rhythm as interaction of ternary and binary feels, in section 2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping.
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might have considered it disloyal. Even white people would come and sit outside in their cars just to
listen to the people getting the spirit inside. Everybody would be shouting and fainting and
stomping. They used to shout awhile. The Sanctified church s rhythm got to me as it did to anyone
else who came near the place. People like James Brown and Aretha Franklin owe everything to that
Sanctified beat. I received my first experience with rhythm and spiritual transport going down there
to the well every Sunday, and I ve just followed it ever since (D. Gillespie 1979, 31).
The Massey Hall recording allows us to hear snaps (and yodels) at different distances from the microphone,
and therefore at different degrees of diffusion in the reverberant hall. Although the recording captures the
limited perspective of the microphones, Gillespie reportedly commented on the hall s acoustics just before the
quintet began their first number (note the mention of whistling used to assess the acoustics). Mark Miller
recounts:
[Gillespie] blew a few notes and probably whistled one or two more as he noticed the effect of
Massey Hall s vaulted-ceiling acoustics — what Steve Richards, a trombonist in the Topping band
[which joined Gillespie and Parker s group later in the same performance], described as like being in
a rain barrel for a jazz man. Gillespie, remembers Richards, turned around quickly to the rhythm
section and uttered an Oh baby, as if to say, what s going to happen when we start to swing? (Miller
1989, 79). 798
Bassist Charles Mingus supplied the tape used to record the Massey Hall performance, while the presenters provided an Ampex tape
machine. Norm Speight who also ran the public address system oversaw the recording using the Ampex, or the hall s own equipment)
(Miller 1989, 66, 75). Max Roach s recollection implies that he was the only other musician besides Mingus who knew the performance
was being recorded (M. Roach 1978). This would mean that Gillespie and Parker approached the microphones on stage as means of
amplification reinforcement. Harold Robinson s photos of the concert, reproduced in (Miller 1989), show the microphone placements: a
single Shure 55 angled slightly downward toward the bell of Parker s saxophone shared between Gillespie and Parker, another similarlooking microphone behind the piano facing Mingus bass or what appears to be his bass amplfier, and a different microphone, possibly
an Electro Voice 655C, pointed inside the piano played by Bud Powel. A third Shure 55 type microphone is positioned in front of the big
band sax section, but during the quintet s Salt Peanuts performance there was no big band on stage. From the sound of the recording, it
seems there may have been an additional microphone, perhaps suspended or centrally located, capturing the ambient sounds of the
audience in the hall.
Massey Hall s reverberation has been a hot topic for years. In the early
s, physicist-acoustician Fritz Winckel fired a blank
from a . revolver to demonstrate his enthusiasm for the resulting reverberation: The two second reverberation time, as well as the
hall s dimensions and volume that he had been measuring, corresponded closely to those of the Musikvereinssaal in Vienna and the
Concertgebouw in Amsterdam. (Kilbourn 1993) A more recent assessment explains The hall s acoustics have been praised by
audiences for its warmth and criticized by orchestral musicians for its deceptiveness. (A [Toronto Symphony Orchestra] musician once
said that players could not hear each other clearly because of reverberation, and that consequently a focused ensemble was difficult to
achieve (Wardrop, Maloney, and McIntosh 2015). Christos Hatzis has described hearing these quasi-synchronous orchestral
downbeats rippling through an orchestra from center outwards, as flexible dilations of pulse and time (Hatzis 2015). Perhaps the ample
reverberation was ideal for the Toronto Mendelssohn Choir with whom the TSO shared Massey Hall as a home.
It is relevant to note that Hart Massey gifted the hall to the city of Toronto with a specific vision of providing musical
entertainments of a moral and religious character, evangelical, educational, temperance, and benevolent work (Bateman 2013). Cf.
(Wardrop, Maloney, and McIntosh 2015). Massey worked closely with architect Sidney R. Badgely on the designs. The majority of
Badgely s oevre or at least of its remaining legacy consists of churches, many of which were already built before Massey Hall. Of these
churches, Badgley s own records indicate primarily serving Evangelical communities—consistent with Massey s vision for Massey Hall.
To be specific, I counted twenty six Methodist churches, eleven specified as Methodist Episcopal; twelve Baptist churches; eight
Presbyterian churches curiously, one of which later became a centre of recruitment activities for the Ku Klux Klan (Moore 1997, 116); six
Congregational churches; and two African Methodist Episcopal churches (Badgley 1896). Massey Hall s vaulted ceiling mentioned in the
quote from Miller in the text above resembles a number of Badgley s church designs (Badgley 1896). Recognizing the evangelical
values, and their corresponding acoustic needs, theo-acoustician Douglas Jones outlines that . . . the Evangelical church is a gathering
place for people to hear preaching, a proclamation center . . . Evangelical churches are multi-purpose rooms . . . However, the
predominate goal is intelligibility. Hearing and understanding the Word trumps the music! (D. R. Jones 2011, 125–33)
Jones cites a major stipulation, however, which is directly relevant to Massey Hall: In Evangelical churches without pipe
organs there is no reason to have reverberant space. It shouldn t be subjectively dead, but it should have a very short reverberation
time. If there is a pipe organ planned it should be understood that the requirements for a pipe organ are in direct conflict with the
requirements for intelligibility. It does not mean that if a church installs a pipe organ there will be no intelligibility. However, if the room
is optimized for the organ and has a mid-band reverberation time in the 2.5 to 3 second range, the sound system will have to be more
carefully designed, and should consist of loudspeakers with high directivity if intelligibility goals are to be met. Organ builder George
Taylor describes a wider range: Organ tone should linger in the room between two and four seconds, decaying gradually without
discernible echoes. It is not enough, however, to make the room merely reverberant. The response should be well balanced for all
frequencies of the organ s range from Hz-8kHz. (Westermeyer 1991, 36) Cf. (Blesser and Salter 2007, 102–3). Massey Hall was built
with a massive pipe organ featured, for example, in a Methodist festival in 1904 (Massey Hall 2016) but possibly also in the venue s first
798
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Could it be that these acoustic factors actually contributed to some of the chaotic moments heard in Salt
Peanuts? Mark Miller s research indicates how the song s tricky arrangement, absence of any rehearsal,
possible lapses in memory, and bassist Charles Mingus unfamiliarity with the arrangement, all likely
contributed to some of the minor disasters (at least one of which, Miller suggests, was edited out). The
musician s willingness to embrace the constraints and challenges surely also contributed to moments of
excitement and spontaneity in the music (Miller 1989, 79, 82, 84).
Gillespie s own recognition of the acoustic features suggests how this factor may have been, for him,
yet another challenge to transcend. By adjusting his playing or singing techniques with his proximity to the
microphone, Gillespie could knowingly evoke different degrees of closeness or distance between himself and
his listeners in the hall at the moment of creation. 799 Rather than play safe in the face of this challenge,
Gillespie takes risks.
In these risks, we also find an opportunity to consider whether an increase in reverberation
diminishes the intensity of the snap rhythm (and syncopation in general). As Gillespie shouts and screams
progressively further from the microphone, the increasing diffusion caused by greater indirect reflections of
his voice in the hall does seem to somewhat diminish the rhythmic precision. This is compensated by at least
three factors, however: 1) as the volume of Gillespie s off-mic screaming decreases, the increasing intensity
of the grain of his voice is unmistakable; 800 2) the fact that at this point in the recording, the snap s precise
profile has already been established through numerous memorable repetitions and subtle variations; and 3)
by the fact that the simultaneous snaps by Parker sound close-mic ed without any of the associated washingout caused by the reverberation. Another aspect to the changing volume, intensity and reverberation of
Gillespie s screaming snaps, however, is that all of these elements taken together may also evoke a sort of
spiritual transportation to another environment with its own unique acoustic properties.
concert which presented Handel s Messiah, and, if we accept Fritz Winckel s assessment of a two second decay time (which he later
demonstrated with a gun shot), a reverberation time that, in fact, compromises between musical reverberation and speech intelligibility.
Cf. Study of the impact of acoustics on the composition of Handel s Messiah in (D. Baumann 2011). Massey Hall s reverberation curve
may, in fact not be balanced for percussive and rhythmic music making, for example. Kilbourne s comparison to desirable second
reverberation times in European halls does not describe frequencies response across a range, and in Massey Hall, there may, for example
be a higher than two second reverberation time in the mid-band frequencies that would degrade the definition of percussive and
rhythmic music making. Jones discusses the acoustic challenges of churches repurposed by new denominations with distinct acoustic
values (D. R. Jones 2011, 164). He also discusses examples of reverberant Catholic churches offering their worship space to minority
groups to celebrate mass, only to find that these groups wish to celebrate using traditional, percussive music where the drums sounded
muddy and it was hard to understand the singers (D. R. Jones 2011, 72). Jones concludes that the incorporation of instruments besides
piano and organ continues to be a challenging issue for pre-Vatican II churches (D. R. Jones 2011, 72–72, 77).
Besides Gillespie s own assessment quoted in the body text, above , reviews do not discuss Massey Hall s reverberation as
suited for an ensemble with drum kit, though innumerable rock and jazz concerts have taken place there. A recording of a Miles Davis
performance from January 27, 1974 in Massey Hall has a washed-out sound. Interstingly, at 27:50 (of the full length recording) Pete
Cosey plays snapping figures on a kalimba (the instrument Davis refers to in an earlier quote about shifting and popping rhythms), and
by : the instrument sounds like it is being run through a tape Echoplex. As more percussion sounds join Cosey s kalimba, the
polyrhythmic texture becomes a great wash of sound, out of which conguero James Mtume is faintly heard (at 28:55-28:56) playing two
shifting three-beat snaps identical to Gillespie s Salt Peants! Salt Peanuts! figure (Milestones: A Miles Davis Archive 2016). In section
David Liebman & Miles Davis: Zimbabwe (at Massey Hall), I discuss a variation of the snap, the subdivided snap, heard in another part of
this recording.
799 Since neither Gillespie nor Parker allegedly knew that the microphones were also recording the concert until after the performance
(see earlier footnotes) they may have used the microphone in front of them to amplify their acoustic sound through the hall s public
address system. As such, Gillespie would not have been consciously aware that his proximity to the microphone also constructed a set of
spatiotemporal relationships with future listeners.
800 Cf. Grain of voice, in section 3.6 Snap and Twang: Class, Race, and Body.
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Appendix E
Description of an Original Project Exploring Spatiotemporal Relationships Through Sound
Present in Nature:
Examining space-time boundaries (here-there, now-then), and their sonic consequences (sound-silence, usthem, art-reality, music-noise)
Twenty microphones —a few by the saxophone and drums, several by upstairs windows, and a few
outside by the street corner— each, a unique acoustic perspective of now. The sonic relationships formed
between the sax and drum sounds and all of the simultaneous sounds captured by the microphones in the
surrounding environment (e.g. the people upstairs from the studio, the outdoor traffic, pedestrians, indistinct
city ambience, and wildlife) are neither planned nor even perceived from within the recording studio. The
wide spatial distribution of microphones results in a sonic space filled with im-pro-vised (i.e. un-fore-seen )
temporal synchronicities. As I listen back to the twenty audio tracks, I explore what now sounded like here
and there, and also then (then, being the fact that I can only experience more widely spaced sonic
relationships by examining them in the future, in recorded form, at which point this future playback, in turn,
becomes a past then, and a disembodied there). What becomes apparent through this listening is how blurry
and imprecise my boundaries of such simple environmental constructs, as here-there, and now-then, can
actually be. The blurring of these different deictic homologies results in other blurred boundaries: From
outdoors, the energetic drum and saxophone improvisations sound indistinct or silent; sound-silence is
blurred. A motorcycle revs simultaneously in-pitch and in-rhythm with a saxophone in the studio; them-us
and reality-art are blurred. When such music-noise simultaneities as a drum cymbal and a bird chirp are
streamed together or marked for consciousness, on what temporal scale do I evaluate the meaningfulness of
the synchronicity? The two sounds occur pretty widely apart in space yet within a fraction of a moment in
time; what cognitive and cultural factors shape the imprecise spans, the allowable concessions by which I
determine the meaningfulness of audible environmental interrelationships?
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Appendix F
Temporal Deviation
Like the other terms that I have examined, temporal deviation is an imprecise and fuzzy descriptor.
Fernando Benadon summarizes some of the literature examining temporal deviations:
In these scenarios, there is a slight but perceptible departure from a prescribed or expected rhythm,
and the new rhythmic interpretation is viewed in terms of its magnitude of deviation. Hence what
these studies have in common is an understanding of expressive timing as a deviation from an
idealized—often metronomic—template (Benadon 2009, 2).
Benadon adds that the deviations are almost always viewed as discrete local events, ostensibly
independent of the preceding and subsequent notes (Benadon 2009, 2) —a notion his own work challenges,
by revealing (slightly) larger aspects of transformative processes behind such deviations. My examination
here further widens the temporal window of Benadon s focus. In order to do that, however, I first want to
address aspects of the perception of temporal deviation which Benadon s detailed work may —even among
his presumably knowledgeable reader-listeners— take for granted where he writes of his examples: All of
the examples contain palpable rhythmic deviations and were selected on the basis of hearing (Benadon
2009, 2). The palpability of rhythmic deviation is contingent on knowledge, skill, and context; although subtle
temporal deviations have been shown to be detectable by infants, this natural hard-wired capacity is lost
without sufficient cultural nurturing (Trainor 2015).
The term temporal deviation describes the perception that the temporal relationship between two
or more musical entities changes from clear or simple to obscure or complex. When such a temporal
relationship expresses a simple integer ratio between the two entities, higher temporal conformity or
convergence is perceived. When the temporal relationship expresses a more complex and irrational ratio,
higher temporal non-conformity, deviation or divergence is perceived.
Figure-ground temporal relationships transpire in different musical performance situations, for
example: between multiple musicians, between a single musician s different limbs (e.g. Roy Haynes hands
and feet), by a musician performing an unaccompanied solo (e.g. where the unaccompanied solo establishes
one temporal division, and then temporally diverges from this earlier entity, at a complex ratio), or between
performers and other events —such as dancing, or interactions with or among audience— occurring in the
performance environment.
The point at which a temporal relationship may be perceived to shift from simple to complex
depends on perceptual thresholds as well as on an individual s cultural knowledge and skills. Ecological
perception describes that the individual s perception of the environment —including but not limited to such
specific sonic features as rhythm, pulse, and meter— is a reflection of the perceiver as much as it is a
reflection of the environment. Because of this contingency, the perception of temporal divergence depends
on the listener as much as it depends on the performer who executes such a feature. This is consistent with
research findings in the study of human timing.
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Essens and Povel propose a rhythm perception model whereby the listener internally represents
rhythms as metrical or nonmetrical. Metrical representations occur when the listener is able to map a
rhythm to an internal temporal reference called an internal clock (i.e. typically small integer ratios).
Nonmetrical representations occur when the listener is not able to reference the rhythm to an internal clock,
and where the durations are not resolved as a predictable pattern (i.e. typically large or non-integer ratios)
(Essens and Povel 1985; Sakai et al. 1999). Later studies reveal that these internal representations share
neural systems involved in motor activity, planning and sequencing, The act of listening to music Vijay Iyer
concludes, involves the same mental processes that generate bodily motion (Iyer 2004, 396). An
individual s perception of musical time, then, is contingent on embodied kinesthetic knowledge —a personal
and often idiosyncratic concept of motion in space-time. 801 The listener co-performs the music with the
performer (what is also known as entrainment), and from this kinesthetic relationship emerges a perception
of musical time.
Ecological perception conceives that musical information is not perceived in isolation but rather, as a
dynamic interrelationship of factors, and that this context of factors impacts the perception of rhythm as
metrical or non-metrical.
Hearing Steelpans While Biking: Category Formation
I was riding my bike and reached a red light at the College-Yonge street intersection, where on my
right side, on the north-east corner in front of the Shopper s Drug Mart, a man was playing a steelpan. As I
waited for the light to change, the sounds he produced were musically quite incomprehensible to me; I could
hear no connective logic of rhythmic or melodic flow —amusia. I focused: my attempt to perceptually resolve
the sounds he was producing into a coherent and sensible music, and to do so before my traffic light turned
green, failed. His tempo —I could not actually hear one, but was assuming he was playing in a tempo because
of all the times I had heard him play in the past— seemed so slow or syncopated; I could not test the fitness
of my logical anticipations faster than I was receiving the sonic information from his steelpan. I could resolve
neither the temporal logic nor even the harmonic logic of the steelpan sounds. Without a clear sense of where
the downbeats were (the metrical reference point to which I would have to entrain my internal clock in order
to internally represent the sounds metrically), I had no sense of harmonic rhythm nor of what tempo and
synchronization point would allow me to land on the musical train of thought that I assumed (or
unconsciously felt) must be there. Without these pieces of knowledge, my sense of temporal orientation was
at a loss, continuously re-adjusting, expanding and contracting my temporal focus in search of a fitting
solution. The light turned green, and I began pedalling away. Suddenly, part way through the intersection, a
penny dropped (in my mind, not his case), and I resolved my previous perception of a complex non-metrical
gesture to one that was simple and metrically representable. Little else had seemed to change in the steelpan
playing, though. Now that I had found this key to the metric logic of his rhythm, I also intuited how this logic
seemed to extend backwards in time to what I had been hearing all along. The metric solution resolved the
801

Cf. Human gait, discussed in section . Walkin .
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complexity that I had been hearing the pannist play since I first arrived at the intersection, to a steady pulse.
As I biked away I wondered what might have caused me to perceive such complexity in the first place (where
the simplicity seemed so accessible once I grasped it). I considered how my arriving at the intersection in the
middle of a musical phrase unfolding at an ambiguously slow tempo delayed my ability to connect the dots.
After typing the paragraph above (based on a journal entry I made over a year ago), I went out to
return a library book. And on my way biking back home, as I reached the College-Yonge intersection, I heard
the steelpans. The pannist was playing something that seemed to match the song that had previously
confused me. I stopped to watch and listen, and also ended up chatting with the musician, Solomon, a native
of Trinidad. I notice different features of his playing and the environmental context which could have
contributed to the ambiguities that I had perceived in my previous experience with his music.
First of all, Solomon seems relaxed, his arms move lightly and effortlessly. He does not strike the
instrument forcefully, and although the twanging bell-tone does cut, the traffic at this intersection can get
loud enough to begin to mask the steelpans, at least for brief moments with passing trucks. I also notice that
the toe of his left foot taps lightly and continuously: a steady pulse that sometimes temporarily shifts to tap a
sort of clave (e.g. short-short-long). His steady pulse here is actually in the upper tactus range (around 90
bpm), but since his tapping is inaudible (even when I stand right next to him), and since there is no
accompanying reference pulse, several other features could potentially obscure this regular tempo. One such
feature is that Solomon sometimes uses a very sparse approach that could conceivably be confused for or
interpreted as, a slow tempo. When he plays sparsely, he uses many syncopations and anticipations which
reverse the strong beat weak beat relationships. Another potentially obscuring feature is the fact that he also
deviates temporally by laying back behind the steady pulse that he taps in his foot. Without accompaniment,
a listener (who tunes-in mid song) might only hear the decelerando, rather than feel the tension of the
decelerando against an underlying pulse.
Another aspect of the ambiguous sound is the bell tone of the steelpan. Even a single-handed stroke
produces a complex sound with intense and fluctuating (twanging) overtones, and often, Solomon strikes the
pan simultaneously with both mallets. 802 One possible result of this is that it takes more cognitive effort to
extrapolate the fundamental pitch of a steelpan tone (than it does of a tone with less inharmonic partials, at
least for a less practiced listener as myself). As a consequence of this timbral complexity, the chords and
harmony produced on this instrument will be less explicit. 803 When harmonic ambiguity reaches a certain
Physicists purportedly struggled to understand the harmonics of the steelpan; research has since explored one of the instrument s
characteristic features termed non-linear harmonic distortion (Kronman, n.d., 86–92)—revealing yet another example of aesthetic
appreciation in African diasporatic music for heterogeneous complexity, comparable perhaps to the more subtle roughness and
harshness, which Helmholtz described in the minor triad. One aspect of the steelpan s non-linear distortion is the fluctuating intensity
of different overtones, and I suspect that this fluctuation contributes to the instrument s pronounced twangy quality, comparable to the
twang of Chinese opera gongs. Even striking single notes on a piano with the sustain pedal down reveals evolving overtone intensities in
an equal temerapment instrument.
803 This is not to say that the steelpan s timbral complexity precludes it from producing tonally complex music; Victor Provost plays the
instrument with unambiguous harmonic sophistication, and yet his playing seems unusual. If this uncommonness is due to the nature of
the instrument s timbre, rather than its traditional performance practice, I wonder whether a similar challenge is faced by carillonneurs
when playing tonally complex music (e.g. transcriptions of music which is harmonically, polyphonically, complex). What sort of
perceptual limits are involved in the relationship between rendering tonal harmony with timbrally complex instruments? For example,
when a steelpan or carillon is used to play tonally complex music, does the intelligibility of the harmony (and the success of the music)
802
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point of complexity (relative to the individual s skill), it can affect the perception of the music s harmonic
rhythm and obscure the metric (strong-weak beat) organization (particularly in combination with, but not
dependent on, other mentioned factors: temporal deviation, syncopation, anticipation, sparsity). 804
Evidently, part of the difficulty I experienced entraining to Solomon s steelpan music was also in my
own lack of knowledge and skills. Perhaps, in attempting to find a quantitative pulse value (a steady BPM
value), I neglected to realize that I might be more successful if I also found the correct quality of the pulse—
one that was flexible and where my body was relaxed and moving. It is not surprising to me that the penny
dropped only as I rode my bike away; I stopped trying so consciously to find a rigid pulse as I did while
standing quite still at the red light. My body was in a state of dynamic and loose entrained motion. 805
Internal Representations of Temporal Relationship: Simple and Complex
Simple versus Complex in the Brain
Although the perception of temporal relationships is contingent on a variety of interacting factors,
the listener s internal representation of these relationships as metrical or nonmetrical has demonstrable
effects, where differing representations activate distinct regions of the listener s brain. Temporal relations
which are perceived to be simple (e.g. metrical representations of such ratios as 1:2:4 or 1:2:3) are
predominantly associated with left hemispheric activation, suggesting that these rhythms are categorized as
syntactic units of information. Temporal relations that are perceived to be complex (e.g. nonmetrical internal

depend, more than usual, on the listener s ability to accurately deduce or fill-in the ambiguous or missing harmonic information, using
existing musical knowledge?
In addition to the inherent timbral complexity of the standard steelpan sound, Solomon occasionally adds further complexity by striking
the side-rim of the steelpan, producing more indefinitely-pitched percussive sounds. Then there are also all of the different sounds of the
traffic and people at the intersection.
Jaco Pastorious added steelpan to a number of his recordings, which, when combined with the unique twang Pastorious
achieved on his fretless electric bass results in an even more complex texture of twangs. In at least one case, Ocus Pocus, Pastorious also
included the twang of a flextone together with the steelpan-bass combination. Pastorious also collaborated frequently with another
twangy instrument—Toots Thielemans chromatic harmonica. In a documentary interview, drummer and multi-instrumentalist Roy
Brooks demonstrates his steelpan skill (e.g. playing Giant Steps) before moving on to showcase his renowned musical saw technique (the
saw perhaps being the twangiest instrument of all). He says of the steelpan: It s amazing how it s made, really. This is the premiere
instrument of the twentieth century, bar none, electronically or whatever. This is the instrument (Gabriel 1989).
804 In recordings, Charlie Parker can be heard frequently employing a technique of implying chords in new metric locations, and wreaking
havoc on the perception of strongbeats and weakbeats, not only among listeners, but also among his fellow musicians. Cf. (Davis and
Troupe 1989, 102–3; S. C. Love 2012; S. Love 2012).
805 A few weeks after writing this paragraph, I found myself again stopped at the red light of College and Yonge intersection with
Solomon playing something whose pulse I could not quite resolve. I tried relaxing my impulse to find specific tempo, and even tried
swaying gently. Whether or not this was the reason, I soon heard a somewhat flexible pulse in his music.
Another example of environmental context influencing the perception of temporal conformity, non-conformity or ambiguity
(and which I have spoken about with other musicians—including Jerry) is the experience of tuning into a radio station mid-song and (at
least initially) perceiving that the music is in a some obscure or complex meter, and with complex temporal relations between the parts.
Composers may exploit this as a technique in Meyer s terms, delaying gratification where the composition implies a decoy pulse to
deliberately mislead the listener to entrain to a pulse that later turns out to be in a more complex relationship to the actual pulse on
which the music is based. I used this technique when when scoring a scene in my sister s film, where the music needed to be composed
out of the ticking second-hand of a clock. I needed the piece to move more energetically than I could achieve at 60 BPM, but my theme
would not work at 120 BPM either. My solution was to start with the 60 BPM ticking and then overlay faster and slower tickings at
various polyrhythmic relationships to the original 60 BPM tick, which then allow the piece to almost imperceptibly modulate to 90 BPM
(1.5 times faster), without losing the initial ticking second hand pulse, which becomes a dotted-quarter pulse.
Such effects are not always experienced as the result of intentional manipulation, however, as a listener may also simply find
that using culturally learned listening strategies leads to the perception of a pulse different from that felt by the performer. Western
listening strategies, for example often attempt to entrain to the pulse that seems simplest, yielding the least syncopation —the path of
least rhythmic resistance— a strategy which may lead the listener to entrain to a different pulse than a West African musician may hear
implied in certain African timeline rhythms (Iyer 2013).
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representations of a ratio such as 1:2.5:3.5) are associated with right hemispheric activation, and suggest that
these rhythms are processed as complex wholes, less easily parsed into discrete units (and therefore, often
inaccurately reproduced by test subjects) (Sakai et al. 1999, 10080; Popescu, Otsuka, and Ioannides 2004,
1634).
Considering that most of the music, especially from western countries, was metrically related
(Palmer and Kelly, 1992; Palmer, 1997), the present finding showing activations in the left premotor
and parietal areas for metrical rhythms is consistent with these clinical studies. In contrast, the right
hemispheric activations for rhythms related with complex ratios are consistent with an earlier study
of Roland et al. (1981), which showed predominant right hemispheric activations in discrimination of
two rhythm patterns related with complex ratios. The right frontoparietal areas may be involved in
memory of time intervals (Harrington et al., 1998), which is necessary for the nonmetrical rhythm
representation. Thus, the present results indicate that the processing of rhythm is not confined to
one cerebral hemisphere, as Peretz (1990) has suggested (Sakai et al. 1999, 10080).
These findings are corroborated by a more recent study:
The change to high DRIR [temporal deviations from the reference time interval ratio] (which in terms
of the interval duration ratios leads to what Sakai et al. called nonmetrical rhythm) affects the left
hemisphere performance in rhythm tracking, but not the right hemisphere. Hence, the right
hemisphere dominates in the representation of rhythms characterized by high DRIR. A better
tracking of nonmetrical rhythms in the right hemisphere is consistent with the study of Roland et al.
(1981), showing the right hemisphere dominance in discrimination of rhythmical patterns
characterized by complex interval ratios (Popescu, Otsuka, and Ioannides 2004, 1636).
Subjectivity: Skill and Knowledge Impacts Internal Representations as Simple or Complex (i.e.
Perception of Floating and Temporal Divergence)
Although different perceptions activate distinct brain regions, the perception that the temporal
relationship is simple or complex is not an objective matter. The fidelity of the listener s internal
representation to the objectively measurable version of the same temporal relationship is still influenced by
both individual and contextual factors. Skill and knowledge may impact the pulse level and the subdivisions
to which the listener entrains (co-performs), which determines how frequently temporal conformity is
expected (i.e. every sixteenth note versus every whole note), and consequently, at what scale (and to what
extent) deviation is perceived to occur.
The perception of temporal deviation is influenced by the listener s ability to detect the temporal
pattern and summon the most effective internal clock, whether the pattern involves a steady or shifting pulse
or equal or unequal divisions of time. 806 Candace Brower s work explores how different temporal scales are
processed through different types of memory, and how temporal deviations are thus activated at different
levels of cognition: we entrain (co-perform) internal clocks at echoic spans, we feel relationships of accentual
meter, we count metric groupings, and qualitatively recognize micro-scales of subpulse (Brower 1993; Iyer
2002, 395–96). While the perception of deviation on any of these different time scales is influenced by skills
specific to an individual listener, Brower s research suggests general patterns of timing and rhythm
Studies cited above indicate a metrical reference, so it is also not clear how applicable these temporal representation strategies are to
listeners who do not use Western concepts of meter in their listening; that is, how broadly the notions distinguished by the terms
metrical, and internal clock are to different listening strategies used across different cultures.
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perception.
These studies suggest that listeners do not perceive individual durations below the level of the pulse,
but only the rhythmic pattern created by those durations. In other words each figure is perceived as
a rhythmic gestalt. Instead of measuring individual durations against the background of an internally
generated metric grid, the listener recognizes sub-pulse rhythms by their qualities of evenness or
unevenness. . . . We can hear exact proportions at lower levels by setting our internal clock to mark
off smaller units of time (a strategy often used by performers to learn rhythmically complex
passages); however, this will not necessarily provide a more faithful representation of a composer s
intentions (Brower 1993, 25).
Bilmes’ Fuzzy Model of Complexity
Geoffrey Bilmes has developed a three-level model where a musical rhythm is represented on three
time scales simultaneously. The smallest of these scales, called the temporal atom or tatum (in honour of
virtuosic improvisor, Art Tatum), represents the finest perceptual resolution of time, and may vary in size
over the course of a performance (Iyer et al. 1997). This model simulates the ability of human attention to
shift focus across different scales of time, memory, and rhythm, according to the stimulus (e.g. features in the
music or broader environment). This dynamic listening can also allow a given rhythmic gesture to be
interpreted in multiple ways, which can result in further perceptual ambiguities, complexities that are
desirable and prevalent in the polyrhythmic musics of African and African diasporatic derivation (Iyer et al.
1997). Building on the work of Paul Fraisse and Neil Todd, which examines correlations between temporal
spans in musical and bodily motion, Iyer qualifies that these correspondences should be regarded as fuzzy
categories with some degree of overlap (Iyer 2002, 392–93). 807 That is, the listener may co-perform the
music using different embodied strategies, and the redundant overlap of these (covering similar temporal
scales) may result in vital ambiguity and complexity. This categorical ambiguity is a significant aspect of
temporal deviations.
Temporal Quantization: Deceptive But Functional Clarity (No Perception of Temporal Deviation) and
Performed Assymetry (Swing and Snap)
The listener s confidence in the fidelity of his/her internal rhythmic representation exemplifies the
deceiving nature of perceived metric clarity. Categorical perception causes listeners to unknowingly quantize
temporal ambiguities, smoothing-out complexity in favour of a deceptive, but functional clarity, a good
gestalt which facilitates simple syntactic analysis and reproduction. Such categorical perception is cited in
brain imaging experiments:
Whenever the subject reproduced the 1:2.5 ratio as 1:2, he reproduced the 1:3.5 ratio as 1:4 in the
same trial. The proportion of the two types of reproduction, 1:2.5:3.5 or 1:2:4 ratios, in the 40 trials
was varied across the subjects (Sakai et al. 1999, 10079).
And…
Iyer builds on the work of Fraisse and Todd, in an examination of how a listener co-performs different musical time scales with
imagined motion of corresponding parts of the musculoskeletal system, e.g. grace notes, flams, and micro-deviations are correlated as
phonemes, or rapid finger motion in the 10-60 Hz frequency range; small subdivisions of the pulse are correlated with speech/lingual
motion, hand gestures and digital motion in the 3-10 Hz range; musical pulse (tactus) is correlated with heart beating, sucking, chewing,
walking, sexual intercourse in the 3-10 Hz range; and musical phrases are correlated with breathing, swaying body or limb in the 0.1-1
Hz range. (Iyer 2002, 392–93)
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Interestingly, some subjects unintentionally transformed the 1:2.5:3.5 rhythm into 1:2:4 rhythm,
which was consistent with the finding of Essens (1986). It has also been shown that voluntary motor
behaviors tended to fall into a time sequence related with 1:2 ratios (Essens and Povel, 1985; Fulop
et al., 1992). Together, the results suggest that a rhythm is represented, by default, in a metrical form
rather than a nonmetrical form (Sakai et al. 1999, 10079–80).
This exemplifies how a listener s knowledge and skill impact whether or not auditory streams are perceived to
conform to known categories of metre, polymeter, or polytempo. Similar categorical perception has been
observed in Collier s study of reproduction of complex ratios rescaled at different tempos (Collier 1995).
Paul Fraisse s early research demonstrates subjects tendency to understand rhythms as simply as
possible—long and short durations (roughly as 2:1)—a tendency which is consistent with classical
perception laws (the principle of economy in organization). But that when performed, the simple ratio is
rendered closer to 1.75:1. Iyer points out that this ratio is similar to the swing rhythm, and suggests a
functional explanation: the (seemingly less efficient tendency to) durational asymmetry facilitates the
perception of higher-level rhythmic structure.
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An immediate consequence of the swing feel is that it suggests the next level of hierarchical
organization. In conventional terms, the swung-eighth-note pairs are perceptually grouped into the
larger regular interval, that is the quarter note. . . . The observation that swing enhances the
perception of the tactus is no surprise, given its primary function in dance contexts (Iyer 2002, 404–
5).
Matthew Butterfield builds on this insight by suggesting that there are additional expressive effects of swing
eighth notes beyond the rather functional explanation offered by Iyer (Butterfield 2011, 4). Butterfield
acknowledges how the syntactical features undoubtedly contribute something to the production of
engendered feeling—the ding-ding-a-ding pattern of the drummer s ride rhythm generates forward
momentum independent of the operation of expressive timing (Butterfield 2010, 173). But Butterfield
suggests that it is also the continuous microrhythmic variation of swing eighth-note durations over the
course of a melodic phrase which demonstrates less a specifiable rhythmic essence than an active rhythmic
process involving the skillful management of motional energy in the midst of performance (Butterfield
2011, 4). Any abstracted reduction of a complex process into a static entity, yields a functional but
compromised understanding. 809
Does this apply to snaps as well as swing patterns?
Indeed, the category of complexity is itself misleading and simple, however functional. Language usefully reduces complexity to
simple and functional categorical concepts; when we refer to complexity, randomness, god, and so on, we reduce these notions to
simple named categories. Traditions which hold the name of god to be sacred —whether as an un-pronounceable sound or
orthographically as G-d — attempt to remind its faithful adherents of a power of unfathomable complexity. This is not to say there may
not be different degrees of complexity, but I believe that the notion of degrees of complexity is misleading, as well, where everything may
exist as part of one complexity and mystery is everywhere and everywhen. Further examination of this subject may benefit from
comparison with Lyotard s Categorical Examination of the Sublime, and his later analysis, which distinguishes that although we cannot
comprehend infinity as a whole, we can think infinity as a whole (Lyotard 1994). Joseph Campbell adds:
Jung makes a distinction between the word symbol and the word sign. This is an arbitrary definition that he uses. A symbol is
a mythic symbol which has one leg here and the other in infinity. It points to the transcendent. A sign points to something here. As
normally interpreted, God is a sign, not a symbol. The word God refers to what is supposed to be a fact. There is a saying I like to quote
that came up in the Gnostic period, The problem with Yahweh is that he thinks he s God. That is to say, he says, I m it! I m no symbol.
And then, of course, when he s the only one that s it, then everybody else s god is no god at all.
In proper language, concretizing the image, concretizing the symbol, is what we call idolatry, so that our whole religion from
this standpoint is an idolatrous system. Perhaps it s because of this unconsciousness idolatry of our own that we see idolatry in
everybody else and smash their idols. That s just a little thought for the day (Campbell 1990, 132).
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Gabrielsson—whose research also demonstrates how a simple 2:1 ratio is consistently performed as
more complex ratios such as 1.75:1—distinguishes an inverse relationship between physical and
psychological simplicity (the physically simple sounds unnatural, while that which sounds psychologically
natural and simple is physically complex) :
The performer is not concerned about physical complexity—he plays in a way that he finds natural
and adequate. And the listeners do not experience complexity, deviations, and the like—to them the
music sounds good, natural, and meaningful (hopefully, at least). On the other hand, it is definitely
unnatural and difficult, even impossible, for a performer to play in a way that the resulting sound
sequences would be simple —for instance, to play with constant amplitude, no frequency
deviations, absolutely constant tempo, or exact ratios between durations (2:1, 3:1, etc.). And the
listeners would find such a performance quite unnatural, mechanical, and dead. (They would
rather believe that it was produced by a music box or another kind of machine.) (Gabrielsson 1985,
82)
Natural or unforced temporal complexity —such as that resulting from more subconscious or precognitive
processes— has the potential to convey a vital life force. We subconsciously recognize the dynamism of
humanness.
Is the binary conception of time as either quantized or unquantized, an inevitable reflection of
inherent biological structures in the brain, its two hemispheres, for example? Or is this opposition just a
manifestation of encultured Western dualities? Machine versus human. And if I frame the available concepts
as a duality —quantifiable chronos versus qualitative kairos— am I actually re-imposing the mythos of the
quantizing left hemisphere as the dominant one? 810 Is the conception of time constructed out of a
combination of biologically predisposed and culturally emphasized elements? Is the temporal multistability
and flexibility or ambiguity that Bilmes fuzzy notational model strives to capture, a path toward
appreciating a richer experience? An experience where events are rarely quite fixed nor identical among its
participating performers and perceivers. Quantized information is economized, redundant, categorizable,
and syntactic; its fulfillment of the law of Prägnanz ensures its straightforward function and usefulness.
Unquantized information is rich, ambiguous, mysterious, and symbolic (in the Jungian sense); 811 its integrity
as a complex, inarticulable, or unfathomable whole ensures its vitality as an enchanting, dynamic system. Can
or does the system thrive when there is a network of interacting, overlapping, and indeed, contradicting or
logically incongruous conceptions of time? A unity, for instance, of polychonic and monochromic times (Hall
1984, chap. 3, 1990; Jones 1988) together.
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Cf. Chronos and kairos with extempore and imporomptu, respectively, in (Goehr 2014).
Cf. Earlier footnote in this subsection referencing Lyotard, Jung, and Joseph Campbell.
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Detection of Meaningfulness: Temporal Deviation
Meaningfulness: Ecological Perception
A rhythmic relationship may be heard in terms of what it reveals about the environment in which it
occurs. J. J. Gibson s concept of affordance expresses how an environment is perceived in terms of what it
offers the animal [which perceives it], what it provides or furnishes, either for good or ill (Gibson 1986,
127–43). 812 If I describe hearing a quasi-synchronous sounding of a bird chirp and a bell being struck, this
description reveals an action understanding; that each sound is perceived not as abstract sonic properties
(e.g. of amplitude, frequency, etc.), but as an embodied conception of the source of the sound.
Action understanding can involve deduction of different levels of information, characterized as what,
how, and why. Mirror neuron research indicates that an action understanding response to sound is automatic
spontaneous and stimulus-driven (Thioux, Gazzola, and Keysers 2008). 813 Understanding the action which
causes a coincidence of sound leads to a perception of the stimulus affordance: I appreciate the aesthetic
qualities of the bird and bell sound in the context of the music and their near-simultaneous temporal
relationship across the spatial environment. My perception of the event arouses my reflection on the
meaningful complexity of my environment. Likewise, when a listener perceives a temporal deviation, the
perceived temporal relationship may be attributed to some underlying cause, a categorical explanation
wherein the complexity is reduced to its action and affordance. 814
Much research has been devoted to deepening our understanding of the perception and production
of temporal deviations (e.g. (Collier and Collier 1996)). Iyer encapsulates this research explaining that
temporal deviations from strict metronomocity both convey information about musical structure and
provide a window onto internal cognitive representations of music (Iyer 2002, 397). The internal cognitive
representation is the action understanding and affordance evoked in the listener s embodied experience.
Gabrielsson s work, quoted earlier for example, explains how certain temporal deviations are needed for a
rhythm to elicit a human or living quality. Charles Keil similarly concludes that [t]he power of music is in its
Cf. (Clarke 2005; Acitores 2011).
The action understanding of a sound e.g. understanding the cause of a sound is limited by an individual s knowledge and experience
to deduce it. When I hear a bird chirp, I confidently assume enough knowledge, for example, to immediately conceptualize a bird, and
maybe even its size, and species; I imagine a starling, but my confidence recedes for details which I do not perceive via the sound. A
recording engineer may be more likely to hear how this sound has been recorded, including the type and placement of microphone, and
so on. Similarly, I confidently assume to have sufficient knowledge to conceive the metallic materials that Jerry Granelli strikes together
to create the bell-like sound, and I may hear the manner in which he does this, but my knowledge is quite limited with respect to infer
action understanding of other or more specific details; in fact, I had to watch the video of the recording session to verify that he was
striking his wrought-iron bell, and not the bell of his cymbal. Many of these details are what, some of them describe how, and fewer
details reveal why, though, very broadly I assume the why of Jerry s bell sounds to be motivated by aesthetic choices, however
spontaneous and unplanned.
814 Action understanding of sonic stimulus has the hallmarks of syntactic modes of comprehension; it is known to activate regions in the
left hemisphere associated with categorical perception (Aglioti and Pazzaglia 2010) and is thought to be a clue in understanding the
origins of language perception and production (Aglioti and Pazzaglia 2010; Kohler et al. 2002). This said, Iyer points out that short-time
rhythm cognition may be unmediated by a symbolic representation. . . . Consider the components of the sensory-motor image
associated with rhythm perception that are rooted in echoic memory: a phrasal/body-sway component (breath-based), a tactus/foot-tap
component (limb-based) (Todd, 1994), and a rapid multiple-finger-tap component (speech- or digit-based). According to the embodiedcognition viewpoint, what we have called our internal representations may consist of precisely these sensorimotor couplings (Iyer
2002, 396).
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participatory discrepancies, and these are basically of two kinds: processual and textural. Music, to be
personally involving and socially valuable, must be out of time and out of tune (Keil 1987). 815 Although
the PD [participatory discrepancy] model has become the prevailing paradigm for explaining the nature and
production of swing (Butterfield 2010, 158), Keil s work has not been received without strong criticism.
Criticisms of the participatory discrepancy model include: that it stresses the innate power of discrepancies
while neglecting their culturally-learned structural features (see responses from Small, Meyer, Monson,
Waterman, et al. in: (Cowdery et al. 1995)), and for misleading in his choice of terminology (Iyer 2002, 397,
2014, 3), 816 and, finally, in an empirical study which claims that little evidence emerged . . . in support of the
PD framework. An alternative proposal drawn from metric entrainment theory explains that the effects of
PDs as more limited and local than previously thought (Butterfield 2010, 157).
If Keil s theory misinterprets its subject or overshoots the range of its applicability, I believe that it,
like every genuine opinion, still reflects an individual s understanding of their environment, however limited
or temporary. My point here is not to defend Keil specifically but to suggest how any genuine opinion,
musicological or otherwise —however misguided, uninformed, or delusional— might in its phenomenological
subjectivity, be understood as reflecting a type of action understanding and affordance-perception of sound; a
window onto an individual s internal cognitive representations of music. Naturally, it is valid to be concerned
about how usefully any such opinion represents the perceivable reality, and how broadly it is applied. But
perhaps what is defined as useful is itself always an expression of particular values, and it seems that not all
values are universal. 817
Thus, when Iyer indicates the mischaracterizations of timing deviations which imply lack of intention
(e.g. Keil s discrepancies, Rasch s motor noise, or inaccuracies (Iyer 2002, 397), Hennig s being slightly
off, New York Times essentially mistakes, and Belluck s error[s] (Iyer 2014, 3)), he does so in the context
of showing different ways that such deviations convey meaning; important information about the inner
structure of groove (Iyer 2002, 398). The issue though, and this is something Keil was accused of neglecting,
or minimizing, is that interpreting meaningfulness is contingent not only on universals of embodied human
cognition, but also on the listener having learned culturally valued schemas associated with different sorts of
deviations. Because of this, in addition to examining how particular deviations convey meaningful
information, it should be equally useful to consider how these meaningful deviations are distinguished from
Cf. Out of tune, and twang and blue note.
Although Iyer s charge that discrepancy is a misleading choice of terminology is a fair opinion, Keil s writing is rather cautious about
the deceptive clarity of language, and points to the necessity for understanding the fuzzy ambiguity of categories. This is not an excuse
for a poor choice of wording, and in fact further emphasizes that the interpretation of words is contingent on culturally learned factors.
In the following quotation, Keil qualifies his statement on the ultimate power of participatory discrepancies (quoted in the text above):
For participatory discrepancies one could substitute inflection, articulation, creative tensions, relaxed dynamisms,
semiconscious or unconscious slightly out-of-syncnesses. For process one could substitute beat, drive, groove, swing, push, etc.,
and for texture one could substitute timbre, sound, tone qualities, as arranged by, and so forth. The fact that these musical
essentials are barely figured in Owen Barfield's sense
: ff.,
and certainly not collectively represented with any great clarity
in language (1965: 41, 111, 122, 154-155) is evidence, I believe, of their original or active participatory power (1965:2845). Put another
way, wherever lexical meanings are various and ambiguous for a particular phenomenon, one can assume a lot of collective and
individual unconsciousness and conversely a greater power for speaker's meanings Barfield
to define situations (Keil 1987,
275).
817 Janna Saslaw s work will prove useful in furthering this discussion, where she explores how our metaphorical image schemas impact
what we find when we analyze music (J. K. Saslaw 2000; J. Saslaw 1996).
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less meaningful deviations—that is, when the deviations do not rise up to the sonic ideals projected by the
cultural values.
On one hand, for example, Iyer ponders the musical reasons and underlying values which prompted
Ghanaian percussionist and teacher C. K. Ladzekpo to often stop his drum ensemble to chide his students for
playing their parts with no emotion (Iyer 2002, 396). And on the other hand, Iyer explains:
The question of whether Monk intended to play this [rhythm] in exactly this way is a pejorative one,
akin to reifying the role of mistakes in jazz (as in Walser, 1995). It is never clear what is supposed
to happen in improvised music, so it makes little sense to talk about mistakes. From the perspective
of an improvisor, the notion of a mistake is supplanted by the concept of interaction with the
structure suggested by the sonic, physical, and temporal environment; in other words, improvisation
privileges embodied cognition. This improvisation-friendly framework allows for the possibility of
musical exploration and experimentation within constraints, including impromptu rhythmic
variation of the sort described here (Iyer 2002, 408).
In each case, rhythm is produced and perceived relative to a set of values, and these values determine the
implicit action understanding and meaningfulness of the gesture. When Iyer writes that improvisation
privileges embodied cognition, he is pointing to a particular value and ideal held by improvisers, with
respect to situated cognition and perhaps also resilience. 818 In such a framework, the concept of mistake is
not only not useful, it can actually be deleterious (i.e.: thinking about a mistake puts disproportionate
attention on a past event and in doing so neglects opportunities for adapting to the present musical context).
In an improvisation-friendly framework, the mistake-oriented value system is… problematic!
There are no mistakes! …Only questionable decisions, Jerry Granelli explains to his improvisation
students. Over the years playing spontaneous music with Jerry, much of the music making flows naturally
and better without too much conscious meddling. At times, however, I am faced with a conscious choice. In
these moments, I decide whether to reject or accept a potential path of action, because it either seems
questionable or evocative of the shared values of our musicking. My intuition of whether a path seems
questionable or evocative is based on reflecting on how past choices turned out, and recognizing the psychoemotional state that seemed to motivate the instinct in the first place; if sensing a path of action was
accompanied by conceit, I could know to avoid this path of action in the future, and if sensing a path of action
was accompanied by vulnerable fear, I could know to accept this path with what courage I could muster. Over
the years of playing with Jerry, he would sometimes point out to me after our performances those choices I
made that seemed questionable (relative to a set of values), or praise choices that were evocative (of a set of
values). This process gradually helped me to distinguish the type of skillfulness that our spontaneous music
making demanded. Mistakes manifest as questionable choices, necessary for developing the skillful intuitions

818 A field known as organizational improvisation has emerged as a result of the business world recognizing that values in jazz music
may be useful to the survival of businesses (the affordance perceived by a business manager). Organizational improvisation research
frequently describes values of resilience in terms of an organization s ability to spontaneously adapt to changing environmental
constraints (e.g. economic or human-resources factors). Cf. (Kamoche, Cunha, and Cunha 2002; Cunha, Clegg, and Kamoche 2012;
Weintraub 1998; Humphreys, Ucbasaran, and Lockett 2012; Bernstein and Barrett 2011), in a footnote in section 3.11 Ancient Greek
Short-Longs and My Favorite Things.
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that guide the creative spirit toward the idealized values. 819
Because some music more successfully evokes desired values to its listener, it is useful to contend
with issues of how a given improvisor s ability is evaluated. Where Iyer explains, for example, that
microrhythmic techniques are manipulated with great skill by experienced musicians playing together,
(Iyer 2002, 398) it is worth considering how a listener distinguishes skillful from less skillful interactivity,
distinguishing experience from inexperience.
This brings us back to the knowledge and skill needed to detect (action understanding of) the
meaningfulness of a timing deviation. While some knowledge may be more specific to a particular culture,
the perceptual skills used to distinguish and interpret this information are still based on universals of human
cognition, and therefore available to different degrees across musical cultures. In Roy Haynes snaps in
Vaughan s Lullaby of Birdland, a slowing down is noted when the snap is transferred from his hands (snare)
to his feet (kick). This microlevel timing difference conveys the difference of timing that is characteristic of
human physiology (and which a drummer might additionally attribute to the mechanics and weight of the
kick pedal). Such a microrhythm carries information which may trigger an action understanding of varying
specificity.
This is also related to a type of timing deviation which Iyer names spreading, where the time constant
associated with the nerves and muscles of individual effectors (limb, hand, digits), causes timing deviations in
those musical gestures requiring repeated physiological motion (slight delays on repeated motion, and a
relative anticipation on the reset motion following a downtime). Iyer distinguishes that [t]he difference is
not simply the injection of random temporal slop. Rather, it involves the spreading apart of consecutive
attacks played by the same hypothetical limb or digit (Iyer 2002, 402). He claims that [n]early all listeners
are familiar with the kind of motion suggested by these synthetic tapped rhythms, but that motion is strongly
implied only by the . . . imperfect version (rather than the version without the spreading) (Iyer 2002, 403).
The implication here is that most listeners experience an action understanding of a human (or living) source
from particular temporal deviations as distinct from random temporal slop. Holger Hennig s research finds
similar ability among test subjects where listeners strongly prefer long-range correlated fluctuations in
musical rhythms, to the simple randomizing algorithms touted as humanizing features on audio sequencing
software (Hennig et al. 2011). 820 Do Iyer s and Hennig s claims offer some support to Keil s contention of the
more universal accessibility of discrepancies?
Perhaps. Yet, there are also numerous examples that show that it is not always easy to disambiguate
temporal deviations. As noted earlier, Iyer finds it misleading when researchers characterize the deviations
as discrepancies, motor noise, errors, mistakes, or unintentional lags. 821 Perhaps such characterizations,
however scientific their context, reveal the particular values that the researcher s hold about the world and
Interestingly, when I first began studying composition with Christos Hatzis, it is as though I forgot that in this framework as well, my
sensitivity to these same instincts (e.g. my own vulnerability or conceit) would determine the value and meaningfulness of the work I
produced; the compositional process is palpable in the compositional product. Here too, in my prose writing of this text, the choices I
make about what instincts to follow are accompanied by certain feelings about the values that these instincts evoke.
820 Cf. (Hennig, Fleischmann, and Geisel 2012; Räsänen et al. 2015).
821 Cf. (Butterfield 2010, 158,; Collier and Collier 1996, 126–28, 134).
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which are different or even at odds with those of the performer s own musical community. It seems that,
whatever the reality, temporal deviations may be attributed to a range of causes, and that these attributions
may in part reflect the knowledge, skill, and values of the listener. The unfortunate results of one study
demonstrate how neural empathy (action understanding) may fall along (culturally learned) racial biases
based on in-group or out-group affiliation: white Canadian test subjects displayed higher mirror neuron-type
response to other whites than to non-whites. (Gutsell and Inzlicht 2010; Iyer 2013, 2014, 6) Interestingly,
this study was conducted here in Toronto using University of Toronto Scarborough students. Scarborough
has a diverse population. Where neighbours lack empathy, what might this suggest about our embodied
experience of an individual we hear performing, in a concert, on the street, or on a recording? How do we
categorize out-groups, and how does the perception of space and distance impact our objectification or
humanization of the subject we perceive?
Eric Clarke points out that [t]he distinction between rhythm and expressive timing is only
psychologically plausible if some mechanism can be identified that is able to separate the one from the other
(Clarke 1999, 489–90). That mechanism, Clarke explains, is categorical perception, and both Clarke
(1987b) and Schulze (1989) have demonstrated its existence empirically (Clarke 1999, 489–90). When the
listener cannot sufficiently process an action understanding (deducing the nature or source) of the sound, the
result is a categorical ambiguity. In the coming pages, I examine different examples where such categorical
ambiguity suspends or confuses the attribution of meaningfulness of a performer s timing gestures.
Perception/Ambiguity of Meaningfulness: Personal Experiences
When I had a second chance to listen to Solomon, the steelpannist on the north-east corner of Yonge
and College intersection, I was initially uncertain whether his subtle timing deviations were a mark of his
technical skill or deficiency. I enjoyed listening, yet, perhaps out of my lack of knowledge about the musical
idiom, I looked for other cues (such as the relationship of his melodic-rhythmic gestures to the reference
pulse he kept in his left foot) to inform my evaluation of the meaningfulness of the timing deviations I
perceived. (And I am certain that this evaluation reflects my own personal values.) 822
As I walked into the 90 Wellesley Music building one autumn afternoon in 2012, I heard an
astonishing percussionist. I stopped when I heard the sound; completely mesmerized by this music
emanating from a practice room down the hall to my right. The sound. Astonishing sound. The timbre and
rhythms sounded somewhat familiar (a woody resonance and classical Indian like rhythms) but sufficiently
It is also possible that the listener attribute the non-conformity to his or her own lack of knowledge and skill required to accurately map
the gesture to an internal clock. Last summer, for example, as I was walking around enjoying the busker festival along Yonge Street in
downtown Toronto, I heard a large troupe of drummers playing intensely polyrhythmic music. When I came around the corner, I laughed
in amazement: tens of young children and their parents, playfully banging drumsticks on a contraption fit for a Dr. Seuss story, outfitted
with surfaces which produced drum and bell sounds. I was amazed at having categorized the complex, non-conforming polyrhythms as
deliberate and purposeful choices by skilled performers, only to discover something different (i.e. an unpredictable mass of polyrhythms
beyond the conscious knowledge or skill of any one of its performers). Where I initially deduced the sonic density of temporal deviations
to be a result of my own lack of ability to internally represent the rhythms accurately, I then changed my interpretation, and deduced that
the temporal nonconformity was actually chaotic on a level that was beyond the intentional control of its performers. The sound was no
less satisfying, and in fact, was inspiring—transcendence. It was equally satisfying to listen to the whole, as it was to join in the drumming
and to partake in such a playful musical social environment, producing sounds of such complexity. I identified the creator of the drum
vehicle on site by his colourful and playful clothing, and approached him to congratulate him on this remarkable vision.
822
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unlike anything I had heard before, that I simply could not place it . After several minutes the percussionist
stopped. I sighed in relief, the sheer intensity and originality of this musician was overwhelming. I mustered
my courage to walk down the hall to investigate more closely, and perhaps out of some combination of
curiosity and self-promotion even knock on the door to introduce myself. When I made my way to the end of
the hall, though, all the doors were open, and there was no one practicing in any of the rooms. There was only
one other person I found. A locksmith stood in one of the doorways inspecting the edge of the door and
wielding a large metal file.
In this example of categorical ambiguity, I heard a sound and automatically attributed it to a human
source, but, partially because of the environment (a music building), I assumed that the human was a
musician and given the timbral and rhythmic properties of the sound, I also attempted to match the sound to
the closest available and most likely seeming categories that I could summon: a highly skilled percussionist,
perhaps with some background in Hindustani music, playing some kind of hard-surfaced instrument. But I
ultimately found this categorization to be a very unsatisfactory encapsulation of what I was hearing.
Recalling an earlier explanation of mirror neuron research, action understanding of sounds can elicit
conceptualizations of what, how, and why. In this case, it might be said that I had only a basic understanding
of each: a human and a hard surface (what), some repetitive motion (how), and to create order—I assumed in
sound, rather than in physical matter of a door (why). My action understanding also impacted the affordance
which I perceived in these sound—the musicality (the combination of order and chaos) that I perceived in the
sound excited and impressed me greatly, and I intended to find out who the musician was—to learn more
about the instrument and music, and perhaps to put a face on the music, perhaps for personal reasons (a
future collaborator, perhaps?). When I realized the assumptions that I had made, the sonic experience
acquired a new level of meaningfulness, triggering reflection on the processes by which I evaluate the
meaningfulness of sound, music, and intention.
In 2005 I was invited to join an orchestra of twenty musicians with training in African-American, new
music, and Celtic musical traditions. On tour one day, one of the leaders (whom I knew from before this
ensemble was formed) approached me and said You know who s really good? and he named one of the
other musicians in the orchestra that neither of us had met until this project. Hmm, I nodded. At that point, I
had not yet differentiated this musician s skill—I assumed he was a good musician —never did he stick out as
weak— but I had not perceived the cues to single him out from among the twenty or so musicians, or from
among the Celtic musicians within the orchestra—even though I probably had about as many opportunities
as the leader to hear this musician. Was it because both the leader and the Celtic musician played
instruments of the same family? Or the leader s sense of time more refined than mine? In the years that
followed this project, I began to perform and tour with this Celtic artist, and came to appreciate the depth of
his time feel and total musicianship. Teachers, mentors, or more experienced siblings and peers often play an
important role in helping us sort through the available resources—what recordings to listen to, what
musicians to emulate, what sorts of values to idealize—we trust their experienced perceptions (or simply
their social authority?); and probably more so when the subtle distinctions are less apparent to our own less
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experienced perceptions.
Last week I played a series of concerts under Jerry Granelli s leadership, joined by tenor saxophonist
Mike Murley, and bassist Jim Vivian. One night, during a set break, Jim approached me and described how
one of the audience members asked him about Granelli: is the drummer good? Jim assured the patron that
Jerry was extremely good, and added (as another person also later told me) that the drum solo which Jerry
improvised before the set break was among the best, if not the best drum solo he had ever heard. It occurred
to me that the audience member was unable to disambiguate the cues of skillfulness and meaningfulness that
they normally depended on when evaluating a musician, or drummer in particular.
Broadly speaking, a listener could conceivably attribute timing deviations to motoric lags arising
either from inherent limitations of human physiology (e.g. spreading) or out of a lack of proper practice; or to
perceptual confusion arising from inherent limitations of human cognition or again, lack of proper practice
(e.g. inability to accurately map the sound of the music to internal clock representations). Such attributions
(action understandings) might reveal the listener s own particular set of values (e.g. Cartesian mind-body
perspective). 823 Lack of proper practice may also be attributed to a lack of proper instruction, which itself
may be attributed to socioeconomic factors, or simply to a set of aesthetic values that embrace unfamiliar
ways of interfacing with tools (e.g. musical instruments). The judgments that the listener forms (affordances)
about these attributions (action understandings) determine what sort of meaningfulness the timing deviation
evokes.
One of Jerry s aesthetic values, and which was featured prominently in his playing just before the
break, is his welcoming of chaotic elements into his music making. I would argue that these are not only
aesthetic values, but life values, as is attested by the open spirit that has led Jerry to a life filled with
adventurous highs and lows. As Charlie Parker is quoted: If you don t live it, it won t come out of your horn
(Reisner 1975, 27). Perhaps at his most exciting musical moments, Jerry does not manipulate the music, but
rather, allows himself to be wildly manipulated by the music; as Jerry titled one of his records: Music Has Its
Way With Me. In one section of a drum solo before the break, Jerry seemed to keep losing drum sticks out of
his right hand —I noticed Jim flinch momentarily when the first stick fell as though he considered retrieving it
for Jerry— but Jerry instantly produced a new one without missing a beat. From our vantage point on the
bandstand we noticed what was happening (and which I had seen Jerry do before in other ways): as he
played, he would momentarily let go of the stick over top of the snare drum, producing an erratically
stuttering and nonmetric rhythm (more unpredictable than the chattering rhythms which jazz swing
drumming typically interjects on the snare drum, where the stick is bounced, but not actually released). As
Jerry did this, he often caught the stick after it bounced around a bit. But a few times the stick fell and
clattered along the side of his kick drum, at which point a new stick would appear in his right hand almost
before the other one had even fallen to the ground. At a masterclass just earlier that same day, Jerry had in
823 In his inquiry into the values of jazz, Paul Rinzler appears to me to take a deductive misstep where he writes: There are two types of
true mistakes for jazz improvisers: mistakes of conception and mistakes of execution. (Rinzler 2008, 146) Essentially, Rinzler attempts to
cast mistakes as either belonging to mind (mistakes of conception) or body (mistakes of execution), and in drawing such a separation,
seems to step right into the Cartesian shoes which he critiques only ten pages later. Cf. (Rinzler 2008, 156).
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fact demonstrated a rhumba sticking technique which he explained that his father had taught him as a child,
whereby he drops the stick on the snare to produce a one handed four stroke ruff. 824
As a star student of the late Joe Morello, much of Jerry s drum training focused on sticking control.
The gestures he performed now though, evoked an ambiguous mixture of control and chaos. 825 There was
nothing gratuitous or showy about these gestures, though. On the contrary, the associated risks put him in a
position of appreciable vulnerability: Jerry did not know if his technique will be able to transcend the
uncertainty of the chaos (or literally fall out of his hand), and he did this in the face of potential judgment by
audience members and colleagues who may not necessarily understand the values that underpin such a
vision of music and life. In a way, this approach merged chaos and control into an ethos of perfection: 826 what
is important is how the musician responds to the sonic events. (Cf. Iyer: the notion of a mistake is supplanted
by the concept of interaction (Iyer 2002, 408).) It is the performer s embodied response to the
environmental context that determines whether an event becomes an artifact ( mistake ), or whether the
music moves forward in perfect inevitability; that everything is the way it must be.
The following evening, in our next performance, Jerry took another unaccompanied solo, this time on
a different piece of his, one that cycles a fixed rhythmic form that continually shifts meters. Part way through
his solo though, he moaned ahh touched his head lightly with his right hand, and admitted (while still
playing) I m gettin in trouble! —indicating his strain to meet the formal demands (in matching his executed
rhythms to the form s rhythmic structure). 827 He continued for another half chorus of the form and then
simply stopped playing and addressed the audience directly: Sometimes you can be too clever for your own
good! —at which point everyone (the musicians and audience alike) surprised, burst into laughter. He
continued: …and this is one of those cases, at which point the laughter in the room intensified. He then
conceded, I m so not going to lie to you —I am lost! Now we re going to start over, they re going to come in,
and forget this last part! And that is what we did. 828 Even here, when Jerry admits so explicitly to train
wrecking, he accepts the situation, welcomes it with such honesty and earnest humour, that it adds a
dimension of profound and transcendent humanity to the performance, a moment of such truth that the
process takes on a quality of perfection and inevitability.
The chaos that Jerry appears to welcome into his life and music evokes an ethos of risk, resilience,
vulnerability, and optimism. These are some of the values that I understand are embraced by many
innovators in the tradition of black American music. 829 In Jerry s hands they also relate to the collection of
He later described how this technique was influenced by show drumming which was influenced by novelty and vaudeville practices,
which often sought novelty sounds out of the instruments, and in this case, possibly emulating the (exotic?) sound of castanets.
825 This may be similar to or distinct from what is sometimes called controlled abandon. It depends on who or what is perceived to be in
control, or perhaps, simply aware.
826 In response to Jazz: The Aesthetics of Imperfection (Gioia 1987): critical review of this idea in (Horn 1991), as well as commentary
in (Borgo 1999, 66).
827 I specifically describe the strain both in different cognitive respects (i.e. touching head, moaning, verbally articulating), to indicate
how the strain is embodied and manifests across artificial categories of mind and body cf. Rinzler s Cartesian concept and execution).
828 I transcribed these quotes and descriptions from a private video recording I made of this performance on Saturday February 27, 2016,
at the Jazz Room in Waterloo, Ontario, Canada.
829 Paul Rinzler examines the values in jazz music and the dynamic contradictions between these values. My use of the terms risk,
chaos, and vulnerability might be compared to the values identified by Rinzler, such as freedom, creativity, individualism, and openness.
My description of Jerry s teachers, his training, and control, might be compared to the values that Rinzler identifies as responsibility,
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values —dubbed crazy wisdom— practiced by his own Buddhist teacher, Tibetan tulku Chögyam Trungpa.
Crazy wisdom is itself an expression of an ancient lineage of values associated with the holy fool or sacred
madman. 830
Herbie Hancock, also a Buddhist, describes a performance experience where he was astounded by
the values conveyed by the music of his bandleader, Miles Davis. Hancock begins: I remember that we were
playing So What, a composition, which incidentally, is noted in section 2.1 Polyrhythmic Popping with
respect to its conveyance —particularly through its temporal features— of African, African-American and
black gospel values. Hancock continues...
one of Miles compositions from the late 50s I guess, and Tony Williams was playing drums, Ron
Carter—bass, Wayne Shorter—saxophone. And it was a really hot night; the music was tight, it was
powerful, it was innovative, and fun! We were having a lot of fun… and the music was on! Tony
Williams was burning on his drums and so right in the middle of one of Miles solos, when he was
playing one of his amazing solos, and I m trying, I m in there playing—right in the middle of his solo, I
played the wrong chord—a chord that was, it just sounded completely wrong, it sounded like a big
mistake, and I did this and I went uhh like this… [covers his ears] I put my hands around my ears—
and Miles paused for a second, and then he played some notes that made my chord right, made it
correct, which astounded me. I couldn t believe what I heard. Miles was able to make something that
was wrong, into something that was right, with the power of the choice of notes that he made, and the
feeling that he had. And so, I couldn t play for about a minute, I couldn t even touch the piano. You
know, but what I realize now, is that Miles didn t hear it as a mistake. He heard it as something that
happened. Just an event. And so that was part of the reality of what was happening at that moment.
And he dealt with it. He found something that, um, since he didn t hear it as a mistake he felt it was
his responsibility to find something that fit, and he was able to do that. That taught me a very big
lesson about not only music, but about life. You know, we can look for the world to be as we would
like it to be as individuals, make it easy for me —that idea. We can look for that. But I think the
important thing is that we grow. And the only way we can grow is to have a mind as open enough to
tradition, interconnectedness, and assertion. Where I refer to optimism, Rinzler discusses the dynamic tension of limits and optimism
(Rinzler 2008). Rinzler does not specifically address resilience (or related notions of adaptation . All of the values Rinzler examines,
however, are compatible with my notion of resilience: the openness, freedom and creativity to adapt; responsibility to overcome the
challenges in order to serve the music; and the feeling of interconnectedness that motivates the responsibility, the assertion and
individuality which resilience demands in the face of challenges. Finally, the fact that all of these values together, as resilience, have
themselves become core values in the jazz lineage, indicates how resilience itself is tradition, at least, I believe, among the greatest
innovators.
Ethan Iverson writes about the evocation of either vulnerability or assertiveness by certain jazz artists. (Iverson 2009) Krin
Gabbard s article describes the dynamic tension set by juggling of values in the music of Miles Davis and other trumpet players: phallic
(assertion) and post-phallic (vulnerability/ openness) (Gabbard 1992). Robert Walser s article describes the risks dynamic tension
associated with Davis reaching for different ideals, i.e. his attempt may fall flat and be interpreted as a mistake (Walser 1993).
830 Cf. (Feuerstein 1991; Trungpa 2010b). Interestingly, Trungpa s writing about Crazy Wisdom, offers reflections on several aspects I
have discussed in this section. In the first quotation below, Trungpa examines something akin to categorical perception and ambiguity,
and in the second quotation which follows, he discusses notions akin to ecological perception, affordance, and Cartesian-duality.
Complete truth and complete falsehood are in some sense the same thing. They make sense simultaneously. Truth is false,
falsehood is true. And that kind of energy, which goes on continuously, is called tantra. Because it does not matter here about logical
problems of truth or falsehood, the state of mind connected with this is called crazy wisdom. What I am trying to say is that our minds
always are completely and constantly fixed on relating to things as either yes or no ; yes in the sense of existence, no in the sense of
disproving that existence. Yet our framework of mind continues all the time between those two attitudes. Yes is based on exactly the
same sense of reference point as the negation is (Trungpa 2010b).
And the following excerpt, akin to aspects of ecological perception, affordance, and Cartesian-duality:
Some people are very dogmatic advocates of those ecological philosophies and some have no knowledge of them at all. On
account of that, one wonders a bit how to approach this culture. But on the whole, there is a certain continuity in what is happening.
There is one basic general approach in this culture: we think that everything exists for our benefit. For instance, we think the body is
extremely important, because it maintains the mind. The mind feeds the body and the body feeds the mind. We feel it is important to
keep this happening in a healthy manner for our benefit, and we have come to the conclusion that the easiest way to achieve this
tremendous scheme of being healthy is to start with the less complicated side of it: feed the body. Then we can wait and see what
happens with the mind. If we are less hungry, then we are more likely to be psychologically jolly, and then we may feel like looking into
the teachings of depth psychology or other philosophies (Trungpa 2010b). This also indirectly reflects on the values underpinning
Maslow s hierarchy of needs.
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be able to excel, to be able to experience situations as they are and turn them in-to medicine. Turn
poison into medicine. Take whatever situation you have and make something constructive happen
with it. That s what I learned from that situation with Miles (SafaJah 2014). 831
Hancock describes that it took him years to understand the essential nature of Davis approach (Paul
Belanger 2015). It was in only later in the 1960s that Hancock, like Jerry (as well as some other jazz
musicians) became a Buddhist. Hancock has lectured about the profound impact of Buddhist values on his
own creative practice (Hancock 2014). The point of this anecdote is that Miles Davis surrounded himself with
people and situations that would constantly challenge (inspire) his own resilient spirit.
Complexity Can Awaken (and clarity can subdue)
What looks and sounds like a loss of control on one scale of time and space, might otherwise be
characterized as a willful loss or acceptance of a lack of control, a welcoming of complexity and chaos:
whether it is the unpredictable situations that innovators like Miles Davis or Jerry put themselves into. Jerry
sometimes cracks jokes: I have mastered the art of flailing, or, coming to terms with the physiological
realities of his age, when my arm gets tired I just play a polyrhythm, humour which is actually underpinned
by what he has on other occasions referred to as the wisdom of the body. For a listener not familiar with
Jerry s music and the values it conveys, such temporal deviations may raise ambiguities on the basis of their
perceived lack of control, skill, and aesthetic meaningfulness. But perhaps this ambiguity can also draw the
listener in to become more awake. The inability to categorize temporal deviations into syntactically known
rhythms and the inability to determine the spirit and intention which drives these gestures, awakens the
listener to consider the limits of rational or culturally-learned strategies of perception. To consider the
affordance of such a value system.

Hancock describes the same event in a later interview:
We all have the ability to turn challenge into inspiration, and to share that with other people. It s a big lesson . . . Sometimes it s crisis
that brings out the best of the human spirit. So you actually, in that way, are turning poison into medicine. In that crucial moment, to be
able to respond . . . through your own compassion, through your own trust and caring to bring out the best that you have to turn a crisis
or a challenge into benefit [sic] or something of great value. . . (Paul Belanger 2015).
831
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